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Human-Induced Changes
in the Hydrology of the Western
United States
Tim P. Barnett,1* David W. Pierce,1 Hugo G. Hidalgo,1 Celine Bonfils,2
Benjamin D. Santer,2 Tapash Das,1 Govindasamy Bala,2 Andrew W. Wood,3
Toru Nozawa,4 Arthur A. Mirin,2 Daniel R. Cayan,1,5 Michael D. Dettinger1,5
Observations have shown that the hydrological cycle of the western United States changed
significantly over the last half of the 20th century. We present a regional, multivariable climate
change detection and attribution study, using a high-resolution hydrologic model forced by global
climate models, focusing on the changes that have already affected this primarily arid region
with a large and growing population. The results show that up to 60% of the climate-related trends
of river flow, winter air temperature, and snow pack between 1950 and 1999 are human-induced.
These results are robust to perturbation of study variates and methods. They portend, in
conjunction with previous work, a coming crisis in water supply for the western United States.
ater is perhaps the most precious natural commodity in the western United
States. Numerous studies indicate the
hydrology of this region is changing in ways that
will have a negative impact on the region (1–3).
Between 1950 and 1999 there was a shift in the
character of mountain precipitation, with more
winter precipitation falling as rain instead of snow
(2, 4, 5), earlier snow melt (4, 6), and associated
changes in river flow (7–10). In the latter case,
the river flow experiences relative increases in
the spring and relative decreases in the summer
months. These effects go along with a warming
over most of the region that has exacerbated
these drier summer conditions (5, 8, 11).
The west naturally undergoes multidecadal
fluctuations between wet and dry periods (12).
If drying from natural climate variability is the
cause of the current changes, a subsequent wet
period will likely restore the hydrological cycle
to its former state. But global and regional climate models forced by anthropogenic pollutants
suggest that human influences could have caused
the shifts in hydrology (2, 13–15). If so, these
changes are highly likely to accelerate, making
modifications to the water infrastructure of the
western United States a virtual necessity.
Here, we demonstrate statistically that the
majority of the observed low-frequency changes
in the hydrological cycle (river flow, temperature, and snow pack) over the western United
States from 1950 to 1999 are due to humancaused climate changes from greenhouse gases
and aerosols. This result is obtained by evaluat-
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ing a combination of global climate and regional
hydrologic models, together with sophisticated
data analysis. We use a multivariable detection
and attribution (D&A) methodology (16–18) to
show that the simultaneous hydroclimatic changes
observed already differ significantly in length
and strength from trends expected as a result of
natural variability (detection) and differ in the
specific ways expected of human-induced effects (attribution). Focusing on the hydrological
cycle allows us to assess the origins of the most
relevant climate change impacts in this waterlimited region.

We investigated simultaneous changes from
1950 to 1999 (19) in snow pack (snow water
equivalent or SWE), the timing of runoff of the
major western rivers, and average January through
March daily minimum temperature (JFM Tmin)
in the mountainous regions of the western United
States (20). These three variates arguably are
among the most important metrics of the western hydrological cycle. By using the multivariable approach, we obtain a greater signal-to-noise
(S/N) ratio than from univariate D&A alone (see
below).
The SWE data are normalized by Octoberto-March precipitation (P) to reduce variability
from heavy- or light-precipitation years. Observed
SWE/P and temperature were averaged over each
of nine western mountainous regions (Fig. 1) to
reduce small-spatial-scale weather noise. The
river flow variate is the center of timing (CT), the
day of the year on which one-half of the total
water flow for the year has occurred, computed
from naturalized flow in the Columbia, Colorado,
and Sacramento/San Joaquin rivers. CT tends to
decrease with warming because of earlier spring
melting.
Selected observations from these regions and
variables are displayed in Fig. 2, showing the
trends noted above, along with substantial regional differences and “weather noise.” SWE/P
trends in the nine regions vary from –2.4 to –7.9%
per decade, except in the southern Sierra Nevada
where the trend is slightly positive. The JFM
Tmin trends are all positive and range from 0.28°
to 0.43°C per decade, whereas the river CT
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Fig. 1. Map showing averaging regions over which SWE/P and JFM Tmin were determined. The
hatching shows the approximate outline of the three main drainage basins used in this study.
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arrives from 0.3 to 1.7 days per decade earlier.
The challenge in D&A analysis is to determine
whether a specific, predetermined signal representing the response to external forcing is present
in these observations.
We compared the observations with results
from a regional hydrologic model forced by global climate model runs. One of the global models, the Parallel Climate Model (PCM) (21), has
been used previously in hydrological studies in
the western United States (22) and realistically
portrays important features of observed climate
and the amplitude of natural internal variability.
The second climate model, the anthropogenically forced medium-resolution Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate (MIROC) (23–25),
was selected from the current Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) AR4 set of
global runs (26) because it had available many

20th-century ensemble members with daily data,
and because it offered a high degree of realism
in representing the Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO). We used the anthropogenically forced
versions of these models to obtain an estimate
for the expected signal not confounded by other
forcing mechanisms. The models provided multiple realizations (10 for MIROC, 4 for PCM) of
the historical response of the climate system to
anthropogenic forcing. The daily output from
these coarse-horizontal-resolution model results
was downscaled to a 1/8° × 1/8° latitude-longitude
grid by two different statistical methods [Bias Correction and Spatial Disaggregation (BCSD) (27)
and Constructed Analogues (CA) (28)]. The downscaled temperature and precipitation data were
supplied as input to the Variable Infiltration
Capacity (VIC) hydrological model (15, 27, 29)
to obtain river flow and SWE/P.
Fig. 2. Observed time series of selected variables (expressed as unit
normal deviates) used in the multivariate detection and attribution
analysis. Taken in isolation, seven
of nine SWE/P, seven of nine JFM
Tmin, and one of the three river flow
variables have statistically significant trends.

Fig. 3. Fingerprints from the multivariate analysis of PCM and MIROC.
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We used the downscaled model results to
estimate an anthropogenic “fingerprint” for the
PCM and MIROC models (30). The fingerprint
describes the joint variability of SWE/P, JFM
Tmin, and river flow (Fig. 3) (20). The model
fingerprints are very similar despite the different
external forcings used (20, 26). The results show
that warmer temperatures accompany decreases
in SWE/P and decreases in CT of major western
river systems. The sign of each variable is a monopole, indicating a coherent regional-scale signal
over the western United States.
The temporal component of the fingerprint
(not shown) is well represented by a simple trend.
This implies that the fingerprint primarily captures the spatial expression of long-term changes,
and not shorter-period climate modes (such as El
Niño–Southern Oscillation or the PDO).
The signal strength is calculated as the leastsquares linear trend of the projection of a data
set (model or observations) onto the fingerprint
(20). The upper panel of Fig. 4 shows the ensemble mean signals for our various model runs
and the observations (20). The observations show
a positive signal indistinguishable from the PCM
and MIROC anthropogenically forced runs. These
signals exclude zero at the 95% confidence interval, thus achieving “detection.”
We used 1600 years of downscaled control
run data from two different global models (20)
to estimate the probability that the observed signal could be due to natural, internal variability
(Fig. 4, lower panel). The observed signal falls
outside the range expected from natural variability with high confidence (P < 0.01). In separate
analyses for PCM and MIROC, the likelihood
that the model signal arises from natural internal
variability is between 0.01 and 0.001 (20). The
different downscaling methods have little impact
on these results. We conclude that natural internal climate variability alone cannot explain either
the observed or simulated changes in SWE/P,
JFM Tmin, and CT in response to anthropogenic
forcing.
PCM simulations forced solely by the combined impacts of observed solar variability and
volcanic activity (Sol/Vol, Fig. 4) show a signal
with sign opposite to that observed. We conclude that solar and volcanic forcing also fail to
explain the observed hydrological changes.
Might anthropogenically induced precipitation
changes account for our results? This is unlikely
because our variables were chosen to minimize
sensitivity to precipitation fluctuations. However,
previous work has identified an anthropogenic
effect on global-scale changes in precipitation
(31). We conducted a univariate D&A analysis
on precipitation, comparing the fingerprint obtained from the anthropogenic runs to the control runs and observations. The results (Fig. 4,
lower panel) show that the observed changes in
precipitation over the nine western U.S. mountain regions are indistinguishable from natural
variability. We found the same for model precipitation (not shown). We conclude that although
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precipitation may be affected by anthropogenic
forcing on larger scales or in other regions, or in
this region in the future, it cannot explain the
strong changes in western U.S. hydrology from
1950 to 1999.
Finally, the observations are consistent with
the anthropogenic model runs. The observed
signal is stronger than found in either model, but
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Fig. 4. Ensemble average signal strength (upper
panel; standard deviations of the fingerprint’s
principal component per decade) and percentile
rank of ensemble mean signal strength for the
indicated model runs with respect to the combined
(CCSM3-FV and PCM) control run (lower panel). Percentile values were calculated by Monte Carlo
resampling of the control run taking into account
N, the varying number of ensemble members. PCM
(BCSD) and PCM (CA): PCM runs with anthropogenic
forcing, with two different downscaling methods as
described in the text (N = 4). MIROC: MIROC runs
with anthropogenic forcing (N = 10). Sol/Vol: PCM
runs with only solar and volcanic forcing included
(N = 2). The cross shows the signal strength obtained from the observations (N = 1). For comparison purposes, also shown is the observed signal
strength from a separate analysis of precipitation
changes over the nine mountain regions (diamond). Values outside the hatched and crosshatched regions are significant at the 0.01 and
0.05 levels, respectively.

CCSM3-FV noise (normalization); PCM noise (sig. test)
PCM noise (normalization); CCSM3-FV noise (sig. test)

Signal-to-noise ratio

Fig. 5. Time-dependent S/N estimates for two different estimates
of natural variability. The x axis
is the last year of L-length linear
trend in the signal estimate.

the differences are not statistically significant.
The ensemble mean signal strength from PCM
is 60% of the observed signal strength; that is,
PCM estimates that three-fifths of the projected
trend can be ascribed to human effects. The two
downscaling methods give somewhat different
signal strengths (Fig. 4), but the attribution holds
no matter which is chosen. We conclude that
application of a rigorous, multivariable D&A
methodology shows a detectable and attributable
signature of human effects on western hydrology.
We examined the time evolution of signal
and noise by projecting the observations (signal)
and control run data (noise) onto the multivariable fingerprint, then fitting linear trends of increasing length L to the resulting projected time
series. This enabled us to calculate a S/N ratio
as a function of L (from 10 to 50 years); Fig. 5
shows that the S/N ratio rises above the 5% significance threshold no later than 1986. This
result is robust to uncertainties in the model
fingerprint, model-based noise estimates, and
statistical downscaling method (20). We also
repeated the D&A analysis without areal weighting and found that it made no difference in our
conclusions.
The variables examined here covary in a physically and internally consistent way: An increase
in minimum temperature is associated with less
SWE/P and earlier runoff. Quantitatively, we also
compared the S/N obtained from separate analyses of each variable with that obtained for the
full multivariable problem (20). For fixed choices
of fingerprint, noise, and downscaling (32), the
S/N values from the separate SWE/P, JFM Tmin,
and CT analyses were 2.90, 2.95, and 1.85, respectively, all significant at about the 0.05 level
or above. The multivariable analysis had a S/N
of 3.62, and so it has quantitative value as well as
providing a test of whether SWE/P, JFM Tmin,
and CT covary in a physically consistent way.
Our results are robust with respect to uncertainties in model estimates of anthropogenic
climate fingerprints and natural variability, downscaling method, and the choice of univariate or
multivariate D&A analysis. Estimates of natural
variability used for significance testing agree
well with those derived from paleo proxies (20).
The analyses show with high confidence that
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the majority of the detrimental changes already
seen in western U.S. hydrology are caused by
human-induced effects. PCM, which has the
most realistic signal strength, shows that human
effects account for 60% of the observed 1950–
1999 trend in signal strength. MIROC accounts
for 35% of the trend. On the basis of Fig. 4 (upper panel) and the discussion of MIROC in (20),
the PCM number seems more reliable.
Our results are not good news for those living in the western United States. The scenario for
how western hydrology will continue to change
has already been published using one of the models used here [PCM (2)] as well as in other recent studies of western U.S. hydrology [e.g., (15)].
It foretells water shortages, lack of storage capability to meet seasonally changing river flow,
transfers of water from agriculture to urban uses,
and other critical impacts. Because PCM performs so well in replicating the complex signals
of the last half of the 20th century, we have
every reason to believe its projections and to act
on them in the immediate future.
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The carboxysome is a bacterial microcompartment that functions as a simple organelle by
sequestering enzymes involved in carbon fixation. The carboxysome shell is roughly 800 to 1400
angstroms in diameter and is assembled from several thousand protein subunits. Previous studies
have revealed the three-dimensional structures of hexameric carboxysome shell proteins, which
self-assemble into molecular layers that most likely constitute the facets of the polyhedral shell.
Here, we report the three-dimensional structures of two proteins of previously unknown function,
CcmL and OrfA (or CsoS4A), from the two known classes of carboxysomes, at resolutions of 2.4 and
2.15 angstroms. Both proteins assemble to form pentameric structures whose size and shape are
compatible with formation of vertices in an icosahedral shell. Combining these pentamers with
the hexamers previously elucidated gives two plausible, preliminary atomic models for the
carboxysome shell.
he carboxysome enhances CO2 fixation
inside many photosynthetic and chemoautotrophic bacterial cells by encapsulating the key enzymes ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate

T

carboxylase-oxygenase (RuBisCO) and carbonic
anhydrase (1–3). In contrast to membrane-bound
eukaryotic organelles, carboxysomes and related
bacterial microcompartments (4, 5) have a pro-
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teinaceous outer shell, which is roughly polyhedral in shape (Fig. 1). The earliest observations of
carboxysomes by electron microscopy date back
more than 40 years (6, 7). Subsequent genetic
and biochemical studies have provided essential
information about their function and composition
(3, 8–10); structural studies (11–14) have begun
to illuminate the functional mechanisms and architectural details of the carboxysome.
Carboxysomes are found in all cyanobacteria
and in some chemoautotrophic bacteria. Two types
of carboxysomes have been defined by patterns
of genomic organization and by protein sequence
comparisons (15). They are represented in two
model organisms, Halothiobacillus neapolitanus
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Fig. 1. Carboxysome architecture and operon organization. Transmission
electron micrographs showing (A) (left) a section
through a dividing cyanobacterial cell, Syn. 6803
(scale bar, 200 nm), and
(right) an enlargement
of a single carboxysome
(scale bar, 50 nm) and
(B) (left) Halothiobacillus
neapolitanus cells with
their carboxysomes highlighted by arrows and
(right) purified carboxysomes (scale bars, 100 nm). Their polyhedral shape helps
distinguish carboxysomes from other cytoplasmic inclusions.
(C) A diagram showing the construction of a large icosahedron from many smaller hexagons and 12 pentagons at
the vertices. The figure shown has a triangulation number (T)
of 75 (29). (D) Genomic arrangement of carboxysomeassociated proteins. Homologous proteins from the two model organisms are shaded and colored similarly. The hexameric shell proteins are colored in blue. The
CcmL and OrfA (or CsoS4A) proteins under study here are colored in pink. The rbc and cbb genes code for the large and small subunit of RuBisCO. (A) is adapted
from ref. (11); (B) is adapted from ref. (12).
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When will Lake Mead go dry?
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[1] A water budget analysis shows that under current conditions there is a 10% chance

that live storage in Lakes Mead and Powell will be gone by about 2013 and a 50% chance
that it will be gone by 2021 if no changes in water allocation from the Colorado River
system are made. This startling result is driven by climate change associated with
global warming, the effects of natural climate variability, and the current operating status
of the reservoir system. Minimum power pool levels in both Lake Mead and Lake Powell
will be reached under current conditions by 2017 with 50% probability. While these dates
are subject to some uncertainty, they all point to a major and immediate water supply
problem on the Colorado system. The solutions to this water shortage problem must be
time-dependent to match the time-varying, human-induced decreases in future river flow.
Citation: Barnett, T. P., and D. W. Pierce (2008), When will Lake Mead go dry?, Water Resour. Res., 44, W03201,
doi:10.1029/2007WR006704.

1. Introduction
[2] A number of studies over the last 20 years have
suggested that there will be a decrease in runoff over
the Southwestern United States because of global warming.
The decrease will be caused by increasing temperatures
and evapotranspiration and decreasing precipitation. The
statistical/empirical studies [Revelle and Waggoner, 1983;
Nash and Gleick, 1991, 1993; Hoerling and Eischeid, 2007],
as well as climate model studies of the last few years [e.g.,
Milly et al., 2005; Christensen et al., 2004, Christensen and
Lettenmaier, 2006; Seager et al., 2007] all show a decrease
in runoff to the Colorado River (see caveats on climate
models below). The estimates of runoff reduction from
these studies are remarkably similar, and range between
10% and 30% over the next 30 – 50 years. The IPCC
Working Group II concludes there will be a 10 –30% run
off reduction over some dry regions at midlatitudes during
the next 50 years with very high confidence [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2008]. Current naturalized flow in the Colorado River is on the order of 15 million
acre feet (MAF, 1.233  109 m3) per year measured at Lees
Ferry (Figure 1), so these decreases will ultimately result in
a runoff reduction of 1.5– 4.5 MAF/a from current levels,
which we assume leads to similar reductions in Colorado
River flow.
[3] The Colorado River is quite literally the life’s blood
of today’s modern southwest society and economy. Given
the agreement about both size and timing of runoff reduction, it is important to examine what it will mean to the
people of the southwest and, especially, when they might
expect water shortage problems to appear. In its recent
report on Colorado River Basin water management, the
National Academy of Sciences [Committee on the Scientific
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Copyright 2008 by the American Geophysical Union.
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Bases of Colorado River Basin Water Management, 2007]
notes future potential problems with availability of water in
the region. It calls for a comprehensive analysis of water
needs and uses in the region, but provides no analysis of the
timing or magnitude of potential problems. Hoerling and
Eischeid [2007] suggest water availability could soon fall
below critical levels but offer no temporal details. McCabe
and Wolock [2007] estimate climate changes will increase
chances of failure to meet water allocation requirements of
the Colorado Covenant, but their methods preclude estimates of just when this might happen.
[4] Our intent is to make a first estimate of when and how
the human-induced reduced runoff will impact people. We
simplistically state the question as ‘‘when will Lake Mead
go dry?’’ assuming there are no changes in water management strategies and sector-specific consumptive use. By
‘‘going dry,’’ we mean when the live storage (the reservoir
space from which water can be evacuated by gravity) in
Lakes Mead and Powell becomes exhausted (Figure 2
summarizes the various storage levels in the Lakes). As we
shall see below, the answer is both startling and alarming.
[5] It is obvious that once long-term outflow exceeds
inflow the system is doomed to run dry. One of our
purposes in this work is to point out that currently scheduled
depletions (loss of water from consumptive use), along with
water losses due to evaporation/infiltration and reduction in
runoff due to climate change, have pushed the system into a
negative net inflow regime that is not sustainable. Another
purpose is to demonstrate how natural variability, i.e., the
chance of getting strings of dry years consistent with the
historical record, makes the system likely to run dry even
with positive net inflow. When expected changes due to
global warming are included as well, currently scheduled
depletions are simply not sustainable.

2. Methods
2.1. Water Balance Model
[6] The method is a simple water balance approach that
keeps track of water going into and out of the major
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Figure 1. Overview of the region of interest (31.2° –
43.7°N, 104.0°– 120.3°W), which is historically separated
into the ‘‘upper basin’’ (dots) and ‘‘lower basin’’ (gray).
Colorado River flow from the upper to lower basins is
measured at Lees Ferry.
reservoirs in the Colorado River system. The initial condition
for our study (Figure 2) is the amount of water currently
in live storage in the Lake Mead/Lake Powell system
(25.7 MAF above the dead pool as of June 2007; U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation Web page). We consider the two
reservoirs as a single storage unit, consistent with the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) plan to manage them
jointly [U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 2007]. We assume
‘‘perfect’’ management so that the amount of storage in each
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reservoir above dead pool is manipulated to keep the storage
levels approximately the same in both reservoirs (see
caveats). The naturalized flow of the Colorado River at Lees
Ferry is 15 MAF/a over the period 1906 – 2005 (USBR Web
page, http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/NaturalFlow/
current.html, accessed 10 January 2008), so we use this as
a working number, although on the basis of tree ring
reconstructions it is probably too high [Committee on the
Scientific Bases of Colorado River Basin Water Management, 2007], and does not reflect the drought of the last
7 years (see caveats).
[7] Today the Colorado system is, for all intents and
purposes, fully subscribed (see below) so any additional
consumptive use in the upper basin as now contemplated
(Figure 3), or reduced runoff into the river due to climate
change, must be covered by existing storage. We consider
human-induced reductions in runoff of 10 to 30%, in
accordance with estimates from global climate models and
statistical analysis, and take these reductions to be linear in
time over the next 50 years (i.e., runoff slowly decreases
until it reaches a total reduction of, say, 10% below current
levels in 2057). We first do a simple deterministic analysis
that does not include the complicating factors of runoff
variability, evaporation, and infiltration, in order to more
clearly isolate the effect of human-induced climate change
on the reservoirs. We then do a probabilistic analysis of the
likelihood of the reservoir storage becoming exhausted,
using Monte Carlo simulations with a water budget model,
and allowing for evaporation and infiltration as well as the
stochastic nature of the river flow itself.
[8] We tested the water budget model by comparing it to
the results obtained by Harding et al. [1995], who modeled
a ‘‘severe sustained drought’’ episode on the Colorado River
using a sophisticated river network model based on an
enhanced version of USBR’s Colorado River model, CRSS.
The results (Figure 4) show the simulated, combined storage
from Harding et al. [1995] versus that from the water

Figure 2. Total reservoir storage in Lakes Mead and Powell (million acre feet) as a function of lake
surface elevation above mean sea level (feet). (We retain the units commonly used in the operation of
these reservoirs; data are from Colorado River Open Source Simulator, release 1.0, 2007, http://
www.onthecolorado.org/cross.cfm). Arrows indicate the maximum storage possible in each lake, the
amount present on 13 June 2007, the minimum needed to enable hydroelectric power generation, and the
minimum below which no more water can be extracted from the reservoir by gravity (‘‘dead pool’’).
‘‘Live storage’’ is all current storage above the dead pool elevation.
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Figure 3. Historical water use (solid line) and scheduled future depletions (dashed line, 2008 –2060) of
the Colorado River system. Superposed lines for the upper and lower basins show the best fit least
squares linear trend over the period 1960– 2004. Note the abrupt change in water availability for the
lower basin states.
budget analysis used here. The differences are due principally to our neglect of smaller storage units within the
Colorado system. At any rate, the agreement suggests the
method is adequate to address the large-scale water budget
issues considered here.
[9] We tried three different methods to generate synthetic
time series of Colorado River flow consistent with the
historical record (Appendix A), including a simple firstorder autoregressive (AR-1) approximation, fractional
Gaussian noise (fGn), and a new Fourier-based technique
described in Appendix A. Overall, our results are robust
with respect to the method used, as the water budget effects
are large compared to differences in detail of the synthetic
flows. The plots shown here are made using fGn, since the
more familiar index sequential method (ISM) does not
correctly sample variability consistent with the historical
record (see Appendix A). Synthetic time series generated
with fGn also exhibit long-term persistence, which has been
shown to be important for correctly simulating the statistics
of hydrological processes [e.g., Phatarfod, 1989; Pelletier
and Turcotte, 1997; Wang et al., 2007; Koutsoyiannis and
Montanari, 2007].
2.2. Future Depletions
[10] Future depletions are taken from published USBR
schedules (appendices C and D of U.S. Bureau of Reclamation [2007]) over the period 2008 – 2060. In Figure 3
these are compared to historical water use (obtained from
http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/uses.html, accessed
14 November 2007). Total scheduled depletions rise from
13.5 MAF/a in 2008 to 14.1 MAF/a by 2030. We also include
in the Monte Carlo results water loss due to evaporation and
changes due to infiltration (the 1971 – 2004 average evaporation was 0.894 and 0.516 MAF/a for lakes Mead and
Powell, respectively, while infiltration was +0.005 and
0.312 MAF/a (N. Yoder, USBR, personal communication,
2007)). Although the amount of evaporation and infiltration
change with lake level, possibly providing a negative feedback as the lake area shrinks, evaporation is also likely to
increase in the future as temperatures warm, and infiltration is
a second-order quantity compared to the other mechanisms
included here. Accordingly, in this work we have simply kept

the value of evaporation/infiltration constant at 1.7 MAF/a.
As a sensitivity test, we tried scaling evaporation with Lake
surface area, and found it made little difference to our results;
human-induced reductions in runoff overwhelm the Lake
surface area-dependent changes in evaporation.

3. Results
[11] In section 3.1 we begin with deterministic estimates of
when the live storage will be depleted by global warming –
driven runoff reductions alone, without the outside impacts
of evaporation and natural variability in the river flow. This
approach is simplistic but gives an immediate feel for the
scope of the climate change problem and how it relates to
reservoir storage. In section 3.2 we then extend the analysis
to more realistic, probabilistic estimates of the same quantities but allowing for the additional impacts of natural
climate variability on runoff, as well as the effects of
evaporation and infiltration. A summary of the factors
included in each calculation is shown in Table 1.
3.1. Deterministic Estimates
[12] The above noted climate models and statistical
studies projected decreases in runoff that can be used to
compute the future decline in river flow in MAF, year by
year. We start by assuming a current steady state where

Figure 4. Reconstruction of combined Lakes Powell and
Mead storage (MAF) during the ‘‘sustained severe drought’’
episode of the late 1500s from Harding et al. [1995]
(crosses) and this study (circles).
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Table 1. Summary of Factors Included in the Various Calculationsa

Probabilistic
Estimates?

Evaporation
and
Infiltration
Included?

Given in
Terms of
Net Inflow?

Climate
Change
Included?

Management
Strategies
Considered?

Deplete to
Power Pool or
Dead Pool

Location of
Results

10% Chance
to Deplete
by Year

50% Chance
to Deplete
by Year

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
no
no
yes

dead
power
dead
power
dead
dead
dead

section 3.1 (start)
section 3.1 (end)
Figure 5
Figure 6
Figure 7
Figure 8
Figure 9

NAb
NA
2014
2010
2014c
2013c
2025d

2036
2021
2028
2017
2028c
2021c
2048d

a

For simulations that include climate change, the quoted years are for a 20% reduction in runoff over the next 50 years.
NA means not applicable.
For a net inflow of 1.0 MAF/a.
d
For a cut in requested water deliveries by 25%.
b
c

inflow to the reservoirs is equal to their discharge. In reality
the Lake Mead is currently being overdrafted by about
1 MAF (T. Labonde and J. Shields, Update for Green River
Basin Advisory Group, 2004, available at http://waterplan.
state.wy.us/BAG/green/briefbook), so our assumption of
steady state is highly conservative. We simply integrate
the annual reductions in runoff in time, assuming the
changes are temporally linear and levels of consumption
are constant, to determine how many years until the existing
live storage is gone. We find live storage will be depleted
completely 23– 40 years from now, or sometime in the
span 2030 to 2047, for runoff reductions of 30– 10% over
50 years, respectively.
[13] For further discussion, we take the median runoff
reduction, from the above studies, as 0.06 MAF per year.
This corresponds to a 20% decrease in runoff (3.0 MAF)
50 years from now, and yields approximately 29 years left,
or calendar year 2036, before the combined Mead and
Powell system is at dead pool elevation. Sensitivity studies
showed the dates vary by roughly 10 years around 2036 by
assuming larger/smaller 50 year runoff reduction rates or
that the 20% runoff reduction will happen soon/later than
2050. The time to dead pool elevation is not very sensitive
to the details and assumptions of the runoff estimates. One
can also vary the date depending on when one assumes the
warming impacts to set in. Recent studies show the global
warming impacts have been operative in the Southwest for
some decades [Barnett et al. 2008], but we make the
conservative assumption they start in 2007. Perhaps most
important are the initial conditions at the reservoirs for start
of the calculations; we used the current state as of June
2007. At this time the system had about 50% of its total
possible storage.
[14] In addition to water, both reservoirs are important
sources of hydroelectric power. Together the two reservoirs
can produce about 10,000 gW h. What do the runoff
reductions mean to the availability of that latter resource?
As of June 2007 there was a total, between both reservoirs,
of approximately 15 MAF of water above the minimum
power pool level, which is the reservoir elevation below
which the power generation turbines cannot safely operate
(Figure 2). Carrying through the same type of analysis as
above showed that there is a 50% chance the minimum
power pool elevation would be reached in around 2021;
only 14 years into the future. At that point (or before), there

would be an abrupt drop in the abilities of the reservoirs to
generate hydroelectric power.
3.2. Probabilistic Estimates
[15] The previous results neglected the natural variability
in river flow associated with weather (wet/dry years) and
short-term climate variability (e.g., El Niño/La Niña). Using
ten thousand realizations of river flow (statistically consistent with historic variability from 1906– 2005 and tree ring
flow estimates over approximately the last 1250 years),
coupled with the deterministic linear runoff trend described
above, allowed us to construct cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs) for the depletion of the current live
storage. Future depletions were taken from the USBR
schedules shown in Figure 3, while evaporation plus infiltration was taken fixed at 1.7 MAF/a, as noted previously.
[16] The results are given in Figure 5 (left). The solid
curve shows the likelihood of reservoir storage levels falling
to the dead pool elevation with no runoff reduction. In the
absence of curtailed water delivery, there is a 50% chance
the system will go dry by 2037. This is driven by the sum of
depletions (14 MAF/a by 2030) plus evaporation/infiltration (1.7 MAF/a) being larger than runoff into the system
(15.05 MAF/a, the average over the period 1906 – 2005).
[17] Included also in Figure 5 (left) are the cases where
climate change decreases runoff into the river by 10%
(crosses) and 20% (circles). The probability of depleting
both reservoirs’ live storage is 50% by 2028, if we account
for natural variability and a 20% decrease in runoff (which
would be fully realized in 2057). The results are rather
insensitive to changes in runoff reduction. The different
methods of modeling the natural variability all give essentially the same results (Figure 5, right).
[18] All of these numbers are somewhat more pessimistic
than the deterministic analysis because they include evaporation/infiltration as well as allowing for natural variability
in the river flow. The answers, being expressed in probabilistic format, allow the user to determine the risk levels in
any decision process they undertake.
[19] The probabilistic analysis for minimum power pool
levels is shown in Figure 6. There is a 50% chance the
minimum power pool levels will be realized by about 2017,
in the absence of management responses. This result is
rather insensitive to changes in runoff, at least in the near
term. At any rate, the associated drops in power production
would be precipitous in time as turbine intakes went dry. It
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Figure 5. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) showing the probability of Lakes Mead and Powell
reservoir levels falling to dead pool elevation by the indicated year. (left) Case where only natural
variability is affecting river flow (solid curve) and cases where climate change produces a decrease in
runoff of 10% (curve with crosses) and 20% (curve with circles). (right) CDFs obtained with four
different methods of simulating natural runoff variability for the case with a 20% reduction in runoff.
ISM, index sequential method; AR-1, first-order autoregressive process; fGn, fractional Gaussian noise;
FRRP, Fourier reconstruction and randomized phase. See Appendix A for details.

seems clear that the threat to power production on the
Colorado is both real and more imminent than most might
expect.
3.3. Sensitivity to Net Inflow
[20] Are the results presented here inconsistent with
previous results, modeling the severe late 1500s drought,
that imply a more resilient water delivery system [Harding
et al., 1995]? In that work, even a severe historical drought
had only a slight impact on water deliveries to lower basin
states. Setting aside climate change for the moment, random
weather noise provides a variable amount of water input to
the system, which can vary greatly year to year. Water
managers strive to deliver a near constant quantity of water
every year, using reservoir storage capacity to smooth out
these short-term variations. In this section we analyze the
system in terms of the net inflow, defined as long-term mean
flow into the combined Lakes Mead and Powell system
minus the long-term mean of consumption plus evaporation/
infiltration.
[21] If one considers the system as a whole, the net inflow
is negative. The USBR scheduled delivery (Figure 3) starts
at 13.5 MAF/a in 2008, which together with evaporation/
infiltration of 1.7 MAF/a and a mean Colorado River flow
of 15.05 MAF/a (average over 1906– 2005) gives a net
inflow of 0.15 MAF/a in 2008, dropping to 1.15 MAF/a
by 2060 in the absence of climate change. A reduction in
runoff by 10 and 20% from human-induced climate change
would give net inflow of 2.6 and 4.1 MAF/a, respectively, by 2057. The reservoirs would be dry long before
these levels were realized, assuming present consumption
continues unchanged. Arguably more realistic would be to
use the average mean Colorado River flow over the last
50 years, which would put the current net inflow even more
negative, about 0.7 MAF/a, near the current overdraft of
1.0 MAF/a estimated for Lake Mead (see http://waterplan.
state.wy.us/BAG/green/briefbook).
[22] Figure 7 (left) shows the CDFs of the system running
dry as a function of fixed net inflow (i.e., neglecting any
time-evolving contribution from climate change). It is clear
that negative net inflow mandates the system running dry,
but one might wonder how the system can go dry with zero

or positive net inflow. Natural variability generates long
periods of wet/dry years, so the system can go dry at one
extreme and spill under wet conditions. These situations are
equally likely from a statistical point of view when only
natural variability is operating. In the absence of a management response to shortages, the system undergoes a random
walk constrained only by the limits of maximum reservoir
capacity (on the wet side) and completely exhausted storage
(on the dry side). The middle plot of Figure 7 shows the
probability of filling or going dry by year 2027 (20 years
from now) as a function of net inflow. With initial reservoir
storage approximately half the capacity, the curves are
nearly symmetric.
[23] The CDFs shown in Figure 7 (left) have a strong
sensitivity to net inflow; the system becomes rapidly prone
to exhausting storage as net inflow drops from +2 MAF/a
(which virtually guarantees reliable delivery) to 1 MAF/a,
which has a 50% chance of running dry by 2027. So part of
the reason our results seem to show a system more sensitive
to climate fluctuations than earlier workers is that the

Figure 6. As in Figure 5 (left) but for reservoir storage
dropping below the minimum necessary for hydropower
generation.
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Figure 7. (left) CDFs of Lakes Mead and Powell running dry as a function of net inflow into the
system, as indicated on the curves (in MAF/a). Climate change is not explicitly included. (middle)
Probability of the system going dry (solid line) or filling up (dash-dotted line) by 2027, for the given net
inflow (MAF/a). Climate change is not explicitly included. (right) Probability of the system going dry or
filling up within 20 years of the indicated start year, given historical and future depletions and a 20%
reduction in runoff due to climate change.
system becomes more unstable as the net inflow approaches
zero, i.e., as the river becomes fully subscribed. Yearly
depletions to the upper and lower basins have risen steadily
since the 1940s (Figure 3), resulting in an increasingly
unstable system.
[24] Furthermore, Figure 7 shows that the rate of increase
in sensitivity of the system becomes much more rapid as the
net inflow approaches zero. For example, consider the
probability of the system running dry by 2027 (middle plot,
thick line). The chance is negligible for a net inflow of
+2 MAF/a or more, which was the case before about 1985.
If the net inflow is reduced to +1 MAF/a (approximately the
inflow for the late 1980s and early 1990s) the probability
only rises to 9%. However, if the net inflow is further
reduced to 0 MAF/a, the probability jumps to 25%; and as
the net inflow drops to today’s value of nearly 1 MAF/a,
the probability of the system running dry by 2027 increases
to 50%.
[25] We now add reductions in runoff due to climate
change to the increasing sensitivity as net inflow approaches

zero. The combination acts in a particularly unfortunate
way. Even if current net inflow were at a somewhat safe
value, such as +1 MAF/a, future reductions in runoff
combined with increasing depletions (Figure 3) yield net
inflows that drop to levels that render the system highly
vulnerable in just a few decades. This is shown in Figure 8,
where the left plot illustrates the case with initial (year
2007) net inflow of +1 MAF/a. In the absence of climate
change, there is a 20% chance the system would run dry by
2040. However, a human-induced reduction in runoff by
20%, a medium value from the global model estimates, has
a strong effect on the probability curve, such that there is
then a 45% chance of the system going dry by 2040.
[26] In reality, we likely have a current net inflow
between 0.2 and 1 MAF/a depending what base time
period one wants to use for estimating mean Colorado River
flow. The middle and right plots of Figure 8 show that in
this regime, any reduction in river flow due to climate
change has a strong effect on an already marginally reliable
system, e.g., for a net inflow of 1 MAF, the probability

Figure 8. Effect of climate change on chances of Lakes Mead and Powell running dry, for a net inflow
of (left) +1, (middle) 0, and (right) 1 MAF/a.
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Figure 9. Effects of management strategies on likelihood of the Lakes Powell and Mead system
dropping to deal pool elevations (left) for current conditions and when runoff in the Colorado River
system drops (middle) 10% and (right) 20% because of climate change. Solid curve, when all requested
water deliveries are supplied; curves with crosses and circles, when deliveries are cut 10 and 25%,
respectively, when total storage drops below 15 MAF.
that reservoirs are at dead pool by 2021 is 50% (assuming a
20% reduction in runoff).
[27] To further illustrate the evolving reliability of the
system, we combine historical and projected future depletions (Figure 3) with the reduction in runoff expected
because of climate change to estimate net inflow from
1960 to 2060. Since net inflow is not intended to reflect
interannual variability, we have calculated the depletions
over the historical era (1960 – 2004) from the least squares
best fit linear trends shown for the upper and lower basins in
Figure 3, and taken water releases to Mexico constant at
1.5 MAF/a. Future depletions are taken from the USBR
schedules. Using this net inflow, we compute the probability
the system will go dry (or fill) within 20 years from the start
date, including a 20% reduction in runoff over 2007 –2057
due to climate change and (for consistency) a constant
starting reservoir level of 25 MAF. The results are shown
in the right plot of Figure 7. From 1960 to 1980, there
was virtually no chance of the system running dry within
20 years; by 2000, this chance rises to 20%, and to almost
60% by 2020. In contrast, the chances of the lakes refilling
drop to under 20% by 2007 and are essentially nil by 2030.
At any rate, the early 2000s were marked by a significant
transition, when, for the first time, the chance of the system
running dry exceeded the chance of the system filling up.

4. Water Shortage Options
[28] Of course, water managers and other decision makers
will do everything in their power to see that Lakes Mead
and Powell do not go dry. Can the devastating scenarios laid
out above be ameliorated, at least for some years, and if so
how might this be done? Curtailing consumptive use is one
obvious answer. The current USBR strategy for the most
severe reservoir elevation reduction they consider, Lake
Mead level at 1025 feet (see Figure 2), is to withhold
0.6 MAF of water per year, about 5% of Lake Mead annual
releases (including evaporation) (see USBR lower Colorado
Shortages Web page). Will this be enough of a reduction to
solve the problem?
[29] The magnitude of the problem is illustrated in Figure 9,
which shows the CDFs of Lakes Mead and Powell reaching
dead pool elevation under two simplified management

schemes and three runoff scenarios. The management
schemes are not intended to be correct in the complicated
details of how water delivery is altered under shortage
conditions. Instead, they illustrate the overall sensitivities
of system reliability. The curves with crosses and circles
show the CDFs for when the system goes dry when water
deliveries are reduced by 10% and 25% of current demand,
respectively. These consumption reductions are assumed to
start when combined reservoir storage falls below 15 MAF.
This is equivalent to withholding 1.35 and 3.38 MAF/a on
the basis of current demand. The 15 MAF cutoff was chosen
as the point in time where the deliveries are to be curtailed
because it corresponds to the time minimum power pool
levels will be reached in the combined system (see caveats).
In the presence of no runoff reduction, the chances are 50%
that the dead pool volumes will be reached in 2037, 2053
and some time after 2070 for 0, 10 and 25% reduction in
consumptive water delivery, respectively. If the humaninduced runoff reduction is 20% then the comparable set
of years to reach dead pool are 2028, 2034 and 2048,
respectively.
[30] The 10% reduction in water delivery delays for about
6 years the reservoirs reaching dead pool elevations in the
case of a 20% reduction in runoff, and about 10 years in the
case of a 10% in runoff reduction. So a 10% reduction in
consumptive delivery buys some time but does not solve the
problem. Inspection of Figure 9 shows the 25% reduction in
water deliveries makes a real difference in the sustainability
of the reservoir storage. If we now compare the above
results to the 5% delivery reduction in the USBR water
shortage plan, it is clear the 5% reduction will have little
impact on the sustainability of the Colorado reservoir
system in a shortage situation.

5. Caveats
[31] There are a number of issues that potentially impact
the results obtained above. We point these out here,
although going into detail is beyond the scope of the present
paper.
[32] 1. The upper basin of the Colorado has water
allocations equal to those of the lower basin (7.5 MAF/a).
However, they are now using something over 4 MAF/a of
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water associated with those rights. Growth in that part of the
West suggests this situation is changing and the upper basin
is using more of this right (Figure 3). Indeed, the combined
water use currently in both basins is roughly 14– 15 MAF/a
(USBR water accounting Web site, http://www.usbr.gov/lc/
region/g4000/wtracct.html), including evaporation and infiltration. This is approximately the currently assumed
average flow of the river. Is there water to satisfy increased
use in the upper basin and if so, what will its use do to the
net water balance of the system?
[33] 2. We implicitly assumed there would be annual
releases from Lake Powell tuned to maintain storage parity
between it and Lake Mead, e.g., the perfect management
scenario noted above. The law of the river only requires a
delivery of 75 MAF over a 10 year interval, so in principle,
releases from Lake Powell could be curtailed for several
years running, as long as they are made up in subsequent
years. The impact on Lake Mead of such action would be
devastating and, if maintained for even 2 years in the
current situation, would preclude meeting consumptive
allocations in the lower basin. Our methods, essentially
assuming a single large reservoir, will not handle such a
situation. We are interested here in longer-term, larger-scale
changes and so events like Powell release or no release,
which are events of a few years duration, are not considered
explicitly. A more sophisticated model would be required to
explore this issue.
[34] 3. Tree ring data suggest the long-term flow of the
Colorado experiences more variability than has been observed over the last century [Committee on the Scientific
Bases of Colorado River Basin Water Management, 2007].
These data also suggest prolonged droughts far worse and
more extensive than seen in the last 100 years of flow record
on the river are possible. Our attempt to estimate natural
variability from the last 100 years alone might miss such
situations, unless they are included in the methods we use to
generate synthetic flows. The results given in Appendix A
suggests the methods are robust to inclusion of the entire
paleo tree ring record, so lack of representativeness in our
model of natural variability does not seem to be a major
problem. Note also, the flow reductions we have been
seeing over the last 7 – 8 years are surprisingly close to
the global warming – driven reductions in flow estimated by
Hoerling and Eischied [2007]. They also are likely to occur
by chance 10% of the time according to our FRRP statistical
model of river flow (Appendix A).
[35] 4. We have assumed that 1.5 MAF will continue to
go to Mexico annually per existing treaty.
[36] 5. The average annual river flow we used (15 MAF)
is estimated from the 1906– 2005 record of naturalized flow.
However, this masks the long-term decreasing trend in flow.
It might be more realistic to use the average flow over, say,
the last 50 years, 14.48 MAF, or over the last 500 years,
13.7 MAF. Introduction of these lower flow estimates into
our analysis would considerably speed up all of the dead
pool dates cited above [Weisheit and Harrington, 2007].
[37] 6. We assumed that the climate model predicted
changes in net moisture flux convergence would all end
up in river flow. But if a significant fraction of that moisture
change were, say, sequestered in the soils, then our estimates of runoff to the river would be too high [cf. Troch et
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al., 2007]. This would allow more pessimistic estimation of
future water shortages.
[38] 7. The climate models which have produced estimates of decreasing runoff have a host of problems of their
own in handling the water budget from coarse resolution
(little in the way of Rocky Mountains) to the variety of
ways they handle soil processes and vegetation representations. However, a recent study of changes in hydrology of
the western U.S. over that last 50 years shows several of the
models, when run with observed anthropogenic forcings,
reproduce extremely well the observed changes in river
flow timing, snowpack decline and increasing air temperatures in the western United States [Barnett et al., 2008]. So
these models, while not perfect, have a message to tell; a
message supported by their ability to reproduce well the last
50 years of multivariate hydrological observations.
[39] 8. The results shown above are based on initial
conditions corresponding to the current storage levels of
Lakes Mead and Powell, currently about 50% of capacity. If
we rerun the simulations from full pool initial conditions,
we find the CDFs are shifted to latter times, as one would
expect. As a rule of thumb the dates noted above for
realization of dead pool levels are pushed 15– 20 years into
the future.
[40] 9. We also note that the claim that the Colorado is a
resilient system that can quickly recover from drought
seems to depend on two factors. The Harding et al.
[1995] simulation of the severe sustained drought of
the late 1500s started with a pseudoreservoir level of about
35 MAF. Had that study been started with initial conditions
from today, 10 MAF less water, the answer might have been
different. Secondly, not only does the system become less
reliable as net inflow approaches zero, but the rate of change
of system reliability increases strongly as well. This means
the system can quickly transition from a resilient to a fragile
system as consumptive use of the river increases. This is
exactly the regime we are in today.

6. Conclusions
[41] Twenty years of scientific research have shown the
flow of the Colorado River is likely to decline 10– 30% over
the next 30– 50 years. It is declining now and has been for
some years. We have shown that reduction in runoff into the
Colorado River will, within a handful of years, reduce the
live storage of water in the Colorado system to nothing and
seriously curtail the system’s hydropower production, if no
consumptive use changes are made. For example, there is a
10% chance that live storage in Lakes Mead and Powell will
be gone by about 2013, and a 50% chance by 2021, if
current water allocations are maintained. There is a 50%
chance that minimum power pool elevations will be reached
by 2017.
[42] It seems clear there are a number of management
options that can forestall this disaster. Many of these
problems and potential solutions were foreseen by Gleick
and associates at the Pacific Institute 1 – 2 decades ago
[Morrison et al., 1996; Gleick et al., 2003], and others
before them. The new feature of the problem is that the
Colorado River will continue to lose water in the future, if
the global climate models are correct. Solutions to today’s
problems might not be applicable into the future [e.g., Milly
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Figure A1. (left) Log of the standard deviation of Colorado River flow (1906 – 2005) aggregated into
k-year blocks, as a function of log(k); the slope of this relationship should equal the Hurst coefficient
H. The dash-dotted line has slope 0.7, for reference. (right) Spectrum of independent 100-year chunks
of the paleoreconstructed Colorado River flow from Meko et al. [2007] (thin black lines) compared to
spectrum of the synthetically constructed flow using the Fourier method (thick black line, with gray
area showing the 95% confidence interval).
et al., 2008]. The challenge is to determine what combination of agricultural, environmental uses, and personal consumption is achievable in the future, when 10– 30% less
water must serve substantially more people.
[43] In the future we can count on some flow in the
Colorado, albeit 10– 30% less in (say) 50 years than the
current rate. We need to determine now how that reduced
supply of water will be used: Who will get some and who
will not? Our call for action now goes beyond the additional
study called for by the Committee on the Scientific Bases of
Colorado River Basin Water Management [2007] because
of the magnitude and immediacy of the problem. There is
danger that litigation, associated with water right claims and
environmental issues, will compound and put off any
rational decisions on this matter until serious damage has
been done to the diverse users of the Colorado River. Much
of this litigation might be avoided if time-dependent water
solutions are crafted to reflect today’s and tomorrow’s water
realities. It is laudable that efforts in this direction are now
being made. We hope this work will spur solutions, as time
is short. The alternative to reasoned solutions to the coming
water crisis is a major societal and economic disruption in
the desert southwest.

tion methods reported a Hurst coefficient H between 0.6
and 0.8 for observed naturalized Colorado River flow,
1906–2005; we used H = 0.7 to generate the synthetic
flows (Figure A1, left). Every century-long synthetic time
series was set to have the same mean and standard
deviation as the observed flow, which likely underestimates
the true variability in runoff.
[46] The third method we used was one of our own
devising that we term the ‘‘Fourier reconstruction and
randomized phase’’ (FRRP) method. It is similar to the
fGn method, but uses the observed power spectrum as the
basis for a synthetic reconstruction rather than a fit to a
theoretically derived power spectrum. We start with the
historical time series of water year total Colorado River
flow, c(t). We then transform the time series to frequency
space using a Fourier transform:
Z1
Cð f Þ ¼
cðt Þe2pift dt
1

where C is a (complex-valued) amplitude in the frequency
domain, and the frequency, f, is in cycles per water year.

Appendix A: Generation of Synthetic River Flow
Time Series
[44] We construct pdfs of the likelihood of the Lake
Powell/Mead system going dry using thousands of synthetic
time series of Colorado River flow. We explored three
different methods for generating these time series. The first
method was simply a standard first-order autoregressive
(AR-1) model, with the lag-1 correlation taken from the
observations.
[45] The second method was fractional Gaussian noise
(fGn) (see Koutsoyiannis [2002] for an overview), which
captures the low-frequency variability of river flow and
tendency for strings of wet or dry years better than the
AR-1 method. We used the R statistics package ‘‘fArma’’
for this purpose (version 260.72, downloaded from http://
cran.r-project.org on 23 November 2007). Various estima-

Figure A2. Spectra of 99 simulations of Colorado River
flow generated with the ISM method applied to the
historically observed time series (solid black lines) and
95% confidence interval of 1000 simulations of Colorado
River flow generated with fractional Gaussian noise (dashdotted line).
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Since c(t) is real, the properties of the Fourier transform
guarantee that C(f ) = C( f )*, where the asterisk denotes
complex conjugate. Since we use a discrete fast Fourier
transform (FFT) to calculate the C( f ), we have a limited
number of [C( f), C(f )] conjugate pairs in frequency space.
For each pair, we choose a random phase q between p and
p. We then calculate a new amplitude C’(f ) = C( f)eiq , which
has the same modulus as the original amplitude but a
different phase. To preserve the property that the transform
of C’ back to the time domain result in a real-valued
function, we set C’(f) = C’( f )*. The final synthetic time
series is then the inverse transform of the C’ amplitudes
back to the time domain. Every synthetic time series has, by
construction, the same power spectrum as the original time
series, and is consistent with spectra of 100 year segments
of the historical flow of the Colorado River reconstructed
from tree rings over the period 762 –2005 [Meko et al.,
2007] (Figure A1, right plot).
[47] The three methods of estimating natural variability of
the flow are compared in Figure 5 (right) amongst themselves and with the index sequential method (ISM) currently
in use by the USBR [Ouarda et al., 1997] for a runoff
reduction of 20%. The three methods are essentially equivalent, and more conservative than the ISM approach. It is
clear that the water balance, or lack thereof, is driving our
results, not the nature of the model used to generate natural
variability.
[48] As a final note, we deliberately chose not to use the
ISM approach, even though it is familiar to many and
widely used in USBR simulations. By continually sampling
the historical record in sequence, ISM always includes any
outliers than may be in the historical record, yet fails to
sample all the variability that is consistent with the observed
record but did not chance to occur in the past 100 years.
This is illustrated in Figure A2; the spectra of 99 ISM
realizations of Colorado River flow (solid black lines) show
simultaneously a far narrower range of variability than
spectra generated with fGn (95% confidence interval
shown by the dash-dotted lines), and yet show consistently
more power than would be expected at a frequency of
0.07 cycles/a because of repeated sampling of the same
particular historical sequence. This results in a statistical
bias in the estimates of natural variability. Both the fGN and
FRRP can produce natural climate variability outside the
historical record, and simulate extreme events in ensembles
of many thousands of simulations in a consistent way.
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The Colorado River supplies water to 27 million users in 7 states and
2 countries and irrigates over 3 million acres of farmland. Global
climate models almost unanimously project that human-induced
climate change will reduce runoff in this region by 10 –30%. This
work explores whether currently scheduled future water deliveries
from the Colorado River system are sustainable under different
climate-change scenarios. If climate change reduces runoff by 10%,
scheduled deliveries will be missed ⬇58% of the time by 2050. If
runoff reduces 20%, they will be missed ⬇88% of the time. The
mean shortfall when full deliveries cannot be met increases from
⬇0.5– 0.7 billion cubic meters per year (bcm/yr) in 2025 to ⬇1.2–1.9
bcm/yr by 2050 out of a request of ⬇17.3 bcm/yr. Such values are
small enough to be manageable. The chance of a year with
deliveries <14.5 bcm/yr increases to 21% by midcentury if runoff
reduces 20%, but such low deliveries could be largely avoided by
reducing scheduled deliveries. These results are computed by using
estimates of Colorado River flow from the 20th century, which was
unusually wet; if the river reverts to its long-term mean, shortfalls
increase another 1–1.5 bcm/yr. With either climate-change or
long-term mean flows, currently scheduled future water deliveries
from the Colorado River are not sustainable. However, the ability
of the system to mitigate droughts can be maintained if the various
users of the river find a way to reduce average deliveries.
climate change 兩 global warming 兩 hydrology 兩 sustainability 兩
water resources

he Colorado River system provides water to ⬇27 million
people in the southwest United States and Mexico. As the
population of the region grew rapidly in recent decades, ever
more water was supplied from the river to support this growth.
Today the water is almost totally subscribed.
During this period of rapid growth, the hydrological cycle in
the region began to change (1–3). Snowpack declined in the
western mountains, temperatures increased, and many streams
gradually shifted their peak flow to earlier in the year. It has been
shown, with very high statistical confidence (P ⬍ 0.01), that a
substantial portion of these changes are attributable to humaninduced effects on the climate (3–6). Those works also show that
at least 2 global climate models, downscaled to the western
United States and using anthropogenic forcing, explain these
changes quite well.
Those same global climate models indicate that the southwestern United States will become warmer and more arid,
especially in the Colorado River drainage basin. Temperature
increases of 2–4 °C are projected by 2050. The precipitation
forecasts are in less agreement, ranging from essentially no
change to reductions of ⬇10% (2, 7–10). Despite the range of
precipitation results, climate models are strikingly consistent in
projecting decreased runoff in the Colorado River Basin (Table
1) (2, 8–12). For example, of 12 global models selected to
provide the best simulation of historical runoff compared with
observations, 11 showed drying in the Upper Colorado River
Basin (12). Statistically based studies show the same result (2, 7,
13). The bottom line is that these changes in the climate will
likely reduce the flow of the Colorado River by 10–30%.
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In earlier work (14), we explored when these human-induced
changes in the Colorado River system might exhaust reservoir
storage. As we noted in reference 14, water managers will do
everything within their power to avoid this drastic scenario. The
reservoirs are operated by the United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), which will likely cut deliveries as necessary to
maintain Lake Mead’s elevation above the water intake for Las
Vegas and surrounding communities (305 m above mean sea
level). Because Lakes Mead and Powell are man-made, minimum elevations are determined by the USBR, and such protection is entirely achievable. However, simply saying this elevation
will be protected does not address what such a constraint would
entail in terms of reduced water deliveries, when deliveries
would start to be affected, or how large the delivery cuts
necessary to maintain this elevation would be.
How climate change is likely to alter Colorado River water
deliveries has been addressed by a number of studies (2, 7–10,
15). Those works consistently found that the warmer and drier
future conditions from human-induced climate change give a
substantial chance of reduced river flow and associated waterdelivery shortfalls in the 21st century. Here we extend those
studies to estimate multiple time series of probabilities of future
Colorado River water deliveries and water-delivery shortages.
These results provide quantitative information on the size and
timing of future delivery shortfalls and were calculated by using
both the scheduled increase in water deliveries and the cuts that
will be used under shortage conditions (16). We also examine the
impact of different estimates of mean Colorado flow on deliveries and shortages, and illustrate the increasing chance that
years will exist when only very low water deliveries are possible.
This information, embedded in a realistic probabilistic framework, offers real-life numbers on expected river flow and
sustainable water deliveries suitable for planning ways to address
the coming water shortages in the Colorado Basin.
Colorado River Budget Model (CRBM). We use an updated version
of the CRBM, which is a simple water budget model that
calculates the net effect of inflows and outflows at a monthly
time step. The earlier version (14) attracted a number of
criticisms that we have addressed in this revision. In particular,
we include the decline in the reservoir evaporation as their
surface areas shrink. Also, the ‘‘preferred alternative’’ schedule
of delivery cuts adopted by the USBR in 2007 (16) is included
in this new model. The deepest delivery cuts specified in this
alternative are 0.74 billion cubic meters per year [(bcm/yr); equal
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to 0.6 million acre-feet per year (maf/yr)*]. Climate change is
taken as starting in 1985, as indicated by observations of
temperature, streamflow, and snowpack over the western United
States (4). A 305-m (1,000-ft) elevation of Lake Mead—the level
of the Southern Nevada Water Authority intake—is protected
even if Lake Powell is depleted and water-delivery cuts deeper
than those specified in the preferred alternative become necessary to protect this elevation. At this elevation, the reservoirs are
only 8% full if Lake Powell is depleted. Other model details are
given in the SI Text. All model runs start in 1960, so our results
are not affected by the unusually low reservoir conditions in 2008
(see also SI Text, section S-2, and Fig. S1).
Fig. 1 compares the new version of CRBM with results from
USBR’s Colorado River Simulation System (CRSS) model (see
ref. 16, appendix N, figures 7–10, and Table S1). The average rms
error is 1.85 bcm/yr (1.5 maf/yr), which arises primarily from the
neglect of the operations of other reservoirs in the system.
Sensitivity tests to the imperfectly known flows and losses in the
Colorado system show that the uncertainties could shift our
results by ⫾5 years. Otherwise our conclusions remain robust to
reasonable perturbations in these numbers.
The model improvements noted in the SI Text have a variety
of effects. Compared with our earlier work (14), the improved
models delay the onset of problems by ⬇4–10 years when using
the same inflow assumptions, depending on the particular
scenario. More details are given in the SI Text.
Using CRBM allows us to explore the parameter space that
affects future deliveries. Additionally, numerous realizations of
future river flows can be computed, all consistent with the
statistical properties of the historical Colorado River flow but
differing in their exact sequence of yearly values. This ability
allows future deliveries to be evaluated probabilistically, which is
appropriate because the sequence of future flows is not deterministically predictable. The water budget model therefore
serves a different purpose than a slower running, but more
complete, model of the Colorado River system, such as the
USBR’s CRSS model. We believe the combination of information from both types of models will provide the best basis for
planning the future of this critical resource.
Impact of Climate Change on Deliveries. Our main purpose is to
investigate the effect of climate change on deliveries of water
from the Colorado River when protecting a 305-m elevation of
Lake Mead, the elevation of the lowest water intake for Southern
Nevada. Is it likely that scheduled deliveries can be met in the

*We additionally supply values in the units used in all the USBR documents pertaining to
the reservoirs. 1 bcm ⫽ 0.81 maf.
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Fig. 1. Model simulations of total active storage in Lakes Mead and Powell
for the CRBM model used here (black circles) and the full USBR Colorado River
model (red crosses). The 2 inflow sequences and USBR model results (A, after
figure N-8; B, after figure N-10) are taken from ref. 16, appendix N, figures
7–10 with elevations converted to total active storage.

future, and, if not, what are the shortfalls likely to be and when
will they occur?
In this section, we assume that 20th-century naturalized
Colorado River flow at Lees Ferry, AZ is representative of
future values in the absence of climate change. Because measurements started in 1906 and we take the beginning of climatechange effects to be 1985, we use the mean value from 1906–
1984—18.86 bcm/yr (15.30 maf/yr)—as our estimate of Colorado
River flow unaffected by climate change. Paleoclimate research
suggests this is an overestimate; the effects of using a mean flow
consistent with the tree-ring record are significant and are
examined below.
We ran the water budget model 100 years into the future, and
the water available each year was compared with scheduled
deliveries (see ref. 16, appendix C). This process was repeated for
10,000 independent realizations of Colorado River flow. As
befits our water budget approach, we compare the total water
available to the total demand without regard to how the complex
legal rights to the water determine where shortages occur.
Fig. 2 shows the probability of experiencing delivery shortages
as a function of time. In the absence of climate change, shortfalls
occur ⬇40% of the time by midcentury and their magnitude
remains modest. However, both the likelihood and size of
shortfalls increase rapidly as increasing scheduled deliveries and
climate change begin to affect the system. With a 10% reduction
in Colorado River runoff, full deliveries are no longer the norm
by 2040. With a 20% runoff reduction, delivery shortfalls of ⬎1
bcm/yr (0.81 maf/yr) become more common than full deliveries
by 2043. By 2060, shortfalls are experienced 70–95% of the time;
the mean annual delivery shortfall is 1.3 bcm/yr (1 maf/yr) if
runoff reduces 10% and 2.6 bcm/yr (2 maf/yr) if runoff reduces
20%. These values are ⬇1.5- to 3-times the maximum lower basin
delivery cut explicitly included in the preferred alternative plan.
Mean shortfalls, also discussed in earlier work (2, 7–10), do not
tell the whole story. The large number of realizations in CRBM
and its statistical framework allowed us to look at extremes in
expected shortages. The results show that if absolute protection
of the 305-m elevation in Lake Mead is desired, delivery cuts of
⬎2.5 bcm/yr (2 maf/yr) are sometimes required under climatechange scenarios. We note that a USBR simulation driven by a
flow with 20% reduced mean, which would be unremarkable if
climate changes reduce runoff 20%, was unable to protect the
305-m elevation of Lake Mead even with cuts up to 4.1 bcm/yr
(3.3 maf/yr) (see ref. 16, p. N-18).
Low-flow years when protection of the Lake Mead elevation
requires delivery of less than, say, 14.5 bcm (11.75 maf) from a
request of ⬇17.3 bcm (14 maf) would require substantial accommodation by the users. The fraction of time cuts of this
magnitude is required to protect the 305-m, elevation and is
PNAS 兩 May 5, 2009 兩 vol. 106 兩 no. 18 兩 7335
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†Authors examined a range of values, quoted numbers are for (⫹2 oC, no
change in precipitation) and (⫹4 oC, ⫺10% precipitation) in the 2-basin
model; see original work for details.
‡Estimate under revision.
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Table 1. Estimates of future decrease in runoff in the Colorado
River basin due to human-induced climate change
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Fig. 2. Probability of experiencing delivery shortages (blue, %), and the mean delivery shortage (red, bcm/yr), for the cases with no climate change (A) and
a reduction in Colorado River runoff of 10% (B) and 20% (C). Also shown for comparison is the largest lower-basin delivery cut included in the USBR’s preferred
alternative of reservoir operations, 0.74 bcm/yr, or 0.6 maf/yr (dashed line).

shown in Fig. 3A. There is a negligible chance of such substantial
delivery shortages if there is no climate change. With 10% and
20% reductions in runoff, this chance increases to 5% and 21%,
respectively, by the middle of this century.
The temporal autocorrelation of the Colorado River flow and
intermittent nature of the El Niño/Southern Oscillation cycle
gives rise to a dynamic where water is plentiful during infrequent
heavy-precipitation years and the Colorado’s reservoirs fill.
Then the levels slowly decline during subsequent dry years. Fig.
3B shows the chance that the reservoirs are at least 80% full.
Although this situation was quite likely in the 1980s (P ⬎ 0.8),
it becomes less likely in the future (even without climate change)
as increasing deliveries cause the lake elevations to be systematically lowered. With climate change included, the probability
of having the reservoirs 80% full falls sharply between 2000 and
2030, with a ⬍10% chance after 2030 if the runoff is reduced by
20%. Intermittent wet years are unable to replenish the reservoirs given climate change and planned future water deliveries.
Sustainable Future Deliveries. Our results indicate that currently

scheduled future deliveries are unlikely to be consistently met if
the climate changes as projected. Just how much water can the
Colorado River sustainably deliver in the face of climate-induced
flow reductions? This question does not seem to have been
addressed by previous workers.
In Fig. 4, the line marked ‘‘D’’ is the mean water delivered
across all model realizations and can be thought of as an upper
limit for sustainable water deliveries from the Colorado River.
The line marked ‘‘B10%’’ shows the mean of the bottom 10% of
deliveries. Also shown, for comparison, are requests for delivery,
indicated by the line marked ‘‘R.’’ With any climate change that
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Fig. 3. Probability of delivering ⬍14.5 bcm (11.75 maf) of water in the
indicated year (A) and probability of the reservoirs being at least 80% full (B).
Lines show cases with no anthropogenic climate change and with reductions
in runoff of 10% and 20% driven by anthropogenic climate change.
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tends toward dryness, the sustainable amount of water the river
can provide decreases with time, and the shortfall during lowdelivery years becomes more severe.
Using assumed 20th-century flows (Fig. 4 A–C), a 10%
reduction in runoff caused by human-induced climate change
means that requested deliveries exceed sustainable deliveries by
2040. With a 20% reduction in runoff, these shortfalls happen by
2025.
The bottom decile of deliveries has a mean of 14.2 bcm/yr (11.5
maf/yr) by 2050 for a 10% decrease in runoff. With a 20%
decrease in runoff, the bottom decile mean is 10.4 bcm/yr (8.4
maf/yr) by 2050. In other words, the greatest effects of climate
change will most likely be seen at the delivery extremes, not at
the mean.
The occurrence of low-delivery years is partly a consequence
of attempting to deliver more water from the Colorado River
than it can sustainably supply. Doing so means the reservoirs
spend more time in a depleted state, which decreases the
buffering ability of the system to maintain deliveries in lowprecipitation years. Reducing requested deliveries to be in line
with what the river can sustain increases the amount of water
delivered in the bottom decile of years because the reservoirs are
then maintained at consistently higher elevations. For example,
when scheduled depletions are linearly reduced from the current
value in 2008 to 14.8 bcm/yr (12 maf/yr) in 2060, the average
amount delivered in the bottom decile stays above 12.3 bcm/yr
(10 maf/yr) even if runoff declines 20%.
Impact of Paleoclimate Flows on Sustainable Deliveries. We have

used 20th-century flows in obtaining the results shown above.
However, tree-ring reconstructions of Lees Ferry flow show this
was a wet period with unusually high flows in the Colorado River
(17–21). Of the 10 reconstructions we examined, 9 show the 20th
century as being the wettest of the last 500–1,200 years with the
exception showing it as the second wettest over the same
timeframe (Fig. 5) (see also SI Text, section S-3, and Fig. S2). The
bottom line is that using 20th-century flows for evaluating the
Colorado River’s ability to meet future deliveries is neither a
conservative assumption nor one supported by paleoclimate
evidence.
Sustainable deliveries that are possible from the system using
the average of the 10 paleoclimate flow estimates, 17.38 bcm/yr
(14.08 maf/yr), are shown in Fig. 4 D–F. A reversion to average
climate conditions indicated by the tree-ring records would
reduce sustainable deliveries to near the value being requested
today, even without anthropogenic climate change (Fig. 4D).
There is a particularly strong effect on the lowest decile of water
deliveries. Calculated using the mean paleoclimate flow, a 10%
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half of the water used today (Fig. S3). As before, reducing
scheduled deliveries would increase these numbers and the
resiliency of the system.
Discussion and Conclusions
We find that either protecting a 305-m (1,000-ft) elevation in
Lake Mead in the face of human-induced climate change or the
Colorado River flow reverting back to the lower mean value
indicated by tree-ring data, or both, makes it increasingly
unlikely that currently scheduled future deliveries can be sustained. In fact, attempting to meet scheduled deliveries increases
the number of years where the only deliveries possible are ⬍14.5
bcm/yr (11.75 maf/yr) of the requested ⬇17.3 bcm/yr (14 maf/yr).
The difficult situation described above could be ameliorated
by aiming for more realistic deliveries that are lower than those
currently scheduled. We have shown that lower delivery requests
would reduce the likelihood of having years in which the only
option available is to deliver ⬍14.5 bcm/yr of water (assuming
the 305-m elevation of Lake Mead is protected).
In any event, currently scheduled water deliveries from the
Colorado system are not sustainable in the future if anthropogenic climate change reduces runoff even by as little as 10%. If
Colorado River flow reverts to the long-term mean suggested by
tree-ring studies, currently scheduled deliveries cannot be met
even in the absence of runoff reductions due to anthropogenic
climate change.
This work adds to and strengthens our previous results (14) as
well as those from other workers (2, 7–10). The Colorado River
faces scheduled increases in water delivery combined with the
likelihood of reduced runoff caused by climate change in a
system conceived during and calibrated to one of the wettest
centuries in the last 1,200 years. Lake Mead has been overdrafted
by an average of 1.6 bcm/yr (1.3 maf/yr) since 1999 (22).
Colorado River delivery shortfalls could become systematic if
current delivery schedules are followed and river management
guidelines are unchanged.
Our results suggest long-term sustainable deliveries from the
Colorado River are likely in the range of 14–17 bcm/yr (11–13.5
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reduction in runoff gives a bottom decile mean of ⬇10 bcm/yr (8
maf/yr) by 2050. The bottom decile mean drops to 8 bcm/yr (6.5
maf/yr) if anthropogenic forcing reduces runoff by 20%, less than

We wish to end with a caveat. The effects associated with a
reversion of the Colorado River flow to its paleoclimate mean
impart a substantial uncertainty into the magnitude and timing
of the delivery problems. Beyond some consensus regarding
what to use as a realistically conservative (low) mean flow, we
need a scheme to predict the river flow at ten- to twenty-year
time scales. A combination of global climate models, downscaling, and hydrological models in a proper statistical framework
has already been used to demonstrate how such forecasts can be
made (9, 10, 23). We suggest it would be prudent to implement
operationally such a forecast system for the Colorado Basin as
soon as possible.

maf/yr). These numbers represent a reduction of 0–20% relative
to current deliveries. Those are potentially substantial shortfalls
but are likely manageable through a program of water reuse,
conservation, transfers between users, and other measures (15).
The situation becomes more complicated when future deliveries to support population and economic growth in the region
are taken into account. The upper basin states have longstanding plans to increase their depletions to support such
growth in accord with established agreements on division of the
water and as reflected in the USBR delivery schedules used in
this work. Although it has been known for many decades that the
Colorado River water was originally overallocated and that this
problem would have to be addressed eventually, our results show
this is no longer a problem for future generations to debate. The
problem is at our threshold and appears solvable, at least in the
near term. But it needs to be addressed now. The USBR Interim
Agreement was a good first step, but neglect of climate-change
effects means that it is working from overly optimistic assumptions. Hopefully, information such as that developed here will
provide a basis for those managing water resources in the flexible
way needed to cope with less water in the future.
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ABSTRACT
Large changes in the hydrology of the western United States have been observed since the mid-twentieth
century. These include a reduction in the amount of precipitation arriving as snow, a decline in snowpack
at low and midelevations, and a shift toward earlier arrival of both snowmelt and the centroid (center of
mass) of streamflows. To project future water supply reliability, it is crucial to obtain a better understanding
of the underlying cause or causes for these changes. A regional warming is often posited as the cause of
these changes without formal testing of different competitive explanations for the warming. In this study,
a rigorous detection and attribution analysis is performed to determine the causes of the late winter/early
spring changes in hydrologically relevant temperature variables over mountain ranges of the western United
States. Natural internal climate variability, as estimated from two long control climate model simulations,
is insufficient to explain the rapid increase in daily minimum and maximum temperatures, the sharp decline
in frost days, and the rise in degree-days above 0°C (a simple proxy for temperature-driven snowmelt).
These observed changes are also inconsistent with the model-predicted responses to variability in solar
irradiance and volcanic activity. The observations are consistent with climate simulations that include the
combined effects of anthropogenic greenhouse gases and aerosols. It is found that, for each temperature
variable considered, an anthropogenic signal is identifiable in observational fields. The results are robust to
uncertainties in model-estimated fingerprints and natural variability noise, to the choice of statistical downscaling method, and to various processing options in the detection and attribution method.

1. Introduction
Winter and spring temperatures over the western
United States have warmed significantly during the past
50 yr, as witnessed by earlier flower blooms (Cayan et
al. 2001). This regional warming has been associated
with a change of atmospheric circulation over the North
Pacific (Dettinger and Cayan 1995), the origins of
which are still under investigation (e.g.: Shindell et al.
2001; Gillett et al. 2005; Bonfils et al. 2008). This warm-
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ing has been linked to a rise in the number of wildfires
in western U.S. forests (Westerling et al. 2006) and an
increase in the forested area burned over Canada
(Gillett and Weaver 2004). Continued warming is likely
to impact crop growth and development (Lobell et al.
2006), to exacerbate air pollution and heat waves (Hayhoe et al. 2004), and to affect the availability of water
resources.
The water resources of the western United States
depend on snowpack (e.g., Andreadis and Lettenmaier
2006), which stores precipitation during cold months
and supplies meltwater to river basins during warm
months. Water managers must balance the competing
goals of meeting water demands while minimizing flood
risk. How climate change will affect this delicate balance is a critical issue for the western United States
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(Maurer et al. 2007). In the past, most decisions on
water supply planning relied on the assumption of a
stationary climate. This assumption is now being challenged (Gleick et al. 2000; Milly et al. 2008) by the
emerging evidence of human-induced changes in the
earth’s hydrological cycle (Lambert et al. 2005; Gedney
et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2007; Santer et al. 2007; Willett
et al. 2007) and by various temperature-driven regional
hydrological changes. The snow/rain partitioning of
precipitation, for instance, has changed with more precipitation falling as rain instead of snow, particularly in
regions where mean winter minimum temperature rises
above ⫺5°C and a warming trend bring these temperatures near freezing (Knowles et al. 2006). A pervasive
decrease in snow water content and earlier snow melting occur in lower and midelevation mountain areas,
particularly at the proximity of the snow line (where
winter temperature is close to 0°C; Mote et al. 2005).
Associated with an increase in January–March temperatures, the March fraction of total annual streamflow rises, while the April–July flows drop, shifting
streamflow peaks to an earlier date in the year (Dettinger and Cayan 1995; Stewart et al. 2005).
All these changes may have significant socioeconomic impacts on the population of the western United
States, and underscore the urgent need to ensure that
the best available scientific information on climate
change is well integrated into long-term water management choices. Informed decision making on water management choices therefore requires a better understanding of the primary causes of the above-described
observed changes. While all the cited studies suggest
that these changes may be related to large-scale humaninduced warming, this has not yet been demonstrated in
a formal detection and attribution (D&A) study.
The current investigation is one of a series of studies
focusing on the detection and attribution of changes in
the hydrology of the western United States (Barnett et
al. 2008; Pierce et al. 2008; Hidalgo et al. 2008, manuscript submitted to J. Climate). We perform a rigorous
model-based detection and attribution analysis to determine the causes of the recent late winter/early spring
changes in hydrologically relevant temperature variables. The D&A of changes in snowpack and the timing
of streamflow are investigated in Pierce et al. (2008)
and Hidalgo et al. (2008, manuscript submitted to J.
Climate), respectively. The multivariate D&A analysis
that combines the changes in temperature, snowpack,
and timing of the peak streamflow into a single detection variable is discussed in Barnett et al. (2008).
Our study addresses the following questions: What
are the salient characteristics of the temperature increase recently observed over the mountainous regions
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of the western United States? Why are temperatures
changing? Are the temperature increases primarily
naturally driven or human induced? Since variations in
snow content can arise from temperature changes, precipitation changes, or a combination of the two (e.g.,
Groisman et al. 1994; Mote 2006), can we determine
whether earlier snowmelt is primarily caused by temperature or precipitation changes?
There are a number of reasons why these questions
are difficult to answer. First, the climate of the western
United States is strongly influenced by such natural climate variations as the El Niño–Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) and the Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO;
Mantua et al. 1997). These modes of variability can
strongly affect the behavior of temperature and hydrological variables, and hence complicate the identification of slow-evolving climate responses to external forcings. For example, Mote et al. (2005), Stewart et al.
(2005), and Knowles et al. (2006) found that some portion of the changes in snowpack, streamflow timing,
and snow/rain partitioning could be explained by fluctuations in the PDO. ENSO events influence predominantly the interannual variability of western U.S. temperatures, extreme precipitation (Cayan et al. 1999),
snowfall (Smith and O’Brien 2001), snowpack (Cayan
1996), and streamflow (Cayan et al. 1999; Dettinger and
Cayan 1995).
Second, observed climate changes represent the net
response of the climate system to multiple forcing factors, plus additional noise from natural internal variability. Use of observational data alone, even in conjunction with sophisticated statistical tools, does not
permit us to unambiguously separate the climate
change contributions from different forcings. Such
separation can be performed with numerical models,
which are frequently used for the systematic experimentation that we cannot conduct in the real world.
However, all models have errors in both the forcings
they are run with and the climate responses to those
forcings. Over the topographically complex western
United States, for example, there are small-scale climate features that cannot be resolved with coarseresolution global climate models. Furthermore, model
experiments often neglect forcing mechanisms that are
known to be important in the real world, such as the
widespread land-use changes associated with changes in
agriculture, urbanization, and irrigation, which can
have a marked influence on the climate of the western
United States (Bonfils and Lobell 2007).
There have been a number of attempts to detect human effects on North American climate (Stott 2003;
Zwiers and Zhang 2003; Karoly et al. 2003; Karoly and
Wu 2005). Karoly et al. (2003) found that neither cli-
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mate noise nor natural forcings could explain the large
observed increase in annual-mean North American surface air temperature (30° and 65°N) from 1950 to 1999.
Christidis et al. (2007) reported a significant anthropogenic contribution to North American growing season
length, largely because of an earlier date of spring onset. Finally, Bonfils et al. (2008) showed that the recent
wintertime warming over California was inconsistent
with purely natural climate fluctuations and required
contributions from one or more external forcings to be
explained. The same study concluded that global climate model simulations fail to reproduce the strong
seasonality of Californian temperature trends, probably
because of their coarse resolution and lack of timevarying land-use forcings.
To our knowledge, no formal D&A study to date has
focused on the temperature changes occurring over
mountainous areas of the western United States, a critical area for the regional hydrology. In the present work,
we conduct a formal D&A analysis over nine mountainous regions of the west (Fig. 1) using four different
hydrologically related surface air temperature variables. In the detection phase, we investigate whether
the observed changes in these variables can be fully
explained by the background “noise” of natural internal climate variability, as estimated from statistically
downscaled control simulations performed with two
different global models. In the attribution phase, we
examine whether the observed changes are consistent
with the twentieth-century climate simulations that include anthropogenic greenhouse gases (GHGs), ozone,
and aerosol effects and inconsistent with simulations
that incorporate solar and volcanic forcing only.
Our D&A analysis relies on climate models that have
been selected for their ability to capture important features of the climate of the North Pacific and western
United States, such as the mean state and the variability
associated with the PDO and ENSO (see sections 2b
and 3e). Since the effect of finescale orography on temperature cannot be adequately represented in coarseresolution global climate models, we use two different
statistical “downscaling” techniques to transform data
from global models to the small spatial scales of interest
here. One underlying assumption in our study is that
the neglect of changes in irrigation or urbanization in
the model simulations is of less concern in mountainous
regions that are of interest here. The detection variables we consider are all directly relevant for understanding changes in surface hydrology and snowmelt,
and include the seasonal averages [January through
March (JFM)] of daily minimum and maximum temperatures (Tmin, Tmax), the number of frost days (JFM
FD), and the number of degree-days above 0°C (JFM
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DD ⬎ 0). The last variable is a simple proxy for temperature-driven snowmelt (see section 2a).
In section 2, we define the temperature indices and
introduce the observational and model data used in our
study. A brief description of the two downscaling techniques is also provided. In section 3, observed and
simulated temperature trends are compared for each of
the nine mountain regions. Our D&A technique is described and applied in section 4. Our focus here is on
the estimated detection times and signal-to-noise (S/N )
ratios for an anthropogenic fingerprint together with
the sensitivity of our results to various datasets and
processing choices. Discussions and conclusions are
presented in section 5.

2. Observational and model data
a. Observational data
Spatial and temporal variations in maximum and
minimum temperature for the period 1950–99 were obtained from the University of Washington (UW) Land
Surface Hydrology Research group in the form of a
gridded dataset (Hamlet and Lettenmaier 2005). The
UW dataset primarily includes daily-mean data from
the National Climatic Data Service’s Cooperative Observer network (Coop) and monthly-mean data from
the U.S. Historical Climatology Network (USHCN;
Karl et al. 1990). The USHCN data are long records
corrected for changes in time of observation, station
location, instrumentation, and land use. They are used
to include adjustments for temporal inhomogeneities in
the gridded Coop data. The data were interpolated to a
regular grid with 1/8° ⫻ 1/8° latitude–longitude resolution (about 140 km2 per grid cell).
The JFM Tmin and Tmax are simply computed by averaging daily Tmin and Tmax data from 1 January to 31
March of each year. The JFM FD index represents the
total number of days over this period with a daily average temperature below the freezing point. The fourth
and final index, DD ⬎ 0, measures the extent to which
the daily average temperature exceeds the melting
point (with daily values below 0°C set to zero), and
JFM DD ⬎ 0 is the sum of each individual day’s DD ⬎
0. Quantifying snowmelt from DD ⬎ 0 is the simplest
approach used in snowmelt-runoff models when data
on surface energy balances are not available (see, e.g.,
Linsley 1943).1 Our use of JFM DD ⬎ 0 as a proxy for
snowmelt behavior (instead of the date of the onset of
snowmelt, which is often difficult to define) is moti1
In this technique, the daily snowmelt depth is computed by
multiplying DD ⬎ 0 by a melt factor (in mm °C⫺1 day⫺1) that
depends on the physical characteristics of the snow.
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FIG. 1. Elevation (in meters) and location of the nine mountainous regions over which
temperature indices are spatially averaged: the Washington Cascades (yellow), the northern
Rockies (red), the Oregon Cascades (pink), the Blue Mountains (dark blue), the northern
Sierras (purple), the southern Sierras (brown), the Great Basin (maroon), the Wasatch (light
blue), and the Colorado Rockies (green). Each mountainous region is defined on the 1/8° ⫻
1/8° lat–lon grid of the UW observational temperature dataset. Colored circles denote the
snow course locations with a climatological mean snow depth value of at least 1 cm on 1 Apr
(Pierce et al. 2008; Barnett et al. 2008). The station network used to create the UW dataset is
represented by black dots.

vated by the physics of snow: several days with temperatures above freezing may be required before an
entire snowpack reaches 0°C and begins to melt. During the first few days with above-freezing conditions,
meltwater produced at the surface of the snowpack may
percolate through the snowpack and refreeze. Refreez-

ing can also occur at night, and it is only after several
days of sustained above-zero temperatures that the
snowpack structure changes and the melting is efficient.
We focus on mountainous regions of the western
United States (which include 10 western states) in the
vicinity of snow course stations with a climatological
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mean snow depth value of at least 1 cm on 1 April (Fig.
1; see Pierce et al. 2008). Because these stations differ in
terms of their latitude and elevation, we have defined
the following nine subregions: the Washington Cascades, the northern Rockies, the Oregon Cascades, the
Blue Mountains, the northern Sierras, the southern Sierras, the Great Basin, the Wasatch area, and the Colorado Rockies (Fig. 1). Observed time series and trends
of the four temperatures indices averaged over these
nine regions are displayed in Fig. 2. The network of
stations used in the UW dataset has adequate coverage
to estimate temperature changes in those nine regions
(Fig. 1), although most temperature-observing sites are
located at lower elevations than the snow course stations.
In the majority of stations in the United States, volunteer weather observers take temperature measurements once a day. At the time of observation (TO), the
observers read both Tmin and Tmax recorded for the
previous 24 h. At most U.S. stations, TO has shifted
from afternoon to morning (Vose et al. 2003). Because
morning observations produce more cold extremes, this
has introduced a nonclimatic cold bias in extreme temperatures (DeGaetano and Allen 2002). Likewise, this
bias may artificially weaken the positive trends in Tmin
and Tmax, attenuate the true increase in accumulated
DD ⬎ 0, and lead to an underestimate of the true reduction in FD over time. As mentioned above, USHCN
monthly temperature data were adjusted for TO bias
(Karl et al. 1986) and used to correct the Coop data.
Presumably, any residual TO bias would lead to an
underestimate of a coherent warming signal caused by
greenhouse gas increases. This would make the detection of such a signal more difficult.

b. Global model simulations
This study uses data from three climate models, two
downscaling techniques, and three sets of climate experiments (Table 1). The selection of climate models
was primarily based on the availability of daily Tmin,
Tmax and precipitation data for the period 1950–99 and
on the existence of multiple realizations of an experiment with anthropogenic forcing over the twentieth
century (but no changes in solar or volcanic forcing).2 A
further selection criterion was model performance in
representing the observed mean climate and its decadal

2

Among the 18 CMIP3 models providing daily Tmin and Tmax
data for simulations of twentieth-century climate change, only
three have more than three ensemble members for the period
1961–99.

FIG. 2. Observed time series of Tmin, Tmax, frost days, and degree-days. Results are in the form of spatially averaged anomalies
over the nine mountainous regions in our western U.S. study area,
and are for the JFM season. For each variable, the least square
best-fit linear trend is shown (solid line), as well as the minimum
and maximum values among the 9 regional time series (gray envelop).
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TABLE 1. Summary of the main characteristics of the simulations: R represents the number of realizations. Y1, Y2, L indicate the
model-specific choices for the starting year, the ending year, and the length (in years) of the control runs, while Na and Nb represent
the number of nonoverlapping and overlapping 50-yr linear trends obtained from each of them. Forcings applied to the simulations are
coded as below. A: greenhouse gases, B: ozone, C: direct effect of sulfate aerosols, D: indirect effect of sulfate aerosols, E: black carbon,
F: organic carbon, G: mineral dust, H: sea salt, I: land-use change, J: solar irradiance, K: volcanic aerosols. Center for Climate System
Research is CCSR, National Institute for Environmental Studies is NIES, Frontier Research Center for Global Change is FRCGC.
Model
designation

Downscaling
technique

Initial
resolution

Final
resolution

PCM-ANTH1
PCM-ANTH2
MIROC-ANTH
PCM-NAT
CCSM3-CTL
PCM-CTL
Total

BCSD
CA
CA
CA
CA
BCSD
—

T42
T42
T42
T42
1.0 ⫻ 1.25°
T42
—

1/8
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/8

⫻ 1/8°
⫻ 1/8°
⫻ 1/8°
⫻ 1/8°
⫻ 1/8°
⫻ 1/8°
—

Originating group(s)

R

Forcings

Y1

NCAR
NCAR
CCSR/NIES/FRCGC
NCAR
NCAR
NCAR

4
4
10
2
1
1
22

ABC
ABC
ABCDEFGHI
JK
None
None
—

1871
1949
1900
1949
240
451
—

variability over the western United States. Particular
attention was focused on the fidelity with which models
reproduced observed PDO and ENSO characteristics
and on the impacts of these modes of variability on
precipitation patterns.
Natural climate internal variability is estimated from
two multicentury preindustrial control simulations performed with the finite-volume version of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research/Department of Energy (NCAR/DOE) Community Climate System
Model, version 3 (CCSM3-CTL; Bala et al. 2008) and
the DOE/NCAR Parallel Climate Model (PCM-CTL;
Washington et al. 2000; Collins et al. 2006). The atmospheric components of these models were run at 1.25°
longitude ⫻ 1° latitude resolution and T42 spectral
truncation, respectively. Both control runs have fixed
preindustrial values of CO2, sulfate aerosols, and tropospheric and stratospheric ozone, with no changes in
solar irradiance or atmospheric burdens of volcanic
aerosols. Our D&A analyses were performed with 850
yr of CCSM3-CTL data and 750 yr of PCM-CTL data.
The control runs are relatively stationary over the selected analysis periods (Bala et al. 2008).
As noted above, the PDO3 and ENSO are important
sources of variability in western U.S. climate. Both
CCSM3 and PCM capture key features of the spatial
and temporal structure of these natural modes of variability, and are therefore suitable for estimating internal climate noise (see Fig. 2 of Pierce et al. 2008; Alexander et al. 2006; Meehl and Hu 2006). The leading
mode of ENSO variability has spatial structure similar
to that of observations, although it extends too far into
the west Pacific (Pierce et al. 2008). The spatial pattern

3
The PDO is defined here as the leading EOF of wintertime
northern Pacific sea surface temperatures. The regional mean sea
surface temperatures is subtracted prior to calculation of EOFs.

Y2

L

1999 129
1999
51
1999 100
1999
51
1089 850
1202 752
— 3424

Na

Nb

—
—
—
—
17
15
32

—
—
—
—
81
71
152

of the PDO in the CCSM3-CTL and PCM-CTL captures the observed “horseshoe” shape over the North
Pacific Ocean. The peak loading is correctly positioned
over the central Pacific in the PCM-CTL but is displaced toward Japan in CCSM3-CTL (Pierce et al.
2008).
These features of the PDO are also apparent in all
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3
(CMIP3) twentieth-century runs performed with PCM
and the T85 version of CCSM3. Spatial correlations
between the observed PDO pattern and the patterns
simulated in the CCSM3 and PCM twentieth-century
runs typically range from 0.86 to 0.91, respectively. On
decadal time scales, the amplitude of SST variability in
the PDO region is roughly 25%–30% higher than observed in PCM and 15% lower than observed in
CCSM3. There is no evidence, therefore, that the two
control simulations significantly underestimate either
ENSO or PDO variability (see further discussion in
section 3e). PCM also captures features of the observed
secular changes in sea surface temperatures, such as the
prominent “regime change” in the mid-1970s. In the
model, this shift is primarily due to a combination of
internally generated variability and anthropogenic forcing (Meehl et al. 2009). Finally, we note that both PCM
and CCSM3 successfully replicate the pattern of climatological mean December–February (DJF) precipitation over the western United States, as estimated from
the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) Global Reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) over
the 1949–98 period (r ⬎ 0.9).
The anthropogenic signal was estimated from two
ensembles of historical simulations: a 4-member ensemble4 performed with PCM (PCM-ANTH) and a 10member ensemble generated with the T42-resolution

4

The runs analyzed were B06.22, B06.23, B06.27, and B06.28.
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(“Medres”) version of the Model for Interdisciplinary
Research on Climate 3.2 (MIROC3.2) model (MIROCANTH). PCM-ANTH runs include changes in wellmixed greenhouse gases, tropospheric and stratospheric ozone, and the direct scattering effects of sulfate aerosols. MIROC-ANTH (K-1 model developers
2004; Nozawa et al. 2007) additionally includes the direct effects of carbonaceous aerosols, and some indirect
effects of both sulfate and carbonaceous aerosols on
clouds (see Santer et al. 2007 and Table 1 for a complete list of forcings). All CMIP3 twentieth-century
runs performed with the MIROC T42 model replicate
the observed structure of the PDO, although peak loadings of the leading EOF are misplaced and slightly underestimated (not shown). The spatial correlation with
observations (r ⫽ 0.72) is slightly lower than for
CCSM3 or PCM, but the MIROC T42 models still
ranks among the top CMIP3 models in terms of its
representation of the spatial structure of the PDO. The
MIROC model depicts a PDO frequency spectrum
comparable to observations (Shiogama et al. 2005).
Finally, to characterize the climate response to natural external forcings, we analyze two PCM simulations
which are forced solely by historical changes in solar
irradiance and volcanic aerosols (PCM-NAT; cases
B06.68 and B06.69).

c. Downscaling techniques
The western United States is climatologically complex; its topography is not well represented by the
coarse resolution of most climate models: even the best
models display climate biases at regional scales (Maurer and Hidalgo 2007). To better capture the nuances of
the climate changes over mountainous regions and at
the spatial scales of large river basins as required by our
study, the daily precipitation, Tmin, and Tmax data from
all climate simulations were first statistically downscaled, and then used to force the variable infiltration
capacity (VIC) hydrological model (Liang et al. 1994;
Cherkauer and Lettenmaier 2003). Two downscaling
approaches were employed here: the constructed analogs technique (CA; H. G. Hidalgo et al. 2008) and the
bias-correction and spatial downscaling procedure
(BCSD; Wood et al. 2004). The use of two different
methods provides useful information on the sensitivity
of D&A results to the choice of statistical downscaling
technique.
The CA technique estimates a daily “target pattern”
of Tmin, Tmax, or precipitation from a climate model.
This target is a linear combination of observed daily
patterns that have been aggregated to the climate
model resolution (the analog). The downscaled data
are generated by applying the estimated regression co-
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efficients for the “target pattern” to the corresponding
1/8°-resolution daily observed patterns.
The BCSD method generates climatological cumulative distribution functions of the monthly-mean climate
model data (over the period 1950–99) and maps their
quantiles onto those of gridded observations aggregated to the climate model resolution. Anomalies of the
bias-corrected model variables are then formed relative
to the climatological reference period, interpolated to
1/8° resolution, and added to the 1/8° gridded observational means. The final step of this procedure is to generate daily forcing fields by a resampling and rescaling
technique. The BCSD method yields bias-corrected
daily temperature and precipitation outputs that preserve the mean, variability, and temporal evolution of
the monthly-mean data (Maurer et al. 2007). Details of
the techniques are given in H. G. Hidalgo et al. (2008)
and Wood et al. (2004), and their performance is compared in Maurer and Hidalgo (2007).
To investigate whether the anthropogenic signal is
sensitive to the choice of downscaling technique, the
four PCM anthropogenic runs were downscaled using
both the BCSD approach (PCM-ANTH1) as well as the
CA method (PCM-ANTH2). All other simulations
were downscaled with one of the two techniques only:
BCSD was used for the PCM-CTL run, while the CA
method was applied for the CCSM3-CTL run, the
MIROC anthropogenic runs, and PCM-NAT experiment (see Table 1). The four temperature variables employed in the D&A analysis were calculated from the
statistically downscaled Tmin and Tmax data and (in the
case of the FD and DD ⬎ 0 indices) from the surface air
temperature recalculated by the VIC model after estimating a diurnal cycle of temperature from Tmin and
Tmax.

d. Correlation of temperature indices with SWE/P
Each of the selected temperature indices is expected
to show some relationship with changes in aspects of
the hydrological cycle. For each of the nine regions, we
computed the correlation between 1 April snow water
equivalent (SWE) divided by the accumulated October–March precipitation (SWE/P; see Pierce et al.
2008) and the four different JFM temperature indices
over the period 1950–99 (Fig. 3). SWE is divided by
P to reduce the influence of precipitation fluctuations
on the variability and trends in SWE, and hence highlight trends in the temperature-driven component of
SWE.
In both observations (Fig. 3a) and the PCM-ANTH1
results (Fig. 3b), SWE/P changes over 1950–99 are inversely correlated with temperature changes. In PCMANTH1 and the observations, the DD ⬎ 0, FD, and
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temperatures instead of daily average temperatures
(the former threshold is sometimes adopted in snowmelt-runoff models). The new index (DDx ⬎ 0)
shows a very large inverse correlation with SWE/P in
both the observations and the PCM-ANTH1 results
(Figs. 3a,b).
Temperature changes in April may also influence the
rate of snowmelt, especially in northern and colder
states. However, correlations between time series of
observed SWE/P changes and changes in temperature
indices averaged over January to April are consistently
lower than those previously discussed for JFM (except
for Tmin). This provides some justification for our
analysis of JFM temperature changes. It also allows a
more direct comparison with the SWE/P results in
Pierce et al. (2008), who analyzed SWE as measured on
1 April.

3. Observed and simulated trends
a. Spatial patterns of trends

FIG. 3. Correlation between SWE/P and five different JFM temperature indices averaged over the period 1950–99 from (a) observations and (b) PCM-ANTH1 ensemble mean. (c) Range of
daily observed climatological data for Tmin and Tmax computed
over the period 1950–99.

Tmax temperature indices generally show the largest
negative correlations with SWE/P changes. Correlations between Tmin and SWE/P are consistently lower.
SWE/P changes are more sensitive to Tmax than Tmin
fluctuations since Tmax reaches and exceeds the melting
point threshold, while Tmin remains below this threshold during the entire JFM season (Fig. 3c). As a sensitivity test, we computed DD ⬎ 0 from daily maximum

Between 1950 and 1999, observed JFM Tmin and Tmax
have increased over the entire western United States by
1.83°C and 1.54°C (Table 2), with 95% confidence intervals of ⫾0.68°C and ⫾0.61°C, respectively. Over the
same period, JFM FD decreased by 7.6 days, while JFM
DD ⬎ 0 increased by 74.8°. All of these trends are
significantly different from zero at the 5% level. While
the Tmin and Tmax trends show spatially and elevationally coherent patterns of warming over the western
United States (Figs. 4a,b), patterns of trends in FD and
DD ⬎ 0 more closely reflect the underlying topography
of the region (Figs. 4c,d), indicating a sensitivity of FD
and DD ⬎ 0 to elevation. For example, trends in FD
are generally large except over the Central Valley and
desert areas, where the frost events are rare occurrences. Trends in DD ⬎ 0 are small or close to zero at
very high elevations, where temperatures are too low to
exceed the threshold of 0°C.
Removing PDO and ENSO variability5 from the
temperature indices reduces the amplitude of the overall trends, but does not noticeably modify the coherence of the warming pattern (for Tmin and Tmax) or the
coherence of the decrease in FD and the increase in
DD ⬎ 0 (see Fig. 4, 2nd column). Even after removal of
PDO and ENSO effects, all trends remain significantly

5
We linearly regressed the temperature time series against the
contemporaneous December–February Niño-3.4 and PDO indices and then removed the temperature variability associated with
each of these indices. Niño-3.4 anomalies were calculated with
respect to the climatology over the base period 1971–2000.
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TABLE 2. Observed trends in five JFM temperature indices over the period 1950–99. All trends are total linear changes over 50 yr,
together with their 95% confidence intervals (adjusted for temporal autocorrelation). Results are spatially averaged over the entire
western U.S. study area.

Raw data

Tmin (°C)

Tmax (°C)

FD (days)

DD ⬎ 0 (°C day)

DDx ⬎ 0 (°C day)

1.83 ⫾ 0.68

1.54 ⫾ 0.61

⫺7.59 ⫾ 2.84

74.80 ⫾ 22.29

108.48 ⫾ 40.05

different from zero at the 5% level. For comparison,
spatial trends for one of the four downscaled PCMANTH1 realization (B06.28) are also presented (Fig. 4,
3rd column). The general structure and amplitude of
the simulated trends is consistent with observations.
The most noticeable difference is that the simulated
patterns of Tmin and Tmax changes show less spatial
heterogeneity than the corresponding observed results.
The observed sensitivity of the amplitude of FD and
DD ⬎ 0 trends amplitudes to elevation is well captured
by the model. Regression-based removal of PDO and
ENSO signals from these temperature indices has a
larger impact in the selected PCM simulation than in
observations (Fig. 4; compare 2nd and 4th columns).

b. Comparison of observed and unforced trends in
mountainous regions
Observed trends over 1950–99 in the nine mountain
regions were computed for all four temperature indices6 (Fig. 2). A standard statistical test of trend significance (Santer et al. 2000a) reveals that in all cases except one (the Tmax trend in the Colorado Rockies) observed trends are significantly different from zero at the
5% level.7 A related question is whether natural internal climate variability, as simulated by the CCSM3 and
PCM models, could explain the observed 50-yr trends.
To address this question, we calculated (separately for
each index and each region) 50-yr trends from the
CCSM3-CTL and PCM-CTL runs. This was done for
both nonoverlapping trends and for trends that overlapped by all but 10 yr. We then pooled results from
both control runs to form 36 sampling distributions of
unforced trends (9 regions ⫻ 4 indices). For the case of
overlapping 50-yr trends, this procedure yields a total
of 152 samples (see Table 1), from which we can estimate the probability (i.e., the p value) that the observed
trend could be due to climate noise alone. Note that the

6
Observed time series for Tmin in the Washington Cascades,
northern Rockies, and northern Sierras are shown in Barnett et al.
(2008).
7
This test of trend significance accounts for temporal autocorrelation of the regression residuals in estimating both the standard
error of the trend and the degrees of freedom for the t test of
trend significance.

use of overlapping trends yields smoother estimates of
the underlying sampling distributions but has relatively
little influence on the estimated p values.
Assuming that the model-based estimates of internal
climate noise are reliable (see sections 2b and 3e), we
conclude that, in 27 (31) out of 36 cases, observed
trends are significantly different from internal climate
variability at the 5% level using a two-tailed test (using
a one-tailed test).8 Intriguingly, the southern Sierras
yields nonsignificant trends for three of the four temperature indices. This is the only region that experiences a slight (although nonsignificant) increase in
snowpack (Pierce et al. 2008). In summary, our simple
trend comparison analysis suggests that, for most variables and in most regions, internal climate variability
alone cannot explain the observed long-term temperature changes over the last 50 yr.

c. Comparison of unforced and anthropogenically
forced trends
We consider next whether the observed changes are
consistent with model results from anthropogenically
forced simulations. Before addressing this question, we
would like to assess (for each region and temperature
index) whether the distribution of ANTHRO trends
differs significantly from the pooled distribution of unforced trends obtained from the CCSM3-CTL and
PCM-CTL runs.
As expected, trends from individual ANTH realizations show considerable between-realization variability
(see Fig. 5). For example, while trends from three PCM
ANTH realizations (B06.22, B06.27, and B06.28) have
the same sign as the observed trends for all four temperature indices, one realization (B06.23) has changes
of opposite sign. Trends obtained with CA downscaling
are weaker than those obtained with BCSD, in agreement with the results of Maurer and Hidalgo (2007). Of
the 10 MIROC-ANTH simulations, 5 yield changes
that are consistent in sign with the observations. The

8

This is a reasonable assumption since we a priori expect a
warming in North America (Karoly et al. 2003) and in California
(Bonfils et al. 2008), with a subsequent reduction in FD and increase in DD ⬎ 0.
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FIG. 4. Observed and one example of simulated 1950–99 changes in (a) JFM Tmin, (b) Tmax, (c) FD, and (d) DD ⬎ 0 over the western
United States. Trends have been computed from the UW and one PCM-ANTH1 realization (B06.28), using raw data (columns 1 and
3) and data in which observed or simulated PDO and ENSO are regressed out (columns 2 and 4). The color scale is chosen such that
red indicates an increase in Tmin and Tmax, an increase of DD ⬎ 0, and a decrease in FD.
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other five realizations show cooling or virtually no
overall change in temperatures. Although significantly
different from zero (Fig. 5), the trends estimated from
the MIROC-ANTH ensemble mean are always smaller
than those obtained from PCM-ANTH1 and PCMANTH2. This is likely due to the large negative forcing
associated with the indirect effect of aerosols on clouds,
which is included in the MIROC-ANTH forcings but
ignored in the PCM-ANTH forcings (see, e.g., Fig. 5 in
Santer et al. 2007). The large between-realization variability in both the PCM and MIROC ANTH results
illustrates the difficulty of reliably estimating the response to external forcings in the presence of substantial low-frequency chaotic variability.
We use a Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test to determine whether the trend distributions inferred from the
ANTH and CTL experiments differ significantly (Press
et al. 1992).9 For each variable and region, we first compare the pooled distribution of 14 PCM-ANTH1 and
MIROC-ANTH trends to the pooled distribution of 32
nonoverlapping PCM-CTL and CCSM3-CTL unforced
trends (Table 3). In all cases except one, the distributions of anthropogenic and unforced trends are significantly different at the 5% level. When this test is repeated with the individual PCM and MIROC ANTH
ensembles, the distribution of PCM-ANTH trends still
differs significantly from the distribution of unforced
trends, irrespective of the downscaling method, the
region, and the variable under consideration. The
MIROC-ANTH trend distributions also differ significantly from unforced trends distributions (except for
DD ⬎ 0). KS tests conducted with the individual
CCSM3-CTL and PCM-CTL distributions lead to simi-

9

The KS test compares the cumulative distribution A(x) of the
ANTH trends with the distribution C(x) of the CTL unforced
trends. Since we expect the Tmin, Tmax, and DD ⬎ 0 ANTH trends
to exceed the unforced trends, we test the null hypothesis that
A(x) ⱖ C(x). For FD, the null hypothesis is that A(x) ⱕ C(x). We
compute the maximum distance between C(x) and A(x) and the
associated one-tailed p value.
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lar conclusions.10 Nonsignificant results primarily involve the combination of MIROC-ANTH and CCSM3CTL distributions.

d. Comparison of observed trends with
anthropogenically forced and naturally forced
trends
To assess whether the observed trends are consistent
with the distribution of anthropogenically forced signals, we conducted a simple test of the significance of
trend differences (Santer et al. 2000b).11 In 158 out of
180 cases, the null hypothesis that the observed trend is
drawn from the same distribution as the ANTH trends
cannot be rejected (see Table 3, “UW observation” column); in other words, the observed trends are consistent with those expected because of anthropogenic
forcing.
We also considered whether the observed trends for
all regions and temperature indices are consistent with
the simulated response to natural external forcing
alone. The observed and PCM-NAT trends are of opposite sign (see Fig. 5), and the PCM-NAT trends are
not significantly different from zero. Our results suggest that historical changes in volcanic aerosols and solar irradiance cannot explain observed changes in Tmin,
Tmax, DD ⬎ 0, and FD.
Because downscaled data were available from only
two PCM-NAT runs, we were not able to obtain a reliable estimate of the true response of western U.S.
temperature indices to natural external forcings. To improve this estimate, we also analyzed changes in
monthly-mean Tmin and Tmax data (spatially averaged

10
Using all possible model configurations for estimating the
anthropogenic fingerprint and the noise ensures that fingerprint
identification is robust to uncertainties in the applied forcings and
to structural uncertainties in the models (related to differences in
physics, parameterizations, resolution, etc.).
11
The standard errors are computed from observed and ensemble mean time series, accounting for temporal autocorrelation
of the regression residuals (Santer et al. 2000b).

←
FIG. 5. Changes in temperature indices over the period 1950–99 computed from observations (circle), from PCM-ANTH1, PCMANTH2, MIROC-ANTH ensemble means (squares), and PCM-NAT ensemble mean (triangle). Individual realizations are indicated
by “x.” The model-derived estimate of the two-tailed 95% confidence interval natural internal variability is represented by the shaded
area, the limit of which is calculated as 1.96 ⫻ sE, where sE is the standard error of the sampling distribution of combined CCSM3-CTL
and PCM-CTL 50-yr unforced trends. Vertical bars represent the 95% confidence interval for the 50-yr observed and ensemble mean
trends (i.e., their standard error ⫻ 1.641 for a one-tailed t test). For most geophysical variables, there is a positive lag-1 correlation in
the regression residuals, showing that samples are not totally independent. We account for the effect by reducing the sample size, which
inflates the standard error estimate (Santer et al. 2000a). Sample sizes are, however, not corrected when autocorrelation in the
regression residuals is negative.
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TABLE 3. Results of KS test to determine whether the anthropogenic signal strengths are statistically different from the population of unforced trends. Tests are conducted using
individual or combined runs (the “combined” case in the second column combines PCM-ANTH1 and MIROC-ANTH ensemble means). A cross indicates the anthropogenic and
unforced trends are statistically different at the 5% significance level. A circle indicates the observed trend is consistent with the distribution of trends obtained with anthropogenic
forcing (i.e., the null hypothesis that the observed trend can be drawn from the same distribution as the ANTH trends is not rejected at the 5% significance level, using a test of
significance of the difference between two populations’ means; see text for details).
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over the entire western United States) in 4 PCM-NAT
runs and in 32 additional PCM-based estimates of “total” natural variability.
This procedure yields a total of 36 estimates12 of the
changes in Tmin and Tmax in response to natural external
forcing. We then tested the null hypothesis that the
observed trend is consistent with the model NAT results. We find that the null hypothesis is rejected at the
5%. These results show that natural external forcing
alone is an inadequate explanation for the observed
changes in Tmin and Tmax over the western United
States. A similar comparison of simulated and observed
trends (based on monthly-mean, spatially averaged
temperature data) reveals that the observations are
consistent with the PCM-ALL trends (Fig. 6).

e. Reliability of the model-based noise estimates
The strength of the conclusions of the detection
analysis depends on the ability of the models to simulate the observed climatological mean and internal climate variability. An evaluation of these statistics is conducted using JFM Tmin spatially averaged for the nine
mountainous regions. The 50-yr climatological mean,
the interannual variability, and the low-frequency variance are computed for UW, ANTH, NAT, and CTL
(Fig. 7). CCSM3-CTL and PCM-CTL simulations are
analyzed using their 17 and 15 nonoverlapping segments. UW, ANTH, and NAT time series are first detrended to compute the variability in an attempt to remove the slow-evolving signal from the records (retaining this trend would otherwise amplify the variability in
UW, ANTH, and NAT and bias the comparison with
CTL variability). While the models show biases in their
simulation of the means in some regions, we find no
evidence that the models systematically underestimate
the observed high-frequency (not shown) and lowfrequency variability (Fig. 7) for this temperature variable. Similar results are found with Tmax, FD and DD ⬎
0 (not shown). We conclude the models used here provide an adequate representation of natural internal climate variability for our detection and attribution work.

4. Detection and attribution analysis
a. Methodology
The trend comparisons presented in section 3
strongly suggest that, in most of the regions examined
here, observed changes in hydrologically related temperature variables are inconsistent with natural internal

12

4 PCM-NAT ⫹ 16 (S ⫹ V) ⫹ 16 (ALL-ANTH).

FIG. 6. Comparison of observed (solid line) and ANTH (dotted
lines) trends with the sampling distributions of “NAT” and
“ALL” trends. All trends are linearly fitted to JFM Tmax changes
spatially averaged over the western United States for the period
1950–99. (a) The “NAT” distribution is obtained from 36
monthly-mean PCM-based estimates of “total” natural variability
(where “total” includes the internally generated variability and
the variability caused by natural external forcing). This ensemble
is composed of 4 PCM realizations including both solar and volcanic forcings, of 16 additional estimates generated by adding
temperature changes from each of 4 “solar only” and each of 4
“volcano only” realizations, and of 16 estimates obtained by subtracting each of 4 “ANTH” realizations from each of 4 “ALL”
realizations (Santer and Wigley 2008). The resulting variability
estimates in these 16 “S ⫹ V” and 16 “ALL ⫺ ANTH cases” are
noisier than in the 4 PCM-NAT realizations. This is because the
noise is amplified by the addition of S and V realizations (or the
subtraction of ALL and ANTH realizations) with uncorrelated
internal variability. (b) The “ALL” distribution is obtained from
20 monthly-mean PCM-based estimates of changes in temperature in response to all forcings (anthropogenic and natural). This
ensemble is composed of 4 PCM realizations including all forcings
and of 16 linear combinations of SV and ANTH realizations. Test
of the significance of trend differences indicates that the observed
temperature changes are consistent with the distributions of ALL
trends at the 5% level but inconsistent with natural external forcing alone. Similar results are obtained with JFM Tmin changes.
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FIG. 7. The 50-yr climatological mean vs the 5-yr variability in the time series of JFM Tmin from UW, ANTH, NAT, and CTL. For
CCSM3-CTL and PCM-CTL, their 17 and 15 nonoverlapping segments are used. The time series from UW, ANTH, and NAT are first
detrended to compute the variability to remove the slow-evolving signal from the records.

variability alone but are consistent with the response to
anthropogenic forcings. These trend comparisons were
performed for each of nine individual regions. In contrast, the formal D&A analysis presented in the following section (Santer et al. 1995, 2007) relies on the combined information from all nine regions. The D&A
method applied follows Hasselmann (1979), in which
the expected pattern of climate response to anthropogenic forcings (the “fingerprint”) is searched for in the
observations.13 We determine the time at which this
fingerprint is statistically identifiable in the UW temperature data.
Our D&A analysis requires three components: an
ANTH ensemble (either PCM-ANTH1, PCM-ANTH2,
or MIROC-ANTH) to estimate the fingerprint, the

13

In Hasselmann’s 1979 paper, the model-derived fingerprint is
“optimized”—that is, it is rotated away from high noise directions
in order to enhance S/N ratios and detection times. Here, no
attempt is made to optimize the searched-for fingerprint.

UW observational dataset which is projected onto the
fingerprint, and a long control simulation (either
CCSM3-CTL or PCM-CTL) for assessing the statistical
significance of results. The input UW and ANTH data
consist of 9 space points (one for each of the 9 regions)
and 50 time samples (for the 1950–99 period). The control run data have either 750 or 850 time samples (for
PCM and CCSM3, respectively). All data for individual
regions are expressed in anomaly form with respect to
climatological means calculated over the entire period.
The fingerprint is defined as the leading EOF of the
ANTH ensemble-mean anomalies, based on the (9 ⫻ 9)
temporal covariance matrix.14 Ensemble averaging and
use of the leading EOF are both noise reduction techniques. The projections of the observational and CTL

14
Note that our analysis focuses on the spatial structure of the
fingerprint: we do not explicitly include information on its temporal evolution. An implicit assumption in our approach is that
the amplitude of the fingerprint pattern changes over time, but its
gross structure does not.
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anomaly data onto the fingerprint yield the signal and
noise time series Z(t) and N(t), respectively.

b. Example of detection of changes in JFM Tmin
In the following, we analyze the JFM Tmin case, using
the mean of the PCM-ANTH1 ensemble to estimate
the anthropogenic fingerprint, the CCSM3-CTL to assess the statistical significance, and the UW observations. In the baseline “no weighting” case, we assign
each region unit weight despite differences in their spatial coverage.
The leading EOF of PCM-ANTH1 explains 89.5% of
the overall space–time variance and has uniform sign in
all regions (Fig. 8a). The projection of the observations
onto this fingerprint, Z(t), has a pronounced trend (not
shown), suggesting that the fingerprint primarily captures slow secular warming common to all regions. The
leading modes of the PCM and CCSM3-CTL simulations are structurally very similar to the PCM-ANTH1
fingerprint (Fig. 8a). This is because, in both the control
and ANTH runs, the spatial coherence of temperature
variability at interannual and longer time scales is large
relative to the size of the study area.
We then project the CCSM3-CTL run data onto the
PCM-ANTH1 fingerprint to obtain the noise time series N(t). Least squares linear trends of increasing
length L (L ⫽ 10, 11, 12, . . . 50 yr) are fitted to Z(t) and
to nonoverlapping L-length segments of the N(t) time
series. The start date for the Z(t) trends is fixed at
1950—the start date of the observations and ANTH
experiments used here. This allows us to compare the
signal trend over increasingly longer time periods
(1950–59, 1950–60, 1950–61, . . . 1950–99) against the
standard deviation of the sampling distribution of noise
trends on the appropriate time scales (i.e., 10, 11, 12, . . .
50 yr). The resulting signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is a
function of the trend length L. In our formalism, we
define the “detection time” as the time at which the S/N
ratio first exceeds (and then remains above) some
stipulated significance threshold (typically 5% or 1%)
and S/N50 as the S/N ratio for the 50-yr trend length.
One underlying assumption is that the L-length distributions of trends in N(t) are Gaussian.
In our specific example, the PCM-ANTH1 fingerprint is identifiable in the observed JFM Tmin data as
early as 1986—that is, 36 yr after the beginning of the
observational records used here (Fig. 9). The S/N ratio
shows an almost monotonic increase, with superimposed high-frequency noise. For the Tmin case, the detection time is not sensitive to the choice of model used
to estimate the fingerprint (PCM or MIROC) or to the
choice of statistical downscaling method for the PCM
fingerprint (CA or BCSD).

FIG. 8. Comparison of the spatial structure of EOFs for four
different variables. Results are for the PCM and CCSM3 control
runs and the MIROC and PCM anthropogenic fingerprints; the
latter are statistically downscaled using two different methods. All
results are for the case of no area weighting of control run and
ANTH temperature. The spatial structure is more pronounced for
DD ⬎ 0 and FD than for Tmin. Note that, for the purposes of EOF
calculations, the ordering of the nine mountainous regions is arbitrary.
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FIG. 9. Time-dependent S/N ratios estimates for Tmin, using CCSM3-CTL for statistical significance testing, and three different
ensemble-means for estimating the ANTH fingerprint (unweighted case). Detection time (see arrow, estimated when S/N exceeds and
remains above the 5% significance level) is 1986, irrespective of the choice of model used to estimate the fingerprint. The x axis
represents the last year of L-length linear trend in the signal estimate (with 1950 as the first year).

c. Sensitivity testing
In this section, we examine the sensitivity of our
D&A results to a range of different processing choices.
We find that the ANTH fingerprint can be positively
identified in all four observed temperature indices, irrespective of the model used to estimate the fingerprint
(two options) or the noise (two options), the method
used to downscale the PCM fingerprint (two options),
the end points values, and the applied areal weighting
(two options; see Fig. 10). The weighting option, which
has not been discussed previously, involves either unit
weighting or appropriate areal weighting of the nine
mountain regions.
In all 48 cases, the detection time for an anthropogenic fingerprint occurs as early as 1986 and no later
than 1994. The S/N50 results are sensitive to the noise
configuration. In Fig. 10, all symbols are located to the
right of the line of equal S/N ratio, indicating that S/N50
(as well as detection time) is always enhanced when the
CCSM3-CTL run is used for assessing statistical significance. This systematic difference in S/N50 ratios is due
to the larger decadal variability in the PCM-CTL run
(Pierce et al. 2008). The sensitivity of S/N50 values to
the choice of downscaling method and model used to
estimate the fingerprint is much smaller than the sensitivity to the noise configuration (Fig. 10).
For the Tmin results with no areal weighting, the leading signal and noise modes show comparatively little
spatial structure (Figs. 8a,b). Because of this, the Tmin
S/N50 results are relatively insensitive to the area-

weighting option. In the FD and DD ⬎ 0 cases, however, the dominant signal and noise modes have more
pronounced spatial structures (Figs. 8c,d), and hence
S/N50 values are more sensitive to the applied weighting
(Fig. 10). Interestingly, S/N50 values obtained for Tmin
are higher than those obtained for Tmax, irrespective of
the various processing options. The results are consistent with the detection results obtained by Bonfils et al.
(2008) over the domain of California.
We also considered whether our results were sensitive to the choice of later start dates (1955, 1960, and
1965). For a 1955 start date, anthropogenic effects on
temperature are consistently identifiable, independent
of processing choices (see Fig. 10b). For later start
dates, however (1960 and 1965), consistent detection is
not achieved. This is primarily because of an increase in
noise and degradation in S/N ratios when trends are
calculated over shorter periods of time (see, e.g., Santer
et al. 2007).

5. Discussion and conclusions
In this work we have assessed whether observed
warming in the western United States over the period
1950–99 is both outside the range expected because of
natural internal climate variability and consistent with
the expected effects of anthropogenic climate forcing.
This was done with a model-estimated anthropogenic
“fingerprint” of warming that includes the effects of
well-mixed greenhouse gases, ozone, and direct and
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FIG. 10. Sensitivity of S/N50 to the variable (color), the choice of the model used to estimate
the fingerprint (symbol), the method to downscale the fingerprint (circle versus square), the
areal-weighting option (size), and the start year: (a) 1950; (b) 1955. CCSM3-CTL (PCM-CTL)
is used for assessing statistical significance in x axis ( y axis).

some indirect aerosol effects. We examined variates of
importance to the hydrological cycle in this generally
arid region, including JFM Tmin, the number of frost
days, and the degree-days above freezing.
Overall, the anthropogenic fingerprint is robustly
identifiable in all observed hydrologically related temperature records. Natural variability in the western climate system has been ruled out as the major cause of
the changes. Solar variability and volcanic forcings are
also ruled out by the analysis. Bonfils et al. (2008)
found that late winter/early spring rise in Tmin and Tmax
recently observed in California were too rapid to be
explained by natural climate variability alone, and required one or more external forcing agents to be explained. We not only reach the same conclusion for the

mountainous regions of western United States in this
study, we can also confidently attribute those changes
to human activities.
The model-predicted anthropogenic fingerprints are
statistically detectable in the DD ⬎ 0 observational
field. Similar results are found using DDx ⬎ 0, another
proxy of temperature-driven snowmelt (Fig. 3). These
results are in agreement with the work of Pierce et al.
(2008), which demonstrates that 1) observed reductions
in SWE/P (over the same nine regions) cannot be fully
explained by climate noise or natural forcings, 2) half
the SWE/P reduction arises from human effects, and 3)
the reduction in snowpack is driven by increasing temperature, not by decreasing precipitation. Therefore,
historical changes in the atmospheric composition re-
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sult in a human-induced warming over western U.S.
mountainous regions, itself responsible for the observed reductions of snowpack (Pierce et al. 2008) and
shifts in the timing of the streamflow (Hidalgo et al.
2008, manuscript submitted to J. Climate). Models of
climate change unanimously project an acceleration of
the warming in the western United States with temperature change projections of ⬃1°–3°C for 2050 and
2°–6°C by 2100 in California (Lobell et al. 2006). With
such substantial warming, serious implications for water infrastructure and water supply sustainability can be
expected over the western United States in the near
future.
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Future dryness in the southwest US and the
hydrology of the early 21st century drought
Daniel R. Cayana,b,1, Tapash Dasa, David W. Piercea, Tim P. Barnetta, Mary Tyreea, and Alexander Gershunova
a
Division of Climate, Atmospheric Sciences, and Physical Oceanography, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, CA 92093-0224; and bUnited States
Geological Survey, La Jolla, CA 92093-0224

Recently the Southwest has experienced a spate of dryness, which
presents a challenge to the sustainability of current water use by
human and natural systems in the region. In the Colorado River
Basin, the early 21st century drought has been the most extreme
in over a century of Colorado River flows, and might occur in any
given century with probability of only 60%. However, hydrological
model runs from downscaled Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change Fourth Assessment climate change simulations suggest
that the region is likely to become drier and experience more
severe droughts than this. In the latter half of the 21st century
the models produced considerably greater drought activity, particularly in the Colorado River Basin, as judged from soil moisture
anomalies and other hydrological measures. As in the historical
record, most of the simulated extreme droughts build up and persist over many years. Durations of depleted soil moisture over the
historical record ranged from 4 to 10 years, but in the 21st century
simulations, some of the dry events persisted for 12 years or more.
Summers during the observed early 21st century drought were remarkably warm, a feature also evident in many simulated droughts
of the 21st century. These severe future droughts are aggravated
by enhanced, globally warmed temperatures that reduce spring
snowpack and late spring and summer soil moisture. As the climate
continues to warm and soil moisture deficits accumulate beyond
historical levels, the model simulations suggest that sustaining
water supplies in parts of the Southwest will be a challenge.
climate change ∣ regional modeling ∣ sustainability ∣ water resources

P

ersistent dry conditions have generally prevailed in the Southwest during the early years of the 21st century (1), after wetter
than normal conditions in the preceding years. Such droughts
have substantial impacts on the humans, animals, and plants
inhabiting the Southwest, and call into question whether we
can sustain the water resources that we have come to depend
upon in the 20th century. This study uses high resolution
(1∕8° × 1∕8°) hydrological model simulations, driven by observed
and downscaled global climate model meteorological fields, to
investigate the region’s droughts. Our goals are to place the
21st century drought into the context of the 20th century, and
determine how Southwest drought is likely to change from its
20th century patterns in the future.
The Southwest’s hydrology is marked by strong variability on
seasonal to multiannual time scales, reflecting its sensitivity to
fluctuations in large scale atmospheric circulation patterns.
Preinstrumental paleoclimate records indicate that periods of
extreme dryness have occurred sporadically during the last
millennium (2, 3), so the 21st century drought is far from unprecedented. Some of the most prominent of these prehistoric
droughts occurred in the midst of anomalously warm conditions,
perhaps in similar fashion to the recent early 21st century
drought. A protracted period of such dry conditions is likely to
make currently scheduled water deliveries from the Colorado
River unsustainable in the future, and have other significant
impacts on the Southwest’s inhabitants (4, 5).
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0912391107

Although the recent drought may have significant contributions from natural variability, it is notable that hydrological
changes in the region over the last 50 years cannot be fully
explained by natural variability, and instead show the signature
of anthropogenic climate change (6–9). GCM projections show
reduced precipitation over many lower midlatitude continental
regions, including the Southwest, as the climate warms from
greenhouse gases (10–13). The obvious question is whether
the 21st century drought is the harbinger of things to come.
Besides having enormous economic and societal consequences,
drought has considerable effects upon ecosystems. An epidemic of
conifer tree die-offs in western US forests has been provoked by
severe dryness and insect infestation, evidently exacerbated by
warmer temperatures in both the growing and cool seasons
(14–16). An increase in the number and areal extent of wildfire
in middle elevation forests (17) has been attributed to an advance
in spring snowmelt and warmer spring and summer temperatures.
Likely warming and possible drying of the climate in future
decades is projected to increase the occurrence and impact of
wildfires over much of the Southwest (18). All these applications
motivate a detailed examination of Southwest droughts.
Data and Models
We use observed temperature and precipitation to force the
Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) hydrological model on a
1∕8° × 1∕8° grid across the western US. This allows us to analyze
VIC’s estimates of key hydrological fields, such as soil moisture,
that are poorly observed over the historical time period. VIC
has been shown to produce realistic simulations of the hydroclimate’s mean and variability in this region (8, 19, 20). We will refer
to these estimates as VIC-OBS. SI Text (sections S1 and S2) contains details on the hydrological modeling process.
We use twelve global climate models (GCMs) used in the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (10, 11) to investigate effects of climate change
on the Southwestern United States. The full list of models is given
in SI Text (section S3). We further analyze the output of two of the
twelve models, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL)
CM2.1 and Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques
(CNRM) CM3. These two models produce temperature and
precipitation simulations falling within the larger ensemble of
changes from the set of 12 GCMs, and were among the few models that provided the continuous daily output necessary to drive
VIC. More information on the simulation quality of these models
is given in SI Text (section S3). We statistically downscale the
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GFDL CM2.1 and CNRM CM3 meteorological output fields to
the same 1∕8° × 1∕8° grid as the observations, using the method
of constructed analogues (8, 21). We apply the models’ downscaled meteorological fields to VIC to produce gridded estimates
of soil moisture and runoff, which we term VIC-MOD. This
method provides a consistent treatment between the models
and observations when analyzing the hydrological fields.
Warming in the CNRM and GFDL simulations ranges from
about 2– 4 °C by the latter half of the 21st century (Fig. S1A).
Southwest precipitation changes little in the CNRM simulations,
and declines in the GFDL simulations (Fig. S1B). These changes
are representative of precipitation trends from the full set of
IPCC models (10, 11), which show broad scale drying over
lower midlatitude continental regions. The model simulation period used here is 1950–2100. We analyze in terms of water years,
so, for example, “water year 2000” means October 1999 through
September 2000. Projected 21st century hydrological conditions
over the 21st century are evaluated with respect to historical and
model simulated conditions within the 1951–1999 water year
period. We used the IPCC Special Report on Emissions Scenarios
(SRES) A2 and SRES B1 greenhouse gas emissions scenarios,
representing medium high and moderately low emissions and
associated global climate warming (10, 11).
We consider the Southwest to include the region from
California to the eastern divide of the Rocky Mountains, and
from the headwaters of the Colorado River in the central Rocky
Mountains south to the Mexican border (Fig. 1). Although this
region extends somewhat farther westward and northward than
some traditional definitions of the Southwest, we included the
California region together with the Great Basin and Colorado
River basin because, to first order, the major arid portions of
these three subregions have similar climate (22). They also have
a moderate tendency for dry conditions to coincide (23; Table S1
and Fig. S2A). Finally, California and Nevada draw part of their
water supply from the Colorado River, adding to the interdependency of resources across the three regions.

have their own list of extreme drought years—for example,
California has the strongest dryness in the 1930s and Colorado
in the 1950s (Table S2).
Three of the 11 extreme drought years we identified have
occurred since the 21st century began: water years 2002, 2007,
and 2008 (Table S2). The early 21st century drought started in
water year 2000 with exceptionally warm temperatures across
virtually the entire West, and precipitation in the 30th percentile
or lower over most of the interior away from the Pacific coast.
Even lower precipitation values were seen in the same general
region in water year 2002, with a large swath from western Kansas
through Colorado, Utah, Arizona, southern Nevada, and southern California receiving precipitation in the 20th percentile or
below. Although temperatures peaked in water year 2000, they
continued elevated almost every year through 2007, and were
again warm in 2009. The last time water year averaged temperatures were >1 °C colder than usual across most of the western
United States was in 1993, 16 years ago, although such cold years
were experienced regularly before 1985.
For the Southwest as a whole, VIC-OBS estimated extreme
drought years are clustered in the early 1930s, late 1950s and
early 1960s, late 1980s and early 1990s, and in the late 2000s.
The extreme dry years in the 20th century almost always have
occurred in the midst of longer dry periods, in which droughts
build up and subside over multiple years. The durations of these

Results
Most Extreme Droughts, 1916–2008. We use VIC-OBS to identify

extreme droughts: water years when the area-averaged soil moisture falls below the 10th percentile of the 1951–1999 historical
period. There are 11 such years over 1916–2008, both in the
Southwest as a whole and within each of the three subregions.
Area-averaged soil moisture in VIC-OBS is calculated as the total
amount of moisture in the soil at a point divided by the maximum
capacity at that point, averaged over the region. We also tried
total (nonnormalized) moisture in the soil over the region, and
found the list of dry years little different. Individual subregions

Fig. 1. The study area consists of three regions: California, Great Basin, and
Colorado River Basin. Together these are called the “Southwest.”
21272 ∣
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Fig. 2. Duration of dry intervals associated with extreme drought, as simulated by the VIC hydrological model. (A, Upper) From VIC forced by observed
temperature and precipitation (VIC-OBS), 1915–2008. (B, Lower) From VIC
forced by the CNRM (Light) and GFDL (Dark) global models under the SRES
A2 emissions scenario (VIC-MOD). Years advance upward. In some cases these
intervals include two or more of the extreme drought years. Period before/
after each drought extreme was defined by the end /beginning of the first
6 month consecutive spell having unbroken negative soil moisture anomalies.
In some cases these intervals include two or more of the extreme drought
years. The duration of the 2007 dry spell is a minimum estimate because
it was still not broken at the end of the dataset in December 2008.
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Hydrological Characteristics of Southwest Droughts. Fig. 3 shows
composite anomalies of selected hydrological measures for the
11 extreme dry years, using an extended sequence of 48 months.
The sequence begins 2 years before the extreme dry year and continues through 1 year after. On average, annual runoff aggregated
over the Southwest dropped to 63% of its historical norm during
the peak drought year. The composite also shows that 2 years and
1 year prior to the peak dry year, annual runoff averaged 85% and
81% of the 1951–1999 water year average, whereas the year after
the extreme drought year, composite runoff had only recovered
to 80% of average.
The most recent dry spell, with extreme dryness in 2007, is
evaluated below specifically for the Colorado River flow at Lees
Ferry. It is also shown for the Southwest as a whole in Fig. 3 as the
brown line. Over the larger region the episode does not have an
unusual precipitation deficit, which is close to the average during
2006 and turns dry during the 2007 water year. Runoff, however,
is below average extreme dry levels. Notably, the warmth of the
recent drought is exceptionally strong and consistent, with a spell
of positive temperature anomalies that is nearly unbroken from
2005 through the end of 2008.

Fig. 3. Composite Southwest-area aggregated monthly anomaly of
temperature, precipitation, snow water equivalent, runoff, and soil moisture
beginning October, two years prior to the extreme drought year through
September, and one year after the extreme drought year. Composites are
average anomalies over the 11 historical drought cases. Composite anomalies
(Circles) are calculated from 1951–1999 average monthly climatology, and
those which are significant at the 95th percentile are colored. Vertical
whiskers extend from the 5th percentile to the 95th percentile of the samples
in the composite population. Anomalies that occurred before, during, and
after the 2007 dry spell are shown by the solid brown line.

Cayan et al.

Drier Soils and Warmer Summer Temperatures. During drought
events, warm summer temperature anomalies blanket the whole
Southwest and spread over much of the conterminous United
States (Fig. S2B). Monthly mean temperature anomalies in
drought summers range from þ0.5 °C to þ1 °C (Fig. 3). Averaged
over the water year during the extreme droughts, minimum temperatures (Tmin, usually nighttime) were 0.3 °C above average
whereas maximum temperatures (Tmax, usually daytime) over
the Southwest were 0.8 °C above the 1951–1999 average. The
composite Tmin temperature anomaly approached 1 standard
deviation whereas that for Tmax exceeded 1 standard deviation
of the annual temperatures over the Southwest.
This linkage is also present with a strong degree of statistical
confidence in the downscaled CNRM and GFDL simulations
(p < 0.05), demonstrated when we stratify the years when
VIC-MOD soil moisture or precipitation is below average vs.
above average. It should be noted that CNRM was one of the
models that registered the lowest degree of temperature change
from wet to dry, although this model has demonstrated a strong
degree of temperature response during dry continental high
pressure regimes (24). The association of drier soils with warmer
summer temperatures is found in most of the 12 GCM historical
20th century sequences and 21st century climate change simulations (Fig. S3).
Amplified Droughts Under Climate Warming. The Southwest
becomes more arid over the 21st century in the CNRM and
GFDL model simulations, as judged by changes in VIC-MOD’s
regional aggregate snow pack and soil moisture (Fig. 4 for CNRM
only, and Fig. S4), with associated deficit precipitation and
reductions in runoff.
The occurrence of years with April 1 snowpack low enough to
qualify as being below the 10th percentile (based on the 1951–1999
historical period) changes little during the first half of the 21st
century in VIC-MOD, but these very low snow years increase
by 2.5–5 times during the last half of the 21st century, consistent
with several previous regional climate change studies (25). Conversely, as climate warming advances, years with spring snowpack
exceeding even the average historical value occur less and less
often. Accompanying the loss of spring snowpack, years with
extremely low early summer soil moisture occur more than
twice as often during the second half of the 21st century (Fig. 4,
Lower Panel).
The depletion of soil moisture during dry events in VIC-MOD
is both prolonged and magnified during the second half of the
21st century (Fig. 2B and Fig. S4). Composites of soil moisture
anomalies show progressive deficits in years both preceding and
following peak drought years (Fig. S5). The number of extreme
PNAS ∣ December 14, 2010 ∣
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Fig. 3, a composite over the 11 extreme drought cases, shows
that precipitation shortages often accumulate over many months
in advance of the gravest drought conditions and persist over
multiple years. Greatest precipitation shortfalls occur during
the winter months when precipitation is normally at its maximum,
but the composite shows that precipitation deficits may also occur
during the fall and spring as the North Pacific storm season is
transitioning from or to its summer inactive state. The below
average precipitation gives rise to below average soil moisture;
runoff responds directly to these conditions, with the composites
showing largest reductions during the core drought year, but also
negative anomalies during the prior buildup and subsequent persistence of low soil moisture conditions. Greatest soil moisture
deficits occur in May and June, the period when soil moisture
normally begins a rapid decline to low summer levels in the
Southwest. Composited over the 11 extreme drought years, the
aggregate Southwest precipitation was reduced to 77% of its
1951–1999 average, April 1 snow water equivalent was reduced
to 50%, and runoff was reduced to 63%.
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prominent historical dry spells, based upon the time when Southwest-averaged soil moisture dropped and stayed below average
for at least six months as an indicator of dry conditions, are shown
in Fig. 2A. The duration of dryness surrounding the spell’s peak
summer drought has ranged from 47 to 123 months.
The dry spells projected over the 21st century through the lens
of the CNRM and GFDL simulations, calculated using VICMOD, are shown in Fig. 2B. The incidence of extreme drought
during the first half of the 21st century is little changed in either
model or SRES scenario. But by the second half of the 21st century, the number and duration of extreme dry events increases
markedly, with most of the projected dry spells lasting longer than
5 years and in three cases exceeding 150 months—more than
12 years.

the amplified soil moisture deficit compared to precipitation
deficit.

Fig. 4. Southwest region April first snow water equivalent (mm) (Upper)
and June soil moisture (% of 1951–1999 average annual values) (Lower) from
VIC simulation of the CNRM CM3 GCM for 1950 to 2100. Climate change
period (2000–2100) from scenarios SRES A2. Extremely dry years are indicated
by red bars that mark years when April 1 SWE or June soil moisture is lower
than the 10th percentile of the historical (1951–1999) period (18.0 mm).

drought years in the two models, determined using the same
criteria as for the observed cases, showed no change or actually
decreased during the 2000–2049 period, but increased from 5
events during the climatological period to 6 and 9 (SRES B1)
and 9 and 13 (SRES A2) during 2050–2099 (Table 1). During
the extreme droughts, the relative deficit in soil moisture grows
larger, and also grows in comparison to the deficit in precipitation, as judged by standardized precipitation and soil moisture
anomalies shown in Fig. 5A. Over the historical period, the
annual precipitation anomalies during drought are about 1.3
standard deviations below their climatological mean, whereas
VIC-OBS and VIC-MOD soil moisture anomalies for extreme
droughts are approximately 1.5 standard deviations below their
climatological mean. But by end of 21st century, the soil moisture
deficits range from 1.7 to more than 2 standard deviations below
the mean. Because average precipitation anomalies during a
drought do not change as much for the late 21st century, we
conclude that more of the water budget is being consumed by
other processes, probably evapotranspiration, which results in
Table 1. Southwest drought year counts from simulations. A
drought year is defined when southwest aggregate soil moisture
falls below its historical 1951–1999 10th percentile value. Climate
change period soil moisture from VIC hydrologic simulations forced
by results from GCMs CNRM CM3 and GFDL CM2.1. Climate change
simulations from two global greenhouse gas scenarios SRES A2 and
SRES B1.
Counts of extreme droughts, climate simulations

CNRMCM3
GFDLCM2.1
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SRESA2
SRESB1
SRESA2
SRESB1

Historical
1951–1999

Projected early
period
2000–2049

5
5
5
5

3
2
5
4

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0912391107

Projected late
period
2050–2099
9
6
13
9

Recent Drought in the Colorado Basin—Could it get Worse? The
increasing duration and severity of drought conditions we
have described could have a particularly deleterious effect on
Colorado River water supplies. Because the water in the river
is already completely allocated, this leads to questions of whether
those allocations are sustainable. Is the early 21st century drought
on the Colorado River unusual or can we expect others like it in
the future?
Some droughts are short and intense whereas others are less
deep but persistent. From the point of view of a reservoir system,
it is the total deficit in flow over some period that matters. With
this drought indicator in mind, we used a stochastic Colorado
River flow model to estimate flow conditions at Lees Ferry over
2000 realizations of the last 100 or so years. The realizations were
generated by Fourier transforming the observed flow, randomizing the phases, and transforming back; the result shows good
agreement with both historically observed flow and paleoclimate
estimates from tree rings (26). The various realizations were then
used to estimate the probability of observed drought sequences
over the last 100 þ years. Were any of them “unusual?”
From the 2000 realizations, we calculated the accumulated
deficit in flow over N years, taking N from 1 to 10. The deficit
is calculated relative to what the total flow would have been if
the simple mean flow over the historical period had gone down
the river each year. For example, if the mean flow is
18 × 109 m3 ∕year (billion cubic meters per year, or bcm∕year)
and the 5-year running mean in year 1960 is 14 bcm∕year, then
the accumulated deficit in 1960 for N ¼ 5 years is 5 ð18 − 14Þ ¼
20 bcm.
Fig. 5B shows the accumulated deficit in Colorado River flow
as a function of N for the historical period, 1906–2008. Each year
is shown as a dot, plotted at the value of N that gives the largest
accumulated deficit. The observed early 21st century drought is
highlighted in red. Gray shading indicates the region that will
contain the worst drought of the century 2∕3 of the time, calculated from the 2000 realizations. There is a 1∕3 chance of a
drought worse than shown (i.e., falling below the shading), but
essentially no chance (p < 0.005) of the worst-in-century drought
being better. The early 21st century drought falls squarely in this
region (p ∼ 0.6). Other details on the figure are given in SI Text
(section S4).
An alternative explanation for the occurrence of this severe
drought in recent times could be the initial impacts of global
warming described above. Indeed, most studies predict a reduction Colorado River flow as warming impacts intensify (see ref. 5
for a list). The effects of this warming have been detected in the
hydrological cycle of the western United States (6–9). The green
hatched region in Fig. 5B shows ensemble-averaged estimates
from VIC-MOD of where the worst drought of the century will
likely fall, using the SRES A2 scenario and model-projected flow
from 2050–2099. The models suggest the early 21st century
drought will become commonplace in the future, and that the
worst drought of the century will be much more severe than
we have experienced since measurements began.
The climate model simulations indicate that there may be
substantial differences in the amount of drying across the broad
Southwest region. These differences are confirmed when this
analysis is repeated for flow in the Sacramento River above Bend
Bridge, whose watershed lies in the northernmost California
portion of our domain. First, flows are not unusually low in
the early 2000s, unlike the Colorado River result (Fig. S6).
Second, the climate change shift is toward wetter conditions,
not drier. Thus it appears that only certain core areas, such as
the Colorado basin, could experience harsher droughts.
Cayan et al.
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At this point, it is not possible to say which mechanism
(chance or warming) is responsible for the observed dryness in
the Colorado basin during the first years of the 21st century.
But whichever it is, the clear message is that a drought equally
severe is quite likely to reoccur during the rest of the 21st century.
Discussion
The early 21st century drought is an example of the kinds of
droughts the Southwest United States is prone to. Such droughts
have a tendency to take on large southwest footprints, although
both observations and climate model simulations display different degrees of dryness in California, the Great Basin, and the
Colorado basin. This is true for the early 21st century drought
as well, which is more severe in the Colorado basin than in
California. As quantified by the VIC hydrological model, the
most extreme drought years throughout the instrumental record
have tended to build up and finally abate over an extended
multiyear period. Historically, and especially during the early
21st century, observed Southwest droughts have been exacerbated by anomalously warm summer temperatures. This tendency
may continue—several different 21st century climate model
simulations suggest that dry years will experience anomalously
warm summer temperatures, even above and beyond the warming
trend in the Southwest.
The recent drought in the Colorado basin has seen the lowest
accumulated deficit in flows at Lees Ferry in over a century of
measurements, and has only a 60% chance of occurring in a
century. However, given the amount of natural variability in
the region’s runoff, the current drought is not outside the realm
of droughts likely to be encountered due to natural variability.
Downscaled climate model projections show longer and more intense future droughts in the Colorado basin, and a high likelihood
of worst-in-century droughts with multiyear flow deficits that ex1. MacDonald GM, et al. (2008) Climate warming and 21st century drought in southwestern North America. Eos Transactions, American Geophysical Union 89(9):82–83.
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ceed any in the observational record by 60–70%. If these climate
scenarios materialize, we will have to prepare for deeper and
historically more unusual water shortages, and the sustainability
of current water deliveries from the Colorado River will become
problematical.
In summary, a view from a small, but representative selection
of climate simulations downscaled to 1∕8° × 1∕8° and applied to a
hydrological model suggests a future where drought becomes
more extreme by the mid to late 21st century. Inevitably, there
will be precipitation shortages, and during these times, the resulting hydrological drought is aggravated by a trend toward much
less snowpack, warmer temperatures (especially in summer)
and diminished runoff and soil moisture.
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Fig. 5. (A, Left) Composite of water year precipitation and water year soil moisture (Red) anomalies associated with extreme negative soil moisture anomalies
for Southwest from historical observation and simulated climate input from CNRM CM3 and GFDL CM2.1 GCMs SRES A2 emission scenario—historical period
1951–1999, early 21st century 2000–2049 period, and late 21st century 2050–2099 period. In the figure, precipitation and soil moisture composites are shown
side by side. For climate model simulation, composites from CNRM CM3 are shown first, and then from GFDL CM2.1, for each time epoch. (B, Right)
Accumulated deficit in flow [10**9 m**3, or billions of cubic meters(bcm)] on the Colorado River at Lees Ferry, relative to the mean flow observed over
the period 1906–2008. Deficit is calculated in N-year running means (X axis). The 21st century drought is shown in red; other years are shown as black dots.
Gray shading indicates where, 2∕3 of the time, the worst drought of the century should fall; the green hatched region shows the same thing for the end of this
century, estimated from downscaled climate models. The right hand axis additionally shows values in millions of acre-feet (maf). See text for details. (For
Sacramento at Bend Bridge, see Fig. S6).
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S1. Observational Data. Daily gridded meteorological observations
of precipitation (P), maximum temperature (Tmax), minimum
temperature (Tmin), and wind speed at 1∕8 degree spatial
resolution across the Southwestern Unites States were obtained
from the Surface Water Modeling Group at the University of
Washington (http://www.hydro.washington.edu; 1). The data
are based on the National Weather Service cooperative network
of weather observations stations, augmented by information from
the higher quality Global Historical Climatology Network
(GHCN) stations.
The dataset in ref. 1 is available for the period 1915 through
2003. To extend the dataset up to 2008, we used daily gridded
meteorological fields for the period 2004 through 2008 produced
by the same group (the Surface Water Modeling Group at the
University of Washington) based on a reduced set of stations.
This reduced set is available with near-real-time updates, because
it is used operationally for a West-wide seasonal hydrologic
forecast system (2).
S2. The Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) hydrologic model. To produce hydrologic variables during the 20th century and under 21st
century climate change conditions, we used the VIC distributed
macroscale hydrologic model (3). Defining characteristics of VIC
are the probabilistic treatment of subgrid soil moisture capacity
distribution, the parameterization of baseflow as a nonlinear recession from the lower soil layer, and the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity at each particular time step is treated as a function of
the degree of soil saturation (3, 4). It uses a tiled representation
of the land surface within each model grid cell, allowing subgrid
variability in topography, infiltration, and land surface vegetation
classes (3, 4).
The VIC model was run at a daily time step, with a 1-hour snow
model time step in water balance mode, and using a 1∕8 by
1∕8 degree resolution grid across the Southwestern United
States. Using the gridded observed meteorological forcing (described below), along with the physiographic characteristics of
the catchment (for example, soil and vegetation), VIC calculates
a suite of hydrologic variables, including runoff, baseflow, soil
moisture, actual evapotranspiration and snow water equivalent
in the snowpack. Derived variables such as radiation, humidity,
and pressure are estimated internally based on the input P, Tmax,
and Tmin (5, 6).
VIC has been used extensively in a variety of water resources
applications; from studies of climate variability, forecasting and
climate change studies (2, 4, 7–12). The model’s soil moisture
estimations produce reasonable agreement with the few point
measurements available (4), and VIC-simulated streamflow validates well with observations when the model has been calibrated
using streamflow data (4, 12).
VIC was forced using the observed gridded meteorology
described above (1, 2), and with downscaled global climate model
(GCM) data from 1950 to 2099 using two climate models: the
Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques (CNRM)
CM3 model, and the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL) CM2.1 model. We used both the SRES A2 and B1 emissions scenarios in this work. Daily precipitation (P) and maximum
and minimum temperatures (Tmax, Tmin) from models were
downscaled to 1∕8 degree resolution using the constructed
analogues (CA) statistical downscaling method (12, 13). For
Cayan et al. www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0912391107

the future simulations, climatological wind speed (computed
from the daily wind speed in ref. 4 for the period 1950–1999)
was used. The downscaled climate fields are obtained by constructing linear combinations of previously observed weather patterns, including adjustments for model biases and loss of variance.
Results using CA and those obtained with bias correction and
spatial downscaling (BCSD), another statistical downscaling
methodology, are qualitatively similar (13). An advantage of
the CA method over the BCSD method is that CA can capture
changes in the diurnal cycle of temperatures; the downside is that
this requires daily data rather than monthly.
Our soil moisture indices were calculated as follows: (I) At
each model time step, we combined the instantaneous moistures
from VIC’s three soil layers. (ii) At each point, we computed the
maximum soil moisture possible at each point by combining the
maximum soil moisture possible in each of the three soil layers.
(The maximum soil moisture for each soil layer is equal to soil
layer depth multiplied by its respective porosity.) (iii) At each
model time step, the soil moisture fraction is equal to ratio of
instantaneous moisture to the maximum possible moisture. Soil
moisture was averaged across Southwest region. In the Southwest, the soil accumulates water from the beginning of the year
until April, whereupon it dries until October.
S3. GCM Simulations. For the present study we selected simulations
from 12 GCMs from the World Climate Research Program
(WCRP) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3
(CMIP3) multimodel dataset: CNRM CM3, GFDL CM2.1, Center for Climate System Research (University of Tokyo) Model for
Interdisciplinary Research On Climate (MIROC) 3.2 (medium
resolution), European Center-Hamburg/Max Planck Institute
ECHAM5/MPI OM, National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) Community Climate System Model version 3 (CCSM3),
NCAR Parallel Climate Model (PCM), Goddard space flight
center Coupled General Circulation Model (CGCM) 3.1
(T47), Australian Commonwealth Scientific and Research Organization (CSIRO) Mk 3.0, Institut Pierre Simon Laplace (IPSL)
CM4, United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO)
HadCM3, and UKMO HadGEM1. Documentation on the
models can be found at http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/model_
documentation/pcc_model_documentation.php. These models
were selected because they have been evaluated and used in previous investigations of climate change over the region (e.g., 14),
so the results herein can be more easily compared to previously
published results.
We selected CNRM CM3 and GFDL CM2.1 for detailed
analysis because they provided the contiguous daily output of
Tmin and Tmax necessary for the VIC hydrological model,
and because their simulations lie within the range of temperature
and precipitation projections produced by a set of several global
climate model simulations of future climate over the Southwest (Fig. S1).
The performance of these two models in terms of their mean
climate and variability of temperature and precipitation on
seasonal, pentadal, and decadal timescales has been previously
evaluated over the western United States (14). Also included
in the evaluation was the models’ ability to represent El NiñoSouthern Oscillation (ENSO), the Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO), and the teconnected responses of temperature and
precipitation to ENSO and PDO in our region of interest. Over
the 42 metrics used, GFDL 2.1 was in the top third of models,
whereas CNRM was in the bottom third. CNRM’s performance
1 of 7

was hampered by significant biases; however, it is worth pointing
out that the downscaling we used removes these biases. In other
aspects of its simulation, CNRM was nearer to the middle of the
pack of the CMIP3 models.
Both models have an overly strong ENSO signal that extends
too far to the west in the tropical Pacific, a common failing of the
current generation of global climate models. CNRM also has an
ENSO period that is closer to 3 years, while in nature it is more
irregular and spreads toward longer timescales. GFDL 2.1 has a
good simulation of ENSO’s spectrum. Both models have a PDO
that is overly trapped to the Kuroshio region off the coast of
Japan, rather than having the maximum in the center of the North
Pacific. The amplitude of CNRM’s PDO is realistic, but GFDL’s
is too weak along the west coast of North America. GFDL 2.1
again has a spectrum of the PDO that is indistinguishable from
observations given the considerable sampling uncertainties
involved, while CNRM has an overly pronounced 10-year peak
in the spectrum. These model limitations should be kept in mind
when evaluating the downscaled results shown here.
We used simulations driven by two greenhouse gas emissions
scenarios. The A2 emissions scenario represents a differentiated
world in which economic growth is uneven and the income gap
remains large between now-industrialized and developing parts
of the world; people, ideas, and capital are less mobile so that
technology diffuses more slowly. The B1 emissions scenario
presents a future with a high level of environmental and social
consciousness combined with a globally coherent approach to

S4. Constructing Fig. 5B. The observations used to construct Fig. 5B
in the main text are taken from US Bureau of Reclamation
estimates of naturalized flow of the Colorado River at Lees Ferry,
updated as of September 16, 2009. Flow values should be considered provisional, especially for the most recent years.
Comparing model-estimated flows to observed flows requires
dealing with model biases. Model flows were adjusted to have
the same mean and standard deviation as observed over the
period 1950–1999. Values for mean and standard deviation
are: observations, (14.68,4.64) million acre-feet (maf); for the
GFDL model, (17.65,6.18) maf; for CNRM, (16.30,3.99) maf.
Each year in the historical period, 1906–2008, is shown on
Fig. 5B as a black or red dot. Each year will have an accumulated
deficit for every value of the running mean window width N from
1 to 10 (shown on the X axis of the figure). However, the dot is
only plotted at the X value that has the maximum accumulated
deficit. For example, consider the N-year running mean ending in
1950. Perhaps the 1 year running mean deficit is −2, and the
two year running mean deficit is þ3, and the three year mean
deficit is −7, etc., so that all the running mean deficits are
ð−2; þ 3; − 7; − 5;1;4;0; − 2; − 1;1Þ. In this case a dot would be
plotted at X ¼ 3, because the three year running mean is the
one with the greatest flow deficit. There are different numbers
of dots in each vertical column partly by chance, and partly
reflecting the typical length of droughts in the region.
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a more sustainable development. The A2 scenario has higher
emissions than the B1 scenario.
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Fig. S1. Projected changes in annual temperature (A, Upper, °C) and precipitation (B, Lower, %) from the 12 CGMs used in this study. The 2 models analyzed
in further detail (CNRM CM3 and GFDL CM2.1) are shown as outlined bars at the left of each row. Changes are relative to each model’s historical period
(1951–1999).
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Fig. S2. (A, Upper) Composite precipitation rate (mm∕day) over the water years of the extreme dry soil moisture years from National Center for
Environmental Protection/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) Reanalysis. Water years included are 1959, 1961, 1977, 1989, 1990,
2002, 2007, and 2008 (note that the reanalysis data starts in 1950). Water Year defined such that Water Year 2008 is October 2007–September 2008.).
(B, Lower) Composite warm season (April–September) temperature anomalies (°C) during 11 extreme dry soil moisture years. These images are provided
by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Earth System Research Laboratory (NOAA/ESRL) Physical Sciences Division, Boulder Colorado from
their Web site at http://www.psd.noaa.gov/ and use National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), 1994, Time Bias Corrected Divisional Temperature-PrecipitationDrought Index (TD-9640). Documentation for dataset TD-9640 is available from DBMB, NCDC, National Oceanic and Atmostpheric Administration.

Fig. S3. Difference in May through August mean temperature: During years whose prior October through April precipitation is below average minus
temperature for years whose prior October through April precipitation is above average. Scenario IPCC Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) A2 (Upper)
and SRES B1 (Lower) for 2001–2049 and for 2051–2099.
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Fig. S4. Composite Southwest-area aggregated monthly anomaly of precipitation, snow water equivalent, runoff, and soil moisture beginning October, two
years prior to the extreme drought year through September, one year after the extreme drought year. Composites are average anomalies over the drought
cases identified from VIC simulations of CNRM CM3 and GFDL CM2.1 GCMs SRES A2 and SRES B1 emission scenarios, for the late 21st century 2050–2099 period.
Composite anomalies (Circles) are calculated from 1951–1999 average monthly climatology, and those which are significant at the 95th percentile are colored.
Vertical whiskers extend from the 5th percentile to the 95th percentile of the composite samples.

Fig. S5. Soil moisture anomalies composited on dry spells, for the historical period (1951–1999, Lower Two Panels), first half of the century, and second half of
the century (Upper Panel). Values are from VIC driven by observations (Lower), and VIC driven by the downscaled CNRM CM3 and GFDL CM2.1 global models
(Other Panels). Composite anomalies (Circles) are calculated from 1951–1999 average monthly climatology, and those which are significant at the 95th
percentile are colored. Vertical whiskers extend from the 5th percentile to the 95th percentile of the composite samples.
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Fig. S6. As Fig. 4B in the main text, but calculated for the Sacramento River at Bend Bridge (south of Redding, California).

Table S1. Correlation among annual soil moisture (fraction of
saturation) for different regions, in historical and climate
change simulations
Correlation of Soil Moisture among Different Regions
1916–1962 (from observed historical VIC simulations)
Southwest
Colorado
Great Basin
California
Southwest
1.00
0.76
0.75
0.75
Colorado
0.76
1.00
0.34
0.19
Great Basin
0.75
0.34
1.00
0.59
California
0.75
0.19
0.59
1.00
1963–2008 (from observed historical VIC simulations)
Southwest
Colorado
Great Basin
California
Southwest
1.00
0.87
0.94
0.86
Colorado
0.87
1.00
0.74
0.52
Great Basin
0.94
0.74
1.00
0.83
California
0.86
0.52
0.83
1.00
2000–2049 (median of four climate change simulations)
Southwest
Colorado
Great Basin
California
Southwest
1.00
0.85
0.90
0.88
Colorado
0.85
1.00
0.61
0.54
Great Basin
0.90
0.61
1.00
0.88
California
0.88
0.54
0.88
1.00
2050–2099 (median of four climate change simulations)
Southwest
Colorado
Great Basin
California
Southwest
1.00
0.87
0.92
0.90
Colorado
0.87
1.00
0.67
0.55
Great Basin
0.92
0.67
1.00
0.90
California
0.89
0.55
0.90
1.00
Soil moisture was simulated using VIC as driven by historical observed
meteorology and downscaled meteorology from CNRM CM3 and GFDL
CM2.1 GCMs, SRES A2 and SRES B1 emissions scenarios. For the climate
change period, the median of the four climate change simulations
are shown.
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0.36
California
soil moisture
(fraction)
0.24
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.27
0.27
0.31

precip (mm)
334
388
428
418
321
392
437
425
452
429
493
596

419

precip (mm)
301
296
297
340
324
304
319
338
332
310
372

301

runoff (mm)
128
155
170
176
146
197
191
210
207
177
222

121

runoff (mm)
71
91
55
71
82
73
65
87
84
79
87

2002
1956
1934
1951
1990
1957
1977
1954
1959
1955
1974
Long Term Mean
(1951–1999)

1934
1933
1918
1931
1960
2002
1989
2007
1930
1929
1959
Long Term Mean
(1951–1999)

Historical Drought Years

359

precip (mm)
217
248
265
302
334
366
287
327
293
303
275

320

precip (mm)
210
224
276
225
228
229
264
226
283
292
260

0.36

0.43
Colorado
soil moisture
(fraction)
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34

Great Basin
soil moisture
(fraction)
0.38
0.38
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40

48

runoff (mm)
25
35
25
37
32
48
27
32
31
32
39

44

runoff (mm)
15
23
27
17
23
26
26
13
29
31
22

A drought year is defined as a water year when the basin or regional aggregate, whole column soil moisture, averaged over the water year, falls below the 1951–1999 10th
percentile value. Soil moisture was simulated using VIC as driven by historical observed meteorology. Using this criterion, a separate set of drought years is determined for the
Southwest, Great Basin, California, and Colorado regions.

1977
1931
1991
1990
1924
2007
1934
2008
1933
1920
1989
Long Term Mean
(1951–1999)

1934
2002
1977
1990
1933
2007
1931
1989
1959
2008
1961
Long Term Mean
(1951–1999)

Southwest
soil moisture
(fraction)
0.32
0.32
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34

Table S2. Historical drought years
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Southwest and is closely related to Chapter 7, which is concerned with the implications of climate change on shorter period phenomena, especially extreme events. The
projections derive from the outcomes of several global climate models, and associated
“downscaled” regional climate simulations, using two emissions scenarios (“A2” or
“high-emissions,” and “B1” or “low-emissions”) developed by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES; Nakićenović
and Swart 2000). The key findings are:
• Temperatures at the earth’s surface in the Southwest will rise substantially (by
more than 3°F [1.7°C] over recent historical averages) over the twenty-first century from 2001–2100. (high confidence)
• The amount of temperature rise at the earth’s surface in the Southwest will be
higher in summer and fall than winter and spring. (medium-high confidence)
• Climate variations of temperature and precipitation over short periods (yearto-year and decade-to-decade) will continue to be a prominent feature of the
Southwest climate. (high confidence)
• There will be lower precipitation in the southern portion of the Southwest region
and little change or increasing precipitation in the northern portion. (mediumlow confidence)
• There will be a reduction of Southwest mountain snowpack during February
through May from 2001 through 2100, mostly because of the effects of warmer
temperature. (high confidence)
• Substantial parts of the Southwest region will experience reductions in runoff
and streamflow from the middle to the end of the twenty-first century. (mediumhigh confidence)

6.1 Global Climate Models: Statistical and Dynamical
Downscaling
Global climate models (GCMs) are the fundamental drivers of regional climate-change
projections (IPCC 2007). GCMs allow us to characterize changes in atmospheric circulation associated with human causes at global and continental scales. However, because of
the planetary scope of the GCMs, their resolution, or level of detail, is somewhat coarse.
A typical GCM grid spacing is about 62 miles (100 km) or greater, which is inadequate
for creating projections and evaluating impacts of climate change at a regional scale.
Thus, a “downscaling” procedure is needed to provide finer spatial detail of the model
results.
Downscaling is done in two ways—statistical (or empirical) downscaling and dynamical downscaling—each with its inherent strengths and weaknesses. Statistical
downscaling relates historical observations of local variables to large-scale measures.
For climate modeling, this means taking the observed relationship of atmospheric circulation and regional-scale surface data of interest (temperature and precipitation) and
applying those empirical relationships to GCM data for some future period (Wilby et
al. 2004; Maurer et al. 2010). Many of the results shown here, involving projected temperature and precipitation, are based upon a “bias correction and spatial downscaling”
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(BCSD) method (Maurer et al. 2010).i “Bias” is a statistical term reflecting systematic error. The main advantage of statistical downscaling is that it is computationally simple,
so a relatively large number of GCMs and greenhouse gas emission scenarios may be
considered for a more robust characterization of statistical uncertainty (Maurer et al.
2010).ii
In contrast, dynamical downscaling produces climate information by use of a limited-area, regional climate model (RCM) driven by the output from a global climate
model (Mearns et al. 2003; Laprise et al. 2008). Dynamical RCMs, similar to GCMs, are
numerical representations of the governing set of equations that describe the climate
system and its evolution through time over a particular region. Though use of a physically based process model at a grid spacing of tens (rather than hundreds) of kilometers
is substantially more computationally expensive, the method has two advantages over
statistical downscaling. Climate stationarity (the concept that past climatic patterns are
a reasonable representation of those in the future) is not assumed and the influence of
complex terrain on the climate of the western United States is better represented (Mearns
et al. 2003), improving the simulation of precipitation from winter storms (Ikeda et al.
2010) and thunderstorms during the summer monsoon (Gutzler et al. 2005). However,
because of their cost, long runs (lengthy computer processing) of regional climate simulations generally are not undertaken. In addition, each regional model contains some
degree of bias, so statistical adjustments are almost always required. In other words,
regardless of whether statistical or dynamical downscaling is pursued, bias-correction
of GCM or GCM-RCM output is a necessary part of the process.
In this chapter, we use the “variable infiltration capacity” (VIC) model (Liang et al.
1994) to derive land-surface hydrological variables that are consistent with the downscaled forcing data.iii The VIC model has been applied in many studies of hydrologic
impacts of climate variability and change (e.g. Wood et al. 2004; Das et al. 2009).

6.2 Climate Scenarios
Following the lead of the U.S. National Climate Assessment, the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios A2 (“high emissions”) and B1 (“low emissions”) scenarios (IPCC 2007) are
employed here (see endnote iii in Chapter 2).
The choice of the high (A2) and low (B1) emissions scenarios was also guided by the
need to span a range of GHG emissions and the availability of a reasonably large number of GCM simulations. GCMs, to varying degrees, capture average recent historical
climate and a statistical representation of its variability over the Southwest (Ruff, Kushnir, and Seager 2012) and to some extent key regions such as the tropical Pacific that are
known to drive important climate variations in the Southwest region (Dai 2006; IPCC
2007; Cayan et al. 2009). Many applications employ multiple model simulations, made
for one or more GHG emissions scenario using one or more GCMs, which are generally
referred to as an ensemble. Beyond this, however, it has been shown (Pierce et al. 2009;
Santer et al. 2009) that a model’s performance in simulating characteristics of observed
climate is not a very useful measure of how well it will simulate future climate under
climate change. Because of this, it is better to draw upon a number of simulations to
construct a possible distribution of climate change; i.e., it is important to consider results
from several climate models rather than to rely on just a few.
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6.3 Data Sources
Projected climate for the Assessment of Climate Change in the Southwest United States is
based on a series of GCM and downscaled projection data sets. A set of CMIP3iv GCM
outputs, from fifteen GCMs (used in an initial set of experiments) and sixteen GCMs
(used in later experiments) that were identified in the 2009 NCA report, provided a core
set of thirty and thirty-two climate simulations, respectively. Each GCM simulated one
high- and one low-emissions scenario. Only one simulation for each individual GCMemissions scenario pairing was included. The GCMs provide historical simulations in
addition to projected twenty-first-century climate simulations based on the high- and
low-emissions scenarios.
Statistical downscaled monthly temperature and precipitation data from the sixteen
GCMs using the BCSD method were employed. These data are at a horizontal resolution
of 1/8° (roughly 7.5-mile [12-km] resolution), covering the period of 1950–2099 (Maurer,
Brekke et al. 2007; Gangopadhyay et al. 2011).
Dynamical downscaled simulations from the multi-institutional North American
Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP; Mearns et al. 2009) were
used. At this time, there are nine high-emissions simulations available using different
combinations of a regional climate model driven by a global climate model. Each simulation includes the periods of 1971–2000 and 2041–2070 for the high-emissions scenario
only, and is at a horizontal resolution of approximately 31 miles (50 km).
Peer-reviewed and publicly available hydrologic projections (Gangopadhyay et al.
2011) are associated with the same BCSD CMIP3 climate projections that are supporting
evaluations in this chapter. Hydrologic simulations using the VIC model from each of
the sixteen historical BCSD simulations, sixteen high-emissions BCSD simulations, and
sixteen low-emissions BCSD simulations were employed.

6.4 Temperature Projections
There is high confidence that climate will warm substantially over the twenty-first
century, as all of the projected GCM and associated downscaled simulations exhibit
progressive warming over the Southwest United States. Within the modeled historical simulations, the model warming begins to become distinguished from the range of
natural variability in the 1970s; similar warming is also found in observed records and
appears, partially, to be a response to the effects of GHG increases (Barnett et al. 2008;
Bonfils et al. 2008). Concerning the projected climate, in the early part of the twenty-first
century, the warming produced by the high-emissions scenario is not much greater than
that of the low-emissions scenario; there is considerable overlap between the high- and
low-emissions scenario results. But by the mid-2000s, as GHG concentrations under the
high-emissions scenario become considerably higher than those in the low-emissions
scenario, warming in the high-emissions simulations becomes increasingly greater than
those from the low-emissions scenario. The projected rate of warming is substantially
greater than the historical rates estimated from observed temperature records in California (Bonfils et al. 2008).
Maps showing the sixteen CMIP3 ensemble mean annual temperature changes for
three future time periods (2035, 2055, 2085) and two emissions scenarios (high and low)
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are shown in Figure 6.1. The three periods show successively higher temperatures than
the model-simulated historical mean for 1971–2000. Spatial variations are relatively
small, especially for the low-emissions scenario. Changes along the coastal zone are noticeably smaller than inland areas (see also Cayan et al. 2009; Pierce et al. 2012). Also,
the warming tends to be slightly greater in the north, especially in the states of Nevada, Utah, and Colorado. Warming increases over time, and also increases between the
high- and low-emissions scenarios for each respective period as shown in the thirty-year
early-, mid-, and late-twenty-first century plots in Figure 6.2 for the aggregated six-state
region that defines the Southwest. Figure 6.3 shows the mean seasonal changes for each
future time period for the high-emissions scenario, averaged over the entire Southwest
region for fifteen CMIP3 models. For the low-emissions scenario, the amount of annual
warming ranges between 1°F and 3°F (0.6°C to 1.7°C) for the period, 2021–2050; over 1°F

Figure 6.1 Projected temperature
changes for the high (A2) and
low (B1) GHG emission scenario
models. A
 nnual temperature change
(oF) from historical (1971–2000) for
early- (2021–2050; top), mid- (2041–
2070; middle) and late- (2070–2099;
bottom) twenty-first century periods.
Results are the average of the
sixteen statistically downscaled
CMIP3 climate models. Source:
Nakicenovic and Swart (2000),
Mearns et al. (2009).
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to 4°F (0.6°C to 2.2°C) for 2041–2070; and 2°F to 6°F (1.1°C to 3.3°C) for 2070–2099. For
the high-emissions scenario, values range slightly higher, from about 2°F to 4°F (1.1°C
to 2.2°C) for 2021–2050; 2°F to 6°F (1.1°C to 3.3°C) for 2041–2070; and are much higher, a
5°F to 9°F (2.8°C to 5°C) range, by 2070–2099. For 2055, the average temperature change
simulated by the NARCCAP models (4.5°F, or 2.5°C) is close to the mean of the CMIP3
GCMs for the high-emissions scenario.

Figure 6.2 Mean annual temperature changes (°F; left) and precipitation changes (%;
right) for early-, mid- and late-twenty-first-century time periods. Temperature changes and
precipitation changes are with respect to the simulations’ reference period of 1971–2000 for 15 CMIP3
models, averaged over the entire Southwest region for the high (A2) and low (B1) emissions scenarios.
Also shown are results for the NARCCAP simulations for 2041–2070 and the four GCMs used in the
NARCCAP experiment (A2 only). The small plus signs are values for each individual model and the
circles depict the overall means. Source: Nakicenovic and Swart (2000), Mearns et al. (2009).

The warming, as it emerges from the variability within and across model simulations, is shown for each of three subregions in the Southwest by the ensemble time series
in Figure 6.4. Temperature increases are largest in summer, with means around 3.5°F
(1.9°C) in 2021–2050, 5.5°F (3.1°C) in 2041–2070, and 9°F (5°C) in 2070–2099. The least
warming is in winter, starting at 2.5°F (1.4°C) in 2021–2050 and building to almost 7°F
(3.9°C) in 2070–2099. However, it is important to note that differences between individual model temperature changes are relatively large. Within a given emissions scenario, differences in the resultant mean temperature of the simulations can be attributed
to differences in the models (for example, the way they represent and calculate key
physical processes) and from differences across simulations resulting from the inherent
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Figure 6.3 Projected change in average seasonal temperatures (°F, left) and precipitation (%
change, right) for the Southwest region for the high-emissions (A2) scenario. A fifteen-model
average of mean seasonal temperature and precipitation changes for early-, mid-, and late-twenty-first
century with respect to the simulations’ reference period of 1971–2000. Changes in precipitation also
show the averaged 2041–2070 NARCCAP four global climate model simulations. The seasons are
December–February (winter), March–May (spring), June–August (summer), and September–November
(fall). Plus signs are projected values for each individual model and circles depict overall means. Source:
Mearns et al. (2009).

variability of shorter-period climate fluctuations (Hawkins and Sutton 2009). The magnitude of the differences between models using the same emissions scenario is large
compared to the difference in the change between seasons and to the difference between
high- and low-emissions scenarios, and is comparable to that of the mean differences
between the projections for the early- and late-twenty-first century.

6.5 Projections of Other Temperature Variables
The projected length of the annual freeze-free season increases across the region, which
historically has exhibited a freeze-free season ranging from 50 to 300 days, depending
on location (Figure 6.5, top). By the mid-twenty-first century (Figure 6.5, bottom, from
NARCCAP simulations), the entire region exhibits increases of at least 17 additional
freeze-free days, excepting parts of the California coast, which show increases of 10 to 17
days. The largest increases, more than 38 days, are in the interior far West. The freezefree season in eastern parts of Colorado and New Mexico increases by 17 to 24 days,
while in some areas along the Rocky Mountains it increases up to 30 days.
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Figure 6.4 January (left) and July (right) BCSD average temperature for California
(top), the Great Basin (middle), and Colorado (bottom). T
 he maps show the three regions
over which the temperatures were averaged. Source: Bias Corrected and Downscaled World
Climate Research Programme's CMIP3 Climate Projections archive at http://gdo-dcp.ucllnl.org/
downscaled_cmip3_projections/#Projections:%20Complete%20Archives.
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Figure 6.5 NARCCAP multimodel mean change in the
length of the freeze-free season
between 2041–2070 and
1971–2000 (top) and simulated
NARCCAP climatology of the
length of the freeze-free season
 ource: Mearns et al.
(bottom). S
(2009).

Heating degree days (a measurement that reflects the amount of energy needed to
heat a home or structure) decrease substantially. In general, by the mid-twenty-first century as gauged from the mean of NARCCAP simulations, the entire region is projected
to experience a decrease of at least 500 heating degree days per year, using a heating
degree day baseline of 65°F.v The largest changes occur in higher-elevation areas, where
the decreases are up to 1,900 heating degree days. Areas along the coast, along with
southern Arizona, are projected to experience the smallest decreases in heating degree
days per year.
On the other hand, cooling degree days increase over the entire Southwest region,
with the warmest areas showing the largest increases and vice versa for the coolest areas. The hottest areas, such as Southern California and southern Arizona, are simulated
to have the largest increase of cooling degree days per year, up to 1,000, using a 65°F
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baseline. Areas east of the Rocky Mountains, as well as the California coast, show increases of 400 to 800 cooling degree days per year. Areas with the highest elevations,
including the Rocky Mountains and the Sierra Nevada, have the smallest simulated
increases, around 200 days or fewer. Cooling and heating requirements become acute
during extreme conditions that fall into the tail of the temperature distribution—heat
waves and cool outbreaks—whose future occurrences and intensity are affected by the
underlying changes in the center of the distribution as described in Chapter 7.

6.6 Precipitation Projections
The precipitation climatology in the Southwest is marked by a large amount of spatial
and temporal variability. Observed variability over time in parts of the Southwest, as
scaled by mean precipitation, is greater than that in other regions of the United States
(Dettinger et al. 2011), from few-day events (see Chapter 7) to scales of months, years,
and decades (Cook et al. 2004; Woodhouse et al. 2010). The climate-model-projected
simulations indicate that a high degree of variability of annual precipitation will continue during the coming century, as illustrated by the ensemble time series of annual
total precipitation in inches shown in Figure 6.6. This suggests that the Southwest will
remain susceptible to unusually wet spells and, on the other hand, will remain prone to
occasional drought episodes.
To some degree, the model simulations also contain trends over the twenty-first century, as presented in Table 6.1. It is emphasized that these results have medium-low confidence, however, because the trends are generally small in comparison to the high level
of shorter-period variability and the considerable variability that occurs among model
simulations. As with the temperature projections, the difference in mean precipitation
over a given epoch between simulations is due to internal variability, differences between model formations, and between emissions scenarios (Hawkins and Sutton 2009).
The distribution of the CMIP3 multi-model median changes in annual precipitation, as
a fraction of the modeled historical (1971–2000) annual mean, is shown in Figure 6.7 for
the three future periods: 2021–2050 (referred to as “2035”), 2041–2070 (or “2055”), and
2070–2099 (or “2085”) and for the low-emissions and high-emissions scenarios. Generally, the median changes shift from drier conditions (than historical climatology) in the
south to somewhat wetter in the north. In the high-emissions simulations these changes
increase in magnitude through the twenty-first century, but in the low-emissions scenario the differences over time are not as great and peak near the mid-twenty-first century,
as seen in Figure 6.7 and at the right in Figure 6.2. The largest north-south percentage
differences are for the high-emissions scenario in 2085, varying from an increase of 2%
in the far north of the Southwest region to a decrease of 12% in the far south of the
Southwest. The smallest difference occurs for the high-emissions scenario in 2035, with
increases of 2% in the Nevada-Utah area, and a decrease of about 4% to 6% in areas such
as Colorado, New Mexico, and California. However, in the high-emissions scenario in
the late twenty-first century, weak increases are found in median precipitation in southeastern California and southern Nevada.
Figure 6.2, right panel, shows the mean annual changes in precipitation for each future time period and both emissions scenarios, averaged over the entire Southwest region
for fifteen CMIP3 models. In addition, averages for the nine NARCCAP simulations and
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Figure 6.6 Water year precipitation (in
inches) averaged over California (top),
Great Basin (middle) and Colorado
(bottom). S
 ource: Bias Corrected and Downscaled World Climate Research Programme's
CMIP3 Climate Projections archive at http://
gdo-dcp.ucllnl.org/downscaled_cmip3_
projections/#Projections:%20Complete%20
Archives.
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Figure 6.7 Annual precipitation change (in inches) from the historical simulation for the
low-emissions scenario (left), the high-emissions scenario (middle), and percentage of
historical simulation compared to the high-emissions scenario (right). Early- (2021–2050),
mid- (2041–2070) and late- (2070–2099) twenty-first century periods shown in top, middle and bottom
panels. Values shown are the median of sixteen simulations downscaled via BCSD. Source: Bias
Corrected and Downscaled World Climate Research Programme's CMIP3 Climate Projections archive
at http://gdo-dcp.ucllnl.org/downscaled_cmip3_projections/#Projections:%20Complete%20Archives.

the four GCMs used in the NARCCAP experiment are shown for 2055 (high-emissions
scenario only). All the mean changes are negative, although the values are rather small
overall. For the high-emissions scenario, the CMIP3 models project average decreases
of around 2% in 2035, 4% by 2055, and about 5% by 2085. The decreases for the lowemissions scenario are only slightly smaller; in 2085 the decrease is 2%, compared to 5%
for high-emissions. The mean of the NARCCAP simulations is more negative than the
mean of the CMIP3 GCMs or the mean of the four GCMs used in the NARCCAP experiment, although the differences are small. The range of individual model changes is large
compared to the differences in the ensemble means, as also illustrated by the spread of
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changes shown in Table 6.1. In fact, for all three future periods and for the two scenarios,
the individual model range is larger than the differences in the CMIP3 ensemble mean
changes, relative to the historical mean precipitation.
The distribution of changes in the Southwest region’s mean annual precipitation for
each future time period and both emissions scenarios across the fifteen CMIP3 models
is shown in Figure 6.2, right panel, and in Table 6.1, which also shows the distribution
of the NARCCAP simulations (for 2055, high-emissions scenario only) for comparison.
For all periods and both scenarios, the CMIP3 model simulations include both increases
and decreases in precipitation. For the region as a whole, most of the median values are
negative, but not by much, with change values having magnitudes of 3.1% or less. The
range of changes is between 15% and 30%. For example, in the high-emissions scenario,
the precipitation change for 2055 varies from a low of -17% to a high of +7%. The NARCCAP range of changes varies from -13% to -2%.

Table 6.1 Distribution of changes in mean annual precipitation (%) for the
Southwest region for the 15 CMIP3 models
Scenario

Period

Low

25%ile

Median

75%ile

High

A2

2021-2050

-10

-3

-2

2

5

2041-2070

-17

-6

-3

1

7

2070-2099

-20

-10

-3

3

8

NARCCAP

-13

-7

-3

-3

-2

2021-2050

-10

-2

1

2

6

2041-2070

-10

-3

-2

0

3

2070-2099

-10

-5

-1

1

10

B1

Annual precipitation changes over individual regions are stronger or weaker than
the aggregate Southwest, as exhibited by the median of the ensemble high-emissions
and low-emissions simulations for California, the Great Basin, and the Colorado Basin
regions in Figure 6.6. These reinforce the evidence from the mapped median changes
in Figure 6.7, showing that the California region exhibits the greatest reduction in precipitation, while the Colorado Basin remains nearly the same as historical levels. The
ensemble swarms in Figure 6.6 emphasize the importance of individual wet years in
affecting longer term climatological values; at least for a few models, the wettest years
grow wetter during the last half of the twenty-first century.
Considering the Southwest as a whole, a majority of the models contain different
levels and even directions of change in different seasons, as shown in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.3, right panel. These include increases in winter precipitation, while for the other
three seasons, most of the models simulate decreases. In the spring, all but one model
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simulate decreases. In both the summer and fall, a few models produced sizeable increases in precipitation. In the low-emissions scenario, the range of changes is generally
smaller, with a tendency toward somewhat wetter conditions. For example, a majority
of the low-emissions models simulate wetter conditions, as compared to the drier majority for the high-emissions scenario. A central feature of the results shown in Table 6.2
is the tendency for greatest precipitation reductions in spring months, albeit with large
uncertainty in the seasonal changes (as expressed by the range of results across the ensemble of model simulations).

Table 6.2 Distribution of changes in mean seasonal precipitation (%) for the
Southwest region for the 15 CMIP3 models
Scenario

Period

Season

Low

25%ile

Median

75%ile

High

A2

2070-2099

DJF

-19

-8

3

8

30

MAM

-36

-29

-12

-10

2

JJA

-44

-13

-9

3

20

SON

-21

-8

-1

0

38

DJF

-12

-6

2

5

17

MAM

-27

-9

-7

-1

11

JJA

-16

-7

0

3

18

SON

-24

-4

-1

6

13

B1

2070-2099

6.7 Atmospheric Circulation Changes
Climate changes in the Southwest are governed overwhelmingly by global influences.
The IPCC Fourth Assessment Report indicated that several climate models project that
the mid-latitude storm tracks in both the Southern and Northern Hemispheres will migrate poleward over the twenty-first century (e.g. Meehl et al. 2007). This result was
reinforced by analyses by Salathé (2006) and Cayan et al. (2009), who showed a northward shift in the North Pacific winter storm track over the mid- and late-twenty-first
century. This result is consistent with the findings of Favre and Gershunov (2009),
who examined paths of mid-latitude cyclones and anticyclonesvi in the North Pacific
impinging on the North American West Coast in observations and in the CNRM-CM3
modelvii high-emissions projection. Wintertime statistics of these trajectories indicate
that the flow pattern will become less stormy in the Gulf of Alaska, with more northerly
flow along the West Coast of North America. This projected trend is on par with interannual variability in this region and indicates future conditions somewhat reminiscent of
today’s La Niña phase of the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and negative-phase
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Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) winters. These projected circulation changes would
result in less frequent winter precipitation in the Southwest United States and northwestern Mexico, and more frequent, albeit less intense, cold outbreaks moderating average wintertime warming, especially in California’s low-lying valleys and east of the
Front Range of the Rocky Mountains (see Chapter 7).
The shift of the mid-latitude northeastern Pacific storm track poleward may be a result of uneven warming over the earth’s surface. Warming is projected to be lower at the
low latitudes than the high latitudes, causing a diminished gradient of temperature from
the equator to the North and South Poles (Lambert 1995; Lambert and Fyfe 2006; IPCC
2007). In a warming atmosphere, the models also predict increasing humidity. Enhanced
evaporation from the ocean’s surface and the resulting heating of the atmosphere from
condensation of water vapor aloft could reinforce the deepest cyclones, making deep
low pressure systems (cyclonic storms) more numerous while moderate events decline
in frequency (Lambert 1995; Lambert and Fyfe 2006).
The storm track displacement is also consistent with the projected enhancement
and poleward extension of the large descending limb of the tropical atmospheric circulation—the Hadley Cell, which impels the trade winds and jet stream in the tropics and subtropics (see, for example, Lu, Vecchi, and Reichler 2007). The enhancement
and broadening of subsiding air in the subtropics and low middle latitudes of the eastern North Pacific could also result in an increase and seasonal expansion of the lowlevel coastal clouds, the “marine layer” along the California coast, especially in spring
and summer. This important potential impact on coastal climate has so far not been
investigated.

6.8 North American Monsoon
Representing the North American monsoon (see Chapter 4) in an atmospheric model is
extremely challenging because it is governed by multiple factors at different spatial and
temporal scales (Douglas and Englehart 2007; Bieda et al. 2009). Most important, the
initiation of convection over mountains during the day and thunderstorm organization
and growth must be appropriately addressed (Janowiak et al. 2007; Lang et al. 2007;
Nesbitt, Gochis, and Lang 2008). GCMs cannot resolve the North American monsoon as
a distinct climatological feature because they cannot resolve several key regional processes (Liang et al. 2008; Dominguez, Cañon, and Valdes 2009). Dynamical downscaling using RCMs (at a grid spacing of tens of kilometers) has simulated well at least the
start of the convective process over mountains and improved the climatology of monsoon precipitation (Gutzler et al. 2005; Castro, Pielke, and Adegoke 2007). Very high
resolution (1.2 mile, or 2-km grid spacing or less) is required to simulate the evolution
of organized convection so that individual thunderstorms can be explicitly represented
(Gao, Li, and Sorooshian 2007). Interannual variability of monsoon precipitation in the
Southwest United States is related in part to ENSO and PDO variability (Dominguez,
Kumar, and Vivoni 2008). How this natural variability may potentially change in the
future is not clear in the GCMs and is a source of large uncertainty (Castro et al. 2007).
The evolving pattern of sea-surface temperature is generally important for models to
properly simulate key changes in surface temperature and precipitation on a regional
scale (Barsugli, Shin, and Sardeshmukh 2006). Moreover, enhanced subsidence of air
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in the subtropical region (as described in Lu, Vecchi, and Reichler 2007) can potentially
impact convection and therefore moderate the monsoon, but this possible mechanism
of monsoonal change has so far been unexplored. In general, future expectations of the
North American monsoon suffer from uncertainties currently common to monsoon systems around the world.
Figure 6.8 shows the simulated changes in warm-season (June through September)
temperature and precipitation in the NARCCAP high-emissions simulations, shaded according to the level of model agreement. The ensemble mean change in model
temperatures shows summer warming that ranges between +2°F and +6°F throughout
most of the western United States by the middle of the twenty-first century (2041–2069),
with the largest temperature increases in the central Rocky Mountains. Precipitation is
projected to decrease overall in the Southwest by about 10% to 20%, consistent with
an overall drying trend in subtropical regions. This projected precipitation decrease is
relatively smaller in eastern Arizona and western New Mexico, with relatively weaker
agreement among the individual models. Though NARCCAP models strongly agree as
to the amount of warming during the warm season, the weak level of consensus about
changes in the monsoon circulation reflects the enormous challenges of representing
the monsoon in an atmospheric model. In summary, how monsoon precipitation may
change is not yet clear, especially in those areas where monsoon precipitation accounts
for a greater proportion of total annual precipitation.

Figure 6.8 NARCCAP precipitation and temperature difference, June–September, 2041–
2069 relative to simulated historical means 1971-1999. T
 he degree of change is indicated by
the color, whereas the degree of agreement among the nine RCMs is indicated by the intensity of the
color. For precipitation (left), the color intensity shows the agreement among the RCMs on the direction
of change (i.e., positive or negative percent change in future precipitation); for temperature (right), the
color intensity shows agreement among the RCMs on areas where future temperature is projected to
be at least 2°C (3.6°F) higher than the 1971-1999 average. Source: Mearns et al. (2009).
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6.9 Changes in Precipitation-related Measures
The escalating effect of warming, coupled with a tendency in parts of the Southwest
toward annual precipitation decreases, would amplify recent observed trends of lower
spring snowpack across much of the western United States (Mote et al. 2005; Knowles,
Dettinger, and Cayan 2006; Pierce et al. 2008). Additionally, the Southwest straddles
both a region to the north where precipitation is projected to increase and a region to the
south where precipitation is projected to decrease—as shown by a consensus of global
model simulations (IPCC 2007; Seager and Vecchi 2010). The GCM projections, downscaled and run through the VIC hydrological model, show changes in hydrological
measures that are consistent with the warming trend. They indicate a marked reduction
in spring snow accumulation in mountain watersheds across the Southwestern United
States (Figure 6.9 top panel) that becomes more pronounced over the decades of the
twenty-first century. The relatively gradual decline for the California, Colorado, and Rio
Grande basins shown in Figure 6.10 (top row) is consistent with several other studies
(e.g. Knowles and Cayan 2002; Christensen and Lettenmaier 2007; Ray et al. 2008; Cayan
et al. 2009; Das et al. 2009; Wi et al. 2012). More rain and less snow, earlier snowmelt,
and, to some extent, drying tendencies cause a reduction in late-spring and summer
runoff (Figure 6.9, middle panel, and 6.10, middle row). Together these effects, along
with increases in evaporation, result in lower soil moisture by early summer (Figure 6.9,
bottom panel, and 6.10, bottom row).
Recent studies have projected Colorado River flows to show possible reductions
from climate-change impacts, ranging from about -5% to about -20% by mid-century
(Hoerling and Eischeid 2007; Das et al. 2011; Reclamation 2011a; Vano, Das, and Lettenmaier 2012). Changes in streamflow are driven by changes in precipitation and also by
increases in temperature. Recent estimates, from several hydrological models, suggest
reductions in annual Colorado River flow at Lees Ferry, Arizona, which is the location
established by the Colorado River Compact in 1922 as the dividing point between the
Upper Colorado River Basin and the Lower Colorado River Basin. Estimates of the reductions in Colorado River flow range from approximately 3% to 16% decrease per 1°F
(0.6°C) warming and a reduction of 1% to 2% of flow per 1% reduction of precipitation (Hoerling et al. 2009; Reclamation 2011b; Vano, Das, and Lettenmaier 2012). As estimated by the VIC hydrological model, runoff and streamflow are more sensitive to
warming in the Colorado Basin than in the Columbia River watershed and are much
greater than in the northern and southern drainages of the Sierra Nevada in California
(Das et al. 2011). Figure 6.11, based on the ensemble of sixteen VIC simulations under
the high-emissions scenario, shows the median tendency for reductions in total annual
runoff over the Southwest in the mid-twenty-first century. Over the Colorado Basin, the
composite of simulations from the VIC simulations exhibits reductions of runoff of approximately 5% to 18% by the middle portion of the twenty-first century, consistent with
the estimates described above.
The early twenty-first-century drought in the Southwest (see Chapters 4 and 5) underscores that the Southwest climate is prone to dry spells. Such droughts have a tendency to take on large areal footprints, although both observations and climate model
simulations indicate different degrees of dryness in California, the Great Basin, and the
Colorado Basin. As quantified by the VIC hydrological model, the most extreme drought
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Figure 6.9 Predicted changes in the water cycle.
 id-century (2041–2070) percent changes from the
M
simulated historical median values from 1971-2000 for
April 1 snow water equivalent (SWE, top), April–July runoff
(middle) and June 1 soil moisture content (bottom), as
obtained from median of sixteen VIC simulations under
the high-emissions (A2) scenario. Source: Bias Corrected
and Downscaled World Climate Research Programme's
CMIP3 Climate Projections archive at http://gdo-dcp.ucllnl.
org/downscaled_cmip3_projections/#Projections:%20
Complete%20Archives.

years throughout the instrumental record have tended to build up and finally abate over
an extended multiyear period. Historically, and especially during the early twenty-first
century, Southwestern droughts have been exacerbated by unusually warm summer
temperatures. This tendency could worsen in future decades: several twenty-first-century climate model simulations suggest that dry years will include anomalously warm
summer temperatures even above and beyond the warming trend in the Southwest
(Cayan et al. 2010). During extreme droughts, the deficit in soil moisture grows larger,
and also grows in comparison to the deficit in precipitation. Although projected precipitation anomalies during dry spells do not change markedly from observed past conditions, other hydrologic measures—including soil moisture—become more depleted.
Human-induced climate change impacts on temperature, snowpack, and the timing
of streamflow over the western United States have already been detected (Maurer, Stewart et al. 2007; Barnett et al. 2008; Bonfils et al. 2008; Pierce et al. 2008; Hidalgo et al. 2009),
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Figure 6.10 Spatially averaged values (in inches) for April 1 snow water equivalent (top),
April–July runoff (middle) and June 1 soil moisture content (bottom). A
 verages are shown
for California (left), Colorado (middle) and Rio Grande (right). Source: Bias Corrected and Downscaled
World Climate Research Programme's CMIP3 Climate Projections archive at http://gdo-dcp.ucllnl.org/
downscaled_cmip3_projections/#Projections:%20Complete%20Archives.

and as climate continues to warm there will be serious impacts on the hydrological cycle
and water resources of the Southwest United States (Barnett et al. 2004; Seager et al.
2007). Water resource implications are described in Chapter 10. Downscaled temperature, precipitation, and modeled hydrologic measures already provide sufficient spatial
detail to assess hydroclimatic effects that will be critical in planning for risks to water
resources and ecosystems, risk of wildfire, and other key issues in the Southwest. A
strong consensus among the model projections across the Southwest for substantially
lower spring snowpack, lower spring-summer runoff, and drier summers underscores
that traditional planning practices can no longer be supported (see Milly et al. 2008) or
that the past can be assumed to be a reasonable representation of the future. Thus, past
hydrological observations cannot sufficiently frame the risks of unfavorable future outcomes, such as an inability to meet demands for water.
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Figure 6.11 High-emissions
scenario mid-century (2041–2070)
percent change from the historical
period (1971–2000) for annual
 ata obtained from median
runoff. D
of sixteen VIC simulations. Source:
Bias Corrected and Downscaled World
Climate Research Programme's CMIP3
Climate Projections archive at http://
gdo-dcp.ucllnl.org/downscaled_cmip3_
projections/#Projections:%20Complete%20
Archives.
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Endnotes
i

The BCSD method removes bias in the climate model output by mapping from the probability
distribution of a current climate simulation to the probability distribution of observations on a
monthly basis.

ii

For downscaling simulated surface temperature from the GCMs, the BCSD methodology preserves GCM (large-scale) trends by removing them initially and adding them back after the
downscaling is implemented. For downscaling simulated precipitation, no explicit step is included in BCSD to preserve the GCM trends, because trends are not so obviously present. Other
inherent weaknesses of the BCSD approach are the assumption of climate “stationarity”—the
idea that statistical relationships developed in a historical period are applicable to a future period—and the underestimation of variability (Wilby et al. 2004; Milly et al. 2008).

iii

VIC is a macroscale, distributed, physically based hydrologic model that balances both surface
energy and water over a grid mesh. For this report, VIC simulations, run from BCSD downscaled
precipitation and temperature data, were employed.

iv

CMIP3 is phase 3 of the World Climate Research Programme’s Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project.

v

With a baseline of 65°F, heating degree days are the sum of the temperature differences of the
daily mean temperature subtracted from 65°F, for all days when the mean temperature is less
than 65°F. Cooling degree days are calculated similarly, but for when the mean temperature exceeds 65°F.
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vi

Cyclones are the rapid circulation of winds around a low pressure center, traveling counterclockwise in the Northern Hemisphere and clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere. Anticyclones
spiral out from a high pressure area and travel clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere and counterclockwise in the Southern Hemisphere.

vii

CNRM-C3 is the third version of a global ocean-atmosphere model originally developed at the
Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques, France.
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Executive Summary
This chapter summarizes the current understanding about how and why specific weather and climate extremes are expected to change in the Southwest with climate warming
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directly affected by climate change as well as the ones with the greatest impacts.
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Abstract. Implications of 21st century climate change on the
hydrology and water resources of the Colorado River Basin
were assessed using a multimodel ensemble approach in
which downscaled and bias corrected output from 11 General
Circulation Models (GCMs) was used to drive macroscale
hydrology and water resources models. Downscaled climate scenarios (ensembles) were used as forcings to the
Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) macroscale hydrology
model, which in turn forced the Colorado River Reservoir
Model (CRMM). Ensembles of downscaled precipitation and
temperature, and derived streamflows and reservoir system
performance were assessed through comparison with current
climate simulations for the 1950–1999 historical period. For
each of the 11 GCMs, two emissions scenarios (IPCC SRES
A2 and B1, corresponding to relatively unconstrained growth
in emissions, and elimination of global emissions increases
by 2100) were represented. Results for the A2 and B1 climate scenarios were divided into three periods: 2010–2039,
2040–2069, and 2070–2099. The mean temperature change
averaged over the 11 ensembles for the Colorado basin for
the A2 emission scenario ranged from 1.2 to 4.4◦ C for periods 1–3, and for the B1 scenario from 1.3 to 2.7◦ C. Precipitation changes were modest, with ensemble mean changes
ranging from −1 to −2% for the A2 scenario, and from +1 to
−1% for the B1 scenario. An analysis of seasonal precipitation patterns showed that most GCMs had modest reductions
in summer precipitation and increases in winter precipitation.
Derived April 1 snow water equivalent declined for all ensemble members and time periods, with maximum (ensemble mean) reductions of 38% for the A2 scenario in period
3. Runoff changes were mostly the result of a dominance of
increased evapotranspiration over the seasonal precipitation
shifts, with ensemble mean runoff changes of −1, −6, and
Correspondence to: D. P. Lettenmaier
(dennisl@u.washington.edu)

−11% for the A2 ensembles, and 0, −7, and −8% for the
B1 ensembles. These hydrological changes were reflected
in reservoir system performance. Average total basin reservoir storage and average hydropower production generally
declined, however there was a large range across the ensembles. Releases from Glen Canyon Dam to the Lower Basin
were reduced for all periods and both emissions scenarios in
the ensemble mean. The fraction of years in which shortages occurred increased by approximately 20% by period 3
for both emissions scenarios.

1

Introduction

The Colorado River Basin (CRB) includes parts of seven
U.S. states and Mexico (Fig. 1). The headwaters lie in the
Rocky Mountains of Wyoming and Colorado, from which
the river flows some 1400 km to the Gulf of California. It
drains a mostly semi-arid region, with an average of only
40 cm/year of precipitation over the 630 000 km2 basin. 70%
of the Colorado’s flow originates as snowmelt, with the
annual hydrograph dominated by winter accumulation and
spring melt. 85% of streamflow is generated from 15% of
the area, while the lower basin (below Lees Ferry, AZ) contributes only 8% of the annual streamflow. The Colorado
River also has considerable temporal variability, with a coefficient of variation for annual streamflow of .33 (by comparison, the coefficient of variation for the Columbia River
is less than 0.2). From 1906–2003, annual streamflow had a
minimum, maximum, and mean of 6.5, 29.6 and 18.6 billion
cubic meters (BCM) at Lees Ferry. A recent 500-year reconstruction of Colorado River discharge using tree ring data
(Woodhouse et al., 2006) suggests that the long term average annual flow is somewhat lower than for the 1906–2003
reference period – in the range 17.7–18.1 BCM.
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Fig. 2. Annual, 10 year average and running average of natural flow
at Imperial Dam, AZ.

Fig. 1. Colorado River Basin with 1/8 degree VIC routing network
and major system reservoirs.

The Colorado River is often described as the most regulated and over allocated river in the world (USDOI, 2000). It
has an aggregate reservoir capacity of 74.0 BCM, four times
its mean annual flow. 85% of basin storage capacity lies
in Lakes Powell (formed by Glen Canyon Dam) and Mead
(formed by Hoover Dam). The Law of the River which governs management of the river consists of 12 major and many
minor federal and state laws, treaties, court decisions, and
compacts and divides the basin’s water between the Upper
Basin states (Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico),
Lower Basin states (Arizona, Nevada, California), and Mexico. The first document of the Law of the River is the Colorado Compact of 1922 which after gauging the river during
a period of abnormally high flow apportioned 9.3 BCM/yr to
both the Upper and Lower Basin. Another element of the
Law of the River is the U.S.-Mexico Treaty of 1944 which
stipulates that Mexico will receive 1.9 BCM/yr on average at
the U.S. – Mexico border. During most of the period since
the signing of the compact the 10 year average flow has been
below the 20.5 BCM that has been allocated (see Fig. 2) –
a situation that is further exacerbated by the estimated 1–
2 BCM of annual reservoir evaporation. On the other hand,
the Compact allocation to the upper basin states has to date
not been fully utilized, and for this reason the Law of the
River has been able to function notwithstanding the apparent
overallocation of the river’s water.
The hydrologic implications of climate change are a global
concern (Milly et al., 2005), but the CRB is especially vulnerable due to the sensitivity of discharge to precipitation
and temperature changes (both of which affect snow accumulation and melt patterns as well as evapotranspiration), effects which are exacerbated by the semi-arid nature of the
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 11, 1417–1434, 2007

basin (Loaiciga, 1996). Global General Circulation Models (GCMs) of the coupled land-ocean-atmosphere system
project an increase in global mean surface air temperature between 1.8◦ C and 5.4◦ C between 1990 and 2100 yet disagree
upon the tendency and seasonality of precipitation changes
(IPCC, 2001) and their spatial distribution regionally. In general, increases in temperature within the CRB will increase
the rain to snow ratio, move runoff peaks earlier in the spring,
increase evapotranspiration, and decrease annual streamflow,
whereas precipitation changes will primarily affect annual
streamflow volume (Christensen et al., 2004). The seasonality of precipitation changes, however, contribute to runoff
changes as well: a greater percentage of winter precipitation
generates runoff than in summer (due to lower evaporative
demand).
A previous study of potential climate change in the CRB
(Christensen et al., 2004) used the U.S. Department of Energy/National Center for Atmospheric Research Parallel Climate Model (PCM) with a business-as-usual (BAU) global
emission scenario (the most recent GCM runs performed for
IPCC (2007) no longer use a BAU scenario, however the A2
scenario used in the results we report here is the closest to
BAU of those considered). In Christensen et al (2004), average temperature changes of 1.0, 1.7, and 2.4◦ C and precipitation changes of −3, −6, and −3% were predicted for the
CRB for periods 2010–2039 (period 1), 2040–2069 (period
2), and 2070–2099 (period 3), respectively, relative to 1950–
1999 means. These temperature and precipitation changes
led to reductions of April 1 snow water equivalent (SWE) of
24, 29, and 30% and runoff reductions of 14, 18, and 17%
for periods 1–3. Other studies (Gleick, 1987; Lettenmaier et
al., 1992; Nash and Gleick, 1991, 1993; Hamlet and Lettenmaier, 1999; McCabe and Hay, 1995; McCabe and Wolock,
1999; Wilby et al., 1999; Wolock and McCabe, 1999) of climate change impacts on hydrology and water resources of
western U.S. river basins have used both climate signals from
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/11/1417/2007/
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GCMs as well as prescribed temperature and precipitation
changes. All studies have assumed or predicted increasing
temperatures, but have disagreed upon both the magnitude
and direction of precipitation changes. Aside from Christensen et al. (2004), only one of these studies (Nash and
Gleick, 1991, 1993) has been specific to the CRB. Nash and
Gleick assessed the impacts of a doubling of CO2 concentrations (at the time of their study, so-called transient GCM output was not widely available). In addition, Nash and Gleick
(1991) evaluated prescribed changes of +2◦ C and +4◦ C coupled with precipitation reductions of −10% and −20%. The
2◦ C increase/10% precipitation decrease resulted in a 20%
streamflow reduction while the 4◦ C increase/20% precipitation decrease resulted in a 30% runoff decrease. A related
study by Nash and Gleick (1993) which analyzed scenarios
with both increases and decreases in precipitation suggested
that slight increases in precipitation would be offset by increased evapotranspiration, with the net result being reductions in streamflow ranging from 8 to 20%. Wolock and McCabe (1999) utilized climate output from GCMs to drive a
hydrology model and concluded that a slight increase in precipitation with modest temperature increase would result in
decreased streamflow, while for another GCM a significant
increase in precipitation coupled with a larger temperature
increase would result in increased streamflow. The diversity
of scenarios considered by the assortment of climate change
studies reflects the considerable uncertainty in the expected
amount of warming and in the magnitude and direction of
potential precipitation changes.
The managed water resources of the CRB are highly sensitive to runoff reductions due to the almost complete allocation of streamflow to consumptive uses. The past studies
suggest that increased temperature alone, unless offset by increases in precipitation, will stress the water resources of the
CRB, while any precipitation decrease will exacerbate these
stresses. Nash and Gleick (1993) found reservoir system
storage was highly sensitive to changes in runoff, suggesting that the system is currently in a rather fragile balance.
Christensen et al. (2004) found that runoff reductions of 14–
18% resulted in system storage reductions of 30–40% and
target releases from Glen Canyon Dam being met 17–32%
less often than in the reference (1950–1999) historic period.
Nash and Gleick (1993) found that violations of the Compact would occur if average runoff dropped by only 5%. On
the one hand, the large storage to runoff ratio of the basin
mitigates the effects of seasonal shifts in runoff timing associated with a warmer climate; even though the large storage
capacity will have little effect on long term reliability of water deliveries if average flows decline.
The present study utilizes 11 GCMs under IPCC Special
Report on Emission Scenarios (IPCC, 2000) emission scenarios A2 and B1, where A2 corresponds to relatively unconstrained growth in global emissions, and B2 corresponds
to elimination of global emissions increases by 2100. Each
GCM’s historical simulation was used to bias correct and
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/11/1417/2007/
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downscale the temperature and precipitation signals from
the A2 and B1 scenarios using methods outlined in Wood
et al. (2002) and Wood et al. (2004). The bias corrected
and downscaled temperature and precipitation signals were
then used to drive the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC)
macroscale hydrology model (Liang et al., 1994; Nijssen
et al., 1997) at a daily time step. Monthly aggregates of
VIC-simulated streamflow at selected reservoir inflow points
(Fig. 1) were used to force the CRRM. CRRM, described in
more detail in Christensen et al. (2004) is a simplified version
of the Colorado River Simulation System (USDOI, 1985). It
predicts storage in the main CRB reservoirs, and deliveries
of water to major water users, as well as hydropower generation. We summarize results of both the VIC and CRRM
simulations for period 1 (2010–2039), period 2 (2040–2069,
and period 3 (2070–2099), and compare them with a “historical” simulation driven by 1950–1999 observations.

2
2.1

Approach
General circulation models and emission scenarios

The 11 GCMs which produced the climate scenarios used
in this study are summarized in Table 1, which includes references to the details of each model. Although many other
GCM runs were prepared for the IPCC Fourth Assessment
Report (AR4; IPCC, 2007), these 11 model runs are the most
consistent in terms of the future simulation period (all were
run for at least the period 2000–2100), and the emissions scenarios used. These GCMs represent the major global modeling centers and provide the basis for the most thorough
climate study of the CRB to date. In that respect, we note
that our approach here is a generalization of Christensen et
al. (2004), who ran one model and emissions scenario for the
CRB using essentially the same methods as were used in this
study, and Maurer (2007), who ran 10 of the same 11 models
we use, and the same emissions scenarios for California.
For its Fourth Assessment Report, the IPCC created six
plausible global greenhouse gas emissions scenarios; A1F,
A1B, A1T, A2, B1, and B2. With respect to global emissions
of greenhouse gases (and hence, in general, global average
temperature increases) from warmest to coolest are scenarios A1FI, A2, A1B, B2, A1T, and B1. The A2 and B1 scenarios were chosen for this study because they are the most
widely simulated over all models (not all modeling groups
have archived runs for all emissions scenarios), and because
they represent a plausible range of conditions over the next
century.
In the A2 scenario, global average CO2 concentrations
reach 850 ppm by 2100, while in the B1 scenario CO2 concentrations initially increase at nearly the same rate as in the
A2 scenario, but then level off around mid-century and end
at 550 ppm by 2100 (IPCC, 2000). Christensen et al. (2004)
used Parallel Climate Model (PCM) runs with the BAU
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 11, 1417–1434, 2007
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Table 1. General Circulation Models used to produce scenarios assessed in this study.
Abbreviation

Modeling Group/Country

IPCC Model ID

Reference

CNRM
CSIRO
GFDL
GISS
HADCM3
INMCM
IPSL
MIROC
MPI
MRI
PCM

Centre National de Recherches Météoroliques, France
CSIRO Atmospheric Research, Australia
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA
Goddard Institute for Space Studies, USA
Hadley Center for Climate and Prediction and Research, UK
Institute for Numerical Mathematics, Russia
Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, France
Center for Climate Systems Research, Japan
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany
Meteorological Research Institute, Japan
U.S. Department of Energy/
National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA

CNRM-CM3
CSIRO-Mk3.0
GFDL-CM2.0
GISS-ER
UKMO-HadCM3
INM-CM3.0
IPSL-CM4
MIROC3.2
ECHAM5/MPI-OM
MRI-CGCM2.3.2
PCM

Salas-Mélia et al. (2006)
Gordon, H. B. et al. (2002)
Delworth et al. (2006)
Russell et al. (1995, 2000)
Gordon et al. (2002)
Diansky and Volodin (2002)
IPSL (2005)
K-1 model developers (2004)
Jungclaus et al. (2006)
Yukimoto et al. (2001)
Washington et al. (2000)

emissions scenario which as noted above is most comparable to A2 of the emissions scenarios used in IPCC AR4.
Details of the bias correction and downscaling approach
used to translate GCM output into VIC input are reported in
Wood et al. (2002, 2004) and Maurer (2007). In brief, the
method downscales monthly simulated and observed temperature and precipitation probabilities at the GCM spatial
scale (regridded to a common 2 degrees latitude by longitude
spatial resolution) to the 1/8 degree resolution at which the
VIC hydrology model was applied through use of a probability mapping procedure that is “trained” to monthly empirical
probability distributions of the climate model output for current climate conditions to equivalent space-time aggregates
of the gridded (one-eighth degree spatial resolution) observation set of Maurer et al. (2002). The climate model signal
was then temporally and spatially disaggregated through use
of a resampling approach to create a daily forcing time series
for the hydrology model at the same one-eighth degree spatial resolution. This method facilitates investigation of the
implications of the true transient nature of climate warming
as opposed to the more common methods employed where
decadal temperature and precipitation shifts are averaged to
give a step-wise evolution of climate (e.g. Hamlet and Lettenmaier, 1999). It should be noted that the bias correction and
downscaling technique that we used by construct reproduce
observed climatologies in the special case where the GCM
runs have no precipitation and temperature change.
2.2

VIC model application to the CRB

Liang et al. (1994) and Nijssen et al. (1997) provide details of the VIC model and its application to continental river
basins, while Christensen et al. (2004) provide details of its
application to the CRB, hence our description here is highly
condensed. VIC is a grid cell based macroscale hydrology
model that typically runs at spatial resolutions ranging from
one-eighth to two degrees latitude by longitude. The VIC
model is forced by gridded temperature, precipitation, and
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 11, 1417–1434, 2007

wind time series, as well as other surface radiative and meteorological variables that are derived from daily mean temperature and temperature minima/maxima following methods outlined by Maurer et al. (2002). The VIC model can be
run either at a sub-daily time step which facilitates a full energy balance, or (as was used in this study) at daily time step
in water balance mode. The model simulates soil moisture
dynamics, snow accumulation and melt, evapotranspiration,
and generates surface runoff and baseflow which are subsequently routed through a grid based river network to simulate
streamflow at selected points within the basin.
As in Christensen et al. (2004), VIC grid cell runoff was
routed to locations representing the inflow to seven major
reservoirs and three inflow-only locations used in the reservoir simulation model (Fig. 1). VIC was calibrated by forcing the model with historic climate observations and adjusting parameters that govern infiltration and base flow recession to match simulated streamflow with naturalized observed obtained from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (2000)
at selected points for the same period of record. The overlapping period of record between the Maurer et al. (2002)
data set (and therefore historic simulated streamflow) and observed naturalized streamflow is 1950–1999, during which
VIC cumulative simulated streamflow was 768 BCM and observed naturalized streamflow was 776 BCM. This represents
a VIC bias to slightly underpredict streamflow (by about one
percent). The relative biases at Green River, UT and the
Colorado River near Cisco, UT, were slightly larger (3 and
−9%, respectively). The additional step of first bias correcting these streamflows before driving CRRM with them was
added; this is a step that was not included in the Christensen
et al. (2004) study. Snover et al. (2003) provide details, but
this step essentially maps between simulated and observed
probability distributions at each CRRM inflow point in each
calendar month during the overlapping 1950–1999 period.
This same relationship is then applied to the future GCM
runs, therefore eliminating any systematic spatial bias.
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/11/1417/2007/
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2.3

CRRM implementation

CRRM is a simplified version of the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation’s (USBR) Colorado River Simulation System
(CRSS) (Schuster, 1987; USDOI, 1985) developed by Christensen et al. (2004) for assessment of the affects of altered
streamflow regimes on performance of the Colorado River
reservoir system. CRRM is driven by naturalized streamflow
(VIC output) at the inflow points shown in Fig. 1. It represents all major physical water management structures in the
CRB. Pre-specified operating policies are used to simulate
reservoir levels and releases, hydropower production, and diversions on a monthly time step.
Because of the large fraction of total CRB reservoir storage in Lakes Powell and Mead, not all of the physical or
operational complexities of the river system need to be represented in CRRM to enable the assessment of climate change
implications of reservoir system performance. CRRM therefore represents the CRB reservoir system with four storage
and three run-of-the-river reservoirs. The storage reservoirs
are Flaming Gorge, Navajo, Lake Powell, and Lake Mead, of
which only Lakes Powell and Navajo are essentially equivalent to the true reservoirs. Flaming Gorge includes the storage capacity of Fontenelle and Lake Mead includes the storage capacity of the downstream reservoirs that are treated as
run-of-the-river in CRRM. Hydropower is simulated at all
reservoirs except Navajo and Imperial.
As noted above, the operating policies of the CRB reservoir system are dictated by the Law of the River. In CRRM,
like CRSS, these laws have been simplified so that the main
regulations affecting operations are a mandatory release of
10.2 BCM per year from Glen Canyon Dam (for the Lower
Basin’s 9.2 BCM/yr entitlement and one-half of Mexico’s
1.9 BCM/yr) and an annual release from the Lower Basin to
Mexico of 1.9 BCM. CRRM, again like CRSS, requires the
release from Lake Powell regardless of the reservoir level relative to its minimum power pool; only when it is not physically possible to release water (dead storage) are releases to
the Lower Basin curtailed. CRRM shortage delivery operations were updated in CRRM relative to the version of the
model used in Christensen et al. (2004) to reflect the “basin
states alternative” (BSA) which is likely to be adopted as
the basis for water deliveries in the future. The BSA has
three different shortage levels (494, 617, and 740 MCM/yr
that are imposed at Lake Mead elevations of 327.66, 320.05,
and 312.42 m, respectively. The BSA also stipulates a hard
protect of the Southern Nevada’s Water Authority (SNWA)
intake at an elevation of 304.80 m. At this elevation deliveries to the lower basin will be reduced, to zero if need be,
to ensure no further reduction of elevation. The first three
reductions are weighted 79% to CAP, 17% to Mexico, and
4% to SNWA. The BSA does not stipulate how shortages are
allocated after the 740 MCM/yr level; however CRRM follows the Law of the River and recognizes CAP’s allocation
to be junior to the MWD, which in turn is junior to the Imwww.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/11/1417/2007/
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perial Irrigation District (IID). CRRM, like CRSS, does not
impose shortages on the Upper Basin but rather passes them
onto the Lower Basin even though this could be considered a
violation of the Law of the River (Hundley, 1975).
Water demands in this study were based on the USBR’s
Multi-Species Conservation Program (MSCP) (USDOI,
2000) baseline demands for year 2000. Upper Basin demands were fixed at 5.2 BCM/yr and Lower Basin at their full
entitlement of 9.2 BCM/yr. Although demands will likely increase as population increases in the basin, holding demands
steady allows us to isolate the effects climate change from the
confounding effects of transient demand increase. CRRM
represents withdrawals from the river at 11 diversion points,
each of which has a unique monthly return ratio (fraction of
water diverted that is returned to the river). If there is insufficient water within a river reach or reservoir to meet a
demand, the two upstream reservoirs are allowed to make
releases to fulfill the demand. Present perfected water rights
are not explicitly modeled in CRRM, instead priority is given
to upstream users except in the case of Lower Basin shortages.
Christensen et al. (2004) provide validation plots of
CRRM during the period 1970–1990, in which it had a 1%
monthly storage error and a 0% accumulated error over the
20 year period. During this period it had a 12% accumulated hydropower error, but the error was largely due to the
high reservoir levels in the mid-80s coupled with CRRM’s
lack of inflow forecasting. Given results reported in the following section, it appears unlikely that these high reservoir
levels will be reached in the future, so CRRM arguably represents hydropower production adequately for the purpose of
this study.
3

Results

In this section we analyze downscaled and bias corrected
GCM climate scenarios (using the method of Wood et al,
2004) which we compare to 1950–1999 gridded historical observations of daily temperature and precipitation from
Maurer et al. (2002). Hydroclimatic variables (runoff, SWE,
evaporation) simulated by VIC for the GCM scenarios are
compared to VIC simulations driven by the 1950–1999 climate observations. Baseline statistics for the 1950–1999 period are termed “historical”, while GCM results are divided
into period 1 (2010–2039), period 2 (2040–2069), and period
3 (2070–2099). We discuss in this section ensemble means
and quartiles (which, taken together, give an idea of the range
of the resuls), whereas more detailed results for individual
GCMs and emission scenarios are reported in Appendix A.
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Figure 4

Figure 3

Fig. 3. Basin averaged temperature change for SRES A2 and B1
emission scenarios.

3.1

Downscaled climate change scenarios

Figure 3 shows the transient basin average temperature for
each of the 11 GCMs throughout the 21st century under both
the A2 and B1 emission scenarios. Although there is considerable spread within each scenario, it is apparent that by the
second half of the century there is significantly more warming associated with the A2 than the B1 scenario. By period
2, all the climate models with the exception of PCM simulate
warmer temperatures for the A2 scenario, and by period 3 all
GCMs simulate warmer A2 temperatures (average warming
of 2.7◦ C in B1 vs. warming of 4.4◦ C in the A2 scenario). Table 2 summarizes ensemble average changes while Tables A1
and A2 report results for individual ensemble members.
Figure 4 shows the shift in annual distribution of temperature and precipitation, and resulting runoff for periods 1–3
relative to the 1950–1999 historic simulation. Results are
presented for the ensemble average and 1st and 3rd quartiles. As expected (because A2 and B1 emission scenarios
are similar for the first part of the century) there is little difference in warming between the two scenarios during period
1. The ensemble average B1 period 1 warming is 1.28◦ C
(1st and 3rd quartiles 1.02 and 1.67◦ C) while A2 is 1.23◦ C
(0.95, 1.49◦ C). By period 2 the B1 scenario has a mean shift
of 2.05◦ C (1.64, 2.48◦ C). In the same period, the mean A2
shift is 2.56◦ C (1.94, 2.83◦ C). By period 3, scenario A2 is
1.7◦ C warmer than B1. B1 has a mean shift of 2.74◦ C (1.89,
3.23◦ C) while A2 is 4.35◦ C (3.32, 5.38◦ C). The ensemble
averages for all scenarios and time periods have more warming from mid-summer to early fall, which may be attributable
to fact that there is less moisture during these months than in
the historical simulation, and therefore more energy going to
sensible than to latent heating.

Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 11, 1417–1434, 2007

Fig. 4. Changes in annual average temperature, precipitation, and
runoff for periods 1, 2, and 3 for SRES scenarios A2 and B1.

Averaged over all GCMs (“ensemble average”), changes
in average annual precipitation are −1 (−6, +3), −2 (−7,
+7), and −2 (−8, +5)% for the A2 scenario, and +1 (−3,
+6), −1 (−6, +4), and −1 (−8, +2)% for the B1 emission
scenario for periods 1–3, respectively (Fig. 5). Although the
trend is for very slight decreases in the ensemble mean precipitation, and hence runoff decreases are driven primarily
by increased evapotranspiration, there are ensemble members where increased precipitation offsets increased evaporative losses resulting in increased runoff. The number of
ensemble members with this character in general decreases
with time for both emissions scenarios (see Appendix A for
individual ensemble member results). Also, although annual
precipitation decreases very slightly in the annual mean, ensemble average winter precipitation increases (Fig. 4b). The
increase in winter (October–March) precipitation is 5, 1, and
2% for the B1 scenario, and 6, 5, and 4% for the A2 scenario for periods 1–3, respectfully. Upstream of Lees Ferry
(where a larger percentage of precipitation results in runoff),
the B1 scenario has a 7% winter precipitation increase in period 1 and 6 and 8% increases in periods 2 and 3. In the
A2 scenario, the increase in winter precipitation upstream of
Lees Ferry is 8, 10, and 14% in periods 1–3, respectively. In
section 3.4 we perform a separate sensitivity analysis of the
implications of these changes, but in short, a shift towards
winter precipitation results in more runoff for a given precipitation amount. These increases in winter precipitation
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/11/1417/2007/
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Figure 6

Fig. 5. Annual average precipitation changes for periods 1–3 relative to 1950–1999 historic simulation.

amounts are opposite to the projections by the earlier version
of PCM utilized in Christensen et al. (2004). The ensemble averages in that study had winter precipitation decreases
of 4, 6, and 4% for periods 1–3, respectfully, which drove
much larger reductions in (annual) streamflow than projected
in this study (see below).
Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of predicted
changes in annual precipitation. Increases are predominantly in the high elevation areas of the Rockies in Colorado,
Wyoming and Utah while decreases are greatest in the desert
portions of the southeast basin in Arizona and New Mexico.
It should be noted that the fine spatial resolution of the predicted precipitation changes in Fig. 5 is in fact driven by the
coarse spatial resolution of the GCM output. The regions
in Fig. 5 that show the greatest precipitation increases are
in general the areas that have high precipitation in the same
months for which the GCMs predict increases. The mountainous headwaters regions, for example, receive a preponderance of their precipitation in the winter, and because the
GCMs on average have winter precipitation increases, the
mountain headwaters have the greatest annual average precipitation increases. The converse holds for summer; decreases in basin wide summer precipitation cause the greatest
annual (volume) reductions to occur in the southeast since
this region receives most of its rainfall during the summer
months.
3.2

Runoff changes

Figure 6a shows spatial changes in the ensemble average
mean annual runoff for periods 1–3 relative to simulated historic, and Fig. 6b shows the mean monthly hydrograph for
three streamflow locations in the basin. 1950–1999 basin
average annual precipitation is 354 mm, of which 310 mm
evaporates, leaving 45 mm to runoff. This constitutes a
runoff ratio of around 13% which is typical of semi-arid wawww.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/11/1417/2007/

Fig. 6. (a) Spatial distribution of predicted (ensemble mean)
changes in mean annual runoff for periods 1–3 relative to simulated
historic, and, (b) mean monthly hydrograph for the Green River
at Green River, UT, Colorado River near Cisco, UT, and Colorado
River below Imperial, AZ for simulated historic discharge, and ensemble means for Periods 1–3.

tersheds (Nash and Gleick,, 1991). Runoff stays essentially
unchanged in period 1 for both SRES scenarios, decreases
by 7 (−15, 0) and 6 (−14, +8)% in period 2 for the B1
and A2 scenarios, respectively, and by 8 (−18, −1) and 11
(−16, −1)% in period 3 for the B1 and A2 scenario. Table 2 shows average annual precipitation, evaporation, and
runoff in mm/year, and runoff ratio and basin average annual temperature. Although precipitation changes are modest (+1– −2%), changes (mostly decreases) in runoff ratio
are larger. The runoff ratio reductions are driven both by
temperature (the higher the temperature, the lower the runoff
ratio) as well as by shifts in the seasonality of precipitation (see Sect. 3.4). For individual GCM ensemble members in which there are comparable temperature and precipitation changes, the runs that have larger shifts towards winter precipitation have higher runoff ratios. In Christensen
et al. (2004) we utilized an earlier version of PCM which
projected slightly greater precipitation decreases, smaller
temperature increases, and from which substantially larger
runoff decreases were inferred. For period 3 annual average
temperature increases of 2.4◦ C and precipitation decreases
of 3% drove a runoff decrease of 17%. As noted above, this
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 11, 1417–1434, 2007
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Figure 7

Tables 2 and 3 suggests that 38% of the increase in winter
precipitation results in runoff, while only 23% of the summer precipitation increase contributes to streamflow. The
same trend holds for precipitation decreases, with comparable decreases in precipitation leading to almost twice as
much runoff decrease in winter than summer. This analysis
confirms that the slight shift towards increased winter precipitation in the ensemble means helps offset some of the effects
of increased temperature on evapotranspiration.

SWE VS. ELEVATION
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Fig. 7. Changes in annual average snow water equivalent “present”
by elevation for periods 1–3 relative to simulated historical.

large runoff decrease for the modest temperature and precipitation change (relative to the ensemble means in this study)
is a result in large part of the earlier PCM’s shift away from
winter precipitation.
Although a reduction of 5 mm/year of runoff may seem
modest, it represents a reduction of 11% which has major implications on a system whose water is already over-allocated.
3.3

Snowpack changes

Basin average April 1 snow water equivalent (SWE), the
depth of water that the snowpack would produce if melted,
declines by 13 (25, 6), 21 (29, 16), and 38 (48, 19)% in scenario A2, and by 15 (24, 11), 25 (31, 18), and 29 (33, 19)%
in scenario B1 in periods 1–3, respectively. Winter precipitation is greater for all ensemble means relative to the historical period, leading to the conclusion that the reductions in
SWE are directly attributable to higher winter temperatures
and the resulting decrease in the ratio of precipitation falling
as snow vs. rain. Reductions in SWE present are greatest in
the low to mid elevation transitional zone (Fig. 7). The metric “snow present” is a function of both SWE depth and the
amount of time the SWE is present. If an equivalent amount
of snow falls, but melts twice as fast, it is considered 50% of
historical. These results are consistent with Nash and Gleick (2003), Wilby et al. (1999), McCabe and Wolock (1999),
Brown et al. (2000), and Christensen et al. (2004).
3.4

Sensitivity of runoff to seasonality of precipitation

A separate analysis was performed to better understand the
effect that a seasonal shift in precipitation would have on
runoff generation. To do this we compared runoff generated by a base run to simulations in which winter (October–
March) and summer (April–September) precipitation was individually increased and decreased by 10% (Table 3). The
results show, as expected, that a higher percentage of winter vs. summer precipitation results in runoff. Comparison of
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 11, 1417–1434, 2007

The managed water resources of the CRB are extremely
sensitive to changes in the mean annual flow of the river
due to its almost complete allocation of streamflow to consumptive uses. As noted above, the Colorado River Compact of 1922 was based on abnormally high flow years
in which the average streamflow of the river was around
22.2 BCM/yr, of which 20.4 BCM/yr was allocated to consumptive use. The results we report are based on consumptive use of 17.5 BCM/yr (Mexico and the Lower Basin utilizing their full allocation, and the Upper Basin fixed at their
actual year 2000 consumptive use of 6.4 BCM/yr). Annual
reservoir evaporation is a function of storage (i.e. surface
area), however it is on average greater than one BCM per
year, making total consumptive losses (use + evaporation)
over 18.8 BCM/yr.
The 1906–1999 average discharge of the river at its mouth
(without regulation) would be 20.4 BCM/yr, with 10-year average flows as low as 16.3 BCM/yr, however the system has
been able to operate reliably in the past due to Upper Basin
demand being lower than current levels. Any reduction in
streamflow will exacerbate the stress of increasing Upper
Basin demands and reduce system reliability. In 32 of the
66 ensemble members (2 SRES scenarios, 3 time periods,
11 climate models), average streamflow is below the current
consumptive use (domestic depletions plus reservoir evaporation plus Mexico release) of 18.8 BCM/yr. In only eight
of the B1 ensembles and six of the A2 ensembles (none in
2070–2099) are there no delivery shortages.
We assess changes in reservoir system performance associated with the future climate ensembles through the next
century by comparing CRRM output for simulations driven
by future VIC streamflow sequences with CRRM simulations driven by VIC 1950–1999 historical simulations. We
show results in this section for total basin storage, water
delivery reliability, Law of the River compliance, and hydropower production.
It should be noted that the historic reservoir simulation has
lower average storage and hydropower generation than ensembles that have essentially the same average streamflow.
This is a result of the early part of the 1950–1999 record
having low inflow, and therefore starting with low storage
(head in the case of hydropower). In these simulations, initial reservoir storage was iterated so that the starting value
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/11/1417/2007/
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Table 2. Annual average precipitation, evaporation, and runoff (in mm/year), runoff ratio, and basin average temperature (◦ C).
Scenario, Per

Precip.
(% change
relative to historic)

Evap.
(% change
relative to historic)

Runoff
(% change
relative to historic)

Runoff Ratio
(% change
relative to historic)

Temp
(◦ C relative to
historic)

HISTORIC
B1/PER 1
B1/PER 2
B1/PER 3
A2/PER 1
A2/PER 2
A2/PER 3

354 mm/yr.
360 (+1%)
351 (−1%)
351 (−1%)
351 (−1%)
348 (−2%)
347 (−2%)

309 mm/yr.
315 (+2%)
310 (0%)
309 (0%)
307 (−1%)
305 (−1%)
306 (−1%)

45.2 mm/yr.
45.0 (0%)
41.8 (−7%)
41.6 (−8%)
44.6 (−1%)
42.7 (−6%)
40.3 (−11%)

12.8%
12.5 (−2%)
11.9 (−7%)
11.8 (−8%)
12.7 (−1%)
12.2 (−5%)
11.6 (−10%)

10.5◦ C
11.8 (+1.3◦ C)
12.6 (+2.1◦ C)
13.2 (+2.7◦ C)
11.8 (+1.2◦ C)
13.1 (+2.6◦ C)
14.9 (+4.4◦ C)

Table 3. Percentage of annual precipitation, evaporation, runoff, and runoff ratio for simulations in which winter (Oct–March) and summer
(April–Sep) precipitation was alternately increased and decreased by 10% relative to the unperturbed base run.
Change

Precipitation

Evaporation

Runoff

Runoff Ratio

Winter +10%
Winter −10%
Summer +10%
Summer −10%

105.0%
94.8%
104.7%
95.0%

103.7%
96.0%
104.3%
95.0%

115.0%
87.2%
108.5%
93.0%

109.4%
92.2%
103.1%
97.7%

Figure 8

was the same as the average over the 50-year base period.
This contrasts with Christensen et al. (2004) who used initial
storage equal to the 1970 historic (actual) level.

Streamflow vs. Storage (SRES A2 & B1, ACPI, BASE)
180.0
160.0

Storage

Figure 8 shows average January 1 storage as a function of
streamflow for each streamflow ensemble by period and scenario, as well as the streamflow and storage from Christensen
et al. (2004), and storage-streamflow combinations from runs
in which the base run streamflows were altered in increments
of 10% from −50% to +50%. The black dotted line shows
that for a given streamflow sequence an increase or decrease
of 10% in average streamflow is magnified into an increase
or decrease of about 20% in average basin storage, and that
a 20% change in streamflow results in roughly a 40% storage change. Results for each of the ensembles generated for
this study follow this general pattern, although the sensitivities when averaged across ensembles are somewhat different
than implied by the dashed line. Again, this is primarily a
result of the base run having low average storage relative to
its average streamflow (because of the low flows early in the
sequence).
Although average streamflow in period 1 for both SRES
scenarios is less than the base run, CRRM simulates slight
ensemble average reservoir level increases of 4 (−20, 23)
and 1 (−13, 15)% for A2 and B1, respectively (Table 4). In
period 2, streamflow changes of −6 (−14, 8) and −7 (−15,
0)% drive January 1 storage changes of −1 (−40, 22) and
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/11/1417/2007/
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Fig. 8. Average January 1 total basin storage by period for A2 (triangles), B1 (circles), previous ACPI study (stars), and perturbation
of base run (black dotted line).

−5 (−42, 32)% for the A2 and B1 scenarios, respectively,
while period 3 changes in streamflow of −11 (−16, −1)
and −8 (−18, −1)% drive storage changes of −13 (−39,
+9) and −10 (−46, +20)% for A2 and B1, respectively (Tables A.3 and A.4 provide results for individual ensemble
members). It should be noted that there are many nonlinearities in the relationship between reservoir performance and
inflows (and in fact, the clustering of the points in Fig. 8
around the dashed line is somewhat tighter than one might
expect for this reason). For example, in Fig. 8, the B1 period
3 simulation (IPSL) in which 90% of base streamflow drives
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 11, 1417–1434, 2007
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Figure 9

(0, 80) and 35 (0, 63)% of years in period 2, and 38 (6, 86)
and 42 (6, 71)% in period 3.

Water Resource Metrics
1.6
BASE
2010-2039
2040-2069
2070-2099

BCM/yr / Probability

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
A2 Avg.
Shortfall

B1 Avg.
Shortfall

A2 % of NO
SHTG

B1 % of NO
SHTG

A2 % of
SHTG 3

B1 % of
SHTG 3

Fig. 9. Average shortfall per year, percentage of years with no shortfall and percentage of years with a level 3 shortage for the base run
and SRES A2 and B1 scenarios.

reservoir storage of 120% of base is a function of very high
initial reservoir levels (>56 BCM) and very high early period
streamflow and low late period streamflow. Another outlier
in Fig. 8 is the B1, period 1 simulation (MRI) in which 110%
of base streamflow drives a storage reduction. This is a result of MRI having very low streamflow prior to 2010 and a
result, total initial reservoir storage of only 17 BCM.
Although these results seem inconsistent with the greater
storage reductions predicted by Christensen et al. (2004),
they are within the same range of sensitivity. Christensen
et al. (2004) predicted streamflow reductions at the high end
of those simulated for individual ensemble members for this
study, and as can be seen in Fig. 8, storage reductions in these
ensemble members match those of the 2004 study.
3.5.2

Delivery compliance

Water deliveries are dependent on the storage in Lake Mead;
level one shortages are imposed (see Sect. 2.3 for amounts
and to which users) when Lake Mead drops below an elevation of 327.66 m, level two shortages are imposed at an
elevation of 320.04 m, and level three at 312.42 m. If need
be, deliveries are decreased further to ensure that the elevation of Lake Mead does not drop below the SNWA’s intake
at 304.80 m elevation.
Figure 9 shows the average shortage per year, the percentage of years with no shortages, and the percentage of years
with level three shortages for the 1950–1999 “base” run and
for the SRES A2 and B1 ensemble averages for periods 1–3.
The base run has delivery shortages in 26% of years. In reality, there have not yet been shortages, but they are simulated
in the base run here because we force CRRM with 1950–
1999 streamflow and year 2000 demands. Shortages are simulated in the base run between the late 50s and mid 70s, while
in real operations upper basin demands were lower and there
were no shortages. The A2 and B1 scenarios both have shortages in 21 (A2; 1, 41, B1; 4, 26)% of years in period 1, 31
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 11, 1417–1434, 2007

Level three shortages beginning at 740 MCM/yr are initially imposed when Lake Mead drops below 312.42 m, but
are allowed to increase up to the entirety of the Lower Basin
and Mexico’s demand to protect a Lake Mead elevation of
304.80 m. The probability of these shortages, along with the
average shortage amount (Fig. 9), are not influenced much by
the nuances of the reservoir model (initial storage, streamflow sequence, etc.). They are also likely to have considerable socio-economic effect within the basin. Level three
shortages are imposed in the base run in 5% of years, and
in 11 (0, 30) and 10 (0, 15)% in period one, 24 (0, 45) and
27 (0, 45)% in period two, and 27 (4, 27) and 26 (0, 33)%
in period three for the SRES A2 and B1 ensemble averages,
respectively.
The shortfall per year (BCM/yr) is derived by dividing the
total shortfall in each period by the number of years in which
any shortage delivery is imposed. It is a somewhat redundant metric because it is related to the number of level three
shortages, however it is important to differentiate between
long modest shortfalls and short intense ones. The average
shortage in the base run was 0.73 BCM, and 2.1 (0.6, 2.2)
and 2.0 (0.6, 2.4) BCM/yr in period one for the A2 and B1
scenario, respectively. Average shortfalls in period two were
4.2 (0, 3.5) and 2.1 (0, 2.4) BCM/yr, and 3.7 (0.6, 3.9) and
2.8 (0.7, 3.8) BCM in period three for A2 and B1, respectively. Although there seems to be a lack of correlation between streamflow and average shortage (e.g. SRES A2, period 2 has greater streamflow than B2 period 3, yet higher average shortage), this is entirely an artifact of averaging across
ensembles. Tables A.3 and A.4 summarize individual GCM
run results.
3.5.3

Hydropower generation

Hydropower generation is a function of head (height of water
surface above tailwater elevation) and discharge (volume per
unit time) passing through a turbine. Because of the sequencing of the base run streamflow and its bias towards lower
storage (i.e. head) for a given inflow, it generates less hydropower than the period one A2 and B1 average (Fig. 10).
The average energy generated in the base run is 8480 GWh/yr, while in period one the A2 scenario average generates
8600 (10 100, 6470) GW-h/yr, and in the B2 scenario average 8530 (9670, 8220) GW-h/yr. In period two, the A2
average is 7630 (10 800, 4470), and the B1 average is 7560
(10 330, 4650) GW-h/yr, while in period three A2 is 6900
(8960, 4560) and B1 is 7130 (8840, 4670) GW-h/yr. The reduction of hydropower production from period 1 to period
3 is 20% in the A2 scenario and 16% in the B1 scenario,
both of which are about twice the corresponding streamflow
reduction percentages.
www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/11/1417/2007/
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Table 4. Streamflow at Imperial Dam, AZ (BCM/yr), average January 1 total basin storage (BCM), release from Glen Canyon Dam
(BCM/yr), annual energy production (GW-h/yr), percentage of years with no delivery shortages, average annual delivery shortage (BCM/yr),
average annual CAP delivery shortage (BCM/yr), and annual average MWD delivery shortage (BCM/yr).

BASE

Imperial Naturalized
Flow

Avg.
Storage.

G.C. Rls.

Avg.
Energy

% Full
Deliveries

Avg. Annual
Shortage

Avg. Annual
CAP Shortage

Avg. Annual
MWD Shortage

1950–1999

19.7

41.8

11.8

8478.4

73.7

0.19

0.14

0.00

A2
2010–2039
2040–2069
2070–2099

19.4
18.5
17.6

43.3
41.6
36.6

11.8
10.9
10.4

8596.9
7630.1
6904.8

78.9
69.1
62.3

0.43
1.30
1.39

0.17
0.37
0.41

0.04
0.11
0.12

B1
2010–2039
2040–2069
2070–2099

19.4
18.4
18.3

42.2
39.9
37.6

11.7
11.0
10.9

8532.6
7559.9
7127.6

78.9
65.0
58.4

0.41
0.75
1.16

0.16
0.30
0.39

0.04
0.06
0.10

Figure 10

3.5.4

Glen Canyon Dam and Mexico release

Water Resource Metrics
14
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Base
2010-2039
2040-2069
2070-2099

/ BCM/yr

12

KGW-hr/yr

The Colorado River Compact mandates a 10 year moving
average release of 10.2 BCM/yr from the Upper Basin to the
Lower Basin and an annual release of 1.9 BCM (1.5 MAF)
from the United States to Mexico. Figure 10 and Table 4
report the detailed results, but in general releases from Glen
Canyon Dam are 1 (A2: +1, −1, B1: +6, −6)% less (both
B1 and A2) in period one than in the historical run and 7
(+6, −21) and 8 (+10, −21)% lower in period 2 for B1 and
A2, respectively. Period 3 has an 8 (+2, −22)% reduction
in Glen Canyon releases in the B1 scenario, and a 12 (−4,
−30)% reduction in A2. Although the compact requires the
10.2 BCM/yr release to be made on a 10 year moving average, current basin operations dictate that this release is made
annually. The Glen Canyon release drops below 10.2 BCM
in 24% of years in the base run, and 28, 35, and 35% of years
for the B1 scenario in periods 1–3, respectfully. The Glen
Canyon release drops below 10.2 BCM/yr in 28, 34, and 44%
of years in the A2 scenario for periods 1–3, respectfully.
Mexico is allocated 17% of the level one through three
shortage amount, so the amount of years in which the Lower
Basin delivery to Mexico drops below 1.9 BCM is essentially
the same as the percentage of years in which any shortages
are imposed (see Sect. 3.5.2). The average delivery to Mexico in the base run is 1.8 BCM/yr, while the B1 scenario average annual deliveries drop to 1.78 (1.75, 1.83), 1.72 (1.65,
1.81), 1.65 (1.40, 1.81) BCM for periods 1–3 respectfully. In
periods 1–3 of the A2 scenario, average annual deliveries are
1.78 (1.72, 1.89), 1.63 (1.45, 1.87), 1.62 (1.48, 1.80) BCM,
respectfully.

10
8
6
4
2
0
A2 HYDRO PWR B1 HYDRO PWR

A2 GC REL

B1 GC REL

A2 MEX REL

B1 MEX REL

Fig. 10. Average hydropower production (KGW-h/yr), average annual release from Glen Canyon Dam (BCM/yr), and average annual
release to Mexico (BCM/yr) for the base run and period 1–3 for the
SRES A2 and B1 scenarios.

4

Conclusions

As compared with earlier studies of climate sensitivity of
CRB water resources to climate change, we have assessed in
detail the implications of eleven downscaled IPCC climate
model scenarios and two emissions scenarios, each one of
which constitutes an ensemble member. Therefore, we are
able to evaluate the range of possible consequences as represented by the different models and emissions scenarios, including “consensus” (mean) results, and measures of variability, in particular, the lower and upper quartiles. In this
respect, this study is the most comprehensive to date of the
implications of climate change on the Colorado River reservoir system.
As in essentially all previous studies, average annual temperatures over the CRB increase with time, not only in the
ensemble mean, but for all individual climate models and
time period. With the exception of the early part of the century when the A2 and B1 emission scenarios are similar and
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 11, 1417–1434, 2007
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natural variability can dominate the emissions signal, temperatures are greater for the A2 emission scenario than for
B1. Average temperature increases for the period 2070–2099
are 2.75◦ C (with a range of +/−1.0◦ C) for the B1 scenario
and 4.35◦ C (+/−1.5◦ C) for the A2 scenario.
While all models agree with respect to the direction of
temperature changes, there is considerable variability in the
magnitude, direction, and seasonality of projected precipitation changes. Averaged over models, annual precipitation
changes are quite small – a maximum change (decrease) of
2% for period 2 and 3 for the A2 emissions scenario. The
variability across models is, in general, much larger than the
annual change. More apparent in the ensemble means are
shifts in seasonality of precipitation, which, in the ensemble
mean, all show a shift towards more winter and less summer
precipitation. Because winter precipitation (especially in the
upper basin) contributes proportionately more to runoff than
does summer precipitation, these shifts tend to counteract reductions in annual runoff that otherwise would result from
increased temperatures (hence evapotranspiration) This shift
toward winter precipitation is prevalent in the ensemble average for all periods and scenarios and is most pronounced
for the basin upstream of Lees Ferry. Nonetheless, while this
shift reduces the effect of increased temperatures on runoff, it
does not reverse them, and in the ensemble mean streamflow
decreases for all periods on both emissions scenarios.
Runoff changes are driven by combined effects of temperature and precipitation changes and their seasonality. In
the ensemble means, runoff declines for all periods and both
emissions scenarios, with the greatest changes occurring in
period 3 for the A2 emissions scenario. Most (ensemble
mean) changes in annual streamflow at Lees Ferry are in the
single digit percentages, ranging up to an 11% streamflow
reduction for emissions scenario A2 in period 3. The range
of changes across ensembles is quite large, however, for instance for emissions scenario A2 in period 3 the range is from
−37 to +11%.
The runoff changes we project are considerably less in the
ensemble mean than those inferred for the U.S. Southwest in
recent studies by Milly et al. (2005) and Seager et al. (2007).
Both these studies use IPCC AR4 ensembles, but are based
on runoff (or equivalently, atmospheric convergence) simulated directly by GCMs over the region. Aside from differences in the specific locale and the GCMs analyzed (which
we do not believe account for the bulk of the differences),
the smaller runoff sensitivity to climate changes in this study
appears to be traceable to the sensitivity of annual evapotranspiration to seasonal shifts in runoff and evapotranspiration timing. In the ensemble mean, we find that projected
annual precipitation changes are small, hence runoff reductions should be attributable mostly to differences in evapotranspiration. Our hydrological model operates at considerably higher spatial resolution than the native resolution of
the GCMs, hence is better able to resolve the interactions of
elevation with seasonally varying evaporative demands. In
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 11, 1417–1434, 2007

short, there is a negative feedback between increased temperature, which shifts snowmelt timing, and hence soil moisture,
earlier in the year, when evaporative demands are lower, and
in turn reduces runoff and ET sensitivity to increased temperature. This effect is especially important over the relatively small high elevation headwaters area where most of the
CRB’s runoff is generated. The GCMs are not able to resolve
this effect well as their coarse spatial resolution precludes
their representing high elevation headwater areas. However,
understanding of the nature of this feedback, and the extent
to which it explains differences in sensitivities between this
study, and Milly et al. (2005) and Seager et al. (2007) is a
topic of both scientific and practical importance that deserves
further attention.
Due to the fragile equilibrium of the managed water resources of the system, any decrease in streamflow results in
storage and hydropower decreases, compact violations, and
delivery reductions. There are many nonlinearities in the
reservoir system response to streamflow, which in general are
reflected in amplifications of the range of responses across
the ensemble members (models). In general, changes in total basin storage amplify changes in streamflow, and very
roughly, for modest (e.g. single digit) percentage changes in
streamflow, the storage changes (also expressed as percentages) are about double.
Although our results show somewhat smaller (ensemble
mean) reductions in runoff over the next century than in previous studies (Christensen et al, 2004 in particular), the reservoir system simulations show nonetheless that supply may be
reduced below current demand which in turn will cause considerable degradation of system performance. Reductions in
total basin storage, Compact mandated deliveries, and hydropower production increase throughout the century, and
are larger in the A2 than the B1 scenario. Although not analyzed explicitly in this paper (see Christensen (2004) for details) increasing Upper Basin demands towards their full entitlement will further exacerbate these reservoir performance
issues.
Due to the already large storage to inflow ratio of the CRB,
neither increases in reservoir capacity nor changes in operating policies are likely to mitigate these stresses substantially.
Clearly depletions (including reservoir evaporation) cannot
exceed supply in the long term. Furthermore, due to the high
coefficient of variation of annual streamflows in the CRB,
and notwithstanding the system’s large reservoir storage, the
system is likely to become more susceptible to long term
sustained droughts if the excess of supply over demand is
reduced, as is suggested by the ensemble means in our study.
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Appendix A
Detailed downscaled GCM results and derived (VIC hydrologic model) variables

Table A1. a) 1950–1999 “base” mean annual precipitation, evaporation, runoff, temperature, soil moisture, SWE, and runoff ratio in mm/yr
and mm; b), c), d) Period 1–3 SRES A2 mean annual precipitation, evaporation, runoff, temperature, soil moisture, snow water equivalent
(SWE), and runoff ratio (ROR) (all as percentages of 1950–1999 base, except temperature which is in ◦ C change relative to base).

a)

BASE
b)

CNRM
CSIRO
GFDL
GISS
HADCM3
INMCM
IPSL
MIROC
MPI
MRI
PCM
AVG
c)

CNRM
CSIRO
GFDL
GISS
HADCM3
INMCM
IPSL
MIROC
MPI
MRI
PCM
AVG
d)

CNRM
CSIRO
GFDL
GISS
HADCM3
INMCM
IPSL
MIROC
MPI
MRI
PCM
AVG

1950–1999
PRECIP (mm/yr)

EVAP (mm/yr)

RUNOFF (mm/yr)

TEMPERATURE (◦ C)

SOIL MOISTURE (mm)

SWE (mm/yr)

ROR (%)

354.4

309.0

45.2

10.5

286.1

11.1

12.8

% PRECIP

% EVAP

% RUNOFF

1 TEMPERATURE

% SOIL MOISTURE

% SWE

% ROR

97.86
101.37
92.16
102.99
100.78
105.16
101.29
93.61
90.65
96.71
107.01
99.054

98.63
101.22
92.92
101.43
101.55
104.81
100.75
94.96
91.73
96.89
106.48
99.213

97.82
98.49
91.22
107.03
93.69
107.59
104.56
85.62
83.53
101.54
114.48
98.688

1.07
0.94
1.45
0.95
1.41
1.70
1.49
1.82
1.24
0.84
0.63
1.230

99.22
98.81
97.86
102.16
98.36
102.41
99.63
94.59
94.80
100.15
103.01
99.181

93.13
86.13
94.96
92.82
73.78
91.58
90.05
63.65
75.29
100.99
93.96
86.939

99.96
97.15
98.98
103.92
92.97
102.31
103.23
91.47
92.14
104.99
106.98
99.464

% PRECIP

% EVAP

% RUNOFF

1 TEMPERATURE

% SOIL MOISTURE

% SWE

% ROR

79.16
97.65
93.43
106.66
108.94
113.39
97.75
82.40
95.38
98.57
105.66
98.090

82.03
98.64
93.78
107.02
108.95
112.66
97.76
85.00
96.62
99.05
104.92
98.767

60.74
97.29
86.87
113.24
107.90
118.25
101.03
65.57
86.18
96.05
104.91
94.367

2.35
1.87
3.18
1.75
2.83
3.14
3.27
3.65
2.59
1.94
1.61
2.561

89.07
97.58
95.23
104.37
102.78
104.01
98.37
87.81
96.45
98.44
102.03
97.829

72.01
82.96
71.38
106.13
83.89
80.24
81.36
48.12
66.72
92.04
83.22
78.917

76.73
99.63
92.98
106.16
99.05
104.29
103.36
79.57
90.36
97.44
99.29
95.351

% PRECIP

% EVAP

% RUNOFF

1 TEMPERATURE

% SOIL MOISTURE

% SWE

% ROR

91.98
97.96
93.75
88.34
112.84
101.88
93.45
84.35
104.52
98.71
110.71
98.046

93.48
99.17
95.56
88.88
114.48
103.30
94.20
87.54
104.57
98.30
111.03
99.136

69.60
90.82
84.19
85.76
100.24
92.07
90.32
62.76
98.75
94.14
110.77
89.038

4.40
3.32
5.38
3.33
4.88
4.53
5.63
6.06
4.51
3.05
2.77
4.350

91.50
95.71
95.11
96.31
103.88
97.33
94.98
87.51
99.15
96.39
102.73
96.419

58.08
69.07
52.46
84.84
52.84
59.77
44.94
33.52
58.29
83.36
81.13
61.663

75.67
92.72
89.80
97.07
88.83
90.37
96.64
74.40
94.48
95.37
100.05
90.492

A2 2010–2039

A2 2040–2069

A2 2070–2099
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Table A2. a) 1950–1999 (base) mean annual precipitation, evaporation, runoff, temperature, soil moisture, snow water equivalent (SWE),
and runoff ratio (ROR) in mm/yr and mm (◦ C for temperature). b, c, d) Period 1–3 SRES B1 precipitation, evaporation, runoff, temperature,
soil moisture, SWE, and runoff ratio as percentage of 1950–1999 base.

a)

b)

CNRM
CSIRO
GFDL
GISS
HADCM3
INMCM
IPSL
MIROC
MPI
MRI
PCM
AVG
c)

CNRM
CSIRO
GFDL
GISS
HADCM3
INMCM
IPSL
MIROC
MPI
MRI
PCM
AVG
d)

CNRM
CSIRO
GFDL
GISS
HADCM3
INMCM
IPSL
MIROC
MPI
MRI
PCM
AVG

1950–1999
PRECIP (mm/yr)

EVAP (mm/yr)

RUNOFF (mm/yr)

TEMPERATURE (◦ C)

SOIL MOISTURE (mm)

SWE (mm/yr)

ROR (%)

354.36

309

45.24

10.53

286.08

11.07

12.76668

% PRECIP

% EVAP

% RUNOFF

1 TEMPERATURE

% SOIL MOISTURE

% SWE

% ROR

102.03
101.23
97.12
98.39
111.27
105.20
101.91
91.51
95.55
105.73
106.39
101.485

102.64
100.83
97.41
99.53
110.17
105.68
102.14
93.68
96.25
104.45
107.08
101.805

99.18
105.68
94.64
97.56
116.58
101.03
100.80
77.32
91.51
109.52
100.77
99.508

1.33
0.58
1.26
1.04
1.40
1.67
1.42
1.79
1.02
0.76
1.83
1.282

100.64
100.30
98.19
99.97
104.41
99.46
98.75
93.23
96.63
102.30
99.94
99.439

89.32
100.07
81.94
97.68
86.22
82.56
88.06
58.59
76.31
98.27
71.44
84.588

97.21
104.39
97.45
99.15
104.77
96.04
98.91
84.49
95.77
103.58
94.72
97.863

% PRECIP

% EVAP

% RUNOFF

1 TEMPERATURE

% SOIL MOISTURE

% SWE

% ROR

97.07
100.19
94.31
92.90
105.35
104.04
100.63
89.02
95.57
101.56
109.36
99.091

98.89
101.31
96.10
93.78
106.88
105.25
101.12
91.04
96.70
101.55
109.42
100.185

86.21
91.27
81.91
85.36
98.94
97.14
99.95
72.60
88.36
102.60
111.78
92.373

1.71
1.13
2.37
1.33
2.48
2.28
2.59
2.99
2.33
1.64
1.73
2.052

97.86
98.25
94.76
96.45
101.61
99.82
98.19
91.13
96.75
100.63
103.10
98.050

78.05
72.94
62.67
79.61
72.44
70.31
81.55
51.98
69.38
99.09
86.08
74.917

88.81
91.10
86.85
91.89
93.91
93.37
99.32
81.55
92.45
101.02
102.21
92.953

% PRECIP

% EVAP

% RUNOFF

1 TEMPERATURE

% SOIL MOISTURE

% SWE

% ROR

88.58
101.29
92.64
91.96
102.34
119.18
97.26
91.90
98.71
99.01
107.31
99.108

90.90
102.24
92.87
92.97
103.37
118.05
97.95
95.36
100.23
99.22
107.55
100.066

69.66
94.30
91.03
81.59
90.74
128.86
88.57
74.69
87.67
98.73
105.70
91.958

2.35
1.77
2.96
1.85
3.30
2.96
3.73
3.91
3.23
2.25
1.89
2.745

92.67
98.06
94.67
96.18
98.38
105.63
96.10
90.98
96.33
98.44
101.56
97.181

67.16
77.33
68.78
79.27
68.29
81.00
59.69
47.47
68.02
82.28
80.85
70.922

78.64
93.10
98.27
88.72
88.67
108.12
91.06
81.28
88.81
99.71
98.50
92.262

B1 2010–2039

B1 2040–2069

B1 2070–2099
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Table A3. Average annual naturalized flow at Imperial Dam (BCM/yr), average total simulated basin storage (BCM), annual release from
Glen Canyon Dam (BCM/yr), average annual energy production (GW-h/yr), percent of years with full deliveries (%), average annual delivery
shortfall (BCM/yr), average annual CAP shortfall (BCM/yr), and average annual MWD shortfall (BCM/yr) for a) 1950–1999 base run and
b), c), d) for SRES A2 scenario for Periods 1–3.
a)

1950–1999
Imperial Naturalized
Flow (BCM/yr)

Avg. Storage.
(BCM)

G.C. Rls.
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Energy
(GW-h/yr)

% Full Deliveries
(%)

Avg. Annual
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual CAP
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual MWD
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

19.7

41.8

11.8

8478

73.7

0.19

0.14

0

Imperial Naturalized
Flow (BCM/yr)

Avg. Storage
(BCM)

G.C. Rls.
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Energy
(GW-h/yr)

% Full Deliveries
(%)

Avg. Annual
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual CAP
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual MWD
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

cnrm
cisro
gfdl
giss
hadcm3
inmcm
ipsl
miroc
mpi
mri
pcm
AVG

19.2
19.3
17.9
20.9
17.7
21.2
20.6
17.2
16.4
20.5
22.3
19.4

48.7
41.0
35.8
49.3
29.8
55.5
50.5
33.5
24.9
51.6
56.5
43.4

12.0
11.4
10.7
13.0
10.2
13.4
12.4
10.2
9.4
12.5
14.4
11.8

9812
8204
7865
9909
5483
10716
9823
6468
4658
10139
11489
8597

99.2
81.7
82.5
88.6
41.4
95.8
99.7
58.3
20.3
100.0
100.0
78.9

0.00
0.11
0.10
0.16
1.36
0.02
0.00
1.30
1.72
0.00
0.00
0.43

0.00
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.54
0.02
0.00
0.42
0.69
0.00
0.00
0.17

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.04

c)

A2 2040–2069
Imperial Naturalized
Flow (BCM/yr)

Avg. Storage
(BCM)

G.C. Rls.
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Energy
(GW-h/yr)

% Full Deliveries
(%)

Avg. Annual
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual CAP
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual MWD
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

cnrm
cisro
gfdl
giss
hadcm3
inmcm
ipsl
miroc
mpi
mri
pcm
AVG

11.8
19.1
16.7
22.0
20.5
23.1
20.6
13.2
16.8
19.0
20.1
18.5

17.3
51.0
25.1
57.7
49.7
58.8
55.9
20.4
27.4
43.5
51.2
41.6

5.5
11.6
9.3
13.4
11.9
14.2
13.0
6.8
9.9
11.2
12.0
10.8

1319
9503
4467
10871
9432
11649
10798
2436
5465
8236
9754
7630

0.0
99.2
28.9
99.7
100.0
100.0
100.0
12.2
36.9
82.8
100.0
69.1

5.95
0.00
1.98
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.85
1.08
0.38
0.00
1.30

1.46
0.00
0.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.28
0.48
0.14
0.00
0.37

0.52
0.00
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.46
0.08
0.03
0.00
0.11

d)

A2 2070–2099
Imperial Naturalized
Flow (BCM/yr)

Avg. Storage
(BCM)

G.C. Rls.
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Energy
(GW-h/yr)

% Full Deliveries
(%)

Avg. Annual
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual CAP
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual MWD
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

13.5
18.3
16.4
16.9
19.2
18.2
18.5
12.6
19.8
19.1
21.5
17.6

19.3
32.1
25.4
34.2
46.7
43.7
41.2
18.6
41.5
45.6
54.1
36.6

6.5
10.7
9.4
10.4
11.4
11.1
11.0
6.4
11.7
11.4
14.0
10.4

2318
6491
4559
7322
9041
8529
8105
1782
7586
8961
11259
6905

9.7
60.3
28.9
67.8
95.6
94.4
80.3
0.0
61.1
88.1
98.9
62.3

4.66
0.82
1.76
0.49
0.02
0.03
0.45
5.49
1.50
0.12
0.01
1.40

1.20
0.35
0.66
0.20
0.02
0.03
0.15
1.38
0.46
0.08
0.00
0.41

0.42
0.07
0.15
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.48
0.13
0.01
0.00
0.12

b)

cnrm
cisro
gfdl
giss
hadcm3
inmcm
ipsl
miroc
mpi
mri
pcm
AVG

A2 2010–2039
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Table A4. Average annual naturalized flow at Imperial Dam (BCM/yr), average total simulated basin storage (BCM), annual release from
Glen Canyon Dam (BCM/yr), average annual energy production (GW-h/yr), percent of years with full deliveries (%), average annual delivery
shortfall (BCM/yr), average annual CAP shortfall (BCM/yr), and average annual MWD shortfall (BCM/yr) for a) 1950–1999 base run and
b), c), d) for SRES B1 scenario for Periods 1–3.
a)

1950–1999
Imperial Naturalized
Flow (BCM/yr)

Avg. Storage
(BCM)

G.C. Rls.
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Energy
(GW-h/yr)

% Full Deliveries
(%)

Avg. Annual
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual CAP
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual MWD
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

19.7

41.8

11.8

8478

73.7

0.19

0.14

0

Imperial Naturalized
Flow (BCM/yr)

Avg. Storage
(BCM)

G.C. Rls.
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Energy
(GW-h/yr)

% Full Deliveries
(%)

Avg. Annual
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual CAP
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual MWD
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

cnrm
cisro
gfdl
giss
hadcm3
inmcm
ipsl
miroc
mpi
mri
pcm
AVG

19.7
20.5
18.3
18.9
21.5
19.7
20.0
15.4
17.9
21.2
20.0
19.4

39.5
46.6
36.2
48.0
55.9
43.0
44.9
24.2
34.2
41.0
50.7
42.2

11.6
12.7
11.1
12.1
13.2
11.6
12.5
9.0
10.8
12.6
12.2
11.7

8215
8989
7979
9670
10791
8159
9484
4290
7691
8771
9820
8533

89.4
69.4
81.7
95.8
100.0
73.1
89.2
20.6
74.7
74.4
100.0
78.9

0.22
0.35
0.10
0.02
0.00
0.39
0.06
2.30
0.14
0.92
0.00
0.41

0.10
0.19
0.08
0.02
0.00
0.18
0.05
0.76
0.11
0.28
0.00
0.16

0.02
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.20
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.03

c)

B1 2040–2069
Imperial Naturalized
Flow (BCM/yr)

Avg. Storage
(BCM)

G.C. Rls.
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Energy
(GW-h/yr)

% Full Deliveries
(%)

Avg. Annual
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual CAP
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual MWD
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

cnrm
cisro
gfdl
giss
hadcm3
inmcm
ipsl
miroc
mpi
mri
pcm
AVG

17.4
18.2
16.5
16.9
19.1
18.5
20.2
14.8
16.8
20.4
22.7
18.3

38.2
42.1
24.4
29.3
47.9
39.4
55.1
20.7
23.7
58.0
59.8
39.9

10.3
10.9
9.9
9.9
11.3
10.7
12.6
8.4
9.4
12.6
14.8
11.0

7565
8589
4646
5607
9085
7430
10330
2902
4335
10580
12091
7560

78.1
97.8
14.7
42.2
91.1
69.4
100.0
2.2
19.7
100.0
100.0
65.0

0.33
0.01
1.38
1.47
0.05
0.36
0.00
3.08
1.54
0.00
0.00
0.75

0.15
0.01
0.63
0.52
0.04
0.20
0.00
1.07
0.66
0.00
0.00
0.30

0.02
0.00
0.11
0.12
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.30
0.13
0.00
0.00
0.06

d)

B1 2070—2099
Imperial Naturalized
Flow (BCM/yr)

Avg. Storage
(BCM)

G.C. Rls.
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Energy
(GW-h/yr)

% Full Deliveries
(%)

Avg. Annual
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual CAP
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

Avg. Annual MWD
Shortage
(BCM/yr)

13.4
18.9
18.4
16.4
18.1
24.3
17.6
15.3
17.7
19.7
21.0
18.3

18.4
39.8
34.7
23.3
39.7
56.5
50.1
21.8
29.4
42.3
57.5
37.6

6.4
11.3
11.1
9.2
10.8
14.8
10.5
8.7
10.7
12.1
13.2
10.8

1877
7947
6911
4074
7084
11978
8813
3464
6533
8869
10853
7128

0.0
75.0
52.5
13.9
65.8
100.0
94.2
8.9
50.3
81.7
100.0
58.4

4.70
0.15
0.78
2.15
1.01
0.00
0.23
2.99
0.65
0.12
0.00
1.16

1.28
0.12
0.35
0.81
0.35
0.00
0.06
0.96
0.32
0.09
0.00
0.40

0.43
0.00
0.06
0.19
0.08
0.00
0.02
0.26
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.10

b)

cnrm
cisro
gfdl
giss
hadcm3
inmcm
ipsl
miroc
mpi
mri
pcm
AVG

B1 2010–2039
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Abstract. The potential effects of climate change on the hydrology and water resources of the
Colorado River basin are assessed by comparing simulated hydrologic and water resources scenarios
derived from downscaled climate simulations of the U.S. Department of Energy/National Center
for Atmospheric Research Parallel Climate Model (PCM) to scenarios driven by observed historical
(1950–1999) climate. PCM climate scenarios include an ensemble of three 105-year future climate
simulations based on projected ‘business-as-usual’ (BAU) greenhouse gas emissions and a control climate simulation based on static 1995 greenhouse gas concentrations. Downscaled transient
temperature and precipitation sequences were extracted from PCM simulations, and were used to
drive the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) macroscale hydrology model to produce corresponding
streamflow sequences. Results for the BAU scenarios were summarized into Periods 1, 2, and 3
(2010–2039, 2040–2069, 2070–2098). Average annual temperature changes for the Colorado River
basin were 0.5 ◦ C warmer for control climate, and 1.0, 1.7, and 2.4 ◦ C warmer for Periods 1–3,
respectively, relative to the historical climate. Basin-average annual precipitation for the control
climate was slightly (1%) less than for observed historical climate, and 3, 6, and 3% less for future
Periods 1–3, respectively. Annual runoff in the control run was about 10% lower than for simulated
historical conditions, and 14, 18, and 17% less for Periods 1–3, respectively. Analysis of water
management operations using a water management model driven by simulated streamflows showed
that streamflows associated with control and future BAU climates would significantly degrade the
performance of the water resources system relative to historical conditions, with average total basin
storage reduced by 7% for the control climate and 36, 32 and 40% for Periods 1–3, respectively.
Releases from Glen Canyon Dam to the Lower Basin (mandated by the Colorado River Compact)
were met in 80% of years for the control climate simulation (versus 92% in the historical climate
simulation), and only in 59–75% of years for the future climate runs. Annual hydropower output
was also significantly reduced for the control and future climate simulations. The high sensitivity
of reservoir system performance for future climate is a reflection of the fragile equilibrium that now
exists in operation of the system, with system demands only slightly less than long-term mean annual
inflow.

1. Introduction
The Colorado River heads in the Rocky Mountains and drains parts of seven states
and Mexico (Figure 1), discharging to the Gulf of California. The river is regulated
 Corresponding author.
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Figure 1. Colorado River basin with 1/8-degree VIC routing network and major system reservoirs.

by 12 major reservoirs to provide water supply, flood control and hydropower to
a large area of the U.S. Southwest. Much of the Colorado River basin (CORB) is
arid, with naturalized annual streamflow (i.e., streamflow that would have occurred
in the absence of water management) averaging only 40 mm/yr over the 630,000
km 2 drainage area. High elevation snow pack in the Rocky Mountains contributes
about 70% of the annual runoff, and the seasonal runoff pattern throughout most
of the basin is heavily dominated by winter snow accumulation and spring melt.
On average, 90% of the annual streamflow is generated in the Upper Basin (above
Lees Ferry, AZ). There is also considerable temporal variability in the naturalized
flow of the Colorado River. Annual flow from 1906 through 2000 had a minimum
of 6.5 billion cubic meters (BCM) or 5.3 million acre-feet (MAF), a maximum
of 29.6 BCM (24.0 MAF), and an average of 18.6 BCM (15.1 MAF). Tree ring
reconstructions dating to 1512 suggest that the long-term annual average flow may
be closer to 16.7 BCM (13.5 MAF) (USDOI, 2000). Aggregated reservoir storage
in the basin is 74.0 BCM (60.0 MAF), or about four times the naturalized mean
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Figure 2. Annual, 10-year average, and running average of natural flow at Lees Ferry, AZ stream
gage.

annual flow. Of the over 90 reservoirs on the river and its tributaries, by far the
largest are Lake Mead (formed by Hoover Dam) and Lake Powell (formed by Glen
Canyon Dam), which have a combined storage capacity of 64 BCM (51.9 MAF),
or 85% of the basin total.
The Colorado River has the most complete allocation of its water resources
of any river in the world and is also one of the most heavily regulated (USDOI,
2000). The Colorado River Compact of 1922 apportioned consumptive use of water between the Upper (Wyoming, Utah, Colorado and New Mexico) and Lower
(California, Arizona and Nevada) basin states after measuring the discharge of the
river during what turned out to be a period of abnormally high flow. From the
estimated mean flow of 22 BCM (18 MAF), the Upper and Lower Basin were
each apportioned 9.3 BCM (7.5 MAF) for annual consumptive use. The 1944
United States–Mexico treaty guarantees an annual flow of not less than 1.9 BCM
(1.5 MAF) to Mexico, except in times of extreme shortage. ‘Extreme shortage’
was not well defined in the treaty, nor, incidentally, was the possibility that future
flows might be different than those that had been observed prior to signing of the
Treaty or Compact. Rarely since the signing of the Compact has the river had a
10-year average flow equal to the total of the Upper and Lower Basin and Mexico
allocations (Figure 2).
Climate change is of particular concern in the CORB due both to the sensitivity of the snow accumulation processes that dominate runoff generation within
the basin, and the basin’s high water demand relative to supply (Loaiciga, 1996).
General Circulation Models (GCMs) of the atmosphere predict increases in global
mean annual air temperature between 1.4 and 5.8 ◦ C over the next century (IPCC,
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2001). Previous studies (McCabe and Wolock, 1999; Hamlet and Lettenmaier,
1999; Lettenmaier et al., 1992; Nash and Gleick, 1993; Gleick, 1987, 1985; Wilby
et al., 1999; Wolock and McCabe, 1999) of hydrologic and water resources impacts
of climate change, both in the Colorado basin and elsewhere, have been based
on climate change scenarios that, while predicting increases in temperature, disagreed on the tendency and seasonality of precipitation changes, and on the size of
the temperature increase for the next century. The temperature-related effects on
streamflows shown in previous studies include an increased rain to snow ratio, an
increase in winter runoff and a decrease in summer runoff, and earlier and faster
snowmelt. Wolock and McCabe (1999) showed that Colorado River streamflows
were highly sensitive to precipitation and temperature changes. Their study showed
that for one GCM, a slight increase in precipitation combined with a general warming would result in decreasing streamflows, for another GCM that a large increase
in precipitation along with increased temperature would result in substantially increased streamflows. Although a decrease in precipitation was not predicted by the
GCM scenarios analyzed by Nash and Gleick (1991), decreases were evaluated
via additional prescribed change experiments (e.g., 2 and 4 ◦ C warming and 10
and 20% precipitation decrease) scenarios. Results of a 2◦ increase/10% precipitation decrease were a 20% reduction in runoff (Nash and Gleick, 1991), while
the 4◦ increase/20% precipitation decrease produced a 30% runoff reduction (McCabe and Hay, 1995). Although the Nash and Gleick (1993) scenarios disagree on
precipitation changes (increases and decreases), results suggest that precipitation
increases would be offset by increased evapotranspiration, with the net effect being
a reduction in runoff ranging from 8 to 20%. The diversity of scenarios considered
by the assortment of climate change studies reflects considerable uncertainty in the
magnitude of projected climate warming, and in both the magnitude and direction
of precipitation change.
Precipitation decreases would compound the temperature-related effects (e.g.,
increased evapotranspiration, lower runoff) on the managed water resources of the
Colorado River. Nash and Gleick (1993), for example, found a high sensitivity of
reservoir system storage to changes in runoff, which suggests that the system is
currently in a rather fragile balance. Their work also showed that violations of the
Compact would potentially occur if runoff dropped by only 5%. Although the high
storage to runoff ratio of the system may negate some of the effects of the timing
shift associated with earlier runoff in a warmer climate, the basin is especially
susceptible to reduced streamflow volumes due to the almost complete allocation
of streamflow (on average) to consumptive uses.
This study used an ensemble of three future simulations for the 21st century
(1995–2099) from the DOE/NCAR coupled land-atmosphere-ocean Parallel Climate Model (PCM) (Washington et al., 2000; Dai et al., 2004; Pierce et al., 2004)
and one control climate simulation based on a static 1995 climate. The precipitation
and temperature signals from PCM were statistically downscaled using methods
outlined in Wood et al. (2002) and Wood et al. (2004), and used to drive the Vari-
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able Infiltration Capacity (VIC) macroscale hydrologic model (Liang et al., 1994,
1996) to create continuous daily sequences of streamflows. These streamflows
were then analyzed with a simplified version of the Colorado River Simulation
System (USDOI, 1985) to assess the sensitivity of the reservoir system (flood
control, water supply, hydropower, etc.) to the projected climate changes. We compare the hydrologic and water resource system results from the control and future
climate scenarios to historical hydrologic and water resources simulations driven
by 1950–1999 observed temperature and precipitation. The following sections describe the climate scenarios, downscaling approach and models used in the analysis
(Section 2), results (Section 3), and discussion and conclusions (Section 4).

2. Approach
2.1. CLIMATE SCENARIOS
PCM (Washington et al., 2000; Dai et al., 2004; and Pierce et al., 2004) is a coupled atmosphere, land, ocean, and sea ice system operating on T42 resolution (a
horizontal spatial resolution of 2.8◦ , ∼300 km). The PCM climate scenarios used
for hydrologic and water management analysis include:
• Three future climate ensembles (1995–2098) based on ‘business as usual’
(BAU) emission scenarios (see Dai et al., 2004, for details).
• One 50 year 1995 ‘control’ climate (based on 1995 atmospheric greenhouse
gas concentrations) scenario.
These are the same runs that are described in companion papers by Payne et
al. (2004) for the Columbia River basin and VanRheenen et al. (2004) for the
Sacramento-San Joaquin River basin. A 50 year segment (1950–1999) of a longer
PCM historical climate scenario (1870–2000) was also used to derive statistics for
adjusting climate model bias (see Section 3.1), but was not used directly in the
hydrologic and water resources simulations. Instead, the baseline for comparison
was the observed historical climate (temperature and precipitation from 1950–99),
and associated simulations of hydrology and water resources system performance.
As in Payne et al. (2004) and VanRheenen et al. (2004), results were summarized
into three periods, denoted Periods 1–3: 2010–2039, 2040–2069 and 2070–2098.
The reader is referred to Wood et al. (2002) and Payne et al. (2004) for details
of the method used to translate the climate signal from the ensemble runs into
daily forcing input into the hydrologic model. In brief, though, the method maps
monthly observed and simulated temperature and precipitation probabilities at the
PCM spatial scale (about 3◦ latitude by longitude) to the 1/8-degree resolution of
the hydrology model by mapping from probability distributions of the climate
model output to equivalent climatological probability distributions. The application of the bias correction method in the CORB differs slightly from the methods
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utilized by Payne et al. (2004) and VanRheenen et al. (2004), however: for the
CORB, the mean temperature difference between each BAU scenario and the PCM
historical scenario (50 year period) was removed before, and replaced after, biascorrection, whereas for the other studies this difference was taken with respect to
the PCM control climate. The hydrologically significant warming of the control
climate would have compromised the bias-correction step, were the BAU-control
climate differences used. Hence, the downscaling method projects BAU and control
climate changes relative to observed historical climate (rather than BAU changes
relative to control climate, as was the case for the Payne et al. and VanRheenen
et al. studies) onto the finer hydrological model grid. The monthly climate model
sequences were then temporally disaggregated to create a daily forcing time series
for the hydrology model. This method facilitates investigation of the implications
of the transient (i.e., temporally continuous) nature of climate warming, as opposed
to more common methods in which one or two-decade average temperature and
precipitation changes are applied to historical climate to give a step-wise evolution
of climate change (e.g., Hamlet and Lettenmaier, 1999).
2.2. APPLICATION OF THE VIC MODEL TO THE COLORADO RIVER BASIN
The VIC hydrology model (Liang et al., 1994, 1996) is grid cell-based and typically
run at spatial resolutions ranging from 1/8 to 2 degrees latitude by longitude (∼13
to ∼210 km). The VIC model is driven by gridded precipitation, temperature and
wind time series, all of which have been archived at the 1/8-degree spatial resolution
and sub-daily temporal resolution over the continental U.S. by Maurer et al. (2002).
The model simulates snow accumulation and melt, soil moisture dynamics and
evapotranspiration, as well as surface runoff and baseflow, which are subsequently
routed through a grid-based flow network to simulate streamflow at selected points
within the basin. Details and examples of VIC model applications, calibration approach, and streamflow routing can be found in Nijssen et al. (1997), Maurer et al.
(2001), Nijssen et al. (2001), and Hamlet and Lettenmaier (1999).
For this study, VIC was run at a daily time step. At 1/8-degree spatial resolution,
the Colorado River basin is represented by 4518 cells totaling 630,000 km2 . Runoff
generated by VIC was routed to all modeled reservoirs within the basin as well as
three gauging only stations (Figure 1). Model calibration was performed by adjusting parameters that govern infiltration and baseflow recession to match simulated
streamflows with naturalized streamflows (effects of water management removed)
obtained from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (2000) at selected control points for
the same period of record (Figure 3). The overlapping period of record between
VIC historical simulations and observed naturalized flows was 1950–1989. During this period, VIC cumulative streamflow at Imperial Dam was 768 BCM (623
MAF) while observed naturalized flow was 776 BCM (630 MAF). This represents
a negligible (1%) bias in VIC towards slightly under-predicting streamflow. The
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Figure 3. VIC simulated and naturalized historic observed streamflows at Green River, UT, Cisco,
UT, and Imperial, AZ for 1970–1980.

relative biases at Green River and Colorado River near Cisco were slightly larger
(3 and –9%, respectively).
2.3. COLORADO RIVER RESERVOIR MODEL
For this study, we developed the Colorado River Reservoir Model (CRRM). CRRM
is a simplified version of the USBR Colorado River Simulation System (CRSS)
(Schuster, 1987; USDOI, 1985) that represents the major physical water management structures and operating policies of the system. Both models simulate
the movement and distribution of water within the basin on a monthly time step,
using naturalized (unimpaired) streamflow time series at the inflow points shown in
Figure 1 as input. The models use specified operating policies to simulate reservoir
levels, releases, hydropower production and diversions. Reservoir evaporation is
modeled as a function of reservoir surface area and mean monthly temperature.
Evaporative losses are removed from system storage before other potential storage
reductions, such as water deliveries, are considered.
The Colorado River is among the most heavily regulated in the world. Since
1922 there have been over 50 court decisions, state statutes, interstate compacts,
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and international treaties that now comprise what is known as the Law of the River.
The main regulation affecting operation of the basin reservoirs is a mandatory release of 10.2 BCM (8.23 MAF) per year from Glen Canyon Dam for consumptive
use in the Lower Basin states (Arizona, Nevada and California) and one half of
Mexico’s allotment, and an annual release from Imperial Dam into Mexico of 1.9
BCM (1.5 MAF) (USDOI, 2000). Like CRSS, CRRM requires Glen Canyon dam
to make releases regardless of the reservoir level relative to its minimum power
pool (i.e., the minimum water storage at which power is generated) of 1201 m (USDOI, 1985). Only when the reservoir is at its dead storage volume (storage below
which withdrawals are not possible) are releases to the Lower Basin curtailed. Lake
Powell has never been drawn this low and the actual operating procedures if this
level were to be approached are a matter of contention. Compact deliveries from
the Lower Basin into Mexico are met completely unless Lake Mead is drawn to its
minimum power pool elevation of 330 m. At this elevation, the Metropolitan Water
District (Los Angeles) and Mexico’s demands are constrained, while restrictions
already imposed on the Central Arizona Project and Southern Nevada Water Authority (at the elevation of 343 m) are increased. Although these depletions can be
eliminated in CRRM, actual operations in the basin are unlikely to do so. CRRM,
like CRSS, does not impose shortages on the Upper Basin but rather passes them
on to the Lower Basin, even though this could be ruled a violation of the Colorado
River Compact (Hundley, 1975). Model operating policies that recognize the Upper
Basin has present perfected water rights (water rights obtained before June 25,
1929 and given highest priority) to only 2.5 BCM/yr (2 MAF/yr) would not impose
the same shortages upon the Lower Basin and Mexico.
Because a large part of the total system storage volume is in Lakes Powell
and Mead, not all the physical or operational complexities of the river system
need to be represented in CRRM to enable assessment of climate change implications for reservoir system performance. The actual reservoir system is abstracted
into four equivalent reservoirs: Flaming Gorge, Navajo, Lake Powell, and Lake
Mead. Of these, the modeled characteristics of Lake Powell and Navajo Reservoir
are essentially equivalent to those of the true reservoirs, whereas the equivalent
Flaming Gorge includes Fontenelle’s storage capacity and Lake Mead includes
the storage volumes of downstream reservoirs that are not explicitly represented.
Hydropower is simulated at three of the four reservoirs (Navajo has no hydropower
production, and hydropower at upstream reservoirs is insignificant) as well as at
run-of-the-river reservoirs at Parker and Davis.
Although water demand may well increase as climate change evolves and
population expands, most results in this study are based on the Multi Species Conservation Program (MSCP) (USDOI, 2000) baseline demand for 2000, so as not to
confound interpretation of climate change effects with transient demand effects. In
Section 3.4.6, however, we examine system sensitivity to increased Upper Basin
demands. In both demand scenarios (fixed and increasing), Lower Basin demands
are the full entitlement of 9.2 BCM/yr (7.5 MAF/yr). Upper Basin demands for
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runs using the 2000 baseline are fixed at 5.2 BCM/yr (4.2 MAF/yr). Runs that
utilize increasing demands begin with Upper Basin demands of 5.2 BCM/yr (4.2
MAF/yr) and increase to 6.7 BCM/yr (5.4 MAF/yr) in 2060, with demand constant
thereafter. The MSCP provides the USBR’s best estimate of projected withdrawals
and consumptive uses of Colorado River water.
CRRM uses individual monthly return ratios for each of the 11 aggregated
withdrawal points to represent return flows to the river. If there is insufficient water
within a river reach or reservoir to meet a demand, the upstream reservoir will
make a supplemental release to attempt to fulfill the withdrawal. The next reservoir
upstream is also allowed to make releases to meet this shortfall.
Present perfected water rights are not explicitly modeled in CRRM. Instead
priority is given to upstream users except in the case of Lower Basin shortages. As
specified in the Law of the River, when Lake Mead is at or below an elevation of
343 m, level one shortages are imposed and deliveries to Central Arizona Project
(CAP) are reduced from 1.7 BCM/yr (1.4 MAF/yr) to 1.2 BCM/yr (1 MAF/yr) and
annual deliveries to the Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) are reduced
from 0.35 BCM (0.28 MAF) to 0.32 BCM (0.26 MAF). Level two shortages are
imposed at a Lake Mead elevation of 330 m and deliveries to CAP, SNWA, MWD,
and Mexico are reduced proportionally, to zero if need be, in an attempt to keep
Lake Mead at or above its minimum power pool. If Lake Powell has a greater
active storage volume than Lake Mead, CRRM equalizes the two as specified by
the Criteria for Coordinated Long-Range Operations of Colorado River Reservoirs
(USDOI, 1985). CRRM requires the evacuation of 6.6 BCM (5.4 MAF) of flood
control space in the system by January of every year. We do not explicitly evaluate
the effects of shifts in the seasonality of demands or the overall potential of mitigating climate change effects via altered reservoir management, although in Section 4
we do note that both the effects of seasonal changes in demand and the potential
for mitigation via altered operation are minimal, for reasons having to do with the
large ratio of reservoir system active storage to mean annual reservoir inflow in the
CORB.
Validation of CRRM was performed by comparing observed reservoir conditions and operations from 1970–1990 with CRRM simulations driven by historic
naturalized inflows for the same period. This period was chosen because Glen
Canyon Dam came on line in the 1960s and naturalized inflows do not exist for
the period after 1990. Note that this 21-year validation run is not the simulated
historical climate analysis used for comparison to the control and future climates;
the latter run spans the period 1950–99.
Figure 4a shows that CRRM reproduces observed historical aggregated reservoir storage despite its simplifications; while Figure 4b shows total basin monthly
hydropower production. CRRM simulates well the storage capacity with a –1%
monthly error and 0% accumulated error relative to observed historical for the
period 1970–1990. The mid 1980s brought abnormally high flows in the basin and
full reservoir storages. CRRM does not have a capability to utilize inflow forecast-
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Figure 4. (a) CRRM simulated and observed total basin storage for 1970–90; (b) CRRM simulated
and observed total basin monthly hydropower production for 1970–90.

ing and therefore does not simulate monthly variations in hydropower production
very well under high inflow conditions (21% relative error on a monthly scale).
However, because observed and simulated historical annual values are comparable
(12% accumulated error over the period 1970–1990, relative to observed historical), and because the control and BAU climate scenarios used in this study do not
lead to full reservoir levels, CRRM arguably represents hydropower production
adequately for the purposes of this study.

3. Results
Downscaled PCM climate scenario results were compared to a 1950–99 baseline of
observations – daily precipitation and temperature time series – included in the 1/8degree gridded hydroclimatic analysis of Maurer et al. (2002), from which averages
and other statistics were calculated. The hydrologic results for the downscaled
PCM scenarios (control and BAU) were compared to the hydrologic variables
(snow water equivalent and runoff, primarily, but also evaporation) simulated by
VIC when driven at a daily time step by the gridded observed precipitation and temperature. This historical baseline hydrologic simulation and the averages derived
from it span 1950–99, matching the observed historical climate baseline.
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3.1. DOWNSCALED CLIMATE CHANGES
Figures 5a,b show the basin-average annual temperature and precipitation time
series for the individual BAU ensemble members, as well as the long-term observed (1950–99) and control climate averages. The control run represents a static
1995 climate and has a temperature approximately 0.5 ◦ C warmer than the mean
of the historical observations, which arguably reflects warming that has occurred
in the last 50 years. Most of the control run warming occurs in the late winter
and spring (Figure 5c). Average temperature for the BAU ensemble members is
1.0, 1.7 and 2.4 ◦ C warmer than average observed climate during Periods 1, 2, and
3, respectively. There is considerable inter-annual and inter-decadal variability in
temperature.
Control climate basin-wide annual average precipitation is 1% (3.2 mm/yr) less
than the observed historical (1950–99) average. Precipitation in Periods 1–3 is
3% (10 mm/yr), 6% (20 mm/yr), and 3% (10 mm/yr) lower than the observed,
respectively. Period 2 has the lowest precipitation due to the fact that decades 2040
and 2060 are relatively dry (Figure 5b). The control climate seasonal distribution
of precipitation is very similar to the observed (Figure 5d), and the same general
pattern is true of the BAU ensembles, although precipitation amounts are less for
all three periods during the winter and Period 3 has an average late summer peak
that is greater than in both the observed and control climates.
The results presented above are basin averages, but regional variations exist:
the future climate change scenarios predict a 0–10% increase of precipitation in
the Rocky Mountain headwaters of the Colorado, which is consistent with previous studies (Nash and Gleick, 1991; McCabe and Hay, 1995), but a 10–15%
precipitation decrease in northwestern Arizona. Averaged over the entire basin,
the precipitation generally decreases for the future climate scenarios, although as
shown in Section 3.3 the regional differences can have important implications for
projected streamflow changes.
3.2. SNOWPACK CHANGES
Snowpack is reported as snow water equivalent (SWE), the depth (mm) of water
the snowpack would produce if melted. Figure 6 shows average April 1 SWE
for simulated historical (1950–1999) conditions, for the control climate and for
future climate Periods 1–3. The simulated basin-average SWE for the control run
is 86% of the historical SWE, while BAU Periods 1, 2, and 3 have 76, 71, and
70%, respectively, of historical April 1 SWE. The reduced control climate SWE
relative to historical SWE is due mostly to higher spring temperatures, while the
reduced SWE in the BAU ensembles is attributable to both higher temperatures
and reduced winter and/or spring precipitation (Figure 5). The parts of the domain
with relatively high April 1 SWE in the historical run all show SWE reductions in
the control and future climate scenarios, and the greatest reductions are in southern
Colorado, and in Periods 2 and 3. April 1 snow covered area, on the other hand,
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Figure 5. (a) Downscaled Colorado River basin average annual temperature for BAU ensemble
climate simulations (Period 1, 2010–2039; Period 2, 2040–2069, Period 3, 2070–2098), with simulated historic and control means shown for reference; (b) same for precipitation; (c) mean annual
cycle of basin-average temperature for simulated historic, control, and BAU Periods 1–3 (mean of 3
ensembles); (d) same for precipitation.

remains mostly unchanged in the high elevation Rockies but is reduced in the high
plains of western Colorado where snow cover is generally thin. These results are
consistent with Brown et al. (2000), Wilby et al. (1999), McCabe and Wolock
(1999) and Nash and Gleick (1993).
3.3. RUNOFF AND STREAMFLOW CHANGES
Figure 6 shows annual average changes in runoff for the control climate and for
Periods 1–3 (Period 1, 2010–2039; Period 2, 2040–2069, Period 3, 2070–2098)
relative to simulated historical runoff. The runoff ratio for the Colorado River
is low, which is typical of semi-arid watersheds. Historical basin average annual
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Figure 6. Simulated April 1 snow water equivalent for simulated historical, control, and Periods 1–3
(the mean of 3 ensembles: 2010–2039, 2040–2069, 2070–2098).
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Table I
Annual average precipitation, evapotranspiration, and runoff for historic (HIST),
control (CTRL), and future Periods 1–3 (in mm/yr)

HIST
CTRL
Period 1
Period 2
Period 3

Precipitation, mm
(% relative to
HIST)

Evaporation, mm
(% relative to
HIST)

Runoff, mm
(% relative to
HIST)

Runoff ratio
(%)

354 (n/a)
351 (99)
344 (97)
334 (94)
344 (97)

310 (n/a)
311 (100)
305 (98)
298 (96)
306 (99)

45 (n/a)
41 (90)
39 (86)
37 (82)
37 (83)

12.7
11.6
11.3
11.1
10.8

precipitation is 355 mm, of which 310 mm evaporates, leaving 45 mm to runoff,
for a runoff ratio of about 13%. The average annual precipitation in the control run
is 351 mm, with 310 mm of evapotranspiration, leaving 41 mm to runoff. Annual
average basin precipitation, evapotranspiration, and runoff for all periods are given
in Table I, which shows that the temperature-driven increases in evapotranspiration
result in a progressive decline in runoff ratio from the historical climate to the
control and BAU climates.
Although the difference in runoff of 4 mm might appear insignificant, it represents a reduction of almost 10% in the mean annual flow, which we will show has
major implications for reservoir system performance. Reductions in precipitation
and increases in temperature in Periods 1, 2, and 3 lead to reductions in annual
runoff of 14, 18, and 17%, respectively, relative to simulated historical runoff. This
impact is about double that shown by Nash and Gleick (1991, 1993) who predicted
a more or less proportionate response of streamflow to precipitation changes. However, a variety of water balance studies (e.g., Schaake, 1990; Sankarasubramanian
and Vogel, 2001) have shown that particularly in arid and semi-arid climates, there
is an amplification of changes in precipitation into runoff changes, because evaporation is more or less extracted ‘from the top’. For instance, considered as an
elasticity (percent change in runoff divided by percent change in precipitation),
the multiplier for the southwestern U.S. as shown by Sankarasubramanian and
Vogel (2001) was typically in the range 2–4, which is consistent with our results.
Furthermore, an analysis of spatial patterns in our simulation results showed that in
the high elevation headwaters that are the source of a disproportionate fraction of
the total runoff, earlier snowmelt lead to considerable enhancement in the modeled
evapotranspiration, further reducing the runoff ratio locally.
In addition to changes in runoff volume, streamflow timing is shifted as a result
of earlier spring snowmelt in the BAU ensembles, as shown in Figure 7b. Earlier
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Figure 7. (a) Spatial distribution of predicted changes in mean annual runoff for control and BAU
Periods 1–3 (averaged over 3 ensembles) relative to simulated historic, and (b) mean monthly hydrograph for the Green River at Green River, UT, Colorado River near Cisco, UT, and the Colorado
River below Imperial, AZ for simulated historic, control, and BAU Period 1–3 simulations (BAU
results averaged over 3 ensembles).

spring freshet for Periods 1–3 and the control climate is due to higher spring
temperatures, which results in precipitation falling as rain instead of snow and
an earlier snowmelt of a lighter snow pack. In the Upper Basin, the historical
climate streamflows peak in June, whereas streamflow for the control climate has
roughly equivalent flows in May and June, and BAU climate streamflows peak in
May. Control and BAU climate streamflows all show significant summer volume
reductions. In the Lower Basin (at Imperial, AZ), the progressive shift in peak is
not as distinct, although the volume reductions are similar. This might be due to a
larger temperature difference in the Upper Basin between BAU climate averages
and the control and historical climates. In Period 2 the lowest peak seasonal flows
and fall/early winter flows are generally lower than in the other periods, partly due
to low precipitation (Figure 5d). These results are qualitatively similar to those
of previous studies based both on GCM-derived and prescribed change scenarios
(Nash and Gleick, 1991, 1993; Wilby et al., 1999; Wolock and McCabe, 1999).
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3.4. WATER RESOURCE SYSTEM EFFECTS
The reliability of the Colorado River water resource system is extremely sensitive
to reductions in annual inflow volume because the historical streamflow is almost
fully allocated. 20.3 BCM (16.5 MAF) have been allocated for consumptive use
while the average historical inflow from 1906–1990 is only 20.5 BCM (16.6 MAF).
This consumptive use does not account for reservoir evaporation, which takes up
to an additional 2 BCM out of the system annually. The system has been able to
operate reliably in the past because the Upper Basin has not utilized its full entitlement. In the results below, Upper Basin consumptive use is fixed at the year 2000
amount of 5.2 BCM (4.2 MAF) which results in a total system demand of about
18.0 BCM (including reservoir evaporation), or about 90% of the mean historical
flows. Results presented later (Section 3.4.6) evaluate system performance with
Upper Basin demands increasing to 6.7 BCM (5.4 MAF) in year 2060, for a total
system demand, including reservoir evaporation, of 19.2 BCM.
In this section we show selected results for reservoir storage, Law of the River
compliance, water deliveries, hydropower production, and probability of uncontrolled spills. Although these results are consistent with previous climate change
studies of the basin (Nash and Gleick, 1993), they should not be taken as predictions as to how the system will operate in the future, but rather as general
sensitivities to possible future inflows. However, it should also be recognized
that among the various GCM scenarios prepared for the 2001 Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report, PCM projects changes in temperature and
precipitation that tend to be near the low end of the range.
The PCM scenario (control and BAU average climate) results are compared
to a baseline historical water resources system simulation (CRRM driven by VIC
simulated historical streamflows, spanning 1950–99). Results presented for Periods
1–3 are the BAU averages of each scenario’s minimum, average and maximum.
Results for CRRM simulations with current operating policies and fixed year 2000
demands are presented in Sections 3.4.1 to 3.4.5; results for the increased demand
scenario are presented in Section 3.4.6 and initial condition sensitivity analysis is
reported in Section 3.4.7.
3.4.1. Storage
Figure 8 shows the January 1 annual storage for the control run, the three CRRM
climate change simulations, the average of the three simulations, and the 1950–
90 CRRM historical storage average, minimum and maximum. Initial reservoir
levels in each run correspond to the actual state of the system in January of 1970
(total system storage of 35.5 BCM (28.8 MAF)). The initial reservoir levels at the
beginning of Periods 1, 2 and 3 (respectively 2010–2039; 2040–2069; 2070–2098)
are the values simulated by CRRM and vary considerably due to the particular
sequences of inflows and releases leading up to the respective periods.
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Figure 8. Simulated total January 1 storage. Historical and control period mean annual minimum,
average and maximum are shown, with monthly time series from the BAU simulation ensembles and
BAU ensemble average. BAU ensemble mean storage values for Periods 1–3 are 24.1, 26.3 and 22.8
BCM/yr, respectively.

When CRRM was forced with VIC simulated historic streamflow from 1950–
1999, current operating policies, and year 2000 demands, average January 1
reservoir storage was 39.9 BCM (32.4 MAF) with a minimum and maximum of
19.3 BCM (15.7 MAF) and 64.4 BCM (52.2 MAF), respectively. For the control
climate, average storage was 7% less relative to simulated historical, and was respectively 36, 32 and 40% less for Periods 1, 2, and 3. These results show that the
relatively modest changes in streamflow (10–18%) result in much larger changes
in reservoir storage. Decreases are quite drastic but are to be expected given the
fact that system demands under historical conditions only barely exceed system
inflows, and for changes in streamflow of greater than about 10%, system inflow is
less than demand which is certain, given enough time, to result in reservoir system
failures. Similar results were found by Nash and Gleick (1993); specifically they
found using CRSS that a 10–20% reduction in natural runoff would cause mean
annual reductions in storage of 30 to 60%.
The control run and Periods 1 and 2 have a large variability in the storage relative to simulated historic. Although Period 1 had the highest natural flow, Period 2
had the highest average storage. This is because one of the ensemble sequences was
relatively wet in Period 1, resulting in initial Period 2 average reservoir levels that
were about 5.0 BCM (4.1 MAF) and 8.0 BCM (6.5 MAF) higher than Periods 1
and 3, respectively. Period 3 has less storage variability between the maximum and
minimum storages relative to simulated historical and also has the lowest reservoir
levels. This is due primarily to having the lowest average initial reservoir storage
coupled with inflows lower than those in Period 1. Minimum storage was 30%
of capacity for the historical climate and 24% for control. For future Periods 1–
3, minima were all in the range of 12–15 BCM (9–12 MAF) or 15–20%, which
is about equal to the inactive capacity of Lake Mead and the dead pool of Lake
Powell – i.e., the system effectively fails at least once in each of the future climate
ensembles.
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Figure 9. Simulated average annual release from Glen Canyon Dam to the Lower Basin and probability that release targets are met for simulated historical, control, and BAU Period 1–3 simulations
(BAU results averaged over 3 ensembles).

3.4.2. Compact Compliance
The main operating objectives set forth in the Law of the River are a mandatory
moving 10-year average release of 10.1 BCM/yr (8.23 MAF/yr) from Lake Powell
into the Lower Basin and 1.9 BCM/yr (1.52 MAF/yr) released to Mexico from
Imperial Dam (USDOI, 1985). CRRM imposes delivery shortages (for both Upper and Lower Basin deliveries in this section and Central Arizona Project and
Metropolitan Water District withdrawals in the next section) in its historic simulation even though the need for such reductions has never actually occurred in the
basin to date. It does so for two main reasons: (1) CRRM models Central Arizona
Project withdrawals (1.8 BCM/yr) during the entire period, not just from the date
(1985) when Central Arizona Project actually came online. This includes the 1953–
1964 period which the USBR considers the most critical drought of record. (2) The
entire simulation uses year 2000 demands, which exceed the actual demands during
much of the historical period. Figures 9 and 10 show average releases to the Lower
Basin and to Mexico, respectively, as well as the percentage of years in which the
compact requirements were met or exceeded.
The average Lake Powell release for the historical period was 11.5 BCM/yr (9.3
MAF/yr), with 92% of years having releases greater than or equal to the Compact
requirement. The simulated historical average annual release to Mexico was 2.3
BCM/yr (1.9 MAF/yr) with 72% of years meeting or exceeding the Compact requirement. The control run had an average release from the Upper Basin of 10.4
BCM/yr (8.4 MAF/yr), with 80% of the years satisfying the Compact requirement.
The average release into Mexico was 1.4 BCM/yr (1.1 MAF/yr) (less than the Compact requirement), with violations occurring in 32% of the years. Average annual
releases from Lake Powell were reduced to about 9.7 BCM/yr (7.9 MAF/yr) during
Periods 1–3. The percent of years in which releases exceed the Compact minimum
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Figure 10. Simulated average annual release from Imperial Dam to Mexico and probability that
release targets are met for simulated historical, control, and BAU Period 1–3 simulations (BAU
results averaged over 3 ensembles).

Figure 11. Probability of a delivery shortage to Central Arizona Project and Metropolitan Water
District; and average amount of shortages for simulated historical, control, and BAU Period 1–3
simulations (BAU results averaged over 3 ensembles).

were 59, 73, and 77 for Periods 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Average reliability for
Period 1 was low due to one of the three ensembles being dry during this period
and having compact violations 70% of the time while Period 3 reliabilities were
quite good, relatively speaking, because one ensemble was quite wet during this
period and had no compact violations. The reliability of releases to Mexico was
also significantly reduced during all future periods. Average deliveries to Mexico
in Periods 1, 2, and 3 were 0.9 BCM/yr (0.8 MAF/yr), 1.2 BCM/yr (1.0 MAF/yr),
and 1.1 BCM/yr (0.9 MAF/yr), respectively. The percent of years in which full
releases were made dropped to 24, 46, and 25 for Periods 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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Figure 12. Simulated total energy production. Historical and control period mean annual minimum,
average and maximum are shown, with monthly time series from the BAU simulation ensembles and
BAU ensemble average. BAU ensemble mean hydropower for Periods 1–3 are 3909, 4191 and 2913
GWhr/yr, respectively.

3.4.3. Central Arizona Project (CAP), Southern Nevada Water Authority
(SNWA), and Metropolitan Water District (MWD) Deliveries
Simulations using simulated 1950–99 streamflows along with year 2000 demands
resulted in 60% of the years having Level 1 shortages (imposed upon CAP and
SNWA when Lake Mead drops below 343 m). During the historical simulation,
Lake Mead dropped to 330 m, resulting in Level 2 shortages 28% of the time
(Figure 12). The first half of the control run was wet with high storage volumes
and no shortages. The second half was considerably drier resulting in imposition
of Level 1 shortage restrictions 50% of the time and Level 2 shortages 32% of the
time. However, as shown in Figure 12, even though the probability of Level 1 and
Level 2 shortfalls was similar for the simulated historical and control simulations,
the magnitude of shortfalls was generally larger in the control than in the historical
simulation. In Periods 1, 2, and 3, Level 1 shortages occurred in almost all years
(92%, 89%, and 100%, respectively). Level 2 restrictions were also frequent (77%,
54%, and 75% in Periods 1, 2, and 3, respectively). Although Period 2 inflow was
the lowest, its average CAP, SNWA and MWD reliability was the highest because
of both its high initial storage and because two of the three ensemble members
were relatively wet and reliable during this period. This agrees once again with
Nash and Gleick (1993), who concluded that if runoff drops 5% (ours is 10–18%),
full scheduled deliveries would be met in only 25% of the years and that in half of
the years, only minimum levels would be delivered.
We note that CRRM has prescribed seasonality of demands that does not change
with evolving climate. It is quite likely that the pattern of demands would respond
somewhat to climate change. However, such changes are likely to have minimal
effect on reservoir system performance, because the total system storage is much
larger (a factor of about four) than the mean annual inflow, and therefore reservoir
system performance responds effectively only to multi-year variability in inflows.
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3.4.4. Hydropower
Hydropower production is a function of both reservoir elevation (head) and streamflow volume. Because of Lake Mead’s relatively high inactive storage (amount of
storage that cannot be withdrawn for hydropower) of 12.3 BCM (10.0 MAF), the
basin’s hydropower production is very sensitive to reduced streamflow and storage.
While Lakes Mead and Powell were drawn down below their minimum power
pool and therefore produced no electricity in some simulations, Flaming Gorge
remained relatively full throughout all simulations. Davis and Parker are run of the
river dams with relatively fixed head.
The historical simulation produced an average annual hydropower output of
8,100 GW-hr/yr while minimum annual generation was 3,300 GW-hr/yr and maximum was 17,000 GW-hr/yr (Figure 12). The control run had an average output of
6800 GW-hr/yr, i.e., a reduction of 16% relative to simulated historical, a minimum
of 1100 GW-hr/yr, and maximum of 10,200 GW-hr/yr. Periods 1–3 had average
outputs of 4400, 5500 and 4700 GW-hr/yr, respectively, which is a decrease of 56,
45 and 53% relative to simulated historical. The simulated historical minimum,
average, and maximum values were considerably higher due to the fact that neither
Lake Mead nor Powell dropped below its minimum power pool elevation in the
historical simulation. The control and BAU simulations had similar annual minimum productions corresponding to years in which both Glen Canyon and Hoover
were below minimum power pool. Period 2 (2040–2069) had the highest average
annual hydropower production of the three future periods as a result of its relatively
high average total basin storage. For comparison, Nash and Gleick (1993) found
that a 2◦ increase in temperature with a small increase in precipitation resulted in
reductions in power generation of 60%, which is an even more drastic reduction
than we found.
3.4.5. Spills
Due to lower inflow volumes and greater storage space available, the system is less
likely to have uncontrolled spills (releases that do not generate hydropower) in the
future (Figure 13). In the historic run, 18% of years had one or more months with
a spill while the control run had only 14% of years with a spill. Spill probability
was reduced to 7, 7, and 2% for Periods 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
3.4.6. Sensitivity to Increased Upper Basin Demands
The previous results are for Upper Basin demands fixed at the MSCP year 2000
values of 5.2 BCM/yr (4.2 MAF/yr). A subset of the simulations reported above
were run with a linear increase in these demands over time to 6.7 BCM/yr (5.4
MAF/yr) in 2060, after which they were held constant. Annual demands in the
Lower Basin and Mexico remained fixed at 9.2 BCM/yr (7.5 MAF/yr) and 1.9
BCM/yr (1.5 MAF/yr), respectively.
Under the increasing Upper Basin demand scenario, average storage dropped
by 1.7 BCM (1.4 MAF) in Period 1 and by 4.8 BCM (3.9 MAF) in Periods 2
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Figure 13. Probability a given year will have an uncontrolled spill (release that does not generate
hydropower) and average amount of spill for simulated historical, control, and BAU Period 1–3
simulations (BAU results averaged over 3 ensembles).
Table II
Summary of changes in reservoir system performance for Periods 1–3, with increasing Upper
Basin demands, relative to the year 2000 fixed demand CRRM simulations

Period 1
Period 2
Period 3

Change in
average basin
storage
(BCM/yr)

Change in
Glen Canyon
mean release
(BCM/yr)

Change in
Glen Canyon
release
reliability

Change in
Mexico
delivery
reliability

Change in
MWD delivery

–1.7
–4.8
–4.8

–0.33
–0.67
–0.75

–0.08
–0.14
–0.30

–0.03
–0.19
–0.18

–0.05
–0.20
–0.19

and 3 (Table II) relative to the previous year 2000 fixed demand simulations. This
represents reductions ranging from 7 to 20%. Releases from Glen Canyon to the
Lower Basin were reduced by 0.33 BCM/yr (0.27 MAF/yr) on average for Period 1,
0.67 BCM/yr (0.54 MAF/yr) for Period 2, and by 0.75 BCM/yr (0.61 MAF/yr) for
Period 3. Reliability of releases to Mexico decreased by 3% in Period 1 and 19%
in Periods 2 and 3. Annual delivery volumes to Mexico were reduced by 0.14
BCM/yr (0.11 MAF/yr), 0.23 BCM/yr (0.19 MAF/yr), and 0.38 BCM/yr (0.31
MAF/yr) for Periods 1–3, respectively. The reliability of deliveries to Central Arizona Project, Southern Nevada Water Authority, and Metropolitan Water District
were also reduced by 5 to 20%.
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Table III
Annual average precipitation, evapotranspiration, and runoff for historic (HIST), control
(CTRL), and future climate periods
Temp.
change,
◦C

Precip.

Evap.

Runoff

Storage

Hydropower

Probability
of spills/
years

HIST

n/a
+0.5
+1.0
+1.7
+2.0

310
mm/yr
0%
–2%
–4%
–1%

45
mm/yr
–10%
–14%
–18%
–17%

39.9
BCM/yr
–7%
–36%
–32%
–40%

8,123 GWhr/yr
–16%
–56%
–45%
–53%

18%/yr

CTRL
Period 1
Period 2
Period 3

354
mm/yr
–1%
–3%
–6%
–3%

12%
7%
7%
6%

3.4.7. Sensitivity of Results to Initial Reservoir Storage
In all results presented to this point, CRRM’s initial total basin storage volume was
set to 35.5 BCM. This amount corresponds to the actual January 1, 1970 storage
in the basin (Navajo Reservoir: 1.3 BCM, Flaming Gorge Reservoir: 1.9 BCM,
Lake Powell: 11.5 BCM, and Lake Mead: 20.8 BCM). For this reason, the initial
storage in Periods 1, 2, and 3 (which are 13, 43, and 73 years, respectively, after
the initial year of the future runs) differ from each other. This in turn affects the
simulated performance of the reservoir system. The rationale for prescribing initial
reservoir storage in this way is that it reflects the evolution of climate over the
21st century as simulated by PCM in each of the three ensembles. However, this
results in the initial storage ‘inheriting’ characteristics of flows before the period
of interest, and may complicate interpretation of the results, especially given that
the Colorado River system has a large storage to runoff ratio, which increases the
importance of initial storage. Therefore, a subset of runs was performed in which
reservoir levels were reset to 35.5 BCM at the beginning of each period. Tables II
and III summarize changes in simulated total basin storage and hydropower production associated with the changes in initial storage. In general, the changes are
modest, especially in Period 1. Percent changes in minimum and maximum values
of storage and hydropower are dominated by extremes in the individual ensemble
members and when averaged do not duplicate the same trend as the change in average initial storage. However, average storage and hydropower production increase
and decrease corresponding to respective increases and decreases in average initial
storage values.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
For the Colorado River basin, our results show that climate change over the next
century as predicted by PCM would lead to a situation where total system demand
(water deliveries plus reservoir evaporation) would exceed (decreasing) reservoir
inflows, bringing about a substantial degradation in system performance. A large
body of literature (now some years old; see Burges and Linsley, 1971 for a review), not to speak of basic physical reasoning, shows that no reservoir system
can deliver, over the long term, water demands that exceed the mean inflows, and
that the reliability of a reservoir system decreases rapidly as demands approach
the mean inflow. The high sensitivity of the Colorado River reservoir system quite
simply results from the fact that the current demands are not much less than the
mean inflows, and so decreasing the mean inflow slightly results in substantial
degradation of system performance. The situation would be further exacerbated
by increasing the demands, e.g., as the Upper Basin states move toward their full
entitlements.
The Colorado River basin represents one of the endpoints among the three Accelerated Climate Prediction Initiative (ACPI) water resources studies reported in
this volume. The Columbia River basin (Payne et al., this volume) has relatively
high runoff per unit area and low reservoir storage relative to the mean annual
inflow. Its performance is therefore quite sensitive to changes in the seasonal distribution in inflows that would be associated with earlier snowmelt in a warmer
climate. The Sacramento–San Joaquin River system, investigated by VanRheenen
et al. (this volume), has intermediate runoff per unit area and reservoir storage
relative to its mean inflows. The Colorado River reservoir system, by contrast, is
highly insensitive to the seasonal pattern of reservoir inflows, and by implication,
changes in the seasonal distribution of runoff associated with a warmer climate
– reservoir system performance depends much more critically on the total annual
inflows. Furthermore, although not investigated in this study, Maurer et al. (2003)
have shown that the relative worth of reservoir system inflow forecasts generally
decreases as the reservoir storage capacity relative to the mean inflow increases,
hence performance of the system is not expected to be very sensitive to the quality
of reservoir inflow forecasts (as a side note, CRRM effectively assumes perfect
inflow forecasts). In general, because of the (relative) size of the reservoir system,
it is unlikely that changes in reservoir operating policies can adequately mitigate
the effects of climate change and associated hydrologic changes in the basin.
Given the relatively high sensitivity of system inflows to temperature change,
and the minimal possibilities for mitigation of system performance degradations
associated with reduced inflows, demand reductions would almost certainly be
required were the PCM climate predictions to prove accurate. The need for such
action cannot itself be taken as a prediction; it is only indicated as the sensitivity
to the particular set of climate predictions associated with PCM as run with the
BAU emissions scenario. As noted in studies referenced above for the Colorado
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River basin, and by IPCC (2001) for global land areas, climate models essentially
all predict warming over the next century. However, predictions of precipitation
change, especially over the interior of the continents (e.g., Colorado River basin),
span the entire range from substantial (greater than 20% on annual average) decreases to substantial increases. PCM, by way of comparison, predicts modest
decreases in precipitation, and modest increases in temperature. By implication, the
predicted streamflow changes and associated reservoir storages over the Colorado
basin from this study should, very roughly, be slightly to the low end (i.e., modest
streamflow decreases) of the spectrum of sensitivities over all GCMs. We hasten
to add, though, that this is an inference rather than a direct result, and furthermore
we must caution that all GCMs should not be weighted equally. We do, however,
think it is reasonable to consider the results as a plausible indication of the future,
and one to which water resources planning over the next century should be capable
of responding.
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INTRODUCTION
Millennial-length hydroclimate reconstructions over Western North
America (1–4) feature notable periods of extensive and persistent
Medieval-era droughts. Such “megadrought” events exceeded the duration of any drought observed during the historical record and had profound impacts on regional societies and ecosystems (2, 5, 6). These past
droughts illustrate the relatively narrow view of hydroclimate variability
captured by the observational record, even as recent extreme events
(7–9) highlighted concerns that global warming may be contributing
to contemporary droughts (10, 11) and will amplify drought severity in
the future (11–15). A comprehensive understanding of global warming
and 21st century drought therefore requires placing projected hydroclimate trends within the context of drought variability over much longer time scales (16, 17). This would also allow us to establish the
potential risk (that is, likelihood of occurrence) of future conditions
matching or exceeding the severest droughts of the last millennium.
Quantitatively comparing 21st century drought projections from
general circulation models (GCMs) to the paleo-record is nevertheless
a significant technical challenge. Most GCMs provide soil moisture
diagnostics, but their land surface models often vary widely in terms
of parameterizations and complexity (for example, soil layering and
vegetation). There are few large-scale soil moisture measurements that
can be easily compared to modeled soil moisture, and none for intervals
longer than the satellite record. Instead, drought is typically monitored
in the real world using offline models or indices that can be estimated
from more widely measured data, such as temperature and precipitation.
One common metric is the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI)
(18), widely used for drought monitoring and as a target variable for
proxy-based reconstructions (1, 2). PDSI is a locally normalized index
of soil moisture availability, calculated from the balance of moisture
supply (precipitation) and demand (evapotranspiration). Because PDSI
is normalized on the basis of local average moisture conditions, it can be
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used to compare variability and trends in drought across regions. Average moisture conditions (relative to a defined baseline) are denoted by
PDSI = 0; negative PDSI values indicate drier than average conditions
(droughts), and positive PDSI values indicate wetter than normal
conditions (pluvials). PDSI is easily calculated from GCMs using variables from the atmosphere portion of the model (for example, precipitation, temperature, and humidity) and can be compared directly to
observations. However, whereas recent work has demonstrated that
PDSI is able to accurately reflect the surface moisture balance in GCMs
(19), other studies have highlighted concerns that PDSI may overestimate
21st century drying because of its relatively simple soil moisture accounting
and lack of direct CO2 effects that are expected to reduce evaporative losses
(12, 20, 21). We circumvent these concerns by using a more physically
based version of PDSI (13) (based on the Penman-Monteith potential
evapotranspiration formulation) in conjunction with soil moisture from
the GCMs to demonstrate robust drought responses to climate change
in the Central Plains (105°W–92°W, 32°N–46°N) and the Southwest
(125°W–105°W, 32°N–41°N) regions of Western North America.

RESULTS
We calculate summer season [June-July-August (JJA)] PDSI and
integrated soil moisture from the surface to ~30-cm (SM-30cm) and
~2- to 3-m (SM-2m) depths from 17 GCMs (tables S1 and S2) in phase
5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) database
(22). We focus our analyses and presentation on the RCP 8.5 “businessas-usual” high emissions scenario, designed to yield an approximate
top-of-atmosphere radiative imbalance of +8.5 W m−2 by 2100. We also
conduct the same analyses for a more moderate emissions scenario
(RCP 4.5).
Over the calibration interval (1931–1990), the PDSI distributions
from the models are statistically indistinguishable from the North
American Drought Atlas (NADA) (two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test, p ≥ 0.05), although there are some significant deviations in some
models during other historical intervals. North American drought
variability during the historical period in both models and observations is driven primarily by ocean-atmosphere teleconnections,
1 of 7
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In the Southwest and Central Plains of Western North America, climate change is expected to increase drought
severity in the coming decades. These regions nevertheless experienced extended Medieval-era droughts that
were more persistent than any historical event, providing crucial targets in the paleoclimate record for benchmarking the severity of future drought risks. We use an empirical drought reconstruction and three soil moisture
metrics from 17 state-of-the-art general circulation models to show that these models project significantly drier
conditions in the later half of the 21st century compared to the 20th century and earlier paleoclimatic intervals.
This desiccation is consistent across most of the models and moisture balance variables, indicating a coherent and
robust drying response to warming despite the diversity of models and metrics analyzed. Notably, future drought
risk will likely exceed even the driest centuries of the Medieval Climate Anomaly (1100–1300 CE) in both moderate
(RCP 4.5) and high (RCP 8.5) future emissions scenarios, leading to unprecedented drought conditions during the
last millennium.
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by any fundamental shift in ocean-atmosphere dynamics [indeed, there
is a wide disparity across models regarding the strength and fidelity of
the simulated teleconnections over North America (23)]. In the Southwest, this forcing manifests as both a reduction in cold season precipitation (24) and an increase in potential evapotranspiration (that is,
evaporative demand increases in a warmer atmosphere) (13, 25) acting
in concert to reduce soil moisture. Even though cold season precipitation
is actually expected to increase over parts of California in our Southwest
region (24, 26), the increase in evaporative demand is still sufficient to
drive a net reduction in soil moisture. Over the Central Plains, precipitation responses during the spring and summer seasons (the main

Fig. 1. Top: Multimodel mean summer (JJA) PDSI and standardized
soil moisture (SM-30cm and SM-2m) over North America for 2050–
2099 from 17 CMIP5 model projections using the RCP 8.5 emissions
scenario. SM-30cm and SM-2m are standardized to the same mean and
variance as the model PDSI over the calibration interval from the associated
historical scenario (1931–1990). Dashed boxes represent the regions of interest: the Central Plains (105°W–92°W, 32°N–46°N) and the Southwest

(125°W–105°W, 32°N–41°N). Bottom: Regional average time series of the
summer season moisture balance metrics from the NADA and CMIP5 models.
The observational NADA PDSI series (brown) is smoothed using a 50-year
loess spline to emphasize the low-frequency variability in the paleo-record.
Model time series (PDSI, SM-30cm, and SM-2m) are the multimodel means
averaged across the 17 CMIP5 models, and the gray shaded area is the multimodel interquartile range for model PDSI.
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internal variability in the climate system that is likely to not be either consistent across models or congruent in time between the observations and models, and so such disagreements are unsurprising.
In the multimodel mean, all three moisture balance metrics show
markedly consistent drying during the later half of the 21st century
(2050–2099) (Fig. 1; see figs. S1 to S4 for individual models). Drying
in the Southwest is more severe (RCP 8.5: PDSI = −2.31, SM-30cm =
−2.08, SM-2m = −2.98) than that over the Central Plains (RCP 8.5:
PDSI = −1.89, SM-30cm = −1.20, SM-2m = −1.17). In both regions, the
consistent cross-model drying trends are driven primarily by the forced
response to increased greenhouse gas concentrations (13), rather than
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remain strong into the 21st century, even as PDSI and the soil moisture
variables occasionally diverge in terms of long-term trends. There is no
evidence, however, for systematic differences between the PDSI and modeled soil moisture across the model ensemble. For example, whereas the
PDSI trends are drier than the soil moisture condition over the Southwest
in the ACCESS1-0 model, PDSI is actually less dry than the soil moisture
in the MIROC-ESM and NorESM1-M simulations over the same region
(fig. S7). These outlier observations, showing no consistent bias, in conjunction with the fact that the overall comparison between PDSI and modeled soil moisture is markedly consistent, provide mutually consistent
support for the characterization of surface moisture balance by these
metrics in the model projections.
For estimates of observed drought variability over the last millennium (1000–2005), we use data from the NADA, a tree-ring based reconstruction of JJA PDSI. Comparisons between the NADA and model
moisture are shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 1. In the NADA, both
the Central Plains (Fig. 2) and Southwest (Fig. 3) are drier during the
Medieval megadrought interval (1100–1300 CE) than either the Little

Fig. 2. Interquartile range of PDSI and soil moisture from the NADA
and CMIP5 GCMs, calculated over various time intervals for the
Central Plains. The groups of three stacked bars at the top of each
column are from the NADA PDSI: 1100–1300 (the time of the Medievalera megadroughts, brown), 1501–1849 (the Little Ice Age, blue), and
1850–2005 (the historical period, green). Purple and red bars are for

the modeled historical period (1850–2005) and late 21st century
(2050–2099) period, respectively. Red dots indicate model 21st century
drought projections that are significantly drier than the model simulated historical periods. Gray dots indicate model 21st century drought
projections that are significantly drier than the Medieval-era megadrought period in the NADA.
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seasons of moisture supply) are less consistent across models, and the
drying is driven primarily by the increased evaporative demand. Indeed,
this increase in potential evapotranspiration is one of the dominant drivers of global drought trends in the late 21st century, and previous work
with the CMIP5 archive demonstrated that the increased evaporative
demand is likely to be sufficient to overcome precipitation increases
in many regions (13). In the more moderate emissions scenario (RCP
4.5), both the Southwest (RCP 4.5: PDSI = −1.49, SM-30cm = −1.63,
SM-2m = −2.39) and Central Plains (RCP 4.5: PDSI = −1.21, SM30cm = −0.89, SM-2m = −1.17) still experience significant, although
more modest, drying into the future, as expected (fig. S5).
In both regions, the model-derived PDSI closely tracks the two soil
moisture metrics (figs. S6 and S7), correlating significantly for most
models and model intervals (figs. S8 and S9). Over the historical
simulation, average model correlations (Pearson’s r) between PDSI
and SM-30cm are +0.86 and +0.85 for the Central Plains and Southwest, respectively. Correlations weaken very slightly for PDSI and
SM-2m: +0.84 (Central Plains) and +0.83 (Southwest). The correlations
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flattened, with an elongated right (wet) tail. This distortion arises from
the disproportionate contribution to the density function from the
wetting in the five CanESM2 ensemble members. Even with this contribution, however, the SM-2m drying in the multimodel ensemble is
still significant. Results are nearly identical for the pooled RCP 4.5 multimodel ensemble (fig. S12), which still indicates a significantly drier late
21st century compared to either the historical interval or Medieval megadrought period.
With this shift in the full hydroclimate distribution, the risk of decadal or multidecadal drought occurrences increases substantially. We
calculated the risk (17) of decadal or multidecadal drought occurrences
for two periods in our multimodel ensemble: 1950–2000 and 2050–
2099 (Fig. 5). During the historical period, the risk of a multidecadal
megadrought is quite small: <12% for both regions and all moisture
metrics. Under RCP 8.5, however, there is ≥80% chance of a multidecadal drought during 2050–2099 for PDSI and SM-30cm in the Central Plains and for all three moisture metrics in the Southwest. Drought
risk is reduced slightly in RCP 4.5 (fig. S13), with largest reductions in
multidecadal drought risk over the Central Plains. Ultimately, the consistency of our results suggests an exceptionally high risk of a multidecadal megadrought occurring over the Central Plains and Southwest
regions during the late 21st century, a level of aridity exceeding even the
persistent megadroughts that characterized the Medieval era.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for the Southwest.
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Ice Age (1501–1849) or historical periods (1850–2005). For nearly all
models, the 21st century projections under the RCP 8.5 scenario reveal
dramatic shifts toward drier conditions. Most models (indicated with a
red dot) are significantly drier (one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p ≤
0.05) in the latter part of the 21st century (2050–2099) than during their
modeled historical intervals (1850–2005). Strikingly, shifts in projected
drying are similarly significant in most models when measured against
the driest and most extreme megadrought period of the NADA from
1100 to 1300 CE (gray dots). Results are similar for the more moderate
RCP 4.5 emissions scenario (figs. S10 and S11), which still indicates widespread drying, albeit at a reduced magnitude for many models. Although
there is some spread across the models and metrics, only two models
project wetter conditions in RCP 8.5. In the Central Plains, SM-2m is
wetter in ACCESS1-3, with little change in SM-30cm and slightly wetter
conditions in PDSI. In the Southwest, CanESM2 projects markedly wetter
SM-2m conditions; PDSI in the same model is slightly wetter, whereas
SM-30cm is significantly drier.
When the RCP 8.5 multimodel ensemble is pooled together (Fig. 4),
projected changes in the Central Plains and Southwest (2050–2099 CE)
for all three moisture balance metrics are significantly drier compared
to both the modern model interval (1850–2005 CE) and 1100–1300 CE
in the NADA (one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p ≤ 0.05). In the
case of SM-2m in the Southwest, the density function is somewhat
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DISCUSSION

Fig. 4. Kernel density functions of PDSI, SM-30cm, and SM-2m
for the Central Plains and Southwest, calculated from the NADA
and the GCMs. The NADA distribution (brown shading) is from
1100–1300 CE, the timing of the medieval megadroughts. Blue

lines represent model distributions calculated from all years from all
models pooled over the historical scenario (1850–2005 CE). Red
lines are for all model years pooled from the RCP 8.5 scenario
(2050–2099 CE).
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Within the body of literature investigating North American hydroclimate, analyses of drought variability in the historical and paleoclimate

records are often separate from discussions of global warming–induced
changes in future hydroclimate. This disconnection has traditionally
made it difficult to place future drought projections within the context
of observed and reconstructed natural hydroclimate variability. Here,
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Estimates of drought variability over the historical
period and the last millennium used the latest version of the NADA (1), a tree ring–based reconstruction of summer season (JJA) PDSI. All statistics were
based on regional PDSI averages over the Central
Plains (105°W–92°W, 32°N–46°N) and the Southwest (125°W–105°W, 32°N–41°N). We restricted our
analysis to 1000–2005 CE; before 1000 CE, the quality
of the reconstruction in these regions declines.
The 21st century drought projections used output from GCM simulations in the CMIP5 database
(22) (table S1). All models represent one or more
continuous ensemble members from the historical
(1850–2005 CE) and RCP 4.5 (15 models available)
and 8.5 (17 models available) emissions scenarios
(2006–2099 CE). We used the same methodology
as in (13) to calculate model PDSI for the full interval
(1850–2099 CE), using the Penman-Monteith formulation of potential evapotranspiration. The baseline
period for calibrating and standardizing the model
PDSI anomalies was 1931–1990 CE, the same baseline
period as the NADA PDSI. Negative model PDSI
values therefore indicate drier conditions than the
Fig. 5. Risk (percent chance of occurrence) of decadal (11-year) and multidecadal (35-year) average for 1931–1990.
drought, calculated from the multimodel ensemble for PDSI, SM-30cm, and SM-2m. Risk
To augment the model PDSI calculations and
calculations are conducted for two separate model intervals: 1950–2000 (historical scenario) comparisons with observed drought variability in the
and 2050–2099 (RCP 8.5). Results for the Central Plains are in the top row, and those for the South- NADA, we also calculated standardized soil moiswest are in the bottom row.
ture metrics from the GCMs for two depths: ~30
cm (SM-30cm) and ~2 to 3 m (SM-2m) (table S2).
we have demonstrated that the mean state of drought in the late 21st cen- For these soil moisture metrics, the total soil moisture from the surface was
tury over the Central Plains and Southwest will likely exceed even the most integrated to these depths and averaged over JJA. At each grid cell, we then
severe megadrought periods of the Medieval era in both high and moderate standardized SM-30cm and SM-2m to match the same mean and interfuture emissions scenarios, representing an unprecedented fundamental annual SD for the model PDSI over 1931–1990. This allows for direct
climate shift with respect to the last millennium. Notably, the drying in our comparison of variability and trends between model PDSI and model
assessment is robust across models and moisture balance metrics. Our soil moisture and between the model metrics (PDSI, SM-30cm, and
analysis thus contrasts sharply with the recent emphasis on uncertainty SM-2m) and the NADA (PDSI) while still independently preserving
about drought projections for these regions (21, 27), including the most re- any low-frequency variability or trends in the soil moisture that may be
cent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change assessment report (28). distinct from the PDSI calculation. The soil moisture standardization
Our results point to a remarkably drier future that falls far outside the does not impose any artificial constraints that would force the three metrics
contemporary experience of natural and human systems in Western North to agree in terms of variability or future trends, allowing SM-30cm and
America, conditions that may present a substantial challenge to adaptation. SM-2m to be used as indicators of drought largely independent of PDSI.
Risk of decadal and multidecadal megadrought occurrence in the
Human populations in this region, and their associated water resources
demands, have been increasing rapidly in recent decades, and these multimodel ensemble is estimated from 1000 Monte Carlo realizations
trends are expected to continue for years to come (29). Future droughts of each moisture balance metric (PDSI, SM-30cm, and SM-2m), as in
will occur in a significantly warmer world with higher temperatures (17). This method entails estimating the mean and SD of a given
than recent historical events, conditions that are likely to be a major added drought index (for example, PDSI or soil moisture) over a reference pestress on both natural ecosystems (30) and agriculture (31). And, perhaps riod (1901–2000), then subtracting that mean and SD from the full
most importantly for adaptation, recent years have witnessed the widespread record (1850–2100) to produce a modified z score. The differences
depletion of nonrenewable groundwater reservoirs (32, 33), resources that between the reference mean and SD are then used to conduct (white
have allowed people to mitigate the impacts of naturally occurring droughts. noise) Monte Carlo simulations of the future (2050–2100) to emulate
In some cases, these losses have even exceeded the capacity of Lake Mead the statistics of that era. The fraction of Monte Carlo realizations exhibitand Lake Powell, the two major surface reservoirs in the region (34, 35). ing a decadal or multidecadal drought are then calculated from each
Combined with the likelihood of a much drier future and increased demand, Monte Carlo simulation of each experiment in both regions considered
the loss of groundwater and higher temperatures will likely exacerbate the here. Finally, these risks from each model are averaged together to yield
impacts of future droughts, presenting a major adaptation challenge for the overall risk estimates reported here. Additional details on the methodology can be found in (17).
managing ecological and anthropogenic water needs in the region.
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ABSTRACT
This study examines the geographic structure of observed trends in key hydrologically relevant variables
across the western United States at 1/ 88 spatial resolution during the period 1950–99. Geographical regions,
latitude bands, and elevation classes where these trends are statistically significantly different from trends
associated with natural climate variations are identified. Variables analyzed include late-winter and spring
temperature, winter-total snowy days as a fraction of winter-total wet days, 1 April snow water equivalent
(SWE) as a fraction of October–March (ONDJFM) precipitation total [precip(ONDJFM)], and seasonal
[JFM] accumulated runoff as a fraction of water-year accumulated runoff. Observed changes were compared
to natural internal climate variability simulated by an 850-yr control run of the finite volume version of the
Community Climate System Model, version 3 (CCSM3-FV), statistically downscaled to a 1/ 88 grid using the
method of constructed analogs. Both observed and downscaled model temperature and precipitation data
were then used to drive the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) hydrological model to obtain the hydrological variables analyzed in this study. Large trends (magnitudes found less than 5% of the time in the long
control run) are common in the observations and occupy a substantial part (37%–42%) of the mountainous
western United States. These trends are strongly related to the large-scale warming that appears over 89% of
the domain. The strongest changes in the hydrologic variables, unlikely to be associated with natural variability alone, have occurred at medium elevations [750–2500 m for JFM runoff fractions and 500–3000 m for
SWE/Precip(ONDJFM)] where warming has pushed temperatures from slightly below to slightly above
freezing. Further analysis using the data on selected catchments indicates that hydroclimatic variables must
have changed significantly (at 95% confidence level) over at least 45% of the total catchment area to achieve
a detectable trend in measures accumulated to the catchment scale.

1. Introduction
A growing number of studies have investigated recent
trends in the observed (and simulated) hydrometeorological variables across the western United States. The
main changes observed in this region include a large
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increase of winter and spring temperatures (Dettinger
and Cayan 1995; Karoly et al. 2003; Bonfils et al.
2008a,b), a substantial decline in the volume of snowpack in low and middle altitudes (Lettenmaier and Gan
1990; Dettinger et al. 2004; Knowles and Cayan 2004;
Hamlet et al. 2005), a significant decline in 1 April snow
water equivalent (SWE; Mote 2003; Mote et al. 2005;
Mote 2006; Mote et al. 2008; Pierce et al. 2008), and a
reduction in March snow cover extent (Groisman et al.
2004). A reduction of the proportion of precipitation
falling as snow instead of rain has also been observed
(Knowles et al. 2006), as well as an earlier streamflow
from snow-dominated basins (Dettinger and Cayan 1995;
Cayan et al. 2001; Stewart et al. 2005; Regonda et al.
2005), and a sizeable increase of winter streamflow fraction (Dettinger and Cayan 1995; Stewart et al. 2005).
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These changes are likely to have important effects on
western U.S. water resources management and distribution if they continue into future decades, as is projected for
greenhouse-forced warming trends (Barnett et al. 2004;
Christensen et al. 2004; Christensen and Lettenmaier
2007; Cayan et al. 2008a,b). This is because much of the
water in the western United States is stored as snow in
winter, which starts to melt during late spring and early
summer. An earlier snowmelt and more precipitation
falling as liquid instead of stored as snow could provide
new stresses on the existing water resources management structures in the western United States in coming
decades.
Some of these studies have indicated that such changes
are partially linked with rising greenhouse gas (GHG)
concentrations, which alter temperature and thus affect
the snowpack distribution in the western United States,
and partly from natural climatic decadal fluctuations
over the North Pacific Ocean (Dettinger and Cayan
1995). Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO; Mantua et al.
1997) fluctuations, the dominant decadal natural variability in this region, however, can only partially explain
the magnitude of the recent changes in snowfall fractions (Knowles et al. 2006), spring snowpack (Mote et al.
2005), and center timing from snow-dominated basins
(Stewart et al. 2005). Knowles et al. (2006), Mote et al.
(2005), and Stewart et al. (2005) argued that the remaining parts of the variability might be due to largescale anthropogenic warming.
Only recently have formal efforts been undertaken
(Knutson et al. 1999; Karoly et al. 2003; Maurer et al.
2007; Bonfils et al. 2008a) to distinguish whether the
recent changes occurred because of internal natural
variations of the climate system or because of human
influence, using rigorous detection-and-attribution procedures (Hegerl et al. 1996, 1997; Barnett et al. 2001;
Zwiers and Zhang 2003; The International Ad Hoc
Detection and Attribution Group 2005; Zhang et al.
2007; Santer et al. 2007). Detection is the determination
that a particular climate change or sequence is unlikely
to have occurred solely because of natural causes. In the
present study, climate from a long model control run is
used to characterize the long-term variations that can
arise solely from the internal fluctuations of the global
climate system. Other external but natural forcings of
the climate system, such as solar-irradiance changes and
volcanic emissions, were not tested here. [Barnett et al.
(2008) tested hydroclimatic trends from a simulation
with climate forced only by historical solar and volcanic
influences and found that observed trends could not be
attributed to those influences.] Attribution (not undertaken here) is a later step in which the particular causes
of the ‘‘unnatural’’ parts of observed trends are rigor-
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ously identified. Detection studies are important because if the recent changes are found to be due
to internal natural variations alone, one can reasonably
anticipate that the climate system will return to its past
states after some time has passed.
Karoly et al. (2003) carried out a comparison of
temperature trends in observations and three model
simulations at the scale of North America. They found
that the temperature changes from 1950 to 1999 were
unlikely to be due to natural climate variation alone,
whereas most of the observed warming from 1900 to
1949 was naturally driven. Accounting for uncertainties
in the observational datasets, Bonfils et al. (2008a) observed increases in California-averaged annual mean
temperature for the time periods 1915–2000 and 1950–99.
They found these warmings are too large and too prolonged to have likely been caused by natural variations
alone. In their study, natural variations were characterized using multiple control simulations (no change in
greenhouse-gas concentrations) by multiple global climate models to develop multimodel 86- and 50-yr trend
distributions. The authors also indicated that the recent warming in California is particularly fast in winter
and spring and is likely associated with human-induced
changes in the large-scale atmospheric circulation pattern
occurring over the North Pacific Ocean. The hypothesis
that human activities have influenced the circulation over
the North Pacific Ocean is strengthened by a recent study
(Meehl et al. 2009) that has identified an anthropogenic
component in the phase shifts of the PDO mode.
More recently, a series of three formal fingerprintbased detection and attribution studies have been performed for the western U.S. region. The first study
focused on hydrologically relevant temperature variables from late winter to early spring (Bonfils et al.
2008b). The second study examined SWE as a fraction
of precipitation (SWE/P) over nine mountainous regions in the western United States (Pierce et al. 2008).
The third study analyzed center timing of streamflow
(CT; defined as the day when half of the water-year flow
has passed a given point) in three major tributaries areas
of the western United States (the California region was
represented by the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers,
Colorado River at the Lees Ferry, and Columbia River
at The Dalles; Hidalgo et al. 2009). Bonfils et al. (2008b)
showed that the changes in the observed temperaturebased indices across the mountainous regions are unlikely, at a high statistical confidence, to have occurred
because of natural variations. They concluded that
changes in the climate as the result of anthropogenic
GHG, ozone, and aerosols are causing part of the recent
changes. Similarly, Pierce et al. (2008) and Hidalgo et al.
(2009) showed that the observed changes in SWE/P and
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in CT are unlikely to have arisen exclusively from natural internal climate variability. Barnett et al. (2008)
performed a multiple variable detection and attribution
study and showed how the changes in minimum temperature (Tmin), SWE/P, and CT for the period 1950–99
covary. They concluded, with a high statistical significance, that up to 60% of the climatic trends in those
variables are human related.
In regions with complex topography such as the
western United States, there are strong gradients in
temperature and associated hydrologic structure. These
gradients motivate investigating responses to climate
variability and climate change at high resolution (e.g.,
;12 km), scales that are much finer than are provided
by global climate models. However, the detection of
climate change at fine scales is challenging because less
spatial averaging means ‘‘weather noise’’ increases with
deceasing scale (Karoly and Wu 2005). On the other
hand, when a variety of elevational settings are lumped
together, the response to warming may be diluted because of the strong variations that are mixed together.
For example, although Hidalgo et al. (2009) were able
to detect changes in CT that were different from background natural variability at a high level of confidence
in the Columbia basin, changes aggregated over the
California Sierra Nevada and in the Colorado basins
were only marginally significant or not at all. Maurer
et al. (2007) examined whether the decreases in CT at
four river points in the Sierra Nevada are statistically
significantly different from changes associated with internal natural variability, and they concluded that the
recent observed trends are still within simulated natural variations. This suggests that, in settings that contain strong topographic variation, climate responses can
usefully be evaluated at finer, rather than coarser, spatial units despite the increase in weather noise and the
amount of uncertainty in the forcing data and modeling.
The present study investigates the hypothesis that
there are detectable climate changes that can be delineated over a complex topographic setting using a highresolution 1/ 88 (;12 km) spatial network over the western
United States. (Fig. 1a). Because of the increased noiseto-signal issues that plague evaluations at this scale, we
do not attempt to formally attribute the causes of the
unnatural trends at every grid cell. Rather, we use fineresolution simulations to investigate the spatial structure of detectable trends across the snow-dominated
western United States. Our objective is to find the fraction of the regions of the western United States where
we should expect to see detectably unnatural trends. We
focus on several indices that are hydrologically relevant
in the area of interest, including late-winter and spring
temperature, total number of wintertime snowy days as a
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fraction of all wet winter days, 1 April SWE as a fraction of October–March (ONDJFM) precipitation total
[SWE/Precip(ONDJFM)], and January–March runoff as
fraction of water-year total. We also extend the analysis to consider how the detectability of trends over a
whole catchment depends upon the fraction of individual grid cells within the catchment that exhibit detectable changes. This dependence provides useful rules
of thumb for use in designing monitoring networks
or helping to decide whether detectable trends in a
catchment of interest should even be expected.
Following the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report, there is a
nuanced definition of a two step ‘‘joint attribution’’ that
begins by distinguishing between detecting a change
relative to the variability in an observed record and a
change that exceeds natural variability (Rosenzweig
et al. 2007). The latter conclusion implies that some
external forcing must be at work, although not attributing it to specific causes, and is the first step in joint
attribution. The next step is to demonstrate that the
changes are best (and only) explained by a specific forcing. In this study we carried out the first step of the joint
attribution by showing that hydrological measures in the
period 1950–99 trended within the historical variability
and then determining whether those trends were consistent with natural variability as represented by a long
control run of the combination of a climate model and a
hydrologic model.
Section 2 presents the datasets and models used in our
study. A description of the methodology and definitions of various climate indices analyzed in this study
are given in section 3. Section 4 presents results we obtained for the different indices analyzed. The relationship between total significant area and detectability
at the catchment scale is also presented in section 4. A
summary and conclusions are given in section 5.

2. Datasets and models
a. Observed data and global climate model results
Gridded meteorological observations were used to
characterize observed climate changes across the western United States during the period 1950–99. Daily P,
Tmin, maximum temperature (Tmax), and wind speed at
1/ 88 spatial resolution were obtained from the Surface
Water Modeling Group at the University of Washington
(available online at http://www.hydro.washington.edu;
Hamlet and Lettenmaier 2005). We also repeated the
analyses using a different meteorology, the Maurer et al.
(2002) dataset, to determine the extent to which our
results depended on the inputs. The Maurer et al. (2002)
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FIG. 1. (a) Simulation domain showing four major basins/region in the western United States: Columbia River basin (CL), Colorado
River basin (CO), Great Basin (GB), and California region [mostly the Sacramento and San Joaquin River basins (CA)]. Dots represent
the outlet of selected catchments. (b) Selected tributaries areas in the western United States: Columbia at the Dalles (DL), Colorado at
the Lees Ferry (LF), Sacramento at Bend Bridge and San Joaquin tributaries (SN). (c) Elevation (m MSL).

and Hamlet and Lettenmaier (2005) datasets are closely
related in that both used the same station data, although
the Hamlet and Lettenmaier (2005) dataset focused
much more on the Historical Climatology Network
(Easterling et al. 1996) subset of stations, which are
chosen and corrected to eliminate most temporal inhomogeneities, whereas the Maurer et al. (2002) dataset
treated all stations more or less equally. The datasets
also share a reliance on monthly Precipitation-elevation
Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM)
data fields (Daly et al. 1994) to adjust for elevation effects on precipitation and temperature. Such corrections
are necessary because topography in the study region
strongly determines not only spatial patterns of precipitation (and temperature) but also basin scale–to–
regional scale totals of precipitation. In particular, Pan
et al. (2003) found, in comparisons of North American
Land Data Assimilation System (NLDAS; Mitchell
et al. 1999) fields with snowpack telemetry (SNOTEL)
data, that snow accumulation was underestimated by
as much as half when no PRISM-like adjustments were
included. We have used wind speed data from the
Surface Water Modeling Group at the University of
Washington [which Maurer et al. (2002) obtained from
the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–
NCAR) reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996)], which are
obviously very low resolution (at T62 Gaussian grid,
approximately 1.98) and are likely erroneous for complex topography and might have an effect on the results
(e.g., sublimation). The results that follow did not depend sensitively on the choice between these two ad-

mittedly closely related meteorological datasets. In the
following sections, only the results using the Hamlet and
Lettenmaier (2005) dataset are presented, because this
dataset was produced with attention to accounting for
station and instrument changes that would otherwise
add nonclimatic noise to the long-term trend signals
(Hamlet and Lettenmaier 2005).
Internal climate variability in the western United
States in the absence of any anthropogenic effects is
characterized using precipitation and temperature data
from an 850-yr preindustrial control simulation of the
NCAR/Department of Energy (DOE) Community
Climate System Model, version 3 (CCSM3; Collins et al.
2006). The simulation was performed at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory and used the finite
volume (FV) dynamical methods for the atmospheric
transport (CCSM3-FV; Bala et al. 2008a,b). The horizontal spatial resolution of the atmospheric model was
18 3 1.258 with 26 vertical levels. This preindustrial
control simulation used constant 1870-level atmospheric
composition to force the model. Bala et al. (2008a) have
evaluated the fidelity of a 400-yr present-day control
climate simulation that used this FV configuration for
CCSM3. They found significant improvement in the
simulation of surface wind stress, sea surface temperature, and sea ice when compared to a spectral version
of CCSM3.

b. Downscaling of the control run
Daily P total, daily Tmax, and daily Tmin from the
CCSM3-FV model were downscaled to 1/ 88 resolution
using the constructed analogs (CANA; Hidalgo et al.
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2008) statistical downscaling method. The CANA procedure starts with a simple variance correction to ensure
the same variability of the GCM data as observations.
Then, the bias-corrected global model fields are downscaled using a linear combination of previously observed patterns1 (Maurer and Hidalgo 2008; Hidalgo
et al. 2008). The 30 most similar previously observed
patterns are used in a linear regression to obtain an
estimate that best matches, on the coarse grid, the GCM
pattern to be downscaled. The downscaled values of
precipitation and temperatures are obtained by applying the linear regression coefficients to the finescale
versions of the previously observed patterns. Results
using CANA and those obtained with another statistical downscaling methodology (bias correction and
spatial downscaling; Wood et al. 2004) are qualitatively
similar (Maurer and Hidalgo 2008). An advantage of
the CANA method over the bias correction and spatial downscaling method is that CANA can capture
changes in the diurnal cycle of temperatures; the disadvantage is that to do this it requires daily rather than
monthly data. Details of the CANA method can be
found in Hidalgo et al. (2008).

c. Hydrological model
Runoff and SWE, major variables of interest to
hydrological studies, have not been readily observed
at the temporal and spatial scales required for this
study. Likewise, they cannot be obtained by downscaling global model results because no library of observed
fine-resolution daily fields exists to be used in the
downscaling scheme. Accordingly, to produce both the
‘‘observed’’ and climate model–driven SWE and runoff
fields on the fine spatial scale, we use the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC; Liang et al. 1994, 1996) model
(version 4.0.5 beta release 1). To estimate the observed
trends, we drove VIC with observed daily P, Tmin, Tmax,
and wind speed fields on the 1/ 88 grid; to estimate the
downscaled climate model trends, we drove VIC with
the downscaled model daily P, Tmin, and Tmax, along
with climatological wind speed fields, on the 1/ 88 grid.
Derived variables such as radiation, humidity and
pressure are estimated within the model based on the
input P, Tmax, and Tmin values using the algorithms of
Kimball et al. (1997) and Thornton and Running (1999).
How well the algorithms used to estimate these variables will apply in the future is uncertain and could not
be addressed here. VIC uses a tiled representation of
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the land surface within each model grid cell and allows
subgrid variability in topography, infiltration, and land
surface vegetation classes (Maurer et al. 2002). The
subsurfaces are modeled using three soil layers with
different thicknesses. Surface runoff uses an infiltration
formulation based on the Xinanjiang model (Wood
et al. 1992), whereas baseflow follows the Arno model
(Liang et al. 1994). Subgrid variability in soil moisture
storage capacity is represented through the use of a
spatial probability distribution function, and a nonlinear
function is used to model the baseflow component
from the lowest soil layer (Liang et al. 1994; Sheffield
et al. 2004). VIC has been successfully applied at spatial
scales ranging from regional to global (Hamlet and
Lettenmaier 1999; Nijssen et al. 2001; Maurer et al. 2002;
Christensen et al. 2004; Wood et al. 2004; Christensen
and Lettenmaier 2007; Hamlet et al. 2007; Maurer et al.
2007; Sheffield and Wood 2007; Barnett et al. 2008;
Pierce et al. 2008; Hidalgo et al. 2009).
The calibrated soil parameters for VIC were obtained
from Andrew W. Wood at the University of Washington,
presently at 3TIER in Seattle. The vegetation cover was
obtained from the NLDAS and was held static through
all the simulations. In particular, leaf area index (LAI)
values were specified from average values during the
period 1981–94 of Myneni et al.’s (1997) monthly global
LAI database. Realistically, the land cover probably
changed in many areas, but these changes were not explored here. In this study we did not include a frozen
soils component because of the large computational
costs that would have been required in the very long
control simulations made here. The VIC model was run
at a daily time step, with a 1-h snow model time step
and five snow elevation bands. The first nine months
of the simulations were used for model initializations
and not considered for further analysis, as suggested by
Hamlet et al. (2007). The VIC model uses the gridded
observed and model control run meteorologies, along
with the physiographic characteristics of the catchment (e.g., soil and vegetation), to calculate runoff,
baseflow, soil moisture at three soil layers, and SWE.
The ability of the model to simulate monthly streamflow at some of the calibration points across the study
domain is satisfactory when compared with the naturalized streamflow (Maurer et al. 2002; Hamlet et al.
2007; see Fig. 3 of Hidalgo et al. 2009). Additionally,
Mote et al. (2005) found reasonable agreement between the spatial pattern of observed SWE and the VIC
simulated values.

d. Definition of climate variables
1

The coarsened gridded meteorological observations of Maurer
et al. (2002) from the period 1950–76 and their corresponding highresolution patterns were used as the library.

Our study focused on five hydrologically relevant
detection variables:
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Monthly and seasonal precipitation as a fraction of
total precipitation over the water year (October through
September)
d Monthly and seasonally averaged temperatures
d Seasonal (January–March) accumulated runoff (as
simulated by VIC), calculated as the fraction of accumulated runoff over the water year
d 1 April SWE as a fraction of October through March
precipitation total (SWE/Precip(ONDJFM)), chosen
to reduce the influence of precipitation on snowpack
and produce a snow-based climate index that is more
directly sensitive to temperature changes (Pierce et al.
2008)
d The number of winter days with precipitation occurring
as snow divided by the total number of winter days
with precipitation. A given wet day (precipitation
.0.1 mm), in the period November through March,
was classified as a snowy day if the amount of snowfall
(S) was greater than 0.1-mm water equivalent. Here,
S was calculated using the same equation as VIC:
8
0
for
T $ T rain
>
>
> 

<
T
T rain
for T snow , T , T rain , and
S 5 P
>
T snow
T rain
>
>
:P
for
T # T snow ,
d

(1)
where T is the daily average temperature, Tsnow is
the maximum temperature at which snow can fall, and
Train is the minimum temperature at which rain can
fall. Default values of 20.58C and 10.58C for Tsnow
and Train, respectively, were used in our VIC model
simulations, as well as in calculations of whether a
given wet day is snowy or rainy.

e. Natural variability in the control run
The strength of the conclusions of any detection
analysis rely on the ability of the control model to
represent the strength and key features of the natural
internal climate variability in the absence of anthropogenic effects. In particular, the ability to simulate decadal
variability is crucial for the identification of slowevolving climate responses to slow-evolving external
forcings. To compare the low-frequency variability in
the model control run simulation to observations, we
computed standard deviations in each grid cell for each
index after the application of a 5-yr low-pass filter. The
observations were linearly detrended before the calculation in an attempt to remove the linear part of possible
anthropogenic influence. The low-frequency variability
in the control simulation is reasonably well represented
with no evidence that the model systematically underestimates or overestimates the observed variability for
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all climate indices (Fig. 2). Thus, we conclude that the
CCSM3-FV model used here provides an adequate representation of natural internal climate variability for
our detection work. Barnett et al. (2008), Pierce et al.
(2008), and Bonfils et al. (2008b) have also addressed
this issue using the CCSM3-FV data (i.e., Barnett et al.
2008, their Fig. S3) and reached similar conclusions.

3. Methodology
At each grid cell and for each variable, the linear
trend over 50-yr segments (with the start of each segment offset by 10 yr from the previous segment’s start)
was calculated from the 850-yr control run. This produced 80 partially overlapping estimates of what the
50-yr trend could be in the absence of anthropogenic
forcing. An Anderson–Darling test2 (Anderson and
Darling 1952) showed that the distribution of control
run trends was Gaussian in the great majority of the grid
cells, except for only some grid cells of the JFM runoff
fractions. Specifically, the percentage of grid cells in
which the distributions were non-Gaussian was about
7% for JFM average temperature, snowy days as a fraction of wet days, and SWE/Precip(ONDJFM). For JFM
runoff fractions, the percentage of grid cells that were
non-Gaussian was as large as about 20% of the region of
interest. Nonetheless, we included the non-Gaussian
cells in the subsequent analysis because we wanted to
maintain the same spatial domain for all of the variables
analyzed. In addition, to maintain consistency among
analyses, we used the mean and standard deviation
from the control run to fit a Gaussian distribution at all
grid cells.
We evaluated the observed trends mainly over water
years 1950–99 and later over different starting and
ending years within this period. The probability of
finding the observed trend in the estimated Gaussian
distribution of unforced trends is computed using a twotailed test. We used a two-tailed test because we did not
make any a priori assumption on the direction of the
trends of the indices analyzed because we wanted to
evaluate, for example, a significant lack of negative
temperature trends as well as a significant surplus of positive temperature trends. Figure 3 shows the schematic

2
The Anderson–Darling test is a modification of the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test in which a test statistic ( p) was calculated to assess
whether the distribution of the trends in the climate indexes
computed using the control run data were drawn from a population with a normal distribution. The null hypothesis that the data
(trends in the climate indexes computed using the control run)
came from a normal distribution was rejected when the calculated
p value was less than a chosen alpha (0.05).
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FIG. 2. Std devs of 5-yr low-pass-filtered climate indices obtained using downscaled
CCSM3-FV run and gridded observation for snow-affected regions, where VIC grid cells
contain at least 50-mm mean value of SWE on 1 April. The observations were linearly
detrended before the calculation of std dev to remove that part of the possible anthropogenic influence. (a) JFM total precipitation as a fraction of water-year total precipitation, (b) JFM average temperature, (c) Snowy days as a fraction of wet days, (d) SWE/
Precip(ONDJFM), and (e) JFM total runoff as a fraction of water-year total runoff.
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FIG. 3. Schematic showing method used to calculate the probability of the JFM average temperature trend being exceeded in
the control run. Bars show the distribution of the trends from the
control run, and the arrow indicates the observed trend. Note that
if the trend from observation falls within the shaded region, then it
indicates that the observed trend can be found from the control run
simulation at only 5% of the time.

diagram of the methodology we employed to compute
the probability. The bars represent the distribution of
the 50-yr unforced trends in the model control run. If an
observed trend (short vertical line) falls within the
shaded region (showing the two-tailed p 5 0.05 level),
which indicates the amplitude of naturally driven trends
that occur only 5% of the time, then we can conclude
that this trend is unlikely to be the result of internal
natural variations. Probability maps for each variable
were obtained by applying this procedure to all grid cells
across the western United States.
We also examined the effect of spatial coherence on
our results using a Monte Carlo simulation as in Livezey
and Chen (1983) and Karoly and Wu (2005). Because
there is a high spatial coherence of the hydrometeorological variables, this can lead to spurious detection, as
described in those references. The Monte Carlo approach we used accounts for the effects of this spatial
coherence: We analyzed all 800 possible 50-yr segments
(i.e., moving 50-yr windows with 1-yr shifts) from the
850-yr control run to compute probabilities (based on
50-yr means and standard deviations) at each grid cell
for each of the hydrometeorological variables. This resulted in 800 probability maps for each variable. The
fraction of grid cells exhibiting apparent trends that rose
above the higher-frequency natural variations in each
50-yr segment (at 95% confidence level) was counted in
each probability map, giving us 800 values with which to
estimate the distribution of the fractions of grid cells
that might, by chance or natural variability, appear to
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yield seemingly detectable trends in a 50-yr segment.
Although this number would be 5% on average over the
850-yr control run if all grid cells varied independently
of each other, the lack of independence between nearby
grid cells means that, in any particular 50-yr segment,
considerably more or less grid cells can show seemingly
significant trends. Consequently, the 95th percentile of
the distribution of possible ‘‘trends’’ arising from natural variations is considerably broader than 5% of the
grid cells, as will be shown in section 4b. The number of
grid cells in the observational data with trends was then
compared to the distribution of trending grid cells from
the control run to decide whether observed trends can
be explained by natural variability.
Because our main focus is to investigate the changes in
hydrology, we begin by focusing our analysis on the
mountainous western United States, where warmingrelated effects are particularly important (Mote et al.
2005) and for which hydrological changes may have large
implications for the water supply, ecology, or likelihood
of wildfire in the region. As in Hamlet et al. (2007), we
include locations where long term (1950–99) mean 1 April
SWE simulated by VIC is greater than 50 mm.
In the last section, we extended the analysis using the
data on the selected catchments across the western
United States to identify relationships, for each of the
climate variables, between the fraction of catchment
area within which significant changes have occurred and
the significance of detectability at the whole-catchment
scale. Such information can be of practical use to resource managers trying to understand local climate
changes. Trends in 66 catchments across the western
United States were analyzed (Fig. 1a). The areas of the
catchments range between 720 and 679 250 km2, with a
median value of 19 000 km2. The average elevations of
the catchments range between 360 and 2900 m, with a
median value of 1765 m. The catchment-average spring
[March–May (MAM)] temperatures range between 228
and 148C, with a median value of 38C.

4. Results and discussion
a. Spatial pattern of observed trends
We analyzed observed monthly precipitation (for
January through March) as a fraction of water-year total
precipitation, and monthly average temperatures, for
the period 1950–99. We found trends in monthly precipitation fraction that were well within the distribution
of natural variability as estimated from the control
model run (not shown). This agrees with the results of
Barnett et al. (2008), who also found that natural variability could account for changes in water-year total
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precipitation for the mountainous western United States
during this period.
Observations show warming temperatures since 1950
over the western United States during the months of
January–March (Fig. 4a). Among these months, March
average temperature shows the strongest and most
widespread upward trends, with larger warming in the
interior west than along the coast. Notable warming in
January is concentrated along the coast of California
region and the Columbia River basin, and February
average temperature shows widespread but only mild
warming trends; see Knowles et al. (2006) for more
detail on these patterns.
In view of the considerable warming trends for the
study domain during January and March, we investigated changes in observed JFM average temperature.
A linear trend calculation using the JFM average temperature shows a considerable upward trend across
most parts of the snow-dominated western United
States, with notably larger warming trends across the
high mountains of the Columbia River basin (Fig. 5a).
A chain of hydrologic responses to warming is evident in the trends. Reductions in observed winter-total
snowy days as a fraction of winter-total days with
precipitation (indicating a decrease in days with snowfall) are also common across many parts of the snowdominated region in the observations, except in regions
in the northern Rockies that show no trend (Fig. 5b).
There are widespread downward trends in observed
SWE/Precip(ONDJFM) across most parts of the snowdominated western United States, with stronger downward trends in the northern Rockies of the Columbia
River basin along with some upward trends in the
southern Sierra Nevada and part of the northern
Rockies (Fig. 5c). These findings are in agreement with
those of Pierce et al. (2008), who described declining
fractional SWE/P from snow course data across the nine
mountainous regions of the western United States.
These trend patterns are also consistent with the results
in Mote et al. (2005), who analyzed 1 April SWE from
824 snow stations for the period 1950–97, and in Hamlet
et al. (2005), who analyzed VIC-simulated 1 April SWE.
Using regression analyses, those two studies attributed
the widespread downward trend in SWE to a warming
trend and a more regional upward trend in SWE in the
southern Sierra Nevada (in the California region) to an
increase of precipitation over the period. Changes in
snowmelt initiation and changes in the snow-to-rain
ratio should concur with large changes in runoff. Indeed, upward trends in JFM runoff fractions predominate across the snow-dominated western United States,
except for some weaker trends in the Canadian part of
the Columbia River basin and Colorado Rockies and
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some weaker downward trends in the southern Sierra
Nevada (Fig. 5d).

b. Comparison of observed trends with model control
run trends distribution at the grid scale
Figures 4b and 6 illustrate the probability of the observed trends in Figs. 4a and 5 arising in absence of
any external forcings. There are considerable regions
over which the observed trends in January and March
average temperature are unlikely to have arisen from
internal natural variability alone, at 95% significance
level (Fig. 4b). By contrast, the mild warming trends
in February are not detectably different from internal
natural variability (Fig. 4b).
The observed trends toward warmer JFM average temperature across nearly all (89%) of the snowdominated regions of the western United States cannot
be explained (at 95% confidence level) by internal natural variability alone, except for relatively small areas of
the southern Sierra (California region) and southern
Rockies (lower Colorado River basin; Fig. 6a). The downward trends of the snow day fraction of wet days (Fig. 6b)
also exhibit detectable signals for 42% of the grid cells
over the mountainous western United States. The decline in SWE/Precip(ONDJFM) found in the observations, at 40% of the snow-dominated grid points, is
also unlikely to be associated with natural variations
alone in many regions (Fig. 6c). However, opposite
changes in regions containing upward trends in SWE/
Precip(ONDJFM) (e.g., southern Sierra Nevada and Utah)
cannot be confidently distinguished from natural internal
variability. Consistent with the warming and reduction
in fraction of snowy days and SWE/Precip(ONDJFM),
increases in JFM runoff fraction exceed those expected
from natural variations alone over broad mountainous
regions, at some 37% of the snow-dominated grid points,
especially in the Columbia River basin (Fig. 6d). Changes
in regions such as the southern Sierra Nevada (California
region) and southern Rockies (Colorado River basin)
cannot be distinguished confidently from natural variability. Notably, when we analyzed water-year runoff
totals, historical trends were well within the distribution
of natural variability as estimated from the control model
run (not shown), so that the changes in JFM runoff
fractions reflect seasonal timing shifts rather than overall
increases in runoff. We have presented the results for
JFM accumulated runoff as a fraction of water-year runoff
here because JFM is the season in which there is the
strongest temperature trend (Dettinger and Cayan 1995;
Bonfils et al. 2008b). We also analyzed April–June (AMJ)
runoff as a fraction of water-year runoff because AMJ
runoff is important to water resources in the western
United States. Widespread reductions of AMJ runoff
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FIG. 4. (a) Observed trends in monthly average temperature, and (b) probabilities of observed trends in monthly average temperature
being exceeded in control run trend distribution, for snow-affected regions.

fractions were found (not shown). However, there is more
fraction-runoff variability in the spring season, and the
changes found are not yet distinguishable from natural
variability for the most part, except in scattered locales.
There is high spatial coherence in the meteorological
and hydrological variables, which may overstate how
widespread the statistically significant trends are (Livezey
and Chen 1983) in Fig. 6. To estimate the sampling
distribution of the percentage of the grid cells that could
simultaneously show a statistically significant trend in
the model control run, taking the observed spatial coherence into account, we have performed a Monte
Carlo experiment based on resampling from the model
control run, as described previously. The Monte Carlo–

derived value is noted for each hydroclimatic variable in
parenthesis in the panel titles of Fig. 6. The 95th percentile limits are still much less than the observed
fractions of grid cells exhibiting significant trends for
each variable, indicating that more grid cells contain
significant trends than would be expected by chance,
even taking the spatial coherence into account (Fig. 6).
An important property of the changes depicted in
Fig. 6 is that they depend on elevation. To illustrate the
dependence of the changes on elevation, we computed
the total number of observed grid cells showing significant trends for each elevation class. Results are shown
in Fig. 7, where the gray regions indicate results not
significantly different from the control run at the 95%
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FIG. 5. Observational trends for the period 1950–99. (a) JFM average temperature, (b) snowy days as a fraction of wet days, (c) SWE/
Precip(ONDJFM), and (d) JFM accumulated runoff as a fraction of water-year-accumulated runoff, for snow-affected regions.

level, based the Monte Carlo resampling. The gray regions include zero; the wideness of the sampling distribution, noted above, means that even finding no grid
cells with a significant trend does not indicate a statistically significant lack of trends. For example, finding no
grid points at all with a statistically significant decrease
in temperature is still consistent with the control run.
Consequently, all significant results presented here arise
from a surfeit of trends, not a deficit of trends.

In Fig. 7, the solid triangles in the left-hand panel
show the numbers of positive trends, and the solid
squares in the right-hand panel show the number of
negative trends. The JFM warming (Fig. 7b, left) is
detectable at all elevations, but the very small number
of downward trends is not inconsistent with natural
variability (Fig. 7b, right). The fraction of cells exhibiting significant upward trends decreases monotonically with elevation. The decline of the snowy days as a
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for the probabilities of the observational trends (as shown in Fig. 5) being exceeded by trends from the model
control run. Percentages are fractions of VIC grid cells significantly different from the control run at 95% confidence level, and percentages in parenthesis are what could occur as a result of randomness (obtained from the Monte Carlo resampling). (a) JFM average
temperature, (b) snowy days as a fraction of wet days, (c) SWE/Precip(ONDJFM), and (d) JFM total runoff as a fraction of water-year
total runoff, for snow-affected regions.

fraction of wet days from elevations near sea level up to
3000 m also exhibits a high tendency of being statistically significantly different from the distribution of
trends from natural variations alone (Fig. 7c, right).
Conversely, the grid cells with increasing trends—which
show up mostly in small patches in the Rocky Mountains (e.g., see also Knowles et al. 2006)—are not inconsistent with natural variability (Fig. 7c, left). The

reduction in SWE/Precip(ONDJFM) is particularly
detectable at the lower elevations, but it is also detectable at medium altitudes (below 3000 m; Fig. 7d, right).
The grid cells with positive trends (Fig. 7d, left) for all
elevation classes, and the highest grid cells with negative
trends (higher than 3000 m), exhibit trends in numbers
that could be expected because of natural variability.
The upward trends in the JFM runoff fractions in the
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FIG. 7. Accumulated number of grid cells as a fraction of total grid cells in each elevation class for snowaffected regions. (left) Solid triangles show the results with positive trends. (right) Solid squares show the
results with negative trends. Solid circles show the total number of grid cells for each elevation class. Shaded
regions indicate that results not significant from the control run at the 95% level (using the Monte Carlo
resampling method). (a) JFM total precipitation as a fraction of water-year total precipitation, (b) JFM
average temperature, (c) snowy days as a fraction of wet days, (d) SWE/Precip(ONDJFM), and (e) JFM total
runoff as a fraction of water-year total runoff.
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regions with elevation ranging between approximately
750 and 2500 m tend to be statistically significantly more
common than the model-estimated natural trends (Fig. 7e,
right); however, the downward trends for all elevation
classes and the upward trends at lower altitudes (below
750 m), and higher altitudes (above 2750 m) are not
statistically significant in numbers than those that would
occur because of natural variability (Fig. 7e).
To parse the geographical distribution of trends still
further, we divided the study domain into latitudinal
bands 6.258 wide. We performed the same analysis as
shown in Fig. 7, but for each latitudinal band. In general,
the majority of significant trends are north of 368, except
for JFM average temperature and snowy days as a
fraction of wet days (Fig. 8), which are present across
the entire latitudinal range. Significant trends in SWE/
Precip(ONDJFM) are only found north of 368, and in
that range, are present mostly at low and medium altitudes. Most of the significant JFM runoff fraction trends
were found north of 428 and at altitudes between 500
and 2750 m (Fig. 8).
Figure 9 demonstrates another aspect of the hydrological changes—the number of grid cells that show
significant trends, stratified by 1950–99 climatological
spring average temperature classes (instead of elevation
classes). In general, the results in terms of temperature
should be opposite of the results in terms of elevation
(as shown in Fig. 7) because temperatures decrease with
altitude at the resolutions considered here. Nonetheless,
we evaluated the trends in terms of temperature because temperatures also generally decrease with increasing latitude, so that neither altitudes nor latitudes
alone could describe the complete relationships. Significant trends were nearly all found in locations having mean temperatures above 248C. Interestingly, the
changes for snowy days, SWE/Precip(ONDJFM), and
runoff fractions are consistent with natural variability
for cells where spring temperatures are below 248C.
The results support the findings of Knowles et al. (2006)
that showed that regions at low-to-medium elevations
with temperature near freezing are more likely to have a
decrease in the fraction of precipitation falling as snow,
and are also consistent with Mote et al. (2005), who
found these elevations to have incurred unusual reductions in spring snowpack. JFM runoff fraction has
trended most significantly at middle elevations—high
enough to have significant snowmelt contributions but
low enough so that temperatures are close to freezing
during critical times. As noted above, decreasing trends
in temperature and runoff, as well as the rare increasing
trends in snowy days and SWE/Precip (ONDJFM),
cannot be shown to be different from natural variability
with this dataset. Also, we did not find precipitation
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trends to be distinguishable from natural variability,
except around 1500-m elevation and winter temperatures around 248C (Figs. 7a and 9a).
Thus hydrological trends driven by temperatures
are the trends most distinguishable from natural variability. Figures 7 and 9 also show that changes in the
sense a priori expected from warming conditions (e.g.,
a decrease of days with snowfall) are more prevalent
than those in the opposite sense. Again, the changes
in the JFM precipitation fraction at different temperature ranges are not beyond what could be expected
because of internal natural variability, except in temperature class 248C. Previous detection and attribution
studies of regionally averaged variables (Barnett et al.
2008; Bonfils et al. 2008b; Pierce et al. 2008; Hidalgo
et al. 2009) have successfully attributed the temperature trends and associated hydrologic responses, that
we detect here at finescales, to forcing from greenhouse
gases.
We also investigated the sensitivity of these results to
the period analyzed. For example, the results from the
JFM average temperature are shown in Fig. 10a. In this
experiment we used three different analysis periods, all
starting in 1950, to compute the observed trends: 30 yr
(1950–79), 40 yr (1950–89) and 50 yr (1950–99). The
results show that the longer periods contain more grid
cells exhibiting a detectable warming trend (Fig. 10a,
left). This is different from what is expected for natural
variability in an equilibrated climate system, where the
period of averaging will make no systematic difference
to the fraction of grid cells deemed to have significant
trends. Interestingly, the grid cells located at higher elevations (above approximately 1500 m) exhibit more
detectable trends as the period increases in length. Also,
the changes at the grid cells located at high elevations are not inconsistent with natural variability for the
shorter period (1959–79; Fig. 10a, left). Two potential
reasons can explain these results: increases in noise
when trends are calculated over shorter periods, or the
strength of the trend becomes stronger at the end of
the period (which can occur if the climate responds to
the slow-evolving anthropogenic forcing).
To investigate these possibilities, we reanalyzed the
trends using a fixed period length of 30 yr but with
three different starting years: 1950, 1960, and 1970
(Fig. 10, right). Starting in 1950, cells with warming that
is greater than would be expected locally from the
natural variability are all below 750-m elevation. Starting in 1960, grid cells with locally detectable warming
are above 2250-m elevation, but the Monte Carlo resampling suggests that the numbers of trends seemingly
distinguishable from natural variability are not, yet,
any larger than might be expected from the spatially
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FIG. 8. Grid cells, zoned according to latitude (u). (a) JFM average temperature, (b) snowy days as a fraction of wet days, (c) SWE/Precip(ONDJFM), and (d) JFM total runoff as a
fraction of water year total runoff. The results for JFM average temperature and JFM runoff fractions are shown with significant (at 95% confidence level) positive trends (solid
triangles). The results for snowy days as a fraction of wet days and SWE/Precip(ONDJFM) are shown with significant negative trends. Plus symbols depict trends that were not significant
from those generated from control run using the Monte Carlo resampling method.
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FIG. 9. Grid cells are categorized by MAM temperature for snow-affected regions. Solid circles show the
total number of grid cells for each temperature class. Shaded regions indicate that results not significant from
the control run at the 95% level (using the Monte Carlo resampling method). (a)–(e) Same as Fig. 7.
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FIG. 10. Grid cells, by elevation, for different time intervals. Results for (left) three periods starting in 1950 with
lengths of 30, 40, and 50 yr, and (right) three different 30-yr periods with starting years of 1950, 1960, and 1970. (a)
JFM average temperature, (b) SWE/Precip(ONDJFM), and (c) JFM total runoff as a fraction of water-year total
runoff. As before the magnitude of the observed trends are compared to those from an ensemble of segments of the
control run having the same record length. The results for JFM average temperature and JFM runoff fractions are
shown with significant (at 95% confidence level) positive trends, and the results for SWE/Precip(ONDJFM) are
shown with significant negative trends. Unfilled symbols depict trends that were not significant from the control run
using the Monte Carlo resampling method.

coherent natural-variability fields. Starting in 1970,
though, cells above 2250-m elevation experienced a
detectable warming (Fig. 10a, right). Thus the warming
trends appear to have begun at lower elevations earlier
than at higher elevations. Longer observational records
also contributed to our growing ability to detect the
long-term trends. Similar patterns were also found in
the hydrological variables analyzed in this paper [SWE/

Precip(ONDJFM) and JFM runoff fractions; Figs. 10b
and 10c], indicating the crucial role of the length of the
time series in analyses such as this.

c. Detection at catchment scale
In the real world, the hydroclimatic trends evaluated
here are more likely to be addressed or observed at
watershed-to-catchment scales than on the 12-km grid
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used here. For example, runoff is measured and managed primarily as streamflow accumulated to the catchment scale rather than as a distributed runoff pattern. In
light of the strong elevation dependence of the detectability of trends discussed above, it is natural to ask,
How much of a catchment must lie within the critical
elevation bands and yield runoff with detectable trends
before the observations from the catchment as a whole
are likely to show detectable trends? To address this
question and in an attempt to develop some rules of
thumb for where to expect detectability of unnatural
trends thus far, in this section we analyze the relations
between fractions of catchment areas with detectable
trends and corresponding detectability of trends at the
whole-catchment scale.
Trends in 66 catchments across the simulation domain
of the western United States were analyzed (Fig. 1a).
Hydroclimatic variables from all grid cells within a given
catchment were averaged for the observed (or simulated
using the observed meteorology) and control run data.
The probabilities of any resulting trends of the catchmentaveraged observed time series were then computed
using the same procedure previously applied at the
gridcell scale (described in section 3). The detectability
of unnatural trends within each catchment-averaged
series was then compared to the fractions of grid cells
within that catchment that were locally detectably distinguishable from the control-run natural variability.
This analysis indicates that approximately 25% of the
catchment area must have trended significantly (at 95%
confidence level) before there are detectable changes
(at 95% confidence level) in the catchment level for
snowy days as a fraction of wet days and SWE/Precip
(ONDJFM). Approximately 45% of the catchment area
must have trended significantly before there are detectable trends in JFM runoff fractions at the catchment
scale (Fig. 11). We believe that the reason for the higher
threshold for catchment-scale detectability for runoff is
that runoff fractions are noisier and that the most significant runoff trends are more restricted in space
(at least as reflected by elevation bands, Fig. 7), so that
catchment-scale significance may be challenged from
both the higher and lower parts of catchment (unlike the
other hydrological variables considered here).
Because we have found that certain elevation zones
or average spring temperature bands are most likely to
yield detectable trends (thus far), it would be useful to
know whether the (known) fraction of a catchment area
within these ranges dictates detectability at the catchment scale better than the area with locally ‘‘detectable’’ trends, which generally is not known a priori.
Unfortunately, no clearly preferred mean spring temperature ranges or elevation ranges that characterize the
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significant catchment were found, except with respect to
JFM runoff fractions. Catchments with significant trends
in JFM runoff fractions all have catchment-average
spring temperatures between 228 and 68C, and those
catchments are located at the medium-elevation range
(ranging approximately between 1400 and 2500 m).
Fractions of catchment areas within such ranges, rather
than catchment-average values, did not relate usefully
to whole-catchment detectability.

5. Summary and conclusions
This study has used a finescale (1/ 88 latitude 3 1/ 88
longitude) analysis of meteorological and hydrological
variables to investigate the structure of observed trends
from 1950–99 in some key hydrologically relevant measures across the western United States. Combined with
estimates of natural variability from an 850-yr GCM
control simulation, observations were evaluated to determine which elevations and locations have experienced
trends that are unlikely to be derived entirely from internal natural climatic variations. The VIC hydrologic
model was used to simulate the surface hydrological variables, both during the observational period (when driven
by observed meteorology) and from the global climate
models (when driven by downscaled model fields). Using
key hydrologic measures—including JFM temperature,
fraction of days with snow, SWE/Precip(ONDJFM),
and JFM runoff fractions—we find that the observed
winter temperature and each of the hydrologic measures have undergone significant trends over considerable parts (37%–89%) of the snow-dominated western
United States (Fig. 6). These trends are not likely to
have resulted from natural variability alone, as gauged
from the distribution of trends produced from the long
control simulation. In a relatively large portion of the
Columbia River and to a lesser extend in the California
Sierra Nevada and in the Colorado River basin, trends
in snow accumulation and runoff timing across many
middle altitudes are unlikely to have been caused by
natural variations alone (Fig. 7). These trends are caused
by the warming of regions with mean spring temperature
close to freezing. The majority of the significant trends
for SWE/Precip(ONDJFM) and JFM runoff as a fraction of water-year runoff occur north of 368.
In all cases, the significant changes occurred in a direction consistent with the sign of the changes associated
with warming, for example, JFM average temperature
increases, days with snowfall decreases, snowpack decreases, and JFM runoff increases. Reinforcing this result is that trends that occurred in the opposite direction
are no more frequent than would be expected from
spatially coherent natural variability.
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FIG. 11. Effect of areal size of signal in revealing a significant trend over the entire catchment. Ordinate, aggregate
over a catchment, the probability that observed trends are different from those from the control run. Abscissa, the
percentage of grid points within a catchment having observed trends significantly (at 95% confidence level) greater
than those from control run trends. (a) JFM average temperature, (b) snowy days as a fraction of wet days, (c) SWE/
Precip(ONDJFM), and (d) JFM total runoff as a fraction of water-year total runoff. Squares, triangles, and circles
show the results for the catchments located in CL, CO, and CA (as shown in Fig. 1a), respectively. Symbols within
shaded region indicate that the observed trends (at the catchment scale) are different from the model control run
trends distribution at the 95% confidence level.

For SWE and JFM runoff fractions that we have
evaluated here, good observational datasets do not exist
for the spatial scales we considered. We have used the
VIC hydrologic model forced by observed meteorological conditions to simulate these variables, a limitation of this study that should be kept in mind. Though
the VIC model performance has been evaluated for the
domain of interest for a number of variables (Maurer
et al. 2002; Mote et al. 2005), there could be uncertainties arising from several factors, including the lack
of ability to simulate accurate observed trend or uncertainties in the preparation of the gridded forcing
dataset (particularly in the mountains as a result of
fewer stations available for the interpolation); that is,
there may be some biases due to specific stations used to
construct the gridded meteorological dataset.

Experiments that considered different start and end
points of the 1950–99 interval suggest that significant
warming and associated hydrological trends, not explained by natural variations, have begun earlier at
lower elevations than at higher elevations. Longer observational records contribute a growing ability to detect the trends.
We also analyzed the finescale data in snow-influenced
catchments across the western United States. To find a
detectable trend (at 95% confidence level) at the
catchment scale, at least 25% of the total catchment
area must have trended significantly for snowy days as a
fraction of wet days and SWE/Precip(ONDJFM) but at
least 45% of the area for JFM runoff fractions (Fig. 11).
These thresholds provide a context to understand the
behavior observed in the major tributaries of the
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TABLE 1. Areas with significant changes (at 95% confidence
level) as a percentage of total area in three major tributaries areas
of the western United States (as shown in Fig. 1b) for four climate
variables.

JFM average temperature
Snowy days as a fraction of wet days
SWE/Precip(ONDJFM)
JFM runoff total as a fraction of
water-year runoff total

DL

LF

SN

88.7
35.6
24.8
25.6

85.3
48.1
8.5
2.9

63.3
22.3
15.2
5.5

western United States, Columbia at The Dalles, Colorado at the Lees Ferry and the California Sierra Nevada
(used in Barnett et al. 2008; Hidalgo et al. 2009), as well
as many smaller river basins. Among the three major
tributaries analyzed there, the Columbia contains the
largest percentage area with significant decreasing
trends for 1 April SWE/Precip(ONDJFM) and for the
increasing fraction of annual runoff in JFM, as shown in
Table 1. Although the portion of the Sierra Nevada and
Colorado with significant trends in these measures is
15%, or less, those in the Columbia exceed 25%.
Stronger signatures observed in the Columbia basin are
quite clearly a reflection of the greater proportion of
low-to-middle elevations and, in association, a preponderance of late-winter and early-spring temperatures in
the sensitive 228C to 148C category. Lower-to-middle
altitudes (near sea level to nearly 3000 m) of California
showed the second highest percentage area exhibiting
significant trends, but these signals are diluted by the
much larger number of grid cells that are located in an
elevational environment where warming has not been
great enough to produce a significant effect. Warming of
a few degrees in the higher altitudes, above 3000 m,
where the temperature is currently much below the
freezing point in winter is not sufficient yet to produce
detectable changes.
In addition to conducting climate detection on a very
fine scale the present study differs from most previous
trend significance studies, in which a more traditional
significance test (parametric or nonparametric) is performed to assess whether or not an observed trend is
significantly different from zero. Naturally occurring
climate phenomena, such as the Pacific decadal oscillation, can give statistically significant trends over long
periods, so the presence of nonzero trends is not necessarily inconsistent with the hypothesis that the trends
are caused by natural variability. Instead we used long
model control simulations to quantify the trends in our
variables likely to arise from natural internal climate
variability and compared the observed trends to those.
The present study describes hydrologic changes over
the last five decades (1950–99), at fine scales (;12 km)
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over the western United States, that rise above the level
expected if these changes resulted solely from natural
variability. Although this study establishes the detectability of these changes, we did not conduct experiments
to attribute these changes to particular external forcings; that is, we have performed the first step of the
‘‘joint attribution’’ as outlined in the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (Rosenzweig et al. 2007). However,
given the conclusions of Barnett et al. (2008), Bonfils
et al. (2008b), Pierce et al. (2008), and Hidalgo et al.
(2009) using the same domain but at a much larger spatial
scale (nine regions over the western United States), we
can reasonably predict that the origin of a substantial
portion of the trends is anthropogenic warming. If this
warming continues into future decades as projected by
climate models, there will be serious implications for the
hydrological cycle and water supplies of the western
United States. The present results usefully bring the results of regional-scale detection and attribution down to
scales needed for water management, studies of ecosystem diversity, and anticipation of wildfires.
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[1] Warm season climate warming will be a key driver of
annual streamflow changes in four major river basins of
the western U.S., as shown by hydrological model simulations using fixed precipitation and idealized seasonal temperature changes based on climate projections with SRES A2
forcing. Warm season (April-September) warming reduces
streamflow throughout the year; streamflow declines both
immediately and in the subsequent cool season. Cool season
(October-March) warming, by contrast, increases streamflow
immediately, partially compensating for streamflow reductions during the subsequent warm season. A uniform warm
season warming of 3°C drives a wide range of annual flow
declines across the basins: 13.3%, 7.2%, 1.8%, and 3.6%
in the Colorado, Columbia, Northern and Southern Sierra
basins, respectively. The same warming applied during the
cool season gives annual declines of only 3.5%, 1.7%,
2.1%, and 3.1%, respectively. Citation: Das, T., D. W. Pierce,
D. R. Cayan, J. A. Vano, and D. P. Lettenmaier (2011), The importance of warm season warming to western U.S. streamflow changes,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 38, L23403, doi:10.1029/2011GL049660.

1. Introduction
[2] Much of the western U.S. is dependent on mountain
runoff as a primary supply of water for agriculture, industry,
and growing urban populations. Streamflow is likely to
decline over much of the region, especially the Southwest,
due to anthropogenic climate change [Milly et al., 2005;
Seager et al., 2007; Christensen and Lettenmaier, 2007;
Cayan et al., 2010]. In some of the region, one mechanism
driving this prospective decline is a projected reduction in
precipitation due to altered atmospheric circulation. The
other major impact arises through the response of land surface processes to climate warming, in particular through
changes in evapotranspiration (ET) and sublimation from
snow. Land surface processes are the focus of this work.
[3] Previous authors have documented declining annual
streamflow in the Pacific Northwest [Luce and Holden,
2009] and a shift towards earlier runoff in the western U.S.
in observations and climate change simulations [e.g., Hayhoe
et al., 2004; Stewart et al., 2005; Hidalgo et al., 2009; Kim
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and Jain, 2010]. Those studies have generally used combined changes in temperature (T ) and precipitation (P),
which complicates identification of the seasonal response
in the T-driven signal. The effects of T and P trends on
snowpack were considered separately by Hamlet et al.
[2005], but they did not examine winter vs. summer changes. Additionally, these earlier works have explored how
streamflow changes with realistic year-round warming, but
have not determined the response of the land surface to
warming in different seasons.
[4] If precipitation is fixed and changes in local storage
are small, only changes in evaporation or transpiration from
plants can change yearly-averaged streamflow. Increased
evaporation can drive increased local or regional precipitation that partially mitigates the drying effects of the evaporation, an effect often called “recycling”. Traditional estimates
of recycling suggest only 3-10% of the precipitation over the
western U.S. originates as local evaporation [Trenberth,
1998], but moisture budgets suggest higher values [Anderson
et al., 2009]. We do not consider moisture recycling, so
our results are an upper limit to changes in runoff (see also
section 4).
[5] Runoff depends on interacting processes that vary with
season, such as snow accumulation in winter, melting in
spring, and high evaporative demand in summer. Most water
in the western U.S. is delivered to stream channels during
the cool season. However, our results show that summer
warming affects annual streamflow the most: there is a seasonal asymmetry in the response of streamflow to warming.
This asymmetry could be of practical importance, since most
global climate models project more summer than winter
warming in the western U.S. [e.g., Hayhoe et al., 2004].

2. Methods
2.1. Study Area and Data
[6] The study area consists of four regionally important
river basins: a) the Upper Colorado; b) the Columbia;
c) California’s Northern Sierra Nevada; d) California’s
Southern Sierra Nevada (Figure S1 in Text S1 in the
auxiliary material).1 Geographical and climatic conditions
of the basins are shown in Table S1 in Text S1.
[7] Daily gridded observations of precipitation, maximum
daily temperature (Tmax), minimum temperature (Tmin),
and wind speed over the period 1915–2003 at 1/8 degree
latitude by longitude spatial resolution across the western
U.S. [Hamlet and Lettenmaier, 2005] were used to drive the
Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) hydrological model
1
Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2011GL049660.
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Figure 1. (a) Change in annual streamflow (%) obtained
when the temperature in the indicated month is increased
by 1°C. (b) Monthly temperature change (2050–2099 average minus 1950–1999 average) projected by an ensemble
of 16 global climate models using the SRES A2 climate
change scenario and statistical downscaling [Maurer et al.,
2007]. Values are averaged over the Colorado, Columbia,
North and South Sierra basins.
[Liang et al., 1994; Cherkauer et al., 2003]. Details of the
forcing are given in section S2 of Text S1. Humidity and
downward solar and longwave radiation are estimated using
the algorithms of Kimball et al. [1997] and Thornton and
Running [1999], which are based on the daily temperature
range and daily average temperature, respectively, as
described by Maurer et al. [2002].
[8] Future temperature changes across the western U.S.
are based on the average of 16 statistically downscaled
global climate model projections using the SRES A2 emissions scenario, obtained from http://www.engr.scu.edu/
emaurer/data.shtml [Maurer et al., 2007].
2.2. Models and Analysis
[9] The VIC model was applied over the four basins on a
1/8  1/8 degree grid [Barnett et al., 2008]. Up to 11 different vegetation classes were allowed in each grid cell. We
assumed that movement of the tree line will lag climate
warming by some decades, and so kept vegetation geographically fixed (although parameters such as the leaf area
index vary monthly). A sensitivity experiment showed that
future streamflow declines are greater when the tree line is
allowed to migrate to higher elevations with warming, in
which case the increased tree cover leads to greater transpiration losses. Runoff is routed [Lohmann et al., 1996] to
simulate streamflow in the four river basins. Further model
details are given in section S3 of Text S1.
[10] Different land-surface models produce different runoff given the same forcing [e.g., Henderson-Sellers et al.,
1993]. Also, different parameterizations of potential evapotranspiration (PET; the ET that would arise with no water
limitations) respond differently to warming [Kingston et al.,
2009]. Because of this, results from any one model are
uncertain. However, we use VIC because 1) it is computationally efficient; 2) it reproduces observed streamflow over
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the western U.S. quite well when driven by observed meteorological forcing [e.g., Hidalgo et al., 2009; Hamlet et al.,
2005]; 3) it uses the Penman-Montieth formulation of PET,
a physically based method well-suited to a range of climates
[Allen et al., 1998]; 4) it represents the vapor pressure feedback (closing plant stomata under dry conditions), which
is important for the land surface water balance [Koster and
Milly, 1997].
[11] When forced with observed P, Tmax and Tmin over the
period 1915–2002, VIC simulated flow compares well with
observations, reproducing the strong seasonality (Figure S3
in Text S1), runoff efficiency (Figure S4 in Text S1), and
substantial interannual-decadal variability observed in each
basin. The difference between modeled and observed (naturalized) mean annual flow is 0.2%, 3.0%, 12%, and 1.2%
in the Colorado, Columbia, northern and southern Sierra,
respectively, while the correlation between the annual time
series of simulated and observed flow is 0.93, 0.87, 0.91,
and 0.97 in the same basins. The RMS error in the annualmean time series, expressed as a percent of the observed
mean annual flow, is 11%, 9.5%, 19.5%, and 12.2%,
respectively. In sum, VIC provides both a credible first look
at the problem and a benchmark for later studies using other
models.
[12] In our warming experiments we offset daily temperatures by a constant, leaving downward solar radiation
unchanged. This allows us to isolate the effects of warming
while imposing daily P and T sequences that are reasonably
realistic. VIC determines the form of P (rain or snow) based
on T, so the appropriate phase is always applied.

3. Results
[13] To examine the sensitivity of streamflow to warming
at different times of the year, we performed 12 experiments
where Tmin and Tmax were increased 1°C in just one month
of the year (Jan, Feb, …, Dec). Water storage in the soil and
snowpack impart memory to the system, so we calculated
changes in annual streamflow even though the temperature
perturbations were confined to one month.
[14] Annual streamflow decreases for a single month’s
warming are shown in Figure 1a as a function of the month
warming is applied. Three of the four basins are more sensitive to warm season warming than to cool season warming.
The Colorado River is especially sensitive, with annual
streamflow declines in response to a single summer month’s
1°C warming of 1.2%, vs. 0.1% for a winter month’s 1°C
warming. The Northern and Southern Sierra Nevada are the
least sensitive (peak streamflow decreases of 0.3%) and show
less asymmetry in response to summer vs. winter warming.
The Columbia River falls between, with declines in annual
streamflow of about 0.6% for a summer month’s warming,
and near zero for winter warming.
[15] Figure 2 shows the simulated monthly changes in
actual (as contrasted with potential) evapotranspiration
(AET), runoff, and soil moisture from experiments with 1°C
warming applied in January (top row of Figure 2), April,
July, and October (bottom row). For brevity, only the Colorado River results are shown. The time evolution of the
anomalies depends greatly on which month the warming is
applied. In some cases, for example AET and runoff with
July and October warming, there is a delayed response
the following summer. This shows there is “memory” in the
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Figure 2. (a) Climatological change in actual evapotranspiration (AET, mm/day), (b) runoff (mm/day), and (c) soil moisture (mm) over the 12-month period following a single month of 1°C warming applied uniformly over the Colorado River
basin in the month indicated.
system that resides primarily in the soil moisture (Figure 2c);
January warming increases soil moisture as snow melts and
precipitation shifts to rain, but the effects drop nearly to
zero after two months. Summer warming, in contrast,
results in an immediate increase in AET which imparts a
soil moisture deficit that persists through the winter into the
following summer. In such a case there has been a net loss
of water from the land surface, which becomes more arid as
a result, despite the fact that P is held constant.
3.1. Year-Round Warming
[16] The single-month warming experiments are useful in
diagnosing the response of the hydrological system, but
anthropogenic climate warming will almost certainly be
experienced in all months. Figure 1b shows that the yearly
averaged warming is likely to be at least 3° C in all the basins
examined here by late in the current century. We consider the
yearly-averaged warming case first, then explore the additional effects of the greater summer than winter warming in
section 3.3.
[17] An asymmetry in seasonal streamflow response is still
present when a 3°C uniform year-round warming is applied
(Figure 3a). All basins exhibit a comparable reduction in
warm season streamflow: 14.6%, 11.8%, 11.0%, and
14.3% in the Colorado, Columbia, northern and southern
Sierra, respectively. Yet annual streamflow reductions vary
by a factor of four: 16.1%, 8.4%, 3.9%, and 6.4% in
the same basins. Thus, inter-basin differences in annual
response must be determined largely by the disparity in cool
season streamflow changes, which range from 1.5%
(Colorado) to +7.9% (southern Sierra).
[18] Even with fixed precipitation, warming increases the
liquid water input (LWI, the sum of rainfall and snow melt)
to the surface during the cool season by changing the rain/
snow mix and causing earlier snow melt. The difference in
both the quantity and disposition of extra LWI accounts for
the differences in cool season streamflow, and hence annual
streamflow between basins. The difference in quantity
between basins is well understood; 1 degree of warming in
the higher, colder basins results in less transition from snow
to rain and less snowpack crossing the melting point. However the disposition of that extra LWI also matters, and
varies widely across basins. In the Northern Sierra, 41% of

the extra LWI in winter due to warming runs off that same
winter, largely offsetting the severe warm season drying in
the annual average. The comparable figures for the Southern
Sierra and Columbia basins are 25% and 16%, respectively.
In the Colorado basin, systematically more arid conditions,
even during winter, lead to only 2% of the extra LWI input
during winter running off that same winter; the severe
summer declines in streamflow are little compensated by
increased winter streamflow, and the annual average decline
in streamflow is greatest of the four basins.

Figure 3. Changes in streamflow (%) in the annual, warm
(April–September), and cool (October–March) season averages, for: (a) uniform 3°C year-round warming; (b) 3°C warming in the warm season only; (c) 3°C of warming in the cool
season only. All values are given as percent of the annually
averaged flow in the historical climate control run, so that
the annual change is the sum of the warm and cool season
changes. X axis tic interval is 5%.
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3.2. Warm Versus Cool-Season Warming
[19] The different behavior by season is even more clearly
seen when 3°C of warming is applied only during the warm
or cool season, an idealized experiment that probes the
hydrological effects of warming. Consider the response to
either warm-only or cool-only season warming in the annual
mean streamflow (black bars of Figures 3b and 3c). Warmseason warming reduces annual streamflow far more in the
Colorado and Columbia Rivers than does cool season
warming.
[20] Figure 3 also shows a profound difference between
the seasonal contributions to the annual flow reduction. For
warm season-only warming (Figure 3b), streamflow is
reduced in both the season the warming is applied and in the
subsequent cool season. The annual streamflow reduction is
therefore larger than in either season separately. By contrast,
with cool season-only warming (Figure 3c), streamflow
increases during the cool season, but decreases during the
subsequent warm season. The contemporaneous increase in
streamflow and the subsequent decrease in streamflow partially compensate. The response to year-round warming
(Figure 3a) is approximately the sum of the responses to
warm-only and cool-only season warming applied separately
(Figures 3b and 3c).
3.3. Projections of Future Warming
[21] Downscaled projections from 16 climate models
using SRES A2 forcing [Maurer et al., 2007] consistently
exhibit more summer warming than winter in this region
(Figure 1b). The greatest summer/winter asymmetry is found
in the Columbia basin, with about 3°C warming in winter
averaged over models but nearly 5°C in summer. The other
basins show a pronounced seasonal asymmetry as well.
Although the experiments described above with constant
year-round warming of 3°C are reasonably consistent with
the climate model projections, the climate model results can
be more closely approximated by applying more warming in
the warm season than in the cool season. To see what effect
this has, we compare a “uniform experiment” (with 3°C
year-round warming) to an “asymmetric experiment” with
2°C of cool season warming and 4°C of warm season
warming (yielding the same annual warming). We find that
Colorado River streamflow declines 16.0% in the uniform
experiment compared to 18.6% in the asymmetric experiment. Columbia River streamflow has a 8.4% decline for
uniform warming compared to a 9.8% decline for asymmetric warming. The expectation of more summer than
winter warming combines with the greater sensitivity of
streamflow to summer than winter warming to further reduce
streamflow in these basins.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
[22] Within the major river basins of the western U.S.,
VIC simulations show a substantial decrease in annual
streamflow in response to warm season (April through
September) warming: 13.3%, 7.2%, 1.8%, and 3.6%
for a 3°C warming in the Colorado, Columbia, northern and
southern Sierra basins, respectively. Cool season warming,
by contrast, gives annual changes that are mostly much
smaller: 3.5%, 1.7%, 2.1%, and 3.1% respectively.
Cool season warming stimulates greater streamflow immediately, which partly compensates for a subsequent decrease
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in summer streamflow that happens because less water is
available. Summer warming stimulates greater evapotranspiration and diminished soil moisture immediately, with no
process during the following winter that can generate a
compensating streamflow increase.
[23] The net response to year-round warming arises from
the interplay of these seasonal responses, and varies greatly
between basins. When 3°C year-round warming is applied to
the Northern Sierra Nevada, increased cool season streamflow nearly compensates for the decreased warm season
streamflow, yielding a net annual change of only 3.9%. At
the opposite extreme, the Colorado River basin is dry
enough that additional liquid water input to the system during the winter generates almost no additional streamflow
immediately. Instead, the water is stored in the soil and
becomes available for later loss via ET, so the net annual
streamflow decline is highest of the four basins studied:
16.1% for 3°C of year-round warming. Such a reduction
would likely result in water shortages on the Colorado River
[Barnett and Pierce, 2009]. The Colorado River basin
receives the highest warm season precipitation of the four
basins, and 80% of the warm season precipitation is consumed by evapotranspiration, compared to 50% in the
Columbia and Sierra Nevada (Figure S4 in Text S1).
[24] In contrast to the substantial variability between the
basins’ annual streamflow response to a uniform year-round
climate warming, the reduction in warm-season flow is
much more consistent: 14.6%, 11.8%, 11.0%, and
14.3% in the Colorado, Columbia, northern and southern
Sierra, respectively. This has important implications for a
built water system that depends on melting snow to deliver
water in the warm season [Barnett et al., 2005]. Streamflow
decreases during the season it is needed most will be substantial, and can only be compensated for by increased
storage or decreased demand. A strong reduction of summer
streamflow might also have significant impacts on the
western U.S. ecology. For example, higher moisture deficits
in summer might increase forest fire frequency [Westerling
et al., 2006].
[25] Previous work has generally focused, implicitly or
explicitly, on the effects of winter/spring warming and
associated shifts in runoff timing, because the immediate
manifestations of warming in those seasons are large.
However, these results emphasize the key role of future
warm season warming in determining annual streamflow
changes. Climate model projections generally show higher
warming in the warm than in the cool season over the
western U.S., typically by 1.5-2°C by 2100 under SRES A2
forcing scenarios [Maurer et al., 2007]. This could accentuate the reductions that are indicated here, especially in the
Colorado, which exhibits a high sensitivity to warming in
the warm season. In river beds where warming leads to
increased winter streamflow, flooding could become a
greater problem [Dettinger et al., 2004; Lundquist et al.,
2008; Das et al., 2011]. The interplay of these seasonal
responses is crucial to understanding how western U.S. rivers will respond to climate warming, and must be considered
in adapting to climate change’s effects there.
[26] Our analysis does not consider precipitation recycling, so our results likely represent an upper bound to
changes in runoff, although not necessarily to the seasonal
asymmetry in warming’s effect on runoff. However the
size of this effect, estimated from our simulated changes in
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evaporation combined with recycling values from Anderson
et al. 2009, suggest that our overall conclusion of the
importance of warm season warming to reducing annual
runoff is robust. Evaporation increases are greatest in spring,
but moisture recycling peaks in summer, when all the basins
(except the Columbia) have decreased evaporation, and
hence less local recycling. Incremental precipitation also
tends to be less efficient at generating runoff during the warm
season, when generally the soil is drier and evaporative
demand higher.
[27] The results presented here were obtained from one
widely applied and well-documented macroscale hydrology
model, VIC. Future work no doubt will investigate similar
predictions using other land surface models. Also, our
experimental design does not examine joint precipitation and
temperature changes, or changes in the daily sequencing of
P and T, both of which merit future investigation since climate change will likely alter both.
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Abstract. The western United States is a region long deﬁned by water challenges. Climate
change adds to those historical challenges, but does not, for the most part, introduce entirely new
challenges; rather climate change is likely to stress water supplies and resources already in many
cases stretched to, or beyond, natural limits. Projections are for continued and, likely, increased
warming trends across the region, with a near certainty of continuing changes in seasonality of
snowmelt and streamﬂows, and a strong potential for attendant increases in evaporative
demands. Projections of future precipitation are less conclusive, although likely the northernmost West will see precipitation increases while the southernmost West sees declines. However,
most of the region lies in a broad area where some climate models project precipitation increases
while others project declines, so that only increases in precipitation uncertainties can be projected
with any conﬁdence. Changes in annual and seasonal hydrographs are likely to challenge water
managers, users, and attempts to protect or restore environmental ﬂows, even where annual
volumes change little. Other impacts from climate change (e.g., ﬂoods and water-quality
changes) are poorly understood and will likely be location dependent.
In this context, four iconic river basins offer glimpses into speciﬁc challenges that climate
change may bring to the West. The Colorado River is a system in which overuse and growing
demands are projected to be even more challenging than climate-change-induced ﬂow
reductions. The Rio Grande offers the best example of how climate-change-induced ﬂow
declines might sink a major system into permanent drought. The Klamath is currently projected
to face the more benign precipitation future, but ﬁsheries and irrigation management may face
dire straits due to warming air temperatures, rising irrigation demands, and warming waters in a
basin already hobbled by tensions between endangered ﬁsheries and agricultural demands.
Finally, California’s Bay-Delta system is a remarkably localized and severe weakness at the heart
of the region’s trillion-dollar economy. It is threatened by the full range of potential climatechange impacts expected across the West, along with major vulnerabilities to increased ﬂooding
and rising sea levels.
Key words: Centennial Paper; climate change; Colorado River; Klamath River; Rio Grande;
Sacramento–San Joaquin Bay Delta; water resources; western United States.

If climate change is the shark, then water is its teeth.
—Paul Dickinson, CEO of Carbon Disclosure Project
INTRODUCTION
The western United States has always been a nexus of
great opportunity and great challenge for the Nation.
The region is notable for burgeoning human settlements
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and its ‘‘wide open spaces’’; for its anthropogenic land
disturbances and native landscapes; for its complex
terrains and diverse climates; and for its abundant
resources and its scarce ones. Water has always played a
pivotal role in its development, so that, to an extent
unmatched elsewhere, water has been a limiting factor in
where agriculture was undertaken, in where and how
large its settlements have grown, and in the character
and survival of many of its natural landscapes. And
now, like so much of the Earth, social and natural
conditions in the western United States are changing
rapidly due to a variety of inﬂuences, including its long
history of recurrent and severe droughts, ﬂoods, waterquality contamination, environmental degradation and
endangered species, strong competition for the often
limited water supplies that exist among a diverse set of
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water users, and growing changing populations and
economies.
The western United States includes hundreds of rivers
and catchments but, at the largest scale, a half dozen
major basins drain about 66% of the area and constitute
important touchstones for thinking about the future of
water in the West. These drainages include the Colorado
River basin, the Sacramento-San Joaquin drainages in
California, the Klamath River basin, and the Rio
Grande basin, which will be discussed as examples of
the challenges facing western water managers later in
this review. The remaining areas comprise large numbers
of drainages, some interconnected but mostly not. The
region and its drainages are remarkable for their
diversity, ranging from the moist and abundantly
ﬂowing Columbia River system to the much drier and
more tenuous hydrology of the Lower Colorado and
Rio Grande catchments, with the fragmented and lonely
Great Basin drainages standing in stark contrast to the
well-connected and generally more populous and
developed larger rivers. Given this diversity, it is difﬁcult
to provide a single vision of the future of western water,
especially in its details, but on the whole, the region and
its waters are notable for the challenges they will face.
Western water, whether it is in rivers, soils, or aquifers,
is essentially everywhere faced with a continuation of its
long history of high demands even as its supplies are
negatively impacted by hydroclimatic changes and
ﬂuctuations.
All told, climate change threatens water resources in
the western United States to a degree that is probably
unmatched anywhere else in the country. A ‘‘water
supply stress index’’ for the United States, based on
current conditions, is mapped in Fig. 1, showing
widespread stress in much of the Southwest, western
Great Plains, and parts of the Northwest relative to the
rest of the country. In this ﬁgure, the stress indices are
ratios of annual water demands to annual surface- and
groundwater water supplies for each watershed, and
watersheds are considered stressed (higher index values)
when water demands for agriculture, power plants, and
municipalities exceed 40% of available supplies. These
stresses often cause conﬂict for water resources among
sectors. In other contexts, basins can experience critical
stresses even when demands are far below this threshold
(Averyt et al. 2013).
Since the onset of American settlement of the West,
when John Wesley Powell wrote his Report on the Arid
Regions of the United States (Stegner 1953) 140 years
ago, it has been understood that the West is a region
where water will be a crucial, limiting determinant of
where, when, and how humans can survive and prosper.
Thus much of the history of the West has been about
dividing the waters there, managing them, and building
some of the most ambitious infrastructures around to
store and move waters long and short distances across
the landscape to ensure that water is available when and
where needed, to the extents practicable.

Now, almost a century and a half later, we are in a
time of adjustment in the West and some of the
established methods and arrangements for water management are in states of ﬂux. Looking forward, the
western states will be confronted with many watermanagement challenges and tradeoffs including many
from climate change, but the good news is that few of
them are likely to be totally new: The West has already
grappled with most of the problems that will face it in
the future, however inadequately in some cases and
however transformed some will be by larger trends in the
future. The task confronting the West now is to resolve
problems that it has long acknowledged but left partly
or completely unresolved and to prepare for changes
that will surely come. Drought, contamination, ﬂoods,
environmental degradation, and difﬁcult resource competitions are all part of the history of the region and lie
at the core of most of its most pressing future challenges.
Unfortunately, in recent decades, society within the
region and globally has initiated changes aggravating
these perennial issues, while adding a few more, with
climate change being an increasingly pressing and
threatening source of such ‘‘aggravations.’’
This paper is a distillation of ﬁndings regarding
western water and climate change, from the Water
Resources chapter in the 2014 National Climate Assessment (Georgakakos et al. 2014), coupled with several
vignettes of issues developing in iconic western rivers to
add speciﬁcity to those ﬁndings and to illustrate the
diversity of conditions facing the region.
CLIMATE-CHANGE IMPACTS

ON THE

WESTERN WATER

In this section, observed changes and projections of
future changes in the western water cycle are summarized. However, notably, natural climate variations occur
on essentially all time scales from days to millennia, and
the water cycle reﬂects these variations. Observations of
recent changes in the water cycle in the West thus
inevitably include natural hydroclimatic variations as
well as local human inﬂuences (like dam building or
land-use changes) in combination with whatever global
climate changes are underway. Recent studies have
begun to rigorously attribute a limited number of
speciﬁc long-term and temperature-driven changes in
the western water cycle to human-induced climate
change (for example, Barnett et al. 2008). Although
observed changes for many of the other water-cycle
variables addressed in this section are consistent with
projected human-induced climate changes, research to
formally attribute these responses to global causes is still
needed.
Warming
Much of the western United States has warmed in
recent decades by about 1.58C compared to the
historical norms from 1901–1960 (e.g., Walsh et al.
2014), with greatest warming in summers and springs,
and in nighttime temperatures (Hoerling et al. 2013).
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FIG. 1. Current surface-water-supply stress index of Averyt et al. (2013); see Introduction for deﬁnition of index.

The warming of minimum temperatures in the region
has been conﬁdently attributed to the inﬂuences of
increasing greenhouse gases in the global atmosphere
(Bonﬁls et al. 2008). Averages of many recent projections of future temperatures have the western United
States warming by between about 2.58C and 58C by end
of century (although some projections yield even warmer
outcomes), depending most strongly on future rates of
greenhouse-gas emissions (Walsh et al. 2014). Observed
frost-free seasons have increased in length by between
about 15% and 20%, a trend that is projected to
continue well into the future, increasing by as much as
60–70% in many mountainous areas of the west (Walsh
et al. 2014). On the whole, warming is projected to be
largest in the continental interior and somewhat
ameliorated as the Paciﬁc coast is approached.
These warming trends reﬂect increasing greenhousegas concentrations in the atmosphere (Bonﬁls et al.
2008), and affect water in the West through a variety of
processes. Warming is already directly affecting snow
and ice processes (Pierce et al. 2008, Hidalgo et al. 2009),
is lengthening growing seasons (Cayan et al. 2001), and
thus potentially may be affecting evapotranspiration
totals, and is increasing water temperatures and
reducing mixing in some lakes. Warming, and its effects
in the west, will continue in any event but at rates that

will directly reﬂect future rates of greenhouse-gas
emissions.
Rain, snow, evapotranspiration, and runoff
In recent decades, annual average precipitation has
increased across the Great Plains, California, the Paciﬁc
Northwest, and Alaska, while decreases have been
observed in Hawaii and parts of the Southwest (Walsh
et al. 2014). Annual average precipitation totals are
projected to increase across the northern states, and
decrease to the south, especially in the Southwest
(Orlowsky and Seneviratne 2012, Cayan et al. 2013,
Walsh et al. 2014: Figs. 2.12 and 2.13). Thus far, the
correspondences between observed and projected precipitation changes are weak, suggesting that natural
ﬂuctuations are contributing signiﬁcantly to the observed ‘‘changes.’’ Furthermore, the most recent generation of climate-change projections (for the IPCC
Fifth Assessments; IPCC 2013) have shown approximately the same pattern of precipitation change across
the western states (growing wetter along the northern
tier of states and drying along the southern tier) as
previous projections, albeit with a southward shift of the
transition zone between those two broad realms such
that in the most recent projections, taken as an
ensemble, increasing precipitation reaches farther south
than in previous projections. The result is that newer
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FIG. 2. Projected changes in snow (snow water equivalent,
SWE), runoff, and soil moisture, as percent change in 2041–
2070 from 1971–2000 conditions, under continued increases in
greenhouse-gas emissions (A2 scenario; Cayan et al. 2013).

projections yield precipitation increases that extend into
parts of the Upper Colorado River Basin and northern
California that, in previous projections, received little
change or even decreases in overall precipitation. The
extent to which these differences between this generation
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of climate-change projections and the previous one
should be interpreted as improved estimates of future
precipitation remains to be determined, because the shift
is rather subtle at the resolution of the climate models
making the projections.
On the other hand, changes in precipitation extremes
have been, and are projected to be, greater than changes
in means. The number and intensity of very heavy
precipitation events (deﬁned as the heaviest 1% of all
daily events from 1901 to 2012) have been increasing
signiﬁcantly across most of the United States. The
amount of precipitation accumulated from those heaviest daily events has also increased in most areas of the
United States (Georgakakos et al. 2014). Very heavy
precipitation events are projected to increase everywhere
in the western United States (Kharin et al. 2013, Polade
et al. 2014, Walsh et al. 2014). Heavy precipitation
events that historically occurred once in 20 years are
projected to occur as frequently as every 12 years by late
this century in the Southwest and every 15 years in the
Northwest (Wang and Zhang 2008). Dry spells are also
projected to lengthen in most regions, especially across
the southern and northwestern parts of the contiguous
United States (Walsh et al. 2014), with the most
consistently projected increases being for the numbers
of dry days in the southwest and up the west coast
(Polade et al. 2014). Thus, although projected changes in
total average annual precipitation are generally small in
many areas, both wet and dry extremes are projected to
increase substantially almost everywhere.
Snowpacks and snowmelt-fed rivers in much of the
western United States have trended toward earlier melts
and ﬂows since the middle of the last century, including
the past decade (Hamlet et al. 2005, Fritze et al. 2011,
Hoerling et al. 2013, Walsh et al. 2014). These trends are
related to declines in spring snowpack, earlier snowmelt,
and larger percentages of precipitation falling as rain
instead of snow. These changes have taken place in the
midst of considerable year-to-year variability and longterm natural ﬂuctuations of the western U.S. climate, as
well as other inﬂuences, such as the effects of tree deaths
from warming-liberated pest infestations (Pugh and
Small 2012) and from dust and soot on snowpacks, as
well as differences between the trends in the colder
interior mountain catchments and the warmer maritime
mountains of the Paciﬁc Coast states (Hamlet et al.
2005, Stewart et al. 2005, Hodgkins 2009, Painter et al.
2010, Stoelinga et al. 2010, Fritze et al. 2011, Creamean
et al. 2013). There are thus both natural and human
inﬂuences on the observed trends (Barnett et al. 2008,
Bonﬁls et al. 2008, Pierce et al. 2008, Das et al. 2009,
Hidalgo et al. 2009), but studies speciﬁcally designed to
differentiate between natural and human-induced causes
have shown that up to 60% of these changes are
attributable to human-induced climate warming (Barnett et al. 2008). Notably, not all snowpack variables
have changed detectably, or should be expected to have
changed yet (Pierce and Cayan 2013).
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FIG. 3. (a) Inﬂuences of hypothetical þ28C warming (imposed uniformly on gridded daily temperature and precipitation, 1950–
1999 (Maurer et al. 2002) on snow vs. rain fractions of total precipitation, as the historical fraction of precipitation that fell on days
in the temperature range 28C to 08C; (b) fractions of overall precipitation, west of 1008 W, falling historically on days with
minimum temperature (Tmin) less than freezing under various imposed warmings; and (c) fractions of the area of the western United
States that would experience various degrees of snow–rain transition under various degrees of warming.

Snowpack and snow fed hydrologic conditions in the
West are projected to continue to change, with major
losses in the 1 April water content of the snowpack that
feeds western rivers (snow water equivalent, or SWE;
Fig. 2a); signiﬁcant reductions in April to July runoff in
California, Arizona, and the central Rocky Mountains
(Fig. 2b); and reductions in warm-season soil moisture
(Fig. 2c). A simple analysis of the historical record of
daily precipitation and temperatures since 1948 helps to
put the projected snow-system changes in the West into
a national context: Fig. 3a illustrates the percentages of
precipitation that have historically fallen on days in the
temperature range between 28C and freezing (Dettinger
and Culberson 2008), as a proxy for the fraction of
precipitation that might change from snowfall to rainfall
under a modest þ28C warming. This simple consideration suggests that snowpacks are most vulnerable in the

western United States (Klos et al. 2014), and indeed the
western United States is where the largest changes have
already been witnessed (Knowles et al. 2006, Feng and
Hu 2007).
The possible rain–snow changes suggested in Fig. 2a
are summarized for the western United States as a whole
across a wider range of temperature changes in Fig. 3b
and c. Fig. 3b shows a steady decline in the fraction of
the regional-total precipitation that might transition
from subzero to above-zero temperatures, indicating
that about 4% more of the total precipitation would
convert from snow to rain per 8C warming, all other
things being equal. This way of aggregating the snow-torain fractions gives, at the regional scale, a sense of the
vulnerability of the overall water supply. However, only
a fraction of the western land area is actually directly
contact with water in lakes and streams, with about 10%
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of the area of Colorado River Basin (as a proxy for
western conditions more generally) lying within 60 m of
open water, lakes, or streams (Batker et al. 2014). Across
the broader dry-land areas of the West, changes from
snow-dominated conditions to rain-dominated conditions are likely to impact winter and spring snow cover,
length of snow seasons, soil freezing, and ultimately a
variety of vegetation and ecosystem functions and
services (such as potable water, ﬂood risk reduction,
water ﬁltration, wildlife habitat, soil-erosion reduction,
soil formation, raw materials, food, recreation, air
quality, and aesthetic value; Batker et al. 2014).
Ultimately these impacts may also result in changes in
water supply yields (e.g., Goulden and Bales 2014,
Painter et al. 2010) and carbon sequestration (e.g.,
Arnold et al. 2014). Fig. 3c, in contrast to Fig. 3b,
summarizes areas (rather than precipitation totals) that
might be making various levels of snow–rain transition
as a function of warming. This metric has a somewhat
less linear response to warming than that in Fig. 3b.
Thus, for landscape managers, the snow–rain transition
may entail an even more nuanced evaluation of impacts
than for water managers.
Evapotranspiration (ET) is the second largest component of the western water cycle after precipitation and
marks the divide between ‘‘green water’’ (that nourishes
plants and landscapes and is quantiﬁed by ET) vs. ‘‘blue
water’’ (that runs off or recharges groundwater, and is
thus more often the subject of diversion and management for water supplies; Falkenmark and Rockstrom
2004). In snowy settings, sublimation of snow and ice
can increase these returns of water to the atmosphere,
sometimes in signiﬁcant amounts (Strasser et al. 2008,
Reba et al. 2012). Globally, land ET rates increased
between 1982 and 1997 but then stopped increasing, or
have decreased, since about 1998 (Jung et al. 2010),
reﬂecting the so-called ‘‘hiatus’’ in atmospheric warming
in this latter period (e.g., Trenberth and Fasullo 2013).
The same ET decline has been witnessed in many areas
of the western United States. Factors contributing to the
land ET rate changes may include declining winds
(Vautard et al. 2010, McVicar et al. 2012), declining
solar insolation (Roderick and Farquhar 2002), increasing humidity (McVicar et al. 2012), and declining soil
moisture (Jung et al. 2010).
Projections of actual ET rates vary by region (Hay et
al. 2011, Wehner et al. 2011, Dai 2012, Hoerling 2012,
Shefﬁeld et al. 2012), but the atmospheric potential for
ET is expected to increase globally and across the entire
western United States region with warming. In the
West, actual ET rates and totals will likely be affected
by local soil moisture changes and by changing lengths
of snow-covered and growing seasons. Changing
vegetation and land uses in response to land developments and climate change also are likely to affect ET
totals (Pugh and Gordon 2012, Goulden and Bales
2014). Much more research is needed to conﬁdently
understand the historical trends and to make conﬁdent
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projections of future ET rates and totals (Milly and
Dunne 2011).
Runoff and streamﬂow at regional scales declined
during the last half-century in the Northwest (Luce and
Holden 2009), with no clear trends in much of the rest
of the western United States (McCabe and Wolock
2011), although a declining trend may be emerging in
annual runoff in the Colorado River Basin (USBR
2011). Historical ﬂuctuations of streamﬂow have been
dominated more by ﬂuctuations in precipitation than
by temperature (Karl and Riebsame 1989). Nevertheless, as warming proceeds and impacts ET and soil
moisture, the amount of runoff generated by a given
amount of precipitation is generally expected to decline
(McCabe and Wolock 2011). Broadly speaking, in
response to the combination of projected precipitation
and temperature changes, annual streamﬂow is projected to decline in the Southwest (Milly et al. 2008,
USBR 2011), and to increase in Alaska and the
Northwest (Solomon et al. 2007, Milly et al. 2008,
Elsner et al. 2010, USBR 2011, Markstrom et al. 2012),
mirroring projected precipitation patterns (Strzepek et
al. 2010). Annual and seasonal projected changes in
runoff for eight basins in the Northwest, northern
Great Plains, and Southwest are illustrated in Fig. 4
(USBR 2011, Georgakakos et al. 2014). Basins in the
southwestern United States and southern Rockies are
projected to experience gradual annual runoff declines,
with basins in the Northwest to northcentral United
States projected to experience little annual change
through the midcentury, and increases by late century.
Even though annual changes may be minimal, projected seasonal changes are greater in many areas, with
cool season runoff increasing over the west coast basins
from California to Washington and over the northcentral United States. Basins in the southwestern
United States and southern Rockies are projected to
see little change to slight decreases in the winter months
(USBR 2011). Warm season runoff is projected to
decline substantially over a region spanning southern
Oregon, the southwestern United States, and southern
Rockies, and change little or increase slightly north of
this region (USBR 2011).
Changes in annual hydrographs are likely to challenge
water managers and users, even where annual volumes
do not change. Higher ﬂows in early spring will favor
what have been junior and infrequently used storage
rights, and senior rights may ﬁnd less ﬂow on the
descending limb of the hydrograph through the summer
and fall. In fact, the changing hydrograph will mean that
some diversions thought in the 20th century to have
reliable senior water rights may be without water during
the hottest and driest periods of summer. The economic
value of these once-prized rights would be vastly
reduced (Stratus Consulting 2009). Environmental water
will also be in short supply in this season, adding to
overall stress.
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FIG. 4. Streamﬂow projections based on combinations of scenarios with substantial global-emissions reductions, some
reductions from current emission trends toward the end of this century, and continuations of current rising emissions trends, for
eight river basins in the western United States (USBR 2011), as percent change in average runoff for three future decades (2020s,
2050s, and 2070s) relative to the 1990s. Stars indicate four major river basins that are discussed in detail in this paper (the Colorado
River basin is shown as Upper and Lower Colorado).

Drought
Droughts occur on time scales ranging from seasonto-season to multiple years and even multiple decades.
There has been no universal trend in the overall extent of
drought across the continental United States since 1900.
However, in the Southwest, widespread drought in the
past decade has reﬂected both precipitation deﬁcits and
higher temperatures (Hoerling et al. 2013), in ways that
resemble projected changes (Cayan et al. 2010). Except
in the few areas where increases in summer precipitation
compensate, summer droughts (Walsh et al. 2014) are
expected to intensify almost everywhere in the continental U.S. (Trenberth et al. 2004) due to longer
periods of dry weather and more extreme heat, leading
to more moisture loss from plants and earlier soil
moisture depletion in basins where snowmelt shifts to
earlier in the year (Scibek et al. 2007, Huntington and
Niswonger 2012). Basins watered by glacial melt in the
Sierra Nevada, Rockies, and Alaska may experience
increased summer river ﬂow in the short term, until the

amounts of glacial ice become too small to contribute
signiﬁcant river ﬂow (Hall and Fagre 2003, Basagic and
Fountain 2011), at which time ﬂows may decline
precipitously.
Flood
Fig. 5 shows statistically signiﬁcant historical trends
in ﬂood magnitudes at only about 27% nationally of
long-term gauges analyzed, and that ﬂoods have been
decreasing in parts of the Southwest (see also Karl and
Knight 1998, Gutowski et al. 2008, Villarini et al. 2009).
With heavy rainfall events projected to increase, though,
the potential for ﬂash ﬂooding is expected to increase in
many settings. Land cover, ﬂow and water-supply
management, soil moisture, and channel conditions are
also important inﬂuences on ﬂood generation (Poff et al.
2006) and must be included in projections of future ﬂood
risks. Region-speciﬁc storm mechanisms and seasonality
also affect ﬂood peaks (Villarini et al. 2009). Because of
this, and our limited ability to project future very heavy
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FIG. 5. Streamﬂow-gage locations (with .85 years of record) where the relationship between historical annual ﬂood
magnitudes and global atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations has been statistically signiﬁcant (P , 0.05; modiﬁed from Hirsch
and Ryberg [2012]). Blue triangles indicate increasing annual ﬂood magnitude trends, red triangles indicate decreasing trends, and
white circles indicate trends that have not been statistically signiﬁcant (P . 0.05).

events with precision, evaluations of the relative changes
in various storm mechanisms may be useful (Villarini et
al. 2009, Dettinger 2011). Warming is likely to directly
affect ﬂooding in mountain settings, as catchment areas
receive increasingly more precipitation as rain rather
than snow, and more rain on remaining snowpacks
(Mote 2003, 2006, Knowles et al. 2006, McCabe et al.
2007, Nayak et al. 2012) In some such settings, ﬂooding
may increase as a result, even where precipitation and
overall river ﬂows decline (Raff et al. 2009, Das et al.
2013, Georgakakos et al. 2014).
Groundwater
Groundwater is the only perennial source of fresh
water in many western regions and is commonly used as
a buffer against climate extremes. As such, it is essential
to water supplies, food security, and ecosystems. In
regions of Nevada, Utah, and the southern Great Plains,
groundwater is a primary water supply. Groundwater
aquifers in these areas, and even in the rest of the
western United States where surface water provides
large fractions of overall supplies (Fig. 6), are susceptible
to the combined stresses of climate and water-use
changes. For example, during the 2006–2009 California
drought, when groundwater was drawn upon to augment for ﬂagging surface-water supplies for much
irrigation in California’s Central Valley, groundwater
storage declined dramatically (Famiglietti et al. 2011).
The current California drought has sparked enough
groundwater development and pumpage so that the
State has undertaken signiﬁcant changes in how groundwater will be managed. Even in the Colorado River

basin, where surface water provides large fractions of
most water supplies (Fig. 6), sustained dry conditions
during the past decade have resulted in massive groundwater depletions (Castle et al. 2014).
Climate change impacts on groundwater storage are
expected to vary from place to place and aquifer to
aquifer. Although precise responses of groundwater
storage and ﬂow to climate change are not yet well
understood nor readily generalizable, recent and ongoing studies (Earman and Dettinger 2011, Taylor et al.
2012, Crosbie et al. 2013) identify key risk factors: (1)
precipitation is the key driver of aquifer recharge in the
widespread water-limited environments of the West
(Hidalgo et al. 2008) while ET is the key driver in
energy-limited environments (like swamps or marshlands) and (2) climate change impacts on recharge
depend on several factors, including basin geology,
frequency and intensity of high-rainfall periods that
drive recharge, seasonal timing of precipitation, and
strength of groundwater–surface water interactions. In
many mountainous areas of the United States, groundwater recharge is disproportionately generated from
snowmelt inﬁltration, suggesting that the loss of
snowpack to warming may affect recharge rates and
patterns (Earman et al. 2006, Scibek et al. 2007, Earman
and Dettinger 2011, Huntington and Niswonger 2012).
Generally, though, impacts of changing demands on
groundwater systems, whether due directly to climate
changes or indirectly through changes in land use or
surface-water availability and management, are likely to
cause more immediate changes in groundwater availability (Taylor et al. 2012, Sheng 2013). Changes in
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FIG. 6. Groundwater withdrawals as a percentage of total withdrawals (from all surface and groundwater sources) by county
(Kenny et al. 2009, Georgakakos et al. 2014).

recharge and resulting changes in storage may be more
subtle and take longer to emerge.
Water quality
Projected changes in air and water temperatures,
precipitation intensity, and droughts will likely affect
water quality in the West’s rivers and lakes. Increasing
water temperatures and intensifying droughts can inhibit
lake mixing, reduce oxygen in bottom waters, and
increase the time pollutants remain in water bodies.
More intense runoff and precipitation can increase river
sediment, nitrogen, and pollutant loads. Lower ﬂows
can concentrate pollutants, increase stream temperatures, and reduce dissolved oxygen. Unfortunately,
our understanding of the speciﬁc of how quality will
change remains limited.
Water temperature has been increasing in many rivers
globally (Kaushal et al. 2010). Changes in streamﬂow
temperature and ﬂow regimes can affect aquatic
ecosystem structure and function (Groffman et al.
2014). Water temperature directly regulates the physiology, metabolism, and energy of individual aquatic
organisms, as well as entire ecosystems. Streamﬂow
quantity inﬂuences the extent of available aquatic
habitats, and streamﬂow variability regulates species
abundance and persistence. Flow also inﬂuences water
temperature, sediment, and nutrient concentrations
(Maurer et al. 2010).
Other factors being equal, the length of the season
that lakes and reservoirs are thermally stratiﬁed is
increasing with increased air and water temperatures
(Schneider and Hook 2010, Sahoo et al. 2012) and
mixing may be inhibited or even eliminated in many

lakes. For example, in Lake Tahoe—one of the deepest
lakes in the world—the length of the season in which
differences in lake temperatures with depth cause
stratiﬁcation (separate density layers) has been increasing since the 1960s (Fig. 7) in response to increasing air
and surface water temperatures (Coats et al. 2006).
Because of its large size (relative to inﬂow) and long
water-residence times, other inﬂuences on stratiﬁcation
have been largely overwhelmed and warming air and
water temperatures have caused progressive declines in
near-surface density, leading to longer stratiﬁcation
seasons (by an average of 20 days), decreasing the
opportunities for deep lake mixing, reducing oxygen
levels, and potentially impacting many species and
numerous aspects of aquatic ecosytems (UC Davis
Tahoe Environmental Research Center 2012). Increasing stratiﬁcation reduces deep mixing in the lake, which
in turn is projected to lead to decreasing dissolved
oxygen in the deep water and bottom sediments (Sahoo
et al. 2012). These conditions are expected to encourage
the release of nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorous;
Baron et al. 2013), heavy metals (such as mercury), and
other toxins into lake waters (Schneider and Hook 2010,
Sahoo et al. 2012).
Water withdrawals and demands
Total U.S. freshwater withdrawals (including water
that is withdrawn and consumed as well as water that
returns to a source) and consumptive uses have leveled
off and even declined nationally since 1980 (Maupin et
al. 2014). Western water withdrawals have followed suit
despite more than a 50% increase in the region’s
population (Fig. 8; Brown et al. 2013b). This leveling
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FIG. 7. Observed changes in lake-stratiﬁcation season
length for Lake Tahoe. The black line is a linear trend ﬁtted
to the season lengths, by linear regression (r ¼ 0.39, P , 0.01),
indicating increases in season length of about 5 days per decade
since 1968.

reﬂects demand management, including switching from
ﬂood irrigation to more efﬁcient methods in many parts
of the western United States (Brown 2000, Foti et al.
2012), enhanced water use efﬁciencies in response to
environmental pollution legislation (in the industrial and
commercial sector); new plumbing codes, water efﬁcient
appliances, efﬁciency improvement programs, and pricing strategies (Groves et al. 2008, Jeffcoat et al. 2009,
Rockaway et al. 2011) in the municipal sector; changes
from water-intensive manufacturing and other heavy
industrial activities to service-oriented businesses (David
1990); and replacement of older once-through-cooling
electric power plants by plants that recycle their cooling
water (in the thermoelectric sector). At the national
level, irrigation and all electric power plant cooling
withdrawals account for ;77% of total withdrawals but
most of the power-plant usage is in the eastern states. In
most of the West, though, irrigation is the dominant
water use (Fig. 9d). Comparatively few of the farms
thereby serviced are the small family farms of yesteryear
(Fig. 9b). In the West, about 81% of the irrigation
waters are consumed by evapotranspiration and plant
growth.
Water demand is projected to increase as population
grows, but is projected to increase substantially more as
a result of climate change. In the absence of climate
change but in response to a projected population
increase of 80% and a 245% increase in total personal
income from 2005 to 2060, simulations indicate that
total water demand in the United States could increase
by 3% (Brown et al. 2013b). Under these conditions,
approximately one-half of the western United States
would experience an overall decrease in water demand,
while the other half would experience an increase (Fig.
10a). Recent projections of western water consumption
between 2010 and 2030 suggest that, while irrigation
uses may not increase much (neglecting, for the moment,

climate change), increased uses for municipal and
industrial sectors are expected (Tidwell et al. 2014). If,
however, climate change is also factored in, the total
water demand is projected to rise by an average of 26%
over the same period (Fig. 10b; Brown et al. 2013b).
When climate change is included, 90% of the country
and 100% of the West is projected to experience a total
demand increase, although—using a different methodology—Averyt et al. (2013) found some areas in the far
Northwest and deepest Southwest escaping the increases. By 2090, total water demand is projected to
increase by 42% under the A1B scenario and 82% under
a higher-emissions A2 scenario. Crop irrigation and
landscape watering needs are directly affected by climate
change, especially by projected changes in temperature,
potential ET, and soil moisture. Consequently, the
projected increases in water demand are larger in the
western states, where irrigation dominates total water
withdrawals. Thus the impacts of projected population,
socioeconomic, and climate changes may combine to
amplify water demand in the West.
Instream water uses
Hydropower contributes 7% of electricity generation
nationwide, but provides up to 70% in the Northwest
and 20% in California, and Alaska (USEIA 2013).
Climate change is expected to affect hydropower directly
through changes in runoff (average, extremes, and
seasonality), and indirectly through increased competition with other water demands. Based on runoff
projections, hydropower production is expected to
decline in the Southwest (EPRI 2011), unless offset by
new hydropower operations and technologies.
Changing climate is also projected to affect water and
wastewater treatment and disposal in ways that depend
on system-speciﬁc and interacting attributes. For
example, elevated stream temperatures, combined with
lower ﬂows, may require wastewater facilities to increase
treatment to meet stream water quality standards
(USEPA 2011). More intense precipitation and ﬂoods,
combined with escalating urbanization and associated
increasing impermeable surfaces, may increase contaminated overland ﬂows or combined sewer overﬂows
(USEPA 2008). Moderate precipitation increases, however, could result in increased stream ﬂows, improving
capacity to absorb wastewater in some regions. Sea level
rise and more frequent coastal ﬂooding could damage
wastewater utility infrastructure and reduce treatment
efﬁciency (Flood and Cahoon 2011, Moser et al. 2014).
The projected increases in water withdrawals and uses
(Fig. 10) threaten to deepen and widen ecosystem
impairments, especially in the Southwest where drier
conditions are projected (Groffman et al. 2014). These
impairments include too much and too little sediment,
hydrographs out of alignment with ﬁsh and habitat
needs, water temperatures below dams too cold in
summer and too warm in winter, and dams that impair
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FIG. 8. Western U.S. freshwater withdrawals from groundwater and surface water sources (bars; left-hand y-axis), with
fractions of withdrawals from groundwater (red curve; inner right-hand y-axis) and population trend (green curve; outer right-hand
y-axis) overlain. States included in data are Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, Washington,
and Wyoming. Primary data are available at http://water.usgs.gov/watuse.

upstream and downstream ﬁsh movements (Poff and
Mathews 2013).
WESTERN WATER AND CLIMATE CHANGE: FOUR
ICONIC RIVERS
Water strategies and solutions to meet western
population growth have spanned a broad range from
increasing supplies to decreasing demands. Many of
these could also be used to adapt or prepare for climate
change adaptation. Examples of these strategies include
new dams (being considered in California and Colorado), desalination (San Diego), basin imports via
pipeline (St. George, Utah and the Front Range of
Colorado), municipal conservation, permanent transfers
from agriculture (Colorado Springs), water markets,
land fallowing (Los Angeles), canal lining (San Diego),
retirement of grass lawns by purchase (Las Vegas),
groundwater banking (Arizona), reuse (Orange County
and Aurora, Colorado), new rate structures, consumer
education, municipal conservation, indoor ﬁxture rebates (Denver), new landscape design, water loss
management from leaky mains, and aquifer storage
and recovery (Arizona) (Western Resource Advocates
2005). On the whole, given the uncertainties about the
precise forms that climate-change will take, it may be
that solutions that engage whole portfolios of differing
supply and demand options, with differing climate
vulnerabilities, may be the most robust in the future.
However, detailed analyses of future water-supply
reliabilities in the Inland Empire area of southern
California under a wide range of highly uncertain future
climates (Groves et al. 2008) showed that (1) strategies in
which adaptions and plans are continually revisited and
rethought, as additional information emerges, are the
least expensive options that agencies can pursue and (2)
the next most effective and cost-efﬁcient strategies are
demand reductions. In this context, the good news is

that per capita demand has declined in recent years in
many Southwestern cities through active demand
management programs (Gleick 2010, Cohen 2011).
Both tools and barriers confront those who intend to
prepare and adapt western water systems for climate
change. A quick overview of the situations in four iconic
western river basins (Fig. 4) provides a sense of the
challenges that confront the region.
The Colorado River basin
The Colorado River drains parts of seven states and
two nations in the American Southwest (Fig. 4). Its
waters irrigate over 20 000 km2 of land inside and
outside of the basin, and serve 40 million Americans in
every major southwestern city (USBR 2011). The river’s
waters were originally allocated under the 1922 Compact that split the river into a Lower Basin (California,
Nevada, and Arizona) and an Upper Basin (Colorado,
Utah, New Mexico, Wyoming). A 1944 international
treaty set aside 1.85 km3 annually for Mexico. Agriculture consumes over 80% of the total water use in the
basin (USBR 2011, Cohen et al. 2013). Additional laws,
agreements under NEPA, international treaties, and
Supreme Court Decrees have added to the original
agreements (Meyers 1966, Getches 1984, Verburg 2011),
and constitute what is called ‘‘The Law of the River.’’
Upper Basin agriculture is mainly alfalfa production
and pasture for cattle. The Upper Basin climate, with
few exceptions, does not support other crops due to the
relatively short growing season. Notably, alfalfa is
highly consumptive of water (Glennon 2012, Robbins
2014). Lower Basin agriculture is extremely varied and
includes cotton, wheat, and many winter vegetables, in
addition to large amounts of alfalfa (Cohen et al. 2013).
Reﬂecting the aridity of the region, most of the cities
served are either beyond the basin’s boundaries (Los
Angeles, San Diego, Denver, Salt Lake, Albuquerque)
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FIG. 9. Geographical distribution of 2005 U.S. water withdrawals by sector and source (Kenny et al. 2009, Georgakakos et al.
2014): (a) total withdrawals (surface and groundwater) in thousands of gallons per day per square mile (about 10 m3d1km2); (b)
fraction of farms operated by family or individual, by county as a percentage of total (U.S. Department of Agriculture 2012); (c)
thermoelectric plant cooling withdrawals as percentage of total withdrawals; and (d) irrigation, livestock, and aquaculture
withdrawal, as percentage of total withdrawals. Ranges are inclusive at the upper end (i.e., 0–10, 10.01–20, etc.).

or signiﬁcantly uphill from their supply points (Las
Vegas, Phoenix, Tucson).
The river is fed primarily by winter snowpack from
the Rocky Mountains, with roughly 15% of the total
basin area (mostly in the Upper Basin) generating 85%
of the ﬂow. The 20th-century mean annual ﬂow at Lees
Ferry, the dividing line between Upper and Lower
Basins, was approximately 18.5 km3. Half of this volume

was allocated to the Lower Basin and half to the Upper
Basin in the original Compact. (A small but important
part of the basin’s runoff (1.1 km3) enters the river below
Lees Ferry in the Grand Canyon.) Unfortunately, the
20th century is now known to have been anomalously
wet, especially at the time of the compact negotiations,
and megadroughts substantially more severe than those
in the 20th century have occurred many times during the
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FIG. 9. Continued.

past several thousand years (Woodhouse et al. 2006,
Meko et al. 2007). Climate change is now expected to
exacerbate droughts and likely lower the mean ﬂow
(Ault et al. 2014).
Recent climate-change projections over the basin have
consistently indicated that the southern parts of the
basin are likely to face precipitation declines and
enhanced droughts, in contrast to the northernmost
parts of the basin that may experience smaller precipitation declines or even increases (Gao et al. 2011, Cayan
et al. 2013, Polade et al. 2014, Walsh et al. 2014). Most

of the basin lies in the area between these two trends, so
that projected future precipitation amounts are quite
climate-model dependent and uncertain. Temperatures
are of course projected to warm throughout the basin,
and evaporative (and transpiration) demands are thus
generally expected to increase. Thus less runoff and
recharge may result from any given amount of
precipitation, however much precipitation does or does
not change in the basin. Nonetheless, precipitation
projections remain quite uncertain and variable (from
place to place and model to model), so that the precise
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effects of climate change on water supply in the basin as
a whole remain uncertain.
Furthermore, dust on snow from the southwestern
deserts has been shown to advance runoff timing by
three weeks and decrease water quantity by 5% by
darkening snowpack and thus absorbing more solar
energy. Much of this blowing dust results from land use
disturbances such as construction, grazing, and off road
vehicles in the region. Under climate change, another
loss of as much as 1% and a signiﬁcant additional threeweek timing advance might occur (Painter et al. 2010,
Deems et al. 2013).
Despite this supply-side uncertainty, the Colorado
River basin almost certainly faces major future waterresource shortages because it is already overallocated
and demands upon the river continue to grow (see Plate
1). Under the continuous onslaught of built-in deﬁcits
and (likely) reductions in its ﬂows relative to the
allocations of its waters and, especially, continued
growth of water demands on the system, even the basins
abundant storage options provide only short-term
respites. The river system is restricted and managed by
over 100 reservoirs. Bureau of Reclamation reservoirs
provide the majority of storage in the system. Hoover
Dam, completed in 1935, and Glen Canyon Dam,
completed in 1963, provides over 62 km3 of storage in
the nation’s two largest reservoirs, Lakes Mead and
Powell. An additional 12 km3 is stored in Upper Basin
reservoirs (USBR 1981). Total reservoir storage is four
times the annual ﬂow, a very large amount of storage
relative to most other comparable rivers in the world.
Recent studies have explored the chances that the major
reservoirs will dry out under the combined inﬂuences of
climate change and heavy demands; all reach the
conclusion that this is a very likely outcome under
current management practices sometime before 2050
and perhaps as soon as 2020 (Barnett and Pierce 2008,
2009, Rajagopalan et al. 2009).
There are two distinct but related water quantity
problems in the Colorado River Basin, one in the Upper
Basin, and one in the Lower Basin. In the Lower Basin,
the passage of the 1968 Colorado River Basin Project
Act created a long-term built-in deﬁcit, deﬁned as an
imbalance between the water legally available to the
Lower Basin and the amount used by its three states.
This act authorized the construction of the Central
Arizona Project (CAP), an annual 2-km3 diversion from
the Colorado River to Phoenix, Tucson, and agricultural areas in Arizona. Of this amount, availability of
1.5 km3 per year is dependent on the Upper Basin not
using their full allocation. It was known that over time
this ‘‘extra’’ Upper Basin water would decline due to
increasing population and use in the Upper Basin
(Tipton and Kalmbach 1965, Johnson 1977). The only
unknown was when the Upper Basin would use their full
allocation, thereby depriving CAP of its supply. Also,
the 1968 Act did not account for the growth of Las
Vegas from approximately 275 000 residents to the
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current 2 million people with 90% of their supply
coming from Lake Mead. Climate-change reductions in
ﬂow will only speed the day of reckoning due to these
gaps and could make the built-in deﬁcit worse, especially
if ﬂow declines were to occur to the limited but critical
aforementioned inﬂows below Lees Ferry.
The drought of the past 15 years in the Southwest has
made the built-in deﬁcit obvious, and by 2007 the Basin
states agreed to new operational rules for reservoirs and
Lower Basin deliveries in times of shortage (U.S.
Department of Interior 2007). Only one-half of the
1.5-km3 built-in deﬁcit was covered by the agreement,
however. With continuing drought conditions, in 2010
and again in 2014, Lake Mead dropped to within 3 m of
the ﬁrst trigger point established in the 2007 rules. The
Lower Basin states are reportedly in negotiations to
solve this difﬁcult problem, which will likely require that
California share in shortages (Wines 2014a, b).
The Upper Basin faces a different, but related,
problem. Under the terms of the 1922 compact, they
agreed to not deplete the ﬂows at Lees Ferry below 93
km3 in any given 10-year period. This arrangement was
reached as an imperfect way to limit Upper Basin
consumptive use (Colorado River Commission 1922).
When the compact was negotiated, it was never
anticipated that this limit would be reached, because
the supply was thought to greatly exceed the amount
allocated. The ﬂows, however, have proven to be less
than originally thought, thus providing the Upper Basin
with an allocation to an uncertain, continually varying
amount of water, which makes planning for future
Upper Basin development difﬁcult. The most immediate
examples of this difﬁculty and uncertainty is provided by
the current drought, which has yielded ﬂows that have
been approximately 20% below the long-term mean and
has reduced reservoir storage by 60%. If the drought
continues apace for even a few more years, the Compact
could require the Upper Basin to curtail its uses to meet
its 93-km3 obligation.
In the midst of these large-scale built-in and developing challenges, signiﬁcant tribal rights need to be
addressed. A number of Indian tribes inhabit the basin
on federally created reservations. Under the Winters
Doctrine, these tribes are entitled to reserved water
rights (Royster 1994, Shurts 2000). Only some of these
tribal rights have been fully quantiﬁed, with most other
tribes who are still seeking to ﬁnalize rights residing in
Arizona. One of the more uncomfortable aspects of this
situation is that supplies for tribal rights come from the
states in which they live, despite the federal nature of the
obligation (Royster 1994). Arizona has by now allocated
all of its most senior CAP water right for tribes, and
remaining settlements will have to come from its lower
priority CAP supplies, supplies that are most likely to be
curtailed by the 1968 agreement (Weldon and McKnight
2007).
A number of environmental concerns also challenge
the basin (Pitt et al. 2000, Pitt 2001, Adler 2007). Dams
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FIG. 10. Projected 2005–2060 changes in water withdrawals (Brown et al. 2013b) (a) incorporating projections of economic and
population growth and (b) also including climate change projected by three climate models under a middle-of-the-road A1B
greenhouse-gas emissions scenario (increasing emissions through the end of this century, with reductions in the rate of increase after
2070). Ranges are inclusive at the upper end (i.e., 0–10, 10.01–25, etc.).

and other infrastructure on the river have blocked ﬁsh
movements, restricted sediment transport, and changed
the timing and temperature of ﬂows. In addition,
introduced nonnative ﬁshes threaten endemic ﬁshes. In
the Upper Basin, there are federally listed endangered
ﬁsh in multiple tributaries including the San Juan,
Gunnison, Colorado main stem and Green. There are
Recovery Programs under the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) in place (Adler 2007), but these programs are
funded from hydropower sales that have been reduced
during the drought. In the Lower Basin in 2005 a basinwide Habitat Conservation Program was ﬁnalized, the
Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Program. It provides for over US$650 million over 50 years to conserve
26 species; 6 threatened and/or endangered and 20 nonfederally listed species (Adler 2007). The river also has
not reliably reached its terminus in the Sea of Cortez for
almost 50 years. New international agreements are in
place to provide environmental ﬂows in the lowest river
reaches and, in 2014, the ﬁrst of these ﬂows was released.
The Rio Grande
The Rio Grande drains a bi-national basin that ﬂows
through Colorado and New Mexico before reaching
Texas at El Paso, from whence it continues south and
east to form a 2000-km U.S.–Mexico international
border (Hill 1974). The river’s headwaters in Colorado’s
eastern San Juan Mountains drain a small area
compared to the Colorado, and consequently those
headwaters produce a comparatively small amount of
ﬂow, about 1.2 km3 per year from snowpack. Flows are
also highly variable from year to year (Gutzler 2011).
Near these headwaters, the Rio Chama is the largest
U.S. tributary to the Rio Grande, contributing another
approximately 0.5 km3 per year from a drainage that
also drains part of Colorado’s San Juan Mountains
(Thomson 2011). The present discussion will only extend
as far south as Fort Quitman, Texas, a bit south of El
Paso and Cuidad Juarez, Mexico. (The river is often dry

at Fort Quitman due to upstream extractions and only
regains ﬂow at its conﬂuence with Mexico’s Rio
Conchos [Schmandt 2002].) The Rio Grande upstream
from Fort Quitman (the Upper Rio Grande) comprises
three distinct agricultural segments: Colorado’s San Luis
Valley; the Middle Rio Grande, in New Mexico, from
near Cochiti Reservoir to Elephant Butte Reservoir; and
the Paso del Norte region from Elephant Butte
Reservoir to Fort Quitman, also mostly in New Mexico.
Water in the river is derived predominantly from
snow, although New Mexico in some years has a
pronounced summer monsoon that can provide signiﬁcant if unpredictable water in the Middle and Paso del
Norte reaches. At least two studies have investigated
future ﬂows of the Rio Grande under the inﬂuence of
climate change (Hurd and Coonrod 2012, Llewellyn et al
2013). Lewellyn et al.’s 2013 study indicated that, by
2100, ﬂows available for irrigation uses in Colorado’s
San Luis Valley could decline by 25%. Divertible ﬂows
in the Middle Rio Grande were projected to decline by
35%, in large part because the compact allows Colorado
to use more ﬂow at lower ﬂow levels so that it could
deliver less to New Mexico. Below Elephant Butte, ﬂows
could decline by 50%. These declines are Reclamation’s
worst modeled ﬂow outcomes from climate change in
the entire United States, and reﬂect the small size of the
basin, the small size of its primary runoff-generating
snow-covered areas, and its position far enough south so
that it is projected (by nearly every climate model) to lie
within the zone where climate change is most likely to
entail signiﬁcant precipitation declines.
The river is governed by a 1906 international treaty
and a three-state compact signed in 1939. The compact
was designed to protect senior agricultural water rights
in both Colorado and near El Paso. Under the compact,
the upper two sections have annual (and occasionally
year-to-year) delivery requirements to river sections
downstream that vary nonlinearly according to input
ﬂows The compact has been the source of much
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interstate litigation between the three signatory states
(Paddock 2001), and the most recent ongoing litigation
involves the consequences of groundwater pumping on a
large scale, something not envisioned in the compact.
The 1906 treaty requires a small 0.074-km3 delivery to
Mexico near El Paso.
Two aspects of water management of the Rio Grande
are not present elsewhere in the West. Acequias are
communal water systems that share in maintenance and
shortages, unlike the predominate western legal doctrine
of prior appropriation. These rights are typically tied to
the land and cannot be transferred to new uses. New
Mexico’s 12 Pueblos were established before the United
States existed, and hence have unquantiﬁed but ‘‘time
immemorial’’ water rights that predate even the Spanish
Law once utilized in the region. Pueblo rights have been
the subject of some of the longest-running Supreme
Court cases. Both of these rights complicate and add
uncertainty to water management.
Three large cities, Albuquerque, population 555 000,
El Paso, population 672 000, and Ciudad Juarez,
population 1.3 million, rely on the river for large
fractions of their supplies, along with heavy groundwater pumping (which involved signiﬁcant aquifer
overdrafts in the past, that in recent years have been
stabilized). However, as with other regions around the
West, agriculture is a dominant water use. The Bureau
of Reclamation constructed four federal projects in the
basin. The Rio Grande project was approved in 1905,
and its primary reservoir, the 2.5-km3 Elephant Butte,
was completed in 1916 to service project lands (Littleﬁeld 2008) in the Paso del Norte region and beyond.
Water from this reservoir is delivered by Elephant Butte
Irrigation District and El Paso County Water Improvement District #1 to farmers in New Mexico and Texas.
The Rio Grande Project services 728 km2 of U.S. land
and another 100 km2 in Mexico (USBR 1981). Major
irrigated crops are cotton, alfalfa, pecans, vegetables,
and grain. The Bureau of Reclamation’s Middle Rio
Grande Project was approved in 1950s and involved
rehabilitation of an existing regional irrigation system,
the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District. Reclamation channelized the Rio Grande in this river section
creating a number of environmental problems. Approximately 400 km2 are irrigated by the project. Alfalfa,
barley, wheat, oats, corn, fruits, and vegetables are the
principal crops grown (USBR 1981). Still farther
upstream, in the San Luis Valley, agriculture and
irrigation developed prior to federal involvement
(USBR 1981). The Closed Basin Project there was
completed in the 1970s to provide agriculture with extra
supplies not subject to the compact. The fourth Bureau
of Reclamation project is the San Juan–Chama built in
the 1970s to move Colorado River water into the Rio
Grande, thereby providing an additional 0.1 km3 per
year for the Rio Grande. This project provides
municipal supplies for Albuquerque and Santa Fe,
irrigation supplies for the Middle Rio Grande Con-

servancy District, and is also used for a federal reserved
rights settlement with the Jicaralla Apache Tribe. In
recent drought years, this water has been critical for
environmental, municipal and irrigation interests. This
water, however, is subject to New Mexico’s Colorado
River Compact allocation and could be curtailed by
drought and climate change.
The river has been heavily modiﬁed by human
activities, including changes in sediment loading and
capture, changes in the seasonal hydrograph, increases
in salinity, channelization, and on-stream reservoir
construction (Llewellyn et al 2013). In 1994, the Rio
Grande Silvery minnow was listed as federally endangered. The ﬁsh was found only in the reach between
Cochiti and Elephant Butte dams, 5% of its historic
range from the mountains to the ocean. Severe habitat
loss, channelization, blockage of ﬁsh movement, too
much and too little sediment, and increased salinity have
all contributed (Cowley et al. 2006). A severe drought
began in 1996 and that same year the diversion of the
entire river brought about a large minnow kill. The
Bureau of Reclamation began using stored water from
up its San Juan–Chama (SJC) Project near the headwaters of the river against the protests of the SJC
contractors to beneﬁt the minnow. Beginning in 1999, a
number of complicated legal disputes ensued over a
proposed recovery plan, critical habitat designation,
biological opinions, and the legality of the using SJC
water for the minnow (Katz 2007, Kelly and McKean
2011, DuMars 2012). Proposed solutions for minnow
recovery include removal of Cochiti Dam, thus providing a riverine environment that never historically dried,
more water in the river, sediment control in river
uplands, ‘‘naturalize’’ irrigation drains to mimic habitat,
set levees further back to allow ecosystem services to
occur, and enactment of strict water conservation
(Cowley 2006).
Thus, the Rio Grande is another western basin that is
using its water to the maximum, and even more so than
in the Colorado, current projections of climate change
suggest that the ﬂows that are currently being disputed
and wrangled in the Rio Grande are likely to be less and
less available for any use as the century wears on. On the
whole, the Rio Grande is facing the largest climatechange water-supply deﬁcits (relative to historical
record) among the four basins considered here.
The Klamath
The Klamath River is volumetrically the third largest
river on the West Coast, with approximately 480 m3/s in
average discharge. The basin is smaller than the others
considered here, with the river traveling about 425 km
from headwaters in southern Oregon to discharge in the
Paciﬁc Ocean in California. The Klamath is an ‘‘upside
down’’ basin: it is relatively ﬂat in its headwaters (the
Upper Basin) and its 300-km lower canyon is relatively
steep and narrow (the Lower Basin). Above its discharge
point, the Klamath is joined by the Trinity River in
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PLATE 1. Climate change is projected to exacerbate extreme climatic events, like drought and its impacts on western water
supplies. This photo shows Lake Mead and Boulder Dam, on the Colorado River (USA) in February 2015, with a stark white
‘‘bathtub ring’’ of dry slopes exposed below normal water levels as a result of current drought conditions over much of the
Southwest United States. Photo credit: Kelly Redmond.

California. Also unusual is that the Upper Basin
generates a relatively small fraction of the total ﬂow
(12%) while lower tributaries, the Salmon, Shasta, Scott,
and Trinity, generate the remainder (Powers et al. 2005).
The Bureau of Reclamation’s Klamath Project in the
Upper Basin was authorized in 1905 and water deliveries
from it began in 1907 (USBR 1981, Powers 1999). The
Project includes seven dams and four major natural but
enlarged lakes, and many irrigation canals and pumping
facilities. Upper Basin lakes are large (0.6 km3) but are
very shallow. These reservoirs provide negligible carryover storage from year to year. Approximately 900 km2
are irrigated in the Upper Basin producing wheat, malt
barley, alfalfa, onions, and potatoes. Cattle are grazed
on irrigated pasture. About 250 000 people inhabit the
basin. Four private hydroelectric dams were installed in
the early 20th century just below the Upper Basin. These
dams block coho, chinook, and steelhead migrations
into the Upper Basin, where the ﬁsh were historically
present (Hamilton and Curtis 2005). The Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) license for the dams
expired in 2004 and long-term relicensing has been
delayed pending resolution of the basin’s problems.
Under natural conditions, the Klamath River was the
third most productive salmon river on the West Coast,
after the Columbia and Sacramento Rivers. Barriers to
ﬁsh passage, eutrophication, and warmer water temperatures now impact migrating salmon, especially during
droughts. Irrigation along the upper Klamath, along
with the almost-total diversion of the Trinity River, have
reduced ﬂows, impacting migrations of salmon in both

spring (outward migrations) and fall (upstream migrations; Hamilton and Curtis 2005, National Research
Council 2008). The Upper Basin contains six national
wildlife refuges encompassing almost 800 km2 of freshwater marsh, open water, croplands, meadows, and
some old growth forest. Two of the refuges utilize
Klamath Project water, thus competing with farmers.
The refuges provide habitat for waterfowl, water birds,
wintering bald eagles, and other animals. The Lost River
and shortnose suckers that inhabit the upper basin were
listed as endangered in 1988. Water quality conditions in
the (Upper) Klamath Basin lakes have been a concern
with respect to sucker mortality, with the lakes subject
to warming and eutrophication with concomitant loss of
dissolved oxygen (Kann and Welch 2005). Low levels of
dissolved oxygen have been associated with ﬁsh mortality (Martin and Saiki 1999).
The lower Klamath River is affected by Reclamation’s
Shasta/Trinity River Division project, a very large
transbasin diversion of up to 90% of the Trinity’s ﬂows
into the Upper Sacramento River for use by the Bureau
of Reclamation’s Central Valley Project (McBain and
Trush 1997). Low ﬂow levels and high water temperatures in the Lower Basin are also of concern to salmon
species (once present throughout the basin and now
restricted to the Lower Basin), such that, in 1997, coho
salmon were listed as threatened.
All told, the Klamath ﬁsheries and ﬂows have been
much impacted by agricultural development and heavy
management of its waters (including those of the
Trinity), and the basin is well known as a setting for
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some of the most contentious and near-violent confrontations between various water-use communities. In
2001, Reclamation issued a biological assessment of the
endangered suckers. In response, biological opinions
from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) for
suckers and National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
for coho were released later that year. Both the USFWS
and NMFS called for higher reservoir levels and higher
mainstem ﬂows to protect the ﬁsh. Also, in 2001,
Reclamation announced that due to severe drought no
water would be released to farms in order to minimize
stress to the three ﬁsh species, the ﬁrst time such a ruling
had been made in the history of the project. Some water
was ultimately released later in the year. The announcement was met with strong opposition by the community.
In 2002 warm water temperatures and low ﬂows led to a
large Chinook salmon kill near the mouth of the
Klamath (Levy 2003). In 2002, a National Research
Council committee was convened to investigate the
soundness of the governing biological opinions, and
found that scientiﬁc support was lacking for requirements of higher water levels in Upper Klamath Lake
and for higher minimum stream ﬂows in the upper
Klamath River proposed in the 2000 USFWS and
NMFS biological opinions. The NRC Report was
highly controversial (Cooperman and Markle 2003,
Lewis 2003). The USFWS and NMFS subsequently
released modiﬁed biological opinions in 2003, and over
the next six years the NRC released two additional
reports, one on the causes of the declines and strategies
for recovery (National Research Council and Committee on Endangered and Threatened Fishes in the
Klamath River Basin 2004), and one on hydrology,
ecology, and ﬁshes (National Research Council 2008).
The USFWS and NMFS subsequently released revised
opinions in 2008 and 2013, respectively. In 2011, some
Klamath Basin tribes (including Klamath, Modoc, and
Yahooskin tribes) ﬁnally received a quantiﬁed water
right by Oregon, although not all have been federally
recognized. Tribal interests are not always aligned, with
lower basin tribes having different viewpoints than
upper basin interests.
In 2010, 45 separate federal, state, and local entities
signed to two agreements for resolution of at least some
of the problems facing the basin. The Klamath Basin
Restoration Agreement (KBRA) attempts to restore
native ﬁsh production, establish water and power
supplies to support agriculture, communities, and the
refuges, and contribute to the public welfare and
sustainability for all Klamath Basin communities (Stern
et al. 2013). The price tag for the KBRA has been
estimated at US$1 billion. The Klamath Hydroelectric
Settlement Agreement (KHSA) provides for the removal
of the four private hydroelectric dams, primarily to
improve ﬁsh habitat. It mandates a number of studies
pertaining to dam removal feasibility and impacts (some
of which have been concluded), limits costs to some
participants, and contains a number of implementation
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details including a removal schedule. The KRBA and
the KHSA are cross linked, each requiring Congressional approval of the other settlement (Stern et al.
2013). The agreements failed to pass Congress in 2014
and are set to expire in 2015 if no action is taken. Some
parties, notably some of the Lower Basin Tribes, some
environmental groups, and some local governments,
actively oppose the agreements. The tribes oppose the
agreements because they do not include the Trinity
River, the environmental groups believe not enough
water for environmental ﬂows will be present during
drought years, and local governments oppose the dam
removal.
The Trinity now has its own restoration project that
has increased Trinity ﬂows and reduced the out-of-basin
diversions to the Central Valley Project, with the Bureau
of Reclamation electing to use some of this water to
provide additional ﬁsh ﬂows in the Lower Klamath
rather than divert the water into the Sacramento basin.
This action has been opposed in federal court by
irrigators in California’s Central Valley, who otherwise
would beneﬁt from this water.
The Klamath basin has a small enough area and
population so that, in principle, a basin-wide perspective
for solutions to these many challenges is still possible,
especially if discussions are expanded to include interests
on the Trinity River. The basin is far enough north so
that the majority of climate models project gradual
increases in precipitation this century (Cayan et al. 2013,
Polade et al. 2014), which, combined with rising
temperatures and evaporative demand, may yield
modest ﬂow declines overall (but signiﬁcant declines in
summer streamﬂow; Fig. 2; Cayan et al. 2013). The
declining ﬂows (from climate change and increased
irrigation demands) coupled with warmer air temperatures threaten the basin most directly through rising
water temperatures and further water quality declines,
that may place many of the agricultural and ecological
interests in this contentious basin at risk in coming
decades.
The Sacramento–San Joaquin Bay Delta
The stabilization of the Sacramento–San Joaquin
Bay-Delta is the most critical single water problem in
California and arguably the most pressing water issue in
the United States. The Bay-Delta is the largest estuary
on the West Coast and is central to California’s trilliondollar water economy and many of its ecosystems. The
163 000-km2 watershed that feeds freshwater to the BayDelta is bounded by the Sierra Nevada, southernmost
Cascade Mountains, and California’s Coastal Ranges,
providing freshwater ﬂows of the Sacramento and San
Joaquin Rivers that merge in the Bay-Delta (California
Department of Water Resources 1993). An average of
40% of annual runoff to the river network is produced
from snowmelt (Knowles 2000) and ﬂows into and
through the Bay-Delta estuary. Paciﬁc Ocean tides
propagate through the Golden Gate to the Delta, and
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the extent of salinity intrusion into northern San
Francisco Bay is determined by the highly variable
standoff between sea-level height and river inﬂows. The
Delta’s contributing hydrology has followed the climatedriven trends already observed across the western
United States and attributed to human-induced warming (Barnett et al. 2008), including trends of increasing
winter and spring air temperatures and lengthened
growing seasons (Cayan et al. 2001), declining contributions of snow to annual precipitation (Knowles et al.
2006), and hastening of spring snowmelt by 5 to 30 days
(Stewart et al. 2005). Mean sea level at the entrance to
San Francisco Bay has increased ;2.2 cm per decade
since the 1930s, and the frequency of extreme tides has
increased 20-fold since 1915 (Cayan et al. 2008).
The Delta itself encompasses 3000 km2 of tidal to
freshwater wetlands, agricultural lands, and river/
estuarine channels at the conﬂuence of the Sacramento
and San Joaquin rivers. The Bay-Delta is a critical
element in the state-scale water-conveyance systems that
contribute drinking water supplies for two-thirds of the
state’s population (22 million people) and irrigation
supplies for at least US$27 billion in agricultural
production (45% of the nation’s produce), and are thus
a primary water source for California’s trillion-dollar
economy (Healey et al. 2008). About 6 km3 of freshwater are pumped from the Delta by the federal Central
Valley Project and the State Water Project each year to
supply municipal and agricultural water demands in
southern and central California (Healey et al. 2008).
Salinities ﬂuctuate seasonally and from year to year
within both the Bay and Delta (Peterson et al. 1996).
These salinity variations are managed by upstream
reservoir releases with the dual purposes of preserving
uncontaminated freshwater supplies and ensuring
healthy ecosystems in and around the estuary, ecosystems that historically have supported at least 750 known
plant and animal species (Healey et al. 2008).
Mount et al. (2006) have identiﬁed ﬁve primary
drivers of future risk and adverse change in the Delta:
land subsidence, invasive species, population growth
and urbanization, seismicity, and climate change with
sea-level rise. Both the ecosystems and the freshwater
supplies associated with the Delta are in jeopardy.
Freshwater diversions have altered the water balance
and water quality of the estuary in ways that threaten
the ecosystems. In 1993, two ﬁsh species in the Delta
were listed under the Endangered Species Act (ESA).
Within the Delta, approximately 60 islands sit below or
near sea level, protected by .1800 km of aging levees.
The levees continually risk failure due to combined
pressures from sea-level rise, island subsidence, freshwater ﬂooding, poor levee maintenance, and earthquakes (Mount and Twiss 2005). Major failure among
the Delta levees could draw a massive inﬂux of sea water
from the San Francisco Bay into the freshwater parts of
the Delta, which could render it unusable as a central
link in the State’s major freshwater-conveyance systems.
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Disruption of these conveyances could cost upward of
US$30 billion and require many years to ﬁx (Benjamin
and Assoc. 2005). Both the State Water Project and the
federal Central Valley Project are at risk (California
Department of Water Resources 2009, Lund et al. 2010).
Besides its vulnerable water infrastructure, the Delta is
traversed by other key infrastructure including major
north-south and east-west highways, electrical power
lines, gas lines, and rail lines, all of which are threatened
by ﬂooding from the two rivers and by sea-level rise
(Lund et al. 2010, Suddeth et al. 2010).
The listing of two ﬁsh species in 1993 under the ESA
precipitated a crisis that led to the development of the
CALFED Bay-Delta Program (Morandi 1998), which
has recently been replaced by the Delta Stewardship
Council. The express goal of these programs has been
improving both ecological health and water management in the San Francisco Bay-Delta and its watershed.
The program was envisioned as a multi-decade attempt
through inter-agency coordination and decision-making
to improve deteriorating ecosystems (Luoma et al.
2008), stressed water supply reliability, threatened water
quality, and precarious levee systems in the Bay and
Delta (National Research Council 2010). Over the last
15 years, federal, state, municipal, agricultural, and
environmental interests have engaged in a variety of
occasionally contentious and always complex and
expensive initiatives in an attempt to create solutions
acceptable to all parties (Isenberg et al. 2007, 2008,
Owen 2007, National Research Council 2011). Hanneman and Dyckman (2009) have argued using game
theory that, with current lines of authority, all participants have little incentive to agree as long as they can
await a better solution; issues in the Colorado River
basin, by contrast, have been more readily resolved
because of the strong authorities that the Secretary of
the Interior and Water Master wield. Nonetheless, this
fall, the voters of California approved a massive US$7.5
billion bond issue to, once again, try to put many
different water-supply systems around California on
ﬁrmer footing, including crucial elements in the Delta.
Climate change threatens the Bay-Delta in many ways
(Cloern et al. 2011), but California is an exceptionally
well ‘‘plumbed’’ state (Lund 2006) and has an economy
that can support as large an array of investments to
address the problems in the Delta as any other system on
earth (even if one current estimate indicates that an
additional 7.4 km3 of storage could be used; Lund et al.
2010). The large variety of canals, diversions, markets,
and reservoirs (including groundwater reservoirs) presumably offer many opportunities for responding to and
ultimately reducing many of those climate-change
challenges. Indeed, Harou et al. (2010) have applied a
hydroeconomic model of the state’s water supply
systems to conclude that even a multidecade-long
‘‘megadrought’’ could be weathered, albeit with high
costs and many losers. Water temperatures in the Delta
are expected to rise, causing difﬁculties for ﬁsheries there
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that are already in peril (Brown et al. 2013a). In this
overall context, among the many climate-change challenges that the state faces, some of the most pressing for
the Bay-Delta will be the combined inﬂuences of sealevel rise (Cayan et al. 2008) and projected increases in
ﬂood ﬂows and frequencies (Das et al. 2013). California
has somewhat more than one year’s worth of reservoir
storage space at its disposal to meet dry-year water
demands, and only about one-third of that space is
typically available for ﬂood protection. Storage management is currently based on historical climate responses,
but adaptive management would be a more effective
alternative in the face of climate and demand changes
(Georgakakos et al. 2012). As has been noted, ﬂoods
and sea-level rise combine to threaten the aging levees at
the heart of California’s water system, and the
consequences of widespread levee failures could be
essentially crippling to the state’s economy (e.g., Porter
et al. 2011). The Delta is a localized and extreme
weakness at the heart of California’s water systems
unlike any found in the other basins considered here,
and unlike any others around the West. California is
blessed with a forward looking population as regards
climate-change matters and this will likely be a very
important asset, perhaps the most important asset as it
comes to terms with the challenges (not just ﬂoods and
levees) to come.
CONCLUSIONS
The western United States is a region that is deﬁned
by the water challenges that it faces and that it has
accommodated throughout its history. Climate change
adds to those historical challenges, but does not, for the
most part, introduce entirely new challenges; rather it is
likely to stress water supplies and resources that are
already in many cases stretched to, or beyond, their
limits. Current projections are for continued and, likely,
increased warming trends across the region, with a
strong potential for attendant increases in evaporative
demands. Projections of future precipitation in the
region are less conclusive, but it seems likely that the
northernmost West will see precipitation increases while
the southernmost West will see precipitation declines.
However, most of the region lies in a broad area where
some climate models project precipitation increases and
others project precipitation declines, so that only
increased precipitation uncertainties can be projected
with any conﬁdence. Even with the precipitation
uncertainties, the net effect of the projections of
evaporative changes and the precipitation changes is
an expectation that, nearly everywhere, the amount of
runoff and recharge yielded by each increment of
precipitation will fall, with increased likelihoods and
persistence of droughts becoming the new norm.
Changes in the annual hydrograph are likely to
challenge water managers, users and attempts to protect
or restore environmental ﬂows, even with similar annual
volumes. Other kinds of impacts from climate change

(e.g., ﬂoods and water quality changes) are poorly
understood and will likely be very location dependent.
In this context, the four iconic river basins surveyed
here offer a glimpse into speciﬁc challenges that climate
change may bring to the West. At risk of oversimplifying, the Colorado River is a system in which overuse and
the growth of demands is projected (by the U.S. Bureau
of Reclamation) to be even more challenging than
climate-change induced ﬂow reductions. With or without large climate-change ﬂow reductions, in the next few
decades, the region faces the prospect of reservoir drying
with water and power supplies for 40 million people
placed at risk. The Rio Grande offers the best example
of how climate-change induced ﬂow declines might sink
an admittedly smaller, multistate, water system into
permanent drought. The Klamath may be in best shape,
if current precipitation-change projections hold, in terms
of volumes of runoff, but the ﬁsheries (and by extension,
irrigation management) may be placed into dire straits
by warming temperatures, rising irrigation demands,
and especially warming waters in a basin that is hobbled
by the tensions between endangered ﬁsheries and
agricultural demands. Unlike the other basins, some
promising initial solutions are at hand, albeit with a very
large price tag. Finally, the Bay-Delta system is the
remarkably localized and severe weakness at the heart of
California’s trillion dollar economy. It is threatened by
the full range of potential climate-change impacts seen
elsewhere in the West, along with unique and major
vulnerabilities to increased ﬂooding and rising sea levels.
All told, western water and projected climate change
is a precarious mix. Nineteenth-century water law,
twentieth-century infrastructure, and twenty-ﬁrst-century population growth and climate change are on a
collision course throughout the West. The sooner and
more comprehensively we can address the historical
water difﬁculties that deﬁne the region, the more likely
we will be able to meet and accommodate the new
challenges that climate change will bring.
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Key Messages

1. Annual precipitation and river-flow increases are observed now in
the Midwest and the Northeast regions. Very heavy precipitation
events have increased nationally and are projected to increase in
all regions. The length of dry spells is projected to increase in most
areas, especially the southern and northwestern portions of the
contiguous United States.
2. Short-term (seasonal or shorter) droughts are expected to intensify in
most U.S. regions. Longer-term droughts are expected to intensify in
large areas of the Southwest, southern Great Plains, and Southeast.
3. Flooding may intensify in many U.S. regions, even in areas where
total precipitation is projected to decline.

© Dan Sherwood/Design Pics/Corbis

Climate Change Impacts on the Water Cycle

4. Climate change is expected to affect water demand, groundwater withdrawals, and aquifer
recharge, reducing groundwater availability in some areas.
5. Sea level rise, storms and storm surges, and changes in surface and groundwater use patterns
are expected to compromise the sustainability of coastal freshwater aquifers and wetlands.
6. Increasing air and water temperatures, more intense precipitation and runoff, and intensifying
droughts can decrease river and lake water quality in many ways, including increases in
sediment, nitrogen, and other pollutant loads.
Climate Change Impacts on Water Resources Use and Managment

7. Climate change affects water demand and the ways water is used within and across regions and
economic sectors. The Southwest, Great Plains, and Southeast are particularly vulnerable to
changes in water supply and demand.
8. Changes in precipitation and runoff, combined with changes in consumption and withdrawal,
have reduced surface and groundwater supplies in many areas. These trends are expected to
continue, increasing the likelihood of water shortages for many uses.
9. Increasing flooding risk affects human safety and health, property, infrastructure, economies,
and ecology in many basins across the United States.
Adaptation and Institutional Responses

10. In most U.S. regions, water resources managers and planners will encounter new risks,
vulnerabilities, and opportunities that may not be properly managed within existing practices.
11. Increasing resilience and enhancing adaptive capacity provide opportunities to strengthen water
resources management and plan for climate change impacts. Many institutional, scientific,
economic, and political barriers present challenges to implementing adaptive strategies.
This chapter contains three main sections: climate change impacts on the water cycle, climate change impacts on water resources
use and management, and adaptation and institutional responses. Key messages for each section are summarized above.
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The cycle of life is intricately joined with the cycle of water.
— Jacques-Yves Cousteau

Climate Change Impacts on the Water Cycle

Water cycles constantly from the atmosphere to the land and
the oceans (through precipitation and runoff) and back to the
atmosphere (through evaporation and the release of water
from plant leaves), setting the stage for all life to exist. The
water cycle is dynamic and naturally variable, and societies

and ecosystems are accustomed to functioning within this variability. However, climate change is altering the water cycle in
multiple ways over different time scales and geographic areas,
presenting unfamiliar risks and opportunities.

Key Message 1: Changing Rain, Snow, and Runoff
Annual precipitation and river-flow increases are observed now in the Midwest and the
Northeast regions. Very heavy precipitation events have increased nationally and are
projected to increase in all regions. The length of dry spells is projected to increase in most
areas, especially the southern and northwestern portions of the contiguous United States.
Annual average precipitation over the continental U.S. as
a whole increased by close to two inches (0.16 inches per
1,2
decade) between 1895 and 2011. In recent decades, annual average precipitation increases have been observed
across the Midwest, Great Plains, the Northeast, and
Alaska, while decreases have been observed in Hawai‘i
and parts of the Southeast and Southwest (Ch. 2: Our
Changing Climate, Figure 2.12). Average annual precipitation is projected to increase across the northern U.S., and
decrease in the southern U.S., especially the Southwest.
3
(Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate, Figures 2.14 and 2.15).
The number and intensity of very heavy precipitation
events (defined as the heaviest 1% of all daily events from
1901 to 2012) have been increasing significantly across
most of the United States. The amount of precipitation
falling in the heaviest daily events has also increased
in most areas of the United States (Ch. 2: Our Changing
Climate, Figure 2.17). For example, from 1950 to 2007,
daily precipitation totals with 2-, 5-, and 10-year average recurrence periods increased in the Northeast and
4
western Great Lakes. Very heavy precipitation events are
projected to increase everywhere (Ch. 2: Our Changing
5
Climate, Figure 2.19). Heavy precipitation events that historically occurred once in 20 years are projected to occur
6
as frequently as every 5 to 15 years by late this century.
The number and magnitude of the heaviest precipitation
events is projected to increase everywhere in the United
States (Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate, Figure 2.13).
Dry spells are also projected to increase in length in most
regions, especially in the southern and northwestern portions of the contiguous United States (Ch. 2: Our Changing
Climate, Figure 2.13). Projected changes in total average
annual precipitation are generally small in many areas, but
both wet and dry extremes (heavy precipitation events

Projected Changes in Snow, Runoff, and Soil Moisture

Figure 3.1. These projections, assuming continued increases in

heat-trapping gas emissions (A2 scenario; Ch. 2: Our Changing
Climate), illustrate: a) major losses in the water content of the
snowpack that fills western rivers (snow water equivalent, or
SWE); b) significant reductions in runoff in California, Arizona,
and the central Rocky Mountains; and c) reductions in soil
moisture across the Southwest. The changes shown are for
mid-century (2041-2070) as percentage changes from 197118
2000 conditions (Figure source: Cayan et al. 2013 ).
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Annual Surface Soil Moisture Trends

Figure 3.2. Changes in annual surface soil moisture per year over the period 1988 to 2010 based on multisatellite datasets. Surface soil moisture exhibits wetting trends in the Northeast, Florida, upper Midwest, and
35
Northwest, and drying trends almost everywhere else. (Images provided by W. Dorigo ).

and length of dry spells) are projected to increase substantially
almost everywhere.
The timing of peak river levels has changed in response to
warming trends. Snowpack and snowmelt-fed rivers in much
of the western U.S. have earlier peak flow trends since the middle of the last century, including the past decade (Ch. 2: Our
7,8
Changing Climate). This is related to declines in spring snowpack, earlier snowmelt-fed streamflow, and larger percentages
of precipitation falling as rain instead of snow. These changes
have taken place in the midst of considerable year-to-year
variability and long-term natural fluctuations of the western
U.S. climate, as well as other influences, such as the effects of
7,9
dust and soot on snowpacks. There are both natural and hu10,11
man influences on the observed trends.
However, in studies specifically designed to differentiate between natural and
human-induced causes, up to 60% of these changes have been
10
attributed to human-induced climate warming, but only
among variables that are more responsive to warming than to
precipitation variability, such as the effect of air temperature
12
on snowpack.
Other historical changes related to peak river-flow have been
observed in the northern Great Plains, Midwest, and North13,14
east,
along with striking reductions in lake ice cover (Ch. 2:
15,16
Our Changing Climate).
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Permafrost is thawing in many parts of Alaska, a trend that not
only affects habitats and infrastructure but also mobilizes subsurface water and reroutes surface water in ways not previ17
ously witnessed. Nationally, all of these trends are projected
to become even more pronounced as the climate continues to
warm (Figure 3.1).
Evapotranspiration (ET – the evaporation of moisture from soil,
on plants and trees, and from water bodies; and transpiration,
the use and release of water from plants), is the second largest
component of the water cycle after precipitation. ET responds
to temperature, solar energy, winds, atmospheric humidity,
and moisture availability at the land surface and regulates
19
amounts of soil moisture, groundwater recharge, and runoff.
Transpiration comprises between 80% and 90% of total ET
20
on land (Ch. 6: Agriculture). In snowy settings, sublimation
of snow and ice (loss of snow and ice directly into water vapor without passing through a liquid stage) can increase these
returns of water to the atmosphere, sometimes in significant
21
amounts. These interactions complicate estimation and projection of regional losses of water from the land surface to the
atmosphere.
Globally-averaged ET increased between 1982 and 1997 but
22
stopped increasing, or has decreased, since about 1998. In
North America, the observed ET decreases occurred in waterrich rather than water-limited areas. Factors contributing to
these ET decreases are thought to include decreasing wind
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN THE UNITED STATES
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Seasonal Surface Soil Moisture Trends

Figure 3.3. Changes in seasonal surface soil moisture per year over the period 1988 to 2010 based on multi-satellite
35

datasets. Seasonal drying is observed in central and lower Midwest and Southeast for most seasons (with the exception
of the Southeast summer), and in most of the Southwest and West (with the exception of the Northwest) for spring
and summer. Soil moisture in the upper Midwest, Northwest, and most of the Northeast is increasing in most seasons.
(Images provided by W. Dorigo).
23,24

speed,
decreasing solar energy at the land surface due to
increasing cloud cover and concentration of small particles
25
23
(aerosols), increasing humidity, and declining soil moisture
26
(Figure 3.2).
27,28,29,30

Evapotranspiration projections vary by region,
but the
atmospheric potential for ET is expected to increase; actual ET
will be affected by regional soil moisture changes. Much more
research is needed to confidently identify historical trends,
31
causes, and implications for future ET trends. This represents a critical uncertainty in projecting the impacts of climate
change on regional water cycles.
Soil moisture plays a major role in the water cycle, regulating the exchange of water, energy, and carbon between the
22
land surface and the atmosphere, the production of runoff,
and the recharge of groundwater aquifers. Soil moisture is
projected to decline with higher temperatures and attendant
increases in the potential for ET in much of the country, espe29
18,32,33
28,34
cially in the Great Plains, Southwest,
and Southeast.
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Runoff and streamflow at regional scales declined during the
36
last half-century in the Northwest. Runoff and streamflow
increased in the Mississippi Basin and Northeast, with no clear
37
trends in much of the rest of the continental U.S., although
a declining trend is emerging in annual runoff in the Colorado
38
River Basin. These changes need to be considered in the context of tree-ring studies in California’s Central Valley, the Colorado River and Wind River basins, and the southeastern U.S.
that indicate that these regions have experienced prolonged,
even drier and wetter conditions at various times in the past
8,39,40
two thousand years.
Human-caused climate change, when
superimposed on past natural variability, may amplify these
past extreme conditions. Projected changes in runoff for eight
basins in the Northwest, northern Great Plains, and Southwest
are illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Basins in the southwestern U.S. and southern Rockies (for example, the Rio Grande and Colorado River basins) are projected to experience gradual runoff declines during this century.
Basins in the Northwest to north-central U.S. (for example, the
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN THE UNITED STATES
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Streamflow Projections for River Basins in the Western U.S.

Figure 3.4. Annual and seasonal streamflow projections based on the B1 (with substantial emissions reductions), A1B (with gradual
reductions from current emission trends beginning around mid-century), and A2 (with continuation of current rising emissions trends)
CMIP3 scenarios for eight river basins in the western United States. The panels show percentage changes in average runoff, with
projected increases above the zero line and decreases below. Projections are for annual, cool, and warm seasons, for three future
41
decades (2020s, 2050s, and 2070s) relative to the 1990s. (Source: U.S. Department of the Interior – Bureau of Reclamation 2011;
Data provided by L. Brekke, S. Gangopadhyay, and T. Pruitt)

Columbia and the Missouri River basins) are projected to experience little change through the middle of this century, and
increases by late this century.
Projected changes in runoff differ by season, with cool season
runoff increasing over the west coast basins from California to
Washington and over the north-central U.S. (for example, the
San Joaquin, Sacramento, Klamath, Missouri, and Columbia
River basins). Basins in the southwestern U.S. and southern
Rockies are projected to see little change to slight decreases in
the winter months.
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Warm season runoff is projected to decrease substantially over
a region spanning southern Oregon, the southwestern U.S.,
and southern Rockies (for example, the Klamath, Sacramento,
San Joaquin, Rio Grande, and the Colorado River basins), and
change little or increase slightly north of this region (for example, the Columbia and Missouri River basins).
In most of these western basins, these projected streamflow
changes are outside the range of historical variability, especially by the 2050s and 2070s. The projected streamflow changes
and associated uncertainties have water management implications (discussed below).
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Key Message 2: Droughts Intensify
Short-term (seasonal or shorter) droughts are expected to intensify in most
U.S. regions. Longer-term droughts are expected to intensify in large areas of
the Southwest, southern Great Plains, and Southeast.
Annual runoff and related river-flow are projected to de42,43
34
cline in the Southwest
and Southeast, and to increase
in the Northeast, Alaska, Northwest, and upper Midwest re42,43,44,45
gions,
broadly mirroring projected precipitation pat46
47
terns. Observational studies have shown that decadal fluctuations in average temperature (up to 1.5°F) and precipitation
changes of 10% have occurred in most areas of the U.S. during
the last century. Fluctuations in river-flow indicate that effects
of temperature are dominated by fluctuations in precipitation.
Nevertheless, as warming affects water cycle processes, the
amount of runoff generated by a given amount of precipitation
37
is generally expected to decline.
Droughts occur on time scales ranging from season-to-season
to multiple years and even multiple decades. There has been
no universal trend in the overall extent of drought across the
continental U.S. since 1900. However, in the Southwest, wide-

spread drought in the past decade has reflected both precipi8
tation deficits and higher temperatures in ways that resemble
48
projected changes. Long-term (multi-seasonal) drought conditions are also projected to increase in parts of the Southeast
and possibly in Hawai‘i and the Pacific Islands (Ch. 23: Hawai‘i
and Pacific Islands). Except in the few areas where increases
in summer precipitation compensate, summer droughts (Ch.
2: Our Changing Climate) are expected to intensify almost ev49
erywhere in the continental U.S. due to longer periods of dry
33
weather and more extreme heat, leading to more moisture
loss from plants and earlier soil moisture depletion in basins
50,51
where snowmelt shifts to earlier in the year.
Basins watered
by glacial melt in the Sierra Nevada, Glacier National Park, and
Alaska may experience increased summer river-flow in the
next few decades, until the amounts of glacial ice become too
52,53
small to contribute to river-flow.

Key Message 3: Increased Risk of Flooding in Many Parts of the U.S.
Flooding may intensify in many U.S. regions, even in areas
where total precipitation is projected to decline.
There are various types of floods (see “Flood Factors and Flood
Types”), some of which are projected to increase with continued climate change. Floods that are closely tied to heavy precipitation events, such as flash floods and urban floods, as well
as coastal floods related to sea level rise and the resulting increase in storm surge height and inland impacts, are expected
to increase. Other types of floods result from a more complex
set of causes. For example, river floods are basin specific and
dependent not only on precipitation but also on pre-existing
soil moisture conditions, topography, and other factors, including important human-caused changes to watersheds and
54,55,56,57
river courses across the United States.
Significant changes in annual precipitation (Ch. 2: Our Changing
Climate) and soil moisture (Figures 3.2 and 3.3), among other
factors, are expected to affect annual flood magnitudes (Fig58
ure 3.5) in many regions. River floods have been increasing in
the Northeast and Midwest, and decreasing in the Southwest
56,57,58,59
and Southeast.
These decreases are not surprising, as
short duration very heavy precipitation events often occur
during the summer and autumn when rivers are generally low.
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However, these very heavy precipitation events can and do
lead to flash floods, often exacerbated in urban areas by the
effect of impervious surfaces on runoff.
Heavy rainfall events are projected to increase, which is expected to increase the potential for flash flooding. Land cover,
flow and water-supply management, soil moisture, and channel conditions are also important influences on flood genera55
tion and must be considered in projections of future flood
risks. Region-specific storm mechanisms and seasonality also
57
affect flood peaks. Because of this, and limited capacity to
project future very heavy events with confidence, evaluations
of the relative changes in various storm mechanisms may be
57,60,61
useful.
Warming is likely to directly affect flooding in
many mountain settings, as catchment areas receive increasingly more precipitation as rain rather than snow, or more
62
rain falling on existing snowpack. In some such settings, river
flooding may increase as a result – even where precipitation
and overall river flows decline (Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate).
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Trends in Flood Magnitude

Figure 3.5. Trend magnitude (triangle size) and direction (green = increasing trend, brown =
decreasing trend) of annual flood magnitude from the 1920s through 2008. Flooding in local
areas can be affected by multiple factors, including land-use change, dams, and diversions of
water for use. Most significant are increasing trends for floods in Midwest and Northeast, and
63
a decreasing trend in the Southwest. (Figure source: Peterson et al. 2013 ).

Key Message 4: Groundwater Availability
Climate change is expected to affect water demand, groundwater withdrawals,
and aquifer recharge, reducing groundwater availability in some areas.
Groundwater is the only perennial source of fresh water in
many regions and provides a buffer against climate extremes.
As such, it is essential to water supplies, food security, and ecosystems. Though groundwater occurs in most areas of the U.S.,
the capacity of aquifers to store water varies depending on the
geology of the region. (Figure 3.6b illustrates the importance
of groundwater aquifers.) In large regions of the Southwest,
Great Plains, Midwest, Florida, and some other coastal areas,
groundwater is the primary water supply. Groundwater aquifers in these areas are susceptible to the combined stresses
of climate and water-use changes. For example, during the
2006–2009 California drought, when the source of irrigation
shifted from surface water to predominantly groundwater,
groundwater storage in California’s Central Valley declined by
an amount roughly equivalent to the storage capacity of Lake
64
Mead, the largest reservoir in the United States.
Climate change impacts on groundwater storage are expected
to vary from place to place and aquifer to aquifer. Although
precise responses of groundwater storage and flow to climate
change are not well understood nor readily generalizable, re65,66,67,68
cent and ongoing studies
provide insights on various
underlying mechanisms:
1)

Precipitation is the key driver of aquifer recharge in waterlimited environments (like arid regions), while evapotrans-
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piration (ET) is the key driver in energy-limited environments (like swamps or marshlands).
2)

Climate change impacts on aquifer recharge depend on
several factors, including basin geology, frequency and
intensity of high-rainfall periods that drive recharge, seasonal timing of recharge events, and strength of groundwater-surface water interaction.

3)

Changes in recharge rates are amplified relative to changes in total precipitation, with greater amplification for
drier areas.

With these insights in mind, it is clear that certain groundwater-dependent regions are projected to incur significant climate change related challenges. In some portions of the country, groundwater provides nearly 100% of the water supply
(Figure 3.6b). Seasonal soil moisture changes are a key aquifer
recharge driver and may provide an early indication of general
aquifer recharge trends. Thus, the observed regional reductions in seasonal soil moisture for winter and spring (Figure
3.3) portend adverse recharge impacts for several U.S. regions,
especially the Great Plains, Southwest, and Southeast.
Despite their critical national importance as water supply
sources (see Figure 3.6), aquifers are not generally monitored
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN THE UNITED STATES
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Principal U.S. Groundwater Aquifers and Use

Figure 3.6. (a) Groundwater aquifers are found throughout the U.S., but they vary widely in terms of ability to store and recharge
water. The colors on this map illustrate aquifer location and geology: blue colors indicate unconsolidated sand and gravel; yellow
is semi-consolidated sand; green is sandstone; blue or purple is sandstone and carbonate‐rock; browns are carbonate-rock; red
is igneous and metamorphic rock; and white is other aquifer types. (Figure source: USGS). (b) Ratio of groundwater withdrawals
to total water withdrawals from all surface and groundwater sources by county. The map illustrates that aquifers are the main
(and often exclusive) water supply source for many U.S. regions, especially in the Great Plains, Misssissippi Valley, east central
U.S., Great Lakes region, Florida, and other coastal areas. Groundwater aquifers in these regions are prone to impacts due to
combined climate and water-use change. (Data from USGS 2005).

in ways that allow for clear identification of climatic influences
on groundwater recharge, storage, flows, and discharge. Nearly all monitoring is focused in areas and aquifers where variations are dominated by groundwater pumping, which largely
69
masks climatic influences, highlighting the need for a national
70
framework for groundwater monitoring.
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Generally, impacts of changing demands on groundwater systems, whether due directly to climate changes or indirectly
through changes in land use or surface-water availability and
management, are likely to have the most immediate effects on
67,71
groundwater availability;
changes in recharge and storage
may be more subtle and take longer to emerge. Groundwater
models have only recently begun to include detailed represenCLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN THE UNITED STATES
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tations of groundwater recharge and interactions with sur50
face-water and land-surface processes, with few projections
68,72
of groundwater responses to climate change.
However, surface water declines have already resulted in larger groundwater
withdrawals in some areas (for example, in the Central Valley
of California and in the Southeast) and may be aggravated by
73
climate change challenges. In many mountainous areas of the
U.S., groundwater recharge is disproportionately generated
from snowmelt infiltration, suggesting that the loss of snow50,51,66,74
pack will affect recharge rates and patterns.
Models do
not yet include dynamic representations of the groundwater
reservoir and its connections to streams, the soil-vegetation
system, and the atmosphere, limiting the understanding of the

potential climate change impacts on groundwater and ground75
water-reliant systems.
As the risk of drought increases, groundwater can play a key
role in enabling adaptation to climate variability and change.
For example, groundwater can be augmented by surface water during times of high flow through aquifer recharge strategies, such as infiltration basins and injection wells. In addition,
management strategies can be implemented that use surface
water for irrigation and water supply during wet periods, and
groundwater during drought, although these approaches face
practical limitations within current management and institu71,76
tional frameworks.

Key Message 5: Risks to Coastal Aquifers and Wetlands
Sea level rise, storms and storm surges, and changes in surface and groundwater
use patterns are expected to compromise the sustainability
of coastal freshwater aquifers and wetlands.
With more than 50% of the nation’s population concentrated
77
near coasts (Chapter 25: Coasts), coastal aquifers and wetlands are precious resources. These aquifers and wetlands,
which are extremely important from a biological/biodiversity perspective (see Ch. 8: Ecosystems; Ch. 25: Coasts), may
be particularly at risk due to the combined effects of inland
droughts and floods, increased surface water impoundments
and diversions, increased groundwater withdrawals, and ac78,79
celerating sea level rise and greater storm surges.
Estuaries
are particularly vulnerable to changes in freshwater inflow and
sea level rise by changing salinity and habitat of these areas.

Several coastal areas, including the Delaware, Susquehanna,
and Potomac River deltas on the Northeast seaboard, most
of Florida, the Apalachicola and Mobile River deltas and bays,
the Mississippi River delta in Louisiana, and the delta of the
Sacramento-San Joaquin rivers in northern California, are particularly vulnerable due to the combined effects of climate
change and other human-caused stresses. In response, some
coastal communities are among the nation’s most proactive in
adaptation planning (Chapter 25: Coasts).

Key Message 6: Water Quality Risks to Lakes and Rivers
Increasing air and water temperatures, more intense precipitation and runoff, and intensifying
droughts can decrease river and lake water quality in many ways, including increases in
sediment, nitrogen, and other pollutant loads.

Lower and more persistent low flows under drought conditions
as well as higher flows during floods can worsen water quality.
Increasing precipitation intensity, along with the effects of wildfires and fertilizer use, are increasing sediment, nutrient, and
contaminant loads in surface waters used by downstream wa84
ter users and ecosystems. Mineral weathering products, like
85
calcium, magnesium, sodium, and silicon and nitrogen loads
86
have been increasing with higher streamflows. Changing land

78

cover, flood frequencies, and flood magnitudes are expected
87
to increase mobilization of sediments in large river basins.

© Ted Wood
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Water temperature has been increasing in some rivers. The
length of the season that lakes and reservoirs are thermally
stratified (with separate density layers) is increasing with in81,82
creased air and water temperatures.
In some cases, seasonal mixing may be eliminated in shallow lakes, decreasing
dissolved oxygen and leading to excess concentrations of
nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorous), heavy metals (such as
81,82
mercury), and other toxins in lake waters.

Increasing air and water temperatures, more intense precipitation and
runoff, and intensifying droughts can decrease water quality in many
ways. Here, middle school students in Colorado learn about water quality.
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Changes in sediment transport are expected to vary regionally
and by land-use type, with potentially large increases in some
88
areas, resulting in alterations to reservoir storage and river
channels, affecting flooding, navigation, water supply, and
dredging. Increased frequency and duration of droughts, and
associated low water levels, increase nutrient concentrations
and residence times in streams, potentially increasing the like-

89

lihood of harmful algal blooms and low oxygen conditions.
Concerns over such impacts and their potential link to climate
change are rising for many U.S. regions including the Great
90
91
85,86
Lakes, Chesapeake Bay, and the Gulf of Mexico.
Strategies aiming to reduce sediment, nutrient, and contaminant
loads at the source remain the most effective management
92
responses.

Observed Changes in Lake Stratification and Ice Covered Area

Figure 3.7. The length of the season in which differences in lake temperatures with depth cause stratification (separate density
layers) is increasing in many lakes. In this case, measurements show stratification has been increasing in Lake Tahoe (top left) since
the 1960s and in Lake Superior (top right) since the early 1900s in response to increasing air and surface water temperatures (see
also Ch. 18: Midwest). In Lake Tahoe, because of its large size (relative to inflow) and resulting long water-residence times, other
influences on stratification have been largely overwhelmed, and warming air and water temperatures have caused progressive
declines in near-surface density, leading to longer stratification seasons (by an average of 20 days), decreasing the opportunities
83
for deep lake mixing, reducing oxygen levels, and causing impacts to many species and numerous aspects of aquatic ecosytems.
16
Similar effects are observed in Lake Superior, where the stratification season is lengthening (top right) and annual ice-covered
area is declining (bottom); both observed changes are consistent with increasing air and water temperatures.

Relationship between Historical and Projected Water Cycle Changes
Natural climate variations occur on essentially all time scales
from days to millennia, and the water cycle varies in much the
same way. Observations of changes in the water cycle over
time include responses to natural hydroclimatic variability as
well as other, more local, human influences (like dam building or land-use changes), or combinations of these influences
with human-caused climate change. Some recent studies
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have attributed specific observed changes in the water cycle
to human-induced climate change (for example, Barnett et al.
10
2008 ). For many other water cycle variables and impacts, the
observed and projected responses are consistent with those
expected by human-induced climate change and other human influences. Research aiming to formally attribute these
responses to their underlying causes is ongoing.
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Flood

factors and flood types
93

A flood is defined as any high flow, overflow, or inundation by water that causes or threatens damage. Floods are
caused or amplified by both weather- and human-related factors. Major weather factors include heavy or prolonged
precipitation, snowmelt, thunderstorms, storm surges from hurricanes, and ice or debris jams. Human factors include structural failures of dams and levees, inadequate drainage, and land cover alterations (such as pavement or
deforestation) that reduce the capacity of the land surface to absorb water. Increasingly, humanity is also adding to
weather-related factors, as human-induced warming increases heavy downpours, causes more extensive storm surges
due to sea level rise, and leads to more rapid spring snowmelt.
Worldwide, from 1980 to 2009, floods caused more than 500,000 deaths and affected more than 2.8 billion
94
95
people. In the U.S., floods caused 4,586 deaths from 1959 to 2005 while property and crop damage averaged
93
nearly $8 billion per year (in 2011 dollars) over 1981 through 2011. The risks from future floods are significant,
given expanded development in coastal areas and floodplains, unabated urbanization, land-use changes, and human94
induced climate change.
Major flood types include flash, urban, riverine, and coastal flooding:
Flash floods occur in small and steep watersheds and waterways
and can be caused by short-duration intense precipitation, dam
or levee failure, or collapse of debris and ice jams. Snow cover
and frozen ground conditions can exacerbate flash flooding during winter and early spring by increasing the fraction of precipitation that runs off. Flash floods develop within minutes or hours
of the causative event, and can result in severe damage and loss
of life due to high water velocity, heavy debris load, and limited
warning. Most flood-related deaths in the U.S. are associated
with flash floods.
Urban flooding can be caused by short-duration very heavy precipitation. Urbanization creates large areas of impervious surfaces
(such as roads, pavement, parking lots, and buildings) and in- Flash Flooding: Cave Creek, Arizona
creases immediate runoff. Stormwater drainage removes excess (Photo credit: Tom McGuire).
surface water as quickly as possible, but heavy downpours can
exceed the capacity of drains and cause urban flooding.
Flash floods and urban
flooding are directly
linked to heavy precipitation and are expected
to increase as a result
of projected increases
in heavy precipitation
events. In mountainous
watersheds, such increases may be partially offset in winter and
spring due to projected
snowpack reduction.
Riverine flooding occurs
when surface water
drains from a watershed into a stream or
a river exceeds channel
capacity, overflows the

Riverine Flooding: In many regions, infrastructure is currently vulnerable to flooding, as demonstrated
in these photos. Left: The Fort Calhoun Nuclear Power Plant in eastern Nebraska was surrounded
by a Missouri River flood on June 8, 2011, that also affected Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Illinois,
Kentucky, Tennessee, and Arkansas (photo credit: Larry Geiger). Right: The R.M. Clayton sewage
treatment plant in Atlanta, Georgia, September 23, 2009, was engulfed by floodwaters forcing it to
shut down and resulting in the discharge of raw sewage into the Chattahoochee River (photo credit:
Reuters/David Tulis). Flooding also disrupts road and rail transportation, and inland navigation.

Continued
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Flood

factors and flood types (continued)

banks, and inundates adjacent low lying areas. Riverine flooding is commonly associated with large watersheds and rivers, while flash and urban flooding occurs in smaller natural or urban watersheds. Because heavy precipitation is often
localized, riverine flooding typically results from multiple heavy precipitation events over periods of several days, weeks,
or even months. In large basins, existing soil moisture conditions and evapotranspiration rates also influence the onset
and severity of flooding, as runoff increases with wetter soil and/or lower evapotranspiration conditions. Snow cover and
frozen ground conditions can also exacerbate riverine flooding during winter and spring by increasing runoff associated
with rain-on-snow events and by snowmelt, although these effects may diminish in the long term as snow accumulation
decreases due to warming. Since riverine flooding depends on precipitation as well as many other factors, projections
about changes in frequency or intensity are more uncertain than with flash and urban flooding.
Coastal flooding is predominantly caused by storm surges that accompany hurricanes and other storms. Low storm
pressure creates strong winds that create and push large sea water domes, often many miles across, toward the shore.
The approaching domes can raise the water surface above normal tide levels (storm surge) by more than 25 feet, depending on various storm and shoreline factors.
Inundation, battering waves, and floating debris
associated with storm surge can cause deaths,
widespread infrastructure damage (to buildings,
roads, bridges, marinas, piers, boardwalks, and
sea walls), and severe beach erosion. Stormrelated rainfall can also cause inland flooding
(flash, urban, or riverine) if, after landfall, the
storm moves slowly or stalls over an area. Inland
flooding can occur close to the shore or hundreds of miles away and is responsible for more
than half of the deaths associated with tropical
93
storms. Climate change affects coastal flooding through sea level rise and storm surge, increases in heavy rainfall during hurricanes and Hurricane Sandy coastal flooding in Mantoloking, N.J.
other storms, and related increases in flooding in (Photo credit: New Jersey National Guard/Scott Anema).
coastal rivers.
In some locations, early warning systems have helped reduce deaths, although property damage remains considerable
(Ch. 28: Adaptation). Further improvements can be made by more effective communication strategies and better land94
use planning.

Climate Change Impacts on Water Resource Uses and Management

People use water for many different purposes and benefits.
Our water use falls into five main categories: 1) municipal use,
which includes domestic water for drinking and bathing; 2) agricultural use, which includes irrigation and cattle operations;
3) industrial use, which includes electricity production from
coal- or gas-fired power plants that require water to keep the
machinery cool; 4) providing ecosystem benefits, such as supporting the water needs of plants and animals we depend on;
and 5) recreational uses, such as boating and fishing.
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Water is supplied for these many uses from two main sources:
•

freshwater withdrawals (from streams, rivers, lakes,
and aquifers), which supply water for municipal, industrial, agricultural, and recirculating thermoelectric
plant cooling water supply;

•

instream surface water flows, which support hydropower production, once-through thermoelectric plant
cooling, navigation, recreation, and healthy ecosystems.
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Key Message 7: Changes to Water Demand and Use
Climate change affects water demand and the ways water is used within and across regions
and economic sectors. The Southwest, Great Plains, and Southeast are
particularly vulnerable to changes in water supply and demand.
Climate change, acting concurrently with demographic, landuse, energy generation and use, and socioeconomic changes, is
challenging existing water management practices by affecting
water availability and demand and by exacerbating competition among uses and users (see Ch. 4: Energy; Ch. 6: Agriculture;
Ch. 10: Energy, Water, and Land; Ch. 12: Indigenous Peoples;

and Ch. 13: Land Use & Land Cover Change). In some regions,
these current and expected impacts are hastening efficiency
improvements in water withdrawal and use, the deployment
of more proactive water management and adaptation approaches, and the reassessment of the water infrastructure
1
and institutional responses.

Water Withdrawals
Total freshwater withdrawals (including water that is withdrawn and consumed as well as water that returns to the original source) and consumptive uses have leveled off nationally

U.S. Freshwater Withdrawal, Consumptive Use,
and Population Trends

since 1980 at 350 billion gallons of withdrawn water and 100
billion gallons of consumptive water per day, despite the ad96
dition of 68 million people from 1980 to 2005 (Figure 3.8).
Irrigation and all electric power plant cooling withdrawals account for approximately 77% of total withdrawals, municipal
and industrial for 20%, and livestock and aquaculture for 3%.
Most thermoelectric withdrawals are returned back to rivers
after cooling, while most irrigation withdrawals are consumed
by the processes of evapotranspiration and plant growth.
Thus, consumptive water use is dominated by irrigation (81%)
followed distantly by municipal and industrial (8%) and the remaining water uses (5%). See Figure 3.9.
Water sector withdrawals and uses vary significantly by region.
There is a notable east-west water use pattern, with the largest regional withdrawals occurring in western states (where
the climate is drier) for agricultural irrigation (Figure 3.10a,d).
In the east, water withdrawals mainly serve municipal, industrial, and thermoelectric uses (Figure 3.10a,b,c). Irrigation is
also dominant along the Mississippi Valley, in Florida, and in
southeastern Texas. Groundwater withdrawals are especially
intense in parts of the Southwest, Southeast, Northwest, and

Figure 3.8. Trends in total freshwater withdrawal (equal

to the sum of consumptive use and return flows to rivers)
and population in the contiguous United States. This
graph illustrates the remarkable change in the relationship
between water use and population growth since about
1980. Reductions in per capita water withdrawals are
directly related to increases in irrigation efficiency for
agriculture, more efficient cooling processes in electrical
generation, and, in many areas, price signals, more
efficient indoor plumbing fixtures and appliances, and
reductions in exterior landscape watering, in addition to
97
shifts in land-use patterns in some areas. Efficiency
improvements have offset the demands of a growing
population and have resulted in more flexibility in meeting
water demand. In some cases these improvements
have also reduced the flexibility to scale back water use
in times of drought because some inefficiencies have
already been removed from the system. With drought
stress projected to increase in many U.S. regions, drought
1
vulnerability is also expected to rise.

Freshwater Withdrawals by Sector

Figure 3.9. Total water withdrawals (groundwater and surface
water) in the U.S. are dominated by agriculture and energy
production, though the primary use of water for thermoelectric
production is for cooling, where water is often returned to lakes
96
and rivers after use (return flows). (Data from Kenny et al. 2009 )
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U.S. Water Withdrawal Distribution

Figure 3.10. Based on the most recent USGS water withdrawal data (2005). This figure illustrates water withdrawals at the U.S.
county level: (a) total withdrawals (surface and groundwater) in thousands of gallons per day per square mile; (b) municipal and
industrial (including golf course irrigation) withdrawals as percent of total; (c) irrigation, livestock, and aquaculture withdrawals as
percent of total; (d) thermoelectric plant cooling withdrawals as percent of total; (e) counties with large surface water withdrawals;
and (f) counties with large groundwater withdrawals. The largest withdrawals occur in the drier western states for crop irrigation.
In the east, water withdrawals mainly serve municipal, industrial, and thermoelectric uses. Groundwater withdrawals are intense in
parts of the Southwest and Northwest, the Great Plains, Mississippi Valley, Florida and South Georgia, and near the Great Lakes
96
98
(Figure source: Georgia Water Resources Institute, Georgia Institute of Technology; Data from Kenny et al. 2009; USGS 2013 ).
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Great Plains, the Mississippi Valley, Florida and South Georgia,
and near the Great Lakes (Figure 3.10f). Surface waters are
most intensely used in all other U.S. regions.
Per capita water withdrawal and use are decreasing due to
99
many factors. These include demand management, new
plumbing codes, water-efficient appliances, efficiency improvement programs, and pricing strategies, especially in the
100
municipal sector. Other factors contributing to decreasing
per capita water use include changes from water-intensive
manufacturing and other heavy industrial activities to service101
oriented businesses, and enhanced water-use efficiencies in
response to environmental pollution legislation (in the industrial and commercial sector). In addition, replacement of older
once-through-cooling electric power plants by plants that recycle their cooling water, and switching from flood irrigation to
102
more efficient methods in the western United States have
also contributed to these trends.
Notwithstanding the overall national trends, regional water
103
withdrawal and use are strongly correlated with climate;
hotter and drier regions tend to have higher per capita usage,
and water demand is affected by both temperature and precipitation on a seasonal basis (see also Ch. 28: Adaptation).
Water demand is projected to increase as population grows,
and will increase substantially more in some regions as a result
of climate change. In the absence of climate change but in response to a projected population increase of 80% and a 245%
increase in total personal income from 2005 to 2060, simulations under the A1B scenario indicate that total water demand
99
in the U.S. would increase by 3%. Under these conditions,
approximately half of the U.S. regions would experience an
overall decrease in water demand, while the other half would
experience an increase (Figure 3.11a). If, however, climate
change projections based on the A1B emissions scenario (with
gradual reductions from current emission trends beginning
around mid-century) and three climate models are also factored in, the total water demand is projected to rise by an av99
erage of 26% over the same period (Figure 3.11b). Under the
population increase scenario that also includes climate change,
90% of the country is projected to experience a total demand
increase, with decreases projected only in parts of the Midwest, Northeast and Southeast. Compared to an 8% increase in
demand under a scenario without climate change, projections
under the A2 emissions scenario (which assumes continued
increases in global emissions) and three climate models over
the 2005 to 2060 period result in a 34% increase in total water
demand. By 2090, total water demand is projected to increase
by 42% over 2005 levels under the A1B scenario and 82% under
the higher A2 emissions scenario.
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Crop irrigation and landscape watering needs are directly affected by climate change, especially by projected changes in
temperature, potential evapotranspiration, and soil moisture.
Consequently, the projected climate change impacts on water
demand are larger in the western states, where irrigation dominates total water withdrawals (see Figure 3.10). Uncertainties
in the projections of these climate variables also affect water
99
demand projections. However, it is clear that the impacts of
projected population, socioeconomic, and climate changes
amplify the effects on water demand in the Southwest and
Southeast, where the observed and projected drying water cycle trends already make these regions particularly vulnerable.
This vulnerability will be exacerbated by physical and operational limitations of water storage and distribution systems.
River reservoirs and associated dams are usually designed to
handle larger-than-historical streamflow variability ranges.
Some operating rules and procedures reflect historical seasonal and interannual streamflow and water release patterns,
while others include information about current and near-term
conditions, such as snowpack depth and expected snowmelt
volume. Climate change threatens to alter both the streamflow
variability that these structures must accommodate and their
opportunities to recover after doing so (due to permanent
changes in average streamflow). Thus, as streamflow and demand patterns change, historically based operating rules and
procedures could become less effective in balancing water
104
supply with other uses.
Some of the highest water demand increases under climate
change are projected in U.S. regions where groundwater aquifers are the main water supply source (Figure 3.11b), including
the Great Plains and parts of the Southwest and Southeast.
The projected water demand increases combined with potentially declining recharge rates (see water cycle section) further
challenge the sustainability of the aquifers in these regions.
Power plant cooling is a critical national water use, because
nearly 90% of the U.S. electrical energy is produced by thermo105
electric power plants. Freshwater withdrawals per kilowatt
hour have been falling in recent years due to the gradual replacement of once-through cooling of power plant towers with
plants that recycle cooling water. Thermal plant cooling is principally supported by surface water withdrawals (Figure 3.10e,f)
and has already been affected by climate change in areas
where temperatures are increasing and surface water supplies
are diminishing, such as the southern United States. Higher
water temperatures affect the efficiency of electric generation
and cooling processes. It also limits the ability of utilities to
discharge heated water to streams from once-through cooled
power systems due to regulatory requirements and concerns
about how the release of warmer water into rivers and streams
106
affects ecosystems and biodiversity (see Ch. 4: Energy).
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Projected Changes in Water Withdrawals

Figure 3.11. The effects of climate change, primarily associated with increasing temperatures and potential
evapotranspiration, are projected to significantly increase water demand across most of the United States. Maps show
percent change from 2005 to 2060 in projected demand for water assuming (a) change in population and socioeconomic
conditions based on the underlying A1B emissions scenario, but with no change in climate, and (b) combined changes
in population, socioeconomic conditions, and climate according to the A1B emissions scenario (gradual reductions from
99
current emission trends beginning around mid-century). (Figure source: Brown et al. 2013 ).

Instream Water Uses
Hydropower contributes 7% of electricity generation nationwide, but provides up to 70% in the Northwest and 20% in Cali107
fornia, Alaska, and the Northeast. Climate change is expected to affect hydropower directly through changes in runoff
(average, extremes, and seasonality), and indirectly through
increased competition with other water uses. Based on runoff
projections, hydropower is expected to decline in the southern
U.S. (especially the Southwest) and increase in the Northeast
and Midwest (though actual gains or losses will depend on
facility size and changes in runoff volume and timing). Where
non-power water demands are expected to increase (as in the
southern U.S.), hydropower generation, dependable capacity,
and ancillary services are likely to decrease. Many hydropower
facilities nationwide, especially in the Southeast, Southwest,
and the Great Plains, are expected to face water availability
108
constraints. While some hydropower facilities may face water-related limitations, these could be offset to some degree
by the use of more efficient turbines as well as innovative new
hydropower technologies.
Inland navigation, most notably in the Great Lakes and the
Missouri, Mississippi, and Ohio River systems, is particularly
important for agricultural commodities (transported from the
Midwest to the Gulf Coast and on to global food markets), coal,
1,109
and iron ore.
Navigation is affected by ice cover and by
floods and droughts. Seasonal ice cover on the Great Lakes has
16
110
been decreasing which may allow increased shipping. However, lake level declines are also possible in the long term, decreasing vessel draft and cargo capacity. Future lake levels may
also depend on non-climate factors and are uncertain both in
direction and magnitude (see Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate; Ch.
5: Transportation; and Ch. 18: Midwest). Similarly, although
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the river ice cover period has been decreasing (extending
111,112
the inland navigation season), seasonal ice cover changes
112
could impede lock operations. Intensified floods are likely to
hinder shipping by causing waterway closures and damaging or
destroying ports and locks. Droughts have already been shown
to decrease reliability of flows or channel depth, adversely
impacting navigation (Ch. 5: Transportation). Both floods and
droughts can disrupt rail and road traffic and increase shipping
113
costs and result in commodity price volatility (Ch. 19: Great
Plains).
Recreational activities associated with water resources, including boating, fishing, swimming, skiing, camping, and wildlife
114
watching, are strong regional and national economic drivers.
115
Recreation is sensitive to weather and climate, and climate
116
change impacts to recreation can be difficult to project. Rising temperatures affect extent of snowcover and mountain
117
118
snowpack, with impacts on skiing and snowmobiling. As
the climate warms, changes in precipitation and runoff are
expected to result in both beneficial (in some regions) and ad115
verse impacts to water sports, with potential for consider118
able economic dislocation and job losses.
Changing climate conditions are projected to affect water and
wastewater treatment and disposal in ways that depend on
system-specific and interacting attributes. For example, elevated stream temperatures, combined with lower flows, may
require wastewater facilities to increase treatment to meet
119
stream water quality standards. More intense precipitation
and floods, combined with escalating urbanization and associated increasing impermeable surfaces, may amplify the likelihood of contaminated overland flow or combined sewer overCLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN THE UNITED STATES
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flows. Moderate precipitation increases, however, could
result in increased stream flows, improving capacity to dilute
contaminants in some regions. Sea level rise and more frequent coastal flooding could damage wastewater utility infra121
structure and reduce treatment efficiency (Ch. 25: Coasts).
Changes in streamflow temperature and flow regimes can
affect aquatic ecosystem structure and function (see Ch. 8:
Ecosystems). Water temperature directly regulates the physiology, metabolism, and energy of individual aquatic organisms,
as well as entire ecosystems. Streamflow quantity influences
the extent of available aquatic habitats, and streamflow variability regulates species abundance and persistence. Flow also
influences water temperature, sediment, and nutrient con122
123
centrations. If the rate of climate change outpaces plant
and animal species’ ability to adjust to temperature change,

additional biodiversity loss may occur. Furthermore, climate
change induced water cycle alterations may exacerbate existing ecosystem vulnerability, especially in the western United
124
States where droughts and water shortages are likely to
increase. But areas projected to receive additional precipitation, such as the northern Great Plains, may benefit. Lastly, hydrologic alterations due to human interventions have without
doubt impaired riverine ecosystems in most U.S. regions and
125
globally. The projected escalation of water withdrawals and
uses (see Figure 3.11) threatens to deepen and widen ecosystem impairment, especially in southern states where climate
change induced water cycle alterations are pointing toward
drier conditions (see Ch. 8: Ecosystems). In these regions, balancing socioeconomic and environmental objectives will most
likely require more deliberate management and institutional
responses.

Major Water Resource Vulnerabilities and Challenges

Many U.S. regions are expected to face increased drought and flood vulnerabilities and exacerbated water management challenges. This section highlights regions where such issues are expected to be particularly intense.

Key Message 8: Drought is Affecting Water Supplies
Changes in precipitation and runoff, combined with changes in consumption and withdrawal,
have reduced surface and groundwater supplies in many areas. These trends are expected
to continue, increasing the likelihood of water shortages for many uses.
Many southwestern and western watersheds, including
38,43,126
the Colorado, Rio Grande,
and Sacramento-San Joa127,128
quin,
have recently experienced drier conditions. Even
larger runoff reductions (about 10% to 20%) are projected
48,129
over some of these watersheds in the next 50 years.
Increasing evaporative losses, declining runoff and groundwater
recharge, and changing groundwater pumpage are expected to
65,66,67,71
affect surface and groundwater supplies
and increase
the risk of water shortages for many water uses. Changes in

streamflow timing will exacerbate a growing mismatch between supply and demand (because peak flows are occurring
earlier in the spring, while demand is highest in mid-summer)
and will present challenges for the management of reservoirs,
130
aquifers, and other water infrastructure.
Rising stream
temperatures and longer low flow periods may make electric
power plant cooling water withdrawals unreliable, and may
affect aquatic and riparian ecosystems by degrading habitats
131
and favoring invasive, non-native species.

Key Message 9: Flood Effects on People and Communities
Increasing flooding risk affects human safety and health, property, infrastructure,
economies, and ecology in many basins across the U.S.
Flooding affects critical water, wastewater, power, transportation, and communications infrastructure in ways that are difficult to foresee and can result in interconnected and cascading failures (see “Flood Factors and Flood Types”). Very heavy
precipitation events have intensified in recent decades in most
U.S. regions, and this trend is projected to continue (Ch. 2: Our
Changing Climate). Increasing heavy precipitation is an important contributing factor, but flood magnitude changes also depend on specific watershed conditions (including soil moisture,
impervious area, and other human-caused alterations).
Projected changes in flood frequency based on climate projections and hydrologic models have recently begun to emerge
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132

(for example, Das et al. 2012; Brekke et al. 2009; Raff et
133
134
135
al. 2009; Shaw and Riha 2011; Walker et al. 2011 ), and
suggest that flood frequency and severity increases may occur
in the Northeast and Midwest (Ch. 16: Northeast; Ch. 18: Midwest). Flooding and sea water intrusion from sea level rise and
increasing storm surge threaten New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Virginia Beach, Wilmington, Charleston, Miami, Tampa,
Naples, Mobile, Houston, New Orleans, and many other cities
on U.S. coasts (Chapter 25: Coasts).
The devastating toll of large floods (human life, property, environment, and infrastructure) suggests that proactive management measures could minimize changing future flood risks and
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consequences (Ch. 28: Adaptation). In coastal areas, sea level
rise may act in parallel with inland climate changes to intensify
water-use impacts and challenges (Ch. 12: Indigenous Peoples;
136
Ch. 17: Southeast). Increasing flooding risk, both coastal and
inland, could also exacerbate human health risks associated
137,138
with failure of critical infrastructure,
and an increase in
139
both waterborne diseases (Ch. 9: Human Health) and air140
borne diseases.
Changes in land use, land cover, development, and population
distribution can all affect flood frequency and intensity. The nature and extent of these projected changes results in increased
uncertainty and decreased accuracy of flood forecasting in
133
141
both the short term and long term. This lack of certainty
could hinder effective preparedness (such as evacuation planning) and the effectiveness of structural and non-structural
flood risk reduction measures. However, many climate change

projections are robust (Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate), and the
long lead time needed for the planning, design, and construction of critical infrastructure that provides resilience to floods
means that consideration of long-term changes is needed.
Effective climate change adaptation planning requires an in45,118,142
tegrated approach
that addresses public health and
143
safety issues (Ch. 28: Adaptation). Though numerous flood
risk reduction measures are possible, including levees, landuse zoning, flood insurance, and restoration of natural flood144
plain retention capacity, economic and institutional conditions may constrain implementation. The effective use of
these measures would require significant investment in many
145
cases, as well as updating policies and methods to account
42,146
for climate change
in the planning, design, operation, and
132,147
maintenance of flood risk reduction infrastructure.

Adaptation and Institutional Responses
Key Message 10: Water Resources Management
In most U.S. regions, water resources managers and planners will encounter new risks,
vulnerabilities, and opportunities that may not be properly managed within existing practices.
Water managers and planners strive to balance water supply
and demand across all water uses and users. The management
process involves complex tradeoffs among water-use benefits,
consequences, and risks. By altering water availability and
demand, climate change is likely to present additional management challenges. One example is in the Sacramento-San
Joaquin River Delta, where flooding, sea water intrusion, and
changing needs for environmental, municipal, and agricultural
water uses have created significant management challenges.
This California Bay-Delta experience suggests that managing risks and sharing benefits requires re-assessment of very
complex ecosystems, infrastructure systems, water rights,
stakeholder preferences, and reservoir operation strategies –
as well as significant investments. All of these considerations
54,148
are subject to large uncertainties.
To some extent, all U.S.
regions are susceptible, but the Southeast and Southwest
are highly vulnerable because climate change is projected to
reduce water availability, increase demand, and exacerbate
shortages (see “Water Management”).
Recent assessments illustrate water management challenges
127,129,149,150
130,151
facing California,
the Southwest,
Southeast (Ch.
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136,152

153

154

17: Southeast),
Northwest, Great Plains, and Great
155
Lakes. A number of these assessments demonstrate that
while expanding supplies and storage may still be possible
in some regions, effective climate adaptation strategies can
benefit from innovative management strategies. These strategies can include domestic water conservation programs that
use pricing incentives to curb use; more flexible, risk-based,
better-informed, and adaptive operating rules for reservoirs;
the integrated use of combined surface and groundwater resources; and better monitoring and assessment of statewide
129,149,156,157
water use.
Water management and planning would
benefit from better coordination among public sectors at the
national, state, and local levels (including regional partnerships
and agreements), and the private sector, with participation of
all relevant stakeholders in well-informed, fair, and equitable
decision-making processes. Better coordination among hydrologists and atmospheric scientists, and among these scientists and the professional water management community, is
also needed to facilitate more effective translation of knowledge from science to practice (Ch. 26: Decision Support; Ch.
158
28: Adaptation).
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Water

challenges in a southeast river basin

Figure 3.12. The Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint (ACF) River Basin supports many water uses and users, including municipal,
industrial, and agricultural water supply; flood management; hydroelectric and thermoelectric energy generation; recreation;
navigation; fisheries; and a rich diversity of environmental and ecological resources. In recent decades, water demands have risen
rapidly in the Upper Chattahoochee River (due to urban growth) and Lower Chattahoochee and Flint Rivers (due to expansion
of irrigated agriculture). At the same time, basin precipitation, soil moisture, and runoff are declining, creating challenging water
159
sharing tradeoffs for the basin stakeholders. The historical water demand and supply trends are expected to continue in the
coming decades. Climate assessments for 50 historical (1960-2009) and future years (2050-2099) based on a scenario of
152
continued increases in emissions (A2) for the Seminole and all other ACF sub-basins show that soil moisture is projected to
continue to decline in all months, especially during the crop growing season from April to October (bottom right). Mean monthly
runoff decreases (up to 20%, not shown) are also projected throughout the year and especially during the wet season from
November to May. The projected soil moisture and runoff shifts are even more significant in the extreme values of the respective
distributions. In addition to reduced supplies, these projections imply higher water demands in the agricultural and other sectors,
exacerbating management challenges. These challenges are reflected in the projected response of Lake Lanier, the main ACF
regulation project, the levels of which are projected (for 2050-2099) to be lower, by as much as 15 feet, than its historical (19602009) levels, particularly during droughts (top right). Recognizing these critical management challenges, the ACF stakeholders
are earnestly working to develop a sustainable and equitable management plan that balances economic, ecological, and social
160
152
values. (Figure source: Georgia Water Resources Institute, Georgia Institute of Technology. ).
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Key Message 11: Adaptation Opportunities and Challenges
Increasing resilience and enhancing adaptive capacity provide opportunities to
strengthen water resources management and plan for climate change impacts.
Many institutional, scientific, economic, and political barriers present
challenges to implementing adaptive strategies.
Climate adaptation involves both addressing the risks and leveraging the opportunities that may arise as a result of the climate impacts on the water cycle and water resources. Efforts
to increase resiliency and enhance adaptive capacity may create opportunities for a wide-ranging public discussion of water
demands, improved collaboration around water use, increased
public support for scientific and economic information, and
the deployment of new technologies supporting adaptation. In
addition, adaptation can promote the achievement of multiple
water resource objectives through improved infrastructure
planning, integrated regulation, and planning and management approaches at regional, watershed, or ecosystem scales.
Pursuing these opportunities may require assessing how current institutional approaches support adaptation in light of the
161
anticipated impacts of climate change.
Climate change will stress the nation’s aging water infrastructure to varying degrees by location and over time. Much of
the country’s current drainage infrastructure is already overwhelmed during heavy precipitation and high runoff events,
an impact that is projected to be exacerbated as a result of
climate change, land-use change, and other factors. Large percentage increases in combined sewage overflow volumes, associated with increased intensity of precipitation events, have
been projected for selected watersheds by the end of this
106,162
century in the absence of adaptive measures.
Infrastructure planning, especially for the long planning and operation
horizons often associated with water resources infrastructure,
can be improved by incorporating climate change as a factor
in new design standards and in asset management and rehabilitation of critical and aging facilities, emphasizing flexibility,
106,132,163
redundancy, and resiliency.
Adaptation strategies for water infrastructure include structural and non-structural approaches. These may include changes
in system operations and/or demand management changes,
adopting water conserving plumbing codes, and improving
flood forecasts, telecommunications, and early warning sys164
tems that focus on both adapting physical structures and
106,132,165
innovative management.
Such strategies could take
advantage of conventional (“gray”) infrastructure upgrades
(like raising flood control levees); adjustments to reservoir operating rules; new demand management and incentive strategies; land-use management that enhances adaptive capacity;
protection and restoration at the scale of river basins, watersheds, and ecosystems; hybrid strategies that blend “green”
infrastructure with gray infrastructure; and pricing strate1,106,132,166,167
gies.
Green infrastructure approaches that are
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increasingly being implemented by municipalities across the
country include green roofs, rain gardens, roadside plantings,
porous pavement, and rainwater harvesting (Ch. 28: Adaptation). These techniques typically utilize soils and vegetation
in the built environment to absorb runoff close to where it
168
falls, limiting flooding and sewer backups. There are numerous non-infrastructure related adaptation strategies, some of
which could include promoting drought-resistant crops, flood
insurance reform, and building densely developed areas away
from highly vulnerable areas.
In addition to physical adaptation, capacity-building activities
can build knowledge and enhance communication and collabo1,167,169
ration within and across sectors.
In particular, building
networks, partnerships, and support systems has been identified as a major asset in building adaptive capacity (Ch. 26:
170
Decision Support; Ch. 28: Adaptation).
In addition to stressing the physical infrastructure of water
systems, future impacts of climate change may reveal the
weaknesses in existing water law regimes to accommodate
novel and dynamic water management conditions. The basic
paradigms of environmental and natural resources law are
preservation and restoration, both of which are based on the
assumption that natural systems fluctuate within an unchang171
ing envelope of variability (“stationarity”). However, climate
change is now projected to affect water supplies during the
multi-decade lifetime of major water infrastructure projects in
132
wide-ranging and pervasive ways. Under these circumstances, stationarity will no longer be reliable as the central assump42,171
tion in water-resource risk assessment and planning.
For
example, in the future, water rights administrators may find it
necessary to develop more flexible water rights systems con172
ditioned to address the uncertain impacts of climate change.
Agencies and courts may seek added flexibility in regulations
and laws to achieve the highest and best uses of limited water
resources and to enhance water management capacity in the
132,173
context of new and dynamic conditions.
In the past few years, many federal, state, and local agencies and tribal governments have begun to address climate
change adaptation, integrating it into existing decision-making, planning, or infrastructure-improvement processes (Ch.
43,174
28: Adaptation).
Drinking water utilities are increasingly
utilizing climate information to prepare assessments of their
175
supplies, and utility associations and alliances, such as the
Water Research Foundation and Water Utility Climate Alliance,
have undertaken original research to better understand the
CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN THE UNITED STATES
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implications of climate change on behalf of some of the largest
119,156,176
municipal water utilities in the United States.
The economic, social, and environmental implications of climate change induced water cycle changes are very significant,
as is the cost of inaction. Adaptation responses need to address
considerable uncertainties in the short-, medium-, and longterm; be proactive, integrated, and iterative; and be developed
through well-informed stakeholder decision processes functioning within a flexible institutional and legal environment.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
TRACEABLE ACCOUNTS

Process for Developing Key Messages:
The chapter author team engaged in multiple technical discussions
via teleconferences from March – June 2012. These discussions followed a thorough review of the literature, which included an inter1
agency prepared foundational document, over 500 technical inputs
provided by the public, as well as other published literature. The author team met in Seattle, Washington, in May 2012 for expert deliberation of draft key messages by the authors wherein each message
was defended before the entire author team before this key message
was selected for inclusion in the Chapter. These discussions were supported by targeted consultation with additional experts by the lead
author of each message, and they were based on criteria that help
define “key vulnerabilities.” Key messages were further refined following input from the NCADAC report integration team and authors
of Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate.

K ey message #1 Traceable Account
Annual precipitation and river-flow increases are
observed now in the Midwest and the Northeast
regions. Very heavy precipitation events have increased nationally and are projected to increase in
all regions. The length of dry spells is projected to
increase in most areas, especially the southern and
northwestern portions of the contiguous United
States.
Description of evidence base
The key message and supporting chapter text summarizes extensive
evidence documented in the inter-agency prepared foundational
1
document, Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate, Ch. 20: Southwest, other
2
technical input reports, and over 500 technical inputs on a wide
range of topics that were received as part of the Federal Register Notice solicitation for public input.
Numerous peer-reviewed publications describe precipitation trends
4,7,8,34
13,41
(Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate)
and river-flow trends.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the majority of projections available from cli3
mate models (for example, Orlowsky and Seneviratne 2012; Kharin
5
et al. 2013 ) indicate small projected changes in total average annual
6
precipitation in many areas, while heavy precipitation and the length
of dry spells are projected to increase across the entire country. Projected precipitation responses (such as changing extremes) to increasing greenhouse gases are robust in a wide variety of models and
depictions of climate.

The broad observed trends of precipitation and river-flow increases
have been identified by many long-term National Weather Service
(NWS)/National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) weather monitoring
networks, USGS streamflow monitoring networks, and analyses of
34,36,37
records therefrom (Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate;
). Ensembles
3,42
of climate models (see also Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate, Ch. 20:
Southwest) are the basis for the reported projections.
New information and remaining uncertainties
Important new evidence (cited above) confirmed many of the find177
ings from the 2009 National Climate Assessment.
Observed trends: Precipitation trends are generally embedded
amidst large year-to-year natural variations and thus trends may be
difficult to detect, may differ from site to site, and may be reflections
of multi-decadal variations rather than external (human) forcings.
Consequently, careful analyses of longest-term records from many
stations across the country and addressing multiple potential explanations are required and are cornerstones of the evidentiary studies
described above.
Efforts are underway to continually improve the stability, placement,
and numbers of weather observations needed to document trends;
scientists also regularly search for other previously unanalyzed data
sources for use in testing these findings.
Projected trends: The complexity of physical processes that result
in precipitation and runoff reduces abilities to represent or predict
them as accurately as would be desired and with the spatial and temporal resolution required for many applications; however, as noted,
the trends at the scale depicted in this message are very robust
among a wide variety of climate models and projections, which lends
confidence that the projections are appropriate lessons from current
climate (and streamflow) models. Nonetheless, other influences not
included in the climate change projections might influence future
patterns of precipitation and runoff, including changes in land cover,
water use (by humans and vegetation), and streamflow management.
Climate models used to make projections of future trends are continually increasing in number, resolution, and in the number of additional external and internal influences that might be confounding
current projections. For example, much more of all three of these
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directions for improvement are already evident in projection archives
for the next IPCC assessment.
Assessment of confidence based on evidence
Observed trends have been demonstrated by a broad range of methods over the past 20+ years based on best available data; projected
precipitation and river-flow responses to greenhouse gas increases
are robust across large majorities of available climate (and hydrologic) models from scientific teams around the world.
Confidence is therefore judged to be high that annual precipitation
and river-flow increases are observed now in the Midwest and the
Northeast regions.
Confidence is high that very heavy precipitation events have increased nationally and are projected to increase in all regions.
Confidence is high that the length of dry spells is projected to increase
in most areas, especially the southern and northwestern portions of
the contiguous United States.

Confidence Level
Very High
Strong evidence (established
theory, multiple sources, consistent
results, well documented and
accepted methods, etc.), high
consensus
High
Moderate evidence (several sources, some consistency, methods
vary and/or documentation limited,
etc.), medium consensus
Medium
Suggestive evidence (a few
sources, limited consistency, models incomplete, methods emerging,
etc.), competing schools of thought
Low
Inconclusive evidence (limited
sources, extrapolations, inconsistent findings, poor documentation
and/or methods not tested, etc.),
disagreement or lack of opinions
among experts

K ey message #2 Traceable Account
Short-term (seasonal or shorter) droughts are expected to intensify in most U.S. regions. Longerterm droughts are expected to intensify in large
areas of the Southwest, southern Great Plains, and
Southeast.
Description of evidence base
The key message and supporting chapter text summarizes extensive
evidence documented in the inter-agency prepared foundational
1
document, Ch. 16: Northeast, Ch 17: Southeast, Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate, Ch. 18: Midwest, Ch. 19: Great Plains, Ch. 20: Southwest,
Ch. 21: Northwest, Ch. 23: Hawai‘i and Pacific Islands, and over 500
technical inputs on a wide range of topics that were received as part
of the Federal Register Notice solicitation for public input.
Projected drought trends derive directly from climate models in some
8
30
studies (for example, Hoerling et al. 2012; Wehner et al. 2011; Gao
32
33
et al. 2012; Gao et al. 2011; ), from hydrologic models responding
to projected climate trends in others (for example, Georgakakos and
38
48
Zhang 2011; Cayan et al. 2010; ), from considerations of the interactions between precipitation deficits and either warmer or cooler
48
temperatures in historical (observed) droughts, and from combina49
tions of these approaches (for example, Trenberth et al. 2004 ) in
still other studies.
New information and remaining uncertainties
Important new evidence (cited above) confirmed many of the find177
ings from the 2009 National Climate Assessment.
Warmer temperatures are robustly projected by essentially all climate models, with what are generally expected to be directly attendant increases in the potentials for greater evapotranspiration, or ET
(although it is possible that current estimates of future ET are overly
influenced by temperatures at the expense of other climate variables,
like wind speed, humidity, net surface radiation, and soil moisture
that might change in ways that could partly ameliorate rising ET demands). As a consequence, there is a widespread expectation that
more water from precipitation will be evaporated or transpired in
the warmer future, so that except in regions where precipitation increases more than ET increases, less overall water will remain on the
landscape and droughts will intensify and become more common.
Another widespread expectation is that precipitation variability will
increase, which may result in larger swings in moisture availability,
with swings towards the deficit side resulting in increased frequencies and intensities of drought conditions on seasonal time scales
to times scales of multiple decades. An important remaining uncertainty, discussed in the supporting text for Key Message #1, is the
extent to which the types of models used to project future droughts
may be influencing results with a notable recent tendency for studies
with more complete, more resolved land-surface models, as well as
climate models, to yield more moderate projected changes.
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Other uncertainties derive from the possibility that changes in other
variables or influences of CO2-fertilization and/or land cover change
may also partly ameliorate drought intensification. Furthermore in
many parts of the country, El Niño-Southern Oscillation (and other
oceanic) influences on droughts and floods are large, and can overwhelm climate change effects during the next few decades. At present, however, the future of these oceanic climate influences remains
uncertain.
Assessment of confidence based on evidence
Given the evidence base and remaining uncertainties:
Confidence is judged to be medium-high that short-term (seasonal or
shorter) droughts are expected to intensify in most U.S. regions. Confidence is high that longer-term droughts are expected to intensify in
large areas of the Southwest, southern Great Plains, and Southeast.

K ey message #3 Traceable Account
Flooding may intensify in many U.S. regions, even
in areas where total precipitation is projected to decline.
Description of evidence base
The key message and supporting chapter text summarizes extensive
evidence documented in the inter-agency prepared foundational
1
document, Ch. 16: Northeast, Ch 17: Southeast, Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate, Ch. 18: Midwest, Ch. 19: Great Plains, Ch. 20: Southwest,
Ch. 21: Northwest, Ch. 23: Hawai‘i and Pacific Islands, and over 500
technical inputs on a wide range of topics that were received as part
of the Federal Register Notice solicitation for public input.
The principal observational bases for the key message are careful
58
national-scale flood-trend analyses based on annual peak-flow records from a selection of 200 USGS streamflow gaging stations measuring flows from catchments that are minimally influenced by upstream water uses, diversions, impoundments, or land-use changes
with more than 85 years of records, and analyses of two other subsets
of USGS gages with long records (including gages both impacted by
human activities and less so), including one analysis of 50 gages na56
tionwide and a second analysis of 572 gages in the eastern United
57
States. There is some correspondence among regions with significant changes in annual precipitation (Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate)
and soil moisture (Figures 3.2 and 3.3), and annual flood magnitudes
58
(Figure 3.5).
Projections of future flood-frequency changes result from de60
tailed hydrologic models (for example, Das et al. 2012; Raff et al.
133
135
2009; Walker et al. 2011 ) of rivers that simulate responses to
projected precipitation and temperature changes from climate models; such simulations have only recently begun to emerge in the peerreviewed literature.

New information and remaining uncertainties
Important new evidence (cited above) confirmed many of the find177
ings from the 2009 National Climate Assessment.
Large uncertainties remain in efforts to detect flood-statistic changes
attributable to climate change, because a wide range of local factors
(such as dams, land-use changes, river channelization) also affect
flood regimes and can mask, or proxy for, climate change induced
alterations. Furthermore, it is especially difficult to detect any kinds
of trends in what are, by definition, rare and extreme events. Finally,
the response of floods to climate changes are expected to be fairly
idiosyncratic from basin to basin, because of the strong influences
of within-storm variations and local, basin-scale topographic, soil
and vegetation, and river network characteristics that influence the
size and extent of flooding associated with any given storm or sea54,55,56,57
son.
Large uncertainties still exist as to how well climate models can represent and project future extremes of precipitation. This has – until
recently – limited attempts to make specific projections of future
flood frequencies by using climate model outputs directly or as direct
inputs to hydrologic models. However, precipitation extremes are expected to intensify as the atmosphere warms, and many floods result
from larger portions of catchment areas receiving rain as snowlines
recede upward. As rain runs off more quickly than snowfall this results in increased flood potential; furthermore, occasional rain-onsnow events exacerbates this effect. This trend is broadly expected to
increase in frequency under general warming trends, particularly in
62
mountainous catchments. Rising sea levels and projected increase
in hurricane-associated storm intensity and rainfall rates provide
first-principles bases for expecting intensified flood regimes in coastal settings (see Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate).
Assessment of confidence based on evidence
Future changes in flood frequencies and intensities will depend on a
complex combination of local to regional climatic influences, and the
details of complex surface-hydrologic conditions in each catchment
(for example, topography, land cover, and upstream management).
Consequently, flood frequency changes may be neither simple nor
regionally homogeneous, and basin by basin projections may need to
be developed. Early results now appearing in the literature have most
often projected intensifications of flood regimes, in large part as responses to projections of more intense storms and increasingly rainy
(rather than snowy) storms in previously snow-dominated settings.
Confidence in current estimates of future changes in flood frequencies and intensities is overall judged to be low.

K ey message #4 Traceable Account
Climate change is expected to affect water demand, groundwater withdrawals, and aquifer recharge, reducing groundwater availability in some
areas.
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Description of evidence base
The key message and supporting chapter text summarizes extensive
evidence documented in the inter-agency prepared foundational
1
document, regional chapters of the NCA, and over 500 technical
inputs on a wide range of topics that were received as part of the
Federal Register Notice solicitation for public input.
65,66,67,68,71,72

Several recent studies
have evaluated the potential impacts of changes in groundwater use and recharge under scenarios
including climate change, and generally they have illustrated the common-sense conclusion that changes in pumpage can have immediate
and significant effects in the nation’s aquifers. This has certainly been
the historical experience in most aquifers that have seen significant
development; pumpage variations usually tend to yield more immediate and often larger changes on many aquifers than do historical
climate variations on time scales from years to decades. Meanwhile,
for aquifers in the Southwest, there is a growing literature of geochemical studies that fingerprint various properties of groundwater
and that are demonstrating that most western groundwater derives
preferentially from snowmelt, rather than rainfall or other sourc50,51,66,74
es.
This finding suggests that much western recharge may be
at risk of changes and disruptions from projected losses of snowpack,
but as yet provides relatively little indication whether the net effects
will be recharge declines, increases, or simply spatial redistribution.
New information and remaining uncertainties
The precise responses of groundwater storage and flow to climate
change are not well understood, but recent and ongoing studies
65,66,67
provide insights on underlying mechanisms.
The observations
and modeling evidence to make projections of future responses of
groundwater recharge and discharge to climate change are thus far
very limited, primarily because of limitations in data availability and
in the models themselves. New forms and networks of observations
and new modeling approaches and tools are needed to provide projections of the likely influences of climate changes on groundwater
recharge and discharge. Despite the uncertainties about the specifics of climate change impacts on groundwater, impacts of reduced
groundwater supply and quality would likely be detrimental to the
nation.
Assessment of confidence based on evidence
Given the evidence base and remaining uncertainties, confidence
is judged to be high that climate change is expected to affect water
demand, groundwater withdrawals, and aquifer recharge, reducing
groundwater availability in some areas.

K ey message #5 Traceable Account
Sea level rise, storms and storm surges, and
changes in surface and groundwater use patterns
are expected to compromise the sustainability of
coastal freshwater aquifers and wetlands.
Description of evidence base
This message has a strong theoretical and observational basis, in-

cluding considerable historical experience with seawater intrusion
into many of the nation’s coastal aquifers and wetlands under the
influence of heavy pumpage, some experience with the influences
of droughts and storms on seawater intrusion, and experience with
seepage of seawater into shallow coastal aquifers under storm and
storm surge conditions that lead to coastal inundations with seawater. The likely influences of sea level rise on seawater intrusion into
coastal (and island) aquifers and wetlands are somewhat less certain,
as discussed below, although it is projected that sea level rise may
increase opportunities for saltwater intrusion (see Ch. 25: Coasts).
New information and remaining uncertainties
There are few published studies describing the kinds of groundwater
quality and flow modeling that are necessary to assess the real-world
78
potentials for sea level rise to affect seawater intrusion. Studies in
the literature and historical experience demonstrate the detrimental
impacts of alterations to the water budgets of the freshwater lenses
in coastal aquifers and wetlands around the world (most often by
groundwater development), but few evaluate the impacts of sea level
rise alone. More studies with real-world aquifer geometries and development regimes are needed to reduce the current uncertainty of
the potential interactions of sea level rise and seawater intrusion.
Assessment of confidence based on evidence
Confidence is high that sea level rise, storms and storm surges, and
changes in surface and groundwater use patterns are expected to
compromise the sustainability of coastal freshwater aquifers and
wetlands.

K ey message #6 Traceable Account
Increasing air and water temperatures, more intense precipitation and runoff, and intensifying
droughts can decrease river and lake water quality in many ways, including increases in sediment,
nitrogen, and other pollutant loads.
Description of evidence base
The key message and supporting chapter text summarizes extensive
evidence documented in the inter-agency prepared foundational doc1
ument, Ch. 8: Ecosystems, Ch. 15: Biogeochemical Cycles, and over
500 technical inputs on a wide range of topics that were reviewed as
part of the Federal Register Notice solicitation for public input.
Thermal stratification of deep lakes and reservoirs has been observed
1,81,82
to increase with increased air and water temperatures,
and may
be eliminated in shallow lakes. Increased stratification reduces mixing, resulting in reduced oxygen in bottom waters. Deeper set-up of
vertical thermal stratification in lakes and reservoirs may reduce or
eliminate a bottom cold water zone; this, coupled with lower oxygen
concentration, results in a degraded aquatic ecosystem.
Major precipitation events and resultant water flows increase wa84
tershed pollutant scour and thus increase pollutant loads. Fluxes
of mineral weathering products (for example, calcium, magnesium,
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sodium, and silicon) have also been shown to increase in response
86
to higher discharge. In the Mississippi drainage basin, increased
precipitation has resulted in increased nitrogen loads contributing
85
to hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico. Models predict and observations
confirm that continued warming will have increasingly negative ef81
fects on lake water quality and ecosystem health.
Future re-mobilization of sediment stored in large river basins will be
influenced by changes in flood frequencies and magnitudes, as well as
on vegetation changes in the context of climate and other anthropo87
genic factors. Model projections suggest that changes in sediment
delivery will vary regionally and by land-use type, but on average
88
could increase by 25% to 55%.
New information and remaining uncertainties
It is unclear whether increasing floods and droughts cancel each
other out with respect to long-term pollutant loads.
It is also uncertain whether the absolute temperature differential
with depth will remain constant, even with overall lake and reservoir
water temperature increases. Further, it is uncertain if greater mixing
with depth will eliminate thermal stratification in shallow, previously
stratified lakes. Although recent studies of Lake Tahoe provide an ex83
ample of longer stratification seasons, lakes in other settings and
with other geometries may not exhibit the same response.
Many factors influence stream water temperature, including air temperature, forest canopy cover, and ratio of baseflow to streamflow.
Assessment of confidence based on evidence
Given the evidence base, confidence is medium that increasing air
and water temperatures, more intense precipitation and runoff, and
intensifying droughts can decrease river and lake water quality in
many ways, including increases in sediment, nitrogen, and pollutant
loads.

K ey message #7 Traceable Account
Climate change affects water demand and the
ways water is used within and across regions and
economic sectors. The Southwest, Great Plains,
and Southeast are particularly vulnerable to changes in water supply and demand.
Description of evidence base
The key message and supporting chapter text summarizes extensive
evidence documented in the inter-agency prepared foundational
1
document, Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate, Ch. 17: Southeast, Ch. 19:
Great Plains, Ch. 20: Southwest, Ch. 23: Hawai‘i and Pacific Islands,
and many technical inputs on a wide range of topics that were received and reviewed as part of the Federal Register Notice solicitation
for public input.

been monitored and documented by USGS for over 40 years and
represent a credible database to assess water-use trends, efficiencies, and underlying drivers. Water-use drivers principally include
population, personal income, electricity consumption, irrigated area,
mean annual temperature, growing season precipitation, and grow99
ing season potential evapotranspiration. Water-use efficiencies
are also affected by many non-climate factors, including demand
management, plumbing codes, water efficient appliances, efficiency
100
improvement programs, and pricing strategies; changes from water intensive manufacturing and other heavy industrial activities to
101
service-oriented businesses, and enhanced water-use efficiencies
in response to environmental pollution legislation; replacement of
older once-through-cooling electric power plants by plants that recycle their cooling water; and switching from flood irrigation to more
102
efficient methods in the western United States.
Projected Trends and Consequences: Future projections have been
carried out with and without climate change to first assess the water demand impacts of projected population and socioeconomic
increases, and subsequently combine them with climate change induced impacts. The main findings are that in the absence of climate
change total water withdrawals in the U.S. will increase by 3% in the
99
coming 50 years, with approximately half of the U.S. experiencing
a total water demand decrease and half an increase. If, however, climate change projections are also factored in, the demand for total
99
water withdrawals is projected to rise by an average of 26%, with
more than 90% of the U.S. projected to experience a total demand increase, and decreases projected only in parts of the Midwest, Northeast, and Southeast. When coupled with the observed and projected
drying water cycle trends (see key messages in “Climate Change Impacts on the Water Cycle” section), the water demand impacts of projected population, socioeconomic, and climate changes intensify and
compound in the Southwest and Southeast, rendering these regions
particularly vulnerable in the coming decades.
New information and remaining uncertainties
The studies of water demand in response to climate change and other
stressors are very recent and constitute new information on their
99
own merit. In addition, for the first time, these studies make it possible to piece together the regional implications of climate change induced water cycle alterations in combination with projected changes
in water demand. Such integrated assessments also constitute new
information and knowledge building.
Demand projections include various uncertain assumptions which
become increasingly important in longer term (multi-decadal) projections. Because irrigation demand is the largest water demand
component most sensitive to climate change, the most important
climate-related uncertainties are precipitation and potential evapotranspiration over the growing season. Non-climatic uncertainties
relate to future population distribution, socioeconomic changes, and
water-use efficiency improvements.

Observed Trends: Historical water withdrawals by sector (for example, municipal, industrial, agricultural, and thermoelectric) have
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Assessment of confidence based on evidence
Considering that (a) droughts are projected to intensify in large areas of the Southwest, Great Plains, and the Southeast, and (b) that
these same regions have experienced and are projected to experience continuing population and demand increases, confidence that
these regions will become increasingly vulnerable to climate change
is judged to be high.

K ey message #8 Traceable Account
Changes in precipitation and runoff, combined
with changes in consumption and withdrawal, have
reduced surface and groundwater supplies in many
areas. These trends are expected to continue, increasing the likelihood of water shortages for many
uses.
Description of evidence base
The key message and supporting chapter text summarizes extensive
evidence documented in the inter-agency prepared foundational
1
document, Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate, Ch. 17: Southeast, Ch. 19:
Great Plains, Ch. 20: Southwest, Ch. 23: Hawai‘i and Pacific Islands,
and over 500 technical inputs on a wide range of topics that were
received and reviewed as part of the Federal Register Notice solicitation for public input.
Observed Trends: Observations suggest that the water cycle in the
Southwest, Great Plains, and Southeast has been changing toward
130,151,152
drier conditions (Ch. 17: Southeast).
Furthermore, paleoclimate tree-ring reconstructions indicate that drought in previous centuries has been more intense and of longer duration than the most
th
st
40
extreme drought of the 20 and 21 centuries.
Projected Trends and Consequences: Global Climate Model (GCM)
projections indicate that this trend is likely to persist, with runoff
reductions (in the range of 10% to 20% over the next 50 years) and
48
intensifying droughts.
The drying water cycle is expected to affect all human and ecological water uses, especially in the Southwest. Decreasing precipitation,
rising temperatures, and drying soils are projected to increase irrigation and outdoor watering demand (which account for nearly 90%
of consumptive water use) by as much as 34% by 2060 under the A2
99
emissions scenario. Decreasing runoff and groundwater recharge
66
are expected to reduce surface and groundwater supplies, increas130
ing the annual risk of water shortages from 25% to 50% by 2060.
Changes in streamflow timing will increase the mismatch of supply
and demand. Earlier and declining streamflow and rising demands
will make it more difficult to manage reservoirs, aquifers, and other
130
water infrastructure.
Such impacts and consequences have been identified for several
38
southwestern and western river basins including the Colorado, Rio
126
127,128,129
Grande, and Sacramento-San Joaquin.

New information and remaining uncertainties
The drying climate trend observed in the Southwest and Southeast in
the last decades is consistent across all water cycle variables (precipitation, temperature, snow cover, runoff, streamflow, reservoir levels,
and soil moisture) and is not debatable. The debate is over whether
this trend is part of a multi-decadal climate cycle and whether it will
reverse direction at some future time. However, the rate of change
and the comparative GCM assessment results with and without historical CO2 forcing (Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate) support the view
that the observed trends are due to both factors acting concurrently.
GCMs continue to be uncertain with respect to precipitation, but they
are very consistent with respect to temperature. Runoff, streamflow,
and soil moisture depend on both variables and are thus less susceptible to GCM precipitation uncertainty. The observed trends and
the general GCM agreement that the southern states will continue
34,41
to experience streamflow and soil moisture reductions
provides
confidence that these projections are robust.
Assessment of confidence based on evidence
Given the evidence base and remaining uncertainties, confidence is
high that changes in precipitation and runoff, combined with changes
in consumption and withdrawal, have reduced surface and groundwater supplies in many areas. Confidence is high that these trends are
expected to continue, increasing the likelihood of water shortages for
many uses.

K ey message #9 Traceable Account
Increasing flooding risk affects human safety and
health, property, infrastructure, economies, and
ecology in many basins across the U.S.
Description of evidence base
The key message and supporting chapter text summarizes extensive
evidence documented in the inter-agency prepared foundational
1
document, Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate, Ch. 21: Northwest, Ch. 19:
Great Plains, Ch. 18: Midwest, Ch. 16: Northeast, and over 500 technical inputs on a wide range of topics that were received as part of the
Federal Register Notice solicitation for public input.
Observed Trends: Very heavy precipitation events have intensified
in recent decades in most U.S. regions, and this trend is projected to
continue (Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate). Increasing heavy precipitation is an important contributing factor for floods, but flood magnitude changes also depend on specific watershed conditions (including
soil moisture, impervious area, and other human-caused alterations).
There is, however, some correspondence among regions with significant changes in annual precipitation (Ch. 2: Our Changing Climate),
soil moisture (Figures 3.2 and 3.3), and annual flood magnitudes (Fig58
ure 3.5).
Flooding and seawater intrusion from sea level rise and increasing storm surge threaten New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Virginia
Beach, Wilmington, Charleston, Miami, Tampa, Naples, Mobile,
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Houston, New Orleans, and many other coastal cities (Chapter 25:
Coasts).
Projected Trends: Projections of future flood-frequency changes re60,133,135
sult from detailed hydrologic
and hydraulic models of rivers
that simulate responses to projected precipitation and temperature
changes from climate models.
Consequences: Floods already affect human health and safety and
result in substantial economic, ecological, and infrastructure damages. Many cities are located along coasts and, in some of these cities
(including New York, Boston, Miami, Savannah, and New Orleans), sea
level rise is expected to exacerbate coastal flooding issues by backing
up flood flows and impeding flood-management responses (see Ch.
136
16: Northeast and Ch. 25: Coasts).
Projected changes in flood frequency and severity can bring new
challenges in flood risk management. For urban areas in particular,
flooding impacts critical infrastructure in ways that are difficult to
foresee and can result in interconnected and cascading failures (for
example, failure of electrical generating lines can cause pump failure,
additional flooding, and failure of evacuation services). Increasing
likelihood of flooding also brings with it human health risks associ137
ated with failure of critical infrastructure (Ch. 11: Urban), from waterborne disease that can persist well beyond the occurrence of very
139
heavy precipitation (Ch. 9: Human Health), from water outages
associated with infrastructure failures that cause decreased sanitary
138
conditions, and from ecosystem changes that can affect airborne
140
diseases (Ch. 8: Ecosystems).
New information and remaining uncertainties
Large uncertainties still exist as to how well climate models can represent and project future precipitation extremes. However, precipitation extremes are expected to intensify as the atmosphere warms,
and many floods result from larger portions of catchment areas receiving rain as snowlines recede upward. As rain runs off more quickly
than snowfall, this results in increased flood potential; furthermore
occasional rain-on-snow events exacerbate this effect. This trend is
broadly expected to increase in frequency under general warming
62
trends, particularly in mountainous catchments.
Assessment of confidence based on evidence
Future changes in flood frequencies and intensities will depend on a
complex combination of local to regional climatic influences and on
the details of complex surface-hydrologic conditions in each catchment (for example, topography, land cover, and upstream managements). Consequently, flood frequency changes may be neither
simple nor regionally homogeneous, and basin by basin projections
may need to be developed. Nonetheless, early results now appearing
in the literature have most often projected intensifications of flood

regimes, in large part as responses to projections of more intense
storms and more rainfall runoff from previously snowbound catchments and settings.
Therefore, confidence is judged to be medium that increasing flooding risk affects human safety and health, property, infrastructure,
economies, and ecology in many basins across the U.S.

K ey message #10 Traceable Account
In most U.S. regions, water resources managers
and planners will encounter new risks, vulnerabilities, and opportunities that may not be properly
managed within existing practices.
Description of evidence base
The key message and supporting chapter text summarizes extensive
evidence documented in the inter-agency prepared foundational
1
document, other chapters of the NCA, and over 500 technical inputs
on a wide range of topics that were received as part of the Federal
Register Notice solicitation for public input.
Observed and Projected Trends: Many U.S. regions are facing critical
water management and planning challenges. Recent assessments il127,128,129,149
lustrate water management challenges facing California,
130,151
136,152
the Southwest,
Southeast (Ch. 17: Southeast),
North153
154
155
west, Great Plains, and Great Lakes.
The Sacramento-San Joaquin Bay Delta is already threatened by
flooding, seawater intrusion, and changing needs for environmental,
municipal, and agricultural water uses. Managing these risks and uses
requires reassessment of a very complex system of water rights, levees, stakeholder consensus processes, reservoir system operations,
and significant investments, all of which are subject to large uncer54,148
tainties.
Given the projected climate changes in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Bay Delta, adherence to historical management and
128,129
planning practices may not be a long-term viable option,
but the
42
supporting science is not yet fully actionable, and a flexible legal
and policy framework embracing change and uncertainty is lacking.
The Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint (ACF) River basin in Georgia,
Alabama, and Florida supports a wide range of water uses and the
regional economy, creating challenging water-sharing tradeoffs for
the basin stakeholders. Climate change presents new stresses and
152
uncertainties. ACF stakeholders are working to develop a manage160
ment plan that balances economic, ecological, and social values.
New information and remaining uncertainties
Changes in climate, water demand, land use, and demography combine to challenge water management in unprecedented ways. This is
happening with a very high degree of certainty in most U.S. regions.
Regardless of its underlying causes, climate change poses difficult
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challenges for water management because it invalidates stationarity
– the perception that climate varies around a predictable mean based
on the experience of the last century – and increases hydrologic variability and uncertainty. These conditions suggest that past management practices will become increasingly ineffective and that water
management can benefit by the adoption of iterative, risk-based, and
adaptive approaches.
Assessment of confidence based on evidence
The water resources literature is unanimous that water management
should rely less on historical practices and responses and more on
robust, risk-based, and adaptive decision approaches.
Therefore confidence is very high that in most U.S. regions, water
resources managers and planners will face new risks, vulnerabilities,
and opportunities that may not be properly managed with existing
practices.

K ey message #11 Traceable Account
Increasing resilience and enhancing adaptive capacity provide opportunities to strengthen water
resources management and plan for climate change
impacts. Many institutional, scientific, economic,
and political barriers present challenges to implementing adaptive strategies.
Description of evidence base
The key message and supporting chapter text summarizes extensive
evidence documented in the inter-agency prepared foundational
1
document and over 500 technical inputs on a wide range of topics
that were received as part of the Federal Register Notice solicitation
for public input.
There are many examples of adaptive strategies for water infra106,132,164,165
structure
as well as strategies for demand management,

land-use and watershed management, and use of “green” infrastruc1,106,132,166,167
ture.
Building adaptive capacity ultimately increases the ability to develop
and implement adaptation strategies and is considered a no-regrets
1,169
strategy.
Building networks, partnerships, and support systems
has been identified as a major asset in building adaptive capacity (Ch.
170
26: Decision Support; Ch. 28: Adaptation).
Water utility associations have undertaken original research to better
understand the implications of climate change on behalf of some of
119,156,176
the largest municipal water utilities in the United States.
Challenges include “stationarity” no longer being reliable as the cen171
tral assumption in water-resource planning, considerable uncertainties, insufficient actionable science ready for practical application,
the challenges of stakeholder engagement, and a lack of agreement
on “post-stationarity” paradigms on which to base water laws, regu42
lations, and policies. Water administrators may find it necessary to
132,172,173
develop more flexible water rights and regulations.
New information and remaining uncertainties
Jurisdictions at the state and local levels are addressing climate
change related legal and institutional issues on an individual basis.
An ongoing assessment of these efforts may show more practical applications.
Assessment of confidence based on evidence
Confidence is very high that increasing resilience and enhancing
adaptive capacity provide opportunities to strengthen water resources management and plan for climate change impacts.
Confidence is very high that many institutional, scientific, economic,
and political barriers present challenges to implementing adaptive
strategies.
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ABSTRACT
Recent studies have shown substantial declines in snow water equivalent (SWE) over much of the
western United States in the last half century, as well as trends toward earlier spring snowmelt and peak
spring streamflows. These trends are influenced both by interannual and decadal-scale climate variability,
and also by temperature trends at longer time scales that are generally consistent with observations of global
warming over the twentieth century. In this study, the linear trends in 1 April SWE over the western United
States are examined, as simulated by the Variable Infiltration Capacity hydrologic model implemented at
1/8° latitude–longitude spatial resolution, and driven by a carefully quality controlled gridded daily precipitation and temperature dataset for the period 1915–2003. The long simulations of snowpack are used as
surrogates for observations and are the basis for an analysis of regional trends in snowpack over the western
United States and southern British Columbia, Canada. By isolating the trends due to temperature and
precipitation in separate simulations, the influence of temperature and precipitation variability on the
overall trends in SWE is evaluated. Downward trends in 1 April SWE over the western United States from
1916 to 2003 and 1947 to 2003, and for a time series constructed using two warm Pacific decadal oscillation
(PDO) epochs concatenated together, are shown to be primarily due to widespread warming. These temperature-related trends are not well explained by decadal climate variability associated with the PDO.
Trends in SWE associated with precipitation trends, however, are very different in different time periods
and are apparently largely controlled by decadal variability rather than longer-term trends in climate.

1. Introduction and background
Snowpack is crucial to the water resources of the
western United States (Serreze et al. 1999). A dominant
fraction (by some accounts, more than 70%) of stream-
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flow in the western United States originates as melting
montane snowpack. Over most of the western United
States, precipitation in the mountains is strongly winter
dominant and snow accumulation (along with storage
in the soil and groundwater) is the primary physical
mechanism by which winter precipitation is stored and
transferred to the relatively dry summers. For river basins with substantial snow accumulation, scenarios of
increasing winter and spring temperatures in climate
change assessments typically result in increased winter
runoff, reduced peak water equivalent stored as snow,
earlier peak streamflows, and reduced summer streamflow volumes (e.g., Cayan 1996; Dettinger et al. 2004;
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Gleick and Chalecki 1999; Gleick 2000; Hamlet and
Lettenmaier 1999b; Lettenmaier and Gan 1990; Leung
et al. 2004; Knowles and Cayan 2002; Lettenmaier et al.
1999; McCabe and Wolock 1999; Mote et al. 2003; Service 2004).
Observational studies have also shown increasing
trends in both temperature and precipitation over the
western United States in the twentieth century (McCabe and Wolock 2002; Mote et al. 2003, Mote 2003a;
Sheppard et al. 2002) and widespread trends toward
earlier runoff timing in the western United States associated with earlier spring snowmelt (Dettinger and
Cayan 1995; Stewart et al. 2005; Regonda et al. 2005).
Mote (2003b) examined trends in 1 April snow water
equivalent (SWE) for the U.S. Pacific Northwest
(PNW), and Mote et al. (2005) have extended the earlier study to examine snow course records over the entire western United States and southern British Columbia (BC), Canada. These studies both show strong
downward trends in 1 April SWE over most of the
domain from about 1950 onward. Mote et al. (2005)
also corroborated observed SWE trends by comparing
simulated and observed SWE trends from 1950 to 1997
and used correlations between 1 April SWE and winter
temperatures to show that temperature trends were a
major driver of these observed trends, particularly at
moderate elevations with relatively warm winter temperatures. The role of temperature and precipitation in
determining snowpack variations was also examined by
Serreze et al. (1999).
Observed data provide direct empirical evidence of
trends in SWE over the western United States, but
model simulations are needed to corroborate and extend these observations in order to avoid problems with
limited spatial coverage, coarse temporal resolution,
and longevity of observed data sources (see also Mote
et al. 2005). Observations from snow course measurements (i.e., direct measurements of average SWE over
a small transect), for example, have had a reasonably
consistent level of coverage over the western United
States for the period from about 1950 to present, but
the number of observations declines rapidly prior to
1950, and coverage is very uneven before about 1940
(Mote et al. 2005). These changes in station density
prevent a consistent analysis for a period of record
longer than about a half century. This is important because the period of record, 1950–present, has been
shown to contain substantial (and regionally specific)
trends in precipitation and temperature that are
strongly influenced by climatic variability associated
with the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the
Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO; Dettinger et al. 1998;
Gershunov and Barnett 1998; Hamlet and Lettenmaier
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1999a; Hidalgo and Dracup 2003; Mantua et al. 1997;
Mote et al. 2003; Sheppard et al. 2002). In particular,
the precipitation trends that accompany the wellknown shift in the PDO from cool phase to warm phase
in 1976–77 (Mantua et al. 1997) are a confounding element in the attempt to attribute observed losses of
SWE from 1950 to present to long-term changes in climate.
Another important issue is that observations of SWE
are representative of only a small subset of the spatial
domain, and relatively few observations are available at
very high elevations or in the transient snow zone
where winter snowpacks are ephemeral. These areas
that are not well observed are a dominant fraction of
the land area and of the SWE contributing to streamflow in the mountainous western United States and, in
the case of the transient snow zone, they represent one
of the most sensitive areas to warming. Thus a comprehensive understanding of long-term changes in western
U.S. snowpacks and associated water resources impacts
requires attention to not only a period of record longer
than the last 50 yr, but to parts of the domain not covered by the snow course observations, the locations of
which were dictated by short-term water supply forecasting needs, rather than detection of the impacts of
climate variations.
In addition, snow course observations lack temporal
resolution (they are typically reported only on the first
of the month) and are unavailable before midwinter at
most stations. Automated observations of SWE via the
Natural Resources Conservation Service Snowpack Telemetry (SNOTEL) network are available at daily time
steps throughout the snow season, but the longest
records available for these observations go back only
slightly more than 20 yr in all but a few isolated cases.
Thus observations alone cannot provide useful information about long-term trends in patterns of snow accumulation and melt (such as date of peak accumulation, date of 90% melt, etc.).
While the use of model simulations introduces uncertainties into the analysis that are not present in observational studies, these uncertainties can be minimized if the model forcing data are carefully quality
controlled, and the use of model simulations avoids a
number of important limitations in the observed
datasets discussed above. Here we examine simulations
of spring SWE on 1 March, 1 April, and 1 May, with
particular attention to the critical 1 April date, which
corresponds roughly to the date of maximum snow accumulation over much of the mountainous western
United States. By isolating the effects of temperature
and precipitation trends in the model’s forcing dataset
in separate model runs, we also use the model to ex-
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amine explicitly the effects of temperature and precipitation variability on SWE trends. The role of decadalscale variability on SWE trends is also examined by
selecting periods of record for analysis that reflect
known shifts in decadal variability associated with the
PDO (Mantua et al. 1997).
It is worth noting here that the trends in precipitation
in the PNW appear to be consistently related to the
PDO time series (i.e., dry to wet from 1925 to 1976
associated with warm to cool PDO; and wet to dry from
1947 to 2003 associated with cool to warm PDO; Hamlet and Lettenmaier 1999a; Mote et al. 2003; Mote
2003a), whereas a consistent relationship between precipitation trends and the PDO over time is not necessarily apparent in other parts of the domain, perhaps
most notably in the Colorado River basin (Hidalgo and
Dracup 2003).
The questions that motivate this paper are 1) To
what extent are observed trends in western U.S. snowpack attributable to precipitation and temperature
trends, and how do these effects vary with region, topography, climate, and the time period examined? 2)
What areas of the western United States show the
greatest trends in simulated snowpack, and what are
the specific climatic regimes associated with these areas? 3) What is the role of decadal climate variability in
determining the observed snowpack trends? 4) What
changes in the timing of snow accumulation and melt
are apparent and how do they vary with region, topography, and climate?

2. Hydrologic model and meteorological driving data
a. VIC hydrologic model
We use the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC)
hydrologic simulation model (Liang et al. 1994; Cherkauer and Lettenmaier 2003) implemented at 1/8° (latitude–longitude) spatial resolution over the western US
and southern BC. The 1/8° grid cells are roughly 12km
by 10km, varying in size to some degree with latitude
over the domain. Daily SWE for each grid cell (which
represents the areal average SWE for the mosaic of
elevation bands and vegetation types within the cell) is
the primary output used in this study. SWE simulations
from each elevation band were also used for comparison with point data from the snow course records, although these results are only briefly discussed here. We
do not examine other variables from the simulations in
this study, but the model also simulates a detailed water
balance in each cell. Simulated daily runoff from the
model produced by the runs in this study will be used in
subsequent studies to examine changes in the water
balance associated with changes in snow accumulation
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and melt. The VIC model has been used in numerous
climate studies of large river basins around the world
(e.g., Nijssen et al. 2001), and has been well validated
with streamflow observations, particularly in the mountainous western U.S. (Christensen et al. 2004; Hamlet
and Lettenmaier 2005, 1999b; Maurer et al. 2002; VanRheenen et al. 2004). The model has also been used
extensively for streamflow forecasting applications
(Hamlet and Lettenmaier 1999a; Hamlet et al. 2002;
Wood et al. 2002) and for climate change assessments
(Christensen et al. 2004; Hamlet and Lettenmaier
1999b; Payne et al. 2004; Snover et al. 2003; VanRheenen et al. 2004; Lettenmaier et al. 1999). For this
study we primarily make use of the detailed energy
balance snow model incorporated in the VIC model
(Cherkauer and Lettenmaier 2003). The snow model is
well suited for simulating mountain snowpack and includes the effects of forest canopy on snow interception
and the attenuation of wind and solar radiation, which
are fundamental drivers of snow accumulation, sublimation, and melt processes (Storck 2000; Storck et al.
2002).

b. Meteorological driving data
For this study, a new climate dataset was developed
following methods outlined by Hamlet and Lettenmaier (2005). This dataset was intended specifically for
application to problems where careful quality control to
avoid spurious trends in long records of daily temperature and precipitation is necessary. Daily values of
maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and total precipitation were obtained for 1915–2003 at the
1/8° latitude–longitude spatial resolution by interpolating daily values from National Weather Service Cooperative Observer stations using the Symap algorithm
(Shepard 1984) following methods described in Maurer
et al. (2002). Temperatures were lapsed by 6.1°C km⫺1
(i.e., the theoretical moist adiabatic lapse rate) during
the interpolation process, and precipitation was scaled
for topographic effects using monthly precipitation
maps produced by the Precipitation Regression on Independent Slopes Method (PRISM) algorithm (Daly et
al. 1994). Maurer et al. (2002) describe these dataprocessing steps in more detail. Temporal inhomogeneities (e.g., inconsistencies in time due to changing
station groups, station moves, changes in instrumentation, urban heat island effects, etc.) in the regridded
time series were adjusted for each calendar month using regridded and temporally smoothed data from the
U.S. Historical Climatology Network and the monthly
Historical Canadian Climate Database. Additional
technical details are available in Hamlet and Lettenmaier (2005).
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Despite the fact that the model forcing data are carefully quality controlled, there are inevitably some limitations associated with the approach. One is that the
gridded (precipitation and temperature) forcing data
are derived primarily from low or moderate elevation
stations. Because the trends in the temperature and
precipitation data are ultimately derived from the time
series of these low elevation stations, there is no explicit
information contained in the driving dataset regarding
potentially different trends at very high elevations. In
some parts of the domain, the primary driving data are
also quite sparse, which may result in gridded data that
may artificially suppress spatial variability, especially at
short (e.g., daily) time steps. Topographic adjustments
to the precipitation and temperature data (discussed
above) likewise tend to suppress spatial variability in
the gridded product. These limitations in the forcing
data, while important for high-resolution modeling applications, are generally of secondary importance here.
One major reason is that snow accumulation and ablation in mountainous regions is dominated by the characteristics of accumulated precipitation in snowpacks,
and issues associated with suppression of spatial variability tend to be filtered out. In any event, the model
is able to reproduce observed trends in spring snowpack quite well at a macroscale over the western United
States (as discussed below); hence it meets the requirements for a study such as ours that focuses on macroscale aspects of the snow accumulation and ablation process.

c. Role of temperature and precipitation driving
data in the snow simulations
The relationship between hourly snowfall and precipitation estimates in the model forcing data is fairly
straightforward. The phase of the precipitation is determined by a simple partitioning scheme based on estimated hourly time step temperatures (derived from
Tmax and Tmin) during the simulation. Temperatures
below ⫺0.5°C are assumed to result in precipitation
that is 100% snow, those above 0.5°C are assumed to
result in 100% rain, and a linear relationship is assumed
between these two extremes.
Temperature driving data play a much more complex
role in the simulations. Aside from the direct effects of
temperature on convective heat transfer from the air to
the snowpack (e.g., Storck 2000), temperature also affects snow accumulation and melt in the model due to
meteorological variables that are derived from the temperature data. The difference between Tmax and Tmin
determines the attenuation of solar radiation and variations in long-wave radiation due to cloudiness, for example, and Tmin is used in calculating the dewpoint
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and vapor pressure deficit which influence snow sublimation (Thornton and Running 1999). Thus trends in
temperature are also indirectly related to trends in
long- and shortwave radiation, humidity, and vapor
pressure contributing to sublimation and snowmelt in
the model. When we refer to “temperature-related
trends” in later sections of the paper, we are referring
to trends associated with these indirect effects as well.

d. Evaluation of simulated SWE trends
In corroborating trends in observations with the
model results from this study, Mote et al. (2005) show
remarkable broad-based agreement over the western
United States between observed trends in 1 April SWE
from 1950 to 1997 and trends derived from VIC simulations of SWE for the same period. Although some
differences in the absolute value of relative trends are
apparent, it is clear that the model successfully captures
the large-scale characteristics of the spatiotemporal
trends of snow accumulation and melt over the western
United States. It is largely on the basis of this comparison and the longer streamflow comparisons discussed
by Hamlet and Lettenmaier (2005) that we argue that
the model results provide a reasonable surrogate for
observations from 1916 to 2003 and are suitable for a
trend analysis at these spatial scales.
It should be noted however that on a point-by-point
basis, there are often substantial differences between
the SWE observations analyzed by Mote et al. (2005)
and the VIC simulations, both in absolute value and in
relative trends. These differences between simulations
and observations are primarily due to the fundamental
differences in spatial scale between observations and
simulations, and to frequent discrepancies between the
actual precipitation and temperature at snow course
sites (a point within the VIC cell) and the gridded meteorological driving data used in the VIC simulations.
Snow courses are also generally located in open areas,
which is inconsistent with the VIC simulations in parts
of the domain with substantial forest canopy.
The issues associated with the model forcing data are
to be distinguished from validation of the VIC snow
model itself. When the model is driven by accurate temperature, precipitation, and vegetation characteristics
(i.e., in locations where there is a nearby meteorological station and detailed information about the vegetation), the model very closely reproduces daily snow accumulation measurements recorded at these same locations (see, e.g., Storck 2000). Furthermore, additional
analysis (not shown) found good general agreement between monthly VIC snow accumulation and melt statistics (e.g., date of peak snow accumulation, volume of
accumulation and melt in each month, etc.) and those
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FIG. 1. Topographic and climatic characteristics of the 1/8° VIC hydrologic model simulation domain.

extracted from daily time step observations from
SNOTEL stations. These comparisons with the
SNOTEL observations help to confirm that the VIC
model captures the primary physical mechanisms associated with winter climate and topography that ultimately determine trends in mountain snowpack.
Mote et al. (2005) also examined the model’s ability
to capture the relationship between winter temperature
regimes and trends in 1 April SWE in the observations
from 1950 to 2003. The model successfully reproduces
this relationship over most of the western United
States; however, in some specific parts of the domain
the model does display some bias. There are, for example, some apparent systematic errors in the trends in
high-elevation precipitation in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains in the model forcing data that result in a
general bias toward smaller simulated upward trends in
the high-elevation areas in the southern part of the domain, and there are larger downward trends in simulated SWE at moderate elevations in California (CA)
from 1950 to 1997 than are apparent in the observations. In the case of the lower-elevation sites in Cali-

fornia, this problem might be partly attributable to
sampling bias in the observations, or to inaccurate temperature lapse rates in spring when the weather is clear
(i.e., the model forcing temperatures are probably biased toward warmer temperatures on clear days at high
elevations because of the assumption of a fixed
pseudoadiabatic lapse rate; see Hamlet and Lettenmaier 2005).

3. Methods and experimental design
The VIC model (version 4.0.5) was run from 1915 to
2003 at 1/8° resolution over the 16 526 grid cells that
make up the continental United States west of the Continental Divide, plus the portion of the Columbia River
basin that lies in southern British Columbia (see Fig. 1).
In the following, we will refer to the PNW (containing
the Columbia River basin and coastal drainages), California (CA), Colorado River basin (CRB), and Great
Basin (GB) as subregions of this domain (see Fig. 1).
The snow model time step was 1 h, which was required
to capture the effects of the diurnal cycle of temperature and solar radiation on snow accumulation and
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melt. In the absence of shorter time step observations,
daily total precipitation was equally distributed
throughout the 24 h of the day. To represent subgrid
topographic variability, the model uses up to five equalarea elevation bands with a vertical interval of approximately 500 m. Simulated SWE values are reported as
the area-weighted average SWE over all the elevation
bands in each cell, each of which includes a vegetation
mosaic comprised of up to 10 vegetation types. The
vegetation characteristics of each cell were assumed to
be stationary with time in the simulations. Note that the
SWE values reported from the model represent the average snow water content over the entire grid cell,
which can be quite different from the value that would
be simulated for any particular point location within the
cell. Elevation bands in each grid cell with July mean
temperatures below 10°C were assumed to be above
the tree line (Körner 1998), and vegetation classes with
an overstory (if any) were removed from these bands
during the simulation. The first nine months of the
simulation (1 January 1915–30 September 1915) were
used as model spinup and were discarded. This spinup
is adequate for snow simulations, for which there is
essentially no year-to-year carryover effect. Figure 1
shows the 1/8° digital elevation model for the simulation domain, average December–February (DJF) temperatures for each grid cell, and average November–
March precipitation summarizing the model forcing data.
Three different model runs were made:
1) Base run: Unperturbed precipitation and temperature data from the meteorological input files (daily
total precipitation and minimum and maximum temperature and wind speed) were used to drive the
model. Trends in SWE are the result of both temperature and precipitation variations.
2) Fixed precipitation (fixed P) run: The precipitation
forcing data were fixed (for each calendar month) at
the climatological value for each grid cell, but daily
temperature was allowed to vary as in the original
time series. Trends in SWE are the result of trends
in temperature and other temperature-related meteorological variables alone.
3) Fixed temperature (fixed T ) run: The temperature
forcing data were fixed (for each calendar month) at
the climatological value for each grid cell, but daily
precipitation varied as in the original time series.
Trends in SWE are the result of precipitation trends
alone.
For the fixed P and fixed T runs, the forcing data
were perturbed as follows: For each grid cell, a monthly
climatological value for either precipitation or temperature was calculated for each calendar month (i.e., a
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separate climatology for January, February, etc.). Then
the daily time series of the variable to be held constant
was forced to reproduce this climatological value in
each month of the simulation—that is, the daily values
were allowed to vary within the month as in the original
time series, but the monthly totals (precipitation) or
averages (maximum and minimum temperature) in
each calendar month are identical in each year of the
simulation. This method preserves the daily covariance
between temperature, precipitation, solar radiation,
etc., while removing the trends and monthly variation
in the fixed variable from the simulation. Note that an
average seasonal cycle remains in the fixed variable
after this adjustment. Wind data were allowed to vary
as in the original time series in each case. If precipitation and minimum and maximum temperature were all
held fixed as described above, the mean of the resulting
simulated SWE would be comparable (but not equal)
to the long-term mean for each calendar date in the
base simulation, and any trends in the simulated SWE
would be small. It should be noted that the timing of
precipitation within the month is unaffected by these
adjustments. This has some important implications
when evaluating the fixed P trends in the calendar date
of 10% snow accumulation discussed in later sections,
for example.
The 1 March, 1 April, and 1 May SWE values were
extracted from the model output files for four time periods based on warm and cool PDO epochs defined by
Mantua et al. (1997) as follows:
A)
B)
C)
D)

1916–2003 (full period)
1925–76 (warm PDO to cool PDO)
1947–2003 (cool PDO to warm PDO)
1925–46 concatenated with 1977–2003 (warm PDO
to warm PDO)

Linear trends were calculated for the time series for
each grid cell and were normalized by the long-term
mean of the simulated 1 April SWE for each cell over
the time period of analysis (i.e., the trends for scenario
C were normalized by the mean SWE calculated from
the 1947–2003 data). Cells included in the plots were
required, on average, to have at least 50 mm of SWE on
1 April in order to avoid including spurious trends in
the analysis.
For each grid cell, a time series of the date of peak
SWE [day 1 ⫽1 September, day 365 (or 366 in leap
years) ⫽ 31 August] was extracted from the daily time
series of simulated SWE, as well as the day associated
with 10% of peak accumulation and 90% melt. Linear
trends were calculated for each of these variables from
1916 to 2003 for the base, fixed P, and fixed T simulations.
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FIG. 2. Relative trends (% yr⫺1) in simulated SWE for three calendar dates for the period from 1916 to 2003. (Black pixels in the
spatial plots are off scale on the low side. Scatterplots are color coded: PNW is red, CA is blue, CRB is green, and GB is black.)

4. Results and discussion
a. Notes on presentation of results and
interpretation of figures
The results in this section will be summarized primarily using spatial plots of the trends in SWE in each grid
cell and scatterplots showing the relationship between
average midwinter (DJF) temperatures in each cell and
the trends in SWE. The dots in the scatterplots are
color coded so that the different regions in the domain
can be distinguished. By comparing the patterns in
these figures for the base, fixed P, and fixed T runs,
qualitative conclusions about the effect of temperature
and precipitation trends on the overall trends can be
drawn. DJF average temperatures for each grid cell
used in the scatterplots of trend versus winter tempera-

ture were calculated from the VIC driving data from
1916 to 2003 and are independent of the period of
analysis used.

b. SWE trends for 1 March, 1 April, and 1 May for
1916–2003
To begin with, we show overall trends in simulated
SWE for 1 March, 1 April, and 1 May for the base run
from 1916 to 2003 (Fig. 2). As noted above, only grid
cells with average SWE greater than 50 mm on 1 April
are shown. The results show downward trends over
many grid cells in the domain, and a relationship between midwinter temperatures and the relative trends
in SWE characterized by an inverted “J” shape in the
scatterplots. As we shall see in subsequent sections, this
relationship is characteristic of downward trends in
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snowpack associated with warming. Downward trends
in SWE on 1 April and 1 May are more widespread
than for 1 March. A substantial part of the domain
shows upward trends in SWE, particularly over much of
the Columbia River basin. As we shall see in subsequent sections, these upward trends in SWE are primarily due to upward trends in precipitation. The increased scatter for 1 May that is evident in Fig. 2 is
probably due to the fact that many grid cells have relatively small amounts of snow remaining on 1 May.

c. Results for 1916–2003
This period is characterized by widespread, modestly
upward trends in precipitation that result in upward
trends in SWE in the fixed T simulations (Fig. 3c) and
strong downward trends in SWE due to upward temperature trends over essentially the entire domain in
the fixed P simulations (Fig. 3b). Thus the majority of
the downward trends in SWE from 1916 to 2003 are
attributable to large-scale warming, which overwhelms
the effects of widespread increases in winter precipitation. Note, for example, the predominantly upward
trends in grid cells in CA associated with precipitation
(Fig. 3c), but predominantly downward trends for CA
in warmer areas with DJF temperatures above about
⫺2.5°C (Fig. 3a). Several distinct climatic regimes are
also apparent in these results, which will be discussed
separately below.

d. Results for 1924–76
Strong upward trends in precipitation throughout the
region dominate the SWE trends in this period (Fig.
4c), and upward trends in SWE follow these precipitation trends over most of the domain (Fig. 4a). The overall trends in precipitation appear to reflect a shift from
widespread drought from 1925 to 1946 to wetter conditions overall in the second half of the period. The
fixed P analysis (Fig. 4b) shows that there is not a consistent trend in SWE due to temperature alone, and this
is the only period examined for which there were substantial upward trends in SWE associated with downward trends in temperature (and solar radiation) alone.

e. Results for 1947–2003
The 1947–2003 period of analysis corresponds most
closely with the time periods covered by the snow
course and streamflow records that were discussed in
the introduction. This period is characterized by different precipitation trends in different regions (Fig. 5c)
and by strong downward trends in SWE associated with
temperature trends (Fig. 5b). The trends in precipitation in each region are broadly consistent with patterns
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of observed climate variability associated with the PDO
since 1947 that were discussed in the introduction. The
fixed P analysis for this period (Fig. 5b) shows that
without precipitation trends, essentially the entire domain would have experienced strong downward trends
in 1 April SWE. Because the temperature-related
trends are almost always downward for this period, areas with downward precipitation trends (e.g., most of
the PNW cells with DJF temperatures above ⫺5°C)
exhibit very strong downward trends in SWE. Some
areas with upward precipitation trends (e.g., about half
the cells in CA) show downward SWE trends due to
temperature effects despite increases in precipitation.
This effect is less evident in the colder areas of the
domain (e.g., the CRB) but can still be seen in the base
run (Fig. 5a) as a shift toward stronger downward
trends in SWE when the effects of temperature trends
are combined with the effects of precipitation trends.
Trends in the base run analysis (Fig. 5a) are less than
⫺0.25% per year (strong downward trends) over about
70% of the cells shown in the figures. This is a considerably larger fraction of the total area with downward
SWE trends than for the base run for 1916–2003, in part
because of widespread downward precipitation trends
in the colder areas of the PNW from 1947 to 2003.

f. Results for 1924–46 concatenated with 1977–2003
The intent here is to minimize the effects of decadal
variability associated with the PDO by combining two
climatologically similar epochs. The fixed P analysis for
this period (Fig. 6b) shows somewhat more scatter than
the fixed P analysis for 1947–2003, but again the trends
associated with temperature alone are overwhelmingly
downward. The fixed T analysis (Fig. 6c) shows little
consistent trend in SWE associated with precipitation
trends in comparison with the 1916–2003 or 1925–76
periods. As in the 1916–2003 and 1947–2003 periods, a
major driver of the SWE trends in this period is a largescale warming that affects most of the domain, and the
analysis suggests that this warming cannot be readily
explained by decadal-scale variability associated with
the PDO. In particular, the earlier warm phase PDO
epoch was clearly much cooler overall than the most
recent warm phase epoch. Further evidence that decadal variability is a poor explanation for the temperature-related trends can be seen by comparing Figs. 3b,
5b, and 6b. It is apparent that any period paired with
the 1977–2003 period shows dramatic downward trends
in SWE due to temperature trends alone.

g. Effects of climatic regimes
Three distinct climatic regimes are apparent in the
areas that experienced downward trends in 1 April
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FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2, but in simulated 1 Apr SWE for 1916–2003: (a) combined effects of
temperature and precipitation trends, (b) effects of temperature trends alone, and (c) effects of precipitation trends alone.

SWE from 1916 to 2003 (Fig. 7). Areas with large
downward trends in 1 April SWE and DJF temperatures between ⫺1.0° and ⫹2.5°C are shown to be
coastal areas in the PNW and northern CA (Fig. 7, top
right). Areas with large downward trends in 1 April

SWE and DJF temperatures less than ⫺1.0°C are
shown to be inland areas with a more continental climate (Fig. 7, middle right and lower right). These differences have to do with specific interactions between
precipitation and temperature regimes that determine
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FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 3, but for 1925–76.

the time scales of snow accumulation and melt. Coastal
mountain ranges are warmer but are able to produce
very large snowpacks in midwinter that can persist until
1 April because of high mean precipitation and cool,
cloudy spring conditions. These areas are affected by
temperature increases from midwinter through spring

(which also explains why they are most sensitive to
warming). Continental areas, by contrast, are typically
dryer and colder, and snow accumulation that ultimately persists until 1 April takes place over a number
of months from late fall to early spring. Analysis of
winter precipitation and the seasonal cycle of snow ac-
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FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 3, but for 1947–2003.

cumulation in these areas (not presented here) showed
that precipitation trends over the entire winter and
warmer temperatures during the late spring were the
predominant drivers of the overall trends in SWE. For
areas with cold midwinter temperatures (Fig. 7 lower
right), the temperature sensitivity becomes relatively

small and the large downward trends in SWE are associated primarily with strong downward trends in winter
precipitation (cf. Fig. 7 with Fig. 3c). These climatic
regimes are consistent with climatic characteristics observed by Serreze et al. (1999) in SNOTEL observations.
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FIG. 6. Same as in Fig. 3, but for 1925–46 combined with 1977–2003.

h. Trends in the timing of snow accumulation and
melt
Figure 8 shows the trends in the date of simulated
snow accumulation and melt. Trends in the date of
simulated peak snow accumulation and the date of 90%
melt are strongly related to DJF average temperatures.

Almost all the cells with winter temperatures warmer
than ⫺5°C, for example, show earlier dates of peak
accumulation and 90% melt. In sensitive areas (such as
the coastal areas in the PNW and CA shown in Fig. 7),
peak accumulation occurs between 15 and 45 days earlier, and 90% melt occurs 15–40 days earlier. Comparison of the base run scatterplots with those from the
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FIG. 7. Location of winter climatic regimes associated with strong downward SWE trends
(⬍0.25% yr⫺1) from 1916 to 2003. Midwinter (DJF) temperatures in region 1 are above ⫺1°C,
in region 2 are between ⫺1° and ⫺7°C, and in region 3 are below ⫺7°C.

fixed P and fixed T runs (Fig. 8) shows that the changes
in the timing of peak snow accumulation and 90% melt
are a complex function of precipitation and temperature changes, but that the dominant effect is due to
temperature trends. These changes in snow accumulation and melt are consistent with observed changes in
streamflow timing discussed in the introduction. A
similar examination of the scatterplots shows that
trends in the date of 10% accumulation are predominantly due to upward trends in precipitation in the beginning of the snow accumulation season. Interestingly,
the time between 10% accumulation and 90% melt has
not changed very much overall. This somewhat counterintuitive result occurs because the 10% accumula-

tion dates are most affected by precipitation trends (cf.
base and fixed T runs in Fig. 8), whereas the peak SWE
and 90% melt dates are most affected by temperature
trends (cf. base and fixed P runs in Fig. 8). Despite
different mechanisms at different times of the year, the
overall trends in the date of snow accumulation and
melt are characterized by shifts in the entire snow accumulation season earlier in time, but with a smaller
amount of peak SWE.
The results for the four time periods are summarized
for different portions of the domain and the different
model runs in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows the areal
average of the relative trends calculated for each cell
(i.e., the spatial average of the trends shown in Figs.
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FIG. 8. Cumulative changes (trend ⫻ number of years) in calendar date of (a) 10% SWE accumulation, (b)
maximum SWE accumulation, and (c) 90% melt for 1916–2003 for three model runs. (top) Spatial plot for the base
run, and (bottom three) scatterplots for the base (B), fixed P (FP), and fixed T (FT) runs, respectively.

3–6). Table 2 shows the trend in the areal average SWE
(i.e., a time series of SWE averaged over each domain
is extracted first, and the trend in this aggregate time
series is reported).

The results for 1925–76 shown in Table 2 are somewhat confusing and require some additional explanation. For CA, for example, the fixed P and fixed T runs
for this period show small downward trends in areal
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TABLE 1. Areal averages of the relative trends for each grid cell
calculated for each portion of the domain (% yr⫺1).

1916–2003
Base
Fixed P
Fixed T
1925–76
Base
Fixed P
Fixed T
1947–2003
Base
Fixed P
Fixed T
1925–46 with 1977–2003
Base
Fixed P
Fixed T

PNW

CA

GB

CRB

⫺0.14
⫺0.60
0.40

⫺0.21
⫺0.91
0.44

⫺0.40
⫺0.95
0.40

⫺0.69
⫺0.71
⫺0.22

1.52
0.73
0.67

1.05
0.29
⫺0.05

1.47
1.33
0.37

0.74
0.68
0.36

⫺0.39
⫺0.94
0.45

⫺0.84
⫺1.61
0.42

0.46
⫺0.72
0.63

0.39
⫺0.35
0.26

0.53
⫺0.36
0.98

⫺0.35
⫺1.75
0.54

0.09
⫺0.62
0.75

⫺0.22
⫺0.80
0.43

average SWE, yet the trend in the base run has a strong
upward trend. These counterintuitive effects are associated with the spatial distribution of the upward and
downward trends associated with temperature and precipitation trends. For example, if specific areas in the
domain that are getting wetter are also getting colder,
then the overall trend may be strongly upward (as for
CA for this period), whereas if areas that are getting
wetter are also getting warmer there may be little overall trend. These complex effects are not seen in the
other time periods because the temperature-related
trends (and in many cases, the precipitation related
trends as well) are much more spatially homogeneous.

5. Summary and conclusions
Widespread warming has occurred in the western
United States from 1916 to 2003, resulting in downward
TABLE 2. Relative trend in the areal average SWE for each
portion of the domain (% yr⫺1).

1916–2003
Base
Fixed P
Fixed T
1925–76
Base
Fixed P
Fixed T
1947–2003
Base
Fixed P
Fixed T
1925–46 with 1977–2003
Base
Fixed P
Fixed T

PNW

CA

GB

CRB

⫺0.06
⫺0.18
0.10

⫺0.13
⫺0.39
0.14

⫺0.25
⫺0.40
0.04

⫺0.26
⫺0.22
⫺0.14

0.48
⫺0.06
0.38

0.40
⫺0.04
⫺0.03

0.12
⫺0.13
⫺0.14

0.12
⫺0.12
0.03

⫺0.40
⫺0.34
⫺0.03

⫺0.51
⫺0.73
0.21

⫺0.51
⫺0.60
0.34

⫺0.19
⫺0.30
0.13

0.07
⫺0.26
0.27

⫺0.04
⫺0.57
0.24

⫺0.28
⫺0.55
0.03

⫺0.29
⫺0.36
⫺0.10
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trends in 1 April SWE over large areas of the domain.
High-elevation areas with upward precipitation trends,
however, are shown to produce upward trends in SWE
over the same time period. The results show that almost
all the upward trends in SWE from 1916 to 2003 are due
to modest upward precipitation trends and that many of
the downward trends in SWE are caused by widespread
warming. In areas with relatively warm winter temperatures, such as coastal areas of the PNW and CA, the
effects of warming frequently overwhelm the effects of
increasing precipitation. Colder areas are predominantly driven by precipitation changes, and temperature effects on SWE trends, while apparent in the combined trends, are relatively small.
The period from 1925 to 1976 was characterized by
widespread increases in precipitation, which dominated
temperature trends to produce widespread upward
trends in SWE. The period from 1925 to 1976 was also
the only period in which widespread upward trends in
SWE are observed due to temperature trends alone.
From 1947 to 2003, regionally specific precipitation
trends associated with decadal variability combine with
strong downward trends in SWE due to widespread
warming. The effects of warming are frequently large
enough to overwhelm upward trends in SWE associated with precipitation trends alone in warmer areas of
the domain.
The results for the back-to-back warm PDO epochs
combined with the 1916–2003 and 1947–2003 analysis
described above strongly suggest that widespread regional warming trends are not well explained by decadal-scale variability, but that the decadal variability
probably does account for the trends in winter precipitation that have been apparent over shorter periods of
the record. Although the precipitation trends from 1916
to 2003 are broadly consistent with many globalwarming scenarios, it is not clear whether the modestly
increasing trends in precipitation that have been observed over the western United States for this period
are primarily an artifact of decadal variability and the
time period examined, or are due to longer-term effects
such as global warming.
Several distinct climatic regimes exist in areas that
have experienced downward trends in 1 April SWE in
the simulations. Coastal areas are strongly affected by
warming throughout the winter and spring, whereas areas with a more continental climate are more sensitive
to precipitation trends during the winter and to warming in late spring. Many high-elevation areas in the
Rockies and southern Sierra Nevada are relatively insensitive to temperature trends, and downward trends
in SWE are primarily due to downward trends in precipitation.
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The dates of peak snow accumulation and 90% (of
peak) melt have generally been occurring earlier in the
year, and these trends are clearly sensitive to winter
temperature regimes, with the greatest changes apparent in areas with warmer winter temperatures (e.g.,
near-coastal mountains in the PNW and CA). These
effects are consistent with the observed trends toward
earlier peak snowmelt runoff. The sensitivity analysis
shows that the changes in the timing of peak accumulation and 90% melt are primarily a temperaturerelated effect. The date of 10% (of peak) accumulation
has also trended earlier in the year but is shown to be
related primarily to trends in fall precipitation rather
than to trends in temperature.
The results of this study strongly suggest that the
effects of global warming are apparent in the surrogate
observations examined in this study. Furthermore, because the trends in SWE are most strongly affected by
trends in temperature, we should expect, based on projections of continued warming, that these trends will
continue. Because precipitation variability seems most
strongly associated with decadal variability rather than
long-term trends, the use of observed precipitation
variability in conjunction with scenarios of warmer temperatures may currently be the best approach for understanding the overall effects of global warming on the
hydrologic variability of the western United States.
Such an approach implies, as well, that both “warm and
wet” and “warm and dry” periods are likely to occur in
the future at different times, and that water resources
planning should consider both scenarios in testing alternative management plans.
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ABSTRACT
This article applies formal detection and attribution techniques to investigate the nature of observed shifts
in the timing of streamflow in the western United States. Previous studies have shown that the snow hydrology of the western United States has changed in the second half of the twentieth century. Such changes
manifest themselves in the form of more rain and less snow, in reductions in the snow water contents, and in
earlier snowmelt and associated advances in streamflow ‘‘center’’ timing (the day in the ‘‘water-year’’ on
average when half the water-year flow at a point has passed). However, with one exception over a more
limited domain, no other study has attempted to formally attribute these changes to anthropogenic increases
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Using the observations together with a set of global climate model
simulations and a hydrologic model (applied to three major hydrological regions of the western United
States—the California region, the upper Colorado River basin, and the Columbia River basin), it is found
that the observed trends toward earlier ‘‘center’’ timing of snowmelt-driven streamflows in the western
United States since 1950 are detectably different from natural variability (significant at the p , 0.05 level).
Furthermore, the nonnatural parts of these changes can be attributed confidently to climate changes induced
by anthropogenic greenhouse gases, aerosols, ozone, and land use. The signal from the Columbia dominates
the analysis, and it is the only basin that showed a detectable signal when the analysis was performed on
individual basins. It should be noted that although climate change is an important signal, other climatic
processes have also contributed to the hydrologic variability of large basins in the western United States.

1. Introduction
Previous studies have found hydroclimatological
changes in the last 50 yr in the western United States. The
changes are evident in the timing of spring runoff (Roos
1987, 1991; Wahl 1992; Aguado et al. 1992; Pupacko
1993; Dettinger and Cayan 1995; Regonda et al. 2005;
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Stewart et al. 2005), in the fraction of rain versus snow
(Knowles et al. 2006), in the amount of water contained
in the snow (Mote 2003), and in climate-sensitive biological variables (Cayan et al. 2001). It has been thought
that these changes are related mainly to temperature
increases as they affect snowmelt-dominated basins in
ways predicted in response to warming (Mote 2003;
Barnett et al. 2005; Stewart et al. 2005; Maurer et al.
2007), and it has been suspected that the warming trends
causing the changes are in part due to anthropogenic
effects. Except for a recent study of California rivers
(Maurer et al. 2007), though, no other study has attempted formally to detect and attribute those hydrometeorological changes to anthropogenic effects.
The present article is one of a series of papers describing detection and attribution of the causes of hydroclimatological change in the western United States
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(Barnett et al. 2008; Bonfils et al. 2008; Pierce et al. 2008).
In particular, this paper focuses on shifts in the timing
of streamflow. We investigate whether the shifts in
streamflow over the past 50 yr are unlikely to have
come about by natural variability, and, if so, whether
these changes can be confidently attributed to humancaused climate change.
The western United States is particularly susceptible
to temperature changes as (historically) a large fraction of the precipitation falling in the mountainous
regions of the West occurs on days where the temperature is just a few degrees below 08C (Bales et al.
2006). Presumably, this precipitation would change
from snow to rain in warming climatic scenarios that
increase the air temperature by a few degrees. As an
example, from 1949 to 2004 the warming of less than
38C in winter wet-day temperatures across the region
has resulted in significant negative trends in the snowfall
water equivalent (SFE) divided by the fraction of winter precipitation (P) falling on snowy days (SFE/P)
(Knowles et al. 2006). Knowles et al. (2006) also found
that, although the Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO;
Mantua et al. 1997) may have influenced wet-day temperatures and snowfall fractions at interdecadal time
scales, longer-term changes also appear to have been
occurring. This is also consistent with the findings of
Stewart et al. (2004) and Mote et al. (2005, 2008) with
respect to streamflow timing and snow water contents,
respectively. While the overall volumes of annual
streamflow have not changed much over the past 50 yr,
the warming-induced changes are manifested in changes
in the interseasonal distribution of streamflow. In particular, the March fraction of annual streamflow has
increased, while the April–July fraction has decreased
in some basins, with the center timing of streamflow
(CT) in snow-dominated basins showing significant shifts
toward earlier times in the spring (Dettinger and Cayan
1995; Stewart et al. 2005). Moore et al. (2007) mention
that the definition of CT used by Stewart et al. (2005)
(i.e., centroid) is similar to the date when 50% of the
water-year flow has passed (DQF50) but this later index
is less sensitive to outliers in the flow. Consistently with
Regonda et al. (2005), Maurer et al. (2007), Moore et al.
(2007), Rauscher et al. (2008), and Burn (2008), we will
use CT as the date of the year when 50% of the wateryear flow has passed (DQF50). In Déry et al. (2009), the
CT as calculated here is criticized as a method for computing the timing of streamflow. The authors argue that
for certain Canadian rivers there is a correlation between
the annual flow and CT and that the influence from late
season precipitation and glaciers could affect CT. In our
case, the correlation between the flow and CT is nonsignificant at the 95% confidence level, there is only a
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marginal contribution to the flow from glaciers, and the
contribution from summer storms to the flow is negligible
compared to the winter values, giving us confidence that
we can index the timing of streamflow using CT.
In this study, two global climate model control runs
are used to characterize CT natural variability. Using
these runs, we will determine whether the trends in the
observations are to be found in the distribution of
trends from natural variability alone. In those cases
where the trends in the observations lie (statistically)
significantly outside the distribution of the natural variability, ‘‘detection’’ is achieved (Hegerl et al. 2006).
Several forced runs will be used to attribute detected
signals to anthropogenic or to solar–volcanic forcings on
the climate. In all model runs, we will downscale the
data from the climate models to a 1/88-resolution grid
and then run the downscaled estimates through the
Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC; Liang et al. 1994)
hydrological model. In contrast to detection, attribution
of anthropogenic climate change impacts is the process of determining whether the observed impacts are
1) consistent with the type of changes obtained from
climate simulations that include external anthropogenic
forcings and internal variability and 2) inconsistent with
other explanations of climate change (Hegerl et al. 2006).
Detection and attribution studies have been conducted
for a number of measures of the climate of the atmosphere and ocean (Barnett et al. 2001; 2006; Hegerl et al.
2006; Hoerling et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2007; Santer
et al. 2007; Solomon et al. 2007b). A review of previous
detection and attribution studies is available from
The International Ad Hoc Detection and Attribution
Group (2005). Most of those previous studies examine
global- or continental-scale quantities. This study differs by attempting to perform detection and attribution
on a regional scale, which is generally more difficult
than the larger-scale analyses because the signal-tonoise ratio is proportional to the spatial scale of analysis (Karoly and Wu 2005). This study also is one of the
first formal detection and attribution studies of hydrological variables.

2. Methods, models, and data sources
To investigate the detectability and possible attribution of climate change effects on streamflow timing in
the western United States, we employed a particular
detection method, several climate model simulations
(including control runs and also runs that were driven by
anthropogenic forcings or by solar and volcanic forcings), two statistical procedures to downscale the global
climate model output to a hydrologically suited terrain
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scale, a macroscale hydrological model with river routing, a set of observed meteorological data over the
western United States, and observed streamflow data
for key large basins. These elements are each described
in the following sections.

a. The optimal detection method
As noted earlier, ‘‘detection’’ of climate change is a
procedure to evaluate whether observed changes are
likely to have occurred from natural variations of the
climate system. The optimal detection method is applied
here. Details of the method can be found in Hegerl et al.
(1996, 1997), Tett et al. (1999), Allen and Tett (1999),
and Barnett et al. (2001). Given a variable for detection,
the basic idea is to reduce the problem of multiple dimensions (n) to a univariate or low-dimensional problem (Hegerl et al. 1996). In this low-dimensional space,
the detection of signals above the natural variability
‘‘noise’’ can be contrasted. That is, the trends in observed CT will be compared to the distribution of trends
from the control run. Also, the detected vector can be
compared with the vector obtained from the expected
climate change pattern. As in Hegerl et al. (1996), we
are using a simplified version of the method in which the
signal strength (S) is actually the trend of the climate
vector projected into the fingerprint for each of the
climate runs. Specifically, S was defined as
S 5 trend[F(x)  D(x, t)],

(1)

where F(x) is the signal fingerprint, (Dx, t) indicates the
three regional time series of any ensemble model run or
the observations, and ‘trend’ indicates the slope of the
least squares best-fit line. Uncertainty in the signal
strength is calculated from a Monte Carlo simulation
(see following sections). The 95% confidence intervals
computed using traditional t test statistics are approximately 0.91 times the confidence intervals obtained
from the Monte Carlo method, suggesting that the autocorrelation and ensemble averaging have some effect
on the size of the confidence intervals, with the Monte
Carlo intervals being the most conservative estimates.
For reference, an assessment of S significance using
traditional statistics (Student-t probabilities from the
slope of the best-fit line and the nonparametric Mann–
Kendall test) will be presented in following sections. In
the low-dimensional space, the signal strength will be
used to 1) determine if the observations contain a significant signal above the natural variability in the system, as determined from two extensive control runs; and
2) to test the hypothesis that the trends of anthropogenically forced runs have the same signs as the
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trends in the observations and that these signs are different than the solar–volcanic forced runs.

b. Climate models
An 850-yr control simulation using the Community
Climate System Model, version 3.0, Finite Volume
(CCSM3-FV; Collins et al. 2006; Bala et al. 2008) general
circulation model (GCM) will be used here to characterize natural inherent climate variability in the absence
of human effects on climate (hereinafter called the
CONTROLccsm run). CCSM3-FV is a fully coupled
ocean–atmosphere model, run with no flux corrections,
and an atmospheric latitude–longitude resolution of
18 3 1.258 and 26 vertical levels. In addition, 750 yr of a
control run (run B06.62) from the Parallel Climate
Model version 2.1 (PCM; Washington et al. 2000) at a
resolution of T42L26 (hereinafter CONTROLpcm run)
will be used to verify our results. The anthropogenically
forced signal of climate change will be obtained from
4 simulations (runs B06.22, B06.23, B06.27, and B06.28)
by PCM under anthropogenic forcings (hereinafter
ANTHROpcm runs) as well as from 10 realizations of
the Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate,
medium-resolution version [MIROC(medres) T42L20;
Hasumi and Emori 2004; Nozawa et al. 2007; hereafter
ANTHROmiroc runs] also with anthropogenic forcings.
Two realizations of the PCM forced with solar and volcanic forcings only (runs B06.68 and B06.69) were obtained from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) Web site (http://www.ipcc-data.org/).
These latter data are used to test whether observed
natural solar and volcanic effects can explain the observed river flow changes. The characteristics of the
models and simulations are indicated in Table 1.
The control runs include only internal variability (no
forcings). The ANTHROpcm runs include greenhouse
gases, ozone, and direct effect of sulfate aerosols. The
ANTHROmiroc runs include the previous forcings,
plus the indirect effect of sulfate aerosols, direct and
indirect effects of carbonaceous aerosols, and land-use
change (see supplementary material in Barnett et al.
2008). The PCM and MIROC anthropogenic runs do
not include solar and volcanic forcings, so they are
not ‘‘all forcings’’ runs. We used these ANTHRO runs
because we wanted to separate the effects of solar–
volcanic and anthropogenic effects in the detection
procedure. All models selected required to have a good
representation of typical sea surface temperature patterns of El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the
PDO (Bonfils et al. 2008; Pierce et al. 2008). Another
requirement was the availability of daily precipitation
and temperature data.
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TABLE 1. Characteristics of the runs used in this study. NCAR: National Center for Atmospheric Research, United States; CCSR:
Center for Climate System Research at the University of Tokyo, Japan; NIES: National Institute for Environmental Studies, Japan;
FRCGC: Frontier Research Center for Global Change, Japan.
Name

Model

Version

Origin

Resolution

No. of yr

CONTROLccsm
CONTROLpcm
ANTHROpcm
ANTHROmiroc
Solar–volcanic

CCSM-FV
PCM
PCM
MIROC
PCM

3.0
2.1
2.1
3.2
2.1

NCAR
NCAR
NCAR
CCSR, NIES FRCGC
NCAR

1 3 1.25
T42L26
T42L26
T42L20
T42L26

850
750
4 3 50
10 3 50
2 3 50

c. Downscaling methods
The data from the CONTROLccsm, solar and volcanic runs, and ANTHROmiroc were downscaled to a
1=88 3 1=88 resolution grid over the western U.S. basins
using the method of constructed analogs (CA; Hidalgo
et al. 2008). Data from the CONTROLpcm were
downscaled to the same resolution using the method
of bias correction and spatial disaggregation (BCSD;
Wood et al. 2004), as were the ANTHROpcm runs. An
intercomparison of the methods of downscaling can be
found in Maurer and Hidalgo (2008). The most notable
difference between the two methods on the decadal
time scales of interest here is that trends are modestly
weaker in the CA method than in the BCSD (Maurer
and Hidalgo 2008).

1) CONSTRUCTED ANALOGS DOWNSCALING
The CA method is an analogous-based statistical
downscaling approach described in detail in Hidalgo
et al. (2008). In the appendix a description of the
mathematical procedures of the method is included.
The downscaling is performed on the temperature and
precipitation daily anomaly patterns from the GCM.
The base period for computing anomalies is 1950–76. A
simple bias correction procedure is accomplished by
dividing the anomalies at each grid point of the GCM by
the standard deviation of the model and multiplying the
result by the standard deviation of the observations. The
precipitation was transformed by a square root before
processing to make its distribution more Gaussian.
The coarse-resolution target pattern to be downscaled from a climate model for a particular day is estimated using a linear combination of previously observed patterns (library) that are similar to the target
pattern. The linear estimate at the coarse scale of the
target pattern is called the analog. The downscaled estimate is constructed by applying the same linear combination of coefficients obtained at the coarse-scale to
the high-resolution patterns corresponding to the same
days used to derive the analog. In this application of the
CA, the library patterns were composed of the Maurer
et al. (2002) daily precipitation and temperature gridded

observations, aggregated at the resolution of each climate model, from 1950 to 1976 along with the corresponding 1=88 versions for the same days. As in Hidalgo
et al. (2008), the estimation of the target pattern was
constructed by using as predictors the best 30 analogs
[based on the pattern root-mean-square error (RMSE)
distance from the target] selected from all days in the
historical record within 645 days of the day of year of
the target. The domain of the downscaled meteorological data contains the four major hydrological regions of
the western United States: the Columbia River basin,
California, the Colorado River basin, and the Great
Basin (Fig. 1). A list of the characteristics of the basins
can be found in Table 2.

2) BIAS CORRECTION

AND SPATIAL

DISAGGREGATION DOWNSCALING

The BCSD method is described in detail in Wood et al.
(2002, 2004) and has been used previously in a number of
climate studies for the western United States (Van
Rheenen et al. 2004; Christensen et al. 2004; Payne et al.
2004; Maurer et al. 2007). In brief, the two-step procedure first removes bias more rigorously than for the CA
method. The bias is removed on a climate model gridcellspecific basis by using a mapping from the probability
density functions for the monthly GCM precipitation and
temperature to those of observations, spatially aggregated to the GCM scale. The adjusted climate model
simulation outputs from this step are then expressed as
anomalies from long-term observed means at the climate
model scale. Spatial disaggregation is achieved by the
second step, in which the monthlong daily sequences of
precipitation and temperature minima and maxima at
the 1/88 scale are randomly drawn from the historical
record, and then scaled (for precipitation) or shifted (for
temperatures) so that the monthly averages reproduce
the climate model–scale anomalies. Two constraints are
applied: that the selected month is the same calendar
month as the month being downscaled; and that the same
sample year is applied to all grid cells within the basin for
each month, which preserves a plausible spatial structure
of precipitation and temperature.
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FIG. 1. (a) Location of the river gauges in the western United States and (b) elevation (in meters
above sea level). The data have been trimmed to the study domain.

d. Hydrological model
The downscaled precipitation (P), maximum temperature (Tmax), and minimum temperature (Tmin)
data along with climatological wind speed from all the
runs were used as input to the macroscale VIC (Liang
et al. 1994) hydrological model. VIC simulates a full
complement of hydrological variables making up the
land surface water and energy balance such as soil
moisture, snow water equivalent (SWE), baseflow, and
runoff, using daily meteorological data as time-varying
input, based on parameterized soil and vegetation
properties. The land surface is modeled using a tiled
configuration of vegetation covers, while the subsurface
flow is modeled using three soil layers of different
thicknesses (Liang et al. 1994; Sheffield et al. 2004).
Defining characteristics of VIC are the probabilistic
treatment of subgrid soil moisture capacity distribution,
the parameterization of baseflow as a nonlinear recession
from the lower soil layer, and that the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity at each particular time step is a function of the degree of saturation of the soil (Campbell
1974; Liang et al. 1994; Sheffield et al. 2004). Details
on the characteristics of the model can be found else-

where (Liang et al. 1994; Cherkauer et al. 2002; http://
www.hydro.washington.edu/Lettenmaier/Models/VIC/
VIChome.html). The model was run using the waterbalance mode at 1=88 resolution over the western United
States (Fig. 1). VIC has been used extensively in a variety of water resources applications, from studies of climate variability, forecasting, and climate change studies
(e.g., Wood et al. 1997, 2002, 2004; Nijssen et al. 1997,
2001; Hamlet and Lettenmaier 1999).

e. Naturalized streamflow data sources
The naturalized streamflow data for California were
obtained from the California Data Exchange Center
(CDEC; http://cdec.water.ca.gov/). The data for the
Colorado River were obtained from James Prairie’s
Internet site from the Upper Colorado Regional Office
of the Bureau of Reclamation (http://cadswes2.colorado.
edu/;prairie/index.html). The data from the Columbia
River were obtained from an updated version of
A.G. Crook Company (1993). These naturalized streamflow estimates are generated by adding back the consumptive use to the measurement from the streamflow
gauges for each month. Although it is difficult to assess

TABLE 2. River basin characteristics.
Elevation (m)
Stream gauge

Latitude N

Longitude W

Min

Max

Avg

Approx area km2

Columbia River at The Dalles
Colorado River at Lees Ferry
Sacramento River at Bend Bridge
Stanislaus River at Goodwin
Tuolumne River at La Grange Dam
Merced River near Merced Falls
San Joaquin River below Friant

45.600
36.920
40.289
37.852
37.666
37.522
36.984

121.200
111.550
122.186
120.637
120.441
120.300
119.723

130
1167
149
299
190
212
154

3113
3700
2483
2758
3138
3104
3517

1395
2188
1309
1630
1910
1578
2012

679 250
279 650
31 970
2450
4750
2590
5330
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FIG. 2. Streamflow climatologies of naturalized flow for two periods: pre- and post-construction
of major dams in the rivers.

the quality of these naturalized flows, we calculated the
streamflow climatologies before and after the major
dams were built in the rivers. The results showed that
the Columbia River has the closest match of these climatologies, followed by the Colorado, and the greatest
differences were found for the California rivers (Fig. 2).
Overall the differences in the climatologies are not large
for the Colorado and Columbia, supporting the use of
the naturalized data. The differences are larger for the
California rivers, and this may affect the results for individual basins. Although, as it will be seen, because of
weighting used the Columbia plays a dominant role in
the detection and attribution for the western United
States; therefore, the influence of the California rivers in
the western U.S.–wide detection and attribution analysis
is marginal.

f. River routing
The VIC-simulated runoff and baseflow were routed,
as in Lohmann et al. (1996), to obtain daily streamflow
data for four rivers: 1) the Sacramento River at Bend
Bridge (California), 2) the Colorado River at Lees
Ferry (Arizona), 3) the Columbia River at The Dalles
(Oregon), and 4) the San Joaquin River (California).
The data for the total flow of the San Joaquin River
were obtained by adding together the daily streamflow
values from the four main tributaries: the Stanislaus,
the Merced, the Tuolumne, and the San Joaquin Rivers

(Fig. 1). The naturalized monthly observed data from
these four rivers showed strong correlations with the
values obtained from the VIC model using the meteorological data from Maurer et al. (2002) as input, suggesting that the calibration of the model is good (Fig. 3).
These rivers present runoff climatologies consistent with
snow-controlled hydrologies with a maximum peak occurring around May or June (Fig. 4), although the
Sacramento River is fed in part by runoff from lower
elevations as well and peaks in February–March.
Although the variability of streamflow and CT is captured well, the trends in CT by VIC-forced-by-griddedobservations (from Maurer et al. 2002) are all negative
but weak (nonsignificant) for all rivers (Fig. 5, left panel).
This underestimates the negative trend in the Columbia
River, which is highly significant for the CT computed
from the naturalized flow (Fig. 5, bottom right). There
are three possible explanations for the weaker trends in
CT computed from VIC-forced-by-gridded-observations
compared to the CT computed from the naturalized
streamflow: 1) the naturalized streamflow has errors,
2) the forcing data (precipitation, temperature, and
wind speed) for VIC have errors, and 3) a deficiency in
VIC to reproduce CT time series. It is important to
determine if there are serious deficiencies in VIC to
produce CT time series, as this study depends on the
correct modeling of CT; for this reason an analysis was
developed to look at the sources of errors from CT.
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FIG. 3. Modeled vs naturalized monthly streamflow for selected major basins in the western
United States.

First, in order to discard possible large errors in the
naturalized streamflow data for the Columbia, we calculated the 1950–99 trend in CT from a collection of
streamflow gauges from the Hydro-Climatic Data Network (HCDN), updated using data from the United
States Geological Survey. These gauges are relatively
unimpaired by dams. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the trends
in CT in the high elevations of the Columbia River have
magnitudes on the order of 20.2 days per year, consistent with the CT trend of 20.17 days per year from the
naturalized streamflow of the Columbia River at The
Dalles (Fig. 5). Note that coastal stations showed a
trend toward later streamflow CT (Fig. 6). Stewart et al.
(2005) showed this opposite response in CT for coastal
stations that are not snow-dominated gauges. Although
the consistency of the CT trends at The Dalles compared to Fig. 6 is not a formal indication of the quality of
the naturalized data, the previous analysis gives us
confidence that there is a significant trend in the CT on
the high-elevation parts Columbia basin, a result found
also in Stewart et al. (2004).
Second, we looked at possible errors in the trends of
the forcing data used to drive VIC. In Fig. 7, the basin
average temperature and precipitation from the Maurer
et al. (2002) data1 (VIC forcing) and from the areaweighted average of the Climate Divisional data for

Washington State are shown. The trends in temperature
in the VIC forcing data are slightly weaker than the
trends in the Climate Divisional data, while the trends
in precipitation are positive in the VIC forcing data and
almost zero in the Climate Divisional data. One may ask
if these differences are large enough to produce weaker
trends in CT in the VIC forced by observations compared to the naturalized flows. We modified the VIC
input by increasing the temperature trend in an amount
corresponding to the difference in the trends from the
Climate Divisional data and the VIC forcing and decreased the precipitation trend in the data using the
same criteria. The resulting dataset (modified VIC
forcing) has very similar basinwide precipitation and
temperature trends compared to the Climate Divisional
trends (not shown). When CT was calculated using the
modified VIC forcing, the CT trend becomes strongly
negative and highly significant (b 5 20.45 days yr21,
p , 5.61 3 1026). Although it is possible that the Climate Divisional data have errors (Keim et al. 2003), this
approximate experiment suggests that there may be
errors of such magnitude in the trend of the forcing data
that are sufficient to diminish the trends in CT as shown
in Fig. 5 (left panels) and that the VIC model does not
seem to have serious deficiencies in modeling CT trends.

g. Calculation of the signal strength S
1
An analysis using the alternative Hamlet and Lettenmaier
(2005) meteorological data was also performed with similar results.

For all runs, the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers
were added to form a single streamflow time series
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FIG. 4. Monthly 1950–99 observed climatologies of (left) precipitation, (middle) temperature, and (right) runoff
for basins in the western United States at gauges shown in Table 2. The box is bounded by the lower and upper
quartiles; the median is shown inside the box; and the whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile range or to the
extent of the data. Values outside the whiskers are shown with the ‘‘1’’ symbol.
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FIG. 5. Time series of the CT of (left) modeled and (right) naturalized streamflow from 1950
to 1999. The values of the slope (b) are shown, as well as the significance of the trend (in
parentheses). The values of CT are given in days from 1 October. The meteorological data used
to force VIC is from Maurer et al. (2002).

representative of the California region, leaving us with
three streamflow time series: the Sacramento/San Joaquin,
Colorado, and Columbia Rivers. The CT of streamflow
was computed from the simulated daily streamflow time
series and was defined according to Maurer et al. (2007)
as the day of the water year when 50% of the water-year
streamflow has passed through the channel at the calibration points shown in Fig. 1. The CT of the observed
naturalized flows was estimated from the monthly data
by allocating the monthly values to the middle days of
the months and interpolating the CT values between the
months that correspond to the point where the fractional flow was below and above 50%. This procedure
proved to be accurate using as an example the daily data
from the models by comparing the results of computing
the CT from the dailies and the monthlies (not shown).

We therefore have three time series (one per river),
each 50 yr long, for the observations and for every anthropogenically forced model run and 50-yr segment of
the control runs.
The fingerprint is defined as the leading empirical
orthogonal function (EOF) of the ensemble-averaged
CT time series of the PCM and MIROC anthropogenically forced ensemble members. That is, ensemble CTs
for each of the three rivers were obtained by averaging 14 members (4 from PCM and 10 from MIROC).
We wanted to focus mostly on changes in river flow
driven by snowmelt, so, prior to computing the EOF,
we weighted each CT series by a factor equaling the
basin’s climatological ratio of 1 April SWE divided to
water-year precipitation (P) using the data from the
control runs [1 April is typically (within 12%) the date
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FIG. 6. Trends in CT (days yr21) from streamflow observations
from 1950 to 1999 in the Columbia River basin (CRB). The
streamflow observations were obtained from the HCDN and updated from measurements from the United States Geological
Survey. The CRB area is shown in green.

of maximum SWE accumulation in the western United
States (Bohr and Aguado 2001)]. This choice emphasized rivers driven primarily by snowmelt and deemphasized rivers driven primarily by rainfall. A second
set of weights accounted for the area of the basins so
time series representing larger areas would have proportionally more influence. Both types of weights, expressed as fractions, are shown in Table 3.
The EOF that comprises the fingerprint explains 78%
of the variance. The resulting component is heavily biased toward the variability of the Columbia (because of
the weighting), and therefore the majority of the signal
comes from this region. The fingerprint pattern is
therefore a pattern with large loadings in the Columbia
and small loadings for the California and Colorado
basins. In a following section the detection for individual rivers will be provided.
The standard deviation from the first 300 yr of the
CONTROLccsm run was initially used to optimize the
signal-to-noise ratio. Optimization is a process used in
certain kinds of detection and attribution studies to
accentuate the signal-to-noise ratio, but it requires part
of one of the control runs to be used for optimization
purposes (and not allow to be part of the detection).
In the present study, the optimized results differ little
from the nonoptimized version (not shown). We therefore use the nonoptimized solution to allow the entire
CONTROLccsm run to be used for detection purposes.
It is important to examine whether the variability of
the center timing in the control runs is similar to the
variability in the observations. If the variability of the
control runs is significantly less than the observations,

FIG. 7. Standardized time series of annual average (top) temperature (Tavg) and (bottom) precipitation (prec) from 1950 to
1999 from two datasets: Maurer et al. (2002) gridded dataset, and
the Climate Divisional Data (http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/
CDODivisionalSelect.jsp#).

there is a risk of spurious detection because forced
trends in the observations could be significantly higher
than the variability from the control run but not the
variability in the real world. A comparison of the spectra
of a tree-ring reconstruction of the annual streamflow
at the upper Colorado River at Lees Ferry (Meko et al.
2007) with the control runs (Fig. 8a) indicated good
agreement, suggesting that the low-frequency streamflow variability is well captured by the models (see also
supplementary information from Barnett et al. 2008).
However a similar comparison of the spectra of the
streamflow at the Columbia River at The Dalles from
the control runs with a tree-ring reconstruction (Gedalof
et al. 2004) show that the control runs generally overpredict the variability of the streamflow at the Columbia
for frequencies higher than 0.05 cycles yr21 or 20-yr
periodicities (Fig. 8b). Note that the streamflow lowfrequency variability of interest here is captured well by
the models, and that, although Fig. 8 is an indicator of
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TABLE 3. Weights used in the calculation of fingerprint. The weights
have been normalized so that their summation is equal to 1.

California
Colorado
Columbia

SWE/P weights

Area weights

Total weights

0.20
0.31
0.49

0.05
0.28
0.67

0.02
0.20
0.78

the agreement of the annual streamflow spectra between tree-ring data and models, it does not show the
agreement between CTs (CT cannot be computed from
tree-ring streamflow reconstructions that have annual
resolution). For this reason we computed the standard
deviations for the 5-yr low-pass-filtered CT for the
control runs and naturalized observations and found
that the standard deviations are statistically the same.
The 5-yr low-pass-filtered CT was used to remove any
high-frequency variability, for example, associated with
ENSO. The standard deviations for the Columbia River
CT are 5.9 days for the CONTROLccsm, 5.5 days for
the CONTROLpcm, and 5.5 days for CT from the naturalized flow observations.

3. Results
The slopes of fitted linear trends of CT from 1950 to
1999 for the naturalized flows are negative in the three

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 5, but for ensemble of the ANTHROpcm and
ANTHROmiroc model simulations.

FIG. 8. Power spectra of the streamflow at (a) the upper Colorado
River at Lees Ferry and (b) the Columbia River at The Dalles from
the PCM and CCSM3-FV control runs compared to tree-ring
reconstructions.

rivers, although only in the Columbia are the trends significant (Fig. 5, right panel). In the ANTHRO ensemble
all trends are negative with significant trends in the Colorado and Columbia (Fig. 9). By contrast, for the PCM
solar–volcanic runs the trends are in all cases positive
with significant trends in the Columbia (Fig. 10). Note
that the CT trends in the ANTHRO runs are not strictly
comparable to the trends in the observations. That is, the
ANTHRO runs are not an ‘‘all forcings’’ run (of a similar
type to a twentieth-century climate, or 20c3m, run), and
solar and volcanic effects for example are not included.
It is interesting to note that California has been one of
the first places where the earlier snowmelt has been
reported; therefore, the lack of significant CT trends in
the observations and in the model is puzzling. However,
if we look at the longer CT records from 1907 to 2003,
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FIG. 11. (a) The fingerprint (PC1 loadings) of the ensemble mean
including both ANTHROpcm and ANTHROmiroc CT series for
three major western U.S. river basins and (b) the detection plot for
CT. The 95% confidence intervals for the signal strength were calculated using a Monte Carlo resampling of the control runs.

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 5, but for the ensemble mean of the PCM
solar–volcanic model simulations.

the observed trends in California are highly significant
(b 5 20.183 days yr21, p 5 0.00046), therefore significant trends can be found when using the long-term data
(not shown).
The resulting detection plot is shown in Fig. 11. The
fingerprint is shown in Fig. 11a. The detection variable S
is shown in Fig. 11b. We used a Monte Carlo test (below) to estimate the likelihood that the model runs and
the observations are drawn from the control distribution. The values of S, including the resulting 95% confidence Monte Carlo error bars, are positive for the
observed naturalized flow and the ANTHRO runs. By
contrast, S is negative for the solar and volcanic runs.
This means that the trends toward earlier river flow
observed in the model runs and the observations are
unlikely to have been obtained from natural internal

variability alone. For reference, an assessment of S significance using traditional statistics is shown in Table 4.
It is important to assess the probability that the distribution of S in the ANTHROpcm and ANTHROmiroc
runs (or the observations) is significantly different from
the distribution of S in the control runs. This was calculated using a Monte Carlo method that estimates the
likelihood that a given ensemble mean value of S can
be drawn from the control runs, given an ensemble
of k members (k 5 4 for ANTHROpcm, k 5 10 for
ANTHROmiroc, k 5 2 for the solar–volcanic runs).
Groups of k members were randomly selected from
among all the 50-yr segments in the control runs, and their
ensemble-average S calculated. This was repeated 10 000
times to form a distribution of control S for comparison
TABLE 4. Student’s-t test and Mann–Kendall (MK) probabilities of
test for significance of signal strength.

Observations
ANTHROpcm
ANTHROmiroc
Solar–volcanic PCM

t test

MK test

0.0127
0.0092
0.0179
0.0244

0.0343
0.0033
0.0215
0.0229
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TABLE 5. Testing of different model configurations for detection.
Setting

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Fingerprint
Noise
Detection level

PCM 1 MIROC
CCSM 1 PCM
,0.05

PCM
CCSM 1 PCM
,0.05

MIROC
CCSM 1 PCM
,0.05

PCM1MIROC
CCSM
,0.05

PCM 1 MIROC
PCM
,0.05

Setting

Case 6

Case 7

Case 8

Case 9

Fingerprint
Noise
Detection level

PCM
CCSM
,0.05

PCM
PCM
,0.05

MIROC
CCSM
,0.05

MIROC
PCM
,0.05

with the anthropogenic models. The same procedure was
used for the observed naturalized flow, although in this
case with k 5 1, no ensemble averaging is possible. The
ANTHROpcm and ANTHROmiroc ensemble means
are unlikely to have been drawn from the control distribution (p , 0.05). The observed naturalized flow
also differs from the control run at the p , 0.05 level.
This implies that the human influences on climate are
discernible from the natural variability; that is, detection has been achieved at the 95% confidence level.
Attribution is addressed by determining whether the
observed values of S are not inconsistent with the anthropogenic and/or solar–volcanic model results. Assuming a normal distribution, the means and standard
deviations of the ANTHROpcm and ANTHROmiroc
S values were calculated. The difference between the S
from the observations and the ensemble mean of the S
values from all the ANTHROpcm and ANTHROmiroc
runs is statistically small; hence the trends in the observations are consistent with the trends from the anthropogenic runs. On the other hand, the ensemblemean S from the solar and volcanic runs is more than
four standard deviations away from the observations
and more than four standard deviations away from the
mean of the anthropogenic runs (not shown), suggesting
they are from different statistical distributions than the
observations. We conclude that observed changes in
river CT are consistent with human forcing of the climate and unlikely to have arisen from natural solar or
volcanic variability.
We tested several configurations of the western U.S.
model, as shown in Table 5, and find that the model is
robust with respect to the choices selected. That is, for
all combinations of models used in the fingerprint
and control run used for the ‘‘noise’’ detection at the
p , 0.05 level was found (Table 5). The only case that
we found where formal detection failed occurred when
we did not use the SWE/P and area weights (not shown).
Following results from Stewart et al. (2005) and
Dettinger and Cayan (1995), which indicate shifts toward
greater earlier streamflow fractions in the western U.S.

basins, we applied the detection method to the streamflow fractions during the winter–spring, summer, and the
March fractions (not shown). For the winter–spring
fractions we found detection at the p , 0.05 level for all
of the GCMs (not shown). For summer the observations
do not show a strong enough trend to result in detectability at the 0.05 level (not shown). For the March fractions, the ANTHROpcm and the observations showed
detection at the 0.05 level, but the ANTHROmiroc
failed to trend significantly (not shown). The weaker
trends in MIROC compared to PCM and the observations indicate that MIROC did not warm realistically
(Bonfils et al. 2008).
We also investigated whether the detected changes
were associated with temperature or precipitation changes.
Pierce et al. (2008) repeated the entire detection and
attribution analysis using P instead of SWE/P and found
no detection at the p , 0.10 level. That study (Pierce
et al. 2008) and previous studies (Mote et al. 2005;
Stewart et al. 2005) concluded that the reductions in
snowpack are primarily driven by increases in temperature over the western United States (Pierce et al. 2008).
Thus we believe that the temperature increases in winter
and spring and associated reductions of snow versus rain
ratios (Knowles et al. 2006) and in the spring snowpack
are responsible for the advanced timing of streamflow.
Maurer et al. (2007) found no detection for California
river flow using CT as a detection variable. We repeated
our detection and attribution analysis using individual
rivers and likewise did not achieve formal detection for
the Sacramento and the San Joaquin Rivers (Figs. 12a,b).
For the Sacramento River, the CT observations and
the ANTHROmiroc fall within the overlap area where
they are consistent with both the anthropogenic results
and the distribution of natural internal climate variability. However, the PCM anthropogenic model runs
(ANTHROpcm) proved to be separate from the distribution of the control runs (CONTROLccsm and
CONTROLpcm). In such a case, although there is partial separation, detection of an anthropogenic effect cannot be irrefutably claimed. This example illustrates the
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FIG. 12. Detection plot for individual river basins of the western United States.

present difficulty of regional detection and attribution,
when averaging over relatively small regions often
produces a distribution of anthropogenically forced
responses that is not yet well separated from that of
natural internal variability, especially when the character of simulated natural variability varies from model to model. In the case of the San Joaquin River and
the upper Colorado River, the ANTHROpcm and
ANTHROmiroc are well separated from the distribution of trends from the control run (Figs. 12b,c); however, the observations fall between the overlap area
where they are consistent with both the anthropogenic
results and the distribution of natural internal variability. In these cases we cannot claim that detection is
achieved. It is possible that the lack of trends in the
observations is due to the masking of the anthropogenic
signal by the opposing effect of solar–volcanic effects
(as the observations are an ‘‘all forcing’’ integration).
It should be emphasized that, in some cases, the
ANTHRO runs predict a significant decline in the
CT trends that is not seen in observations (note that
the fingerprint has negative loadings so the sign of the
trends are inverted in the Fig. 12). It should be kept in
mind that the ANTHRO runs are not ‘‘all forcings’’
runs—they lack solar and volcanic effects, for example—
and so the PCM model response to greenhouse gases
only is not affected by cooling effects from the solar–
volcanic forcings. Note also that, for the Sacramento

case, the ANTHROmiroc does not separate well from
the zero line, while the ANTHROpcm is well separated.
The weaker trends in MIROC compared to PCM may
be an indication that MIROC did not warm realistically
(Bonfils et al. 2008), but this finding awaits a longer
record to be conclusive.
In the case of the Columbia (Fig. 12d), the detection
and attribution of climate change is evident in the separation of observed and modeled trends from the distribution of trends from the control run. In the observations, the effect of anthropogenic warming is greater
than any cooling effect from solar and volcanic sources
and therefore results in strong negative trends. One
observation regarding the results from the Columbia is
the fact that, if we assume that the effects of climate
change are linear, one can add the trends from the
ANTHRO in Fig. 9 and the solar–volcanic from Fig. 10
and obtain near-zero trends for the observations. At
first glance this seems inconsistent with the significant
trends found for the Columbia in the naturalized data. It
can be argued that either some forcings beside the
considered anthropogenic and natural are missing or the
model is not able to reliably reproduce the response of
the considered forcings. Although these are two valid
possibilities, it should be mentioned that we are not
claiming that the entire trend in the Columbia is associated with global warming, just a fraction of it (e.g., in
Barnett et al. 2008 it was estimated that for multiple
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variables analyzed that fraction is around 60%). Therefore other effects (e.g., the fact that the PDO switched
around the middle of the 1950–99 period, increasing
temperatures in the Columbia basin) may have played
a role in the observed CT trends in the Columbia. We
believe this does not invalidate the attribution part of
this analysis as it has been proven in other sources that
the shift in the PDO is not enough to explain the change
in hydrological measures in the western United States
(Stewart et al. 2004; Knowles et al. 2006; Mote et al.
2005, 2008).

4. Conclusions
A formal attribution and detection procedure can
provide insight into the nature of observed changes in
the streamflow timing from key snowmelt watersheds
over the western United States. If the changes toward
earlier timing of streamflow are found to be associated
with natural variability, it would be expected that after
some time the climate system would rebound toward
later streamflow timings, and the hydrology would revert toward more snow (and less rain) in the winter and
therefore higher flows in summer. If the changes observed are unequivocally associated with anthropogenic
warming (because of changes in the composition of the
atmosphere), however, the decreases in winter snow to
rain ratios and the timing of snowmelt can only become
more pronounced as ongoing changes in atmospheric
chemistry become more acute.
Using an optimal detection method, we found that
observed streamflow center timing (CT) trends lie beyond a good share of the distribution of trends from
simulations of natural variability. We find a detectable
signal (at the p , 0.05 level) on the timing of streamflow
over the second half of the twentieth century toward
earlier streamflow timing.
The changes in streamflow timing are dominated by
changes over the Columbia River basin, with lesser
signals arising from the California Sierra watersheds
and little from the Colorado River basin. This indicates
that climate change is an important signal, but also indicates that other climatic processes have also contributed to the hydrologic variability of large basins in the
western United States.
The present study employed two control runs
(CCSM3-FV and PCM) and two anthropogenically
forced models (PCM and MIROC), allowing us to test
several configurations of the streamflow timing (CT)
detection options by using one or the other control and
anthropogenic runs. For CT, the big picture from these
experiments indicates a shift toward earlier streamflow,
which cannot be explained solely by natural variability.
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All the options in the selection of the models to use for
control and anthropogenic runs resulted in detections
at the 95% confidence level, indicating that the results
are robust with respect to these choices. For streamflow fractional timing PCM showed positive detection
for winter, summer, and March, but MIROC yielded
detection only in summer. For all model cases, the
Columbia basin was the major contributor to the detection with less influence from California and little from
the Colorado. Comparison of two downscaling methods
(Barnett et al. 2008) showed little dependence of the
detection and attribution results to with respect to the
downscaling method. In summary, we can now state
with ‘‘very high confidence’’ (Solomon et al. 2007a; box
TS.1.1) that recent trends toward earlier streamflows in
the Columbia basin are in part due to anthropogenic
climate change.
In the cases when detection was positive, we tested
the attribution of those changes to two possible explanations: anthropogenic forcings or to natural forcings.
In all cases the attribution was consistent with the anthropogenic forcing explanation and inconsistent with
the solar–volcanic (natural forcings) explanation. Consistent with the results from Bonfils et al. (2008) for
temperature and Pierce et al. (2008) for snow changes,
the advance in streamflow timing in the western United
States appears to arise, to some measure, from anthropogenic warming. Thus the observed changes appear to
be the early phase of changes expected under climate
change. This finding presages grave consequences for
the water supply, water management, and ecology of the
region. In particular, more winter and spring flooding
and drier summers are expected as well as less winter
snow (more rain) and earlier snowmelt.
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APPENDIX
Downscaling with Constructed Analogs
a. Step 1: Fitting a coarse-resolution analog
Once the pool of predictor patterns has been selected
for a given coarse-resolution Tmax, Tmin, or P pattern
for a certain day and year (Zobs), an analog of that
pattern (Zanalog) can be constructed as a linear combination of the (preferred 30-member most suitable subset of) predictor patterns, according to
^ obs 5 Zanalog Aanalog ,
Zobs ’ Z

(A1)

where Zanalog is a matrix of the column vectors comprising the most suitable subset of coarse-resolution
patterns identified above specifically for Zobs, and Aanalog
is a column vector of fitted least squares estimates of the
regression coefficients that are the linear proportions of
the contributions of each column of Zanalog to the constructed analog. The dimensions of the Zobs matrix are
pcoarse 3 1, where pcoarse is the number of considered grid
points contained in each coarse-resolution weather pattern; that is, Zobs is a column vector. The dimensions of
Zanalog are pcoarse, x 3 n where n is the number of patterns
in the most suitable predictors subset (i.e., 30), and the
dimension of Aanalog is n 3 1.
Assuming Zanalog has full rank (n) and using the definition of the pseudoinverse (Moore–Penrose inverse),
Aanalog is obtained from Eq. (A1) by
h
i
Aanalog 5 (Z9analog Zanalog ) 1 Z9analog Zobs ,

(A2)

where the 9 superscript denotes the transpose of the
matrix. The inversion of the matrix was performed using
singular value decomposition routine from Press et al.
(1992), in which small values of the decomposition were
set equal to zero to avoid near-singular matrices.

b. Step 2: Downscaling a weather pattern
To downscale the Zobs pattern, the coefficients Aanalog
from Eq. (A2) are applied to the high-resolution

weather patterns corresponding to the same days as the
coarse-resolution predictors Zanalog, according to
^ downscaled 5 Panalog Aanalog .
P

(A3)

From Eq. (A2),
^ downscaled 5 Panalog [(Z9analog Zanalog ) 1 Z9analog ]Zobs , (A4)
P
where is a constructed high-resolution analog (e.g., a P
pattern on the VIC 1=88 grid) and Panalog is the set of highresolution historical patterns corresponding to the same
^ downscaled
days as the Zanalog. The dimension of the P
vector is pVIC 3 1, and the dimension of the Panalog
matrix is pVIC 3 n, where pVIC is the number of grid
points in the high-resolution weather patterns. Note
that the matrix, Z9analog Zanalog , inverted with each application of the procedure is only of dimension n 3 n, and
therefore the numerical computational resources needed
to downscale the weather patterns are determined by the
number of the patterns included in the most suitable
subset and can be quite small.
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Executive Summary
This chapter assesses weather and climate variability and trends in the Southwest, using
observed climate and paleoclimate records. It analyzes the last 100 years of climate variability in comparison to the last 1,000 years, and links the important features of evolving
climate conditions to river flow variability in four of the region’s major drainage basins.
The chapter closes with an assessment of the monitoring and scientific research needed
to increase confidence in understanding when climate episodes, events, and phenomena
are attributable to human-caused climate change.
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• The decade 2001–2010 was the warmest and the fourth driest in the Southwest of
all decades from 1901 to 2010. (high confidence)
• Average annual temperature increased 1.6°F (+/- 0.5°F) over the Southwest
during 1901–2010, while annual precipitation experienced little change. (high
confidence)
• Fewer cold waves and more heat waves occurred over the Southwest during
2001–2010 compared to their average occurrences in the twentieth century. (high
confidence)
• The growing season for the Southwest increased about 7% (seventeen days) during 2001–2010 compared to the average season length for the twentieth century.
(high confidence)
• The frequency of extreme daily precipitation events over the Southwest during 2001–2010 showed little change compared to the twentieth-century average.
(medium-high confidence)
• The areal extent of drought over the Southwest during 2001–2010 was the second
largest observed for any decade from 1901 to 2010. (medium-high confidence)
• Streamflow totals in the four major drainage basins of the Southwest were 5% to
37% lower during 2001–2010 than their average flows in the twentieth century.
(medium-high confidence)
• Streamflow and snowmelt in many snowmelt-fed streams of the Southwest
trended towards earlier arrivals from 1950–1999, and climate science has attributed up to 60% of these trends to the influence of increasing greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere. (high confidence)
• Streamflow and snowmelt in many of those same streams continued these earlier arrivals during 2001–2010, likely in response to warm temperatures. (high
confidence)
• The period since 1950 has been warmer in the Southwest than any comparable
period in at least 600 years, based on paleoclimatic reconstructions of past temperatures. (medium-high confidence)
• The most severe and sustained droughts during 1901–2010 were exceeded in
severity and duration by several drought events in the preceding 2,000 years,
based on paleoclimatic reconstructions of past droughts. (high confidence)

5.1 Introduction
Wallace Stegner (1987) expressed a sentiment held by many familiar with the Southwest:
“If there is such a thing as being conditioned by climate and geography, and I think
there is, it is the West that has conditioned me.”
As the twenty-first century unfolds, two principal concerns make it important to take
stock of the region’s climate. One concern is that the annual demand for water in the
Southwest—especially from the Colorado River, which supplies water to each of the
region’s states—has risen to an amount that nearly matches the natural annual flow in
the Colorado River. With only a small margin between supply and demand—both of
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which are sensitive to climate variability and change—the importance of reservoirs in
the Colorado River Basin increases (Barnett and Pierce 2008, 2009; Rajagopalan et al.
2009). Droughts, whose periodic occurrences in the Southwest have tested the resilience
of the region’s indigenous populations (Liverman and Merideth 2002), have increasingly significant effects. In particular, excess (unconsumed) water supply capacity has
been diminishing, virtually vanishing, as was especially evident during the region’s
drought that began in 2000 (Fulp 2005). The second concern is the expectation, based on
a growing body of scientific evidence, that climate change in the Southwest will most
likely reduce water resources, including a decline in the annual flow of the Colorado
River (Milly, Dunne, and Vecchia 2005; Christensen and Lettenmaier 2007; McCabe and
Wolock 2008; see also the discussion of the effects of climate change on the water supplies of the Southwest in Chapter 10.)
This chapter reviews the nature of weather and climate variability in the Southwestern United States based on recorded observations and measurements that span the last
century. The chapter links how changing climate conditions affect the variability of river
flows specifically in four of the region’s major drainage basins: Sacramento-San Joaquin, Humboldt (in the Great Basin), Upper Colorado, and Rio Grande. To place current
climatic conditions in a longer-term context, the chapter looks at the indirect evidence
(paleoclimatic reconstruction, as from tree rings, pollen, sediment layers, and so on) of
climatic conditions over the last thousand years, showing the variations that occurred
before humans substantially increased emissions of greenhouse gases. The chapter concludes by appraising the data gaps and needs for monitoring the evolving climate and
hydrological conditions in the Southwest.

5.2 Climate of the First Decade of the Twenty-first Century
“Exceptionally warm” aptly describes temperatures in the Southwest during the first decade of the twenty-first century. Annual temperatures for 2001–2010 were warmer than
during any prior decade of the twentieth century, both for the Southwest as a whole
and for each state in the region (Table 5.1).i Annual averaged temperatures for 2001
–2010 were 1.4°F (0.8°C) warmer than the 1901–2000 average. The intensity of warming
is related to changes in temperatures at particular times of the day and in particular
seasons. For example, greater warming has occurred due to increases in daily minimum
temperatures than to increases in daily maximum temperatures, though the reasons for
this difference are not well-known and may be related to local effects and to adjustments
applied to station data (as discussed further below; see also Fall et al. 2011). The key features of a warming Southwest appear robustly across various data sets and methods of
analysis, as shown further in Appendix Table A5.1.
With respect to the seasons, when looking at average seasonal temperatures for the
period 2001–2010 versus those for the twentieth century, greater warming (i.e., larger
differences) occurred during the spring and summer than occurred during the other seasons, especially winter. Based on results of a rigorous detection and attribution study,
the recent rapid increase in late winter/early spring minimum temperatures are very unlikely due to natural variability alone, but are consistent with a regional sensitivity to
increased greenhouse gases and aerosols (Bonfils et al. 2008). During winter, maximum
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Table 5.1 Comparison of Southwest annual and seasonal surface temperatures
averaged for 2001–2010
Average Temperature
2001–2010 Decadal

1901–2000 6-State Avg.
Mean
F (oC)

Std.Dev.
o
F (oC)

DJF

35.1 (1.7)

0.7 (0.4)

MAM

50.0 (10.0)

JJA

Anom
F (oC)

Rank

AZ

CA

CO

NV

NM

UT

36 (2.2)

+0.9 (0.5)

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

0.9 (0.5)

51.8 (11)

+1.8 (1.0)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

70.0 (21.1)

0.9 (0.5)

72 (22.2)

+2.0 (1.1)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

SON

53.2 (11.8)

0.7 (0.4)

54.7 (12.6)

+1.4 (0.8)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Annual

52.2 (11.2)

0.7 (0.4)

53.6 (12)

+1.4 (0.8)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Season

o

Mean
F (oC)

o

o

Maximum Temperature
1901–2000 6-State Avg.
Mean
F (oC)

Std.Dev.
o
F (oC)

DJF

47.7 (8.7)

0.7 (0.4)

MAM

64.6 (18.1)

JJA

2001–2010 Decadal
Anom
F (oC)

Rank

AZ

CA

CO

NV

NM

UT

47.8 (8.8)

+0.2 (0.1)

5

4

3

8

6

3

4

0.9 (0.5)

66.2 (19)

+1.6 (0.9)

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

86.0 (30.0)

0.7 (0.4)

87.4 (30.8)

+1.4 (0.8)

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

SON

68.2 (20.1)

0.7 (0.4)

68.9 (20.5)

+0.7 (0.4)

3

2

3

5

3

2

4

Annual

66.6 (19.2)

0.7 (0.4)

67.6 (19.8)

+1.1 (0.6)

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

Season

o

Mean
F (oC)

o

o

MINIMUM Temperature
2001–2010 Decadal

1901–2000 6-State Avg.
Season

Mean
o
F (oC)

DJF

o

Std.Dev.
F (oC)

o

Mean
F (oC)

o

Anom
F (oC)

Rank

AZ

CA

CO

NV

NM

UT

22.5 (-5.3)

0.9 (0.5)

24.1 (-4.4)

+1.6 (0.9)

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

MAM

35.6 (2.0)

0.9 (0.5)

37.4 (3.0)

+1.8 (1.0)

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

JJA

54.1 (12.3)

0.9 (0.5)

56.5 (13.6)

+2.3 (1.3)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

SON

38.3 (3.5)

0.9 (0.5)

40.6 (4.8)

+2.3 (1.3)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Annual

37.6 (3.1)

0.9 (0.5)

39.7 (4.3)

+2.2 (1.2)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Note: Comparison of annual and seasonal surface temperatures for the six Southwestern states, averaged for
2001–2010 versus 1901–2000, and a ranking of the 2001–2010 decadal averages relative to the ten individual
decades of the twentieth century. Results shown for daily averaged, maximum, and minimum temperatures.
Source: PRISM monthly gridded analysis for 1901–2010 (PRISM Climate Group, Oregon State University,
http://prism.oregonstate.edu).
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temperature changes have been muted, being only 0.2°F (0.1°C) above the twentiethcentury average for the Southwest. These data further indicate that the winter maximum
temperatures for 2001–2010 averaged over Colorado were actually colder than during
the majority of decades in the twentieth century.
“Unusually dry” best describes Southwest moisture conditions during the first decade of the twenty-first century (Table 5.2). Annual precipitation, averaged across the
entire Southwest, ranked 2001–2010 the fourth driest of all decades since 1901, a condition that is found to be robust across various data sets (see Appendix Table A5.2). The
departure of -0.59 inches (-15 mm) represents a reduction of 4% of the twentieth-century
average annual total. Much of the deficit was accumulated in the early half of the decade
in association with one of the most severe droughts on (instrumental) record (Hoerling
and Kumar 2003; Pielke et al. 2005). It is likely that most of recent dryness over the Southwest is associated with a natural, decadal coolness in tropical Pacific sea-surface temperatures, and is mostly unrelated to influences of increased greenhouse gases and aerosols
(Hoerling, Eischeid, and Perlwitz 2010). The strongest percentage declines occurred during spring and summer, which were 11% and 8% below normal,ii respectively. The winter season, when the bulk of the region’s precipitation is delivered, actually experienced
a small increase relative to twentieth-century averages. Precipitation conditions during
2001–2010 varied considerably among the six Southwestern states, with Arizona experiencing its driest decade since 1901 and Utah experiencing one of its wetter decades.

Table 5.2 Comparison of Southwest annual and seasonal precipitation totals
averaged for 2001–2010
Precipitation
1901–2000 6-State Avg.

2001–2010 Decadal

Mean
inches
(mm)

Std.Dev.
inches
(mm)

Mean
inches
(mm)

Anom
inches
(mm)

Rank

AZ

CA

CO

NV

NM

UT

DJF

5.1 (129.3)

0.38 (9.6)

5.2 (133.3)

+0.16 (4.0)

5

7

5

2

4

2

3

MAM

3.8 (96.6)

0.32 (8.2)

3.4 (86.8)

-0.39 (9.8)

10

11

9

10

5

7

9

JJA

3.3 (83.4)

0.26 (6.7)

3.0 (77.1)

-0.25 (6.3)

9

10

9

7

10

6

9

SON

3.4 (85.3)

0.39 (9.9)

3.2 (82.3)

-0.12 (3.0)

6

11

7

3

5

7

3

15.5 (394.6)

0.8 (20.2)

15.0 (381.0)

-0.60 (15.1)

8

11

7

6

5

5

3

Season

Annual

Note: Comparison of annual and seasonal precipitation totals for the six Southwestern states, averaged for 2001–
2010 versus 1901–2000, and a ranking of the 2001–2010 decadal averages relative to the ten individual
decades of the twentieth century.
Source: PRISM monthly gridded analysis for 1901–2010 (PRISM Climate Group, Oregon State University,
http://prism.oregonstate.edu).
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5.3 Climate Trends for 1901–2010
The trend in surface temperature during 1901–2010 was upward over all of the stations
in the Southwest that have long-term climate records (Figure 5.1, upper panel). Average
annual temperature increased 1.6°F (0.9°C) over the Southwest during 1901–2010, with a
range of magnitudes from 1.4°F to 2.0°F (+0.8°C to +1.1°C) based on analyses conducted
with other data sets (see Appendix). The 95% confidence interval for the linear trend is
+/- 0.5°F (0.3°C).
The linear warming trend continued in the first decade of the twenty-first century,
the warmest over the region during the 110-year period of record (see Table 5.1). Increases have been more than 1.8°F (1°C) in many parts of the Southwest over the last 110
years, with isolated 3.6°F (2°C) increases occurring in southwestern portions of the region. Both daytime high temperatures (Figure 5.1, second panel) and nighttime low temperatures (Figure 5.1, third panel) have exhibited widespread warming trends. In this
data set, which has been homogenized, minimum temperatures are found to increase at
about the same rate as the maximum temperatures for the Southwest as a whole, though
there is considerable variability from one station to another. Note that the trends in unadjusted raw data show somewhat higher minimum temperatures (Figure A5.1).
In light of the warming over the Southwest in all seasons, it is not surprising that the
growing season duration has increased over the last century. Figure 5.2 shows the growing season departures for each year during 1901–2010, based on a 32°F (0°C) threshold,
for some sixty Southwest stations that form part of the National Weather Service Cooperative Observing Network (COOP) (see Kunkel et al. 2004). The average growing season over the Southwest during 2001–2010 was seventeen days longer (about 7% longer)
than the twentieth-century average and one month longer than that of the first decade of
the twentieth century.iii
The trend in annual precipitation during 1901–2010 (expressed as percent of annual
precipitation climatology) is shown for individual stations in Figure 5.1 (bottom panel).
Plotted atop the regional map of precipitation trend are outlines of four major drainage basins in the Southwest (clockwise from upper left: Sacramento-San Joaquin, Great
Basin, Upper Colorado, and the Rio Grande). A summary of the climate conditions and
river runoff characteristics for these hydrologic regions will be subsequently provided.
Although the decade 2001–2010 has been relatively dry for the Southwest as a whole
(Table 5.1), the trend in annual precipitation computed for the entire 1901–2010 period
reveals little change over the 110-year period (Figure 5.1, bottom panel). Some significant local trends (filled colored circles) can be discerned, however, including wet trends
at select stations in the Great Basin. It should be noted that the bulk of the region’s precipitation falls at high elevations, areas not well observed. Although water supplies for
the region’s major drainage basins are especially dependent on the precipitation falling
in these remote areas, the long-term trends in such resources are not well known.

5.4 Extreme Weather Variability During 1901–2010
Further indicators of a warming Southwest climate are provided by indices for occurrences of cold waves and heat waves, shown in Figure 5.3. Cold waves (defined as
four-day periods colder than the threshold of a one-in-five-year frequency) have been
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Figure 5.1 Trends in temperature and precipitation, 1901–2010. Shown in the first three (upper)
panels are the pattern and intensity of 110-year trends in the Southwest in annually averaged daily
temperature (TAVG), and daily maximum temperature (TMAX) and daily minimum temperature (TMIN),
respectively, as estimated from station data for which there are at least 90 years of available data during
the period. The magnitude of trends is indicated by a station circle’s size, with warming (cooling) trends
denoted by red (blue) shades. Bottom panel shows trend in annual averaged precipitation for 19012010, showing data for individual stations plotted with outlines of four major basins in the Southwest
(Sacramento-San Joaquin, Great Basin, Upper Colorado, and Rio Grande). Units are the total change
expressed as percent of annual climatology, and positive (negative) trends are shown in green (orange).
Larger circle sizes denote greater magnitude trends. Filled stations denote statistically significant trends
at 95% confidence based on a parametric t-statistic. Stations with temperature (precipitation) changes
less than 0.5°C (5%) are denoted with a + symbol. The figure uses so-called “homogenized” data, in
which adjustments to remove artificial temperature changes at a station are made by using the method
of pairwise difference comparisons between monthly temperatures from a network of reporting
stations. The trends calculated from the raw data that preserve various inhomogeneities in the original
time series are provided in Appendix Figure A5.1. Results from both the raw and the homogenized data
show substantial warming. Source: Menne and Williams (2009).
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Figure 5.2 Growing season anomalies for 1900 to 2010. Departure from the normal number
of days in the growing season are shown as number of days per year. Length of the growing season
is defined as the period between the last freeze in spring and the first freeze in the subsequent fall.
Source: NOAA National Climatic Data Center for the Cooperative Observer Network (http://www.ncdc.
noaa.gov/land-based-station-data/cooperative-observer-network-coop).

especially rare since about 1990, while the frequency of heat waves (defined similarly to
cold waves) increased.iv Heat-wave frequency during 2001–2010, however, is not appreciably different from that occurring during the 1930s. Both periods were characterized
by drought, and the feedback from dry soils and clear skies likely enhanced the severity
of summertime heat during both decades. The increase in heat waves in tandem with
a decrease in cold waves is consistent with other research findings that showed an increase in record high maximum temperatures relative to record low minimum temperatures over the entire United States since 1950 (Meehl et al. 2009).
COOP station data have also been used to derive an extreme precipitation index
(Kunkel et al. 2003); Figure 5.4 shows an index time series of five-day rainfall extremes
(events wetter than a threshold for a one-in-five year-frequency). There is no discernible
trend in this statistic of heavy precipitation events, with the time series characterized
by appreciable decadal variability. Nor is there evidence for trends in precipitation extremes using other indices such as for extreme daily precipitation totals (not shown).
Bonnin, Maitaria, and Yekta (2011) diagnosed trends in rainfall exceedences (exceeding
precipitation thresholds over multiple timescales as defined in the NOAA Atlas 14) for
the semiarid Southwest encompassing much of our six-state region but excluding Colorado and central and Northern California. For their 1908−2007 period of analysis, they
found negative trends in rainfall exceedences for the semi-arid Southwest for all multiday durations, though only the one-day duration negative trends were statistically
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Figure 5.3 Occurrence of
cold waves and heat waves,
1901–2010. Cold waves (top) are
defined as four-day periods that are
colder than the threshold of a onein-five-year occurrence; heat waves
(bottom) are four-day periods
warmer than the same threshold.
The thresholds are computed
for the entire 1901–2010 period.
Source: NOAA National Climatic
Data Center for the Cooperative
Observer Network (http://www.
ncdc.noaa.gov/land-based-stationdata/cooperative-observer-networkcoop).

significant. This means that in recent years there were fewer events exceeding high precipitation thresholds for multi-day episodes than during earlier in the period of analysis.
The Southwest is thus unlike some other areas of the United States, such as the Great
Lakes and Ohio Valley regions, where significant upward trends in very heavy daily
precipitation (during 1908–2000) have been noted (Groisman et al. 2004).

5.5 Summertime Drought During 1901–2010
To quantify variability in drought across the region, the Palmer Drought Severity Index
(PDSI) was used, based on data from the NOAA National Climate Data Center (NCDC).
The PDSI is a widely used indicator of dryness, representing the balance of water inputs
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Figure 5.4 Occurrence of extreme precipitation events, 1900–2010. 
Extreme precipitation
events are defined as five-day totals that are wetter than the threshold of a one-in-five-year occurrence.
Source: NOAA National Climatic Data Center for the Cooperative Observer Network (http://www.ncdc.
noaa.gov/land-based-station-data/cooperative-observer-network-coop).

to the soil (based on observed monthly precipitation) and water losses from the soil
(based on observed monthly temperature). This soil-moisture balance calculation incorporates the water-holding ability of soil, and thus PDSI for a given month or season
actually reflects the previous nine to twelve months of weather conditions (Palmer 1965;
Alley 1984). Thus, while summer PDSI captures moisture anomalies that peak during
three months of summer, it also incorporates conditions from the previous fall, winter, and spring. For this assessment, the divisional monthly data were averaged by area
across the six Southwest states, then summer (June, July, August) PDSI was averaged to
represent drought conditions during the height of the growing season.
Figure 5.5 shows variations in the areal extent of droughtv in the Southwest from
1901 to 2010. Over that period, there is a trend towards increasing drought extent, in
large part due to widespread drought during the 2001–2010 decade, which had the
second-largest area affected by drought (after 1951–1960) and the most severe average
drought conditions (average summer PDSI = -1.3) of any decade. The severity of drought
in 2001–2010 reflects both the decade’s low precipitation and high temperatures, since
both affect the surface water balance that enter into the calculation of PDSI (see Table
5.2). An analysis of PDSI trends over the globe by Dai (2011) indicates that the warmer
temperatures across the Southwest in recent decades are at least partly responsible for
the increasing drought coverage. Widespread and severe drought also occurred in the
Southwest from 1950 to 1956, whereas the Dust Bowl conditions of the 1930s (though
having a severe impact on the eastern portions of the region and the rest of the Great
Plains) did not extend significantly into the Southwest except in 1934.
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Figure 5.5 Areal coverage of drought in the Southwest United States, 1900–2010. Data is
for drought during summer (June through August). Graph based on the Palmer Drought Severity Index
(PDSI) and monthly data from the NOAA National Climatic Data Center for 1901–2010.

PDSI is a useful indicator of local-to-regional meteorological drought (low precipitation) and agricultural drought (low soil moisture). It is less useful for indicating hydrologic drought (low water supply), especially if the PDSI measurements do not adequately
capture the specific locations where the water supply for a given area originates—often
in mountain headwaters remote from the point of use. Also, while PDSI can be closely
correlated with annual streamflow in basins where runoff is mainly from the melting
of the winter snowpack, this is not the case in basins where streamflow mainly derives
from infrequent large rainfall events or from groundwater discharge. The most consistently useful indicator of hydrologic drought across the Southwest is streamflow itself,
which is the subject of the next section.

5.6 Hydroclimatic Variability During 1901–2010
The water resources of the Southwest, and especially its rivers, reflect variations of precipitation, evaporation, and transpiration (the uptake of water by plants) over the region, with evaporation and transpiration strongly modulated by temperature. They also
reflect human interventions into the hydrologic system—dams, diversions, and water
uses such as irrigation. The climatic conditions of the 2001–2010 period described previously thus resulted in significant deviations of the flows of rivers in the region from
twentieth-century norms. Here we will focus on naturalized or near-natural flows in
four major hydrologic basins—the Sacramento-San Joaquin system, central Great Basin (represented by the Humboldt River at Palisade), Upper Colorado River, and Rio
Grande (see Figure 5.1, bottom panel)—to represent recent hydrologic variations. Naturalized flows are best estimates of the total streamflow that would have reached the
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outlet of the river system in the absence of human actions and are based on historic
measured flows, corrected for human influences including diversions and other uses.
As noted earlier, the 2001–2010 period was unusually warm in the Southwest, with
many areas also drier than normal (Table 5.2). The four river systems analyzed here all
responded to those climatic conditions with lower-than-normal measured flows (and,
where available, lower-than-normal naturalized flows) (Table 5.3). Naturalized flows in
the Sacramento-San Joaquin Rivers system reflected drier than normal conditions, with
a 2001–2010 average daily flow of 6.8 million acre-feet/year compared to the 1931–2000
average flow of 10.8 million acre-feet/year. This 37% overall deficit ranked 2001–2010 as
the lowest-flow decade since 1931 in the Sacramento-San Joaquin system. Flows in the
Humboldt River at Palisade during 2001–2010 averaged 134,000 acre-feet/year during
the 2001–2010 period, or 5% below the 141,000 acre-feet/year average of the 1921–2000
period, ranking that decade as the sixth driest in nine decades of record. Warm temperatures and dry conditions reduced average naturalized flows in the Colorado River
(measured at Lees Ferry) to 12.6 million acre-feet/year, compared to the 1901–2000 average of 15.0 million acre-feet/year (Cayan et al. 2010). This 16% decadal deficit (Table
5.3) made 2001–2010 the second-lowest-flow decade at Lees Ferry (among eleven) since
1901. Observed flows for 2001–2010 in the Rio Grande at El Paso (where the river leaves
the Southwest region) were about 23% lower than the period from 1941 to 2000, even
though overall precipitation in the basin was 3% above normal.
Overall, then, the 2001–2010 climatic conditions contributed to unusually low annual
flows in major drainage systems across the Southwest (Table 5.3). The low flows resulted
from less precipitation, warm temperatures, and, to some extent, water-management
impacts that have not been completely accounted for in the naturalized records. The
influences of these various factors are known to differ from basin to basin. The extent to
which the warmth and dryness of the decade might be attributable to greenhouse-gasfueled climate change is not currently known, as no formal detection-and-attribution
study has been conducted for temperature, precipitation, or runoff of this most recent
decade, nor for individual basins. Generally, though, these lower flows for the decade
are beyond what would be expected from the reduced precipitation; they could be
symptomatic of the Southwest hydroclimates that are projected for the latter decades
of this century under scenarios of continued warming (Cayan et al. 2010). Annual peak
streamflow rates declined from 1901 to 2008 in the interior Southwest, the only region in
the continental U.S. that has experienced a regional-scale significant decline (Hirsch and
Rhyberg 2011).
Various other hydrologic changes in the Southwest symptomatic of a warmer climate occurred between 1950 and 1999 (Barnett et al. 2008). These include declines in the
late-winter snowpack in the northern Sierra Nevada (Roos 1991), trends toward earlier
snowmelt runoff in California and across the West (Dettinger and Cayan 1995; Stewart,
Cayan, and Dettinger 2005), earlier spring onset in the western United States as indicated by changes in the timing of plant blooms and spring snowmelt-runoff pulses (Cayan
et al. 2001), declines in mountain snowpack over Western North America (Mote et al.
2005), general shifts in western hydroclimatic seasons (Regonda et al. 2005), and trends
toward more precipitation falling as rain instead of snow over the West (Knowles, Dettinger, and Cayan 2006).
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Table 5.3 Differences between 2001–2010 and twentieth-century averages of
basin-mean precipitation, average temperature, and streamflow for
four major hydrologic basins in the Southwest

River Basin

Periods Compared

Precipitation
Difference

Temperature
Difference

Streamflow
Difference

Colorado River at Lees Ferry
(naturalized)

2001–2010 vs 1901–2000

-4%

+0.7°C

-16%

Sacramento-San Joaquin Rivers
(naturalized)

2001–2010 vs 1931–2000

-7%

+0.7°C

-37%

Humboldt River at Palisade, NV

2001–2010 vs 1921–2000

-3%

+0.7°C

-5%

Rio Grande at El Paso

2001–2010 vs 1941–2000

+3%

+0.6°C

-23%

Note: Different baselines reflect different periods of streamflow record.
Source: PRISM monthly gridded analysis for 1901–2010 (PRISM Climate Group, Oregon State University,
http://prism.oregonstate.edu).

These various indicators have recently been studied in an integrated program of hydroclimatic trends assessment for the period 1950–1999. The research findings for a region of the Western United Statesvi demonstrated that during this period human-induced
greenhouse gases began to impact: (a) wintertime minimum temperatures (Bonfils et al.
2008); (b) April 1 snowpack water content as a fraction of total precipitation (Pierce et al.
2008); (c) snow-fed streamflow timing (Hidalgo et al. 2009), and (d) a combination of (a),
(b), and (c) (Barnett et al. 2008). These evaluations also indicated, with high levels of statistical confidence, that as much as 60% of the climate-related trends in these indicators
were human-induced and that the changes—all of which reflect temperature influences
more than precipitation effects—first rose to levels that allowed confident detection in
the mid-1980s.
Analyses of differences between the average ratios of rain-to-snow in precipitation,
snowpack water contents, and snowmelt-fed streamflow-timing indicators in the 2001–
2010 period and available twentieth-century baselines indicate that the anomalous conditions in these indicators seen at the end of the twentieth century (Barnett et al. 2008)
have persisted through the first decade of the present century. Differences between the
averages of the central date of water-year hydrographs in snowmelt-fed rivers (i.e., the
date when half of the annual streamflow has occurred) in the 2001–2010 period compared to twentieth-century baselines at 130 stream gauges across the Western states are
shown in Figure 5.6, which corroborates recent findings of Fritze, Stewart, and Pebesma
(2011). The pattern that has emerged (see Figure 5.6) is that snow-fed streamflows arrived five to twenty days earlier in the recent decade compared to twentieth-century
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averages across broad areas of the West. These most recent changes in snowmelt timing
cannot yet be formally attributed to climate change because the necessary formal detection-and-attribution studies have not been extended to the most recent decade.

Figure 5.6 Changing streamflow
timing 2001–2010 compared to
1950–2000. Differences between
2001–2010 and 1950–2000 average
date when half of the annual
streamflow has been discharged
(center of mass) for snowmeltdominated streams (Stewart, Cayan
and Dettinger 2005).

Indeed, we must consider how temperature and precipitation have naturally varied over the region, since an important change in an apparently natural climate pattern
bracketed the 2001–2010 period. There was a decisive switch from the negative to the
positive PDO phase (more El Niño-like conditions) in the mid-1970s that may have favored subsequent wet and warm conditions in parts of the Southwest in the 1980s and
1990s (Gershunov and Barnett 1998). Yet, there was a transition back to negative PDO
(more La Niña-like) conditions just prior to the turn of the century, which in turn might
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have favored a drier and cooler Southwest in 2001–2010 (Ropelewski and Halpert 1986;
Yarnal and Diaz 1986; Redmond and Koch 1991; Kahya and Dracup 1993). These interannual and decadal variations in oceanic conditions to which Southwest precipitation,
snowpack, and hydrology are quite sensitive are mainly the result of the natural variability in the climate system (see also Hoerling, Eischeid, and Perlwitz 2010). These natural variations could readily explain the dryness of the past decade, but its exceptional
warmth would seem, for now, to run counter to the temperature changes that might be
expected from the natural variations alone.
Thus far, the temperature-driven changes in snowpack volumes and streamflow
timing in the Southwest have not risen to levels that have disrupted water supplies;
however, continuation of such trends—to be expected if recent warming in the region
continues or accelerates—would eventually challenge water-resource systems that have
historically relied on the (now) delicate pairing of manmade structures for storage of
runoff with seasonal storage of water in natural snowpacks to meet warm-season water
demands (Rajagopalan et al. 2009).

5.7 Paleoclimate of the Southwest United States
Since the relatively brief instrumental climate records in the Southwest (covering about
100 years) are unlikely to capture the full range of natural hydroclimatic variability, environmental proxies are used to reconstruct the pre-instrumental climate, or paleoclimate.
The most broadly useful proxies for reconstructing the past one-to-two millennia of climate in the Southwest are tree rings, which can record either temperature or moisture
variability, depending on the species, elevation, and location. Many other proxies—ice
cores, glacier size and movement, sand dunes, lake sediments, cave speleothems (e.g.,
stalactites)—provide information that complements the tree-ring data. We assess here
the evidence of past Southwest hydroclimate from these paleorecords.
Paleotemperature
There are far fewer high-resolution paleotemperature records for the past 1,000 to 2,000
years for the Southwest than paleodrought records (described below). But there are sufficient data, mainly from tree rings, to broadly describe the long-term variability in regional temperature, and place the observed temperatures in the Southwest since 1900
into a much longer context (Figure 5.7).
All paleotemperature records for the region indicate that the modern period (since
about 1950) has been warmer than at any time in the past 600 years. Most of these records agree that the modern period was also warmer than the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA, a period of warm climate in the Northern Hemisphere from ca. AD 900–1350)
or any other period in the past 2,000 years (Salzer and Kipfmueller 2005; Ababneh 2008;
Salzer et al. 2009). Results of global climate model (GCM) experiments using estimates of
past solar variability and volcanic activity also suggest that recent warmth in the Southwest exceeds MCA conditions (Stevens, González-Rouco, and Beltrami 2008; Woodhouse et al. 2010). However, other studies point to warmer conditions in the Southwest
during some (Graumlich 1993) or all (Millar et al. 2006) of the MCA compared to the
past fifty years.
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Figure 5.7 Proxy and modeled data for the past 2000 years. (A) Solar variability (solar irradiance)
shown in watts per square meter (Bard et al. 2000), (B) Multi-proxy reconstructions of Northern
Hemisphere temperatures, two estimates (Mann et al. 2008), (C) ECHO-G GCM simulations of
temperatures for the U.S. Southwest-Intermountain region (Stevens, Gonzalez-Ruico and Beltrani
2008), (D) Temperature reconstruction for the Colorado Plateau from tree rings (Salzer and Kipfmueller
2005). The lighter shading indicates the period of the Medieval Climate Anomaly and the darker shading
indicates the mid-12th century megadrought in the Colorado River Basin. Adapted from Woodhouse et
al. (2010).

Regardless of how warm the MCA was, it is clear that the reconstructed warmest
periods during the MCA were associated with widespread severe drought in the Southwest (MacDonald et al. 2008; Woodhouse et al. 2010; Woodhouse, Pederson, and Gray
2011), as indicated by the paleodrought records described below. More generally, the
paleorecord indicates that warmer periods of the past 2,000 years have often been associated with increased aridity (Woodhouse, Pederson, and Gray 2011).
Paleodrought
The Southwest contains one of the greatest concentrations in the world of yearly paleodrought records, in the form of hundreds of highly moisture-sensitive tree-ring records.
These site-level tree-ring data have been calibrated with observed records at regional to
sub-regional scales to reconstruct summer and winter PDSI (see Figure 5.8; Woodhouse
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and Brown 2001; Cook et al. 2004; Cook et al. 2009; MacDonald 2007; MacDonald and
Tingstad 2007), seasonal and annual precipitation (Grissino-Mayer 1996; Ni et al. 2002;
Touchan et al. 2010), April 1 snow-water equivalent (Woodhouse 2003; Tingstad and
MacDonald 2010; Pederson et al. 2011), as well as annual streamflow in many basins
(see below). All of these reconstructions extend back at least 350 years, and some up to
2,200 years. The annual paleodrought information from tree rings is complemented by
coarser-resolution information derived from oxygen isotopes in lake sediments (Benson
1999; Anderson 2011), renewed movement of sand-dune fields (Muhs et al. 1997), low
stands of lakes (Stine 1994), and speleothems (Asmerom et al. 2007).

Figure 5.8 History of drought in the West. P
 ercent area affected by drought (PDSI <–1) across
the western United States, as reconstructed from tree-ring data. Modified from Cook et al. (2004),
reprinted with permission from the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Collectively, these paleodrought records for the Southwest provide unequivocal evidence that the most severe multi-year droughts observed during the past 110 years in the
Southwest, such as in the 1950s and the early 2000s, were exceeded in severity and duration multiple times by droughts during the preceding 2,000 years. The most severe and
sustained paleodroughts (sometimes called “megadroughts”) occurred during the MCA
from AD 900–1350, were associated with high temperatures in the Southwest, and were
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likely caused by persistently cool La Niña-like conditions in the tropical Pacific Ocean
(MacDonald 2007; MacDonald et al. 2008; Seager et al. 2008). Severe paleodroughts also
occurred during other times, most prominently the late 1500s megadrought (Stahle et al.
2000) and the early second-century drought (Routson, Woodhouse, and Overpeck 2011).
The Southwest paleorecords also clearly indicate that overall the twentieth century experienced less drought than most of the preceding four to twenty centuries (Barnett and
Pierce 2009). The reconstructed Drought Area Index (DAI) for the Western United States
since AD 800 (Cook et al 2004; Figure 5.8) nicely illustrates the conclusions drawn from
the broader set of paleodrought records.vi
Paleostreamflow
Information recorded in the growth rings of moisture-sensitive trees has been used to
reconstruct annual streamflows in three of the four major Southwest river basins described in section 5.6: the Sacramento-San Joaquin (since AD 901; Meko 2001; Meko and
Woodhouse 2005; MacDonald, Kremenetski, and Hidalgo 2008), the Colorado (since AD
762; Meko et al. 2007; MacDonald, Kremenetski, and Hidalgo 2008), and the Rio Grande
(since AD 1450; Meko 2008). As with the other records of paleodrought, all of these
streamflow reconstructions indicate periods of hydrologic drought prior to 1900 that
were more severe and sustained than any since 1900. During the regional droughts in
the mid-1100s and in the late 1500s, the Sacramento-San Joaquin basin experienced sustained drought simultaneously with the Colorado and Rio Grande basins. This simultaneity apparently did not occur again until the regional drought that began in 1999–2000.

5.8 Future Monitoring and Science Needs
This chapter offered an account of how weather, climate, and hydrology varied over
the Southwestern United States during the last century and in the paleoclimate record.
The chapter focused on conditions during the first decade of the new millennium and
compared those to conditions of the twentieth century. Emphasis was also given to climate-hydrology links in recognition that growing human populations in the Southwest
are placing greater demands on water resources, demands that may create new vulnerabilities in the face of a varying climate. This hydroclimate assessment is also cognizant
of concerns regarding human-induced climate change. Human-induced climate change
for some variables (especially temperature) has already been detected on global to continental scales, and a human-induced change appears to now be emerging in the Southwest for some hydrology-sensitive variables (such as late wintertime elevated minimum
temperatures, which accelerate runoff timing). Human-induced climate change since
1950 has also been detected at a regional scale over the greater western United States.
These include detectable effects on hydrology as a consequence of warmer temperatures, reduced spring snowpack, and earlier runoff for a region that includes the Colorado Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada, but also the Cascades, Blue Mountains of
Oregon, and the northern Rockies of Idaho and Montana. However, a scientific study,
using advanced methods of detection and attribution, focused directly on the particular
six-state Southwest region of this report, and including data updated through 2010, has
not yet been conducted.
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This assessment offers a reliable broad-scale view of meteorological and hydrological
conditions over the Southwest as a whole, but the reader should be aware that confidence is considerably lower with respect to how local conditions have varied. This is a
consequence of sparse observational networks (in time and space), poor monitoring of
some key physical processes that connect climate and hydrology (such as high-elevation
conditions, soil-moisture conditions, and groundwater variation), and a limited understanding of how weather, climate, and hydrology link at such scales.
If increasing confidence in quantifying how local conditions have varied is desirable,
then there is a need for enhanced and especially more abundant observations to better
monitor these processes at scales that are informative with respect to terrain. Enhanced
monitoring is needed throughout the Southwest, particularly with respect to the water
cycle. Augmented capabilities would address the occurrence of heavy precipitation during winter storms and summer convection (thunderstorms), precipitation falling as rain
versus snow, rain-on-snow events, snowpack formation and melt off, and basin-scale
runoff efficiency (the ratio of precipitation that infiltrates as groundwater as compared
to runoff).
In addition to such enhanced data collection efforts, ongoing scientific assessments
are needed that connect these data through physically based attribution studies. These
would require improved climate and hydrological modeling at scales consistent with
resolving the effects of terrain on weather and climate patterns throughout the Southwest. They would also require improved representation of physical processes such as
atmospheric convection, evapotranspiration, snowpack formation, and runoff production. Efforts to improve monitoring must be complemented by improvements in our
ability to detect and attribute changes in climate conditions and hydrology throughout
the Southwest for years to decades. Attention to variations and changes in the region’s
water cycle, informed by these more precise and extensive science, modeling, and monitoring efforts, will allow us to create better early warning systems for the region and to
also identify effective adaptation and mitigation strategies to address climate-change
impacts (e.g. Ralph et al. 2011).
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Appendix

Table A5.1 Comparison of annual surface temperatures in the Southwest
NCDC Average Temperature
1901–2000 6-State Avg.
Season

2001–2010 Decadal

Mean F ( C)

Std.Dev. F ( C)

Mean F (oC)

Anom oF (oC)

Rank

DJF

36.0 (2.2)

0.7 (0.4)

36.7 (2.6)

+0.7 (0.4)

2

MAM

51.3 (10.7)

0.9 (0.5)

52.9 (11.6)

+1.6 (0.9)

1

JJA

70.9 (21.6)

0.7 (0.4)

72.9 (22.7)

+2.0 (1.1)

1

SON

54.1 (12.3)

0.5 (0.3)

55.4 (13.0)

+1.3 (0.7)

1

Annual

53.0 (11.7)

0.7 (0.4)

54.5 (12.5)

+1.4 (0.8)

1

o

o

o

o

o

Station-adjusted Average Temperature
1901–2000 6-State Avg.

2001–2010 Decadal

Mean oF (oC)

Std.Dev. oF (oC)

Mean oF (oC)

Anom oF (oC)

Rank

DJF

36.7 (2.6)

0.7 (0.4)

37.2 (2.9)

+0.5 (0.3)

2

MAM

52.2 (11.2)

0.9 (0.5)

53.6 (12)

+1.4 (0.8)

1

JJA

71.2 (21.8)

0.7 (0.4)

72.7 (22.6)

+1.4 (0.8)

1

SON

55.0 (12.8)

0.5 (0.3)

55.9 (13.3)

+0.9 (0.5)

1

Annual

53.8 (12.1)

0.5 (0.3)

54.9 (12.7)

+1.1 (0.6)

2

Season

Station-unadjusted Average Temperature
1901–2000 6-State Avg.

2001–2010 Decadal

Mean oF (oC)

Std.Dev. oF (oC)

Mean oF (oC)

Anom oF (oC)

Rank

DJF

37.2 (2.9)

0.5 (0.3)

37.4 (3)

+0.2 (0.1)

4

MAM

52.9 (11.6)

0.7 (0.4)

54.0 (12.2)

+1.1 (0.6)

1

JJA

71.8 (22.1)

0.7 (0.4)

73.0 (22.8)

+1.3 (0.7)

1

SON

55.6 (13.1)

0.4 (0.2)

56.3 (13.5)

+0.7 (0.4)

1

Annual

54.3 (12.4)

0.5 (0.3)

55.2 (12.9)

+0.9 (0.5)

2

Season

Note: Temperatures are averaged for the decade 2001–2010 versus 1901–2000; there is also a ranking of the 2001–
2010 decadal averages relative to the ten individual decades of the twentieth century. The Southwest is
comprised of Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah.
Sources: National Climatic Data Center, climate division, station-based adjusted, and station-based unadjusted
data (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html).
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Table A5.2 Comparison of annual precipitation in the Southwest
PRISM Precipitation
1901–2000 6-State Avg.
Season

2001–2010 Decadal

Mean inches (mm)

Std.Dev.inches (mm)

Mean inches (mm)

Anom inches (mm)

Rank

DJF

5.1 (129)

0.4 (10)

5.2 (133)

+0.2 (4)

5

MAM

3.8 (97)

0.3 (8)

3.4 (87)

-0.4 (10)

10

JJA

3.3 (83)

0.3 (7)

3.0 (77)

-0.2 (6)

9

SON

3.3 (85)

0.4 (10)

3.2 (82)

-0.1 (3)

6

15.6 (395)

0.8 (20)

15.0 (380)

-0.6 (15)

8

Annual

NCDC CLIMATE DIVISION PRECIPITATION
1901–2000 6-State Avg.
Season

2001–2010 Decadal

Mean inches (mm)

Std.Dev.inches (mm)

Mean inches (mm)

Anom inches (mm)

Rank

DJF

4.7 (120)

0.4 (11)

4.8 (122)

+0.04 (1)

5

MAM

3.5 (90)

0.3(8)

3.0 (77)

-0.5 (13)

10

JJA

3.3 (85)

0.3 (7)

3.0 (77)

-0.3 (8)

9

SON

3.2 (82)

0.4 (10)

3.0 (76)

-0.2 (6)

9

14.8 (377)

0.8 (21)

14.1 (359)

-0.7 (18)

10

Annual

NCDC STATION PRECIPITATION
1901–2000 6-State Avg.
Season

2001–2010 Decadal

Mean inches (mm)

Std.Dev.inches (mm)

Mean inches (mm)

Anom inches (mm)

Rank

DJF

6.0 (153)

0.5 (13)

6.1 (154)

+0.04 (1)

6

MAM

4.1 (104)

0.4 (9)

3.6 (91)

-0.6 (14)

10

JJA

3.3 (85)

0.4 (9)

3.0 (76)

-0.4 (9)

8

SON

3.5 (90)

0.5 (12)

3.3 (84)

-0.2 (6)

8

16.9 (429)

0.8 (20)

16.4 (417)

-0.5 (13)

7

Annual

Note: Precipitation is averaged for the decade 2001–2010 versus 1901–2000 along with a ranking of the 2001–2010
decadal averages relative to the ten individual decades of the twentieth century.
Sources: PRISM (PRISM Climate Group, Oregon State University, http://prism.oregonstate.edu); National Climatic
Data Center (NCDC), climate division, and station-based data (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html).
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Figure A5.1 The 1901–2010 trends in annual averaged daily temperature (TAVG, top), daily maximum temperature (TMAX,
second panel), and daily minimum temperature (TMIN, third panel). Units are the change in °C/110yrs, and stronger positive
(negative) trends shown in red (blue). Bottom panel is the 1901–2010 trend in annual averaged precipitation. Units are
the total change expressed as percent of annual climatology, and positive (negative) trends are shown in green (orange).
Larger circle sizes denote greater magnitude trends. Trends are computed at station locations using the GHCN (Version
3) raw monthly (unadjusted) data. Results are shown only for locations having at least 90 years of available data. Filled
stations denote statistically significant trends at 95% confidence based on a parametric t-statistic. Stations with temperature
(precipitation) changes less than 0.5°C (5%) are denoted with a + symbol. The fraction of stations with significant trends is
61%, 40%, and 63% for TAVG, TMAX, and TMIN respectively. The fraction of stations with significant trends in precipitation
is 16%. Source: Menne and Williams (2009).
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Endnotes
i

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 present temperature and precipitation conditions for the first decade of the
twenty-first century, respectively, and compare those conditions against 100-year averages of the
previous century. Shown also are the rankings of the recent decadal conditions relative to the ten
decades of the twentieth century, both for the Southwest as a whole and for the six individual
states comprising the region. The tables assess average temperature, maximum temperature,
minimum temperature, and precipitation. The data are based on the monthly PRISM analysis
(Daly 2006) which incorporates physiographic features (e.g., complex topography and coastal
zones) in the process of generating climate grids from available in situ data, the consequence of
which is to substantially improve analyses in the Western United States relative to other climate
analyses (Daly et al. 2008).

ii

Data used in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are based on 2.5 mile (4km) resolution PRISM analyses (data available at: http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/products/matrix.phtml?view=data). For purposes of
long period trend estimates, we present diagnoses conducted at station locations, rather than
from gridded data, and examine those sites that possess historical observations spanning most of
the 1901–2010 period.

iii

The trends were calculated at station locations based on Global Historical Climate Network
(GHCN) Version 3 (Menne and Williams 2009; data available at http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/
ghcnm/v3.php).

iv

Another measure of heat and cold waves is discussed in Chapter 7, Sections 7.2 and 7.3.

v

Drought is defined here as having at least a -1 (or lower) PDSI intensity.

vi

These included the Southwest as well as drainage basins in the Cascades, Blue Mountains of
Oregon, and the northern Rockies of Idaho and Montana.

vii

Analysis of a subset of the Cook et al. dataset, covering only the Southwest region, shows DAI
variability across the Southwest over the last 1,200 years to be very similar to that across the
larger area depicted in Figure 5.7.
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ABSTRACT
Observations show snowpack has declined across much of the western United States over the period
1950–99. This reduction has important social and economic implications, as water retained in the snowpack
from winter storms forms an important part of the hydrological cycle and water supply in the region. A
formal model-based detection and attribution (D–A) study of these reductions is performed. The detection
variable is the ratio of 1 April snow water equivalent (SWE) to water-year-to-date precipitation (P), chosen
to reduce the effect of P variability on the results. Estimates of natural internal climate variability are
obtained from 1600 years of two control simulations performed with fully coupled ocean–atmosphere
climate models. Estimates of the SWE/P response to anthropogenic greenhouse gases, ozone, and some
aerosols are taken from multiple-member ensembles of perturbation experiments run with two models. The
D–A shows the observations and anthropogenically forced models have greater SWE/P reductions than can
be explained by natural internal climate variability alone. Model-estimated effects of changes in solar and
volcanic forcing likewise do not explain the SWE/P reductions. The mean model estimate is that about half
of the SWE/P reductions observed in the west from 1950 to 1999 are the result of climate changes forced
by anthropogenic greenhouse gases, ozone, and aerosols.

1. Introduction
The western United States is an arid region with a
large and growing population. Water is a precious resource, and changes in the hydrological cycle have important societal and economic effects. Retention of
winter precipitation in the form of snowpack is an integral part of the hydrological cycle in the region. Precipitation from winter storms can be retained in snowpack and released gradually, often months later, in the
drier parts of the year. The majority of streamflow in
the western United States originates from melting
snowpack (Palmer 1988), and in much of the west more
water is stored in snowpack than in man-made reser-
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CA 92093-0224.
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voirs (Mote et al. 2005). Future changes in snowpack
are therefore a subject of considerable economic and
societal importance.
Many studies have documented a reduction in snow
over the western United States. Groisman et al. (1994)
examined snow cover extent from satellite data over
the period 1972–92 and found a statistically significant
reduction over North America in the spring and summer. Groisman et al. (2004) used National Weather
Service Cooperative network (co-op) station data to
show March snow cover extent in the west has diminished over the period 1950–2003. Mote (2003), using
data from snow courses, showed 1 April snow water
equivalent (SWE) in the Pacific Northwest decreased
strongly from 1950 to 2000. Mote et al. (2005) extended
this analysis to the rest of the western United States,
showing the reduction in SWE is widespread, with the
notable exception of the southern Sierra Nevada.
There, high altitudes and colder temperatures combined with unusually wet conditions acted to increase
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SWE (Mote 2006). Knowles et al. (2006) documented a
regional trend toward more winter precipitation falling
as rain instead of snow in the period 1949–2004; this is
one of the factors contributing to the decreasing snowpack, along with an increase in winter daily melt events
in the region (Mote et al. 2005).
In this work we use a formal detection and attribution (D–A) methodology to examine if some part of
observed changes in snowpack over the western United
States can be confidently ascribed to anthropogenic
greenhouse gases (GHGs), aerosols, and ozone. Detection examines whether the changes in snowpack are
likely to have arisen from natural internal climate variability. Attribution asks whether the snowpack changes
are consistent with the expected effects of these anthropogenic forcings and inconsistent with other natural external climate forcings, such as variability in solar irradiance and atmospheric burdens of volcanic dust. D–A
allows an explicit estimation of the likelihood of obtaining the observed decrease in snow given the modelestimated background of natural variability and compares the observed changes to those expected to occur
owing to anthropogenic effects. Only if changes are
both outside the likely range expected due to natural
climate variability and consistent with the changes expected due to anthropogenic forcing can it be concluded that human activity has a role in reducing winter
snowpack.
We use 1600 years of control run data from fully
coupled global general circulation climate models
(GCMs) to provide estimates of natural internal variability. Multiple ensemble members of two GCMs run
with estimated historical changes in well-mixed GHGs,
aerosols, and ozone supply the expected response of
snowpack to these anthropogenic forcings. We statistically downscale the GCM results to 1⁄8° resolution then
use the downscaled fields as input to a fine-resolution
hydrological model. The hydrological model calculates
the SWE values as well as soil moisture, runoff, and
other variables in the hydrologic water balance used in
companion work (Barnett et al. 2008; Bonfils et al.
2008; Hidalgo et al. 2008, manuscript submitted to J.
Climate).
Previous studies have examined if changes in western
U.S. snow are consistent with anthropogenic effects,
although none have used a formal D–A method. The
primary focus of these works has been on determining
the relative roles of temperature and precipitation in
causing the decline. Mote (2003, 2006), for example,
used linear regressions between SWE, temperature,
and precipitation to conclude that increases in SWE
over the period 1930–50 were caused by increases in
precipitation, but the widespread reductions in SWE
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since 1950 are due to regional warming. They found
high elevation snow courses (permanent sites where
manual measurements of snow depth and SWE are
taken) with cold winter temperatures are little influenced by the warming—with SWE that can increase
where local precipitation has increased. Natural internal climate variability, such as that associated with the
North Pacific index (Trenberth and Hurrell 1994), was
insufficient to explain the observed post-1950 warming.
Mote et al. (2005) and Hamlet et al. (2005) used runs of
the variable infiltration capacity (VIC) hydrological
model (Liang et al. 1994; Cherkauer and Lettenmaier
2003) with specified forcing to explore this issue; after
first verifying that VIC reproduced the observed trends
in SWE when forced with historical meteorological
data, they showed with fixed-precipitation runs that
SWE decreases are predominately driven by regional
warming. Again, these works found natural internal climate variability, such as from the Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) (Mantua et al. 1997), could not explain
the magnitude of the observed warming or SWE depletions. The contribution of the present work is to
use formal D–A methodology to develop a modelestimated fingerprint of the SWE changes expected due
to anthropogenic effects, assess the likelihood of the
fingerprint pattern arising by chance from natural internal or external climate variability, and determine if
the observed pattern of SWE changes agrees with that
expected to be seen from anthropogenic warming.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In section 2 the various data sources are described, including the observed snow and precipitation datasets,
the global model control and anthropogenic runs, and
the statistically downscaled model datasets. The D–A
methodology and results are presented in section 3. A
summary and our conclusions are given in section 4.

2. Data
a. Snow courses
We use snow course data from the National Water
and Climate Center (NWCC; http://www.wcc.nrcs.
usda.gov), part of the U.S. Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation Service (downloaded
from ftp://ftp.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/data/snow/snow_
course, accessed 22 September 2006). Over 2500 locations are available across the western United States,
Alaska, and parts of British Columbia and Alberta,
Canada. In the southern Sierra Nevada, the NWCC
data were augmented with data from the California Cooperative Snow Surveys obtained from the California
Data Exchange Center (CDEC; http://cdec.water.ca.
gov; accessed 22 September 2006), California Depart-
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ment of Water Resources, Division of Flood Management. As described on those sites, snow courses are
generally around 300 m long and sampled at multiple
locations along their length to reduce the effects of
drifting and small depressions in the ground. Measurements are taken by driving a hollow tube into the snow,
which is then weighed to measure the SWE.
We use snow course measurements taken within 10
days of 1 April, which tends to be the most sampled
date and near peak SWE in the western United States
(Cayan 1996; Bohr and Aguado 2001). Mote et al.
(2005) note that improved travel has resulted in a snow
courses being sampled closer to 1 April over time, but
conclude that this effect is small compared to climate
effects on the snowpack. Although a few courses have
data starting before 1910, coverage increases markedly
by 1940. We used stations starting by 1950 with no more
than 20% missing data from 1950 to 1999. This yields a
pool of 661 stations for subsequent consideration (continued below). The beginning year is chosen partly to
ensure good snow course coverage and partly because
measured trends in precipitation are less reliable in earlier years (Groisman and Easterling 1994). The ending
year is determined by the availability of model data
produced for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) database.

b. Precipitation
Considerable work has been done to isolate the relative contributions of temperature and precipitation (P)
to variations in spring SWE (e.g., Groisman et al. 1994;
Cayan 1996; Mote 2003; Mote et al. 2005; Hamlet et al.
2005; Mote 2006). In short, temperature fluctuations
have a larger effect in the warmer elevations near the
freezing level, while changes in precipitation become
more important at higher elevations where winter temperatures are far below freezing. In this work we focus
on whether there is a detectable temperature-driven
effect on western U.S. snowpack. We therefore analyze
SWE/P rather than simply SWE to minimize the effects
of year-to-year precipitation fluctuations, which are not
of primary interest here and add noise to the temperature-driven snowmelt signal (Dettinger and Cayan
1995; cf. Barnett et al. 2008). The effectiveness of this
technique is examined in section 3f, where it is shown
that SWE/P has no statistically significant sensitivity
to P.
We divide 1 April SWE by the total P summed from
October through March, so the SWE/P ratio shows
what fraction of current water year precipitation remains in the snowpack by 1 April. Seventeen stations
(3% of the total) with a mean SWE/P ratio less than
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0.15 were eliminated, as we wanted to focus on areas
where an appreciable fraction of winter precipitation
was retained in the snowpack on 1 April. The ideal
precipitation data for this purpose would be measured
at the same locations as the snow courses. Some snow
courses are collocated with automated snow telemetry
(SNOTEL) precipitation stations; however, the majority of SNOTEL data begins less than 20 years ago, too
short a time to detect a slowly evolving anthropogenic
signal. There also tend to be disagreements between
reported snowfall and SWE even for collocated
SNOTEL and snow courses, although snow course
SWE measurements correlate over longer distances
than SNOTEL snowfall measurements (Dressler et al.
2006). This is helpful for our purposes, as it suggests the
snow course measurements have less noise.
We use the gridded daily precipitation dataset of
Hamlet and Lettenmaier (2005; hereafter HL05), which
is available at relatively fine spatial resolution (1⁄8° longitude by latitude) across the western United States. As
a sensitivity test we also tried monthly data from the
Parameter–elevation Regressions on Independent
Slopes Model (PRISM) Group at Oregon State University (http://prism.oregonstate.edu, accessed 7 March
2007; Daly et al. 1994, 2002) and the daily gridded data
of Maurer et al. (2002). The D–A results were little
changed (not shown), although it should be kept in
mind that these are not independent data sources. All
rely on co-op station data as input, and both the daily
datasets use PRISM monthly average precipitation
maps in their topographic correction of precipitation
(HL05; Maurer et al. 2002). The co-op precipitation
gauges have smaller mouths than the SNOTEL gauges
(20 cm versus 30.5 cm) and tend to be unshielded
(Doesken and Schaefer 1987), which both increase undercatch. SNOTEL gauges, by contrast, have Alter
wind shields that reduce the undercatch (Groisman and
Easterling 1994). Our choice to use HL05 therefore
requires a correction for undercatch, as described in the
next section.

c. Treatment of gauge undercatch
Precipitation gauges tend to undercatch both rain
and snow, with the undercatch for snow being larger
(Groisman and Easterling 1994), primarily due to wind
effects over the gauge opening. This means more SWE
can be reported as present on the snow course than was
measured by precipitation gauges (Serreze et al. 1999).
Additionally, when there is an upward trend in the fraction of precipitation that falls as rain instead of snow (as
found by Knowles et al. 2006), the increasing gauge
catch efficiency will report a decreasing SWE/P, even if
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FIG. 1. Locations of snow courses used for the detection and
attribution analysis in this study.

the actual SWE/P remains constant. It is important to
account for these effects.
Details of our treatment of gauge undercatch are
given in appendix A and outlined briefly here. We analyze SWE/P divided by its time mean (which we term
“fractional SWE/P”) since this quantity is less sensitive
to gauge undercatch than SWE/P itself. We estimate
the trend in undercatch based on the changing rain/
snow ratio using data from Knowles et al. 2006. This
trend is small compared to the mean undercatch, so we
develop a correction term that is first order in (trend/
mean) and apply it to our fractional SWE/P estimate.
Stations where the mean SWE is greater than estimated
P, even when undercatch is taken into account or that
do not fall within one of our mountain regions, are
discarded. The remaining 548 stations (83% of our
original pool of 661) used in the detection and attribution analysis are shown in Fig. 1.

d. Global climate model control runs
We use two different multicentury coupled climate
model control runs for our estimates of natural internal
climate variability: a finite volume version of the Community Climate System Model, version 3 (CCSM3)
(Bala et al. 2008), which we will refer to as CCSM3-FV,
and the Parallel Climate Model (PCM) (Washington et
al. 2000).
CCSM3-FV was run for over 1000 years with preindustrial atmospheric constituents and forcing condi-
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tions. The first 239 yr were treated as a spinup; we
analyzed the 850 yr starting at model year 240. The
atmospheric resolution is 1.25° longitude by 1° latitude,
somewhat finer than the equivalent spatial resolution of
CCSM3 run with T85 spectral truncation, and 26 vertical levels. The model configuration included numerical
parameterizations specific to the finite volume version
of CCSM3 that correct problems with representing the
sea ice and ocean around Greenland. The ocean model
has a nominal 1° resolution and 40 vertical levels. Since
we are performing a regional D–A study, our choice of
this model configuration was motivated by the desire to
have a relatively finescale representation of natural climate variability.
We used 750 yr from the same PCM control run
(B06.62) analyzed in Barnett et al. (2005) and Pierce et
al. (2006). The model was run at T42 spectral truncation
for the atmospheric component and used a stretched
and rotated grid with an average of about 2⁄3° spatial
resolution in the ocean. We used this model because
our previous analyses have shown PCM captures many
important features of observed climate over the North
Pacific and western United States—our area of interest
here.
The natural internal climate variability of both control runs is compared to observations in section 3a.

e. Global climate model anthropogenically forced
runs
To increase the robustness of our study, we used
more than one set of anthropogenically forced climate
simulations to compare to the observations. One of the
downscaling methods used (described in the next section) requires daily maximum and minimum temperature (Tmax and Tmin) and precipitation. Our choice of
model runs to use for the anthropogenic fingerprint
estimation was therefore limited to cases where 1) daily
data were available for the period 1950–99; 2) multiple
ensemble members were available; and 3) the model
had a good representation of western U.S. climate, including a realistic amplitude of natural variability. The
requirement for 50 yr of daily data was one of the biggest limitations; for instance, while the World Climate
Research Programme (WCRP) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) climate model archive has some daily Tmax, Tmin, and precipitation data
for the twentieth-century runs, it is generally only available for 40 yr, and often for only one ensemble member.
The first set of anthropogenic model runs we used
are from PCM: cases B06.22, B06.23, B06.27, and
B06.28 (Washington et al. 2000; available online at
http://www.earthsystemgrid.org). In addition to fulfill-
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ing the requirements for daily data and multiple realizations, PCM has a reasonable simulation of ENSO,
the PDO, and the mean state and variability over the
western United States. The PCM runs were forced with
anthropogenic GHGs, ozone, and the direct effects of
sulfate aerosols.
The second set of model runs we used are from
the Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate
(MIROC) model run at T42 atmospheric resolution
(Hasumi and Emori 2004; Nozawa et al. 2007). We selected this model because an extensive set of runs with
daily data and various forcing combinations was available; this will support future, more detailed work in
examining how the various components of anthropogenic forcing affect climate over the western United
States. Additionally, MIROC has a good representation of the PDO [defined as the leading EOF of SST
anomalies north of 20°N in the North Pacific, Mantua
et al. (1997)], with a peak SST anomaly of 0.5°C (versus
0.6°C observed) and spatial correlation with the observed PDO SST pattern of 0.75 (not shown). These
were not the highest values of the models present in the
CMIP3 database—both PCM and CCSM3 show higher
spatial correlations of 0.91 and 0.88, respectively—but
are nearly so, and having many runs with daily data
available is advantageous for reducing the noise in the
D–A work. The representation of ENSO is less satisfactory, however, with a signal that extends too far
west and an amplitude about half that observed. The
MIROC runs were forced with GHGs, ozone, the direct
effects of sulfate aerosols, some indirect effects of sulfate and carbonaceous aerosols, and land-use changes.
More details on the various model runs can be found in
Bonfils et al. (2008).
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model data to produce a daily time step but does not
preserve the daily sequence of weather simulated by
the model, while the CA technique requires daily
model data but in turn preserves the daily sequence of
weather simulated by the model. One consequence is
BCSD will always give the same submonthly temporal
relationships between the variates as found in the historical period, while CA can evolve the daily relationships between Tmin, Tmax, and P if the GCM responds in
that way.
The BCSD method first bias corrects GCM monthly
average temperature (T ) and precipitation (P) using a
quantile-based mapping from model to observed climatology. The bias-corrected T and P anomalies are then
interpolated onto the fine grid, using additive anomalies for T and multiplicative ones for P. A random
month from the historical observations is chosen (subject to the constraint that it be the same month of year
as the month being downscaled), and the observed,
fine-resolution daily T min, T max and P fields are adjusted (temperatures are shifted and P is scaled) by the
bias-corrected, interpolated PCM anomaly. This
method was used for the PCM control run.
The CA method first bias corrects the daily GCM
data to have the same mean and variance as observed.
It then makes use of a “library” of observed daily T and
P fields available on both the fine (1⁄8°) grid and the
global model grid. For each day’s GCM fields, the best
30 regional matches to the large-scale T and P fields are
found. The final downscaled T and P fields are a
weighted sum of the finescale T and P patterns corresponding to the closest 30 matches on the coarse scale.
This method was used for the CCSM3-FV control run
and MIROC anthropogenic runs.

f. Downscaling methodology
We explored two methods for downscaling the control and anthropogenically forced global model results
to our region of interest: the bias correction/spatial disaggregation (BCSD) technique (Wood et al. 2002,
2004) and constructed analogs (CA) technique (H. G.
Hidalgo et al. 2008). Both are statistical methods that
use the global model’s fields of precipitation and temperature to construct a physically consistent representation of weather with finescale detail (1⁄8°). A comparison of the two methods is given in Maurer and Hidalgo
(2007), who show that the CA method tends to produce
weaker trends than the BCSD approach. Our results
are consistent with this finding. Details of the methods
are provided in the references given above, so only a
brief summary is given here. The two methods make
the trade-off between data volume and signal time step
differently: the BCSD method requires only monthly

g. Hydrological model
The downscaled T min, T max, and P fields from the
control and anthropogenically forced GCMs were used
to drive the VIC hydrological model (version 4.0.5;
Liang et al. 1994; Cherkauer and Lettenmaier 2003) run
at 1⁄8° resolution over the western United States. The
VIC model calculates soil moisture, runoff, and snow
cover given the meteorological forcing and parameterizations describing the physical characteristics of the
region (soil depth, vegetation types, elevation, etc.).
VIC was configured with five snow elevation bands to
better represent snow processes in grid cells with
changing topography. Our final analysis uses fractional
SWE/P calculated by VIC forced by the statistically
downscaled GCM results. The VIC model has been
validated against observations and used in many climate change and streamflow forecasting studies in our
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FIG. 2. Sea surface temperature anomalies (°C per standard deviation of the index time series) associated with (left)
the PDO and (right) ENSO, from observations and the two control model runs: CCSM3-FV and PCM.

region of interest (cf. Mote et al. 2005 and references
therein).

3. Results
a. Natural internal variability in the control runs
It is important to compare the natural internal climate variability in the control model runs to observations since control data with variability significantly
weaker than observed could bias the D–A results.
Two important modes of natural variability that affect climate in the western United States are the El
Niño–Southern Oscillation and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Mantua et al. 1997). Figure 2 shows ENSO
and PDO variability in the model control runs, defined
as the leading empirical orthogonal functiuons of winter [December–February (DJF)] sea surface temperature anomalies over the regions plotted. The same
quantity is plotted from observations over the period
1946–2006 for comparison.

The PDO is reasonably well simulated by the control
models, with a realistic pattern but somewhat higher
variability than is observed. CCSM3-FV tends to have
more loading in the Kuroshio Extension region than
observed, while PCM mirrors the observations in showing largest expression in the central North Pacific.
ENSO variability is again fairly well represented in the
control runs, with somewhat stronger than observed
amplitudes in CCSM3-FV and weaker than observed in
PCM. The meridional scale of the variability is narrower in CCSM3-FV than observed (Bala et al. 2008).
In both models the variability extends too far west, as is
common in GCMs. We note in particular that there is
no systematic underestimation of the strength of the
PDO or ENSO in these models.
Although a reasonable simulation of the relevant
modes of natural variability is important, our detection
variable is fractional SWE/P, which depends on a wide
variety of climate influences. Figure 3 shows the standard deviation of SWE/P from the (detrended) obser-
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FIG. 3. Standard deviation of fractional SWE/P from (top row) observations, (middle row)
CCSM3-FV control run, and (bottom row) PCM control run: (left) Annually averaged SWE/P
values and (right) 5-yr-averaged SWE/P values.
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FIG. 4. Snow courses on the 1⁄8° grid, grouped by the nine regions used for averaging.

vations and CCSM3-FV and PCM control runs. Observed SWE/P values are detrended, so any linear
change in SWE/P arising from anthropogenic forcing
will not inflate their standard deviations. The left column is the standard deviation of the annual values and
the right column shows the standard deviation of the
5-yr-averaged data. On annual time scales, both control
runs tend to modestly overestimate the standard deviation in the Sierra Nevada and in Utah, while underestimating the variability in the extreme north of the
Washington Cascades. On the 5-yr and longer time
scales, both models continue to overestimate the variability in the Sierra Nevada and in Utah, while CCSM3FV tends to underestimate variability in the Washington and Oregon Cascades. PCM does a better job of
capturing the variability in the Oregon Cascades, but
has slightly too much variability in western Montana.
Overall, despite these small-scale differences, we find
no evidence that either PCM or CCSM3-FV is systematically underestimating natural internal climate variability for our region and variable of interest.

b. Constructing the fingerprint
We use a fingerprint-based detection and attribution
methodology (Santer et al. 1995; Hegerl et al. 1996,

1997; Tett et al. 1999; Allen and Tett 1999; Barnett et al.
2001). The intent is to isolate the signature of anthropogenically forced changes in SWE/P from the historical model runs, determine how similar the observed
changes in SWE/P are to the fingerprint, and calculate
the likelihood a signal of the observed strength could
have occurred by chance in the control run. In this
section, the method of constructing the fingerprint will
be described and applied to nine mountainous regions
across the western United States. In section 3g, the
same methods are used to develop and analyze a fingerprint as a function of elevation.
To compare observations to the model results, we
assign each snow course to the location of the nearest
VIC model grid cell (on the 1⁄8° grid). When multiple
snow courses were assigned to the same VIC grid cell,
the fractional SWE/P time series from those snow
courses were averaged. We then regionally average the
observed and model SWE/P values over the nine regions shown in Fig. 4; this reduces small-scale noise and
some spatial redundancy from areas where many snow
courses are near each other. When regionally averaging
the model SWE and P, we subsampled the model data
at the same locations as the gridded snow courses to
avoid introducing discrepancies from different model
and observed data coverage.
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FIG. 5. Regional time series of fractional SWE/P from the observations. Note the ordinate range differs between
panels. The least squares best-fit linear trend is also shown as a solid line where the 95% confidence interface
excludes zero and a dashed line where it includes zero.

The regionally averaged fractional SWE/P time series from observations are shown in Fig. 5. SWE/P has
increased in the southern Sierra Nevada (although the
trend is not significantly different from zero at the 5%
level using the test described in Wigley et al. 2006); it
decreases in all the other regions (although not significantly in the northern Sierra or Great Basin). SWE
changes as a function of elevation (Mote et al. 2005,
their Fig. 2; see also section 3g) indicate warmer, lower
elevations tend to have experienced the most relative
SWE loss, while precipitation increases can drive SWE
increases at the colder, higher elevations.
The model-based fingerprint is formed from the nine
regionally averaged time series of the anthropogenic
model runs. To reduce natural variability unrelated to
the anthropogenic forcing, we first ensemble averaged
each regional time series across all the ensemble members available (4 PCM, 10 MIROC). In the results
shown here each ensemble member was weighted
equally: however, we found that weighting the PCM

realizations so that they would contribute equally to the
more numerous MIROC realizations made little difference. The resulting regional time series are shown in
Fig. 6. SWE/P decreases in all areas, although the magnitude varies by region; losses range from 5% to 20%
over the period examined here (1950–99). The 95%
confidence interval on the estimated trend (adjusted for
temporal autocorrelation) excludes zero for all regions
except in the Rockies. As noted in previous works (e.g.,
Mote et al. 2005; Mote 2006), colder, higher elevation
regions tend to have less temperature sensitivity than
places where winter and early spring temperatures are
near freezing; precipitation tends to be smaller in such
locations, and sublimation more comparable with melt
in the energy budget.
The model fingerprint (Fig. 7) is the leading EOF of
the nine ensemble-averaged time series. It accounts for
72% of the overall variance. The EOF was calculated
with each regional time series weighted by the snowcovered (⬎1 cm climatological 1 April SWE) area it
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5 but from the ensemble-averaged anthropogenic model runs; these are the time series used
to make the fingerprint. Note the ordinate range differs between panels.

represents. As a sensitivity test we tried setting all the
area weights to 1 and found it made little difference
(not shown). The fingerprint is a monopole over the
western United States, although different locations
contribute differently to the final result. In general, the
weighting is higher in the central Cascade region than
in the surrounding areas. This pattern is set by the combination of the relative areas, the covariation of the
location with other places, and the characteristic winter
temperature.

c. Signal strength
Given the model fingerprint F(x), the signal strength
S is defined as
S ⫽ trend关F 共x兲 ⭈ D共x, t兲兴 ⲐS0,
where D(x, t) are the nine regional time series (from a
model run, observations, or model ensemble mean
when the ensemble mean S is being calculated), and
“trend” indicates the slope of the least squares best-fit

line. The normalizing value S0 is the trend of the fingerprint’s associated principal component, chosen so
that all signal strengths are relative to the fingerprint.
(Recall that Fig. 5 shows the actual SWE /P losses in the
various regions, which average about 20% over the
study period.)
The values of S for the various model runs and observations are shown in Fig. 8. The signal strengths reported from the CCSM3-FV and PCM control runs are
calculated in 50-yr segments to match the observed
record, but are overlapped (starting progressively 5 yr
later than the previous segment) to better estimate the
effects of sampling variability with respect to the initial
start date of the control run. With 850 years of CCSM3FV control run and 750 years of PCM, we have a total
of 32 independent 50-yr segments of control run data to
compare to the forced runs and observations; this was
the value used as the degrees of freedom in all following statistical tests. (We use overlapped 50-yr segments
to reduce the chance that a particular initial starting
date will unduly affect our results, but independent 50-
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FIG. 7. (left) The model fingerprint of anthropogenic changes in SWE/P. (right) Same data but plotted
geographically so that the spatial pattern is easier to see.

FIG. 8. Signal strength (relative to the fingerprint) for the various model runs and observations. FV ctrl and PCM ctrl: the control model runs from CCSM3-FV and PCM, respectively. These are oversampled to get a smoother estimate of the control distribution (there are
17 nonoverlapping estimates for CCSM3-FV and 15 for PCM). PCM (AW) is the anthropogenically forced run using the downscaling method of Wood et al. (2004), while PCM (HH)
uses the method of H. G. Hidalgo et al. (2008兲. MIROC is the anthropogenic run of the
MIROC model. Sol/Vol is from PCM using only historical solar and volcanic forcing. Error
bars on the observations indicate the 95% confidence interval adjusted for temporal autocorrelation effects; the shaded region is the 95% (one sided) confidence interval based on the
combined CCSM3-FV and PCM control runs.
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yr segments to calculate the degrees of freedom to
avoid artificially inflating the statistical confidence of
our estimates.) The shaded region is the one-tailed
(since we a priori expect warming produces a reduction
in SWE/P) 95% confidence interval of the signal
strength in the PCM and CCSM3-FV combined control
model results. The 95% confidence interval on the observed trend is the standard error of the least squares
linear trend, appropriately adjusted for serial correlation (Santer et al. 2000a; Wigley et al. 2006).
Figure 8 shows that the signal strength in the anthropogenic model runs is larger than in the control runs,
but not to such a degree that the distributions are completely separated. There is a range of S, roughly from
0.05 to 1.5, where a single measurement is consistent
with both the response to anthropogenic forcing and
natural internal climate variability (although one of the
anthropogenic runs, MIROC 10, falls outside this
range). There is also a range of larger values, roughly
1.5–3, where a single measurement is consistent with
the anthropogenic runs but outside the range expected
if only natural internal variability were acting. The observed signal strength (S ⫽ 2.08 ⫾ 1.11) falls in this
latter region, showing significantly more reduction in
SWE/P than is likely to be found from natural variability alone ( p ⬍ 0.05). The signal strengths in the solar/
volcanic runs are opposite sign to that found in the
observations, so solar and volcanic variability do not
provide an explanation for the observed changes in
SWE/P.
How likely is it that the anthropogenic model signal
strengths might be drawn from the same underlying
distribution as the control run? This can be estimated
from a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (Press et al. 1989).
Using all available information, with the combined control runs compared to the combined anthropogenic
runs, shows a highly significant difference between the
anthropogenic runs and control distribution ( p ⬍ 0.01
using a one-tailed test). We conclude the signal
strengths are inconsistent with the null hypothesis of
natural internal climate variability.
The observed signal strength falls outside the 95%
confidence interval of the control runs. However, our
estimate of the observed signal strength is uncertain.
What is the likelihood that the signal actually falls
within the control model distribution? To address this
question we use the pooled standard errors of S from
the control runs and observations (Santer et al. 2000b;
Lanzante 2005) and find the observed value is unlikely
to have been drawn from the control distribution ( p ⬍
0.05 using a one-tailed test) even when uncertainty in
the observed signal strength is taken into account.
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d. Attribution
For attribution, we consider whether the observed
signal S is consistent with the anthropogenically forced
model runs—that is, whether it is likely the observed
signal strength could be drawn from the population of
anthropogenic signal strengths. The signal strength
from all the PCM and MIROC anthropogenic runs
have an ensemble mean value of 1.0 ⫾ 0.67 (with the
95% confidence interval in the ensemble-mean value
calculated from the standard error of the ensemblemean trend, as noted above), and the standard deviation of the values that make up this distribution is 0.91.
Using pooled standard errors of the observations and
all the anthropogenic runs we have available (combined
PCM and MIROC results), we find no significant difference between the model-estimated signal strength
and that observed.
The ratio of the observed signal strength to the ensemble mean model value is about 2, which indices the
best model estimate is that approximately half of the
observed changes in SWE/P arise from the anthropogenic effects included in our global climate models
(GHGs, ozone, and some aerosols). The rest could be
due to 1) anthropogenic effects not included here, such
as “graying” of snow due to dust or soot deposition
(Hansen and Nazarenko 2004; Painter et al. 2007; Flanner et al. 2007) or missing aerosol physics; 2) the models’ underestimation of the effect of the included anthropogenic forcings (cf. Rahmstorf et al. 2007); or 3)
natural internal climate variability. Selecting between
these possibilities is beyond the scope of this work.
In summary, the observed changes in SWE/P are
consistent with those expected from anthropogenic
forcing. Taken together with the finding that the observations are not consistent with either natural internal
climate variability or solar/volcanic forcing, we conclude that changes in the climate from human-emitted
greenhouse gases, ozone, and aerosols are causing a
reduction in SWE/P in the western United States. The
mean model estimate is that approximately half the decrease is due to anthropogenic effects.
A point worth reiterating is that the distributions of S
in the anthropogenic and control model runs overlap
significantly. This is not unexpected since we are examining a smaller domain than typically used in D–A studies. Weather noise increases when averaging over
smaller areas, making it challenging to identify an anthropogenic fingerprint. One implication is that we require large ensemble sizes to reliably estimate the regional-scale response to anthropogenic forcing. The
signal strength in an individual PCM or MIROC realization falling within the distribution of internal natural
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FIG. 9. Signal-to-noise ratio for the decrease in SWE/P over the
western United States plotted as a function of the analysis ending
year (all analyses start in 1950). The lines show two different
treatments of how the climate “noise” of natural internal variability is handled; see text for details. In either case, detection at the
5% significance level is achieved by the early 1990s.

variability is not “evidence of absence” of an anthropogenic effect on climate. As shown here, however,
observed SWE/P changes in the western United States
fall outside the range of natural variability. It might be
asked, what fraction of the anthropogenic distribution
of S falls outside the distribution of natural variability?
The 95th percentile on the combined control run distribution is S ⫽ 1.43. This signal strength is in the 63rd
percentile of the anthropogenic runs, so approximately
37% of the anthropogenic distribution of S is inconsistent with the explanation of natural internal variability.

e. Detectability over time
We determine the earliest year anthropogenic
changes in SWE/P are detectable following Santer et al.
(1995, 2007). Starting in 1950, we calculate observed
SWE/P signal strength for increasingly longer intervals
and do likewise for the control run. As the interval
lengthens, a consistent signal tends to stabilize around
some asymptotic value, while the amplitude of the control run noise decreases (Santer et al. 2007). The signalto-noise ratio therefore changes as a function of the
averaging length, as shown in Fig. 9. With two control
model runs available, we can estimate the noise either
from CCSM3-FV (triangles) or from PCM (dots). Either way, the signal is detectable at the 95% significance level by the early 1990s: a record length of about
40 years. A similar analysis (not shown) indicates that
the mid-1950s is the latest that the analysis can be
started to achieve detection by 1999 (a record length of
about 45 years). Either way, the data suggest four to
five decades of observations are needed for detection of
an anthropogenic SWE/P signal. Performing the same
analysis on the anthropogenically forced model runs
gives a mean model estimate that about 41 years of data
are required, consistent with the observed values.
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FIG. 10. Histograms of the 1950–99 linear least squares trend in
precipitation (gray bars) and SWE (white bars) at the snow course
locations.

The observations (Fig. 5) show that in several regions, such as the Washington Cascades, SWE/P increased from 1975 to 1999. Is this behavior consistent
with the model-estimated characteristics of anthropogenic SWE/P changes? To examine this, we used the 14
anthropogenically forced model runs to compare
SWE/P trends in the Washington Cascades over the
period 1950–99 to the period 1975–99. Only one of the
14 anthropogenic runs has a positive SWE/P trend over
the period 1950–99. By contrast, half of the anthropogenic runs have a positive trend over the period 1975–
99, so the models indicate that this is not an unusual
happenstance. Together with the finding noted above
that at least four decades of observations are necessary
for detection of an anthropogenic signal, this suggests
that a 25-yr period (1975–99) is too short to make any
robust conclusions about the existence (or lack thereof)
of an anthropogenic signal in SWE/P.

f. The role of changes in precipitation
As noted in the introduction, previous work has examined the role of precipitation changes in causing the
reduction in snowpack and concluded that the widespread declines across the western United States (particularly at lower elevations) are primarily driven by an
increase in temperature, not by changes in precipitation
(Mote et al. 2005; Hamlet et al. 2005; Mote 2006). We
also find no evidence for a systematic reduction in precipitation at our snow course locations: in fact, precipitation increases at 60% of the snow courses used here,
while 71% show a reduction in SWE (Fig. 10). Stewart
et al. (2005) also note the tendency for changes in P and
streamflow center of timing to be at odds.
We have used SWE/P as the detection variable,
rather than simply SWE, on the grounds that SWE/P
would be less sensitive to precipitation variations that
add noise to the temperature-driven signal. We can ex-
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FIG. 11. Scatterplot of observed (fractional) (left) precipitation vs SWE, and (right) precipitation
vs SWE/P. Lines show least squares best-fit line; P values are from Hamlet and Lettenmaier (2005)
and the SWE values are from the snow courses.

amine the extent to which this is true by comparing the
relationship of P and SWE to the relationship of P and
SWE/P, as shown in Fig. 11. The SWE values are from
the snow courses, and the P values from the HL05
analysis. The plotted values are divided by their mean
to reduce the large regional differences in P. The lefthand panel shows there is a strong relationship between
SWE and P, which is not surprising; more precipitation
gives proportionally more snow. The correlation is 0.64,
and the slope of the best-fit linear trend is close to 1. In
the right-hand panel it can be seen that dividing SWE/P
removes essentially all this relationship; the correlation
now is only 0.03 (not statistically significant if the spatial autocorrelation of the snow courses is taken into
account), and the slope is near zero.
As a final check of the possible influence of precipitation changes on our results, we repeated the D–A
analysis using P at the snow course locations instead of
SWE/P. Neither the observations nor the signal in the
anthropogenically forced models fell outside the 90%
confidence interval of the control runs. We conclude
that the snowpack reductions we are seeing are principally driven by increases in temperature over the western United States.

g. The role of elevation
Previous work (e.g., Mote et al. 2005; Mote 2006) has
shown how observed reductions in SWE diminish with
elevation. This raises the question of what a D–A
analysis with stations partitioned by elevation, rather
than geographically, would show. To explore this, we
binned the snow courses into nine bands (shown in Fig.
12) that span the stations’ elevation range while having
a nearly constant increment. Fractional SWE/P shows a
pattern of strong negative trends at the lower eleva-

tions, reducing to near-zero trends at the higher elevations. Only elevations below ⬃2000 m have statistically
significant trends, given the noise.
The corresponding SWE/P trends for the ensembleaveraged anthropogenic model runs are shown in Fig.
13. The model also shows a decrease in trends with
elevation, although not to as pronounced a degree as
observed. Decreasing trends are statistically significant
up to ⬃2800 m in the model. This is higher than for the
observations, consistent with the fact that the ensemble-averaged values have less noise by construction.
The D–A fingerprint is the leading EOF of the time
series in Fig. 13. Various choices could be made for
areal weighting in its construction. The bands could be
weighted equally, which would address the question of
how the decrease in trends with elevation affects the
D–A process, and assess whether the observed decrease in trends with elevation matches the model prediction. Or the bands could be weighted by the amount
of area they represent in the mountainous regions of
the western United States, which would be a more traditional D–A approach since agreement or disagreement in a small fraction of the area (i.e., at high elevations) is less important than agreement or disagreement
over a broad area. We tried both approaches and found
that it had little effect (Fig. 14): the difference in fingerprint strength in the lowest versus highest elevation
class is slightly larger when weighting according to the
area represented since lower elevations (where the
SWE/P trends are large) receive more areal weighting
than higher elevations (where the trends are small).
With equal weighting, the fingerprint accounts for 78%
of the variance (versus 72% for the geographic fingerprint, Fig. 7). The values drop by 85% from the lowest
to highest elevation, consistent with the decrease in the
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FIG. 12. As in Fig. 5 (observed fractional SWE/P) but as a function of elevation. Note the ordinate range
differs between panels.

effect of warming on snowpack at the colder, higher
elevations.
The D–A results using equal weighting for the elevation bands are shown in Fig. 15 (the results for areaweighted bands are little different, not shown). The observed signal strength (2.56 ⫾ 1.54) is higher than when
the geographical regions are used (2.08 ⫾ 1.11), leading
to detection that is significant at the 99% level rather
than the 95% level. The attribution results are unchanged from the geographical case.

4. Summary
The snowpack in the western United States serves as
a natural reservoir of freshwater from winter storms,
gradually melting and releasing that water in late spring
and early summer. Changes in the amount of precipitation retained in snowpack can have an important effect on human and natural systems that anticipate this
kind of water storage, so it is important to know wheth-

er part of the observed changes in snowpack over the
western United States can be attributed to anthropogenic inputs of greenhouse gases (GHGs), ozone, and
aerosols into the global atmosphere.
In this work we have performed a formal detection
and attribution (D&A) analysis of changes in western
U.S. snowpack over the period 1950–99. Our detection
variable was defined as the ratio of 1 April snow water
equivalent (SWE) to precipitation (P) over the period
October–March, normalized by its time mean. The resulting fractional SWE/P ratio is relatively insensitive
to precipitation-driven snowpack changes, and was corrected for changing undercatch driven by the evolving
snow/rain mix.
We employed a total of 1600 years of statistically
downscaled (to a 1⁄8° grid) control run data from two
climate models (CCSM3-FV and PCM) to construct
our estimate of natural variability in SWE/P. The
model ENSO, PDO, and SWE/P variability show realistic amplitudes that provide a good test of the hypoth-
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 6 (anthropogenic model fractional SWE/P) but as a function of elevation. Note the ordinate
range differs between panels.

esis that natural internal climate variability can account
for all the observed reduction in snowpack.
We find that SWE/P declines in the observations and
anthropogenically forced model runs are significantly
greater than expected if only natural internal variability
were acting on the system ( p ⬍ 0.05). Solar and volcanic effects likewise cannot explain the observed
changes. We conclude that there is a detectable change
in snowpack over the western United States, which cannot be fully explained by natural internal climate variability or the effects of solar and volcanic forcing. This
finding did not depend on whether the stations were
grouped geographically (by mountain range across the
west) or in equally weighted or area-weighted elevation
bands.
We have used 700 years of downscaled, anthropogenically forced model runs from two climate models
(PCM and MIROC) to construct the distribution of
SWE/P changes expected from human effects on climate and find that observed reductions in SWE/P are
consistent with the anthropogenically forced model re-

sults. The mean model estimate is that approximately
half of the observed changes in snowpack over the
western United States during the period 1950–99 arise
from climate responses to anthropogenic GHGs, ozone,
and aerosols. The remainder may arise from natural
internal climate variability or neglected or improperly
modeled anthropogenic effects.
It should be noted that the anthropogenic forcings
examined here are not the only ones relevant to SWE/
P. For example, modification of snow albedo through
soot or dust deposition has been suggested as a contributing factor to earlier snowmelt in the Arctic and
parts of the west (Hansen and Nazarenko 2004; Painter
et al. 2007; Flanner et al. 2007) but is not included here.
The global models we used also lack a comprehensive
treatment of aerosol physics. It is possible that inclusion
of such forcings would improve the agreement between
the model-estimated and observed reductions in SWE/
P. A finer breakdown of the effects of various anthropogenic forcing mechanisms on SWE/P awaits further
study.
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snowpack will be influenced by what greenhouse gas
reduction strategies, if any, are put into effect. Areas
that have insufficient reservoir capacity to capture the
earlier spring melt while still having enough margin to
prevent floods from late-winter storms will end up losing water that would otherwise be retained in the natural snowpack reservoir. As water is a precious and limited resource in the western United States, this suggests
that we will be faced with difficult and expensive political, social, and environmental choices for how to
deal with this problem.

FIG. 14. The model fingerprint of anthropogenic changes in
SWE/P as a function of elevation. Two different weighting
schemes were explored: circles show results with elevation bands
weighted equally; crosses show for the case where each elevation
band is area weighted according to the amount of area it covers in
the mountainous regions of the western United States.

Looking ahead, what do these results portend for the
western United States? Since greenhouse-gas-induced
warming is already contributing significantly to the decline in snowpack and is predicted to continue over the
twenty-first century, we can anticipate that the snowpack loss is likely to continue and even accelerate over
the next half century. Further out, the behavior of
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APPENDIX
Treatment of Undercatch
Assume we know the true SWE from the snow
course data but only have an estimate of precipitation
P⬘ ⫽ gP, where P is the true precipitation and g (⬍1) is
the gauge catch efficiency, which can vary in space. The
quantity 1–g is called the “undercatch.” SWE /P normalized by its time mean (a quantity we call “fractional
SWE /P”), calculated with our estimated value of precipitation and for the moment assuming g is constant in
time, is
SWE ⲐP⬘
SWE ⲐgP
SWE ⲐP
⫽
⫽
,
具SWE ⲐP⬘典 具SWE ⲐgP典 具SWE ⲐP典

共A1兲

where angle brackets indicate the time mean. So, ideally, the change in fractional SWE /P is insensitive to
undercatch if g is constant.
The net catch efficiency can be thought of as arising
from parts due to snow and rain:
g ⫽ fR gR ⫹ fS gS,

共A2兲

where the subscripts S and R indicate snow and rain
and f are the fractions of total precipitation in each
phase ( fR ⫹ fS ⫽ 1). Knowles et al. (2006; K06 hereafter) showed that the fraction of winter precipitation
falling as snow is decreasing. Since precipitation gauge
catch efficiency is higher for rain than snow, this gives
a systematic upward trend in g, violating the assumption of constant g used in Eq. (A1).
The effect the changing rain/snow mix has on our
results is greater when the difference in gauge efficiency catching rain versus snow is larger, so to be conservative we use gS ⫽ 0.5 and gR ⫽ 0.9, a difference in
gauge efficiency at the upper end of estimates (e.g.,
Groisman and Easterling 1994). These estimates of gS
and gR along with the linear trend estimates of fS and fR
from K06 allow us to express g as

冉

g共t兲 ⫽ g ⫹ ⌬g共t兲 ⫽ g 1 ⫹

冊

⌬g
t ,
g

共A3兲

where t goes from ⫺1 to ⫹1 (covering our period
1950–99).
Table A1 shows ⌬g, g, and their ratio estimated from
the K06 data, averaged over our regions. The ratio
tends to be small, ⌬g/ g ⬅  ⬇ 0.02 K 1, which suggests
calculating a correction term to Eq. (A1) that is first
order in . In fact, 95% of the stations in K06 have  ⬍
0.04, so the higher-order terms are quite small. As a
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TABLE A1. For each of the nine regions examined, the estimated mean precipitation gauge catch efficiency (g), change in
efficiency due to the decrease in fraction of winter precipitation
that falls as snow (⌬g), and ratio. Values are computed from data
in Knowles et al. (2006). See text for details.
Region

g

⌬g

⌬g/ g

Washington Cascades
Northern Rockies
Oregon Cascades
Blue Mountains
Northern Sierras
Southern Sierras
Great Basin
Wasatch Range
Colorado Rockies

0.82
0.63
0.83
0.78
0.73
0.76
0.69
0.61
0.59

0.015
0.012
0.015
0.017
0.018
0.012
0.023
0.005
0.008

0.019
0.020
0.018
0.021
0.025
0.015
0.034
0.008
0.014

sensitivity test we also calculated g using the procedure
outlined in Serreze et al. (1999), which involves directly
estimating the mean undercatch from large snowfall
events in January, and got similar values of g.
Using Eq. (A3), Eq. (A1) can be written as
SWE Ⲑ关gP共1 ⫹ t兲兴
␣ Ⲑ共1 ⫹ t兲
SWE ⲐP⬘
⫽
⫽
,
具SWE ⲐP⬘典 具SWE Ⲑ关 gP共1 ⫹ t兲兴典 具␣ Ⲑ共1 ⫹ t兲典
共A4兲
where ␣ ⬅ SWE/ gP. Making repeated use of the expansion 1/(1 ⫹ ␦) ⫽ 1 ⫺ ␦ ⫹ O(␦2), and dropping terms
O(2) or higher, we obtain after some algebra
SWE ⲐP⬘

具SWE ⲐP⬘典

⫽

SWE ⲐP

具SWE ⲐP典

冉

1 ⫺ t ⫹

冊

具␣t典
,
具␣典

共A5兲

which is our desired correction to Eq. (A1).
The middle term on the rhs of Eq. (A5), ⫺ t, becomes more negative over time when precipitation
gauge efficiency increases over time (as expected with
less precipitation coming as snow). It indicates that observed SWE/P will show a negative trend even if the
true SWE/P ratio is constant, simply owing to the increasing amount of precipitation being caught.
The last term on the rhs of Eq. (A5) can be understood by noting that it is constant, and zero if either the
catch efficiency or the true SWE/P is constant. It therefore arises from an interaction between the trends in
catch efficiency and true SWE/P and tends, in the observations, to exaggerate (if ⬎0) or diminish (if ⬍0) the
actual trend in SWE/P. In practice, however, this term
is negligible as it depends on the interaction of trends
that are modest [SWE/P, with a trend O(0.2)] and small
[g, with a trend O()] to begin with.
The gauge catch efficiency at each snow course location was estimated from a weighted average of the five
nearest stations in K06, with the weights inversely pro-
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portional to the distance. Stations where 具SWE/P典 was
greater than g⫺1
before the correction for undercatch
S
was applied were eliminated (81 stations, 12% of the
total). Such locations might suffer from a poor estimate
of precipitation due to locally rough topography or unusually large snow accumulation due to drifting or
small-scale meteorological effects. The station fractional SWE/P estimates were then computed, and corrected using Eq. (A5). Corrected fractional SWE/P values were area averaged over the nine mountain regions;
15 stations (2% of the total) did not fall within one of
our mountain regions and were not included in the
analysis over mountain regions (but were included in
the analysis over elevation).
The correction for changing undercatch due to the
evolving snow/rain mix is modest compared to the
changes in SWE/P. The correction reduces the SWE/P
trend about 5% on average, with the largest reduction
in the northern Sierra (17%). This leads to an overall
signal strength S (section 3c) for the observations that is
6% weaker when the changing snow/rain mix is included.
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[1] We use a high-resolution nested climate model to
investigate future changes in snowmelt-driven runoff (SDR)
over the western US. Comparison of modeled and observed
daily runoff data reveals that the regional model captures the
present-day timing and trends of SDR. Results from an A2
scenario simulation indicate that increases in seasonal
temperature of approximately 3° to 5°C resulting from
increasing greenhouse gas concentrations could cause SDR
to occur as much as two months earlier than present. These
large changes result from an amplified snow-albedo feedback
driven by the topographic complexity of the region, which is
more accurately resolved in a high-resolution nested climate
model. Earlier SDR could affect water storage in reservoirs
and hydroelectric generation, with serious consequences for
land use, agriculture, and water management in the American
West. Citation: Rauscher, S. A., J. S. Pal, N. S. Diffenbaugh, and
M. M. Benedetti (2008), Future changes in snowmelt-driven runoff
timing over the western US, Geophys. Res. Lett., 35, L16703,
doi:10.1029/2008GL034424.

1. Introduction
[2] Runoff in mountainous regions is dominated by
climatic variables such as temperature and precipitation,
with runoff amount and timing varying with elevation
[Aguado et al., 1992]. The warming of 1°-2°C observed
during the last half century over the western US has affected
these climate-hydrology relationships [Barnett et al., 2008].
Higher spring and winter temperatures appear to be causing
decreasing trends in snow water equivalent (SWE) over the
Pacific Northwest [Mote, 2003; Mote et al., 2005] while
shifting the timing of snowmelt-driven runoff (SDR) one to
four weeks earlier in the year [Cayan et al., 2001; Stewart et
al., 2005]. These changes are more pronounced at low and
mid-elevations, while temperatures at higher elevations are
still sufficiently low so that snowmelt timing has not
changed to an observable degree [McCabe and Clark,
2005].
[3] Temperatures are projected to rise by 3°– 5°C over
the western US by the end of this century as atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations (GHGs) increase
[Christensen et al., 2007], resulting in further reductions in
SWE, earlier spring SDR, and reduced water storage in the
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snowpack [e.g., Hayhoe et al., 2004; Leung et al., 2005].
Since SDR is the most predictable and reliable water resource
in the western US [Stewart et al., 2005], such changes could
have substantial impacts, including on hydroelectric power
generation, agriculture, and wildfire.
[4] However, rigorous understanding of the potential
impacts of climate change on SDR in the western US is
complicated by the topographic complexity of the region.
This topographic complexity is an important constraint on
observed changes in SDR [McCabe and Clark, 2005], and it
is likely to dictate the magnitude and spatial heterogeneity
of GHG-forced climate change [e.g., Giorgi et al., 1997;
Leung and Ghan, 1999]. Here we examine changes in SDR
using daily fields from a high-resolution nested climate
model. This approach allows us to both capture the finescale processes associated with topographic complexity and
to quantify the temporal response of daily SDR.

2. Methods
[5] We have performed two simulations using the ICTP
Regional Climate Model (RegCM3) [Pal et al., 2007]
driven with initial and lateral boundary conditions from
the NASA Finite Volume atmospheric GCM (FV-GCM)
[Atlas et al., 2005]; the model configurations are described
by Diffenbaugh et al. [2005]. Annual time-varying concentrations of atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) for the RF run
(1961 – 1989) are taken from Schlesinger and Malyshev
[2001]. The future simulation (A2, 2071– 2099) employs
values from the A2 scenario described in the Special Report
on Emissions Scenarios [Nakicenovic et al., 2000] which
assumes the global economy is regionally oriented with
little convergence between the developed and developing
worlds. Concern for the environment is fairly weak, resulting in high global population and GHG emissions relative to
other scenarios. The mean global warming of 4°C is 0.5°C
less than in the A1F1 scenario, but 1 –2°C greater than in
the A1B, A1T, B1 and B2 scenarios [Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, 2007].
[6] Since the FV-GCM is not a coupled AOGCM,
monthly time-varying sea surface temperatures (SSTs)
from the Hadley Centre’s observational data set (HadSST)
[Rayner et al., 2003] were prescribed for the RF run. Future
SSTs were created by adding SST anomalies (A2-RF)
calculated by HadCM3 A2 simulations to the HadSSTs.
Snow accumulation and runoff in RegCM3 are handled
by the Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS)
[Dickinson et al., 1993]. In BATS, runoff is a simple
function of precipitation rate and soil water content relative
to saturation. BATS divides runoff into base and surface
flow components; the latter is large when the soil is
saturated. Negative runoff may occur in BATS over
irrigated areas. These few gridpoints (mostly in the Central
Valley of California) are masked in the analysis.
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[7] To evaluate the model SDR timing with observations,
daily discharge data from the U.S. Geological Survey
Hydro-Climatic Data Network (HCDN) are used [Slack
and Landwehr, 1992]. The HCDN dataset consists of
high-quality stream gauge data collected for 1659 US sites
from 1874 – 1988; stations that have been affected by
urbanization, land cover changes, and measurement changes
are excluded. For comparison with model output, data for
water years (defined from Oct 1 –Sep 30) 1962 to 1987 are
selected for the conterminous US west of 105W. Only
stations that are dominated by SDR (50% or more of the
annual runoff occurs in April – July) and that have no
missing data are included here [Aguado et al., 1992],
resulting in 141 stations (Figure 1a). Most stations are at
elevations between 100 –2800 m and have basin drainage
areas between 100– 1000 km2.
[8] Previous studies of SDR timing changes using observed daily data employ two metrics: spring pulse onset
and the center of mass of annual flow (CT) [e.g., McCabe
and Clark, 2005; Regonda et al., 2005]. Both metrics can be
sensitive to ‘‘false starts’’ of the snowmelt season [Stewart
et al., 2005] as well as to both annual runoff and outliers
[Moore et al., 2007]. Therefore, following Moore et al.
[2007], we calculated the Julian Day within the water year
on which each percentile of that water year’s annual flow
occurred (DQF) (see auxiliary material Figure S1).1 To
capture early, middle, and late-season flows, we show the
25th, 50th, and 75th DQFs. These calculations are performed only for regions in which 50% or more of the annual
runoff occurs in April-July.

3. Results
[9] The RegCM3 RF run is able to capture the basic
structure of SDR timing in the western US (Figure 1a).
There is particularly good agreement over eastern Oregon,
western Idaho, western Montana, and the Sierra Nevadas,
but in many areas the model lags the observations, especially over northern Nevada, southern Utah, and southern
Colorado. These biases can be attributed to a combination
of factors which may be operating differently in different
regions. First, the RF run displays a negative surface air
temperature bias (compared to observations) and a positive
precipitation bias during winter and spring (auxiliary material Figure S2), which will tend to increase model snowcover and delay melting. This cold bias occurs in other
RegCM3 simulations [Pal et al., 2007]. Variable success in
modeling soil moisture may also affect SDR timing. In
BATS, moisture storage capacity is determined as a function
of soil texture. This is realistic across much of the Mountain
West, where thick glacial deposits fill most river basins, but
less so over the Southern Rockies where soil cover is thin
and rivers are less dependent on antecedent conditions. To
further validate the model performance, the linear trend for
the 50th DQF was calculated for the RF run and the
observations (Figure 1b). Both show a trend towards earlier
SDR timing, particularly over the Northwest and the Sierra
Nevada. Over Colorado and northern New Mexico, there is
mix of responses with both later and earlier SDR.
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[10] For most of the western US, SDR is projected to
occur earlier in the A2 simulation than in the RF simulation
(Figures 1c – 1e). For the 25th DQF (the Julian Day on
which 25% of that year’s flow has occurred, analogous to
the spring pulse onset of SDR), the largest changes of
70 days or more are projected to occur in the Sierra Nevada
of California, the Cascades of Washington, and in the
Bitterroot Range of northeastern Idaho and western Montana. Earlier timing of 20– 40 days are projected in the
eastern Rocky Mountains in Colorado, the Wasatch Range
in northern Utah, and the Sangre de Cristo in southern
Colorado and northern New Mexico. With the exception of
central California, the greatest projected changes in SDR
occur at elevations between 1200 – 1800 m (auxiliary material Figure S3). In addition, the changes in SDR decrease
progressively from the 25th to the 75th DQF (Figures 1c –
1e), resulting in both a widening of the annual hydrograph
and a leftward (earlier) shift on the time axis.

4. Discussion
[11] The response of SDR to climate changes driven by
elevated GHGs over the RegCM3 domain is dominated by
increases in winter temperatures (up to 5°C) and associated
reductions in snow cover (Figures 2g and 2c). More
specifically, the temperature increases reduce the amount
of land covered by snow and hence the surface albedo
(reflectivity). This results in an increase in the amount of
surface absorbed solar radiation (Figure 2d) and further
amplifies the surface warming, resulting in additional melting and a positive feedback (known as the snow-albedo
feedback). The temperature change is much greater in
RegCM3 (Figure 2g) compared to FV-GCM (Figure 2f) in
association with decreases in snow cover and an increase
in net surface shortwave radiation. The pattern and magnitude of these changes are regulated primarily by topography.
For example, large increases in temperature over central and
eastern Washington State and the high elevations of California correspond to large decreases in accumulated snow.
These same regions indicate the largest increases in net
surface shortwave radiation.
[12] This enhanced temperature response does not occur
in FV-GCM nor most other GCM climate change simulations, which have a smooth representation of topography
and artificially low elevations in the western US. For
example, using a GCM forced by an IS92a-like scenario
that results in CO2 levels at 710 ppmv by 2100 [Dai et al.,
2001], Stewart et al. [2004] found changes in CT of only up
to 35 days for the Northwest and Sierra Nevada. Using the
same GCM simulations to drive a hydrologic model,
Christensen et al. [2004] noted earlier runoff timing of only
about 1 month for rivers in the Colorado Basin. More recent
results using the VIC model driven by CMIP3 model output
for the A2 scenario indicate earlier CTs of only 23 to 36 days
for basins in the Sierra Nevada [Maurer, 2007]. These
changes were attributed to an increase in surface air temperature of approximately 3 – 3.7°C, which is similar to the
FV-GCM temperature change. Therefore, the amplified
SDR response (in many regions a factor of 2 greater than
previous studies using GCM output) reported in RegCM3
appears to be due to the enhanced temperature response of

1
Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2008GL034424.
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Figure 1. (a) Average Julian Day of the 50th DQF for RegCM3 reference simulation (shaded grid cells) and U.S.
Geological Survey Hydro-Climatic Data Network (HCDN) stations (filled circles) for 1962 – 1987. (b) Linear trend
(days per decade) in the 50th DQF for 1962– 1987; positive values indicate a trend toward earlier snowmelt-driven runoff
through the 26 year period, and (c) differences between the future and reference simulations for the 25th, (d) 50th, and (e)
75th DQF (date of quarterly flow) (days). For c-e, positive values indicate snowmelt-driven runoff occurs earlier in the A2
scenario simulation. Only differences significant at the 95% level using a two-tailed student t-test are shown.
the high-resolution model associated with the topographydependent snow-albedo feedback.
[13] Precipitation changes do occur in our A2 simulation;
precipitation increases over the Northwest and decreases
over northern California and the Southwest (Figure 2a), a
common feature of climate change simulations that is
usually attributed to a northward shift of the mid-latitude
winter storm track [Yin, 2005]. In the A2 simulation there is
anomalous cyclonic flow over the Southwest and increased

upslope flow over western mountain ranges (Figure 2e).
Combined with higher atmospheric moisture content, these
changes lead to increased precipitation and a weakening of
the rainshadow effect over Colorado and Wyoming while
contributing to drying over California [Diffenbaugh et al.,
2005]. However, runoff increases more than precipitation
(Figures 2a and 2b), again indicating the effect of higher
temperatures and earlier snowmelt.
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Figure 2. Average winter (JFM) (except Figure 2h) RegCM3 (except Figure 2f) A2-RF differences for (a) precipitation
(mm day 1) (b) runoff (mm day 1) (c) snow accumulation (mm snow water equivalent) (d) net surface shortwave radiation
flux (W m 2) (e) 700 hPa geopotential heights (m) and wind vectors (m s 1) (f) FV-GCM surface temperature change (°C)
(g) surface temperature change (°C) and (h) annual change in number of days below freezing.
[14] Further, these circulation changes and higher atmospheric moisture content do not increase accumulated snow
since late winter and spring temperatures are higher and
there are fewer annual days below freezing (Figures 2g and
2h). Thus, temperature seems to be the dominant factor in
determining changes in runoff, consistent with observations
[Dettinger and Cayan, 1995]. Also, despite the increase in
precipitation over the Northwest, accumulated snow
decreases in the A2 simulation even at the highest elevations of the Cascades, in agreement with GCM simulations
[Kim et al., 2002; Leung et al., 2005; Hayhoe et al., 2004].
Moreover, our projected changes in SDR timing are consistent with the observed spatial pattern; larger changes
occur over the Northwest [Regonda et al., 2005] and
smaller changes are found over interior mountain ranges
such as the Rockies [e.g., Hamlet et al., 2005].
[15] One important caveat is that although our experimental design accounts for changes in mean SST (as
described in Section 2), it assumes little change in interannual SST variability between the RF and A2 periods. Some
hydroclimatic trends over the western US have been partly
linked to changes in ENSO and the PDO [e.g., Cayan et al.,
1999]. While future changes in those modes of variability
could create a different precipitation regime [Moore et al.,
2007], the dominance of temperature effects suggests that
the early SDR timing trend identified here is unlikely to be
reversed.

5. Conclusions
[16] We have used a nested high-resolution climate model
to investigate future changes in SDR over the western US.
A comparison of modeled SDR with HCDN data reveals
that RegCM3 captures the present-day timing of SDR as
well as observed trends. Results from a late-21st century
simulation (A2 scenario) indicate that increases in temperature, forced by increasing GHGs, could cause early-season
SDR to occur as much as two months earlier than present,

particularly in the Northwest. Earlier SDR timing of at least
15 days in early-, middle-, and late-season flow is projected
for almost all mountainous areas where runoff is snowmeltdriven. These large changes result from an amplified snowalbedo feedback associated with the topographic complexity
of the region.
[17] Reduced snowpack and early SDR are likely to
result in substantial modifications to the hydrologic cycle,
including increased winter and spring flooding; changes in
lake, stream, and wetland ecology; and reduced riverflow
and natural (snow and soil) storage [Cayan et al., 2007]. For
example, lower summer soil moisture could increase forest
fire frequency and intensity [Westerling et al., 2006].
Moreover, water supplies for sectors including (but not
limited to) agriculture [e.g., Purkey et al., 2008], energy
[e.g., Markoff and Cullen, 2008; Vicuna et al., 2008], and
recreational use [e.g., Hayhoe et al., 2004] could be
severely affected, necessitating additional reservoirs and/or
extended reservoir capacity. These changes to the hydrological cycle are likely to result in numerous societal and
economic impacts that will pose serious challenges for
water and land use management in the future.
[18] Acknowledgments. We thank two anonymous reviewers for
very useful comments.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The scientific evidence is clear: the Earth’s climate is warming. Multiple independent measurements confirm
widespread warming in the western United States; in Colorado, temperatures have increased by approximately 2°F
between 1977 and 2006. Increasing temperatures are affecting the state’s water resources. (Sections 1, 2, 4, 5, 6)

his rep ort is a synthesis of climate change science
important for Colorado’s water supply. It focuses on
observed trends, modeling, and projections of temperature, precipitation, snowmelt, and runoff. Climate projections
are reported out to the mid-21st century, because this is a relevant time frame for development of adaptation strategies.
Although many published studies and datasets include information about Colorado, few climate studies focus only on
the state. Consequently, many important scientific analyses
for Colorado are lacking. This report summarizes Coloradospecific findings from peer-reviewed regional studies, and
presents new graphics derived from existing datasets. The
state is home to many experts in climate and hydrology, and
this report also draws from ongoing work by these scientists.

T

Observations, Attribution, and Projections
• Changes in Colorado’s climate and implications for water
resources are occurring in a global context. On a global
scale, climate change has been linked to observed and
projected changes in the water cycle. By the mid-21st
century, average river runoff and water availability are
projected to increase at high latitudes and decrease over dry
regions at lower midlatitudes such as the western United
States. Changes in the quantity and quality of water may
occur due to warming even in the absence of precipitation
changes. (Section 1)
• The accumulation of greenhouse gases (including carbon dioxide) in the atmosphere is very likely the cause of most of the
increase in global average temperatures (IPCC AR4 WGI 2007).
In North America, temperatures have increased by 2°F in the
last 30 years, and “human-induced warming has likely caused
much of the average temperature increase over the past fifty
years” (CCSP SAP 3.3 2008, p. 3). (Section 5)
• In Colorado, temperatures have increased about 2°F in the
past 30 years. All regions examined within the state warmed
during the last 30 years, except the far southeast corner, in
which there was a slight cooling trend. (Section 2)
• Climate models show a 1°F warming in the West over the last
30 years in response to greenhouse gas emissions from

human activities (anthropogenic). However no studies have
specifically investigated whether the detected trends in
Colorado can be attributed to anthropogenic greenhouse
gases. (Sections 2, 4)
• Climate models project Colorado will warm 2.5°F [+1.5 to
+3.5°F] by 2025, relative to the 1950–99 baseline, and 4°F
[+2.5 to +5.5°F] by 2050. The 2050 projections show summers
warming by +5°F [+3 to +7°F], and winters by +3°F [+2 to
+5°F]. These projections also suggest that typical summer
monthly temperatures will be as warm as or warmer than the
hottest 10% of summers that occurred between 1950 and 1999.
By way of illustration, mid-21st century summer temperatures
on the Eastern Plains of Colorado are projected to shift westward and upslope, bringing into the Front Range temperature
regimes that today occur near the Kansas border. (Section 5)
• Winter projections show fewer extreme cold months, more
extreme warm months, and more strings of consecutive warm
winters. Typical projected winter monthly temperatures,
although significantly warmer than current, are between the
10th and 90th percentiles of the historical record. Between
today and 2050, typical January temperatures of the Eastern
Plains of Colorado are expected to shift northward by ~150
miles. In all seasons, the climate of the mountains is
projected to migrate upward in elevation, and the climate of
the Desert Southwest to progress up into the valleys of the
Western Slope. (Section 5)
• In all parts of Colorado, no consistent long-term trends in
annual precipitation have been detected. Variability is high,
which makes detection of trends difficult. Climate model projections do not agree whether annual mean precipitation will
increase or decrease in Colorado by 2050. The multi-model
average projection shows little change in annual mean precipitation, although a seasonal shift in precipitation does emerge.
(Sections 2, 5)
• A widespread and large increase in the proportion of
precipitation falling as rain rather than snow, and reduction
in snow water equivalent (SWE) have been observed
elsewhere in the West. In Colorado, however, these changes
are smaller and not as significant. Most of the reduction in
snowpack in the West has occurred below about 8200 ft.
Climate Change in Colorado
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However, most of Colorado’s snowpack is above this
elevation, where winter temperatures remain well below
freezing. (Section 2)
• Projections show a precipitous decline in lower-elevation
(below 8200 ft) snowpack across the West by the mid-21st
century. Modest declines are projected (10–20%) for
Colorado’s high-elevation snowpack (above 8200 ft) within
the same timeframe. (Section 5)
• Between 1978 and 2004, the spring pulse (the onset of
streamflows from melting snow) in Colorado has shifted
earlier by two weeks. Several studies suggest that shifts in
timing and intensity of streamflows are related to warming
spring temperatures. The timing of runoff is projected to
shift earlier in the spring, and late-summer flows may be
reduced. These changes are projected to occur regardless of
changes in precipitation. (Sections 2, 5)
• Recent hydrology projections suggest declining runoff for
most of Colorado’s river basins in the 21st century. However,
the impact of climate change on runoff in the Rio Grande,
Platte, and Arkansas Basins has not been studied as
extensively as the Colorado River Basin. (Section 5)
• The lowest five-year period of Colorado River natural flow since
records began in the late 1800s occurred in 2000 to 2004 (9.9
million acre feet per year). Recent hydrologic studies of the
Upper Colorado River Basin project multi-model average decreases in runoff ranging from 6% to 20% by 2050 compared
SIDEBAR ES-1. Communicating Uncertainty

Recognizing the difficulty in communicating scientific uncertainty to those
outside the community, climate assessments now make statements designed
to communicate probability. The so-called likelihood terminology indicates
“the assessed likelihood, using expert judgment, of an outcome or a result”
(IPCC AR4 WGI 2007, p. 3). The likelihood terminology quoted in this document follows two different but similar conventions, shown below.
It is important to recognize that the likelihood terminology used
here is independent of consequence; these are not risk statements and
the consequences of potentially cascading effects are not implicit in the
likelihood statements.
The authors and editors of this report did not develop likelihood
statements independently. Here, all likelihood statements are quoted
from three major assessments (IPCC AR4 WGI 2007, IPCC 2008, CCSP
SAP 3.3) where long-term processes involving large panels of experts
arrived at conclusions based on the best available science.
Statements quoted from IPCC AR4 WGI
and the IPCC Technical Paper on Water
use this convention:

virtually certain (>99%)
extremely likely (>95%)
very likely (>90%)
likely (>66%)
more likely than not* (>50%)
about as likely as not* (>33-66%)
unlikely (<33%)
very unlikely (<10%)
extremely unlikely (<5%)
exceptionally likely* (<1%)

Statements quoted from CCSP SAP
3.3 use an intentionally less
discrete system:

very likely (about 75–100%)
likely (about 60–75%)

unlikely (about 25–40%)
very unlikely (about 0–25%)

* these likelihood terms used by IPCC are not quoted in this report
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to the 20th century average, although one statistical streamflow model projects a 45% decline by 2050. The range of
individual model projections within a single study can include
both increasing and decreasing runoff due to the range of
climate model output used to drive the hydrology models.
Ongoing studies are attempting to resolve methodological differences in order to reduce the range of uncertainty in runoff
projections. (Sections 2, 5)
• Throughout the West, less frequent and less severe drought
conditions have occurred during the 20th century than
revealed in the paleoclimate records over the last 1000
years. Precipitation variations are the main driver of drought
in Colorado and low Lake Powell inflows, including the recent
drought of 2000–07, and these variations are consistent with
the natural variability observed in long-term and
paleoclimate records However, warming temperatures may
have increased the severity of droughts and exacerbated
drought impacts. (Sections 4, 5)
• Because global climate models do not represent the
complexity of Colorado’s topography, researchers are using
“downscaling” and other techniques to study processes that
matter to Colorado water resource managers. Several projects
are underway to improve regional understanding: Some use
statistical “downscaling” methods, which adjust for the
effects of elevation and the mountains on snowfall and
temperature; other studies involve compiling, calibrating,
and studying historical datasets; others involve enhanced
climate modeling efforts to include finer spatial resolution
that better represents Colorado’s mountainous terrain.
(Section 3)

Implication for Water Resource Managers
Climate change will affect Colorado’s use and distribution
of water. Water managers and planners currently face specific challenges that may be further exacerbated by projected climate changes. The implications of climate change
in this report are consistent with the broader conclusions
in the CCSP SAP 4.3, the IPCC Technical Paper on Water
(2008), and the 2007 National Academy of Science Report
“Colorado River Basin Water Management.”
This report provides a scientific basis to support further
studies of water resources impacts. However, the assessment and quantification of specific climate change impacts
on water resources is beyond the scope of this document.
A synthesis of findings in this report suggests a reduction
in total water supply by the mid-21st century. When combined with temperature increases and related changes in
evaporation and soil moisture, all recent hydrologic projections show a decline in runoff for most of Colorado’s river
basins by the mid-21st century. (Section 6)

1
Introduction
n response to the risks associated with global
warming, Governor Ritter issued the Colorado
Climate Action Plan (CCAP) in 2007. The CCAP sets
out a goal to prepare the state to adapt to those climate
changes “that cannot be avoided” (CCAP 2007, p. 3). Recommendations in the CCAP include assessing the vulnerability of Colorado’s water resources to climate change,
analyzing impacts on interstate water compacts, and planning for extreme events such as drought and flooding.
This report is a synthesis of the state of the science
regarding the physical aspects of climate change that are
important for evaluating impacts on Colorado’s water
resources. It presents scientific analyses to support future investigations and state efforts to develop a water adaptation
plan. Accordingly, the document focuses on observed trends,
modeling, and projections of hydroclimatic variables—including temperature, precipitation, snowmelt, and runoff—
that are important factors for water supply in the state.
However, the geographic scope of the document does not
end at the state’s borders, because of Colorado’s role as a
headwaters for supply in the West. Projections focus on the
mid-21st century, because this is a relevant planning horizon
for adaptation strategies, but some projections are for earlier
and later periods (Sidebar 1-1). This document is also intended to support other planning in the state including the
State Water Supply Initiative, the Colorado River Water
Availability Study, the Joint Front Range Climate Change
Vulnerability Study, and the Governor’s Conference on
Managing Drought and Climate Risks.
Changes in Colorado’s climate and implications for
water resources are occurring in a global context. The
IPCC Technical Paper on Water finds that on a global
scale, observed warming has been linked to many changes
in the water cycle. Climate models project that precipitation will increase at high latitudes and decrease in parts of
the subtropics and lower midlatitudes. By the mid-21st
century, average river runoff and water availability are
projected to elevate at high latitudes and decrease over dry
regions at lower midlatitudes such as the western United
States. Increased precipitation intensity and variability are
projected to elevate risks of floods and droughts. Water
supplies in glaciers and snow cover are projected to
decline in many areas of the world.
Changes in the quantity and quality of water may occur even in the absence of precipitation change. Current
practices may not be robust enough to cope with climate
change. The impacts of climate change challenge the

I

S ID E BA R 1-1. How to Interpret the Timescales in This Report

Many of the graphics and analyses in this report focus on recent
trends and mid-21st century projections, but projections for other
timeframes are important depending on the type of decision or
planning horizon.
2008 (the present): Climate variations such as the recent drought
may influence the results of trend analysis of the historical record.
Many of the climate projections in this report show changes with
respect to 1950–99 averages. During this period global and North
American temperatures have already risen about 2ºF, some of which
can be attributed to anthropogenic causes.
2025: The projected warming in 2025 is roughly half that in 2050
(see FIGURES 5-2 through 5-7). In this timeframe, all greenhouse gas
emissions scenarios lead to a similar range of temperature projections.
Natural variability will play an important role in determining the
climate of the next few decades. However, even relatively small shifts
in the average climate can substantially change the risk of extreme
events (FIGURE 1-1) such as heat and cold waves and drought.
2050: The climate projections for the differing greenhouse gas
emissions scenarios start to diverge by 2050, but all projections still
show a quantitatively similar range. Anthropogenic effects on climate
variables are projected to be larger in 2050 than 2025 or the present.
Therefore, the larger climate change signal will be more easily
detected against the background of natural variability, and will further
shift the risk of extreme events.
Beyond 2050: The future of Colorado’s climate beyond 2050 depends
on the greenhouse gas emissions path that the world follows. As the
world warms, feedbacks in the climate system may further increase
global greenhouse gas concentrations. Warming in Colorado may
trigger changes in land cover that would alter regional climate. The
possibility has been raised of large, potentially irreversible changes in
the climate system particularly if global average temperatures increase
more than a few degrees (e.g., Hanson et al. 2007).
FIGURE 1-1. Climate and Extreme Events

Fig. 1-1. Relatively small shifts in the average climate can substantially
change the risk of extreme events such as heat and cold waves and
drought. (IPCC AR4 WGI 2007)
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assumption that past hydrology provides a good guide to
the future. Furthermore, many gaps have been identified
in observations, modeling, and applications research
(IPCC 2008).

Context
Knowledge about climate and climate change is evolving;
thus this report is a snapshot of the state of science at a key
point in Colorado’s history. The information reported here
provides a basis for planning to adapt to higher temperatures and the consequences that will result, especially the
impacts related to Colorado’s water and forests. Like the
Colorado Climate Action Plan, this is a living document,
and should be updated as the science progresses.
Although many published studies and datasets include
information about Colorado, there are few climate studies
that focus on the state. Consequently, many important scientific analyses for Colorado have not been done. This
report summarizes Colorado-specific findings from peerreviewed regional studies, and presents new analyses derived
from existing datasets and model projections. The state is
home to many experts in climate and hydrology, and this
report draws from ongoing work by these and many other
scientists who are stepping up to the challenge of providing
societally relevant studies to aid decision-makers.
This document takes advantage of recent research and
syntheses of climate including the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report
(AR4), the IPCC Technical Paper on Water (2008), and the
U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) Synthesis
and Assessment Products (SAP) from 2007 and 2008. The
statements within this report that include an expert assessment of the likelihood of occurrence (Sidebar ES-1) have
been extracted from these documents.
Water managers have a long history of adapting to
changing circumstances, including changes in economies
and land use, environmental concerns, and population
growth. Climate change will further affect the decisions
made about how Colorado uses and distributes its water.
The report provides a scientific basis to support further
studies of
water resources impacts and adaptation efforts called for in
the Governor’s CCAP; the assessment of specific sensitivities and vulnerabilities of water supply and ecosystem
impacts is beyond the scope of this report. Section 6 discusses the potential uses of the information in this report
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in assessment of climate risks and vulnerabilities and in
integrated resource planning and adaptation.
Vulnerability assessments of water resources might include the risks of compact calls in Colorado’s river basins,
risks to supply within the state, or the risks of drought. Integrated planning processes following on these assessments might include mitigation planning to assess and
prepare for drought, and developing mechanisms for each
river basin to deal with potential compact calls.

Structure of the Report
Key findings of this report are summarized at the beginning of each section and in the Executive Summary that
precedes the main document. You are of course encouraged
to read the entire document, but less technical readers may
find sufficient information in this Introduction, the Executive Summary, the key findings at the beginning of each
section, and the figures.
The report begins with a description of the climate of
Colorado, the observing systems and data available for
study, and the observed trends in Colorado and the western
United States for variables relevant to water resources
(Section 2). Section 3 is an overview of climate models and
theory intended to provide the background for later sections. Section 4 provides attribution of the principal causes
of observed climate conditions including the recent multiyear drought. Section 5 then describes the global modeling
projections for Colorado and the surrounding areas of the
Intermountain West, and situates Colorado in the context
of global climate change. It also describes how the complex
topography of the state relates to interpreting and using
climate change projections. Recent hydrologic projections
for the Colorado River and other state resources are shown.
Section 6 discusses the general implications of these findings for Colorado’s water resources, although the assessment of specific impacts on water resources is beyond the
scope of this report.
A glossary provides descriptions of some key climate
terms, as well as an appendix of ongoing research efforts
that may contribute in the near term to our understanding
of climate change in Colorado. The details of data source
and methods for each figure are available at
http://wwa.colorado.edu.

2
The Observed Record
of Colorado Climate
KEY POINTS
• Colorado’s highly variable climate is a consequence of high elevations and
the complex topography of the mountains, plains, and plateaus. Climate
varies spatially and temporally, and different climatic variables fluctuate in
distinct ways.
• In Colorado, statewide temperatures have increased about 2°F over 30 years.
This synthesis is based on two methods estimating 2.1°F from 1977 to 2006
and 1.7°F from 1977 to 2006.
• In regions of Colorado, widespread warming is evident across most climate
divisions in the 30-year period.
• In the last 50 years, the North Central Mountains warmed the most (+2.5ºF),
while temperatures in southwestern Colorado, including the San Juan
Mountains, changed very little (+0.2°F). Minimum temperatures have
warmed more than maximum temperatures during this period.
• In all parts of Colorado, no consistent long-term trends in annual
precipitation have been detected in the time periods analyzed. Variability is
high, which makes detection of trends difficult.
• A widespread and large increase in the proportion of precipitation falling as
rain rather than snow and a reduction in snow water equivalent (SWE) have
been observed elsewhere in the West between 1949 and 2004. In Colorado,
however, these changes are smaller and not as statistically significant
(Knowles et al. 2006). Most of the reduction in snowpack in the West has
occurred below about 2500 m (about 8200 ft, Regonda et al. 2005).
However, most of Colorado’s snowpack is above this elevation, where winter
temperatures remain well below freezing.
• Peak streamflows in the western United States are occurring earlier in the
spring due to warming temperatures during spring months (Stewart et al.
2005, Hamlet et al. 2005). In Colorado, between 1978 and 2004, the spring
pulse has shifted earlier by about two weeks (Clow 2007).
• Throughout the West, less frequent and less severe drought conditions have
occurred during the 20th century than in the paleoclimate records covering
the last 1000 years (Meko et al. 2007).

bservations are the basis for understanding
past and recent climate variability, for modeling
future climate, and for evaluating future climate
scenarios. This discussion of observations is intended to
provide a background in how observations are made, the
variation inherent in Colorado’s climate record, and the
challenges in analyzing this record. This information provides a context for climate attribution and projections. This
section also presents a brief overview of the climate of
Colorado. For a discussion on the difference between
climate and weather, see climate in the glossary.
This report describes a number of observational studies.
Comparing these studies is inherently complicated because
different researchers analyze different periods of record,
which are determined in part by the data available, and by
the problem they want to study. Extensive effort would be
needed to re-analyze and homogenize the results, so we
have merely stated the periods that the authors chose.
The results of these observational studies must be taken in
the context of the years defining the period and the climatic
events that may or may not be included in different records.
Colorado’s climate has been punctuated by several notable climatic events, including the Dust Bowl years (1930s), a relatively
cool period from the 1950s to the 1970s, and the recent severe
drought in which eight out of ten years (1999–2008) had below
normal April 1 snow water equivalent (SWE). These variations
may influence the results of ongoing analyses. This report
presents 30-, 50-, 75-, and 100-year trend analyses.

O

2-1. Observing Systems in Colorado
The earliest instrumental weather observations in Colorado came from some of the early forts built on the western
frontier. In 1870, the organization that later became the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
National Weather Service (NWS) established more weather
stations in Colorado including Denver, Pueblo, and Pikes
Peak. In the 1880s the Colorado State Legislature authorized the creation of the Colorado Weather Service, with a
goal of better defining the weather and climate resources of
Colorado. This network of dozens of urban and rural
weather stations later became the State of Colorado National Weather Service Cooperative Observer (COOP) Network. NOAA’s National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) is
also concerned with tracking future climate and has recently deployed a special climate observing network called
the Climate Reference Network, including six stations in
Colorado (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/uscrn/).
There are currently ~250 weather stations in Colorado
reporting to the NWS. These stations measure and report
6
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daily high and low temperatures, precipitation (rain and
the melted water from snow and ice), snowfall, and total
snow depth. Average daily temperature is computed as the
mean of the minimum and maximum temperatures. Some
of these weather stations report additional information
such as wind, humidity, and cloud cover.
It is important to note that many of these observing
systems were not constructed and maintained with the goal
of detecting long-term climate trends. In this context,
changes in instrumentation, station locations, time of measurement and other factors have affected interpretation of
long-term datasets. Changes in the location of observing
stations may affect long-term records. Of the ~250 current
stations scattered across the state, only two are located in
nearly the same place as they were when first established in
the 1880s. Station moves can result in slight differences in the
local climate observed, and may appear as a spurious “climate change” trend. The widespread transition from glass to
electronic thermometers in the 1980s resulted in a cold shift,
or bias, of about 0.5°F compared to periods prior to the instrumental change. An even larger cold bias can occur if the
daily observing time is changed from the afternoon to the
morning (Pielke et al. 2002), as has become more common in
recent decades. Land use changes that affect local temperature are also common in Colorado, including year-round urban heat island effects and altered irrigation patterns, which
impact temperatures during the growing season (Pielke et al.
2002). To further complicate the matter, changes in these
parameters are not always documented (Pielke et al. 2007).
Long-term hydrologic records also face observational
challenges. For example, snow data are subject to local
weather modification efforts and vegetation growth near
the site (Julander and Bricco 2006). Changes in instrumentation and the impact on stream gauges from changes in
stream channel geometry and upstream diversions also
complicate the picture.
Given the complications introduced by observing stations,
climatologists spend a lot of time considering how to work
with the best scientific data by routinely quality controlling
datasets. Scientists have developed procedures for adjusting
and accounting for observational bias (including instrumentation changes and station location) by culling aberrant
records and applying calibration measures. It is important to
note that the methodological processes meant to improve observational datasets are subject to scrutiny in the peer review
process and have been vetted by the scientific community.
An extensive discussion of the records at some Colorado
climate stations is provided in Pielke et al. (2002), who caution that, given local variability and station issues, trends at
individual stations may not be representative of regional

trends. Section 2-4 presents data from some individual
stations, then analysis of regions of the state.

2-2. The Climate of Colorado
Colorado’s climate is unlike that of any other state—it is
characterized by the high elevations and complex topography of the Rocky Mountains, the Colorado plateau and valleys of the West Slope, and the high plains falling off from
the Continental Divide towards the east (Figure 2-1).
Climate varies in Colorado spatially across many regions,
temporally across years and decades, and its temperature
and precipitation histories differ across the state.
FIGURE 2-1. Annual Average Temperature and Precipitation
in Colorado (1950–99)
T EM P ERAT U RE

P RECIPITAT ION

Different climate drivers influence temperature variability in different parts of the state. Western Colorado and interior mountain valley temperatures are greatly affected by
the presence or absence of snow cover. In a year with deep
and early snows, winter temperatures can dip to 6–10ºF
below average (N. Doesken, pers. comm.). The opposite
(i.e., above average temperatures) may occur during winters with limited snow cover. For the high mountains, the
influence of persistent upper-level ridges and troughs
(regions of high and low atmospheric pressure, respectively) dominate temperature anomalies. East of the mountains the battle among subtropical, Pacific, and polar
continental air masses determines which years are warmer
or colder than average (Pielke et al. 2003).
The annual cycle dominates temperature variability
(see Figures 5-2 and 5-3). Statewide, January is typically
the coldest month of the year and July or August is the
warmest. Temperatures vary widely from day to day and
week to week, especially during the cooler months from
mid-autumn to late spring. Winter temperatures are more
variable than summer temperatures, and daytime temperatures are more variable than nighttime readings. The least
variability occurs with summer minimum temperatures.
It is against the background of variability in temperature
and precipitation (discussed in Section 2-6)that long-term
climate records are analyzed to detect trends. Time series
analysis, including trend analysis, uses statistical methods to
analyze records spanning a period of time in order to assess
whether or not there is a detectable trend. To determine
whether there is an anomaly in one period of interest compared to another, scientists may compare a year or period of
years to a base period or reference period climatologies. This
reference period depends on the process or issue being studied, and the variability in the datasets. The IPCC used various periods, including 20- and 30-year averages; these data
were global averages and included a considerable number of
data points, therefore reducing variability (IPCC AR4 WGI
2007). For a smaller region or one with greater variability, a
longer period may be needed in order to detect trends in a
statistically robust way. Analyses generated for this report use
50-year (1950–99) climatologies where possible.

2-3. Local and Regional Climates of Colorado

Fig. 2-1. Annual climatology (1950–99) of daily average temperature (°F)
and precipitation (inches). See FIGURES 5-2 and 5-3 for January and July
temperature climatologies. (Data: PRISM)

Sections 2-3 and 2-4 describe Colorado’s climate from the
standpoint of individual stations, experimental Colorado
climate divisions, and the official National Climatic Data
Center (NCDC) divisions. All these analyses are based on
data from the NWS COOP Observing Network.
An effort has been underway for several years to carefully scrutinize all of Colorado’s long-term weather stations
and identify which are best for historic time series analysis
and trend detection. In collaboration with the Western
Water Assessment (WWA), the Colorado Climate Center
Climate Change in Colorado
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has categorized each station in Colorado according to suitability for trend analysis and detection. The Colorado Climate Center has developed a website specifically to view
temperature and precipitation variations and trends for the
best long-term datasets at stations in Colorado, including
the data shown in Figures 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4 (http://ccc
.atmos.colostate.edu).
To illustrate local variability in Colorado, nine stations
were selected from 38 “better quality” stations through

Colorado (Figures 2-2 and 2-3). These stations have 90year or longer records in both temperature and precipitation, and comparatively fewer identified problems with
station relocation, instrument changes, and missing observations, according to analysis by the Colorado Climate
Center and the WWA. In contrast, stations in Denver, Colorado Springs, and throughout the central mountains relocated too frequently, or had other problems limiting their
use in long-term analysis. The temperature records show

FIGURE 2-2. Temperature at Nine Observing Stations
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Fig. 2-2. Daily average temperature (°F), annually averaged, at nine observing stations in Colorado. Station locations are shown on the map of Colorado (top
left). The 100-, 50-, and 30-year linear trends shown in blue, red, and yellow, respectively, are statistically significant (>97.5%); linear trends that are not
significant are not shown. If less than 100 years of data were available, the full period of record was used to calculate the trend shown in blue. Of the 27
trends generated, 19 are increasing, one is decreasing (100-year trend at Lamar), and seven were not statistically significant.
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the linear regression for the 30-, 50-, and 100-year trends in
the mean (Figure 2-2), and the precipitation records
(Figure 2-3) show the 10-year moving average.
Variability is apparent at all locations, and is comparatively smaller in the temperature record than the precipitation record. When added up over an entire year, the mean
temperature at each location falls within a few ºF of its

long-term average. Statistically significant trends are
detected in the temperature record when the trend emerges
from the variability. Of 27 trend lines computed (100-, 50-,
and 30-year time periods, at nine stations), 19 are increasing, one is decreasing (100-year trend at Lamar), and seven
were not statistically significant. In all parts of Colorado,
no consistent long-term trends in annual precipitation

FIGURE 2-3. Water Year Precipitation at Nine Observing Stations
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Fig. 2-3. Water year precipitation (inches) at nine observing stations around Colorado. Station locations are shown on the map of Colorado (top left). Overall
long-term trends are not detectable at the stations. The 10-year moving average of available data (solid blue line) is shown to emphasize decadal variations.
Shorter-term changes, such as the droughts of the 1930s, 1950s, and the early 2000s, are apparent at some stations.
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have been detected in the time periods analyzed. Seasonal
trends have not been analyzed at these locations, but may
be of interest to water managers.
Climatic trends at individual stations may not be representative of regional climate because of local processes at
those stations (Figures 2-2 and 2-3). For this reason, climatologists assess long-term regional variability by grouping observing stations together. Regional trends may
emerge (e.g., be statistically detectable) when the records
from these stations are averaged together.
The NOAA National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) five
official climate divisions group Colorado climate data into
regions by river basins, but these divisions are not necessarily representative of the complex regional climates in the
state. A new set of climate divisions has been developed

(Wolter and Allured 2007). These new divisions are based
on groups of observing stations that vary in a similar manner from year to year, and are thought to reflect similar regional climate processes. Sufficient data are available to
construct time series of temperature for most of these new
climate divisions back to the early 1930s. The averages calculated from the better quality observing records within
each division help to detect regional temperature trends
by eliminating local processes that are not indicative of
regional climate at each observing station.
Temperature trends were computed for these new
climate divisions for selected time periods (75-, 50-, and 30year periods) or the whole record (Figure 2-4). Regionally,
the north-central part of the state has been warming the
fastest (a +2.5°F change in the annual average over the past

FIGURE 2-4. Colorado Regional Temperature Trends

Division
1932–2006
75-year trend (°F)
1957–2006
50-year trend (°F)

North Central Mountains

North Front Range

0.8
2.6
1.6

0.0
1.5
2.5

1977–2006
30-year trend (°F)

Northeast

0.3
0.5
1.8

Grand Junction & Gunnison

Arkansas Valley

-0.1
1.6
1.2

0.7
2.0
1.8

Southwest

Lower Arkansas Valley

-0.3
0.2
2.0

-1.3
0.5
-0.1

San Luis Valley

na
1.9
2.4

Southern Front Range

na
0.7
1.1

Fig. 2-4. Regional trends in annual average temperature (°F) for experimental climate divisions in Colorado. Groups of stations with similar climates
comprise the divisions indicated by colored circles; there are no delineated geographic boundaries. Gray shading indicates terrain at an elevation higher
than 9850 feet (3000 m). The tables show temperature changes for the 30-, 50-, and 75-year periods ending in 2006, as determined from linear trend
analysis. Statistically significant trends (>95%; see the online Methods Supplement) are shown in red (warming) and blue (cooling). Trends were computed
by averaging observations from a subset of locations within each division (between three and seven stations, depending on the division) that met quality
control requirements. Although some divisions extend beyond the state’s borders, only stations within Colorado were used to determine trends. Insufficient
data were available to calculate 75-year trends for the San Luis Valley and the Southern Front Range divisions. Significant warming is evident in most
divisions in the past 30 and 50 years.
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T ABLE 2-1: Seasonal Temperature Trends (1957–2006)
in the Northern Colorado Mountains and the Arkansas Valley
Arkansas
Valley

winter

spring

summer

autumn

annual

Tmax

+2.1

+3.8

+0.4

+1.0

+1.8

Tmin

+3.2

+3.0

+1.4

+1.4

+2.2

2-4. Statewide Average Temperature,
1930s to present
Colorado’s climate since 1930 shows a warm period in the
1930s and the 1950s, a cool period though the 1960s and
1970s, and a consistent upward trend in the 10-year average
since about 1970 (Figure 2-5). The temperature has increased by +2.0°F from 1957 to 2006 (50 years), and by
+2.1°F from 1977 to 2006 (30 years). These trends are based
on the NCDC traditional climate division data.
This estimate can be compared with an alternate calculation using spatial averages of the experimental climate divisions (see Figure 2-4) that are based on unadjusted
COOP station data. This calculation results in statewide
linear trends of +1.6°F from 1957 to 2006 and +1.7°F from
1977 to 2006. Although the analysis methods and choice of
dataset lead to the differing estimates of statewide trends,
these methods converge on a statewide temperature
increase of about 2°F. The above trends were calculated by
fitting a straight line through the data. Temperatures
changes between the beginning and the end of these
periods show similar results.
FIGURE 2-5. Colorado Annual Mean Temperatures (°F) for 1930–2007
4

3

DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

50 years), while the southwestern corner has warmed the
slowest over the same time period (+0.2°F). The most
striking trends are for the most recent 30-year period
(1977–2006), about a +2°F change during this period for
most of the state, except the Lower Arkansas Valley (pink
circles, Figure 2-4) climate division in the southeast corner of the state. This division also shows a regional cooling
trend for the 75-year period. This period begins during the
1930s Dust Bowl years in Colorado, which were some of the
warmest years on record for many stations. This division
extends well beyond the state’s borders; only two stations,
Holly and Lamar were used to compute the regional average. Pielke et al. (2002, 2007) discuss problems with the
observational record at these stations, including changes in
observation time that may have introduced a cold bias.
Using a larger selection of COOP stations in this division in
Colorado and in neighboring states yields the following
linear trends: 1932–2006 (-1.4°F), 1957–2006 (+0.1°F),
1977–2006 (+0.7°F).
Minimum temperatures show greater overall warming
than maximum temperatures in the last 50 years. Analysis of
seasonal trends for minimum and maximum temperatures
for Northern Colorado Mountains and the Arkansas Valley
(green circles, Figure 2-4) show upward trends in minimum
temperatures in all seasons, with the largest trends in spring
(Table 2-1). This finding is consistent with Knowles et al.
(2006) who also found large and widespread warming trends
in the intermountain west in March over a similar period.
Across the state, winters also warmed during this 50-year
period, but this trend is less pronounced than for spring.
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The observed trend in average maximum (Tmin) and minimum temperatures
(Tmax) from 1957 to 2006 for the Arkansas Valley and the North Central
Mountains experimental climate divisions. Locations of the divisions are
shown in FIGURE 2-4. The 50-year trends for individual seasons and the
annual mean are shown. Statistically significant (red) warming trends are
evident in all seasons for Tmin. Springtime trends for Tmin and Tmax are
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Fig. 2-5. Colorado annual mean temperatures (°F) from 1930 to 2007.
Annual departures are shown as gray bars relative to a 1950–1999 reference
period. The 10-year moving average of available data (black curve)
highlights low frequency variations in the record. Warm periods occurred in
Colorado in the 1930s and the 1950s, followed by a cool period through the
1960s and 1970s. Since about 1970, there has been a consistent upward
trend in the 10-year average. (Data source: NCDC Climate Divisions, see
http://www7.ncdc.noaa.gov/CDO/CDODivisionalSelect.jsp)
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FIGURE 2-6. Temperature Trend and Elevation (1979–2006)
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Fig. 2-6. Dependence of temperature trends on elevation. Annual mean daily minimum (left panel) and maximum (right panel) temperature trend (1979–2006)
plotted in successive 250-meter elevation bands. The red dot is the median trend over the period of analysis at all locations within its elevation band; the
crosses are the approximate 5th and 95th percentile values, and represent the range of trends throughout the state in the elevation band. The dotted line is
zero trend or no change. (Diaz and Eischeid 2007)

2-5. Elevation
Another regional view of temperature is its relationship
with elevation. Temperature typically decreases as elevation
increases, and temperature is a significant factor in defining
the ecosystems and habitats at different elevations. Diaz
and Eischeid (2007) analyzed the temperature record using
the Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent
Slopes Model dataset (PRISM; http://www.prism.oregon
state.edu/). They find larger warming trends at high
elevations (Figure 2-6). Few reliable long-term surface air
temperature records are available above 9850 feet (3000 m).
PRISM temperatures at these elevations are estimated from
in situ observations at lower elevation and from freeatmosphere (above the land surface) temperatures. The
magnitude of estimated temperature trends from Diaz and
Eischeid (2007) may not be consistent with in situ observational data from alpine locations, such as Niwot Ridge in
Boulder County (>11,000 ft) and Loch Vale in Rocky
Mountain National Park (>10,000 ft) (J. Baron pers.
comm., M. Williams pers. comm.).
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2-6. Trends in Hydroclimatic Variables:
Temperature, Precipitation, Snow,
and Streamflow
Colorado’s temperature trends are consistent with multiple
independent analyses showing widespread warming in the
West (CCSP SAP 4.3 2008; Udall and Bates 2007; Mote et al.
2005; Stewart et al. 2005; Diaz and Eischeid 2007). However,
a few sites in the southern San Juan Mountains show cooling (Mote et al. 2005). Regonda et al. (2005) observed that
the onset of spring warm spells (defined as seven days
greater than 53°F/12°C) shifted to an earlier date over the
period 1950–99. Knowles et al. (2006) found positive
temperature trends at the vast majority of stations across
the West. The greatest warming was generally observed at
the higher elevations in the Interior West, with the most
warming observed in March (Figure 2-7; for other
months see Knowles et al. 2006).

FIGURE 2-7. Trend in March Average Minimum Temperature
on Days with Precipitation (1949–2004)

5°F

Fig. 2-7. Trend in March average minimum temperature on days with
precipitation (1949–2004, the latest data available at the time of analysis).
Red indicates an increase in temperature and blue indicates a decrease. The
size of the circle is proportional to the temperature change. For scale, the
arrow indicates a 5°F change. The circles represent statistically significant
findings and the squares are not significant. (from Knowles et. al. 2006,
FIGURE 9)

Water year precipitation ranges from roughly half the
long-term average in a dry year to double the average in a
wet year and varies across the state (see Figure 2-3). The
El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) has correlations with
precipitation that vary regionally across Colorado
(http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/Climaterisks/), but do not dominate the variability on annual and longer time scales
(Wolter 2008). Eastern Colorado is dominated by warm
season precipitation, largely a result of localized convective
storms. The lower elevations of southern and central Colorado receive significant precipitation from late summer
storms, while statewide, the mountains are dominated by
winter and spring precipitation.
A widespread increase in the proportion of precipitation
falling as rain rather than snow has been found in the
winter months throughout the Western United States from
1949 to 2004; however, the data are highly variable for
Colorado (Knowles et al. 2006; Figure 2-8).
At gauges throughout the West, there has been either no
detected trend or a slightly increasing trend in mean annual
streamflow over the period 1948–2002 (Stewart et al. 2005).
In contrast, Walter et al. (2004) find a decrease in Colorado
River Basin flow (1950–2000), although the trend is not statistically significant. For Colorado, Clow (2007) found that
snowmelt and runoff timing shifted about two weeks
earlier from 1978 to 2004, with the strongest trends in the
western and southern regions of Colorado, and weak
trends in the Northern Front Range. Stewart et al. (2005)
also find a consistent one-to-four-week earlier shift in the

spring pulse onset. Both studies (Clow 2007; Stewart et al.
2005) attribute changes in snowmelt timing to springtime
warming. Hamlet et al. (2005) uses modeled runoff based
on observed meteorological data and drew the same conclusion. Regonda et al. (2005) observed that between 1950
and 1999, the onset of runoff in Colorado trended toward
later dates, but these data do not include the recent
Colorado drought years.
Looking beyond mean streamflows, Pagano and Garen
(2005) found increases in April–September streamflow
variability in Colorado (the USGS gauge on the White
River near Meeker, 1943–2002) which they attribute to increasing variability in spring precipitation. They also find
an increase in year-to-year persistence of high or low flows.
Snow water equivalent (SWE) is a measure of the amount
of water in the snowpack. SWE is measured at SNOTEL and
snow course sites across the West by the Natural Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS). Mote et al. (2005) and Regonda et al. (2005) have both studied trends in April 1 SWE
in the West. While declining SWE is detected in other parts
of the West, no spatially coherent trends were found in Colorado and some stations in Colorado recorded increases.
Hamlet et al. (2005) concluded that those stations reporting
increased SWE were associated with modest upward precipitation trends, and that widespread warming caused many of
the downward trends in SWE.
Elevation and temperature are factors in the evolution
of snowpack. Regonda et al. (2005) found that stations in
the western United States below 2500 m (8200 ft) exhibited
the largest decreases in SWE at March 1, April 1, and May 1.
Much of Colorado’s snowpack is above this elevation where
winter temperatures remain well below freezing; note that
FIG U RE 2-8. Trend in Snow vs. Rain in Winter (1949–2004)

MORE SNOW

L ESS SNOW

Fig. 2-8. Changes in the fraction of winter precipitation falling as snow vs.
rain (1949–2004), after correcting for trends in precipitation amount. Blues
indicates increasing fraction of snow; yellow decreasing fraction. Data are
from NWS COOP stations. (from Knowles et. al. 2006, FIGURE 7)
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SIDEBAR 2-1. Paleoclimate

Paleoclimate refers to climate during the period prior to the
beginning of instrumental records—in Colorado, before the late
1800s. Various environmental indicators or “proxies” can be used
to reconstruct paleoclimatic variability extending back hundreds or
thousands of years.
In particular, the growth of trees in many parts of Colorado and
the West closely reflects annual moisture variability, so tree-ring
records can be used to reconstruct, or extend, gaged records of
annual streamflow. These streamflow reconstructions can provide
water managers and stakeholders with a much longer window—500
years and more—into the past hydrologic variability of a river

system, and thus have the potential to inform sustainable
management of water resources. The reconstructions indicate that
more severe and sustained droughts occurred in the centuries prior
to 1900 than those seen in the gaged records, including the most
recent drought (FIGURE 2.9).
For more information on streamflow reconstructions, including
access to data for Colorado and the upper Colorado River basin, see
the WWA TreeFlow pages: http://wwa.colorado.edu/treeflow/.
Woodhouse and Lukas (2006) provide streamflow reconstructions at
14 gauges in the Upper Colorado and South Platte River basins.

FIGURE 2-9. Reconstruction of Streamflow for the Colorado River at Lees Ferry

Fig. 2-9. A reconstruction of streamflow for the Colorado River at Lees Ferry (five-year moving average, with 80% confidence interval shown
as gray band) is compared with the observed natural flow record (five-year moving average in black). The severity of the 2000–04 drought
was probably exceeded at least once in the previous 500 years. (from Meko et al. 2007)

about 70% of the Colorado River Basin annual runoff is
contributed by this higher-elevation snowpack. Therefore
the statewide average snowpack in Colorado does not show
the declines that have been observed at lower elevation
mountains elsewhere in the West (Udall and Bates 2007).
These studies also illustrate how analysis of trends may
be influenced by the period studied and by anomalies occurring during and after the period studied. For example,
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all but the most recent studies were completed before data
was available from parts of the continuing 2000s drought,
and all published analyses were completed before data on
the record-setting snows of 2007–08 were available. Furthermore, analysis of year-to-year variations using SWE
observations from any single month without seasonal
context (e.g., March 1, April 1, and May 1) may not reflect
changes in the seasonal evolution of snowpack.

©2006 Denver Metro Convention & Visitor’s Bureau

SIDEBAR 2-2: IPCC Technical Paper on Water

2-7. Extremes
A recent CCSP synthesis report presents a comprehensive
assessment of the scientific literature for extremes in all of
North America (CCSP SAP 3.3). For temperature trends,
the report notes “a shift towards a warmer climate with an
increase in extreme high temperatures and a reduction
in extreme low temperatures. These changes have been
especially apparent in the western half of North America”
(CCSP SAP 3.3, p. 3). An increase in the number of heat
waves nationwide has been detected over the past 50 years,
but the report notes “the heat waves of the 1930s remain the
most severe in the U.S. historical record” (CCSP SAP 3.3,
p. 3). While there are no published recent studies on trends
in heat waves in Colorado, the observed warming over
Colorado is consistent with these findings. Even so, at many
locations in Colorado, the extreme temperatures of the
1930s have yet to be surpassed. The number of frost days
has been decreasing and the frost-free season has been
lengthening, “particularly in the western part of North
America” (CCSP SAP 3.3, p. 35). However, Kunkel et al.
(2004) reports small (<3 days) observed changes in frostfree season length over much of Colorado; the much larger
trends are located in regions to the west of Colorado. Increases in the frequency and intensity of extreme precipitation events (heavy downpours) were noted in most of the
United States, however there were no significant trends
detected for Colorado (Groisman et al. 2005).
A multi-year drought has occurred throughout the
western United States since the late 1990s. This type of
extreme event is covered in detail in Section 4.

Besides producing overarching assessments on global climate (e.g.,
IPCC AR4 2007) at the request of member nations, the IPCC will
assess more detailed topics related to climate change. In July 2008,
the IPCC publicly released the Technical Paper on Water (2008),
which assesses the relationship between climate change and water
resources. From the report, it is clear that “observational records and
climate projections provide abundant evidence that freshwater
resources are vulnerable and have the potential to be strongly
impacted by climate change, with wide-ranging consequences for
human societies and ecosystems” (IPCC 2008, p. 3). The report
provides a case study on the Colorado River as an illustration of the
importance of water–climate interactions in decision-making. Below
is an excerpt from that section:
“As is widely documented, the allocation of Colorado River water
to basin states occurred during the wettest period in over 400 years
(i.e., 1905–25). The recent western drought has affected 30–40% of
the region under severe drought since 1999, and the lowest 5-year
period of Colorado River flow on record occurring from 2000 to 2004.
At the same time, the states of the south-west USA are experiencing
some of the most rapid growth in the country, with attendant social,
economic and environmental demands on water resources,
accompanied by associated legal conflicts (Pulwarty et al. 2005).
“Only a small portion of the full Colorado Basin area (about 15%)
supplies most (85%) of its flow. Estimates show that, with increased
climatic warming and evaporation, concurrent runoff decreases would
reach 30% during the 21st century (Milly et al. 2005). Under such
conditions, together with projected withdrawals, the requirements of
the Colorado River Compact may only be met 60–75% of the time by
2025 (Christensen et al. 2004). Some studies estimate that, by 2050,
the average moisture conditions in the south-western USA could
equal the conditions observed in the 1950s. These changes could
occur as a consequence of increased temperatures (through increased
sublimation, evaporation and soil moisture reduction), even if
precipitation levels remain fairly constant. Some researchers argue
that these assessments, because of model choice, may actually
underestimate future declines.
“Most scenarios of Colorado River flow at Lees Ferry (which
separates the upper from the lower basin) indicate that, within 20
years, discharge may be insufficient to meet current consumptive
water resource demands. The recent experience illustrates that
‘critical’ conditions already exist in the basin (Pulwarty et al. 2005).
Climate variability and change, together with increasing development
pressures, will result in drought impacts that are beyond the
institutional experience in the region and will exacerbate conflicts
among water users.” (IPCC 2008, p. 105)
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3
A Primer on Climate Models,
Emissions Scenarios,
and Downscaling
KEY POINTS
• Climate models have improved in their ability to simulate the climate, even
as the modeling community has set more demanding goals (Reichler and
Kim 2008).
• A number of climate models are available from different research groups and
countries, each with strengths and weaknesses in simulating different
processes. For a set of model simulations, the average of all the models is
consistently more accurate than any individual result. In projecting
Colorado’s water future, it is very important to compare a range of results
from different models, and to consider multi-model averages.
• For planning horizons up to about mid-century, emissions scenarios result in
a quantitatively similar range of projections of global and regional climate
change. Consequently, the implications of the three scenarios (SRES B1, A1B,
A2) are similar to one another for 25- to 50-year planning and adaptation
horizons. These scenarios diverge in the latter half of the 21st century.
• The global climate models do not represent the complexity of Colorado’s
topography. However, they do simulate the large-scale climate processes that
affect mountainous regions, including winter storm tracks.
• Downscaling techniques are being used to study processes that matter to
Colorado water resource managers, since these methods can adjust for the
effects of elevation and the mountains on snowfall and temperature.
• Projects are underway to improve understanding of the local processes that
affect Colorado. These include developing better statistical downscaling
methods, and enhanced climate modeling efforts to include finer spatial
resolution that better represents Colorado’s mountainous terrain.
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3-1. Anatomy of a Climate Model
Precipitation, wind, cloudiness, the ocean currents, air, and
water temperatures—these and other variables evolve in time
and space governed by physical, chemical, and biological
processes. The processes included in the global climate models are quite varied. From the climate modeler’s standpoint,
these myriad processes have one thing in common—they
can be expressed in terms of mathematical equations derived
from scientific laws, empirical data, and observations. These
equations are converted into computer code, and along with
information about the Earth’s geography (e.g., topography,
vegetation), form the basis of a climate model.
In order to understand how a climate model is constructed, it helps to think of the Earth’s climate as a complex
system of many interacting parts: the atmosphere, the oceans,
the cryosphere (sea-ice, land ice), the land surface, etc.“Component models” for each of these parts have been developed
and are continually refined at more than a dozen scientific
centers worldwide. Atmosphere models have been around the
longest, having evolved during the 1960s from the first

weather prediction computer models developed a decade
earlier. Both weather models and the atmospheric component
of climate models have at their cores the equations for fluid
(air) motion and the first law of thermodynamics, and they
represent similar processes; but the similarities end here. Relative to climate models, weather models cover a limited geographical area at greater spatial resolution for a shorter
forecast period. Because climate is a global phenomenon, climate models cover the entire Earth, at a relatively lower spatial resolution, and simulate tens to hundreds of years of time.
The original climate models were referred to as General
Circulation Models (GCMs) because of their ability to
simulate the time evolution of the winds (“circulation”),
temperatures, and atmospheric pressures simultaneously
over the whole globe (GCM is also used as an abbreviation
for Global Climate Model). Initially the models were crude
representations of the Earth’s climate with a very coarse
model grid. As computer power and scientific understanding
increased, the climate models became more refined in their
ability to depict spatial detail and included more detailed
process models. Oceanic “OGCMs” built to simulate ocean

FIGURE 3-1. Hydrologic Component of GCMs
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Fig. 3-1. The hydrologic component of GCMs differs in their formulation and detail. The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
Community Climate System Model (CCSM3, right) contains a surface hydrology model with 6 soil layers and a sophisticated biophysical model
that tracks 11 categories of surface vegetation and soil type within each gridbox. The NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) model
(left) represents a different philosophy, with three lumped reservoirs of water in each gridbox (snowpack, root zone, and groundwater). Only a
handful of climate models still use a simple “bucket” model of hydrology; almost all models contain a river-routing model. See Chapter 8 in
IPCC AR4 WGI (2007) and http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/about_ipcc.php for more information on hydrology components of GCMs. (Source:
GFDL model adapted from Milly and Shmakin 2002, NCAR model adapted from Oleson et al. 2008)
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SIDEBAR 3-1: Time and Space in Models

Climate models are marched forward at discrete time intervals, called
“timesteps.” Timesteps can range from a few minutes to an hour,
depending on the spatial resolution of the model. The models
generate enormous amounts of data output that could easily amount
to hundreds of terabytes for a single run. To put this in perspective, a
single terabyte is equivalent to the storage capacity of about four
typical desktop computers. Often, only a subset of the output, such
as daily or monthly mean values, is archived. For the comprehensive
archive of model simulations analyzed in the IPCC AR4, monthly
averaged values for dozens of model variables are available from 22
climate models, while daily averaged values are available for certain
time periods and for selected variables from a smaller subset of these
models. (http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/about_ipcc.php)
Because of the complexity of the mathematical equations in
climate models, these equations can only be solved approximately,
even on the most powerful super computers. In order to determine
the most precise result within this limitation, climate models typically
divide the globe—the atmosphere and the oceans—into a grid in the
horizontal and vertical, creating so-called “gridboxes” (FIGURE 3-2).
The finer the grid, the higher the spatial resolution, and the more
computer power required to run the simulations. Many climate
processes take place at spatial scales much smaller than a model
gridbox. The term-of-art for the expression of the “sub-grid” processes
in terms of parameters that are resolved at the spatial scale of the
gridbox is “parameterization.” Choice of the methods used in
parameterization can have a sizable impact on a model’s climate
simulations.
FIGURE 3-2. Model Grid for the Atmosphere Component

currents, salinities, and temperatures soon followed. By 1970,
the first coupled atmosphere–ocean GCM (AOGCM) was
produced at NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
in Princeton, NJ. The terms “coupled model” and “Earth
System Model” are sometimes used to describe the current
generation of climate models. Other model development
groups soon followed suit, and work using AOGCMs continues today. Simulations from 24 AOGCMs were included in
the IPCC AR4 as part of the World Climate Research
Programme’s (WCRP’s) Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project phase 3 (CMIP3) multi-model dataset.
Surface hydrologic processes such as evapotranspiration, snowpack evolution, infiltration of water into the soil,
and river routing are typically found in the “land surface”
component of climate models. The hydrologic components
in different climate models differ in their formulation and
detail—just as do stand-alone hydrologic models. They
can be quite sophisticated in the processes included, but
operate on inputs from the coarse grid of the global model.
Schematic illustrations of the surface hydrologic component from two GCMs are shown in Figure 3-1.

3-2. Emissions Scenarios—in the Driver’s Seat
Emissions scenarios represent how greenhouse gas (carbon
dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide) emissions, and thus the
accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, might
unfold over the next century. The IPCC has developed a suite

Fig. 3-2. Illustration of the model grid for the atmosphere component.
Typical grid for global climate models analyzed in the IPCC AR4 WGI
(2007) is about 180 mi (300 km) in the horizontal with ~25 layers of
varying thickness in the vertical. The small-scale processes within a
vertical column of gridboxes (shown in the inset) are represented through
a process known as “parameterization.” (Source: http://celebrating200
years.noaa.gov/breakthroughs/climate_model/welcome.html)
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FIGURE 3-3. Global Mean Surface Temperature and Model Projections

Fig. 3-3. Global mean surface temperature and model projections (relative to a
baseline of 1980–99) for various emissions scenarios. Shaded regions depict
the range of modeled historical simulations and projections. Temperatures for
scenario B1 starts to diverge appreciably from A1B and A2 by the middle of the
21st century. A2 and A1B diverge in the latter quarter of the century. Continental and regional patterns of temperature and precipitation in these models
also evolve in a similar manner. (IPCC AR4 WGI, 2007)

of emissions scenarios that are widely used to generate climate projections from GCMs. These are reported in the
IPCC Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES). The
SRES scenarios are based, in part, on assumptions about “demographic development, socio-economic development, and
technological change.” Probabilities are not assigned to the
future occurrence of these scenarios; the scenarios “are alternative images of how the future might unfold” (IPCC SRES
2000, p. 3).
Of the many possible futures described in the IPCC SRES
document, only three scenarios, labeled B1, A1B, and A2, were
intensively studied by climate modeling centers (Figure
3-3). These three scenarios have become de facto low,
medium, and high emissions scenarios based on the resulting
greenhouse gas concentrations and global climate changes in
year 2100. For planning horizons up to about mid-century,
these three emissions scenarios result in very similar projections of global and regional climate change. Consequently,
the implications of these three scenarios are similar to one

another for 25- to 50-year planning and adaptation horizons.
The scenarios diverge in the latter half of the century reflecting the climate response to different assumptions, including
those about mitigation (greenhouse gas reduction) strategies.
A new set of emissions scenarios are being developed for
use in the Fifth Assessment Report planned for 2013 (see
http://ipcc-wg1.ucar.edu/ for more information). These new
scenarios will reflect the fact that greenhouse gas emissions
over the past decade have been at or above the upper range
of the SRES scenarios.

3-3. Climate Model Evaluation
The scenarios of future greenhouse gas emissions drive the
current generation of climate model projections. These
models are also used to simulate the climate of the 20th
century. These historic simulations include known forcing
factors such as variations in solar output, volcanic and industrial aerosols (fine particles suspended in the air), and
historic greenhouse gas changes. The models also simulate

SIDEBAR 3-2. Boulder Study

A study of the impacts of climate change on Boulder, Colorado’s water
supply is the first in the United States to combine the potential impacts
of climate change with long-term climate variability. Outputs from general circulation models (GCMs) for grid boxes, including Boulder, were examined and the wettest, driest, and a middle model were selected.
Climate change was estimated for 20-year periods for 2030 and 2070, and
a 437-year (1566–2002) reconstruction of streamflow in Boulder Creek,
South Boulder Creek, and the Colorado River (conducted by Connie Woodhouse and Jeff Lukas) were used. A “nearest neighbor” approach was also
used to select years in the observed climate record that resemble the paleoclimate reconstructions. Average monthly GCM changes in temperature
and precipitation for 2030 and 2070 were combined with multiple recreations of the paleoclimate record to simulate the combined effects of
changes in climate and paleoclimate variability.
An increase in temperature alone was estimated to have little effect
on the total annual volume of runoff, but by 2070 the effect would shift
peak runoff one month earlier, which results in increased late winter and
spring runoff and decreased summer runoff levels. These seasonal
changes in runoff levels were estimated even with increased or decreased
precipitation. Total runoff is quite sensitive to changes in precipitation.
Using Boulder’s management model, and accounting for population
growth in Boulder and the changes in demand for crop irrigation, the
study found that wet and “middle” scenarios had little effect on the reliability of Boulder’s supply. But reduced precipitation scenarios resulted in violation of some of Boulder’s water supply reliability criteria.
By 2070, higher greenhouse gas emissions scenarios increase the risk
of supply disruptions more than the lowest emissions scenario (see
TABLE 3-1). While an earlier study found that Boulder’s water supplies
would be reliable with a repeat of climate conditions from hundreds of
years ago, this study found that the combination of climate change imposed on a reconstruction of events from the 16th and 17th centuries
would cause violations in the city’s water supply criteria. Demand for
irrigation was projected to increase substantially; and very little of this
increased demand would be met under the middle or dry scenarios.
In general, Boulder is in a relatively good position to adapt to climate because it has relatively senior water rights and can draw water

during later winter and spring months when runoff is projected to increase. Other municipalities and users with more junior rights or with
rights to withdrawal only in the summer months would possibly be at
greater risk to climate change. Nonetheless, Boulder will examine contingency plans for reducing the city’s demands and enhancing supplies.
This study is a collaboration of Stratus Consulting, the City of
Boulder, the University of Colorado, and AMEC Consulting (formerly
Hydrosphere). This work was funded by a grant from the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration to Stratus Consulting.
T A B L E 3-1. Effect of Climate Change on Reliability
of Boulder’s Water Supply
Emission
Scenario

Model Year
Type

Drought Plan (300 years)
BASE CASE
B1
Wet 2030
B1
Mid 2030
B1
Dry
2030
A1B
Wet 2030
A1B
Mid 2030
A1B
Dry
2030
A1B
Dry3 2030
A2
Mid 2030
A2
Dry
2030
B1
Wet 2070
B1
Mid 2070
B1
Dry
2070
A1B
Wet 2070
A1B
Mid 2070
A1B
Dry
2070
A1B
Dry3 2070
A2
Mid 2070
A2
Dry
2070

1-in-20 year
criterion met?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

1-in-100 year
criterion met?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

1-in-1000 year
criterion met?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

This table is representative of the typical output of a product that
can be generated using climate models to aid decision-makers.
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FIGURE 3-4. Elevation (feet above sea level) on Global
and Regional Climate Model Grids

FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL

N CAR COM M U N IT Y CL IM ATE SY STEM MODEL

WRF REG ION AL CL IM AT E MODEL

Fig. 3-4. The NCAR Community Climate System Model 3.0 (CCSM3.0)(top
panel) has gridboxes that are about 100 miles on a side. The WRF regional
climate model (bottom panel) has gridboxes that are about 30 miles on a
side, typical of the RCMs used for dynamical downscaling in the North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Project (NARCCAP) project. The
relatively smooth representation of the Colorado Rockies in global climate
models reduces the elevations of the mountain peaks. Downscaling methods
relate the large-scale climate features that are simulated by GCMs to the
small-scale climatic and topographic features of Colorado.

natural “internal” variability of the climate from year to
year and decade to decade.
Climate model simulations are evaluated by how well
they reproduce climate statistics rather than individual
events. This need arises because model projections are not
periodically reset to observed conditions (as are weather
forecasts), but rather run freely through time. Consequently, simulations cannot reproduce the weather on any
specific day; but they should reproduce climatological averages and other statistics of the weather. Likewise, the projections cannot reproduce a specific event such as the
1997–98 El Niño event, but they should show El Niño and
La Niña events that resemble those in nature in terms of
magnitude, duration, and recurrence. These models do
simulate a response to the known natural and anthropogenic forcing factors, resulting in periods of global
warming in the early and late 20th century and slight
cooling in the mid-20th century.
Spatial resolution poses another problem for model
evaluation, particularly in mountainous regions like Colorado. Because the global models do not represent local and
regional processes, they cannot exactly simulate the climate
at a single observing station; but they should be able to
simulate sub-continental climate averages—provided the
20
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region is relatively homogeneous. For example, in the central United States where the topography is relatively gentle,
model temperature and precipitation data better represent
the climate processes at individual stations.
In order to accommodate their coarse spatial grid, climate models use a smoothed representation of mountains,
including the Rockies (see Figure 3-4). Individual stations
in complex mountainous regions such as Colorado are influenced by topography and elevation that are not present
in the climate models. Furthermore, snowpack is poorly
represented in climate models due to the smoothed topography that reduces the elevation of mountain peaks. However, the climate models do simulate the large-scale climate
trends affecting mountainous regions. Current climate
models produce a winter storm track that impacts Colorado, and they broadly show the differences in annual precipitation as one traverses from the Great Plains across the
Rockies to the Intermountain West. For this reason, it is
possible that advanced techniques (e.g., downscaling,
discussed later) can relate these large-scale phenomena in
climate models to the detailed topography of the state,
including an improved representation of snowpack.
The main reason for the differences among climate
model results is an incomplete scientific understanding of
many climate-related processes, particularly at smaller spatial scales. Even for processes that are comparatively well
understood, there can be legitimate scientific differences
about the best way to represent these processes in the models through parameterization. Developing a climate model
means balancing the competing desires for higher resolution and for more complex and varied processes with the
available computational resources. Different model development centers make different choices to achieve this balance. The result is that each model, while staying as close as
possible to known scientific principles, has a “personality of
its own” when it comes to future projections.
Each climate model has known systematic errors (model
bias) in simulating climate. These biases can be assessed by
comparing the temperature and precipitation (and other variables) at the model grid with a gridded observational dataset
(PRISM monthly climatology, 1950–99). The Colorado temperature bias, averaged over the 22 CMIP3 models, varies
throughout the year (Table 3-2). The models, on average, are
too warm by about 2°F in winter, and too cold by about 3°F in
summer, on par with the magnitude of the bias in neighboring
regions. The models have too much precipitation in all seasons
over Colorado, consistent with the biases for the western
North America. Note that the model precipitation biases
averaged over Central North America, a region of gentler
topography, are considerably lower than for Colorado.
Year-to-year climate variability in Colorado arises from
both climate oscillations and storm track dynamics. The
simulation of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO),

T ABLE 3-2. Seasonally Averaged Climate Biases of the IPCC AR4 WGI
Climate Models in Temperature and Precipitation for Colorado
T E MPE RAT U RE BIAS (°F)

Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Annual

PRECIPITATION BIAS (%)

WNA

Colorado

CNA

WNA

Colorado

CNA

-1.62
-3.60
-0.72
-2.16
-2.34

1.94
-1.11
-3.32
-0.08
-0.64

-1.44
-1.98
-0.72
-1.08
-0.90

93
71
28
61
65

81
65
69
63
65

7
8
-12
-16
2

Climate model biases are shown for Western North America (WNA), Colorado,
and Central North America (CNA). Temperature biases are shown in ºF,
precipitation biases in percent above or below normal. The models are too
warm over Colorado in winter, and too cold in summer, and the biases are
on par with those in neighboring regions. The models produce too much
precipitation over Colorado in all seasons, similar to the biases in Western
North America. The values for the WNA and CNA regions are from IPCC AR4
WGI, Ch. 11 Supp. Material, Table S11.1. The area average for model
gridboxes over Colorado was calculated from the same CMIP3 model output
as used in the IPCC AR4.

and its effects on the atmospheric circulation patterns over
North America, has improved from past generations of
climate models (AchutaRao and Sperberg 2006). But while
most models produce variability that resembles the observed ENSO in some respects, they still have problems
accurately reproducing the amplitude, seasonal timing, and
recurrence times seen in nature (see Capotondi et al. 2006).
There has been comparatively little work in evaluating
Pacific decadal variability that may have an influence on
Colorado’s climate (IPCC AR4 WGI 2007). Overall, climate
models have too little Pacific Ocean variability on decadal
time scales, particularly in the tropics (Newman 2007),
though Barnett et al. (2008) claims that at least one model
successfully simulates the Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO). However, climate models successfully simulate
storm track dynamics in North America (CCSP SAP 3.1
2008), which are a major feature of climate in Colorado.

A combination of metrics should be used to judge the
utility of a model’s output. For example, a model that has a
small temperature bias over Colorado may not have a good
simulation of El Niño, or vice versa. A study of California
precipitation projections showed that “while some models
seem more capable at recreating limited aspects [of] twentieth century climate, the overall tendency is for comparable model performance when several credibility measures
are combined” (Brekke et al. 2008, p. 371). It also found that
culling models or applying weighting factors to models
based on their overall credibility had little effect on the
probabilistic distribution of outcomes in their study. Other
studies may choose a smaller subset of models based on
what the authors perceive as relevant selection criteria.
Climate models as a whole have improved in their ability to simulate the climate, even as the modeling community has set more demanding goals. Although they are
imperfect descriptions of the Earth’s climate, each generation of models has improved on the last, and the average of
all the models is better than a single model (Reichler and
Kim 2008). Many climate projections are available, reflecting the level of scientific understanding of the subject.
Consequently, it is very important for planners to consider
a range of model projections to assess the robustness of
alternative planning scenarios.

3-4. Downscaling Methods
In order to use the coarse-grid global climate model output
to study climate change impacts in Colorado, the model
output has to be related to the detailed topography and
climate of the state through a process called “downscaling.”
In addition a “bias correction” or “calibration” step is
needed that removes known model biases in the average
climate. Fowler et al. (2007) presents an overview of several
downscaling methods.

TABLE 3-3. Strengths and Weaknesses of Statistical Versus Dynamical Downscaling (after Fowler et al. 2007)
Statistical

Dynamical

Advantages

• Comparatively cheap and computationally efficient.
• Can provide point-scale climatic variables from
GCM-scale output.
• Able to directly incorporate observations into method.

• Produces responses based on physically consistent processes.
• Can resolve atmospheric processes on a smaller scale
(e.g., orographic and rain-shadow effects in mountainous areas).

Disadvantages

• Dependent upon choice of predictors.
• Does not account for non-stationarity in the
predictor-predict and relationship.
• Regional climate system feedbacks not included.
• Affected by biases in underlying GCM.

• Computationally intensive.
• Limited number of scenario ensembles available.
• Dependent on GCM boundary forcing; affected by
biases in underlying GCM.
• Dependent on RCM parameterizations.
• Different RCMs will give different results.
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FIGURE 3-5. The Progression of Data and Models from Climate Models to Streamflow

General Circulation Model
(GCM)

GCM Hydrology

Bias Correc tion
Downscaling

Statistical
Hydrology
(regression; resampling)

Temperature
Precipitation
Hypothetical
Scenarios

Streamflow

Water Supply
Operations Model

Hydrology
Process Models
(NWSRFS, VIC, WEAP, etc.)

Fig. 3-5. Illustration of the progression of data and models from climate models to streamflow, which can be used in water supply operations models.
While the output from the GCM hydrology component has been used in some studies (Milly et al. 2005), water supply studies typically use bias-corrected
and downscaled projections. Hypothetical scenarios of climate change, such as adding or subtracting a fixed increment in temperature or precipitation
to or from the historical sequences, may be used to investigate the sensitivity of water supply. The choice of these increments may be informed by
climate model projections.

Simply, statistical downscaling methods use the temperature and precipitation at a model grid and relate each parameter to the smaller-scale variations within that grid.
This spatial process is sometimes called disaggregation—
the opposite of the spatial aggregation process that creates a
gridbox (see Sidebar 3-1). The statistical downscaling procedure may be as simple as adding a model’s projected
changes in a gridbox to the high-resolution temperature
climatology for the area within that gridbox. For precipitation, the percent change is typically applied to the highresolution climatology (Salathe 2004; Smith et al. 2007).
More sophisticated statistical methods can be used but at
this time, these have found less application in Colorado.
Dynamical downscaling uses high-resolution regional climate models (RCMs)—many of which are derived from numerical weather prediction models—to simulate small-scale
processes. These RCMs typically input the global model grids
surrounding their geographical domain and then simulate
wind, temperature, clouds, evapotranspiration, and variables
on a much finer grid (see Wigley 2004; Wilby and Wigley
1997). RCM downscaling is computationally intensive.
The salient strengths and weaknesses of statistical versus
dynamical downscaling are summarized in Table 3-3. In
practice, the simpler statistical methods are primarily used to
generate downscaled datasets on many of the global model
simulations used in the AR4 report. RCM downscaling has
typically involved using one or two global models downscaled with a single RCM. While this is very useful in studying how climate processes might change, it gives a very
limited picture of the range and distribution of possibilities.
It is worth noting that the ongoing North American Regional
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Climate Change Assessment Project (NARCCAP) will soon
release a large dynamically downscaled dataset that uses six
RCMs to downscale the projections from four of the IPCC
AR4 models. This will enable a more comprehensive analysis
of the full range of projections (See Resources). Even at the
30-mile (50-km) resolution of these RCMs, further downscaling may be needed depending on the application. On a
finer spatial scale, the Colorado Headwaters Project plans a
smaller set of model simulations using a 1.2 mile (2 km) grid
(http://www.times.ucar/ws).
In many cases, only monthly-averaged model output is
available. Since many hydrological and operational models
require daily or even sub-daily inputs, the need for downscaling in time arises. So-called “weather generators” (see
Gangopadhyay et al. 2005) use historical weather data that
are re-sampled according to the conditions projected by the
climate model. The same resampling technique can be applied to historical streamflow data to provide future hydrologic sequences that are consistent with both the historical
variability (Prairie et al. 2006) and the climate model
average projections.
For water resources planning, statistically downscaled
climate model projections have been used as input to hydrology models (Maurer 2007; Reclamation 2008; Christensen et al. 2004; Christensen and Lettenmaier 2006). By
using a single hydrology model that has been tuned to a
specific river basin, a hydrologically consistent set of projections can be created based on a range of climate drivers
(see the Joint Front Range Climate Change Vulnerability
Study, Sidebar 3-3, Figure 3-5).

S ID E BA R 3-3. Joint Front Range Climate Change
Vulnerability Study (JFRCCVS)

3-5. The Future of Global Models
The need for more advanced climate model projections for
the anticipated IPCC Fifth Assessment Report is providing
the impetus for the next stage of development in global
climate models. These models will include more detailed
process models—particularly those involved in the models
of how sources and sinks of greenhouse gases will respond
to climate change. The native resolution of these models,
though increased, will still not be adequate for regional
climate studies; downscaled output will be required.
Some climate modeling centers are now incorporating
the observed ocean conditions into their simulations in order to make actual predictions of the climate a few decades
into the future. Using this framework, Keenlyside et al.
(2008) and Smith et al. (2007) predict a period of relatively
unchanged global temperatures due to a natural cooling
trend that is superposed on the GHG-forced warming
trend. They both project this hiatus to end in the next
several years and the warming to continue. These climate
predictions, however, are in the early stages of development
and evaluation.

With the increasing recognition of global and regional climate
changes, metropolitan water providers along Colorado’s Front Range
are concerned about the possible impacts these changes may have
on their future available water supply. This is of particular concern
given that recent studies indicate global warming may lead to
unprecedented drought conditions in the southwest United States
(IPCC AR4 WGI 2007). Several Front Range providers including the
City of Aurora, City of Boulder, Colorado Springs Utilities, Denver
Water, City of Fort Collins, and Northern Colorado Water Conservancy
District have come together to participate in a study intended to
provide the education, tools, and methodology necessary to examine
the possible effects of climate change on several common
watersheds.
Through a collaboration with the Water Research Foundation,
this JFRCCVS project will enable group members, which obtain their
water supplies from the upper Colorado, South Platte, Arkansas,
Cache la Poudre, St. Vrain, Boulder Creek, Big Thompson, and other
similar river basins, to examine potential effects climate change
may have on those supplies. This regional unified approach is
intended to help Colorado water providers communicate with their
customers and the media cohesively by working with the same
historic and projected hydrometeorological data, historic natural
streamflow, and methodology. Lessons learned from this
collaborative approach can be used to encourage and establish other
regional efforts in Colorado and throughout the country.
The project will assess changes in the timing and volume of
hydrologic runoff that might be expected from selected climate
change scenarios for the years 2040 and 2070. Since many water
providers evaluate vulnerability using water allocation models that
simulate system operations based on historic sequences of natural
streamflow, the project will focus on investigations at these
locations:
Basin

Station

Upper Colorado

Fraser River at Granby
Williams Fork near Leal
Blue River below Green Mountain Res
Blue River below Dillon
Colorado River near Granby
Colorado River near Dotsero
Colorado River near Cameo
Homestake Creek at Gold Park
Roaring Fork River near Aspen
Arkansas River at Salida
South Platte River above Spinney Mountain Res
South Platte River below Cheesman Res
South Platte River at South Platte
South Platte River at Henderson
Cache la Poudre River at Mouth of Canyon
St. Vrain Creek at Canyon Mouth near Lyons
Big Thompson River near Drake
Boulder Creek at Orodell

Upper Arkansas
Upper South Platte

Cache la Poudre
St. Vrain
Big Thompson
Boulder Creek
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4
Climate Attribution
KEY POINTS
• In North America, temperatures have increased by ~2°F in the last 30 years,
“human-induced warming has likely caused much of the average temperature
increase in North America over the past fifty years” (CCSP SAP 3.3, p. 3).
• In Colorado, temperatures have warmed by ~2°F in the past 30 years
(Section 2). Climate models estimate that anthropogenic greenhouse gas
emissions have contributed 1°F of warming over the same period. However
no studies have specifically investigated whether the detected trends in
Colorado can be attributed to anthropogenic greenhouse gases.
• The precipitation variations that are the main driver of drought in Colorado
and low Lake Powell inflows, including the recent drought of 2000–07, are
consistent with the natural variability observed in long-term and
paleoclimate records (Barnett et al. 2008).
• Observed warming may have increased the severity of droughts (Andreadis
and Lettenmeier 2006) and exacerbated drought impacts (Breshears et al.
2005).
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roactive planning and decisions to manage
risks can benefit from an understanding of the full
range of natural climate variability and the magnitude of climate trends that have happened, why they happened, and the likelihood of these trends continuing into
the future. The process of establishing the principal causes
for observed climate phenomena is known as climate attribution. Attribution of anthropogenic climate change, part
of the focus of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) assessment reports, has the specific objective of explaining a detected climate change that is significantly different from that which could be expected from
natural variations of the climate system. According to the
IPCC Third Assessment Report (IPCC TAR WGI 2001),
the requirements for determining an attribution for detected change are that first, scientists can demonstrate that
the change is consistent with a combination of anthropogenic and natural causes, and second, that these changes
are inconsistent with alternative, physically plausible explanations of recent climate change that exclude anthropogenic causes. When attribution is established, the IPCC
may assign a likelihood statement (see Sidebar ES-1) for
the probability that that cause resulted in the observed
conditions or trends.
Attribution studies use both empirical analyses of past
climate relationships and simulations with climate models
in which cause-and-effect relations are evaluated. Statistical
analysis is used to analyze and compare the model simulations with the observed record, including estimates of natural variability and trends from climate models, historical
observations, and paleoclimate reconstructions of past
temperatures. “Fingerprint” methods seek the unique
signature of climate change by simultaneously looking at
changes in many variables. Attribution studies are also used
to assess the natural and anthropogenic causes of drought
and other extreme climate events.

P

4-1. The Global Consensus
Evidence that Earth’s climate has changed during the last
century is clear. According to the IPCC Fourth Assessment
Report (IPCC AR4 WGI 2007, p. 5) “warming of the climate
system is unequivocal.” This statement is based on observed
trends of melting snow and ice; rising sea level; and increasing surface, ocean, and atmospheric temperatures. The dominant forcing mechanisms to which recent climate change
has been attributed all result from human activity. They are:
increasing atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases;
global changes to land surface, such as deforestation; and
increasing atmospheric concentrations of aerosols.

The consensus attribution statements of the IPCC AR4
WGI (2007) link these observed trends, as well as changes
in global wind patterns, to greenhouse gas emissions introduced to the atmosphere by human activities. For example,
the IPCC reports that most of the observed increase in
global average temperatures since the mid-20th century is
very likely due to increased concentrations of anthropogenic greenhouse gases. Other important attribution
statements made by the IPCC in 2007 include:
• It is very likely the observed warming of land and
oceans, together with the loss in ice mass, is not due to
natural causes alone.
• It is likely that there has been significant anthropogenic
warming over the past 50 years averaged over each
continent except Antarctica.
• It is likely that the increases in greenhouse gas
concentrations alone would have produced even greater
warming than what has actually been observed because
volcanic and human-induced aerosols have offset some
warming that would otherwise have occurred.
However, these statements are based on global attribution
studies, and are not necessarily applicable to the trends observed in Colorado. Attribution studies are difficult on regional scales for several reasons. Natural variability grows
larger as the observational scale decreases, making it more
difficult to detect trends (as discussed in Section 2). Even if a
signal is detected, uncertainties in regional and local
processes (for example, the influence of the Rocky Mountains on precipitation patterns) complicate estimations of
the contribution of anthropogenic greenhouse gases on discernable trends. Consequently, there is less confidence in the
causes of observed trends as scale decreases. Thus, it is not
surprising that there are no formal climate change attribution studies that focus on the spatial scale of Colorado. However, the CCSP is undertaking studies on the scale of North
America, and studies are underway to understand the causes
of the 2000s western U.S. drought and low Colorado River
flows, and whether these are the result of natural variability
or if they are related to climate change.

4-2. A Telescoping View
North America has warmed by almost 2°F in the past 30
years and it is likely that greenhouse gases produced from
human activities alone caused much of this increase (CCSP
SAP 3.3). Further analysis of these data will be presented in
the CCSP SAP 1.3 (planned release, fall 2008). In North
America, the largest annual mean temperature increases
since the middle of the 20th century have occurred over the
Climate Change in Colorado
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DEGREES CELSIUS

DEGREES CELSIUS

FIGURE 4-1. Observed Annual Average North American Surface Temperature (1950–2007)

Fig. 4-1. The 1950–2007 trend in observed annual average North American surface temperature (°C, left) and the time series of the annual values of surface
temperature averaged over the whole of North America (right). Annual anomalies are with respect to a 1971–2000 reference. The smoothed curve (black line)
highlights low frequency variations. A change of 1°C equals 1.8°F. (Data source: UK Hadley Center’s CRUv3 global monthly gridded temperatures)

DEGREES CELSIUS

DEGREES CELSIUS

FIGURE 4-2. Modeled Annual Averaged North American Surface Temperature (1950–2007)

Fig. 4-2. The 1950–2007 trend in annual average North American surface temperature (°C) from 22 IPCC (CMIP3) model simulations forced with the
greenhouse gas, aerosol, solar, and volcanic forcing from 1950 to 1999, and the A1B emissions scenario from 2000 to 2007 (left). Annual values of surface
temperature averaged over the whole of North America (anomalies compared to 1971–2000 average) (right). The smoothed curve highlights low frequency
variations. Comparison of these climate models with the data in FIGURE 4-1 suggests that anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions have contributed
about 1°F of the observed warming in the last 30 years.

northern and western portions of the continent. The
warming trend between 1950 and 2007 in the Western
United States is clear (Figure 4-1). The time series of annual North American-averaged temperatures (Figure 4-1,
right panel) shows that every year since 1997 has been
warmer than the 30-year climatological reference of
1971–2000. However, the rise in temperature has not been
constant, as large year-to-year fluctuations are superimposed on an increasing trend.
To determine a cause, or attribution, of this signal, annually averaged North American surface temperatures
from 1950–2007 were computed from the IPCC (CMIP3)
model simulations. The models were forced with the observed record of greenhouse gases, volcanic aerosols, and
solar forcing during 1950–99, and subsequently with the
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A1B scenario (see Section 3) of greenhouse gas emissions
(Figure 4-2). Similarities between these results and the
observed trends provide the best available evidence for
external climate forcing of surface temperature change by
anthropogenic greenhouse gases. First, the bulk of the
warming occurs after about 1970 in both time series.
Second, the externally forced warming of about 1.8°F (1°C)
since 1950 is close to the observed warming rate.
Some inconsistencies between the two datasets
(Figures 4-1 and 4-2) are also apparent. For instance,
there is greater year-to-year variability in observed North
American averaged temperatures, which cannot be explained by fluctuations in external forcing. Also, the IPCC
simulated pattern of warming is more spatially uniform
across the continent compared with spatial observations.

A simple comparison of the observed surface temperature
trends across the continent and simulated changes suggests
that half of the warming is attributable to greenhouse gas
emissions related to human activities. This is consistent
with CCSP SAP 3.3 (p. 3), which states “human-induced
warming has likely caused much of the average temperature increase in North America over the past fifty years.” A
further analysis of these data will be presented in CCSP
SAP 1.3 when it is released in late 2008.

FIGURE 4-3. Intensity and Extent of Drought in Colorado (1895–2007)

4-3. Drought in Colorado and the West
Drought has many definitions. Meteorological drought is
a deficit in precipitation, typically over an extended period
of time. Hydrologic drought may be defined in terms of
reduced runoff over a period of time, and agricultural
drought may be defined in terms of soil moisture deficit.
Both hydrologic and agricultural droughts can be related to
a precipitation deficit or to increased evapotranspiration
over the watershed associated with elevated temperatures.
The assessment of drought severity may take into account
water storage in the basin, including natural “reservoirs”
such as snowpack and groundwater, as well as engineered
water storage systems. (For further definitions see
www.drought.unl.edu.)
Multiple indicators may be used to describe drought in
Colorado. The Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI;
Palmer 1965) is derived from the monthly records of precipitation and temperature and estimates the state of surface water balance (excluding reservoir storage). The
percent area coverage where the PDSI is less than -3.0 is an
indicator of the spatial extent of the drought. Another indicator is the annual Colorado River natural flow at Lees
Ferry below Lake Powell. The flow is an indicator of annual
water supply stored in the Upper Colorado River basin
snowpack as it replenishes downstream storage in Lake
Powell and Lake Mead.
Interpreting trends in these drought indicators is complicated by the many dimensions of drought—duration,
extent, severity, impacts—and by the diversity of area averages and of periods of analysis used in studies published in
the scientific literature. Consequently, each study must be
considered in the context of recent events (e.g., the 200os
drought) and whether or not these events were in the
period of record that was analyzed.
The history of Colorado droughts from 1895 to 2007
(Figure 4-3) is part of a bigger picture of droughts that
occurred throughout the West. In Colorado, wet conditions
prevailed at the turn of the 20th century, with the entire
western United States virtually devoid of severe drought
from 1905 to 1920. Dry periods emerged in Colorado during the 1930s and 1950s with severe social and economic
consequences, but these conditions were eventually replaced by another wet epoch lasting from the 1960s to the

Fig. 4-3. Drought conditions in Colorado from 1895 to 2007. Top curve
(black) is the area-averaged Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), with
negative anomalies (orange bars) indicating dry conditions compared to the
region’s normal moisture balance. Green bars represent wetter conditions.
Yellow bars represent the % area of Colorado in severe drought (PDSI < -3).
Black and red curves are smoothed similar to a 5-year moving average. (Data
source: Climate division data from the National Climatic Data Center)

end of the 20th century. The current dry period began in
late 1998. One the most severe drought years of the 113-year
instrumental record occurred in 2002, when severe drought
occurred in all five traditional climate divisions in
Colorado, an event that had not occurred since 1934.
In the western United States from 1895 to 2007, no statistically significant trend in the PDSI drought record has been
detected (M. Hoerling, pers. comm.) This finding is consistent with the paleo-hydroclimate evidence of droughts associated with natural variability that are more severe and
longer in duration than those of recent history (Section 2,
Figure 2-8). According to another study, however, there has
been an increase in the severity of droughts over the period
1925 to 2003 in the southwestern United States, including the
Western Slope of Colorado (Andreadis and Lettenmaier
2006). They qualitatively attribute the increased drought
severity in the southwestern states (including Colorado) to
the increase in observed temperatures and the resulting increase in evapotranspiration. Andreadis and Lettenmaier
(2006) also show a decrease in drought severity over the eastern plains and south central Colorado (1925–2003). A different study compared the recent 2000s drought (defined in
terms of vegetation impacts) to the 1950s drought and found
that greater warmth has been a material factor in the recent
drought’s greater impacts (Breshears et al. 2005).
The Colorado River system storage is another indicator
of drought. Lake Powell-Lake Mead storage was near full
capacity in 1998. Storage levels have declined since; Lake
Powell is 61% of capacity, and storage in Lake Mead is 46%
of capacity as of August 2008. The principal reason for this
rapid decline has been a reduction in Colorado River inflow (Figure 4-4, bottom panel). The 2000–04 period had
Climate Change in Colorado
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FIGURE 4-4. Precipitation and River Flow in the Upper Colorado Basin

Fig. 4-4. Observed time series (1895–2007) of annually averaged precipitation
departures area-averaged over the Upper Colorado drainage basin (top panel)
and annual Colorado River natural flow departures at Lees Ferry in million
acre-feet (bottom panel). The precipitation data are based on 4km-gridded
PRISM data. Colorado River natural flow data from the Bureau of Reclamation.

an average natural flow of 9.9 million acre feet (maf) per
year, which was lower than the driest period during the
Dust Bowl years of 1931–35 (11.4 maf), and the 1950s
drought (1953–56; 10.2 maf) (Pulwarty et al. 2005).
Historically, reduction in Colorado River natural flow at
Lees Ferry can be linked to the reduction in precipitation
over the Upper Colorado River basin (Figure 4-4, top
panel). Droughts in this area have been attributed in part
to natural fluctuations of the El Niño and La Niña cycle of
ocean surface temperature variations in the tropical Pacific
(CCSP SAP 3.3 2008; Schubert et al. 2004; Seager et al.
2005). The El Niño cycle affects the movement of moisturebearing storms in winter and spring that supply water for
the region’s mountain snowpack and provide the eastern
plains with soil moisture. Note that IPCC model simulations indicate that it is very unlikely that the increase in
greenhouse gases played a role in the recent period of low
precipitation (IPCC AR4 WGI 2007).
The observed temperature trends may be exacerbating
low flows. For example during the winter of 2004–05,
precipitation in the Basin was average, but flow was 75%
of normal. The combination of “low antecedent low soil
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moisture (absorption into soil), depleted high mountain
aquifers, and the warmest January–July period on record
(driving evaporation)” has been suggested as the cause for
this discrepancy (CCSP SAP 3.3 2008).
One formal attribution study deserves special focus
because of its implications for the entire hydrologic cycle in
the West. Barnett et al (2008) used a “fingerprint” that combined several hydroclimatic indicators including the ratio of
snow water equivalent to precipitation (SWE/P), January–
March minimum temperatures, and streamflow runoff timing throughout the West, including the Colorado Rockies, to
detect and attribute trends over the period 1950 to 1999. They
concluded that 60% of the observed trends in the hydrologic
cycle in the West are due to anthropogenic causes. These
trends included earlier runoff, warming temperatures, and a
smaller fraction of precipitation that is present as snow. They
were unable to show any anthropogenic cause for precipitation trends in the West. Interestingly, the model fingerprint
of anthropogenic warming shows very small changes in
runoff timing and in SWE/P over Colorado and over the
southern Sierra Nevada Mountains—the two highest elevation regions in the study area. Relevant to the recent drought
they note “[t]his period excludes the large-scale changes in
runoff, precipitation, and water storage that have occurred in
the southwest, especially the Colorado River drainage, since
2000. We do not claim that the large changes since 2000 are
necessarily the result of human-induced warming.”
In summary, the research suggests that precipitation—
the main historic driver of drought in Colorado—has not
exhibited trends that can be attributed to anthropogenic
climate change, and that the observed record of drought is
consistent with natural variability. The research also indicates that observed temperature trends may have created
conditions more favorable to droughts, or have exacerbated
the impacts of droughts, and that, at least at the scale of the
western United States, may be attributed in part to anthropogenic climate change. The CCSP SAP 1.3 and 3.4, when
they are issued later this year, are planning to have specific
statements on the attribution of the recent drought in
the West.

5
Climate Projections
KEY POINTS
• Climate models project Colorado will warm by 2.5°F [+1.5 to +3.5°F] by 2025, relative to the 1950–99 baseline, and 4°F [+2.5 to +5.5°F] by 2050. This baseline likely
includes some anthropogenic warming for North America (Section 4). The projections
show summers warming more (+5°F [+3 to +7°F]) than winters (+3°F [+2 to +5°F]),
and suggest that typical summer temperatures in 2050 will be as warm as or warmer
than the hottest 10% of summers that occurred between 1950 and 1999. By 2050,
temperatures on the Eastern Plains of Colorado will shift westward and upslope,
bringing into the Front Range temperature regimes that today occur near the Kansas
border. Note that the range of climate model projections does not capture the entire
range of uncertainty.
• Winter projections show fewer extreme cold months, more extreme warm months,
and more strings of consecutive warm winters. By contrast with summer, typical
projected winter temperatures do not lie within the top 10% warmest months in
the historical record. Between today and 2050, the January climate of the Eastern
Plains of Colorado is expected to shift northward by ~150 miles. In all seasons, the
climate of the mountains migrates upward in elevation, and the climate of the
Desert Southwest progresses up into the valleys of the Western Slope.
• Individual models projections do not agree whether annual mean precipitation will
increase or decrease in Colorado by 2050. The multi-model average shows little
change in annual mean precipitation by 2050, although a seasonal shift in precipitation does emerge. Combined effects of a northward shifting storm track, potentially
wetter storms and a global drying of the sub-tropical regions may result in more
mid-winter precipitation throughout the state, and in some areas, a decrease in late
spring and summer precipitation.
• Projections show a precipitous decline in lower-elevation (below 8200 ft) snowpack
across the West. Modest declines (10–20%) are projected for Colorado’s high-elevation
snowpack (above 8200 ft) within the same timeframe (Christensen and Lettenmaier
2006). The timing of runoff is projected to shift earlier in the spring, and late-summer
flows may be reduced. These changes are probably going to occur regardless of changes
in precipitation.
• Recent hydrologic studies on climate change in the Upper Colorado River Basin point
to an expected decline in runoff by the mid-to-late 21st century (Table 5-1). Those
studies that explicitly calculate runoff report multi-model average decreases ranging
from 6% to 20% by 2050 compared to 20th century conditions; the one recent study
that bases streamflow on a large-scale statistical relationship (Hoerling and Eischeid
2006) projects a 45% decrease by 2050.
• The range of individual model projections within a single study can include both
increasing and decreasing runoff due to the range of climate model output used to
drive the hydrology models, reflecting both model-simulated climate variability
and differences in model formulation.
• Ongoing studies are attempting to resolve methodological differences in order to
reduce the range of uncertainty in Upper Colorado River Basin runoff projections.
• The impact of climate change on runoff in the Rio Grande, Platte, and Arkansas
Basins has not been studied as extensively as the Colorado River Basin.
Colorado Climate Report

his se c t ion prov ides temperature and
precipitation projections for North America, then
telescopes into Colorado. To illustrate how broad scale
model projections may play out at a local scale, projections
from a downscaled dataset for three areas in Colorado are
highlighted. It then synthesizes projected changes in hydroclimatic variables in the state and its river basins. The focus
here is on mid-21st century projections, although projections for other timeframes may be of use depending on the
type of decision or planning horizon (Sidebar 1-1).
Most temperature projections show continued warming
beyond 2050.

T

5-1. Temperature and Precipitation Projections
Projected changes in North American temperature and
precipitation from a recent baseline (1950–99 average)
through mid-century (2040–60 average) are shown in
Figure 5-1. Focusing on Colorado, the multi-model average projects an annual mean warming of about 4°F [+2.5 to
+5.5°F] by 2050 in Colorado as part of a continent-wide
pattern of warming. The projections show summers warming more (+5°F [+3 to +7°F]) than winters (+3°F [+2 to
+5°F]) (Figure 5-1, top row). For total yearly precipitation,
the dominant pattern in North America projects a wetter
climate in regions north of Colorado and a drier climate
southwest of the state (Figure 5-1, middle row). However,
for Colorado, projections diverge and the models do not
show substantial agreement (Figure 5-1, bottom row).
While the multi-model average shows little change in annual mean precipitation in Colorado, a seasonal shift in
precipitation emerges with a decrease in late spring and
summer, and an increase in winter precipitation.
The range of climate model projections (shown in
square brackets above) was estimated from the 10th and
90th percentiles of 112 model projections for the 20-year
period centered on 2050, averaged over Colorado, rounded
to the nearest half-degree Fahrenheit. These 112 CMIP3
model runs of 16 climate models include projections from
the B1, A2B, and A2 emissions scenarios. The range of
projections results from different model formulations,
model-simulated natural variability, and differences in
emissions scenarios used to drive the climate models.
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Several processes triggered by greenhouse gas increases
contribute to the warming over the Western United States,
including increased water vapor in the atmosphere
(Compo and Sardeshmukh 2008), changes in atmospheric
circulation patterns (Tebaldi et al. 2006—particularly for
increased heat waves), and drying of the soils in summer.
Precipitation changes in the Colorado Mountains, which
receive the bulk of their precipitation from winter and
spring storms— are dominated by changes in the climatological storm track. The storm track is projected to move
slightly to the north as the climate warms (Yin 2005), but
with somewhat wetter storms. The net effect over Colorado
is a seasonal shift towards more mid-winter precipitation,
and in some areas a decrease in late spring precipitation.
Summertime precipitation is projected to decrease over
much of the conterminous United States, but there is more
disagreement among the models than for winter. The thunderstorms that dominate Colorado’s summer precipitation
are difficult to simulate and must be parameterized in the
climate models. Larger scale systems such as the North
American Monsoon that influence Colorado’s summertime
precipitation are not well simulated by climate models
(Lin et al. 2008). Despite these shortfalls, the magnitude of
potential changes in the timing of precipitation is small
compared to year-to-year or even decade-to-decade variations in precipitation. Consequently, interpretation of these
projections suggests that the future out to 2050 will be
dominated by natural variations in precipitation.

5-2. A Closer Look
Average daily temperature in Colorado for 1950–99 and
projections for 2025 and 2050 are shown in Figures 5-2
(January) and 5-3 (July). It is clear that by 2050 the January
climate of the Eastern plains has moved northward by a
distance greater than half the state. The climate zones of
the mountains have migrated upward in elevation, and the
climate of the Desert Southwest has progressed into the
valleys of the Western Slope. For July, the temperatures on
the Eastern Plains have moved westward and upslope, such
that the temperature regime near the western Kansas
border has reached the Front Range by 2050.

FIGURE 5-1. Temperature and Precipitation Changes over North America Projected for 2050
T EM P ERAT U RE
Annual

Winter

Summer

Winter

Summer

Winter

Summer

P RECIP ITAT ION
Annual

MODEL AG REEMENT FOR PRECIPITATION
Annual

Fig. 5-1. Temperature and precipitation changes over North America projected for 2050 (2040–60 average) by an ensemble of 22 climate models used
in the IPCC AR4. Changes are shown relative to the 1950–99 baseline average. The top row is the multi-model average temperature change for the annual
mean (left), winter (center), and summer (right). For Colorado, the average projected temperature changes are about 4°F (annual), 3°F (winter), and
5°F (summer). The second row shows the percentage change in total precipitation. The multi-model average shows small changes in precipitation in
Colorado, although individual model projections (not shown) exhibit a range of projected changes. There is only weak agreement among the models
whether annual precipitation will increase or decrease in Colorado (third row), though there is an indication of an increase in winter and a decrease
in summer. (Data source: CMIP3 multi-model dataset, PCMDI)
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FIGURE 5-2. January Observed and Projected Temperatures

FIG U RE 5-3. July Observed and Projected Temperatures

JAN UARY CL IM ATOL OGICAL TEMPERATURE (1950–9 9)

JULY CL IMATOLOGICAL TEMPERATURE (1 9 50–99)

P ROJ ECT ED JAN UARY CLIMATOL OGICAL TEMP ERATURE 20 50

P ROJECTED JULY CLIMATOLOG ICAL TEMPERAT URE 2 05 0

Fig. 5-2. January observed average daily temperature in Colorado for
1950–99 (top panel) and projections for 2050 (bottom panel). By 2050 the
January climate of the Eastern Plains has moved northward by a distance
greater than half the state. The climate zones of the mountains have
migrated upward in elevation, and the climate of the Desert Southwest has
progressed into the valleys of the Western Slope. Projections were calculated
by adding the multi-model average temperature changes to the observed
climatology. Observed climatological averages are from PRISM (DiLuzio et al.
2008), and projected changes from the IPCC (CMIP3) 22-model average for
the A1B emissions scenario.

Fig. 5-3. July observed average daily temperature in Colorado for 1950–99
(top panel) and projections for 2050 (bottom panel). For July, the
temperatures on the Eastern Plains have moved westward and upslope, such
that the temperature regime near the western Kansas border has reached the
Front Range by 2050. Projections were calculated by adding the multi-model
average temperature changes to the observed climatology. Observed
climatological averages are from PRISM (DiLuzio et al. 2008), and projected
changes from the IPCC (CMIP3) 22-model average for the A1B emissions
scenario.

Just as the observed temperature climatology does not
capture the year-to-year or day-to-day variations (Figures
5-2 and 5-3, top), neither do the climate projections
(Figures 5-2 and 5-3, bottom). While Figures 5-2 and 5-3
are illustrative of climate change in Colorado, it is unclear
how the details will play out at any given location. Due to

local and regional climatic effects, some places may warm
more than projected, some less (or even cool, particularly
in the next couple of decades when average warming trends
are comparable to observed variability). Until higher resolution dynamical downscaling is performed, and until projected local land use and potential ecosystem changes (e.g.,
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FIGURE 5-4. Locations of Precipitation and Temperature
Projections in FIGU RE S 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7

Steamboat Springs

FIGURE 5-5. Projected Monthly Temperature and Precipitation
near Grand Junction, CO (2050)

INCHES

forest cover changes resulting from pine beetle infestation)
are considered, it will be difficult to determine these local
variations. But the larger picture must be kept in mind.
Comparable warming is projected for most of the western
United States. The projected changes, especially in summer,
are large compared to present-day climate variations—an
indication that the warming signal may be clearly seen
throughout Colorado by 2050.
The implications of the model-projected changes in
2050, including the seasonal cycle, are best illustrated by
looking in more detail at three locations in Colorado
(Figure 5-4): the Western Slope (Figure 5-5), the North
Central Mountains (Figure 5-6), and the Eastern Plains
(Figure 5-7). At all these sites, the monthly average
temperatures from 1950 to 1999 are compared with those
projected for 2050 using the statistically downscaled
projections of Maurer (2007; http://gdo-dcp.ucllnl.org/
downscaled_cmip3_projections/). The cluster of lines shows
the seasonal cycle of all 112 available projections from the
B1, A1B, and A2 scenarios, depicting the range of model
projections (Figures 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7; bottom panels). To
provide a reference for how unusual the projected temperatures (red lines) will seem, compared to today, the 10th and
90th percentiles of monthly average temperatures are also
shown (dashed black lines). These percentiles represent the
top-five-warmest and top-five-coolest months in the
period 1950–99. The present and range of projected precipitation climatologies are shown in the bottom panels of
Figures 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7 for each location.
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Fig. 5-4. The areas used to calculate monthly temperature and precipitation
projections for FIGURES 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7.

Fig. 5-5. Observed monthly average temperature (°F) (top panel) and
precipitation (inches) (bottom panel) compared with projections for 2050
over a 30 x 40 mile region on the West Slope near Grand Junction (see
FIGURE 5-4). The monthly average (solid black) and 10th and 90th
percentiles values (dashed black lines) are based on observations over the
period 1950–99. Projected monthly climatologies (thin red lines) are from
the multi-model ensemble for the 20-year period centered on 2050. Average
of the projections is shown as a heavy red line. Data are derived from
bias-corrected and downscaled climate model output and gridded
observations (Maurer et al. 2007). For precipitation, the 10th and 90th
percentile values of 20-year averages, estimated from nearby station data
with ~100 year records, are also shown (vertical bars). The magnitude of
projected temperature change is comparable to or greater than the
year-to-year variations throughout the historical record; however, this is not
the case for precipitation.
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FIGURE 5-6. Projected Monthly Temperature and Precipitation
near Steamboat Springs, CO (2050)

FIGURE 5-7. Projected Monthly Temperature and Precipitation
near La Junta, CO (2050)
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Fig. 5-6. Same as FIGURE 5-5, but for a region in the North Central
Mountains between Granby and Steamboat Springs.

Fig. 5-7. Same as FIGURE 5-5, but for a region on the Eastern Plains near
La Junta.

At all three sites, the temperature increases are largest in
summer. The July temperatures from almost all the model
projections at all three sites lie at or above the 90th percentile of the present climate. The bulk of the projections
suggest that typical summer temperatures will equal or exceed the extreme warm summers of the last half of the 20th
century. The projected temperature changes are somewhat
smaller in winter and the year-to-year variations are larger.
While extreme warm winter months would increase in
these projections, most years, even in 2050, will not be
extreme by present standards. Winter warming will be
manifest in the relative absence of cold months and in the
cumulative effects of consecutive warm winters.

Unlike temperature projections, potential future
changes in precipitation are smaller than the year-to-year
and decade-to-decade variations observed in the historical
record. This is consistent with the IPCC: “Models suggest
that changes in mean precipitation amount, even where
robust, will rise above natural variability more slowly than
the temperature signal” (IPCC AR4 WGI 2007, p. 74). The
Western Slope site has considerable precipitation in most
months, with maxima in the spring and autumn. The
multi-model average projections for this locale show a shift
to a wetter winter and drier spring, although the range of
projections is large. In the central mountains, where most
precipitation falls in the cold season, the projections show
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an increase in winter precipitation and smaller changes in
other times of the year. There is a strong summertime maximum in precipitation in the present climate near La Junta
in the eastern plains. The downscaled multi-model projections indicate little change. However, model uncertainties
are largest in summer, so less confidence can be put in
the projected precipitation at this location. These three
locations are indicative of what may happen throughout
Colorado, as they reflect the large-scale climate model
projections.

5-3. Hydrologic Changes
The state of Colorado is the headwaters of the Arkansas,
Platte, Rio Grande, and Colorado Rivers. While climate
change is projected to impact all these basins (Figure 5-8),
the impact on the Colorado River has received by far the
most study. A decrease in runoff in the Upper Basin of the
Colorado River—and the resulting decrease in the natural
flow at Lee Ferry on the Colorado River—could increase the
chance of the Upper Basin failing to meet its delivery requirements under the Colorado Compact (e.g., Christensen

et al. 2004; McCabe and Wolock 2008). Other interstate water
compacts could also be affected.
Recent hydrologic studies on climate change in the Upper Colorado River Basin point to an expected decline in
runoff by the mid-to-late 21st century (Table 5-1). Those
studies that explicitly calculate runoff report multi-model
average decreases ranging from 6% to 20% by 2050 compared to 20th century conditions; the one recent study that
bases streamflow on a large-scale statistical relationship
(Hoerling and Eischeid 2006) projects a 45% decrease by
2050 (Table 5-1). The range of individual model projections within a single study can include both increasing and
decreasing runoff due to the range of climate model output
used to drive the hydrology models (Figure 5-9). Table 5-1
also identifies the studies that analyze the risk that climate
change poses to water supply and storage (details are beyond the scope of this document, see references in Table 51).Extensive discussions of hydrologic studies can be found
in National Research Council (2007), the USBR Climate
Technical Working Group (Appendix U of USBR EIS
2008), and in chapter four of the CCSP SAP 4.3 (2008).

FIGURE 5-8. Projected Changes in Annual Runoff (2041–2060)

Fig. 5-8. Model-projected changes in annual runoff (2041–60 average) for different river basins in the United States. The scale represents the percentage
change relative to a 1900–70 baseline. Colors indicate that >66% of models agree on whether the change is positive or negative; diagonal hatching indicates
>90% agreement. (data from Milly 2005, replotted by P.C.D. Milly)
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TABLE 5-1. Projected Changes in Colorado River Basin Runoff or Streamflow in the Mid-21st Century from Recent Studies
GCMs (runs)

Study

Christensen et al. 2004
Milly 2005, replotted by P.C.D. Milly
Hoerling and Eischeid 2006
Christensen and Lettenmaier 2007
Seager et al. 2007*
McCabe and Wolock 2008
Barnett and Pierce 2008*

Spatial Scale

VIC model
1 (3)
grid (~8 mi)
12 (24)
GCM grids
(~100–300 mi) —
NCDC Climate
18 (42)
Division
VIC model grid
11 (22)
(~8 mi)
GCM grids
19 (49)
(~100–300 mi)
USGS HUC8 units
—
(~25–65 mi)
—
—

Risk
Estimate

Temperature

Precipitation

Year

Runoff (Flow)

+3.1°F

-6%

2040–69

-18%
-10 to -20%
96% model agreement

—

2041–60

Yes
No

+5.0°F
~0%
2035–60
+4.5°F
-1%
(+1.8 to +5.0) (-21% to +13%) 2040–69

-45%
-6%
(-40% to +18%)

No
Yes

—
Assumed
+3.6°F
—

No

—

2050

-16% (-8% to -25%)

0%
—

—
2057

-17 %
Yes
Assumed -10% to -30% Yes

Values and ranges (where available) were extracted from the text and figures of the references shown. Columns provide the number of climate models and
individual model runs used to drive the hydrology models, the spatial scale of the hydrology, the temperature and precipitation changes that drive the runoff
projections, and whether or not the study quantified the risk these changes pose to water supply (e.g., the risk of a compact call or of significantly depleting
reservoir storage).
* Two studies do not specifically make projections of Upper Basin runoff or streamflow. Seager et al. (2007) average over a large area (95°W–125°W, 25°N–40°N) that only partially
overlaps with the Upper Basin. Barnett and Pierce (2008) assume Lees Ferry streamflow changes to drive their water balance model of reservoir storage.
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FIGURE 5-9. Range in Temperature and Precipitation Projections for the Upper Colorado River Basin
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Fig. 5-9. Range in temperature and precipitation projections for the Upper Colorado River Basin from 11 GCMs, and the resulting range in runoff projections
from Christensen and Lettenmaier (2007). Box-and-whiskers symbols represent the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of the data; outliers are shown
by circles. Projections are shown for the SRES B1 and A2 emissions scenarios for 30-year averages centered on the years 2025, 2055, and 2085. Changes are
relative to 1950–2000 averages. The range results from different climate model formulations and from model-simulated climate variability. For comparison,
30-year averages of the historical and reconstructed flows at Lees Ferry (Meko 2006) range from 92% (5th percentile) to 108% (95th percentile) of the
long-term average. Note that when the downscaled precipitation data that is used as input for this study is adjusted to show the same percentage change
as the GCM gridboxes, the runoff shows a greater decline, ~14% on average, by 2070–2100. (D. Lettenmaier, pers. comm.)
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model agreement) basins by 2050, and no appreciable change
in the Platte/Missouri Basin (Figure 5-8). This is compared
with the 10–25% reduction (95% model agreement) for the
Upper Colorado River Basin. These numbers should be interpreted with caution because they are based on GCM-scale
hydrology and they reflect the runoff in the entire river
basins, not just the part in Colorado. Hurd and Conrood
(2007) project a decline in streamflow of -3% to -14% by
2030 and -8 to -29% by 2080 for the Rio Grande Basin.
Regarding hydroclimatology of the western United States,
the IPCC (2008, p. 102) states,“[w]arming and changes in the
form, timing and amount of precipitation will be very likely to
lead to earlier melting and significant reductions in snowpack
in the western mountains by the middle of the 21st century.”
The high-elevation snowpack in the Colorado River Basin is
projected to have a moderate decline (Figure 5-10), whereas
lower-elevation snowpack (primarily outside Colorado) experiences a precipitous decline. At high elevations mid-winter
temperatures would remain below freezing even with relatively
large warming, and the main effects of rising temperatures on
snowpack would be seen in the spring. The high-elevation
headwaters also lie in a region where small, or even positive,
changes in wintertime precipitation are projected.
FIGURE 5-10. Projected Change in Colorado River Basin Snowpack
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The range in model projections both within and among
the various studies is influenced by modeling methodologies and natural variability. First, a number of differently
formulated climate models, each with different projected
temperature and precipitation changes over the Upper
Basin, are used to drive the hydrology models that generate
runoff projections. These different climate drivers lead to
different runoff projections (Figure 5-9). A second, related factor is that runoff in the Upper Basin varies due to
natural climate variability, some of which is captured by
the climate models. Therefore the range of individual
model simulations (e.g., the range reported by Christensen
and Lettenmaier 2007) results from differences in climate
model formulation and from different realizations of
model-simulated climate variability. It would be ideal to
analyze a large number of realizations (runs) from each
climate model to isolate these two factors, but multi-run
ensembles are not available for most GCMs. For this reason, most researchers emphasize the multi-model average
over the range of individual model projections.
A third factor is that different downscaling and biascorrection techniques are used to relate GCM grids to
hydrology model grids (see Section 3-4). For example, the
percentage change in GCM precipitation projections is
modified by the downscaling technique used by Maurer
(2007) (Dennis Lettenmaier, pers. comm.). Fourth, different hydrologic models are used to make runoff projections.
These include GCM hydrology component models (Milly
2005), simple statistical regressions (Hoerling and Eischeid
2006), and distributed hydrologic process models
(Christensen and Lettenmaier 2007).
The spatial scale at which the hydrology is resolved is a particularly important factor in determining the simulated hydrologic response to climate change. In particular, there is the
need to resolve small-scale topographic effects including
cooler average temperatures at higher elevations that have a
strong effect on evapotranspiration and snow hydrology. For
the studies listed in Table 5-1, the spatial scale ranges from a
few hundred miles (the typical GCM grid) to eight miles (the
Variable Infiltration Capacity hydrology model grid).
Feedback from water managers has motivated an ongoing
research project, the NOAA-funded Reconciling Projections of
Future Colorado River Stream Flow study, to understand the
differences among these projections in order to provide water managers with more useful information. The goal of this
project is to quantify the effects of methodological differences on the range of streamflow projections and, if possible,
to reduce the range of uncertainty in these projections.
The impact of climate change on runoff in the Rio
Grande, Platte, and Arkansas basins has not been studied as
extensively. A multi-model study of GCM-simulated runoff
projects a decrease of 5–10% in the Arkansas (62% model
agreement on the sign of the change) and Rio Grande (75%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

% of 1950–1999 mean
Fig. 5-10. Projections of snowpack changes as a function of elevation for
the Colorado River Basin. The data show average snowpack declines
throughout the cold season, and are a function of both the snow water
equivalent and the amount of time snow is on the ground. The downscaled
projections from 11 climate models for the 30-year average centered on
2025, 2055, and 2085 are shown for the B1 and A2 emissions scenarios.
Most of the snowpack in the state of Colorado that feeds the Colorado River
lies above 2500 m (8200 ft) in elevation. Modest declines in snowpack are
projected at these high elevations, and larger declines (80–90%) may occur
at lower elevations. The basinwide average April 1 snow water equivalent
(SWE) is projected to decline by 13% (2025), 21% (2055), and 38% (2085)
in scenario A2, and by 15% (2025), 25% (2055), and 29% (2085) in
scenario B1. (Christensen and Lettenmeier 2007)
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FIGURE 5-11. Projected Soil Moisture Changes in the Upper Colorado River Basin for 2050 for April, May, June, and July
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Fig. 5-11. Projected soil moisture changes for 2050 in the Upper Colorado River Basin for April, May, June, and July. The shift in the median
(50th percentile) soil moisture is shown in terms of the percentiles of the 1950–2000 soil moisture simulation. Zero shift represents no change
in the median soil moisture. Warm colors represent drying in the future; cool colors represent wetter conditions in the future. Earlier snowmelt
leads to wetter soil moisture conditions in April and drier conditions by summer.

The resulting earlier snowmelt is evident in the maps of
projected changes in soil moisture in the Colorado River
Basin (Figure 5-11). April soil moisture (left) increases in
most of the mountainous regions due to the earlier
snowmelt. In May (center left), only the highest elevations
show increased soil moisture, while by June (center right)
and July (right), the soil moisture is greatly reduced compared to the present values. This is consistent with the
IPCC Technical Paper on Water (2008), in which projections for mountain snowmelt-dominated watersheds indicate an increase in winter and early spring flows (raising
flooding potential), and a substantial decrease summer
flows. “Hence, over-allocated water systems of the western
USA and Canada that rely on capturing snowmelt runoff
could be especially vulnerable. . . .” (IPCC 2008, p. 102).

5-4. Extremes
An extreme weather event is defined by the IPCC as an
“event that is rare at a particular place and time of year,”
where rare is below the 10th or above the 90th percentile of
observations. Using analyses of the IPCC AR4 climate
model monthly and daily output, the CCSP SAP 3.3 (2008)
addresses projections of climate extremes, including heat
waves, drought, flooding, and storms that are most relevant
to Colorado.
For the western United States, projected changes in precipitation extremes are larger than changes in mean precipitation (IPCC 2008). Model simulations suggest that in the
West, cold air outbreaks will continue to occur even in a
warmer climate, though the frequency will be somewhat
reduced.
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Damaging flood events have been associated with intense summer precipitation on the Eastern Plains and the
Front Range. Based on physical principles, thunderstorms
could be more intense in a warmer climate because warmer
air can potentially “hold” more moisture and transport it
into the storms (Trenberth 1999). Multi model analyses
(Tebaldi et al. 2006) discussed in the CCSP SAP 3.3 suggest
an increase in strong precipitation events over most of the
conterminous United States. However, the vicinity of Colorado shows an unchanged or decreased chance of strong
events. The reason for this result is not understood. Given
the small spatial scales involved, and given the often dominant importance of topographic effects precipitation, an
analysis such as Tebaldi et al. (2006) that is based on the
global climate models has to be interpreted with great caution. Regional climate model simulations may help to shed
some light on this difficult problem in the future.
The CCSP projects that in the southwestern United
States (boundaries not specified), the combination of increasing temperature and decreasing wintertime precipitation means that it is “likely that droughts will become more
severe” (CCSP SAP 3.3, p. 5). Of relevance for Colorado is
that “in other places where the increase in precipitation
cannot keep pace with increased evaporation, droughts are
also likely to become more severe. It is likely that droughts
will continue to be exacerbated by earlier and possibly
lower spring snowmelt run-off in the mountainous West,
which results in less water available in late summer” (CCSP
SAP 3.3, p. 5).

SIDEBAR 5-1. Aspen Snow: Consideration of Climate Change Information in Planning

A case study evaluated how the quantity and quality of snow at
Aspen Mountain ski area in 2030 and 2100 may be affected by
changes in regional climate resulting from increased greenhouse gas
emissions. This study estimated changes in regional climate using
MAGICC/SCENGEN, software for downscaling models, and ran
combinations of five general circulation models (GCMs) that best
simulate current conditions. The climate change estimates were run
using the relatively low, mid-range, and high GHG emissions
scenarios: B1, A1B, and A1FI. Output from a regional climate model
statistical downscaling model was used to generate higher resolution
estimates of changes in climate using output from the Hadley model
(HADCM3). Snow quantity was evaluated using the Snowmelt Runoff
Model and a module developed to estimate snow quantity during the
accumulation season, before snowmelt initiation. Snow quality was
also evaluated.
By 2030, the estimated temperatures increase is 1.8 to 2.5°C at
Aspen Mountain from circa 1990, and the length of the ski season is
estimated to decrease by approximately 1 to 1.5 weeks. By 2030, the
snowline is estimated at 2250 m above sea level; an increase of
approximately 200 m from current (2006) conditions. By 2100,
average annual temperatures are projected to increase 2.9 to 9.4°C.
The snowline is estimated at 2800 to 2900 m for the A1B and B1
scenarios in 2100, and 3100 to 3200 m for the A1FI scenario. The
date when snow starts to accumulate at the base area is delayed by
six to seven days by 2030, and anywhere from 1.5 to 4.5 weeks by
2100 relative to circa 1990. For mid-winter snows, a 15% increase in
snowfall compensates for a 1.5°C increase in air temperature such
that there would be little change in snow depth. Snow depth is
reduced to almost zero for the base area in 2100 under the medium
greenhouse gas emissions A1B scenario. In the high greenhouse gas
emissions A1FI scenario, snow depth is reduced to near zero for the
entire lower two-thirds of the mountain. The effect is substantially
reduced under the low greenhouse gas emissions B1 scenario
(FIGURE 5-12). In spite of earlier snowmelt initiation and the
reduction in snowpack, snow density in the top 10 centimeters
increases by less than 20% by 2030.
The study was led by the Aspen Global Change Institute and
funded by the City of Aspen. Stratus Consulting analyzed snowpack
and ecological changes; the Rural Planning Institute analyzed
economic implications of climate change impacts on tourism; and the
University of Colorado examined stakeholder responses and
adaptation; Tom Wigley at the National Center for Atmospheric
Research provided advice on modeling simulations.

FIGURE 5-12. Projected Change in Snow Covered Area, Aspen
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Fig. 5-12. Change in snow covered area. Percentage of the mountain
zone covered in snow in 2100 from October through June based on
scenarios A1B, B1, and A1FI.
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6
Implications of Changing Climate
for Colorado’s Water Resources
Colorado’s water resources are sensitive to the changing climate on a range of
time scales. As a buffer against natural seasonal and interannual variability,
Colorado pioneers and their descendants developed infrastructure for water
storage and conveyance, and adopted institutional arrangements capable of
allocating shortages when necessary, including the prior appropriations system
and interstate compacts. These actions helped in managing water during
drought and other climate variations in the 20th century. But the 21st
century climate may pose new challenges to water managers that are unlike
those experienced in the 20th century.

Paleoclimate studies reveal that previous centuries were unlike the past
century. Lengthy droughts and wet periods were more common from
about 800 to 1900 in the West (Figure 2-8). Even in the absence of climate change this new understanding of past hydrology would warrant a
renewed focus on drought planning. Second, water supply systems are facing complex stresses, including increasing demands from a growing population and potential energy development. Third, these challenges are
magnified by the need to consider climate change. Therefore, there is an
emerging need for vulnerability assessments, for adaptation planning,
and for bringing climate change information into ongoing integrated
resource planning.
This report provides a synthesis of the physical aspects of changing
climate and a scientific basis to support further studies of water resources
impacts. The assessment and quantification of specific climate change impacts on water resources is beyond the scope of this document. Few published studies address potential water resources impacts in Colorado. Two
of these—Aspen and Boulder (Sidebars 5.1 and 3.2)—are examples of
how climate change information has been considered in water-related
resource planning. However, much further work is needed to assess the
multi-dimensional impacts and cascading effects on water resources
affecting humans and the environment. A number of projects are in
progress, such as the Joint Front Range Climate Change Vulnerability
Study (JFRCCVS, Sidebar 3.3) and the Colorado River Water Availability
Study (http://ibcc.state.co.us/Process/Needs/WaterSupplyAvailability/), in
which climate projections are being used to explore possible water supply
scenarios to which managers may need to adapt.
Section 6 identifies some implications of climate change for Colorado
water management. It also briefly discusses the potential uses of the information within this report in water resources management, including assessing vulnerabilities and creating adaptive strategies, such as those called
for in the Governor’s Colorado Climate Action Plan.

Colorado Climate Report

Key Implications
Climate change will affect Colorado’s use and distribution of
water. Changes in economies and land use, environmental
concerns, and population growth are already affecting water
management decisions. Water managers and planners currently face specific challenges that may be further exacerbated
by projected climate changes (Table 6-1). The implications of
climate change in this report are consistent with the broader
conclusions in the CCSP SAP 4.3 and the report, Colorado
River Basin Water Management (NRC 2007).
The consistent projections for a substantial temperature
increase over Colorado (IPCC 2008) have important implications for water management. Increases in temperature
imply more evaporation and evapotranspiration leading to
higher water demands for agriculture and outdoor watering. Temperature-related changes in the seasonality of
streamflows (e.g., earlier runoff) may complicate prior
appropriation systems and interstate compact regimes; and
modify the interplay among forests, hydrology, wildfires,
and pests (e.g., pine beetles).
The wide range of precipitation projections makes it difficult to assess likely changes in annual mean precipitation by
mid-21st century. However, a synthesis of findings in this report suggests a reduction in total water supply by then. Furthermore, there is potential for increased drought severity in
the region due to higher temperatures alone. When combined
with temperature increases and related changes in evaporation and soil moisture, recent hydrologic studies on climate

change in the Upper Basin of the Colorado River point to an
expected decline in runoff by the mid-to-late 21st century.
These studies report multi-model average decreases ranging
from 6% to 20% by 2050 (Section 5-3). This synthesis is
consistent with the conclusion of the IPCC that globally the
negative impacts of climate change on water resources
outweigh the positive (IPCC 2008).

Strategies for Incorporating Climate
Information into Water Planning and Adaptation
Two pathways for integrating climate information into water
resources planning and management are vulnerability analysis and integrated resource planning (see Cromwell et al.
2007; Miller and Yates 2006). Vulnerability analysis includes
top-down or bottom-up perspectives. In the top-down perspective, projections of global or spatially downscaled models are used to drive resource models and project resource
impacts. The top-down strategy is illustrated in Figure 3-5,
which depicts how climate projections may be used in water
operations models. Some approaches include the use of sensitivity studies based on changing temperature and/or precipitation by a fixed amount guided by the range of model
projections, the direct use of climate model output with existing downscaling methods (e.g., the Aspen Study, Sidebar
5-1), and the use of conditionally re-sampled historical
record that shifts the average climate according to the model
projections, while preserving the character of day-to-day and
year-to-year historical sequences.

TABLE 6-1. Challenges Faced by Water Managers, and Projected Changes
Issues

Observed and/or Projected Change

Water demands for agriculture
and outdoor watering

Increasing temperatures raise evapotranspiration by plants, lower soil moisture, alter growing seasons, and
thus increase water demand.

Water supply infrastructure

Changes in snowpack, streamflow timing, and hydrograph evolution may affect reservoir operations including flood
control and storage. Changes in the timing and magnitude of runoff may affect functioning of diversion, storage,
and conveyance structures.

Legal water systems

Earlier runoff may complicate prior appropriation systems and interstate water compacts, affecting which
rights holders receive water and operations plans for reservoirs.

Water quality

Although other factors have a large impact, “water quality is sensitive both to increased water temperatures
and changes in patterns of precipitation” (CCSP SAP 4.3, p. 149). For example, changes in the timing and
hydrograph may affect sediment load and pollution, impacting human health.

Energy demand and operating costs

Warmer air temperatures may place higher demands on hydropower reservoirs for peaking power. Warmer lake
and stream temperatures may affect water use by cooling power plants and in other industries.

Mountain habitats

Increasing temperature and soil moisture changes may shift mountain habitats toward higher elevation.

Interplay among forests, hydrology,
wildfires, and pests

Changes in air, water, and soil temperatures may affect the relationships between forests, surface and ground water,
wildfire, and insect pests. Water-stressed trees, for example, may be more vulnerable to pests.

Riparian habitats and fisheries

Stream temperatures are expected to increase as the climate warms, which could have direct and indirect effects
on aquatic ecosystems (CCSP SAP 4.3), including the spread of in-stream non-native species and diseases to higher
elevations, and the potential for non-native plant species to invade riparian areas. Changes in streamflow intensity
and timing may also affect riparian ecosystems.

Water- and snow-based recreation

Changes in reservoir storage affect lake and river recreation activities; changes in streamflow intensity and timing
will continue to affect rafting directly and trout fishing indirectly. Changes in the character and timing of snowpack
and the ratio of snowfall to rainfall will continue to influence winter recreational activities and tourism.

Groundwater resources

Changes in long-term precipitation and soil moisture can affect groundwater recharge rates; coupled with demand
issues, this may mean greater pressures on groundwater resources.
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FIGURE 6-1. Approaches to Climate Change Assessment
1. Climate and Socioeconomic
Scenarios
2. AOGCM Output
3. Regional Downscaling
1. Identification of Vulnerability
2. Articulation of Drivers and
Stressors

Impact and
Adaptation
Options

4. Hydrologic Reaction
5. UIWRM Assessment and Response

3. IWRM to Assess Vulnerability
4. Regional Scenarios from Historical
Analog and/or Extremes and GCM output

Fig. 6-1. Bottom-up and top-down approaches to climate change assessment. These approaches are not necessarily exclusive. (Yates and Miller 2006)

Information from global climate model simulations is
beginning to be used in water resource related planning
studies, such as the Environmental Impact Study supporting the recent Record of Decision on Colorado River Interim Guidelines (DOI 2007, see http://www.usbr.gov/lc/).
This report assessed the state of knowledge with regard to
climate change and modeling to support planning for operations under long-term drought conditions (Bureau of
Reclamation 2007). Miller and Yates (2006) find that most
efforts to incorporate climate change information into
their planning process have used the top-down perspective.
These top-down perspectives, however, are limited by the
current state of the art of climate models, downscaling
techniques, and observations.
Another approach is often referred to as bottom-up,
illustrated in Figure 6-1. Bottom-up approaches are
place-based and deal with specific resources of interest, as
described for agriculture by Pielke et al (2007). In this approach water managers start with their knowledge of their
system and utilize their water supply planning tools to
identify what changes in climate would be most threatening to their long-range plans or operations. These are the
system’s critical vulnerabilities, such as the types of changes
in climate that would cause these critical problems e.g., a
10% increase in flow from the 100-year flood. This is
known as the threshold approach. The next step is to assess
what adaptations can be made to cope and roughly at what
cost. By examining the outputs of climate models or studies, water managers can then assess the likelihood of such
system critical vulnerabilities.
Climate change information can be incorporated into
either top-down scenario-driven or bottom-up vulnerability
assessments. In the case of water resources, these assessments
might include the risks of compact calls in Colorado’s river
basins or the risks of large-scale drought. Integrated planning
processes based on these might include mitigation planning
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to assess and prepare for drought and developing for each
major river basin a mechanism to deal with potential interstate compact calls.
The information in this report can be used to generate
climate vulnerability assessments for Colorado water
management that are consistent with the IPCC and CCSP
reports. There remain uncertainties in projections of temperature, precipitation, and runoff; model formulation;
emissions scenarios; and the role of natural variability.
Therefore, water managers will have to make plans
based on a range of possible futures. This uncertainty suggests incorporating climate information in Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) (Cromwell et al. 2007; Yates and
Miller 2006). IRP is a widely used long-term planning approach that integrates multiple facets of water management
challenges, and is a strategy for keeping a wide range of
options open and maintaining flexibility in the face of uncertain futures. This strategy is important given the uncertainties about climate futures. While the science continues
to advance, the information will always have uncertainties,
a range of possible futures, and there will still be natural
variability across time scales. Lempert and Collins (2007)
recommend decision pathways that are robust for a range
of conditions.

Key Unresolved Issues
The current state of the science is unable to provide sufficient information to decision makers and stakeholders on a
number of crucial scientific issues regarding Colorado’s
water resources. Often, there are insufficient data, in time
or space, to assess long-term observational trends. In other
cases, research is in progress, but the results may not be as
robust as needed. Four overlapping areas with unresolved
issues are climate models, research specific to Colorado,
drought, and reconciling hydrologic projections.

• Modeling issues. To produce model projections at the
scale desired by decisionmakers, regional and local
processes and their role in Colorado’s climate must be
better modeled. Precipitation projections and related
phenomena are key uncertainties. Enhanced climate
modeling efforts to include finer spatial resolution are
needed that better represent Colorado’s mountainous
terrain and precipitation processes.
• Colorado-specific research. Further research is needed
focused on the state of Colorado and its river basins,
and specifically on regions where there is little or no
work, such as the basins of the Arkansas, Rio Grande,
and the North and South Platte Rivers.
• Understanding the causes of drought. Issues include
runoff efficiency, effects of increased temperatures, and
uncertainty in precipitation projections. The attribution
of the 2000s drought is an area of ongoing research.

A View Toward the Future
This is a challenging time for both climate science and
water management in Colorado. A warming climate will
amplify Colorado’s water related challenges, with potential
reductions and seasonal shifts in water availability. While
most water resource planning has been based on past
hydrology, water users can no longer assume that future
conditions will reflect the past. Although there are uncertainties regarding aspects of the science, enough information is available to support adaptation planning for risks
associated with climate variability and change. Understanding of climate change in Colorado is evolving and many
projects are underway to reduce these uncertainties. A continuing dialogue among climate scientists, water resources
managers, planners, and policymakers will ensure that the
robust scientific findings benefit society.

• Hydrologic projections for the Colorado River. There is a
large range among projections of river flows (Section 5).
A key uncertainty is how efficient future runoff will be
in the Colorado as well as other basins. A study is
underway to reconcile the differences among these
projections, and to better resolve projections for future
flows. These uncertainties arise both from climate
models and hydrologic models.
Climate Change in Colorado
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Glossary
Most of the definitions included in this glossary are quoted directly from other sources, including
IPCC products and Colorado State documents. The source for each definition is noted after each definition.
A1B
The A1 storyline and scenario family describes a future world of very
rapid economic growth, global population that peaks in mid-century
and declines thereafter, and the rapid introduction of new and more
efficient technologies. Major underlying themes are convergence
among regions, capacity building, and increased cultural and social
interactions, with a substantial reduction in regional differences in
per capita income. The A1 scenario family develops into three
groups that describe alternative directions of technological change
in the energy system. The three A1 groups are distinguished by their
technological emphasis: fossil intensive (A1FI), non-fossil energy
sources (A1T), or a balance across all sources (A1B) (where
balanced is defined as not relying too heavily on one particular
energy source, on the assumption that similar improvement rates
apply to all energy supply and end use technologies).
IPCC AR4 WGI SPM

A2
The A2 storyline and scenario family describes a very heterogeneous
world. The underlying theme is self-reliance and preservation of
local identities. Fertility patterns across regions converge very
slowly, which results in continuously increasing population.
Economic development is primarily regionally oriented and per
capita economic growth and technological change more fragmented
and slower than other storylines.
IPCC AR4 WGI SPM

Adaptation
An adjustment in natural or human systems in response to actual or
expected climatic stimuli or their effects, which moderates harm or
exploits beneficial opportunities. Various types of adaptation can be
distinguished, including anticipatory, autonomous, and planned
adaptation.
IPCC AR4 WGII

Aerosols
A collection of airborne solid or liquid particles, with a typical size
between 0.01 and 10 micrometer (a millionth of a meter) that
reside in the atmosphere for at least several hours. Aerosols may be
of either natural or anthropogenic origin. Aerosols may influence
climate in several ways: directly through scattering and absorbing
radiation, and indirectly through acting as cloud condensation
nuclei or modifying the optical properties and lifetime of clouds.
IPCC Technical Paper—Climate Change and Water

Annual mean temperature
The average of all daily high and low temperatures.
Anthropogenic
Resulting from or produced by human beings.
IPCC AR4 WGI
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Attribution
Climate varies continually on all time scales. Detection of climate
change is the process of demonstrating that climate has changed in
some defined statistical sense, without providing a reason for that
change. Attribution of causes of climate change is the process of
establishing the most likely causes for the detected change with
some defined level of confidence.
IPCC AR4 WGI

B1
The B1 storyline and scenario family describes a convergent world
with the same global population, that peaks in mid-century and
declines thereafter, as in the A1 storyline, but with rapid change in
economic structures toward a service and information economy, with
reductions in material intensity and the introduction of clean and
resource-efficient technologies. The emphasis is on global solutions
to economic, social and environmental sustainability, including
improved equity, but without additional climate initiatives.
IPCC AR4 WGI SPM

Climate
Climate in a narrow sense is usually defined as the average weather,
or more rigorously, as the statistical description in terms of the
mean and variability of relevant quantities over a period of time
ranging from months to thousands or millions of years. The classical
period for averaging these variables is 30 years, as defined by the
World Meteorological Organization. The relevant quantities are most
often surface variables such as temperature, precipitation and wind.
Climate in a wider sense is the state, including a statistical
description, of the climate system. For further discussion of the
difference between weather and climate, see the IPCC AR4 WGI,
FAQ 1.2.
IPCC AR4 WGI

Climate Divisions
The five NOAA National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) official climate
divisions group Colorado climate data into regions by river basins,
but these divisions are not necessarily representative of the complex
regional climates in the state. A new set of climate divisions has
been developed (Wolter and Allured 2007). These new divisions are
based on groups of observing stations that vary in a similar manner
for year to year, and are thought to reflect similar regional climate
processes.
Climate variability
Climate variability refers to variations in the mean state and other
statistics (such as standard deviations, statistics of extremes, etc.)
of the climate on all temporal and spatial scales beyond that of
individual weather events. Variability may be due to natural internal
processes within the climate system (internal variability), or to
variations in natural or anthropogenic external forcing (external
variability). See also climate change.

Cryosphere
The component of the climate system consisting of all snow, ice and
frozen ground (including permafrost) on and beneath the surface of
the Earth and ocean.
IPCC AR4 WGI

Downscaling
Downscaling is a method that derives local- to regional-scale (10 to
100 km) information from larger-scale models or data analyses. Two
main methods are distinguished: dynamical downscaling and
empirical/statistical downscaling. The dynamical method uses the
output of regional climate models, global models with variable
spatial resolution or high-resolution global models. The
empirical/statistical methods develop statistical relationships that
link the large-scale atmospheric variables with local/regional
climate variables. In all cases, the quality of the downscaled
product depends on the quality of the driving model.
IPCC AR4 WGI

Drought
Drought can be defined in a number of ways. In general terms,
drought is a ‘prolonged absence or marked deficiency of
precipitation’, a ‘deficiency that results in water shortage for some
activity or for some group’, or a ‘period of abnormally dry weather
sufficiently prolonged for the lack of precipitation to cause a serious
hydrological imbalance’. Agricultural drought relates to moisture
deficits in the topmost 1 meter or so of soil (the root zone) that
affect crops, meteorological drought is mainly a prolonged deficit of
precipitation, and hydrologic drought is related to below-normal
streamflow, lake, and groundwater levels. A megadrought is a longdrawn out and pervasive drought, lasting much longer than normal,
usually a decade or more.
IPCC AR4 WGI

El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
The term El Niño was initially used to describe a warm-water current
that periodically flows along the coast of Ecuador and Perú,
disrupting the local fishery. It has since become identified with a
basin-wide warming of the tropical Pacific Ocean east of the
dateline. This oceanic event is associated with a fluctuation of a
global-scale tropical and subtropical surface pressure pattern called
the Southern Oscillation. This coupled atmosphere-ocean
phenomenon, with preferred time scales of two to about seven
years, is collectively known as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO). It is often measured by the surface pressure anomaly
difference between Darwin and Tahiti and the sea surface
temperatures in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific. During an
ENSO event, the prevailing trade winds weaken, reducing upwelling
and altering ocean currents such that the sea surface temperatures
warm, further weakening the trade winds. This event has a great
impact on the wind, sea surface temperature and precipitation
patterns in the tropical Pacific. It has climatic effects throughout
the Pacific region and in many other parts of the world, through
global teleconnections. The cold phase of ENSO is called La Niña.
IPCC AR4 WGI

Emissions scenarios
A plausible representation of the future development of emissions of
substances that are potentially radiatively active (e.g., greenhouse
gases, aerosols), based on a coherent and internally consistent set
of assumptions about driving forces (such as demographic and
socioeconomic development, technological change) and their key
relationships. Concentration scenarios, derived from emission
scenarios, are used as input to a climate model to compute climate
projections. In IPCC (1992) a set of emission scenarios was

presented which were used as a basis for the climate projections in
IPCC (1996). These emission scenarios are referred to as the IS92
scenarios. In the IPCC Special Report on Emission Scenarios new
emission scenarios, the so-called SRES scenarios, were published,
some of which were used, among others, as a basis for the climate
projections presented in Chapters 9 to 11 of IPCC (2001) and
Chapters 10 and 11 of this report. For the meaning of some terms
related to these scenarios, see SRES scenarios.
IPCC AR4 WGI

Evapotranspiration
The combined process of evaporation from the Earth’s surface and
transpiration from vegetation.
IPCC AR4 WGI

Extreme
An extreme weather event is an event that is rare at a particular
place and time of year. Definitions of rare vary, but an extreme
weather event would normally be as rare as or rarer than the 10th or
90th percentile of the observed probability density function. By
definition, the characteristics of what is called extreme weather may
vary from place to place in an absolute sense. Single extreme events
cannot be simply and directly attributed to anthropogenic climate
change, as there is always a finite chance the event in question
might have occurred naturally. When a pattern of extreme weather
persists for some time, such as a season, it may be classed as an
extreme climate event, especially if it yields an average or total that
is itself extreme (e.g., drought or heavy rainfall over a season).
IPCC AR4 WGI

Forcing
The climate system can be driven, or “forced” by factors within and
external to the system. Processes within the system include those
related to the atmosphere, the cryosphere, the hydrosphere, the
land surface, and the biosphyere. Volcanic eruptions, solar variations
and anthropogenic changes in the composition of the atmosphere
and land use change are external forcings.
IPCC AR4 WGI

General Circulation Models
Climate model: (spectrum or hierarchy) A numerical representation
of the climate system based on the physical, chemical and
biological properties of its components, their interactions and
feedback processes, and accounting for all or some of its known
properties. The climate system can be represented by models of
varying complexity, that is, for any one component or combination
of components a spectrum or hierarchy of models can be identified,
differing in such aspects as the number of spatial dimensions, the
extent to which physical, chemical or biological processes are
explicitly represented, or the level at which empirical
parameterizations are involved.
Coupled Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models:
(AOGCMs) provide a representation of the climate system that is
near the most comprehensive end of the spectrum currently
available. There is an evolution towards more complex models with
interactive chemistry and biology (see Chapter 8). Climate models
are applied as a research tool to study and simulate the climate, and
for operational purposes, including monthly, seasonal and
interannual climate predictions.
IPCC AR4 WGI
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Greenhouse effect
Greenhouse gases effectively absorb thermal infrared radiation,
emitted by the Earth’s surface, by the atmosphere itself due to the
same gases, and by clouds. Atmospheric radiation is emitted to all
sides, including downward to the Earth’s surface. Thus, greenhouse
gases trap heat within the surface-troposphere system. This is called
the greenhouse effect. Thermal infrared radiation in the troposphere
is strongly coupled to the temperature of the atmosphere at the
altitude at which it is emitted. In the troposphere, the temperature
generally decreases with height. Effectively, infrared radiation
emitted to space originates from an altitude with a temperature of,
on average, –19°C, in balance with the net incoming solar
radiation, whereas the Earth’s surface is kept at a much higher
temperature of, on average, +14°C. An increase in the concentration
of greenhouse gases leads to an increased infrared opacity of the
atmosphere, and therefore to an effective radiation into space from
a higher altitude at a lower temperature. This causes a radiative
forcing that leads to an enhancement of the greenhouse effect, the
so-called enhanced greenhouse effect.
IPCC AR4 WGI

Greenhouse gas
Greenhouse gases are those gaseous constituents of the
atmosphere, both natural and anthropogenic, that absorb and emit
radiation at specific wavelengths within the spectrum of thermal
infrared radiation emitted by the Earth’s surface, the atmosphere
itself, and by clouds. This property causes the greenhouse effect.
Water vapor (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O),
methane (CH4), and ozone (O3) are the primary greenhouse gases in
the Earth’s atmosphere. Moreover, there are a number of entirely
human-made greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, such as the
halocarbons and other chlorine- and bromine-containing
substances, dealt with under the Montreal Protocol. In addition to
CO2, N2O and CH4, the Kyoto Protocol deals with the greenhouse
gases sulphur hexafluoride (SF6), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), and
perfluorocarbons (PFCs).
IPCC AR4 WGI

Hydroclimatic variables
Physical parameters relevant to both hydrology and climate,
including temperatures, precipitation, and snowpack.
Hydrologic drought
Hydrologic drought is related to below-normal streamflow, lake, and
groundwater levels.
IPCC Technical Paper—Climate Change and Water

Interstate Compacts
Interstate waters are allocated under agreements between two or
more states that govern specific interactions among those states,
and require consent by the United States Congress. These compacts
are intended to allow each state to exercise its own water law and
to use its allocated water within its boundaries whenever it might
choose.
IPCC
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) established
by World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and United Nations
Environmental Programme (UNEP) provides an assessment of the
state of knowledge on climate change based on peer-reviewed and
published scientific/technical literature in regular time intervals.
Bureau of Reclamation
Climate Technical Work Group—Appendix U
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IPCC Fourth Assessment Report
The Fourth Assessment Report "Climate Change 2007", also referred
to as AR4 is a series of reports by the IPCC and provides an
assessment of the current state of knowledge on climate change
including the scientific aspects of climate change, impacts and
vulnerabilities of human, natural, and managed systems, and
adaptation and mitigation strategies.
Bureau of Reclamation
Climate Technical Work Group—Appendix U

Likelihood
The likelihood of an occurrence, an outcome or a result, where this
can be estimated probabilistically.
IPCC Technical Paper—Climate Change and Water

Model bias
Known systematic error of a climate model; biases can be assessed
by comparing the temperature and precipitation (and other
variables) at the model grid with a gridded observational dataset
over a given period.
Model grid
Spatial scale represented in a climate model.
North American monsoon
The North American monsoon (NA monsoon), variously known as the
southwest United States monsoon, the Mexican monsoon, or the Arizona monsoon, is experienced as a pronounced increase in rainfall from
an extremely dry June to a rainy July over large areas of the southwestern United States and northwestern Mexico. These summer rains
typically last until mid-September when a drier regime is re-established
over the region. Geographically, the NA monsoon precipitation region
is centered over the Sierra Madre Occidental in the Mexican states of
Sinaloa, Durango, Sonora, and Chihuahua. The regime extends northward into the Arizona, New Mexico, and Colorado. Typically, the NA
Monsoon region is defined by sites that receive at least 50% of its
annual precipitation in July, August, and September.
Bureau of Reclamation
Climate Technical Work Group—Appendix U

Pacific Decadal Oscillation
The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) is a pattern of ocean
variability in the North Pacific that is similar to ENSO in some
respects, but has a much longer cycle (20–50 year). Specifically, it
is defined as the standardized difference between sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) in the north-central Pacific and Gulf of Alaska.
Bureau of Reclamation
Climate Technical Work Group—Appendix U

Paleoclimate
Climate during periods prior to the development of measuring
instruments, including historic and geologic time, for which only
proxy climate records are available.
IPCC AR4 WGI

Palmer Drought Severity Index
An index formulated by Palmer (1965) that compares the actual
amount of precipitation received in an area during a specified
period with the normal or average amount expected during that
same period. The PDSI is based on a procedure of hydrologic or
water balance account by which excesses or deficiencies in moisture
are determined in relation to average climatic values. Values taken
into account in the calculation of the index include precipitation,
potential and actual evapotranspiration, infiltration of water into a
given soil zone, and runoff. This index builds on Thornthwaite’s
(1931; 1948) work; adding 1.) soil depth zones to better represent

regional change in soil water-holding capacity; and 2.) movement
between soil zones and, hence, plant moisture stress, that is, too
wet or too dry.
Bureau of Reclamation
Climate Technical Work Group—Appendix U

Prior Appropriations System
A simplified way to explain this system is often referred to as "first
in time, first in right." An appropriation is made when an individual
physically takes water from a stream (or underground aquifer) and
places that water to some type of beneficial use. The first person to
appropriate water and apply that water to use has the first right to
use that water within a particular stream system. This person (after
receiving a court decree verifying their priority status) then
becomes the senior water right holder on the stream, and that water
right must be satisfied before any other water rights can be fulfilled.
(http://water.state.co.us/wateradmin/prior.asp)
Colorado Division of Water Resources

PRISM
Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model.
Projection
A projection of the response of the climate system to emission or
concentration scenarios of greenhouse gases and aerosols, or
radiative forcing scenarios, often based upon simulations by climate
models. Climate projections are distinguished from climate
predictions in order to emphasize that climate projections depend
upon the emission/concentration/radiative forcing scenario used,
which are based on assumptions concerning, for example, future
socioeconomic and technological developments that may or may not
be realized and are therefore subject to substantial uncertainty.
Bureau of Reclamation
Climate Technical Work Group—Appendix U

Regional climate models
These models typically input the global model grids surrounding
their geographical domain and then simulate wind, temperature,
clouds, evapotranspiration, and other variables on a much finer grid.

Snow water equivalent (SWE)
The amount of water contained within the snowpack. It can be
thought of as the depth of water that would theoretically result if
you melted the entire snowpack instantaneously.
Bureau of Reclamation
Climate Technical Work Group—Appendix U

Streamflow
Water flow within a river channel, for example expressed in m3/s.
Also a synonym for river discharge.
IPCC Technical Paper—Climate Change and Water

Time series analysis
Time series analysis, including trend analysis, uses statistical
methods to analyze records from a period of time.
Urban heat island effect
Urban heat island (UHI) The relative warmth of a city compared
with surrounding rural areas, associated with changes in runoff, the
concrete jungle effects on heat retention, changes in surface
albedo, changes in pollution and aerosols, and so on.
IPCC AR4 WGI

Variability
Climate variability refers to variations in the mean state and other
statistics (such as standard deviations, the occurrence of extremes,
etc.) of the climate on all spatial and temporal scales beyond that
of individual weather events. Variability may be due to natural
internal processes within the climate system (internal variability),
or to variations in natural or anthropogenic or external forcing
(external variability).
Bureau of Reclamation
Climate Technical Work Group—Appendix U

Water Year
The 12-month period, October 1 through September 30. The water
year is designated by the calendar year in which it ends and which
includes 9 of the 12 months. Thus, the year ending September 30,
1992, is called the “1992 water year.”
USGS, http://il.water.usgs.gov/glossary.html

S NOTEL
Abbreviation for SNOwpack TELemetry. A west-wide system for
obtaining snow water equivalent, precipitation, air temperature,
and other hydrologic measurements from remote data sites via radio
transmission.
Bureau of Reclamation
Climate Technical Work Group—Appendix U
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Acronym List
AOG CM
AR4

Atmospheric-Oceanic General Circulation Models
Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC

CCAP
CCSM3
CCSP
CM IP3
COOP
CT
ENSO
FRCVG
GCM
GHG
HADCM3
IPCC
MM5
NARCCAP
NCAR
NCDC
NOAA
NRCS
NWS
OGCM
PCM
PDSI
PRISM
RCM
SAP
SDSM
SNOTEL
SNTHERM
SRES
SWE
SWE/P
TAR
WGI
WWA

Colorado Climate Action Plan
Community Climate System Model
US Climate Chance Science Program
Coupled Model Intercomparison Program
National Weather Service Cooperative Observer Network
Streamflow Central Tendency
El Niño Southern Oscillation
Front Range Climate Vulnerability Group
General Circulation Models
Greenhouse Gas
Hadley Centre Coupled Model Version 3
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Mesoscale Model
North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Project
National Center for Atmospheric Research
National Climatic Data Center
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Natural Resource Conservation Service
National Weather Service
Oceanic General Circulation Models
Parallel Climate Model
Palmer Drought Severity Index
Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model
Regional Climate Models
Synthesis and Assessment Product (of the CCSP)
Statistical Downscaling Model
Snowpack Telemetry
Snow Thermal Model
Special Report on Emissions Scenarios
Snow Water Equivalent
Snow Water Equivalent Normalized by Precipitation
Third Assessment Report of the IPCC
Working Group I of the IPCC
Western Water Assessment
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Model Projections of an Imminent
Transition to a More Arid Climate in
Southwestern North America
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How anthropogenic climate change will affect hydroclimate in the arid regions of southwestern
North America has implications for the allocation of water resources and the course of regional
development. Here we show that there is a broad consensus among climate models that this region
will dry in the 21st century and that the transition to a more arid climate should already be under
way. If these models are correct, the levels of aridity of the recent multiyear drought or the Dust
Bowl and the 1950s droughts will become the new climatology of the American Southwest within a
time frame of years to decades.
he Third Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) reported that the average of all the
participating models showed a general decrease in
rainfall in the subtropics during the 21st century,
although there was also considerable disagreement among the models (1). Subtropical
drying accompanying rising CO2 was also found
in the models participating in the second Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (2). We examined
future subtropical drying by analyzing the time
history of precipitation in 19 climate models
participating in the Fourth Assessment Report
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(AR4) of the IPCC (3). The future climate
projections followed the A1B emissions scenario
(4), in which CO2 emissions increase until about
2050 and decrease modestly thereafter, leading to
a CO2 concentration of 720 parts per million in
2100. We also analyzed the simulations by these
models for the 1860–2000 period, in which the
models were forced by the known history of trace
gases and estimated changes in solar irradiance,
volcanic and anthropogenic aerosols, and land use
(with some variation among the models). These
simulations provided initial conditions for the
21st-century climate projections. For each model,
climatologies were computed for the 1950–2000
period by averaging over all the simulations
available for each model. All climate changes
shown here are departures from this climatology.
We define an area (shown as a box in Fig. 4A)
called “the Southwest” (including all land
between 125°W and 95°W and 25°N and 40°N)
that incorporates the southwestern United States
and parts of northern Mexico. Figure 1 shows the
modeled history and future of the annual mean
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precipitation minus the evaporation (P − E), averaged over this region for the period common to all
of the models (1900–2098). The median, 25th,
and 75th percentiles of the model P − E distribution and the median of P and E are shown.
For cases in which there were multiple simulations with a single model, data from these simulations were averaged together before computing
the distribution. P − E equals the moisture convergence by the atmospheric flow and (over land)
the amount of water that goes into runoff.
In the multimodel ensemble mean, there is a
transition to a sustained drier climate that begins in
the late 20th and early 21st centuries. In the
ensemble mean, both P and E decrease, but the
former decreases by a larger amount. P − E is
primarily reduced in winter, when P decreases and
E is unchanged or modestly increased, whereas in
summer, both P and E decrease. The annual mean
reduction in P for this region, calculated from rain
gauge data within the Global Historical Climatology Network, was 0.09 mm/day between 1932 and
1939 (the Dust Bowl drought) and 0.13 mm/day
between 1948 and 1957 (the 1950s Southwest
drought). The ensemble median reduction in P that
drives the reduction in P − E reaches 0.1 mm/day in
midcentury, and one quarter of the models reach
this amount in the early part of the current century.
The annual mean P − E difference between
20-year periods in the 21st century and the
1950–2000 climatology for the 19 models are
shown in Fig. 2. Almost all models have a drying
trend in the American Southwest, and they consistently become drier throughout the century.
Only 1 of the 19 models has a trend toward a
wetter climate. Of the total of 49 individual
projections conducted with the 19 models, even
as early as the 2021–2040 period, only 3 projections show a shift to a wetter climate. Examples
of modeled history and future precipitation for
single simulations of four individual models are
shown in Fig. 3 and provide an idea of potential
trajectories toward the more arid climate.
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The contours in Fig. 4, A to C, show a
map of the change in P − E for the decades
between 2021 and 2040 minus those in the
1950–2000 period for one of the IPCC models:
the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL) climate model CM2.1 (5). In general,
large regions of the relatively dry subtropics dry
further, whereas wetter, higher-latitude regions
become wetter still. In addition to the American
Southwest, the southern Europe–Mediterranean–
Middle East region also experiences a severe
drying. This pattern of subtropical drying and
moistening at higher latitudes is a robust feature
of current projections with different models of
future climate (6).

The change (d) in P − E (in meters per
second) is balanced by a change in atmospheric
moisture convergence, namely
Z
rw gdðP − EÞ ¼ −d

Z

ps

∇ ⋅ ðuqÞdp þ

0

ps


∇ ⋅ ðuq′Þdp

ð1Þ

0

Overbars indicate monthly means, primes
represent departures from the monthly mean, rw
is the density of water, g indicates the acceleration
due to gravity, and ∇ indicates the horizontal
divergence operator. The change in moisture con-

Fig. 1. Modeled changes in annual mean precipitation minus evaporation over the American Southwest
(125°W to 95°W and 25°N to 40°N, land areas only), averaged over ensemble members for each of the 19
models. The historical period used known and estimated climate forcings, and the projections used the
SResA1B emissions scenario. The median (red line) and 25th and 75th percentiles (pink shading) of the P −
E distribution among the 19 models are shown, as are the ensemble medians of P (blue line) and E (green
line) for the period common to all models (1900–2098). Anomalies (Anom) for each model are relative to
that model's climatology from 1950–2000. Results have been 6-year low-pass Butterworth-filtered to
emphasize low-frequency variability that is of most consequence for water resources. The model ensemble
mean P − E in this region is around 0.3 mm/day.

Fig. 2. The change in annual mean P − E over the American Southwest (125°W to
95°Wand 25°N to 40°N, land areas only) for 19 models (listed at left), relative to
model climatologies from 1950–2000. Results are averaged over 20-year segments
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vergence can be divided into contributions from the
mean flow and from eddies. In the former, the
atmospheric flow ðuÞ and the moisture ðqÞ are
averaged over a month before computing the
moisture transport, whereas the latter is primarily
associated with the highly variable wind (u′) and
moisture (q′) fields within storm systems. The
moisture convergence is integrated over the pressure ( p) from the top of the atmosphere ( p = 0) to
the surface ( ps). The mean wind and humidity
fields in Eq. 1 can be taken to be their climatological fields. (The rectification of interannual
variability in the monthly mean flow and moisture fields is found to be negligible.) Changes in
the mean flow contribution can, in turn, be approximated by one part associated with the
climatological circulation from 1950 to 2000
ðuP Þ, operating on the increase in climatological
atmospheric humidity ðdq, a consequence of
atmospheric warming), and by another part due
to the change in circulation climatology ðduÞ,
operating on the atmospheric humidity climatology from 1950 to 2000 ðqP Þ. The nonlinear term
involving changes in both the mean flow and the
moisture field is found to be relatively small.
Hence, Eq. 1 can be approximated by:

Z ps
rw gdðP − EÞ e −
∇ ⋅ ðqP d u þ uP dqÞdp
0
Z ps
∇ ⋅ ðu′q′Þdp
ð2Þ
−d
0

We therefore think in terms of a threefold
decomposition of P − E, as displayed in Fig. 4
(colors) for the GFDL CM2.1 model: (i) a
contribution from the change in mean circulation,
(ii) a contribution from the change in mean
humidity, and (iii) a contribution from eddies.

of the current century. The number of ensemble members for each projection is
listed by the model name at left. Black dots represent ensemble members (where
available), and red dots represent the ensemble mean for each model.
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The mean flow convergence term involving
only changes in humidity (Fig. 4B) causes
increasing P − E in regions of low-level mean
mass convergence and decreasing P − E in regions
of low-level mean mass divergence, generally
intensifying the existing pattern of P − E (6). This
term helps to explain much of the reduction in P −
E over the subtropical oceans, where there is strong
evaporation, atmospheric moisture divergence, and
low precipitation (6). Over land areas in general,
there is no infinite surface-water source, and P − E
has to be positive and sustained by atmospheric
moisture convergence. Over the American Southwest, in the current climate, it is the time-varying
flow that sustains most of the positive P − E,
whereas the mean flow diverges moisture away.
Here, the “humidity contribution” leads to reduced
P − E, as the moisture divergence by the mean flow
increases with rising humidity. Over the Mediterranean region, there is mean moisture divergence,
and rising humidity again leads to increased mean
moisture divergence and reduced P − E.
Over the ocean, the contribution of humidity
changes to changes in P − E can be closely approximated by assuming that the relative humidity
remains fixed at its 1950–2000 values (6). Over
almost all land areas and especially over those
that have reduced P − E, the relative humidity
decreases in the early 21st century. This is be-

cause, unlike over the ocean, evaporation cannot
keep pace with the rising saturation humidity of
the warming atmosphere. Over land, the humidity contribution to the change in P − E is distinct
from that associated with fixed relative humidity.
Decreases in P − E can also be sustained by
changes in atmospheric circulation that alter the
mean moisture convergence, even in the absence
of changes in humidity (Fig. 4A). This “mean
circulation contribution” leads to reduced P − E
at the northern edge of the subtropics (e.g., the
Mediterranean region, the Pacific and the Atlantic
around 30°N, and parts of southwestern North
America). The change in moisture convergence
by the transient eddies (Fig. 4C) dries southern
Europe and the subtropical Atlantic and moistens
the higher-latitude Atlantic, but it does not have a
coherent and large impact over North America.
A substantial portion of the mean circulation
contribution, especially in winter, can be accounted for by the change in zonal mean flow
alone (not shown in the figures), indicating that
changes in the Hadley Cell and the extratropical
mean meridional circulation are important. Increases in humidity and mean moisture divergence, changes in atmospheric circulation, and
the intensification of eddy moisture divergence
cause drying in the subtropics, including the
area over western North America and the Med-

Fig. 3. The change in
annual mean P − E over
the American Southwest
(125°W to 95°W and
25°N to 40°N, land
areas only) for four
coupled models, relative
to model ensemblemean
climatologies from
1950–2000. The results
are from individual simulations of the 1860–
2000 period, forced by
known and estimated
climate forcings and individual projections of
future climate with the
SResA1B scenarios of
climate forcings. Because
the modeled anomalies
have not been averaged
together here, these time
series provide an idea
of plausible evolutions
of Southwest climate
toward a more arid
state. The models are
the National Center for
Atmospheric Research
Community Climate
System Model (CCSM),
GFDL model CM2.1,
Max Planck Institut Für
Meteorologie model
ECHAM5, and Hadley Centre for Climate Change model HadCM3. All time series are for annual
mean data, and a 6-year low-pass Butterworth filter has been applied.
www.sciencemag.org
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iterranean region. For the Southwest region, the
annual mean P − E decreases by 0.086 mm/day,
which is largely accounted for by an increase in
the mean flow moisture divergence. Changes in
the circulation alone contribute 0.095 mm/day of
drying, and changes in the humidity alone
contribute 0.032 mm/day. These changes are
modestly offset by an increased transient-eddy
moisture convergence of 0.019 mm/day. (7).
Within models, the poleward edge of the
Hadley Cell and the mid-latitude westerlies move
poleward during the 21st century (8–10). The
descending branch of the Hadley Cell causes
aridity, and hence the subtropical dry zones expand poleward. In models, a poleward circulation
shift can be forced by rising tropical sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) in the Indo-Pacific region (11)
and by uniform surface warming (12). The latter
results are relevant because the spatial pattern of
surface warming in the AR4 models is quite uniform away from the poles. One explanation (13, 14)
is that rising tropospheric static stability, an established consequence of moist thermodynamics,
stabilizes the subtropical jet streams at the poleward flank of the Hadley Cell against baroclinic
instability. Consequently, the Hadley Cell extends
poleward (increasing the vertical wind shear at its
edge) to a new latitude where the shear successfully compensates for the suppression of baroclinic
instability by rising static stability.
Although increasing stability is likely to be a
substantial component of the final explanation, a
fully satisfying theory for the poleward shift of the
zonal mean atmospheric circulation in a warming
world must account for the complex interplay between the mean circulation (Hadley Cell and the
mid-latitude Ferrell Cell) and the transient eddies
(13, 14) that will determine where precipitation
will increase and decrease in the future. However,
not all of the subtropical drying in the Southwest
and Mediterranean regions can be accounted for by
zonally symmetric processes, and a full explanation will require attention to moisture transport
within localized storm tracks and stationary waves.
The six severe multiyear droughts that have
struck western North America in the instrumental
record have all been attributed (by the use of climate models) to variations in SSTs in the tropics,
particularly persistent La Niña–like SSTs in the
tropical Pacific Ocean (15–19). The projected
future climate of intensified aridity in the Southwest is caused by different processes, because the
models vary in their tropical SST response to anthropogenic forcing. Instead, it is caused by rising
humidity that causes increased moisture divergence and changes in atmospheric circulation cells
that include a poleward expansion of the subtropical dry zones. The drying of subtropical land
areas that, according to the models, is imminent or
already under way is unlike any climate state we
have seen in the instrumental record. It is also distinct from the multidecadal megadroughts that
afflicted the American Southwest during Medieval
times (20–22), which have also been attributed to
changes in tropical SSTs (18, 23). The most severe
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Fig. 4. The change in annual means of P − E for
the 2021–2040 period minus the 1950–2000
period [contours in (A) to (C)] and contributions to
the change in vertically integrated moisture convergence (colors; negative values imply increased
moisture divergence) by the mean flow, due to (A)
changes in the flow, (B) the specific humidity, and
(C) the transient-eddy moisture convergence, all for
the GFDL CM2.1 model. The box in (A) shows the
area we defined as “the Southwest.”
future droughts will still occur during persistent
La Niña events, but they will be worse than any
since the Medieval period, because the La Niña
conditions will be perturbing a base state that is
drier than any state experienced recently.
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Projections of declining surface-water availability
for the southwestern United States
Richard Seager1 *, Mingfang Ting1 , Cuihua Li1 , Naomi Naik1 , Ben Cook2 , Jennifer Nakamura1
and Haibo Liu1
Global warming driven by rising greenhouse-gas concentrations is expected to cause wet regions of the tropics and mid
to high latitudes to get wetter and subtropical dry regions
to get drier and expand polewards1–4 . Over southwest North
America, models project a steady drop in precipitation minus
evapotranspiration, P − E, the net flux of water at the land
surface5–7 , leading to, for example, a decline in Colorado River
flow8–11 . This would cause widespread and important social
and ecological consequences12–14 . Here, using new simulations
from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Five, to be
assessed in Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Assessment Report Five, we extend previous work by examining
changes in P, E, runoff and soil moisture by season and for
three different water resource regions. Focusing on the near
future, 2021–2040, the new simulations project declines in
surface-water availability across the southwest that translate
into reduced soil moisture and runoff in California and Nevada,
the Colorado River headwaters and Texas.
The global climate models used in this study include all
simulations for all models that were continuous from 1950 to 2040
and that provided all of the data required. Historical simulations
to December 2005 and future projections to 2040 using the
Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP)85 scenario whereby
anthropogenic radiative forcing equals 8.5 W m−2 by 2100 (refs. 15,
16) were analysed (see Methods). The RCP85 scenario involves
stronger anthropogenic radiative forcing than the Special Report
on Emissions Scenario A1B for Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP) 3/Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Assessment Report Four analysed in ref. 5, and was chosen to reflect
the present lack of any international action to limit CO2 emissions.
The models are being evaluated as part of CMIP5 and have been
shown to model important aspects of North American hydroclimate
with fidelity but with biases, for example, to excess P in the interior
of western North America (see Supplementary Information).
In both the models and the observations, California gets almost
all of its annual P in the winter, whereas inland regions such as the
Colorado headwaters and Texas have a more even distribution of
P throughout the year (see Supplementary Information). However,
in all cases, winter P has a disproportionate importance from the
water-resource perspective because E is lowest during winter and
P is effective at increasing soil moisture, streamflows and reservoir
storage, often with a delay until snowmelt8 . Summer rains are
however very important for dry farming, rangelands and ecosystems
and for influencing fire risk17 . Figure 1 shows the changes in the
multimodel ensemble mean P and P − E for North America for
2021–2040 minus 1951–2000 by season. Winter (January–March,
JFM) P declines across Mexico, southern California, southern

and central Arizona and New Mexico and almost all of Texas.
To the north, in central and northern California, Nevada, Utah
and Colorado the models project increased winter P. In spring
(April–June, AMJ) the region of reduced P extends to include all of
California and most of Utah, Nevada and Oregon.
Southwest North America is also projected to warm in
the coming decades as a consequence of rising greenhouse-gas
concentrations (see Supplementary Information) and the increased
evaporative demand can drive higher E (ref. 18), which can lead to
an increase in P through moisture recycling or atmospheric export
of evaporated moisture19,20 . Hence, a better measure of future water
availability is the change in P − E, the net flux of water substance
at the land surface (Fig. 1). The region of projected winter drying
includes all of Mexico, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and most of
Utah and Nevada. Winter P − E increases in northern California
but by less than P increases. In spring, northern Mexico, Texas and
the southern parts of Arizona and New Mexico all have increased
mean P − E, although P decreases in much of this same area. The
strongest (order 0.3 mm d−1 ) reductions of P − E are in California,
Nevada, Utah and Colorado. In summer, P is projected to decline
across all of the western Pacific states, Idaho and Nevada and also
in Oklahoma and Kansas but to increase in the Four Corners region
and at the intersection of northern Mexico, New Mexico and Texas.
Summer P − E becomes more positive in southern California,
southern Nevada, Arizona, western New Mexico and much of Texas
and becomes more negative in regions to the north. In regions
where spring and summer P − E becomes more positive even as P
decreases it is because E decreases consistent with less soil moisture
due to a drop in previous winter season P.
To examine how consistently models project drying in the southwest US, and how this varies with time, in Fig. 2 we show the results
for all of the simulations with all of the models plotted as the change
in P −E for two-decade periods in the present century (2001–2020,
2021–2040 and so on) relative to 1951–2000 averaged over three
quite different water resource regions. These are California and
Nevada (here represented by 32◦ –42◦ N, 125◦ –113◦ W, land areas
alone). California obtains most of its water from the Sierra Nevada
Mountain Range, on which it largely falls as snow in winter21 .
The second region is the Colorado River headwaters (37◦ –42◦ N,
112◦ –106◦ W), which receive substantial winter snowfall as well as
summer rainfall, and feed the Colorado River, which provides water
to 7 states and Mexico8,12,22 . The third region is Texas (26◦ –36◦ N,
103◦ –93◦ W, land areas alone), which uses water from rivers and
groundwater within its own borders23 . For each model, the changes
for individual runs are plotted as black dots and the ensemble mean
as a red dot. As such the influence of natural variability on the
two-decade means is represented in the scatter of the black dots
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Figure 1 | The average across the 16 CMIP5 models of the change in P and P − E for 2021–2040 minus 1951–2000, using the RCP85 emissions scenario
for the future and the simulations with historical forcing for the past. All simulations of each model that were continuous were used in the analysis with
averaging across each model ensemble performed first before creating the multimodel ensemble. Dots indicate that three-quarters of the models and the
all-model mean agree on the sign of the projected change. Results are shown for, from top to bottom, autumn (OND), winter (JFM), spring (AMJ) and
summer (JAS) with seasons chosen so that autumn begins with the beginning of the hydrological year.

around the ensemble mean. Despite this inclusion of the full impact
of model natural variability, it is clear that in the next two-decade
period, and more so by the mid-century, most (it ranges between 59
and 78%) of the simulations project a decrease in P − E in each of
the three regions. Drying intensifies as the century advances.
From the point of view of applications in water resources,
agriculture, and land and ecosystem management, it is the impact
of changes in P −E on runoff and soil moisture that is important. In
addition, as much of the region’s water storage depends on inflows
from winter P, whereas crops depend on soil moisture in the growing season, changes by season, as opposed to just the annual mean,

are important. In Fig. 3 we therefore show the changes in P, E, soil
moisture and runoff for the three regions for four seasons and the
annual mean, and for 2021–2040 minus 1951–2000 in the form of
box and whisker diagrams. In the JFM season, median (indicated by
the horizontal line across the box) P shows little change, and mean
(shown by the asterisk) P increases when averaged over California
and Nevada, and both mean and median P increase when averaged
over the Colorado headwaters. However, in both regions mean and
median E increase (driven by warming). For California and Nevada
all model runs have an increase in E and for the Colorado headwaters more than 75% have an increase in E. The net effect is that in
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Figure 2 | The difference in P − E relative to 1951–2000 for two-decade periods of the present century for the California and Nevada region, the
Colorado River headwaters region and the Texas region. The vertical axis refers to the individual model numbers as in the Supplementary Table. Black dots
show the change in P − E for the five two-decade periods for the individual continuous runs with the model. The red dots show the ensemble mean change
for each model. For models with single continuous runs only the red dot is plotted. The twenty-first-century projections use the RCP85 emissions scenario.

both areas P −E in the JFM season changes little (see Supplementary
Information) and neither does soil moisture. Changes in JFM runoff
for California and Nevada are also scattered around no change
but for the Colorado headwaters 75% of the model runs have an
increase in JFM runoff with a mean increase of about 25%, probably
caused by more of P falling as rain instead of snow and/or earlier
snowmelt24 . In contrast, in Texas during JFM, 75% of model runs
have a P decrease, E increases and 75% or more of model runs have
notable declines in both soil moisture and runoff.
For California and Nevada, in the remaining seasons, most
model runs have both a decrease in P and an increase in E (other
than in JJA) that translates into the mean, median and most of
484

the model runs having declines in both runoff and soil moisture.
Of these, the most pronounced change is an about 20% decline in
spring runoff that is driven by a drop in spring P.
In the Colorado headwaters mean P actually increases in all
seasons and the median does in all but AMJ. However, a clear
model tendency for increased E throughout the year translates into
a tendency for a decline in soil moisture in spring, summer and
autumn. Runoff declines in spring by about 25% in the mean,
primarily because of a large increase in E driven by warming (see
Supplementary Information), but increases in autumn probably
owing to more of the total P falling as rain instead of snow (as in
winter, for example ref. 25).
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Figure 3 | Changes by season in P, E, runoff and soil moisture for 2021–2040 under the RCP85 emissions scenario minus 1951–2000 using the 16 model
CMIP5 ensemble. Differences are computed for each continuous model run first and then the distributions across the models are plotted as box and
whisker diagrams. The 25th and 75th percentiles of the model distributions are shown by the edges of the boxes, the medians are plotted as the horizontal
lines within the boxes and the whiskers mark the 5th and 95th percentiles. Asterisks indicate the mean. a–c, Results for the California and Nevada region
(a), the Colorado River headwaters region (b) and the Texas region (c).

In Texas, mean and median P decline in all seasons except
summer. Mean and median E decrease in spring and summer but
increase modestly in winter and autumn. Reduced E in spring and
summer follows on from reduced P in the preceding autumn and
winter. These changes translate into median drops in runoff of
around 10% or more year round and consistent and robust drops
in soil moisture but only by a few per cent.
In the annual average, the mean and median runoff decreases in
all three regions by about 10%, with greater model agreement (more
than 75% of model runs) for the Colorado headwaters and Texas
than for California and Nevada. Annual average mean and median
soil moisture also decreases in all three regions with the largest and
most certain drop in Texas but by less than 5%.
The patterns and magnitudes of near-term changes in P − E
across North America reported here confirm earlier results5 .
As climate models have advanced since the previous analysis,
including in their spatial resolution, this increases confidence in
the projections of drying in the southwest. However, it should
be noted that state-of-the-art global models still cannot fully
represent the complex topography of western North America and

its effect on regional climate (see Supplementary Information). The
present work extends the earlier work by analysing the changes
by season and the impacts on runoff and soil moisture in key
regions. California and Nevada are heavily dependent on winter
P, which is projected to increase in the northern parts of the
region. Despite this, projected increases in winter and spring E
cause a projected decrease in runoff in spring and soil moisture
throughout the year. In a quite different climatic environment, a
projected decrease in Colorado headwaters runoff and soil moisture
arises from a projected increase in E. Texas is more likely to
experience a decrease in P in most seasons that is sufficient
to drive a decrease in E in spring and summer and a likely
year-round drop in runoff and soil moisture. The decreases in
runoff reach 10% or more in the annual average and around 25%
in spring for the Colorado headwaters, amounts that compare
well with the warming-induced reductions calculated by ref. 26.
In all cases, the model ensemble includes some members that
have increases in runoff and soil moisture in coming decades,
emphasizing the fact that for 2021–2040 the amplitude of the
anthropogenic drying is comparable to that of natural decadal
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variability. However, for soil moisture in Texas and runoff in
the Colorado headwaters and Texas more than 75% of model
simulations project a near-term decline.
For context, a reduction in Colorado River flow of 10% is
comparable to the variability of decadal mean flows over the past
century (for example, ref. 8 and Supplementary Information).
Furthermore, a 1,200-year tree-ring reconstruction of Colorado
River flow at Lee’s Ferry27 has the very lowest value of 20-year
means (during the twelfth-century megadrought), about 15% lower
than the long-term mean (see also ref. 28). Hence, anthropogenic
climate change is projected to lead to a potential reduction of
Colorado River flow comparable to the most severe, but temporary,
long-term decreases in flow recorded. These projected declines
in surface-water availability for the coming two decades are
probably of sufficient amplitude to place additional stress on
regional water resources given the pressure of meeting agricultural
demands as well as those of a growing population while needing to
preserve riparian ecosystems.
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7334–7338 (2009).
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1003–1021 (2009).
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atmospheric moisture storage on precipitation recycling. J. Clim. 19,
1513–1530 (2006).
20. Anderson, B. T., Ruane, A. C., Roads, J. O. & Kanamitsu, M. Estimating
the influence of evaporation and moisture-flux convergence upon seasonal
precipitation rates. Part II: An analysis for North America based upon
NCEP-DOE Reanalysis II model. J. Hydrometerol. 10, 893–911 (2009).
21. Carle, D. Introduction to Water in California (Univ. California Press, 2004).
22. Vano, J. A., Das, T. & Lettenmaier, D. P. Hydrologic sensitivities of Colorado
River runoff to changes in precipitation and temperature. J. Hydrometerol. 13,
932–949 (2012).
23. Water for Texas 2012 State Water Plan (Texas Water Development Board,
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24. Pierce, D.W. et al. Attribution of declining western US snowpack to human
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warm season warming to western US streamflow changes. Geophys. Res. Lett.
38, L23403 (2011).
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Methods
Model simulations were selected from the CMIP5 archive that were continuous
from 1950 to 2040 between the historical simulations and the RCP85 projection.
The RCP85 emissions scenario is comparable to the business-as-usual scenario
within CMIP3 and represents a continuation of no mitigation and high emissions.
In 2040, the CO2 concentration in RCP85 is 489 ppm. The CO2 concentration
difference between this scenario and the RCP45 scenario, which represents some
mitigation, is almost zero in 2021 and 29 ppm in 2040 and then diverges strongly
in the later half of the twentieth century. Models were used if they contained data
for P, E, surface air temperature, soil moisture and runoff. This led to exclusion
of some models and simulations, leaving 16 models. For these 16 models, the data
were then regridded to a common one-degree-latitude by one-degree-longitude
grid. (Results were essentially the same when regridded to a coarser two-degree
grid.) Using these 16 models we formed ensemble means for each model by
averaging together all of the retained simulations conducted with that model.
With this multimodel ensemble the mean, median and 25th and 75th percentiles
of the spread across the multimodel ensemble were computed for the differences
in P, E, P − E, surface air temperature, runoff and soil moisture. Details on the
models used, their resolution and their simulations of the seasonal cycles of P and
runoff and natural decadal variability of P − E in the southwest can be found in the
Supplementary Information.
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CHANGES IN SNOWMELT RUNOFF TIMING
IN WESTERN NORTH AMERICA UNDER A ‘BUSINESS AS USUAL’
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Abstract. Spring snowmelt is the most important contribution of many rivers in western North
America. If climate changes, this contribution may change. A shift in the timing of springtime
snowmelt towards earlier in the year already is observed during 1948–2000 in many western rivers.
Streamflow timing changes for the 1995–2099 period are projected using regression relations between observed streamflow-timing responses in each river, measured by the temporal centroid of
streamflow (CT) each year, and local temperature (TI) and precipitation (PI) indices. Under 21st
century warming trends predicted by the Parallel Climate Model (PCM) under business-as-usual
greenhouse-gas emissions, streamflow timing trends across much of western North America suggest
even earlier springtime snowmelt than observed to date. Projected CT changes are consistent with
observed rates and directions of change during the past five decades, and are strongest in the Pacific
Northwest, Sierra Nevada, and Rocky Mountains, where many rivers eventually run 30–40 days
earlier. The modest PI changes projected by PCM yield minimal CT changes. The responses of CT to
the simultaneous effects of projected TI and PI trends are dominated by the TI changes. Regressionbased CT projections agree with those from physically-based simulations of rivers in the Pacific
Northwest and Sierra Nevada.

1. Introduction
For snowmelt dominated rivers in the North American West, spring and summer
runoff is the largest contribution to annual flow, often comprising 50–80% of the
total, as shown in Figure 1a. The timing of this snowmelt discharge, as indicated
by the timing of the center of mass of flow, or ‘center time’ (CT; see Section 3)
measure, ranges from as early as February in some of the rivers along the Pacific
coast to as late as June for rivers in the Rocky Mountains and in parts of Alaska. An
average CT for each gage for the 1951–1980 period is shown in Figure 1b. An earlier timing of snowmelt runoff poses difficulties for water supply management and
ecosystem health, and also provides seasonally and spatially integrated indications
of climate change impacts in the river basins of the region.
In this context it is important, that since the late 1940s a shift in the timing of
snowmelt runoff towards earlier in the water year (October–September) has been
observed in many rivers of western North America (Roos, 1987, 1991; Aguado
et al., 1992; Wahl, 1992; Pupacko, 1993; Dettinger and Cayan, 1995; Cayan et
Climatic Change 62: 217–232, 2004.
© 2004 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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al., 2001; Stewart et al., 2003). This shift has been documented through trends
towards earlier timing of the initial pulse of snowmelt runoff, earlier timing of
the center of mass of flow (observed CT trends are shown in Figure 2), and a
redistribution of the average monthly fractional flow from the historical snowmelt
season towards earlier in the water year. The trends in streamflow timing, as well as
their interannual and long-term variability, have been most strongly connected with
spring air temperature variations, in the sense that warmer temperatures have led
to advances in snowmelt timing (Aguado et al., 1992; Dettinger and Cayan, 1995;
Stewart et al., 2003). Here and in the remainder of this manuscript, an ‘advance’ in
snowmelt runoff timing refers to an earlier runoff timing.
Changes in streamflow timing will likely occur in the future, if current climatechange projections prove correct. In addition, lower-elevation snowmelt dominated
basins might change to rain dominated if cold season temperatures increases are
sufficiently large. Ensembles of climate simulations from the NCAR Parallel Climate Model (PCM) (Washington et al., 2000) under a ‘Business as Usual’ (BAU)
emissions scenario predict changes over the 21st century that include significantly
warmer temperatures, of about +2 to +3 ◦ C, as shown in Figure 3, along with
marginal changes in precipitation (between about –10% and +10%) in much of
the region.
Given the indications for substantial changes in runoff during the last 50
years, and these projected warming trends and precipitation changes, it is important that we investigate potential future shifts in streamflow timing. This study
projects streamflow-timing changes in terms of CT in response to simulated climate
changes during the 21st century. Although a number of different measures could
be employed, such as the beginning of the snowmelt period, or maybe the timing
of the peak runoff sustained for a certain period of time, the CT measure was
used in this study. Compared to other measures, CT was shown to be easily and
reliably determined, comparatively insensitive to spurious interannual variations in
flow, and represents a measure that is easily compared for basins in very different
climatic regimes. In addition, because the CT measure has been used in previous
studies, comparison of the results was facilitated.
The projections are made using PCM simulations of surface temperature and
precipitation as inputs to regression models for a network of snowmelt-dominated
streamflow gages throughout western North America. The projected changes in
streamflow timing provide measures of an important and likely hydrologic response to the projected climatic changes, and are used to identify regions most
sensitive to those changes. The validity of the regression models was confirmed
using alternative streamflow simulations. These were based upon the same climate
projections, but using more detailed, physically based models of selected river
basins in California and the Pacific Northwest. Results depict large and continuing
impacts of climatic change upon the water resources of western North America.
Notably, although the results shown here focus on just one BAU simulation, the
projected long-term climate changes under western North America from several
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Figure 1. (a) Fraction [%] of annual discharge occurring during the primary snowmelt runoff season
April through July (AMJJ) for snowmelt dominated streams. (b) Average temporal center of mass of
streamflow (CT) [month] for snowmelt dominated gages from the 1951–1980 climatological period.

Figure 2. Observed changes in the timing of the center of mass of flow (CT). Color of the symbols
corresponds to a given magnitude of the linear trend, which is given in terms of the corresponding
overall shift [days] for the 1948–2000 historical period. Larger circles indicate statistically significant
trends at the 90% confidence level, smaller circles correspond to trends that do not meet statistically
significance threshholds at the 90% confidence level.
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Figure 3. (a) Change in annual surface air temperature [◦ C] (red dots) and (b) total precipitation
[mm] (green dots) for 2070–2099 PCM climate change simulation BAU B06.46 minus 1951–1980
PCM historical simulation B06.22. Contours show temperature and precipitation changes for three
different PCM future-climate ensemble members vs. the same historical simulation: B06.46 minus
B06.22, B06.47 minus B06.22, B06.44 minus B06.22.

simulations by PCM beginning with differing initial conditions are quite similar. Thus the projected streamflow timing changes reported here are generally
representative of the effects of any of the simulations contoured in Figure 3.

2. Data
The average CT was calculated from daily or monthly flow volumes for each of 279
snowmelt dominated streams in western North America. Streamflow records for
the U.S. part of the study area were selected from the USGS Hydro-Climatic Data
Network (Slack and Landwehr, 1992). Records for the Canadian part of the study
area are average monthly streamflow rates from the Reference Hydrometric Basin
Network of Environment Canada. Non-snowmelt dominated streams and gages
with insufficiently complete records were eliminated from those data sources to
form the selection used here. A stream was determined to be snowmelt dominated
if an initial spring or summer snowmelt pulse (Cayan et al., 2001) was discernable
for more than 30 of the 52 years in the record.
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These analyses used the time series of gridded average monthly temperature
and precipitation anomalies from the NOAA Climate Diagnostic Center (Eischeid
et al., 1995). Temperature [◦ C] and precipitation [mm] anomalies were computed
with respect to the 1951–1980 climatological period and for the center of each 5◦
grid cell. Simulated daily temperatures and precipitation rates from a PCM simulation of global climate variations in response to BAU greenhouse-gas and aerosol
emissions (described by Dai et al., 2001) were compiled into time series of monthly
mean air temperatures and precipitation rates on a 5◦ latitude-longitude grid from
February 1995 through November 2099. The calculated temperature and precipitation anomalies, taken from a climatology from a PCM historical simulation, then
were used to project changes in CT.
To assess whether the (linear) statistical models of CT changes applied here
were adequate to project the levels of change indicated for the 21st century, the
statistical models were compared to detailed, physically based hydrologic models
under the same climatic conditions for several rivers where such detailed models
and simulations were available.
Flows in the Snake River, Ice Harbor Reservoir gage and in the Columbia River
at the Dalles in the Pacific Northwest were simulated by the large-scale Variable
Infiltration Capacity (VIC 4.0.3) hydrologic modeling system (Maurer et al., 2002;
Payne et al., 2004, this volume) running at 1/4◦ resolution. Input consisted of daily
precipitation and temperature series, based on historical meteorological observations conditioned by PCM BAU simulation B06.46 projected climate trends (Wood
et al., 2004, this volume).
In addition, simulated flows in the Merced, Carson, and American Rivers of the
Sierra Nevada were compared to the regression model output. Responses of water
and energy balances, and streamflow from the basins, to the BAU PCM simulation,
were simulated for the three basins using the USGS Precipitation-Runoff Modeling
System PRMS (Leavesley et al., 1983; Dettinger et al., 2004, this volume). The
physically-based models for the California gages were driven with daily precipitation and (minimum and maximum) temperatures from the PCM BAU B06.46
simulation, adjusted for elevation effects. Series with the same historical-period
statistics as those observed at selected weather stationswere obtained using an
algorithm described by Dettinger et al. (2004, this volume). The precipitation and
temperatures at these weather stations provide the inputs for the calibrated versions of watershed models of the Merced River above Happy Isles and the East
Fork of the Carson River. Application of the adjustments described above to BAU
B06.46 simulated climate change outputs was used to simulate site-specific climate
changes in these two watersheds.
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3. Methods
Projections of future CT changes across western North America were obtained
in two stages. First, linear regression coefficients relating streamflow timing to
climate indices were estimated from historical data. Second, changes in streamflow
timing were projected for the 1995–2099 period by applying the regression models
to temperature and precipitation anomalies from the PCM BAU simulation.
The CT measure of runoff timing used here is the flow-weighted timing, or
‘center of mass’ of streamflow, calculated as
CT = (ti qi )/qi ,

(1)

where ti is time in months (or days) from the beginning of the water year (October 1) and qi is the corresponding streamflow for month i (or water year day,
i). Therefore CT is a date given in days or months. The time series of historical
annual CT, as well as its average, were determined for each gage for a 1950–1981
climatological period.
A gage’s CT is a reflection of the climatic conditions that govern its snowmelt
runoff timing, to the extent that it is snowmelt dominated. Precipitation influences
on flow timing were characterized by a precipitation index (PI), defined as the
October–April average precipitation anomaly. This definition of PI measures the
‘bulk effect’ of the water year precipitation on streamflow timing. Historically,
at many snowmelt-driven watersheds, variations in the cumulative winter season
precipitation produce an effect on the timing of runoff that, for interannual fluctuations, is of the same order of importance as spring temperature anomalies. The
PI measure, of course, does not capture fluctuations in the seasonal timing of precipitation, which indeed have a strong influence upon streamflow timing (Aguado
et al., 1992). But our analysis of the PCM BAU ensembles yields no indication
of changes in the seasonality of precipitation over the 21st century. Hence, for
the present analysis, we seek to understand whether overall changes in precipitation, not fluctuations of its occurrence within the season, will influence streamflow
timing.
Similarly, a temperature index (TI) time series was calculated for each gage.
The TI measure is an average temperature anomaly over a gage-specific four-month
interval. That interval included the average month of CT for a given gage, the two
months prior, and the month after the average CT. TI therefore is a measure of air
temperature variations during the critical season of snowmelt runoff that is specific
to each gage.
The relationship between historical CT anomalies and the TI and PI anomalies
was estimated by fitting three linear-regression models:
CTTI = a1 TI + TI
CTPI = b1 TI + PI
CTTIPI = a2 TI + b2 PI + TIPI .

(2)
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Here CTTI , CTPI , and CTTIPI refer to projected CT based on TI, PI, and TI and
PI respectively. These separate measures are introduced to quantify the effects of
temperature only, precipitation only, and the combined effects of temperature and
precipitation on streamflow timing. The subscripts a and b denote the regression
coefficients with respect to TI and PI, the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to simple and
multiple regression, and the s represent the residual CT variations not linearly
related to PI or TI respectively. Note that in these experiments only the runoff
timing, and not the runoff volume is modeled. To project changes in CT, simulated
temperature and precipitation values for the 1995–2099 period were extracted from
the PCM B06.46 run. The temperatures and precipitations were analyzed onto a 5◦
latitude-longitude grid, and then interpolated to each gage, from which the TI and
PI values were derived. The changes in CT, compared to the 1951–1980 climatology, were projected by driving each of the three regression models for each gage
with the simulated TI and PI anomalies. Anomalies of TI and PI were calculated
using mean values over 1951–1980 from the ACPI historical simulation B06.22.
Thus, three projections of anomalous CT change were obtained; one reflecting only
the TI changes, one reflecting only PI changes, and one reflecting the simultaneous
TI and PI changes. Subsequently, the absolute CT projections were calculated by
adding the average CT for each gage to the projected anomalous changes in CT.
Finally, projections with the statistical models were compared with projected
flows from selected physically-based models of snowmelt-driven streams in the
Pacific Northwest and in the California Sierra Nevada. This comparison allows
an assessment of whether historically based statistical models are adequate for
projecting the indicated levels of CT change.

4. Results
The timing of snowmelt runoff in rivers of western North America is not only
a function of latitude, but is also strongly dependent on the local climatic and
physiographic setting of each watershed. Thus, CT varies considerably across the
study area (Figure 1b). For example, the average CT for mid-elevation gages in
the southern and western regions is in April, whereas the average CT at higher
elevation gages and those located farther inland is in May or June. In spite of
this complex spatial variability in the CT climatology, observed year-to-year (and
longer term) variations of snowmelt-driven streamflow timing are widespread and
regionally coherent (Cayan et al., 2001).
As Figure 2 shows, a large majority of rivers in western North America have
exhibited trends toward earlier snowmelt timing during the last few decades; very
few streams have exhibited trends toward later streamflow timing. Many streams
have yielded CT advances of 10–30 days over the 1948–2000 observational period.
The greatest CT trends have occurred in the Pacific Northwest, Canada, Alaska,
and the mountain plateaus of Washington, Oregon, and western Idaho. Many of
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these trends towards earlier flow (>30%) are statistically significant at the 90%
level, especially in the Pacific Northwest, Rocky Mountain, Canadian, and Alaskan
regions.
Important trends in streamflow timing will also occur under the climate changes
projected by the ACPI BAU simulations. The changes are driven by the broad scale
warming trends and the regional scale moistening (northwestern North America)
and drying (southwestern North America) shown in Figure 3. The timing of springsummer runoff from snowmelt dominated watersheds is most strongly dictated by
temperature and, to a lesser extent, by the volume of precipitation, as shown by the
responses to incremental changes in spring-summer temperatures (TI) and seasonal
total precipitation (PI) illustrated in Figure 4.
Thus, when CT trends are projected into the 21st century using the regression
models [2] it is clear that the warming contained in PCM would dominate over any
changes that are simulated in regional precipitation. Comparisons of the trends in
CTTI , CTPI , and CTTIPI indicate that projected CT trends are most strongly connected to the projected TI trends (e.g., Figures 5–8). Four examples of historical
(CT) and projected (CTTI ) time series for basins from the more strongly impacted
regions are shown in Figure 5, along with the historical and simulated TI. Notably,
trends in CTTI towards earlier in the water year seem to transition quite smoothly
from recent observed trends (Figure 2). By contrast, the small projected changes in
PI minimally affect CTPI timing, as shown in Figure 6 for the same four examples.
The projected TI-dependent CTTI trends (Figure 5) are larger than the PIdependent CTPI trends (Figure 6), because CT is much more sensitive to TI
variations than to PI variations (Figure 4). Notably, CTPI sensitivities (regression
coefficients) are such that in most regions like Central and Northern Rocky Mountains and from Central Washington to Alaska, projected increases in PI yield later
runoff and would counteract some of the hastening of runoff due to projected
springtime warming trends. However, the PI influences on projected CT trends are
essentially negligible because the sensitivities of CT to PI are so small. To counteract the effects of projected TI increases would require extremely large increases
in PIs much larger than those projected under the BAU scenarios. For example, the
CT sensitivities to PI in several rivers of the PNW (to be discussed later) are such
that PI would need to increase by +23 mm/day (or more than 8 m/yr) to produce
an opposing effect on CT that would balance the effect of +1 ◦ C of springtime
warming.
Because the projected changes in PI contribute only small changes in CT,
the projected CTTIPI , from multiple regression, are almost entirely dominated by
changes in TI, as can be seen by comparing Figures 7 and 8. 20-yr averages of
CTTI changes (dependent on changes in TI only) in the 21st century are similar
in direction, and of equal or larger magnitude, to trends observed in the past 50
years (Figure 2). Notably, though, the magnitudes of the projected CT changes
are smaller in the north than in the south, while the observations tend to be larger
in the Pacific Northwest and smaller in the Southwest. Average changes for three
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Figure 4. Change in CT [days], as determined from simple linear regression, resulting from (a) +1 ◦ C
change in TI and (b) +1 mm/day change in precipitation. Prescribed changes in TI and PI correspond
to about 2 standard deviations for each index.

future periods are shown in Figure 8. At the end of the 21st century (Figure 8c),
CT is projected to be 30 to 40+ days earlier for many gages, relative to 1951–
1980 conditions. Most strongly impacted by this projected shift in CTTI are the
Pacific Northwest, the Sierra Nevada, and the Rocky Mountains. Somewhat less
impacted are the Alaskan, and western Canadian rivers, where shifts of 10 to 20
days are predicted by the end of the century, despite the fact that temperatures, and
TI, trends increase poleward in the PCM BAU climate projection. The weakening
of the CTTI trends in Canada and Alaska in Figure 8 reflects the historical tendency
for the CT of northern rivers to be less sensitive to temperature fluctuations, at least
in part because the basins are so cold that ‘normal’ temperature fluctuations have
less influence on snowmelt timing than in basins that hover nearer the freezing
point.
Because the temperature-driven timing (CTTI ) projections in Figure 8 are based
on simple regression relations derived solely from the historical observations period, it is natural to wonder whether – under the projected climate changes in the
21st century – the simple models are still applicable. To test this, CTTI values
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Figure 5. Time series of historical CT (1951–2000) (circles) and projected CT (1995–2099) (triangles) with the historical and simulated TI (solid lines) for selected streams. CT was projected from
its regression relation with TI and with PCM projections of TI under a business-as-usual future. Note
the reversal of the y-axis for CT. Longitude and latitude indicate the location of the gage site.

projected by the regression models were compared to projections using spatially
detailed, physically-based hydrologic models in selected streams of the Pacific
Northwest and Sierra Nevada. In rivers of the Pacific Northwest (Figures 2 and
9a,b), the regression-based projections correlate well with simulated flow timings
from the VIC model (Payne et al., 2004; Wood et al., 2004, both this volume), with
correlations during the 21st century between 0.5 and 0.7. Although a minor bias in
the regression-based projections toward later CTs exists, the long-term projected
trend and the year-to-year fluctuations simulated by VIC are well reproduced by the
regression relations throughout the 21st century (Figure 9). The agreement between
these two estimates indicates that, even as the climate warms, both the trends and
short-term variations are within the capacity of the regression relations.
For the rivers of the Sierra Nevada, there is fair agreement, as represented by the
comparison, in Figures 9c,d, of projected CTs for the Carson and Merced Rivers by
regression relations and by a physically-based PRMS model (Dettinger et al., 2004,
this volume). The correlation between the CT series from the regression and the CT
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Figure 6. Time series of historical CT (1951–2000) (circles) and projected CT (1995–2099) (triangles) with the historical and simulated PI (solid lines) for selected streams. CT was projected from
its regression relation with PI and with PCM projections of PI under a business-as-usual future. Note
the reversal of the y-axis for CT. Longitude and latitude indicate the location of the gage site.

Figure 7. The 2080–2099 average of projected changes in CT [days] as determined by regression
with PI. Values shown are differences from the average CT using the 1951–1980 climatology.
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Figure 8. 20-year averages of projected changes in CT [days] as determined by regression with TI,
and compared to the average CT using the 1951–1980 climatology. Projected CT is averaged over
(a) 2000–2019, (b) 2040–2059, and (c) 2080–2099.
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Figure 9. Comparison of CT projected by simple regression with CT calculated from physically based
models. In the Pacific Northwest, the CT calculated for the Similkameen River from the regression
model (dotted line) is compared to CT calculated from simulated output by the VIC model for several
gages in the Pacific Northwest (solid lines). (a) Columbia River at the Dalles, and (b) Snake River
at Ice Harbor Reservoir. In the Sierra Nevada, comparison is for CT from the simple regression
model for the (c) Merced River at Happy Isles, (d) Carson River at East Fork to CT calculated from
simulated output by the USGS Precipitation-Runoff Modeling system (solid lines). Units for CT are
calendar year months.

series from the PRMS models of the Carson and Merced Rivers are 0.33 and 0.53,
respectively. The offset between the PRMS simulation and the regression model
series for the Merced River, and to a lesser extent, the Carson River, is thought to
arise from a problem with downscaling diurnal temperatures resulting in a warmer
bias that is not present in the daily mean temperatures. However, the correspondence between the interannual fluctuations produced by the two methodologies is
close enough to be investigated further. Importantly, they produce nearly the same
trend in CT.
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5. Conclusions
Regional climate responses to a 21st century ‘Business as Usual’ emissions scenario, as simulated by PCM, include significant springtime warming trends over
western North America. The warmer regional spring temperatures are the dominant
force that yields projections of trends toward earlier snowmelt runoff throughout
the region. Although precipitation also varies, its trends are much less significant.
The projected streamflow timing trends are quite consistent, in terms of both direction and rate, with recent advances in streamflow timing observed over the past
50 years. The overall simulated response over the 21st century is larger than the
observed changes to date and would add to the observed changes. The projected
runoff-timing trends are most pronounced in the Pacific Northwest, Sierra Nevada,
and Rocky Mountain regions, where the eventual CT change amounts to 20–40
days at many streams.
Whether the response in CT to the temperature trend will level out or increase
at a certain threshold cannot be determined from a simple linear regression model.
Comparisons to more detailed, physically based hydrologic models suggest that
(in California and the Northwest) such nonlinear thresholds have not been reached
within this projection. In contrast to the strong influence of projected temperature trends on CT, the modest projected changes in precipitation, by PCM, do not
yield noticeable changes in CT. Thus, for the levels of changes projected by PCM,
the joint influence of temperature and precipitation on CT trends is completely
dominated by the temperature trends.
A one-month advance in the timing of snowmelt runoff could threaten storage
efficiencies for many reservoirs in the study area. Besides providing water supply, these reservoirs are operated for flood-protection purposes, and consequently
may release large amounts of otherwise useful water during the winter and early
spring. In such facilities, earlier flows would place more of the year’s runoff into
the category of hazard rather than resource. A one-month advance would also increase the length of the summer drought that characterizes much of western North
America, with important consequences for water supply, ecosystem, and wildfire
management.
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Global warming and changes in drought
Kevin E. Trenberth1*, Aiguo Dai1,2, Gerard van der Schrier3,4, Philip D. Jones3,5, Jonathan Barichivich3,6,
Keith R. Briffa3, Justin Sheffield7
Several recently published studies have produced apparently conflicting results of how drought is changing under climate change.
The reason is thought to lie in the formulation of the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) and the data sets used to determine
the evapotranspiration component. Here, we make an assessment of the issues with the PDSI in which several other sources of
discrepancy emerge, not least how precipitation has changed and is analysed. As well as an improvement in the precipitation data
available, accurate attribution of the causes of drought requires accounting for natural variability, especially El Niño/Southern
Oscillation effects, owing to the predilection for wetter land during La Niña events. Increased heating from global warming may
not cause droughts but it is expected that when droughts occur they are likely to set in quicker and be more intense.

H

ow is drought changing as the climate changes? Several recent
papers in the scientific literature have focused on this question
but the answer remains unclear. Here we attempt to understand this socially and ecologically relevant topic. We discuss what
the expectations for changes in drought should be, and thus the
prospects for the future, and we provide some recommendations for
resolving outstanding issues.

What is drought?

As mentioned in the fourth assessment report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), “in general
terms, drought is a ‘prolonged absence or marked deficiency of precipitation’, a ‘deficiency of precipitation that results in water shortage
for some activity or for some group’ or a ‘period of abnormally dry
weather sufficiently prolonged for the lack of precipitation to cause
a serious hydrological imbalance’. ” The report 1 goes on to note
that “drought has been defined in a number of ways. ‘Agricultural
drought’ relates to moisture deficits in the topmost one metre or so
of soil (the root zone) that impacts crops, ‘meteorological drought’
is mainly a prolonged deficit of precipitation, and ‘hydrologic
drought’ is related to below-normal streamflow, lake and groundwater levels.” These differences emphasize the relative roles of precipitation, evapotranspiration (ET) and runoff in drought caused by
climatic factors. More generally, water availability is a societal and
environmental concern, which also brings in the demand side, and
thus there are other possible definitions related to water scarcity.
The IPCC SREX report 2 includes a valuable discussion of drought
or ‘dryness’, drought drivers and drought indices that complements
that given here.
Drought can be quantified and described in absolute terms
(such as the amount of soil moisture or lake levels) or through
relative measures (for instance, PDSI in various forms), and these
can be compared3,4. Because drought is defined by one tail of the
probability distribution function of a drought measure, such as soil
moisture content or stream flow, a small reduction in the mean (for
example, −5%) will translate into a much larger increase in drought
frequency based on other drought definitions5. Consequently, this
difference has caused some confusion regarding the magnitude

of drought changes, and using the percentiles of soil moisture or
streamflow instead of mean values to define drought and its changes
may represent a better approach in this case.
With human-induced climate change from increased CO2 and
other heat-trapping gases in the atmosphere — global warming —
there is the strong expectation of a general increase in potential ET
(PET) that is directly related to the increase in surface heating. This
will probably result in an increase in actual evaporation, or evapotranspiration in plants, only if adequate moisture is available. So
potentially there is more drying, but in drought situations part of
any extra energy goes into raising temperatures, thereby amplifying warming over dry land. This also assumes other things remain
equal. Of course they do not. Between 1900 and the present, other
variations (including unforced natural changes in surface humidity
and wind speed) have been important for the apparent drying trend.
Nevertheless, climate model projections suggest that drying would
occur over many areas in low- and mid-latitudes under increasing
greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations5–10. More specifically, there
is a strong tendency for the wet areas to get wetter and dry areas to
get drier, with a poleward expansion of the subtropical dry zones11.
Model projections, however, do not show large systematic long-term
trends in relative surface humidity and wind speed in response to
long-term GHG forcing.
For the most part, droughts over recent years seem to be natural in terms of where and when they occur 10,12. That is to say, the
anthropogenic factors of climate change are not yet important in
the location and timing of droughts. But when they do occur, it is
expected that the extra heat from global warming will increase the
rate of drying, establishing drought more quickly and with greater
intensity. Meanwhile, where it rains, it will rain harder because a
warmer atmosphere can hold more moisture11,13. Australia is just
one location where it is clear that drought and heat go together and
both have increased from both human and natural causes14–16.
These are the most basic expectations for changes in drought as
the climate changes. But changes in atmospheric circulation that
affect moisture regimes can also occur and there is evidence that
some are underway: an expansion of the tropics, a poleward shift
in the main storm tracks in mid-latitudes11 and/or changes in the
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seasonality of rains1. Moreover, this pattern is predicted in climate
models1,2,6–9. Yet it is still early days to be seeing such a pattern distinctly and indeed there is sufficient variability in the atmospheric
circulation to mask these changes in many places17, although the
model-predicted change in seasonal precipitation seems to be evident in observations18. Furthermore, changes in the character of
precipitation to more intense heavy rains but longer dry spells, as
observed and expected19, mean that more water runs off leaving less
behind to replenish soil moisture.

Disparate results

Two recent papers looked at the question of whether large-scale
drought has been increasing under climate change. A study in
Nature by Sheffield et al.20 entitled ‘Little change in global drought
over the past 60 years’ was published at almost the same time that
‘Increasing drought under global warming in observations and
models’ by Dai5 appeared in Nature Climate Change (published
online in August 2012). How can two research groups arrive at
such seemingly contradictory conclusions?
The essence of the study by Sheffield et al. is that a traditional
metric of drought based on historical meteorological observations — the PDSI —is flawed in its original formulation. The
authors explore a differently formulated version that results in “little change in drought over the past 60 years” in contrast to other
conclusions that used the conventional PDSI. However, the differences between the results obtained by Sheffield et al.20 and Dai5
are not that great. Sheffield et al.20 are not the first to conclude that
the conventional PDSI is flawed and requires careful interpretation. Two earlier papers reported results using exactly the same
PDSI formulation but with varying results4,21. So there are obvious
reasons to be cautious in making conclusions about how drought
is changing globally. However, to understand the difficulties and
uncertainties it is necessary to review some of the basics about
drought metrics and the PDSI in particular.
Fundamentally, drought relates to the amount of water available in soils or hydrological systems. It obviously depends a lot on
precipitation, but it also depends on how much water infiltrates to
deeper ground layers or runs off the land and how much is evaporated or transpired by plants (that is, ET). As noted in the Fourth
Assessment Report 1 “The most commonly used index of drought
is the PDSI that uses precipitation, temperature and local available
water content data to assess soil moisture.” The air temperature
controls the water-holding capacity of the atmosphere, and thus
influences the atmospheric demand for moisture, which strongly
influences ET. The latter also depends on surface humidity and
wind, which affect whether the moisture is carried away or not. The
PET depends on the available energy from the sun or downwelling
infrared radiation, wind speed, and cloudiness, and its realization
depends on available moisture.

Issues with ET and baseline period

Several drought indices, such as the Standardized Precipitation
Index (SPI; ref. 22) are based on precipitation alone and provide
a measure only for water supply. They are very useful as a measure
of precipitation deficits or meteorological drought, but are limited
because they do not deal with the ET side of the issue. The concept
of the SPI has been extended23,24 and a new drought index formulated — the Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index
(SPEI) — on the basis of precipitation and PET data to overcome
this issue. The PDSI takes this one step further by accounting for the
balance of precipitation, ET and runoff, and has the ability to incorporate local soil and possibly vegetation properties, making it a fairly
comprehensive and flexible index of relative drought. The original
SPEI and the original formulation of PDSI use the ‘Thornthwaite
method’ 4,20,21 to account for ET effects. This approach considers only
monthly precipitation amounts and temperatures but has the major
18

advantage that it is easily calculated because these data are readily
available for most global land areas. The disadvantage is that it cannot account for changes in solar and infrared radiation, humidity
and wind speed, which we discuss below.
Advances in recent years include a ‘self-calibrating’ version, the
scPDSI25, that uses local climate data to calibrate the index so that
the categories conform better to those originally intended by Palmer.
This PDSI formulation is a useful but relative metric, thus the way
it relates to absolute drought at any location has to be treated with
care. Several studies have, however, shown quite good co-variability
between the PDSI and both observed streamflow and measured soil
moisture3,4. Moreover, many local characteristics are systematic and
thus not a factor for examining changes over time.
A more realistic and complex approach to estimating PET in the
PDSI is the method outlined by Penman in 1948 and modified by
Monteith to give the Penman–Monteith (PM) formulation4,7,20,21 that
incorporates the effects of wind and humidity, plus solar and longwave radiation. Unfortunately, global fields of most of these data
are not readily available and they generally suffer from temporal
and spatial inhomogeneities in the observations. Indeed there are
major concerns about the reconstruction of solar radiation data, as
incoming energy plays a central role in ET and depends a lot on how
clouds have changed. The function of the surface water vapour pressure deficit in the PM formulation, and issues in ET more generally,
are reviewed by Wang and Dickinson26. An evaluation of changes
in surface winds27 finds decreases in many areas, but the confidence
in wind trends is low because long, homogenized records are rare,
and instrumentation is sensitive to maintenance and siting issues.
Dai4 and van der Schrier et al.21 attempted to provide these evaporation components of the ‘forcings’ of the PDSI and the results
turn out to depend critically on the forcings used. Sheffield et al.20
stated that “Recent studies have claimed that there is little difference
between the PDSIs that use the Thornthwaite and PM algorithms
(PDSI_Th and PDSI_PM, respectively) but this can be attributed to
inconsistencies in the forcing data sets and simulation configuration…” Accordingly, discrepancies arise from the highly uncertain
forcing data.
Sheffield et al.20 carried out a detailed comparison of various forcing data for the PDSI calculations and claim that “PDSI_PM gives
a better estimate of the true trend in global drought because of its
more comprehensive physics.” Although this may be true in principle, it can be offset by the uncertainties in the drivers of those physics for which the observational estimates are less reliable and have
less spatial coverage than temperature data.
Both climatologies and changes in ET over time have been
extremely difficult to determine reliably 27. An evaluation was made
of global land ET estimates28 using 30 observationally based analyses from upscaled in-situ data, satellite remote sensing retrievals,
land surface models and atmospheric reanalyses, and also from 11
climate models. The observational spread was greater than ±20%
and hence the uncertainties are unduly large. The regional uncertainties are even greater. The discrepancies stem not only from the
different formulations and parametric representations of ET used,
but also from the different data sets and forcing fields applied. Yet
these estimates were all for the period 1989–1995, for which such
data sets exist. For climate change studies over longer time periods
the formulations and associated biases may be important, but the
input data sets employed remain a key concern.
Another important issue that has emerged in recent research is
the choice of the baseline period to define and calibrate the PDSI
moisture categories. Sheffield et al.20 use a base period of 1950-2008.
Dai5 used 1950–1979, which is a relatively wet period, and that colours the results. The ideal base period should sample natural variability fully, and the 1950–1979 period does not include the North
American dust bowl era of the 1930s, for instance (but all the necessary data are not always available). However, there is also a problem
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Issues with precipitation data sets

The discrepancies between the previous studies are also probably due to the precipitation data sets used. Sheffield et al.20 used
four different precipitation data sets: CPC-Prec/L, GPCCv4, CRU
TS3.10 and U. Delaware v2.01. Van der Schrier et al.21,29 used an
improved version of the CRU data set (CRU TS3.10.01), whereas
Dai4,5 explored other data sets (see Methods). The Climate Research
Unit (CRU) has very recently updated their precipitation data set
and analysis to version 3.21. The global mean land precipitation
anomalies from several data sets (Fig. 1) are fairly consistent from
1950 to 1990 (although mean alignment is guaranteed for the base
period 1961–1990). However, differences become readily apparent
after 1991, when data from fewer stations are available for all data
sets. The much greater number of Global Precipitation Climatology
Centre (GPCC) stations does not guarantee improved coverage if
the extra stations are all in the same area. It may be argued that
fewer, more homogeneous, records provide more reliable time
series and this has been the rationale behind the construction
of the CRU data set. Many of the stations used by GPCC are not
available for use by others. Coverage certainly affects the analyses
of precipitation anomalies but continuity, or more strictly lack of
temporal continuity, is more of an issue30. In Fig. 1, the numbers
of stations available/used is indicated for different data sets (see
Methods). Real-time monitoring is becoming a vital part of developing climate services, but the amount and timing of data released
by countries is extremely variable. Access to greater numbers of
station data can often be achieved much later, but not in near realtime from the more traditional CLIMAT and SYNOP sources
(see Methods).
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in using 1950–2008, because any recent anthropogenic climate
change effects are included. This alters the ranges of observed variability against which the longer-term variations that characterize
changes are scaled. Hence it greatly reduces any prospects of identifying a climate change signal in the results of the analysis.
Some of these issues have been addressed21,29. Global maps of
monthly scPDSI for the period 1901–2009 were produced29 based
on the CRU TS3.10.01 data sets (see Methods) using both ET formulations. The scPDSI was found to have a similar range of variability
in diverse climates making it a more suitable metric for comparing
the relative availability of moisture in different regions. The more
physically based Penman–Monteith parameterization for PET was
adopted but also calculated using the actual vegetation cover rather
than a simple reference crop, and a treatment of seasonal snow
effects was included29. The leading mode of variability in the new
data set represents a trend towards drying conditions in some parts
of the globe between 1950 and 1985, and increasing temperature
and PET explain part of this trend. However, local trends in most
of the drying regions are not statistically significant. When the calibration period does not include the most recent part of the record
(when anthropogenic warming is most evident) trends towards
more extreme conditions are amplified. The study concluded that
this is the principal reason for different published interpretations of
the scale of recent global drying and not the ET formulation29. But it
seems there is more to it.
As well as the above issues, Sheffield et al.20 uncovered some
minor problems with the study by Dai4 related to how his data sets
had been updated after 2004 but none that obviously explain most
of the differences in the results. Moreover, it is evident that there
are important issues with the other forcing data for the more complex and comprehensive form of PDSI, and thus there remains some
merit in the simpler but self-calibrated version of PDSI_Th — provided that it is recognized that it is an index, and it is not extended
into the future. However, it seems that another significant factor
affecting the differences in published conclusions relates to differences in the underlying precipitation data sets used.
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Figure 1 | Time series of global land (60° S to 75° N) precipitation
departures from the annual mean for several data sets. The lower panel
shows the number of stations that were used for the GPCC and CRU data
sets. The base period is 1961–1990 except for GPCP, where 1981–2000
was used.

The CRU TS3.10.01 data set, which has measurements from
fewer than 1500 rain gauges in recent years, differs substantially
from the GPCC and Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP) precipitation products that have many more gauge data
(Fig. 1). This data set effectively had a ‘wet bias’ with respect to
the other data sets in the global average since around 1996. The
problem occurred especially at northern latitudes and the tropics (Fig. 2). Maps for 2002 (not shown) reveal the biggest differences in tropical South America, Indonesia and parts of Africa.
This issue has been reduced in the newer version (CRU TS3.21),
which has an increased number of stations in these regions and
globally (>2400 stations during the 2000s). However, CRU TS3.21
values are still somewhat higher than GPCC and Global Historical
Climatology Network (GHCN) estimates from 30° S to 60° N. The
University of Delaware data set diverges from all the other data
sets after around 1995, showing a drying trend. This was noted
earlier 31 and attributed to issues in the data from the Global
Surface Summary of the Day (GSOD) archive and better sampling
of dry areas.
The anomaly time series given in Fig. 1 show very different
trends after about 1990. Methods of analysing precipitation data
have been explored32 and there are merits in several approaches:
analysing anomalies in mm (as done by Dai and GPCC); analysing per cent anomalies (as done by CRU); and analysing standardized anomalies. All of these methods work best under certain
circumstances — generally when the field is fairly coherent, but
when there are large gradients and diverse regimes involved differences can be substantial, especially in trends. The only way the
correct answer can be known is by using more stations and better
coverage, although constraints can be derived from other hydrological variables in the context of a water budget.
The global land precipitation differences (Fig. 1) in recent years
range up to about 40 mm around a mean of 800 mm (5%) and this
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Conclusions and recommendations

Figure 2 | Time series of mean precipitation for zones indicated with a
base period of 1981–2000. The legend applies to all panels.

translates into differences in PDSI of up to 0.3 (Fig. 3) (excluding
the Univ. Delaware estimate); see Sheffield et al.20 for the spread in
PDSI in using several precipitation data sets. These differences in
turn are enough to change the area of global land under drought
(for the bottom 20% of the PDSI) by some 6% or so, thereby potentially causing a large shift in perceptions about changes in drought
depending on which precipitation data set is chosen.

Variability versus trends

The most common source of episodic droughts around the world is
the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO). During El Niño events
there are major droughts over Australia, Indonesia, southeast Asia,
parts of Africa and the northeast of Brazil. This is a result of the
main rainfall systems in the tropics moving off-shore over the tropical Pacific combined with the much warmer than normal waters,
often leaving weakened monsoons behind. In the La Niña phase,
dry areas are more common in Peru, Ecuador and over the oceans,
in places where it is wet during El Niño events. The atmospheric
circulation creates favourable conditions for drought, often through
teleconnections, which can be initiated by sea surface temperature
anomalies. They occur in anticyclonic (high pressure) conditions
where gentle subsiding air suppresses clouds and rainstorms and the
sunshine dries out the soils and vegetation, ultimately increasing the
risk of heat waves and wild fires33. With anticyclonic conditions in
the drought area, the nature of the atmospheric circulation means
that cyclonic conditions prevail elsewhere. Hence somewhere else
in the world low-pressure cyclonic regimes must exist as part of
an atmospheric wave or monsoonal overturning atmospheric flow,
and the air generally rises and provides unsettled cloudy and rainy
20

weather. Evaporated moisture moves from the anticyclonic to
the cyclonic regions, which tends to make dry areas drier and
wet areas wetter. These changes also affect wind speeds and other
variables that impact ET, but the impacts of ENSO on ET through
changing wind speed have not been extensively investigated.
Thus ENSO is the primary source of variability in the tropical and global precipitation record34 and therefore variations in
ENSO affect perceptions about changes in drought 12,35 and their
possible links to climate change. Recent years, such as 2010 and
2011, were especially wet on land in association with La Niña
conditions and led to a 5 mm drop in global sea-level as excess
precipitation deposited water on land, especially in Australia, filling up Lake Eyre36. The overall trend in global land precipitation
since the 1980s is upwards as a result of more La Niña events in
recent years, but the 1950s to 1970s were relatively wet and there
is no simple linear trend. The trend is less for GPCP and GPCC
datasets (Fig.1).
Sheffield et al.20 and van der Schrier et al.21 did not consider
the influence of ENSO, but this was explored in detail by Dai4.
Indeed, precipitation on land is controlled to a large degree by
ENSO: in general with more La Niña phases, as experienced in
recent years, there is more rain on land. The Interdecadal Pacific
Oscillation and associated Pacific Decadal Oscillation in turn
modulate ENSO and greatly influence precipitation regimes especially across the western United States37. That says nothing about
whether the extent and intensity of drought is greater or not when
it occurs, and so the signals from ENSO and the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation should be removed to the extent possible before looking at trends associated with climate change, although residual
effects will probably remain. Other outstanding issues relate to
whether ENSO and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation have been
affected by climate change.
Although all groups have contributed to our knowledge about
drought, the uncertainties have not always been adequately appreciated. There are various drought indices and metrics, as discussed
here, and the PDSI model itself contains uncertainties. There remain
substantial issues on how to best deal with changes in ET, although
these are well documented in the literature. What is more surprising, and disappointing, are the disparities between precipitation data
sets. The recent development of the CRU TS3.21 updated precipitation data set has already narrowed these. In future, some of these
problems may be addressed by a more comprehensive effort to obtain
precipitation observations using remote sensing as well as in situ data
under the banner of the Global Precipitation Measurement mission38.
Nevertheless, the general availability of precipitation data and differences in the primary precipitation data sets continue to be a concern.
The other major issue is the role of natural variability, especially
ENSO, which biases the land precipitation towards wetter conditions,
and with less drought globally under La Niña conditions. Hence it is
probably not possible to determine reliable decadal and longer-term
trends in drought due to climate change without first accounting for
the effects of ENSO and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation.
The recommendations from this assessment are that it would be
highly desirable for countries to allow a lot more of their precipitation
data to be publicly available. Many of these data are used by GPCC
but they are not permitted to pass these on. We urgently advocate that
this should be addressed. At the same time, precipitation data with
higher temporal resolution, such as hourly data, are greatly needed
to document extremes and runoff issues. We also strongly encourage
further ‘data rescue’ efforts to recover past data by preserving data
at risk of being lost owing to deterioration of the storage medium,
and digitizing the data into computer readable form for easy access.
With regards to ET, simpler formulations, which can account for
some aspects of drought related to atmospheric demand for moisture
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Figure 3 | Time series of 5-year smoothed global-mean annual
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through temperature dependencies, still have merit provided their
shortcomings are recognized. However, improvements in the observation and modelling of ET and all its forcings at a large scale are also
required26. Research projects are underway to improve knowledge,
forcings and model capabilities with respect to ET, soil moisture and
surface water, and further progress is essential if we are to adequately
depict the changing face of drought and water resource availability.
Changes in the global water cycle in response to the warming
over the twenty-first century will not be uniform. The contrast in
precipitation between wet and dry regions and between wet and
dry seasons will probably increase, although there may be regional
exceptions. Climate change is adding heat to the climate system
and on land much of that heat goes into drying. A natural drought
should therefore set in quicker, become more intense, and may last
longer. Droughts may be more extensive as a result. Indeed, humaninduced warming effects accumulate on land during periods of
drought because the ‘air conditioning effects’ of water are absent.
Climate change may not manufacture droughts, but it could exacerbate them and it will probably expand their domain in the subtropical dry zone.

Methods

The precipitation data used are available and described in refs 29,31,39–46. The
CRU29,42 TS3.10.01, CRU TS3.21, U.Del31,43 and GPCC39,44 data sets were consistently
processed on the same 0.5° x 0.5° grid, excluding land regions with permanent ice
cover (Greenland) and extreme aridity. For the GPCP data set 41,45 (2.5° x 2.5°) only
land gridboxes were used for computing the area averages, excluding Greenland.
For the GHCN anomalies40,46 (5° x 5°) averages were computed using all available
grid boxes with data. Dai4 mainly used the GPCP and GPCC data sets as well as the
CPC data set.
CLIMAT is a code for promptly reporting monthly climatological data assembled at land-based meteorological surface observation sites to data centres at the
end of each month. Surface synoptic observations (SYNOP) is the code used for
reporting weather observations made by manned and automated weather stations,
typically every six hours.
For GPCC up to 40,000 stations have been used although with a drop in the
past decade and especially after 2009 (Fig. 1). The CRU data set typically has
between 5000 and 7000 stations in CRU TS3.10.01, increasing somewhat up to
about 10,000 at times for CRU TS3.21, but dropping after 1991. However, coverage for CRU TS3.21 is a substantial improvement in the past decade, although
2011 values are still tentative. The CRU data set does not use the daily SYNOP
sources (used by other data sets) because a determination of how many days can
be used for a complete month has to be made. All data sets show a reduction in
station numbers in the last two decades, but this should not be taken to mean the
network is degrading.
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Key Points:
•

Record Colorado River flow reductions averaged 19.3% per year during 2000-2014.
One-third or more of the decline was likely due to warming.

•

Unabated greenhouse gas emissions will lead to continued substantial warming,
translating to 21st century flow reductions of 35% or more.

•

More precipitation can reduce the flow loss, but lack of increase to date and large
megadrought threat, reinforce risk of large flow loss.
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Abstract
Between 2000 and 2014, annual Colorado River flows averaged 19% below the 1906-1999
average, the worst 15-year drought on record. At least one-sixth to one-half (average at onethird) of this loss is due to unprecedented temperatures (0.9°C above the 1906-99 average),
confirming model-based analysis that continued warming will likely further reduce flows.
Whereas it is virtually certain that warming will continue with additional emissions of
greenhouse gases to the atmosphere, there has been no observed trend towards greater
precipitation in the Colorado Basin, nor are climate models in agreement that there should be a
trend. Moreover, there is a significant risk of decadal and multidecadal drought in the coming
century, indicating that any increase in mean precipitation will likely be offset during periods of
prolonged drought. Recently published estimates of Colorado River flow sensitivity to
temperature combined with a large number of recent climate model-based temperature
projections indicate that continued business-as-usual warming will drive temperature-induced
declines in river flow, conservatively -20% by mid-century and -35% by end–century, with
support for losses exceeding -30% at mid-century and -55% at end-century. Precipitation
increases may moderate these declines somewhat, but to date no such increases are evident and
there is no model agreement on future precipitation changes. These results, combined with the
increasing likelihood of prolonged drought in the river basin, suggest that future climate change
impacts on the Colorado River flows will be much more serious than currently assumed,
especially if substantial reductions in greenhouse gas emissions do not occur.
Index Terms: 1807 Climate Impacts; 1812 Drought; 1833 Hydroclimatology; 1880 Water
Management; 1884 Water Supply
Keywords : Colorado River Basin, climate change, Colorado River Compact,
megadrought,
1. Introduction
A large number of studies over the last twenty-five years have considered the future runoff of the
Colorado River (Figure 1) under climate change. Nearly all of these studies have cautioned that
future warming will deplete the flow of the river, but the results have varied from minor to major
[Nash and Gleick, 1991; Christensen et al., 2004; Milly et al., 2005; Brekke et al., 2007;
Christensen and Lettenmaier, 2007; National Research Council, 2007; Seager et al., 2007;
Barnett and Pierce, 2008; Ray et al., 2008; Barnett and Pierce, 2009; Rajagopalan et al., 2009;
Cayan et al., 2010; Reclamation, 2011; Harding et al., 2012; Seager et al., 2012; Vano et al.,
2012; Ficklin et al., 2013; Vano et al., 2014; Ayers et al., 2016; Milly and Dunne, 2016]. In
contrast, the latest U.S Government assessment implies little or no change is likely because
precipitation increases will be sufficient to maintain temperature-depleted flows [Reclamation,
2016]. Fifteen years into the 21st century, the emerging reality is that climate change is already
depleting Colorado River water supplies at the upper end of the range suggested by previously
published projections. Record setting temperatures are an important and underappreciated
component of the flow reductions now being observed.
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Between the start of the drought in 2000 and the end of 2014, our analysis period, annual flow
reductions averaged 19.3% below the 1906 to 1999 normal period, and Lakes Mead and Powell,
the nation’s two largest reservoirs, ended the period at approximately 40% of maximum volume
despite starting the period nearly full [Wines, 2014; Colorado River Basin Stakeholders, 2015]
(Figure 2a). This drought has continued into 2015 and 2016 with higher, but still below normal,
flows estimated at 94% in 2015 and 94% in 2016 with unusual late season May and June
precipitation in both years that raised runoff by nearly 20% [Alcorn, 2015, 2016]. Despite these
smaller recent reductions, Lake Mead continues to decline and in May of 2016 it hit a level not
seen since its initial filling in the 1930s [James, 2016]. The overall Colorado River reservoir
system stores 4 times the annual flow of the river, one of the largest ratios in the world. This
storage provides a large drought buffer when full. However, when the reservoirs are low,
shortage risk can be high for years because high demands, now equal to 20th century average
flow, make it difficult to refill system storage [Reclamation, 2012]. While the multi-year
California drought has been garnering more national attention, the more slowly unfolding
Colorado River drought is every bit as serious and also has national and international
ramifications [Wines, 2014].
The Colorado River Basin encompasses seven states and northern Mexico and is home to 22
federally recognized tribes. The river provides municipal and industrial water for 40m people
distributed across every major Southwestern city both within and without the basin, including
Los Angeles, San Diego, Las Vegas, Phoenix, Tucson, Salt Lake City, Denver and the entire
Front Range of Colorado, Albuquerque and Santa Fe [Reclamation, 2012].
Continued low flows would result in additional declines at Lake Mead, eventually requiring
Lower Basin (Arizona, California, Nevada) water delivery shortages with mandatory cutbacks
imposed primarily on Arizona, but also Nevada and Mexico [Verburg, 2011]. At the same time,
Upper Basin (Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming) water users would continue to endure
physical shortages from a lack of water. These initial Lower Basin Lake Mead delivery shortages
and Upper Basin physical shortages are manageable to a point; however, under current operating
rules with continued low flows during the next six to eight years Lake Mead would drop to
elevation 305 m (1000 feet) above sea level, resulting in a number of serious and unprecedented
problems [Collum and McCann, 2014].
In the Lower Basin, Arizona could theoretically lose its water allocation for the entire Central
Arizona Project canal, a critical $4.4B, 530 km cross-state 2 bcm/year water source for 4.7m
people, multiple sovereign Indian nations, and over 120,000 irrigated hectares [Glennon, 1995;
Colorado River Basin Stakeholders, 2015]. This canal currently relies on occasional but
uncertain ‘equalization’ releases from Lake Powell that only occur with irregular and rare large
Powell inflows. The extra water is delivered when Lake Powell reaches levels substantially
higher than Lake Mead, a use allowed under the 1922 Colorado River Compact section III (e)
and formalized most recently under rules established in a 2007 Record of Decision for
coordinated operations of Lakes Powell and Mead and for shortage sharing in the Lower Basin
[Department of Interior, 2007].
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Under normal operating rules, without these extra inflows, Lake Mead has excess outflows of
1.5 bcm per year, the so-called Lower Basin “structural deficit” [Collum and McCann, 2014].
The structural deficit was created in 1968 when Congress authorized the Central Arizona Project
(CAP). In order to obtain the support of the large California Congressional delegation, Arizona
agreed to rely on this unused, but in the long run unreliable water, because there was not enough
remaining unallocated Lower Basin water. The CAP had long been a desire of Arizona and the
state was willing to make this bargain despite its flaws [Johnson, 1977]. This same water is first
available for use by the Upper Basin under the Colorado River Compact, but heretofore has not
been developed for Upper Basin use. A plan to augment the Colorado River with flows from
outside the basin, discussed during the hearings on the legislation, but not included in the final
package due to opposition from potential source areas, was never revisited by Congress.
Reclamation in 2011 said that such augmentation was now unlikely.
The structural deficit only became a problem when the CAP was fully completed in the mid
1990s combined with the drought that began in 2000. Upper Basin demand growth has also
played a small role, although Upper Basin demands are still much less than forecast in 1968 for
the year 2000 [Tipton and Kalmbach, Inc, 1965; Johnson, 1977]. The recent Lake Mead declines
are strongly influenced by this imbalance, and solutions to this deficit have been a recent focus
of the Basin states and federal government [Central Arizona Project, 2016; Davis, 2016].
The Upper Basin also has serious issues, one of which ripples into the Lower Basin. When the
surface of Lake Mead declines to an elevation 305 m (1000 feet) above sea level, Lake Powell
will also be below its minimum power pool 75% of the time [Collum and McCann, 2014]. This
occurs in part because low Mead levels make ‘equalization’ releases from Powell more likely
thus driving Powell lower. Hydropower losses at Lake Powell could result in substantial rate
increases for irrigators who rely on the reservoirs for long term lower cost power contracts, and
would also dry up funding for basin-wide programs necessary for water delivery environmental
compliance [Adler, 2007; Collum and McCann, 2014]. Under such low reservoir conditions,
there is also a high likelihood that the Upper Basin states would have to curtail existing water
deliveries to cities such as Denver, Colorado Springs, Albuquerque and Salt Lake City in order
to make required deliveries to Lake Mead. Heretofore, largely because of the structure of the
Colorado River Compact, the Upper Basin and Lower Basin have been managed
separately. With permanent flow declines of approximately 20%, however, the required
deliveries to Lake Mead would become a hardship on the Upper Basin, as well as create Lower
Basin delivery shortages [Reclamation, 2007; Barnett and Pierce, 2009; Rajagopalan et al.,
2009]. The original compact, signed during one of the wettest periods in the last 450 years
[Woodhouse et al., 2006], did not envision how large scale flow declines would be managed
between the basins, and such declines could cause an allocation crisis between the Upper and
Lower Basins [Adler, 2008].
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Understanding the cause of, and reacting properly to, the ongoing drought is critical to the future
of the Southwest. Herein we investigate the role of precipitation versus temperatures as causes
of the current drought, provide temperature- and precipitation-based 21st century flow projections
and provide policy implications of these findings. Our approach separates the impacts of highconfidence temperature projections from those associated with the much lower-confidence
projections of future precipitation using a simple but powerful sensitivity technique. Moreover,
we make a novel – and important - case that there is a high likelihood that the impacts of
continued atmospheric warming will overwhelm any future increases in precipitation because
prolonged dry periods lasting multiple decades are likely to negate the beneficial impacts of
additional precipitation during other times.
Causes of the 2000-2014 Drought
The 2000-14 drought is defined by the lowest average annual flows for any 15-year period in the
historical record. To analyze this drought, gridded 4x4 km temperature and precipitation data
from 1896-2014 for the area above Lees Ferry were obtained from the Precipitation-Elevation
Regression on Independent Slopes (PRISM) model [Daly et al., 1994]. In addition, we obtained
reservoir contents and natural flows at Lees Ferry from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
(Reclamation) (Text S1). Lees Ferry is situated just below Lake Powell and is the Compact
dividing line between the Upper and Lower Basins. Approximately 85% of the flow originates
above Lees Ferry [Christensen and Lettenmaier, 2007].
Historically, Upper Colorado River Basin precipitation has been the main Colorado River runoff
driver such that high flow years (1920s, 1980s) were associated with high precipitation and low
flow years (1930s, 1950s) with low precipitation (Figure 2b-c). The current drought (our study
period is 2000-2014, but the drought is still on-going), with its modest -4.6% precipitation
decline and -19.3% flow decline, stands in stark contrast to the second-lowest 15-year flow
period (1953-1967), a precipitation-driven drought with averaged precipitation reductions of 6.1% per year and flow reductions of -18.1% per year (Figure 2b-c and Table 1). Compared to
the 1950s drought, the 2000s feature much more (near normal) winter precipitation (-8.6% 1950s
decline versus -2.7% 2000s) and significantly less summer precipitation (-3.6% 1950s decline
versus -6.4% 2000s). The 2000s precipitation decline is only 75% of the decline in the 1950s,
thus begging the question of why the recent drought was more serious. What has changed is that
temperatures in the runoff producing Upper Basin are now 0.9 °C above the 1896-1999 average
and are the highest in the gaged record; whereas temperatures during the 1953-1967 drought
were much cooler and only slightly above the 1896-1999 average (Figure 2d and Table 2). This
makes the current drought unprecedented in the gaged record.
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In contrast to the more precipitation-driven current California drought [Diffenbaugh et al., 2015;
Williams et al., 2015], lack of precipitation is only partially to blame for the Colorado River
runoff declines during the last 15 years. Instead, approximately a third, or more, of the recent
Colorado River flow reduction is most likely a result of record-setting warmth. Since 1988 an
increase in the frequency of warm years has been strongly associated with lower flows than
expected [Woodhouse et al., 2016], suggesting an important role for temperature in flow losses.
Such temperature-driven droughts have been termed ‘global-change type droughts’ and ‘hot
drought’, with higher temperatures turning what would have been modest droughts into severe
ones, and also increasing the odds of drought in any given year or period of years [Breshears et
al., 2005; Overpeck, 2013]. Higher temperatures increase atmospheric moisture demand,
evaporation from water bodies and soil, sublimation from snow, evapotranspiration (ET) from
plants, and also increase the length of the growing season during which ET occurs [Pitman,
2003; Weiss et al., 2009; Seneviratne et al., 2010; Seager et al., 2015a]. Warm season (April to
September) warming has been identified by models as especially important in reducing Colorado
River flows because of the increases in ET from longer growing seasons [Das et al., 2011].
Increases in measured vapor pressure deficits in the Southwest caused by warming and a
decrease in water vapor provide strong support for higher ET during the recent drought [Seager
et al., 2015b]. As increasing temperatures drive further drying, additional positive feedbacks are
possible in the form of lower humidity and less evaporative cooling, decreased cloudiness and
increased incident radiation, as well as decreased snow cover and more radiative heating [Betts et
al., 1996; Brubaker and Entekhabi, 1996; Pitman, 2003; Seneviratne et al., 2010]. In the 20th
century, droughts were associated almost exclusively with a lack of precipitation. In this
century, however, high temperatures alone can lead to anomalously dry conditions.
Estimates of 2000-2014 Temperature-induced Flow Loss
Over the last several years several studies specific to the Colorado River Basin have investigated
the specific relationships among temperatures, precipitation and flow in the basin using the
concepts of temperature sensitivity and precipitation elasticity [McCabe and Wolock, 2007;
Nowak et al., 2012; Vano et al., 2012, 2014; Vano and Lettenmaier, 2014]. Temperature
sensitivity is defined as the percent change in annual flow per degree rise in annual temperature.
Precipitation elasticity is defined as the fractional change in annual flow divided by the fractional
change in annual precipitation [Vano et al., 2012]. Note that elasticity has been studied for both
increases and decreases in precipitation, whereas sensitivity is typically investigated only for
temperature increases. These numbers can be determined empirically and through model studies.
Previous studies on temperature sensitivity and precipitation elasticity show that future impacts
to streamflow from increases in temperatures and changes in precipitation can be considered
separately using sensitivity and elasticity, and then added together to produce flow estimates
[Vano et al., 2014; Vano and Lettenmaier, 2014]. Considering these effects separately and
additively is a powerful conceptual tool for investigating climate change impacts because of the
ease in measuring the two variables for current impacts and the wide availability of temperature
and precipitation projections from global climate models for assessing future impacts. In
addition, the large differences in certainty associated with future changes in the two variables
(temperature will surely increase, whereas precipitation may increase or decrease – see below)
helps to set apart the risk of future changes in flow associated with each variable.
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Vano et al. [2012, 2014], McCabe and Wolock [2007] and Nowak et al. [2012] provide multiple
estimates of the flow sensitivity of the Colorado River flow to temperature using three different
methods. Vano et al (2012, 2014) utilized 6 high-resolution, commonly used hydrology models
and two different temperature adjustment methods to obtain Lees Ferry temperature sensitivities.
They report an average sensitivity of -6.5% / °C warming with a one standard deviation range
from -3.0% to -10.0% / °C for the Upper Basin. Approximately 50% models show increasing
sensitivity and 50% decreasing sensitivity as temperatures warm so we elect to use a constant
sensitivity over all future temperatures. McCabe and Wolock (2007) constructed a simple water
balance model that infers an average temperature sensitivity of -8.9%/ °C and Nowak et al
(2012) found an empirical temperature sensitivity of -13.8%/ °C.
We use the complete one standard deviation range (-3% / °C to -10% / °C) of the Vano et al.
(2012, 2014) temperature sensitivity estimates as they were the most conservative and rigorous
of the three studies we investigated. Using this range, we found that recent warming of 0.9 °C
has likely already reduced river flows from -2.7% to -9% from the mean 1906-1999 flow. This
represents approximately one-sixth to one-half (average of one-third) of the total flow loss
during the 2000-2014 drought.
The higher temperature sensitivities of the two other studies suggest the actual Colorado River
temperature sensitivities are near the upper end and possibly exceed the Vano et al. (2012, 2014)
estimates. These higher sensitivities imply much greater temperature-induced losses during the
current drought (-7.9% to -12.3% vs -2.7% to -9%). Empirical results from the 2000-2014
drought also point to mid to high temperature sensitivities. Vano et al. (2012) report precipitation
elasticities ranging from 2 to 3 at Lees Ferry. Thus, using a mid-range precipitation elasticity of
2.5, the 2000-2014 annual -4.6% precipitation decline implies runoff reductions of -11.4%,
leaving the remaining -7.9% decline to be explained by other causes. If temperature were the
sole cause of this remaining decline, the inferred temperature sensitivity is -8.8% /°C. Using a
precipitation elasticity of 3.0 implies a temperature sensitivity of -6.2% /°C, very close to the
mid-range Vano et al., sensitivity. These temperature sensitivities imply large losses as
temperatures rise, the subject of the next section.
21st Century Flow Response to Changing Temperatures and Precipitation
For the analysis on how future temperatures and precipitation would affect runoff, and for
investigating how well current linked climate-hydrology models can reproduce the current
drought, we used Reclamation’s climate projection datasets [Brekke et al., 2013, 2014]. These
datasets use Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 3 and 5 (CMIP3, CMIP5 after the class of
climate models used) climate model projection data linked to the Variable Infiltration Capacity
hydrology model to produce flows from 1950 to 2099 (Text S2, Figures S2, S3)] [Liang et al.,
1996; Meehl et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2012].
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The same temperature sensitivity and precipitation elasticity numbers discussed above can be
used to estimate future flow reductions using climate model outputs under high (business-asusual, SRES A2 and RCP8.5) and moderate (somewhat reduced by mitigation, SRES A1B and
RCP4.5) greenhouse gas emissions to the atmosphere. By 2050, moderate and high emissions are
projected to yield Upper Basin mean warming of 2.6 to 2.8 °C (Figure 3), three times recent
warming, and by 2100, warming of 3.6 °C under moderate emissions and 5.4 °C under high
emissions. This warming implies total multi-model mean temperature-induced flow losses at
mid-range sensitivity of -6.5%/ °C of about -17% by mid-century and -25% to -35% at endcentury (Figures 4 and 5). The multi-model mean complete flow loss range over both periods
and both emissions is approximately -8% to -55% using the lower and upper temperature
sensitivities (Figures 4 and 5). As discussed above, there is little empirical evidence that the true
temperature sensitivity of flow to temperature increase is near the low sensitivity.
Temperature-induced losses may be somewhat buffered by projected additional precipitation that
can increase runoff by 2% to 3% for every 1% change in precipitation [Vano et al., 2012]. At
mid-century precipitation increases of +4 to +11% given a mid-range elasticity of 2.5 would
balance the range of temperature-induced flow losses at a mid-range – 6.5%/°C sensitivity
(Figure 5, right y-axis). At end-century, with the same sensitivity and elasticity, additional
precipitation increases of +4 to +20% would balance the range of possible temperature-driven
losses. At a higher -10%/°C sensitivity, the balancing precipitation would need to be as great as
+15% or more at mid-century and +25% or more at end-century. While these may seem like
relatively small increases in precipitation, and thus possible, they would represent a major and
unprecedented change in precipitation regime compared to the observed historical variation in
precipitation (Figure 2c). During the 20th century, for example, the wettest 10-year period (198397) had only a +8% precipitation increase. This unusual period was marked by major floods
downstream of Lakes Powell and Mead due to uncontrolled reservoir spilling and the near
catastrophic loss of the spillways at Glen Canyon Dam [Udall, 1983].
Vano and Lettenmaier [2014] argue that the sensitivity-based approach used in our projections
provides similar estimates of future streamflow to those generated with more computationallyintensive coupled-model methods, except for some (i.e., 10%) overstatement of flow reductions
at the highest levels of possible warming by 2100 (e.g., the business-as-usual SRES A2 scenario
used in the CMIP3 projections and the RCP8.5 in the CMIP5 projections). This would reduce the
end of century high emissions mean flow reductions shown in Figure 5 to a still very significant 45% by 2100.
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Recent studies have suggested that CO2 fertilization may increase plant water efficiency thus
reducing future evapotranspiration which could serve to mitigate our projected losses [Milly and
Dunne, 2016; Swann et al., 2016]. Both studies call into question results that show large
portions of the globe drying in the 21st century [e.g., Dai, 2012; Cook et al., 2014]. However,
Milly and Dunne [2016] and Swann [2016] show that, despite this increase in plant water use
efficiency, the Southwestern US will still dry, a finding that is consistent with multiple global
assessments showing substantial drying risk to mid-latitude areas such as the Colorado River
Basin. Moreover, a recent Australian study found that higher evapotranspiration associated with
the increased plant growth stimulated by higher CO2 outweighed any CO2-related water-use
efficiency effect, and served to reduce streamflows in semi-arid regions [Ukkola et al., 2015], a
trend that must be exacerbated by the temperature-induced lengthening of the growing season.
These results suggest that plant physiological responses are likely consistent with our results, and
in any case, do not invalidate them.
Megadrought Risks to Flows
Megadroughts lasting decades in the Colorado River Basin have occurred in the past, with
resulting substantial flow reductions [Meko et al., 2007]. Multiple papers now suggest there is
high 21st century risk for megadrought in the American Southwest and that the risk will increase
as temperatures rise [Ault et al., 2014; Cook et al., 2015; Ault et al., 2016]. In addition, current
GCMs underrepresent the frequency of megadrought [Ault et al., 2012, 2013]. These findings
provide additional support for large flow reductions during at least multi-decadal drought periods
and suggest that current 21st century flow projections underrepresent this risk.
Significant Colorado River flow low losses occurred during previous multi-decadal
megadroughts. During the twelfth century, flow reductions of approximately -16% occurred
during one twenty-five year period [Meko et al., 2007]. Evidence indicates that hemispheric and
Southwest temperature anomalies were significantly smaller during past megadroughts than the
rapid on-going current warming that could easily exceed 4-5 °C by the end of century under
business-as-usual emissions [Salzer and Kipfmueller, 2005; Mann et al., 2009; Salzer et al.,
2014, Figure 5]. Using the additivity concepts discussed above, additional warming of 1, 2 or 3
°C beyond the historic twelfth century megadrought temperatures would have reduced the -16%
flow declines by an additional -6.5%, -13% or -19.5% at medium temperature sensitivity. These
additional reductions would have thus turned a -16% flow decline into declines of -21.5%, -28%
or -34.5%, losses near the middle of our projections.
There is recent strong evidence that continued warming over the next 80 years could increase the
risk of multidecadal drought [Ault et al., 2014, 2016; Cook et al., 2015]. Independent of the
added drought risk due to continued warming, the risk of a 35-year precipitation-deficit drought
later in this century exceeds 15% within a 50-year period (Ault et al., 2014). In contrast, with
continued anthropogenic warming, the risk of multidecadal megadrought in the Southwest
increases to over 90% over this century if there is no increase in mean precipitation; even if
modest precipitation increases do occur, the risk will still exceed 70% [Ault et al., 2014, 2016].
At medium warming (4 °C), 20% to 30% precipitation increases will be needed to reduce
megadrought risk below 50% and at high amounts of warming (>6 °C), it will take a ~40%
increase in precipitation to reduce megadrought risk below 50% [Ault et al., 2016]. These
changes in precipitation are huge and unlikely, and they would still only reduce megadrought
risk to below 50%.
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Both the CMIP3 and CMIP5 Global Climate Models may not adequately reproduce the
frequency of occurrence of known past decadal and multi-decadal precipitation droughts [Ault et
al., 2012, 2013]. In the Colorado River Basin empirical evidence of this problem can be found in
the linked GCM-hydrology model results from Reclamation’s projections for the basin [Brekke
et al., 2014]. Approximately half of the CMIP5 models and one-quarter of the CMIP3 models
cannot simulate the 2000-2014 drought at any point in the 21st century (Text S3, Tables S1-S4).
This wet bias significantly affects the mean flows of drought-capable and non-drought capable
models. At the end of the 21st century the models unable to simulate the current drought are
much wetter (109% of 20th century average Lees Ferry runoff for CMIP3, 113% for CMIP5)
than the models that are able to simulate the current drought (85% of average runoff for CMIP3,
91% CMIP5) (Tables S1-S4). These flow differences are greater than 20%, and represent the
difference between serious management challenges and significant oversupply.
Risk-Based Framing of Future Runoff Projections
At present, some outputs from global climate models are ready to support reliable risk-based
policy while others are not as ready. A key novel aspect of our research is to provide more
insight into where confidence is warranted, and where it is not, with respect to projections of
future climate and flow change in the Colorado River Basin. In the case of the Basin, every
single moderate and high emissions model simulation agrees that temperatures will continue to
rise significantly with continued emissions of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere - this result is
robust, highly certain and well-suited for informing policy choices. The fact that observations
also show substantial warming only strengthens this assertion.
On the other hand, simulated future precipitation change in the Basin is clouded with much
greater uncertainty due to substantial disagreement among models and a highly uncertain ability
to simulate realistic change in key phenomena such as storm-track position or decadal and
longer-scale drought. Whereas climate models are in general agreement that cool season (warm
season much less certain) precipitation declines are likely in the Lower Colorado River Basin,
these same models disagree when it comes to the sign and amount of precipitation change that is
likely in the Upper Basin. This is because precipitation change in the Upper Basin will depend
heavily on the exact changes in the position of cool season jet stream and storm-tracks, two
aspects of climate change that are not simulated with confidence by global climate models
[Collins et al., 2013].
Moreover, there is strong evidence that the mean positions of both the jet stream and stormtracks are likely to push poleward, expanding the area of aridity in the Colorado River Basin, but
the amount of this expansion is poorly constrained [Collins et al., 2013]. Multiple studies,
including some focused on the American Southwest, suggest the proximate cause of this drying,
Hadley Cell expansion, is already well underway and will continue [Seager et al., 2007; Scheff
and Frierson, 2012; Feng and Fu, 2013; Norris et al., 2016; Prein et al., 2016].
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Our results regarding future changes in Colorado River flows agree with many previous studies
in suggesting climate change translates to flow reductions, although our work is generally not
directly comparable because we separate out high confidence temperature-related impacts from
the possible effects of much less certain and highly variable precipitation projections. However,
our work, as well as this larger body of literature, appears to be at odds with the recent
Reclamation projections for the Colorado River Basin, which are widely cited and used.
Reclamation’s projections use a global climate model output that is downscaled to drive a
hydrology model. It is worth understanding why our results emphasize substantially greater risks
along with apparently greater flow losses.
The 2011 CMIP3 climate change flow projections by Reclamation indicate a modest multimodel median flow decline of -9% by 2060 for the river, but with a wide range of outcomes from
flow increases to flow decreases [Reclamation, 2012] (Table S1). Reclamation’s most recent
CMIP5 projections show no change in mean and median basin-wide flow by 2070s
[Reclamation, 2016], but also embody a wide range of results. Compared to CMIP3, the CMIP5
results show increased precipitation, especially in the northern parts of the basin including
Northeast Utah, Northwest Colorado’s Yampa River and the Green River in Wyoming [Brekke et
al., 2014; Ayers et al., 2016] (Tables S1 and S3). The increased precipitation in the CMIP5
model runs compared to CMIP3 can be attributed to more southerly storm tracks in CMIP5 that
occur in late spring [Brekke et al., 2014].
Another issue arises in both the CMIP3 and CMIP5 datasets when GCM precipitation is adjusted
by the downscaling techniques necessary for off-line hydrology models. The first step in
Reclamation’s downscaling is a bias correction step. This step can add approximately 5% more
precipitation to the raw GCM precipitation, and this increase appears to not have a physical basis
[Reclamation, 2011; Brekke et al., 2013]. The final downscaling step, spatial downscaling, also
increases GCM precipitation, although there is at least a plausible physical explanation for some
of the increase: higher elevations in the Rockies receive large amounts of precipitation, but these
elevations are not properly modeled by the GCMs. In one study of the CMIP5 dataset after
downscaling, dry and average models show precipitation increases of approximately +~5%
from the raw GCM output, but the wettest models show +~10% increases, doubling future
precipitation increases from +10% to +20% [Lukas et al., 2014]. This extra precipitation is
manifested in a number of hydrology model runs that project huge and implausible flow
increases in some years that are 150% of the highest known flows in the 20th century (Text S4,
Figures S2, S3). The downscaling wetness problem has been identified, but has not been not
resolved [Lukas et al., 2014]. Reclamation acknowledges that the newer CMIP5 projections have
not been determined to be better or more reliable [Brekke et al., 2014]. It is noteworthy that
internally consistent GCM-only Southwest runoff projections almost uniformly produce
significant declines in both CMIP3 and CMIP5 runs [Milly et al., 2005; Seager et al., 2007,
2012; Koirala et al., 2014; Milly and Dunne, 2016].
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Our results are generally comparable to Reclamation’s most recent results when considering the
full range of our analysis when both precipitation and temperatures are included. However, our
focus and emphasis is on the large near-certain temperature-induced flow declines with a
separate analysis of precipitation. Reclamation, by contrast, has a focused on climate multimodel-ensemble median declines, including medians calculated across emission scenarios
[Reclamation, 2011, 2012]. Decision makers often treat these median outcomes as a proxy for
risk despite the fact that the median obscures the wide range of results and lumps wet and dry,
warm and hot, large and small emission increases and, most critically, near certain temperature
increases and very uncertain precipitation changes.
We assert that the large precipitation increases necessary to offset substantial temperatureinduced flow decreases appear unlikely to occur for a number of reasons. These reasons include
the potential for storm tracks to go north of the basin due to Hadley Cell expansion, the high
potential for megadrought to increase evaporation while reducing precipitation and runoff for
extended periods, the large size of the needed precipitation increases, especially when compared
to decadal historical increases, the consistent identification by global assessments of the
Southwest as an area likely to dry, and finally the lack of any trend over the last century or last
16 years (Figure 2c). Hence, we choose to focus on highly likely temperature-induced declines
with separate analysis of the precipitation needed to offset these declines.
5. Policy Implications and Solutions
The climate science take-home messages for Colorado River managers are thus: (1) there is little
doubt (i.e., high confidence) that temperatures will continue to increase as long as the emissions
of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere continue; (2) there is also high confidence that continued
temperature increases will cause river flows to decline, ranging from -11% to as much as -55%
by end of century under moderate to high emissions (Figures 4 and 5); (3) there is only low
confidence associated with the possibility of storms and precipitation in the Upper Basin
increasing enough to even partially offset the temperature-driven declines in river flows; (4) the
risk of multidecadal megadrought in the Basin is significant even in the absence of continued
anthropogenic climate change, and this risk rises substantially with continued global warming;
(5) the likelihood of drought and megadrought means that there will likely be decades-long
periods with anomalously low runoff even if there is an increase in precipitation relative to the
historical mean during some other periods due to anthropogenic climate change.
Temperature-driven threats to the flows of the Colorado are thus large and real. The only way to
curb substantial risk of long term mean declines in Colorado River flow is thus to work towards
aggressive reductions in the emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. Our work
shows that modest (e.g., RCP4.5) reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, while having better
outcomes than the business-as-usual future (e.g., RCP8.5), still imply large Colorado River flow
losses.
The record warm nature of the on-going Colorado River drought indicates that this drought is not
just a natural drought, and our work demonstrates that flows are unlikely to return to the 20th
century averages if we only wait. Unusually wet periods like the 1920’s and 1990’s will still
continue to occur, but they will co-occur with higher temperatures that will increase water
demand from plants, soil, snow and humans.
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Climate models and theory suggest that flow reductions would be more severe in the Southern
portions of the Upper Colorado Basin affecting tributaries such as the San Juan, Dolores, and
Gunnison more severely, with smaller impacts to more northerly tributaries such as the Yampa
and Green [Ayers et al., 2016] . Such spatial distribution would provide additional water
management challenges in that the more southerly basins have in general more people,
infrastructure and uses. Such a distribution would create new localized water supply shortages in
addition to the overall basin-wide issues.
Other known threats to streamflows include the potential large scale loss of conifers [Breshears
et al., 2005; Adams et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2010, 2015] , and the impacts of dust on snow
[Painter et al., 2010; Deems et al., 2013]. These factors along with the observed and projected
temperature-induced Colorado River flow declines, the inability of many linked climatehydrology models to simulate persistent droughts, and the increasing likelihood of hot drought
and megadrought, all imply that future Colorado River water supply risk is high. It is imperative
that decision-makers begin to consider seriously the policy implications of potential large-scale
future flow declines. Stable 20th century Colorado River flow regimes may not reoccur for many
centuries – the time scale of climate system readjustment to the complete cessation of
greenhouse gas emissions [Solomon et al., 2009; Collins et al., 2013] .
The Colorado River declines do not stand alone as the only warming-related threat to
Southwestern water supplies. The Rio Grande also has a grim prognosis [Reclamation, 2013;
Elias et al., 2015]. The drought in California has garnered national attention, and multiple
studies have strongly implicated increasing temperatures as a contributor to these woes [Griffin
and Anchukaitis, 2014; Belmecheri et al., 2015; Diffenbaugh et al., 2015; Mann and Gleick,
2015; Seager et al., 2015a]. Southern California is particularly at risk, with a critical economy
and a very large population, all coupled with a large reliance on both climate-threatened in-state,
as well as Colorado River, water.
Adjusting to the new reality of rapid climate change will not be an easy or fast task; water
management and water policy change slowly. The Colorado River is managed by a complex set
of agreements, interstate compacts approved by Congress, international agreements, legislation
and court decrees set in place over the last 100 years [Verburg, 2011]. Most agreements were
derived from 20th century state-based negotiations with win/lose policy prescriptions that
minimized basin-wide considerations of economic prosperity and potential harm [Adler, 2008].
None expressly includes climate change risk management, nor the provision for flow reductions
that will be relentless on decadal timescales. New agreements often take years to put in place
[Department of Interior, 2007]. The recently proposed structural deficit solution [Central
Arizona Project, 2016], while important and laudable for the short term, will not solve the
problem of large scale flow losses. With reduced water supplies, much will have to change in
these agreements to address equity, economics and social concerns on regional, state, basin-wide
and even national levels. Climate change threats to western water supplies are very real, and
should prompt great concern and urgency among both water managers and the citizens of the
Southwest.
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Table 1: Winter/Summer/Annual Upper Basin Mean Water Year Precipitation
1953-1967

2000-2014

1896-2014

mm

mm

mm

total

Anomaly

Anomaly %
of mean

Winter (Oct-Mar)

176

-16

-8.6%

Summer (Apr-Sept)

184

-7

-3.6%

179

-12

-6.4%

191

100%

Total

359

-23

-6.1%

365

-17

-4.6%

383

100%

total
187

Anomaly

Anomaly % of
mean

Mm

% Avg

-5

-2.7%

192

100%

Table 2: Upper Basin Water Year Flows and Temperatures
Average Annual Flow

Average Annual Temperature

Period

bcm

% 1906-1999

Deg. C

°C Anomaly to
1896-1999

1953-1967

15.38

81.9%

7.0

0.2

2000-2014

15.15

80.7%

7.7

0.9

1906-1999

18.77

100.0%

6.8

0.0

1906-2014

18.27

97.3%

6.9

0.1
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Map of the Colorado River Basin. Lower and Upper Basins, major U.S. cities receiving
Colorado River water, major tributaries, and Lakes Mead and Powell are shown. The Central
Arizona Project canal in red.
Figure 2. (a) Lakes Mead and Powell combined monthly contents. Upper Basin annual Colorado
River (b) runoff at Lees Ferry from 1906-2014, (c) precipitation and (d) temperatures from 18962014. Mead first filled in 1935, Powell in 1963 (Text S1). Two fifteen-year drought periods,
1953-1967 and 2000-2014, are highlighted and discussed in main text.
Figure 3. Probability Density Functions of Upper Colorado River Basin temperature projections
for mid-century and end-century under moderate (SRES A1B and RCP4.5) and high (SRES A2
and RCP8.5) emissions.
Figure 4. Probability Density Functions of Upper Colorado River Basin temperature-induced
flow reductions for mid-century and end-century with the three temperature sensitivities (-3%, 6.5%, -10%) and the two levels of emissions (Moderate: SRES A1B and RCP4.5 and High:
SRES A2 and RCP8.5).
Figure 5. Temperature-induced flow losses by model run (one per dot) with temperature
increases shown on horizontal axis. For each period (Mid-Century, End-Century) and emissions
type (Moderate, High), flow losses for each model run are shown with the 3 (Low = -3%/°C,
Medium = -6.5%/ °C, High = -10%/°C) temperature sensitivities. Black dots/circles are
averages/medians for each sensitivity. Precipitation increases needed to counteract flow losses at
right are based on 2.5 precipitation elasticity. Range for the temperature-induced losses during
2000-2014 drought are shown in shaded brown at the top (Text S5).
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1.0

Introduction

The Colorado River Basin Water Supply and Demand Study (Study), initiated in January
2010, is being conducted by the Bureau of Reclamation‘s (Reclamation) Upper Colorado
(UC) and Lower Colorado (LC) regions, and agencies representing the seven Colorado River
Basin States1 (Basin States). The purpose of the Study is to define current and future
imbalances in water supply and demand in the Colorado River Basin (Basin) and the adjacent
areas of the Basin States that receive Colorado River water over the next 50 years (through
2060), and to develop and analyze adaptation and mitigation strategies to resolve those
imbalances.
Due to the complexity of the Study and the diverse interests throughout the Basin, a dynamic
reporting approach that integrates continuous technical developments and the ongoing input
of stakeholders has been adopted. This approach consists of the issuance of interim reports,
which are ―snapshots‖ of the Study‘s progress as of a particular date. Interim reports describe
work completed, work in progress, and interim findings for the Study through a particular
date and are organized in three major parts: an Executive Summary, a Status Report
(including appendices), and Technical Reports (including appendices).
Interim Report No. 1, which documents the Study progress through January 31, 2011, is the
first interim report to be issued. It is anticipated that there will be two additional interim
reports released during the course of the Study, as well as the release of a final report.
This Status Report provides information about the status of the Study as of January 31, 2011,
and includes four appendices: 1) Plan of Study, 2) Steering Team, Project Team, and Study
Team Members, 3) Public Involvement Plan, and 4) Outreach Activities. Members of various
technical sub-teams are listed in the appendices of the appropriate Technical Reports.
This Status Report also provides summaries of the four Technical Reports included in
Interim Report No. 1, listed below:


Technical Report A - Scenario Development. This report describes the scenario
planning approach used to incorporate uncertainty in future water supply and water
demand.



Technical Report B - Water Supply Assessment. This report describes the water
supply scenarios and presents the analysis and comparison of those scenarios.



Technical Report C - Water Demand Assessment. This report describes the water
demand scenarios currently under development and presents historical consumptive use
information.

1Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming
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Technical Report D - System Reliability Metrics. This report describes the metrics that
have been identified for use in the assessment of the reliability of the system to meet the
needs of the resources under future supply and demand scenarios.

Project participants and stakeholders are encouraged to comment on the information
provided in this Interim Report No. 1 and subsequent reports. Written comments should be
submitted within 30 days following the release of each interim report and will be
incorporated into subsequent interim reports, as appropriate. Comments may be submitted in
the following ways:
1. Via the Study website at: http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/programs/crbstudy.html
2. E-mail to ColoradoRiverBasinStudy@usbr.gov
3. U.S. mail to: U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Attention: Ms. Pam Adams, LC-2721, P.O.
Box 61470, Boulder City, NV 89006-1470
4. By facsimile transmission to 702-293-8418

2.0

Background and Need

Today, more than 30 million people in the seven western states of Arizona, California,
Nevada (Lower Division States) and Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming (Upper
Division States), collectively referred to as the Basin States, rely on the Colorado River and
its tributaries to provide some, if not all, of their municipal water needs. That same water
source irrigates nearly 4 million acres of land in the Basin—producing some 15 percent of
the nation's crops and about 13 percent of its livestock, which combined generate more than
$3 billion a year in agricultural benefits. The Colorado River is also the lifeblood for at least
15 Native American tribes and communities, 7 National Wildlife Refuges, 4 National
Recreation Areas, and 11 National Parks. Hydropower facilities along the Colorado River
provide more than 4,200 megawatts of capacity providing vitally important electricity to help
meet the power needs of the West and offset the use of fossil fuels. The Colorado River is
also vital to Mexico. The river supports a thriving agricultural industry in the Mexicali
Valley and provides municipal water supplies for communities as far away as Tijuana.
Based on the approximately 100-year historical record2, the natural inflow3 into the Basin,
which represents the Basin-wide water supply, has averaged about 16.4 million acre-feet4
(maf). This value is comprised of approximately 15.0 maf of natural flow into the Upper
Basin and approximately 1.4 maf of natural flow into the Lower Basin. Paleo reconstructions
of streamflow indicate that the long-term average natural flow at Lees Ferry is likely lower,
with the most recent study suggesting it may be closer to 14.7 maf, or 2 percent lower (Meko

2 The current natural flow record extends from 1906-2008 for a period of 103 years. The record does not extend to the current
year due to an approximate 2-year lag in the availability of data needed to compute natural flow.
3 Natural flow represents the flow that would have occurred at the location had depletions and reservoir regulation not been

present upstream of that location.
4 In the current natural flow record, historical inflows based on U.S. Geological Survey gaged records are used for the Paria

River, Little Colorado River, Virgin River, and Bill Williams River. Additionally, the Gila River is not included in the natural flow
record. See Technical Report C – Water Demand Assessment, Appendix C5, for additional detail.
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et al., 2007). The period from 2000 through 20105 represents the lowest 11-year average
natural flow at Lees Ferry in recorded history, averaging 12.1 maf per year, approximately
20% below the 103-year average. Although an 11-year drought of this magnitude is
unprecedented in over 100 years, the same paleo reconstructions of streamflow studies show
that droughts of this severity or greater have occurred in the past.
Based on the inflows observed over the last century, the Colorado River is over-allocated.
The Colorado River Compact of 1922 apportioned 7.5 maf each to the Upper and Lower
Division States, and the 1944 Treaty with Mexico allotted 1.5 maf to Mexico. Total Basin
use for municipal, industrial, agricultural, tribal, recreational, and environmental purposes in
the United States and the delivery to Mexico (including system losses such as reservoir
evaporation) averaged 16.0 maf in 1999, prior to the start of the recent drought.
Figure 1 shows the historical annual Basin water supply (estimated using the natural flow
record) and water use6. This figure shows that there have been multiple years when use was
greater than the supply. Due to the considerable amount of reservoir storage capacity in the
system (approximately 60 maf of storage, or roughly four times the average annual natural
inflow), most water demands were met during those times. During droughts, however,
significant use reductions routinely occur due to a lack of available supply, particularly in the
headwater areas in the Upper Basin.

5 Provisional estimates of natural flow at Lees Ferry are available for 2009 and 2010.

6Historical use (as shown in Figure 1) does not necessarily reflect historical water demand, particularly for periods of drought.
A decrease in reported use during a drought period may reflect the lack of available supply at the point of use rather than a
decrease in the demand for water.
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FIGURE 1

Historical Annual Colorado River Basin Water Supply and Use

NOTE:
Natural flow is used as an estimate of water supply in the Basin. In the current natural flow record, historical flows based on
U.S. Geological Survey gaged records are used for the Paria River, Little Colorado River, Virgin River, and the Bill Williams
River. Additionally, the Gila River is not included in the natural flow record. Historical water use is the total use of water
throughout the Basin for agricultural, municipal and industrial, and other consumptive uses including Mexico, plus losses due to
evaporation at mainstream reservoirs and use by native and non-native vegetation. In the current natural flow record, historical
inflows based on USGS gaged records are used as estimates of natural flow for the Paria River, Little Colorado River, Virgin
River, and Bill Williams River. Additionally, the Gila River is not included in the natural flow record. As such, the use reported
here excludes consumptive uses on these tributaries. See Technical Report C – Water Demand Assessment, Appendix C5 for
additional detail regarding the treatment of these tributaries in the Study.

Throughout the 20th-century, the challenges and complexities of ensuring a sustainable water
supply and meeting future demand have been recognized. These challenges are documented
in several studies conducted by Reclamation and the Basin States over the past 60 years. In
particular, these studies discussed future water supply and demand imbalances and in some
cases proposed solutions to dealing with these imbalances. Notable examples of such studies
are:


Colorado River Storage Project and Participating Projects; Upper Colorado River
Basin. (Reclamation, 1950). This report combined various individual Upper Basin
reservoir proposals into a comprehensive plan to increase long-term carryover water
storage.



Pacific Southwest Water Plan. (Reclamation, 1964). This report projected a Lower Basin
water supply and demand imbalance and proposed a comprehensive plan to improve
water supply and distribution, including the importation of water from the northern
California coastal area.



Comprehensive Framework Study, Lower Colorado Region (Pacific Southwest Interagency Committee, 1971a). This federal-state study projected a Lower Basin water
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supply and demand imbalance and concluded that that a future water import program
would be needed as part of a proposed framework program for the development and
management of Lower Basin water resources to 2020.


Comprehensive Framework Study, Upper Colorado Region (Pacific Southwest Interagency Committee, 1971b). This federal-state study presented a framework program for
the development and management of the water and related land resources of the Upper
Basin to 2020, including alternative plans with emphases on differing water uses, some of
which were dependent upon water importation.



Westwide Study Report on Critical Water Problems Facing the Eleven Western United
States, (Reclamation, 1975). This federal-state study described key factors affecting
future water needs, formulated alternative future demand scenarios, and identified options
for dealing with anticipated shortages. The study concluded that in spite of conservation,
the Basin faces future water shortages unless its natural flows are augmented or waterdependent Basin development is curtailed.

These studies clearly recognized the challenges facing the Basin. The Colorado River Basin
Project Act of 1968, which authorized the construction of the Central Arizona Project, the
Southern Nevada Water Project, and other projects in the Lower Basin, further discussed the
need for augmentation7.
In the latter part of the 20th-century, the focus changed from developing available water
resources to an emphasis on improving the efficiency of the operation of Colorado River
reservoirs and increasing the level of predictability needed by entities that receive Colorado
River water to better plan for and manage available water supplies. Two notable examples
from this period are the Operation of Glen Canyon Dam Final Environmental Impact
Statement (Reclamation, 1996) and the Colorado River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin
Shortages and Coordinated Operations of Lake Powell and Lake Mead Final Environmental
Impact Statement (Interim Guidelines EIS, Reclamation, 2007). Both of these resulted in the
adoption of new reservoir operating policies.
2.1
The Need for the Study
Concerns regarding the reliability of the Colorado River system to meet future needs are even
more apparent today. The Basin States include some of the fastest growing urban and
industrial areas in the United States. Nevada, Arizona, and Utah are each ranked among the
five fastest growing states in the country. The continued growth and sustainability of the
communities and economies of metropolitan areas such as Albuquerque, Denver, Las Vegas,
Los Angeles, Phoenix, Salt Lake City, and San Diego is tied to future water availability from
the Colorado River. Demand for water for other uses, including the environment, recreation,
and Native American water rights settlements, also continues to increase. Potential future
increases in temperatures in the Basin, as observed in most of the Basin over the past 30 to

7 Section 202 of the Colorado River Basin Project Act provides in part that “The satisfaction of the requirements of the Mexican
Water Treaty, shall be from the waters of the Colorado River pursuant to the treaties, laws, and compacts presently relating
thereto, until such time as a feasible plan showing the most economical means of augmenting the water supply available in the
Colorado River below Lee Ferry by two and one-half million acre-feet shall be authorized by the Congress and is in operation
as provided in this Act."
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40 years (National Research Council, 2007), would increase evapotranspiration from
vegetation, as well as water lost from evaporation from reservoirs.
How climate change and variability might affect the Basin water supply has been the focus of
many scientific studies. Climate experts expect the Southwestern United States to be drier in
the future and droughts to occur of greater severity than those seen in the past. Recent studies
have postulated that the average yield of the Colorado River could be reduced by as much as
20 percent due to climate change (Hoerling et al., 2009). Increasing demands, coupled with
decreasing supplies, will certainly exacerbate imbalances throughout the Basin.
Although a shortage to the Lower Division States (i.e., insufficient water available to satisfy
annual consumptive use of 7.5 maf) has not been determined to date, some water agencies
are experiencing shortages in water deliveries to their customers in recent years. In
California, drought conditions, along with increased regulatory restrictions, caused the
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California to ration water to its customers in 2009
for the first time in nearly 20 years. These water shortages increase costs to businesses
already stressed by the current economic downturn. In addition, to help meet critical water
supply needs in the urban areas, programs have been implemented to fallow land in
agricultural areas and transfer the conserved water to urban areas. Although this has helped
to meet the water needs of the urban areas, it has also reduced the food and fiber production
from the region.
Absent the development of additional water supplies, the Upper Basin likely cannot realize
full development of its Colorado River Compact apportionment with any level of certainty.
Shortages in the Upper Basin are a reality today. Unlike the Lower Basin, which draws its
supply from storage in Lake Mead, the Upper Basin is more dependent on annual streamflow
to meet its needs.
As of January 31, 2011, Lake Mead is at approximately 42 percent capacity, with a water
surface elevation of approximately 1,092 feet. If the current drought continues and water
levels in Lake Mead fall below 1,025 feet, pursuant to the Interim Guidelines, the Central
Arizona Project, which delivers Colorado River water to the Phoenix and Tucson
metropolitan areas, would see its supply cut by nearly a third. Under the same circumstance,
the Southern Nevada Water Authority‘s supplies, of which 90 percent come from the
Colorado River and serve about 2 million people in the Las Vegas area, would be curtailed
by 20,000 acre-feet annually, nearly 7 percent of Nevada‘s annual apportionment.
Figure 2 presents the data from Figure 1 as a 10-year running average to smooth out the
annual variability so that trends are more visible. This figure illustrates clearly that a supply
and demand imbalance currently exists in the Basin. This imbalance will grow in the future if
the potential effects of climate change are realized and demands continue to increase. A
combination of options, including conservation and reuse, development of local groundwater
supplies, desalination, augmentation, and the transfer of water from agricultural to urban
uses, will likely be needed. The Study will assess these and other options for resolving the
projected imbalances in both the Upper and Lower Basins, and develop recommendations to
sustain the environment, people, and economy of this region.
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FIGURE 2

Historical 10-Year Running Average Colorado River Basin Water Supply and Use

NOTE:
Natural flow is used as an estimate of water supply in the Basin. In the current natural flow record, historical flows based on
U.S. Geological Survey gaged records are used for the Paria River, Little Colorado River, Virgin River, and the Bill Williams
River. Additionally, the Gila River is not included in the natural flow record. Historical water use is the total use of water
throughout the Basin for agricultural, municipal and industrial, and other consumptive uses including Mexico, plus losses
due to evaporation at mainstream reservoirs and use by native and non-native vegetation. In the current natural flow record,
historical inflows based on USGS gaged records are used as estimates of natural flow for the Paria River, Little Colorado
River, Virgin River, and Bill Williams River. Additionally, the Gila River is not included in the natural flow record. As such, the
use reported here excludes consumptive uses on these tributaries. See Technical Report C – Water Demand Assessment,
Appendix C5 for additional detail regarding the treatment of these tributaries in the Study.

3.0

Basin Study Program

The Basin Study Program is part of the Department of the Interior‘s WaterSMART
Program8, which addresses 21st-century water supply challenges such as population growth,
increased competition for finite water supplies, and climate change. The establishment of the
WaterSMART Program addresses the authorities within the SECURE Water Act (Subtitle F
of the Omnibus Public Land Management Act of 2009, Public Law 111-11), which was
passed into law on March 30, 2009. The SECURE Water Act provides authority for federal
water and science agencies to work together with state and local water managers to plan for
climate change and other threats to water supplies, and take action to secure water resources
for the communities, economies, and the ecosystems they support.
In 2008, Reclamation initiated the Basin Study Program to fund comprehensive studies to
define options for meeting future water demands in river basins in the West where
imbalances in supply and demand exist or are projected. At that time, it was envisioned that a

8 Additional information regarding this program can be found at http://www.usbr.gov/WaterSMART/.
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Basin Study would quantify current and future water supply and demand imbalances, assess
the resulting risks to the basin resources, and assess options to resolve those imbalances.
Since that time, the Basin Study Program has evolved to focus on the development and
analysis of options to address water supply and demand imbalances. The quantification of
imbalances and the subsequent risk assessment is now done through an activity known as the
West-wide Climate Risk Assessments (another activity under the WaterSMART Program)
and is used to inform subsequent Basin studies.
In March 2011, a report (SECURE Report) to Congress was released to respond to
requirements of the SECURE Water Act (Reclamation, 2011). The SECURE Report
provides information on the future risks to water supply in the 8 major Reclamation River
Basins, whereas this study is focused on a more detailed, basin-wide risk assessment with a
focus on the development and evaluation of opportunities to mitigate and adapt to those risks.
Minor differences exist in the streamflow projections based on global climate models
presented in the SECURE Report as compared to the projections presented in this report.
These differences are due to methodological and reporting differences between the two
efforts. These differences are summarized in a later section of this report and in Technical
Report B – Water Supply Assessment.

4.0

Study Objectives and Approach

Representatives of the seven Basin States submitted a letter of intent in February 2009, under
the Basin Study Program, to help fund and participate in a study of the Basin. Based on that
letter of intent, Reclamation‘s UC and LC regions, in collaboration with the Basin States,
developed and submitted a proposal in June 2009 to fund the Study. The proposal was
selected for funding in September 2009, and a financial agreement between the Basin States
and Reclamation for the Study was signed in February 2010. Reclamation entered into a
contract with CH2M HILL (including Black & Veatch and Cardno-ENTRIX) in April 2010
to provide technical and administrative support for the Study.
The Plan of Study, provided in Appendix 1, states that the purpose of the Study is to define
current and future imbalances in water supply and demand in the Basin and the adjacent
areas of the Basin States that receive Colorado River water over the next 50 years (through
2060), and to develop and analyze adaptation and mitigation strategies to resolve those
imbalances. The Plan of Study lays out specific objectives that have been or will be
addressed through the Study, including:


Characterization of the current water supply and demand imbalances in the Basin and the
assessment of the risks to Basin resources from historical climate variability



Characterization of future water supply and demand imbalances under varying water
supply and demand conditions in the Basin and the assessment of the risks to Basin
resources from possible future impacts of climate change



Identification of potential strategies and options to resolve Basin-wide water supply and
demand imbalances, including:
 Modifications to the operating guidelines or procedures of water supply systems
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 Modifications to existing facilities and development of new facilities
 Modifications to existing water conservation and management programs and
development of new programs
 Modifications to existing water supply enhancement programs and development of
new programs
 Other structural and non-structural solutions


Identification of potential legal and regulatory constraints and analysis of potential
impacts to water users and Basin resources for the strategies and options considered



Prioritization of identified strategies and options and the recommendation for potential
future actions, including feasibility studies, environmental compliance activities,
demonstration programs, and/or implementation as appropriate

The Study area is defined by the hydrologic boundaries of the Colorado River Basin, plus the
adjacent areas of the Basin States that receive Colorado River water, and is depicted in
Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3

The Study Area
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The Study contains four major phases: Water Supply Assessment, Water Demand
Assessment, System Reliability Analysis, and Development and Evaluation of Opportunities
for balancing supply and demand. Figure 4 illustrates these phases and some of their
interrelationships. Tasks that are essentially completed as of January 31, 2011, are shaded.
FIGURE 4

Study Phases and Tasks

4.1
Study Organization
As envisioned by the Plan of Study, two Co-Study Managers (one from Reclamation and the
other representing the Basin States) lead and are responsible for the overall direction and
management of the Study. In addition, the following teams have been established to facilitate
the completion of the Study. Members of the Steering, Project, and Study Teams are listed in
Appendix 2:


Steering Team (one member from each of Reclamation‘s UC and LC regions, one
member from each of the seven Basin States, and one member from the Upper Colorado
River Commission) steers and guides the efforts of the Project Team such that the
objectives of the Study are met in an effective, efficient manner, and within the Study‘s
financial and time constraints.



Project Team (composed of staff from the Basin States, Reclamation‘s UC and LC
regions, and from the consulting team) ensures that the tasks that relate to the Study are
completed in a cost-effective, timely manner and are technically sound.



Study Team (composed of key staff from the UC and LC regions and the consulting
entities) completes the Study tasks.
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The Plan of Study also envisioned the formation of various sub-teams (comprised of staff
from the Project Team and other interested parties with expertise) to perform specific work
and tasks. In addition to Project Team members, sub-teams include staff from various
environmental groups, Native American tribes and communities, other federal agencies, and
other stakeholders. The following sub-teams participated in the development of the technical
information and analytical approaches documented in Interim Report No. 1:




Water Supply Sub-Team
Water Demand Sub-Team
System Reliability Metrics Sub-Team

Members of the sub-teams are listed in appendices to the respective Technical Reports.
4.2
Study Outreach
The Study is being conducted in collaboration with stakeholders throughout the Basin.
Interest is broad and includes Native American tribes and communities, agricultural users,
purveyors of municipal and industrial water, power users, and environmental groups.
Through outreach efforts, interested parties are informed about the Study and input is
received that reflects their concerns and thoughts about the future reliability of the Colorado
River. Broad participation and input is critical to the Study‘s success. Interested parties are
encouraged to become involved in the Study and are provided a variety of options to do so.
These options, which are not mutually exclusive, range from attending public meetings and
informational webinars to participating directly in the development of work products through
Study‘s technical sub-teams. The tools and the processes employed in outreach activities are
detailed in Appendix 3, Public Involvement Plan. In accordance with the Public Involvement
Plan, outreach activities have included:


Establishing a Study website to provide on-line information. The Study web page is:
http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/programs/crbstudy.html.



Establishing an e-mail address to distribute information and receive input. The Study
email address is ColoradoRiverBasinStudy@usbr.gov.



Establishing a facsimile number (702-293-8418) to allow input by fax.



Establishing a mailing list to ensure that all interested parties receive information,
particularly concerning the scheduling and access to public meetings.



Scheduling public meetings for strategic times during the Study. As of January 31, 2011,
public meetings have been conducted in March 2010 and September 2010.



Holding additional meetings with interested parties during the Study period.

As of January 31, 2011, more than 40 outreach events regarding the Study have occurred.
These activities are listed in Appendix 4, Outreach Activities.
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5.0

Summary of Technical Reports

5.1
Summary of Technical Report A – Scenario Development
5.1.1
Objective and Approach
The amount of water available and the progression of demand for water throughout the Basin
over the next 50 years are highly uncertain and depend on a number of other factors. The
potential impacts of future climate variability and climate change further contribute to these
uncertainties. To analyze the future reliability of the Colorado River system, with and
without adaptation and mitigation strategies, projections of water supply and demand are
necessary. These projections must be sufficiently broad to capture the plausible ranges of
uncertainty in future water supply and water demand to ensure that the reliability of the
Colorado River system is adequately analyzed. Figure 5 shows this concept. At the present
time, an understanding of the state of the Colorado River system exists as indicated by the
single point labeled ―Today‖ on the x-axis. A range of plausible futures, represented by the
funnel, can be identified. The suite of scenarios used in the planning effort should be
sufficiently broad to span the plausible range of the funnel.
FIGURE 5

Conceptual Representation of the Uncertain Future of a System, also known as “The Scenario Funnel”
Adapted from Timpe and Scheepers, 2003

A scenario planning process has been used to guide the development of scenarios that
provide a broad range of projections of future water supply and demand. A scenario is an
alternative view of how the future might unfold. Scenarios are not predictions or forecasts of
the future. The process involves the identification of the key forces that will likely drive
future water supply and water demand, ranking of the driving forces (the factors that will
likely have the greatest influence on the future state of the system and thereby the
performance of the system over time) as to their relative importance and uncertainty, and
using the most highly uncertain and highly important driving forces (―critical uncertainties‖)
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to identify various themes and ―storylines‖ (narrative descriptions of scenarios) that describe
how water supply and water demand may evolve in the future. Quantification of the
storylines results in water supply and water demand scenarios that will be used to assess
future system reliability and inform the development of options and strategies to resolve
imbalances between water supply and demands.
Figure 6 presents the general steps involved in the scenario planning process as applied to a
water resource planning study, from the initial point of framing the focal question(s) that is
(are) being addressed by the Study through the development and analysis of options and
strategies to improve system performance. This general approach was customized to meet the
needs of the Study and details of that implementation are described in Technical Report A –
Scenario Development.
FIGURE 6

Analysis & Strategy
Development

General Steps Involved in the Scenario Planning Process

The approach included input from a broad sampling of stakeholders, experts, and others
interested in the management of the system. This input is crucial throughout the development
of scenarios and ensures that the resulting scenarios are representative of the plausible range
of futures in the view of those who best know the system.
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The purpose and objectives defined in the Plan of Study (Appendix 1) were used to frame the
focal questions that the Study must address:
1. What is the future reliability of the Colorado River system to meet the needs of Basin
resources through 2060?
2. What are the options and strategies to mitigate future risks to these resources?
The first question requires an understanding of the underlying components of future
reliability: water supply and water demand. Specifically, what are the factors that will
determine the future availability of water and what are the factors that will determine the
future demand for water? The scenario development process addresses these questions and
results in scenarios of the future that define a range of plausible water supply and water
demand outcomes. The second question relates to water management responses to mitigate
and adapt to the potential impacts to Basin resources under future scenarios and is the focus
of the Development and Evaluation of Opportunities phase of the Study.
Driving forces are the factors that will likely have the greatest influence on the future state of
the system and thereby the performance of the system over time. In the Study, 18 specific
driving forces representing the following categories were considered:







Natural Systems
Demographic
Economic
Technological
Social
Governance

Because not all driving forces influence the system to the same degree or contribute the same
level of uncertainty, additional stakeholder and other expert input was collected regarding the
relative importance and uncertainty associated with each driving force in relation to the
reliability of the system to meet the needs of the resources through 2060. Each of the driving
forces was ranked, and critical uncertainties (those driving forces that were ranked as both
highly important and highly uncertain) were identified. Twelve critical uncertainties were
identified, and each was associated with the factor (either water supply or water demand)
thought to be most affected by that critical uncertainty. After determining these associations,
additional stakeholder and subject matter expertise was sought to complete the scenario
development process through the Water Supply and Water Demand Sub-Teams.
5.1.2
Summary of Results
The scenario planning process implemented in the Study identified two critical uncertainties
primarily affecting the future of water supply: 1) changes in streamflow variability and trends
and 2) changes in climate variability and trends.
A set of four scenarios focused around these critical uncertainties was constructed that
represent a broad range of plausible future conditions with respect to water supply in the
Basin through the next 50 years. The scenarios are informed by the past, present, and
projections of the future through the incorporation of the paleo-reconstructed streamflow
record, the observed historical streamflow record, and projections of streamflow using
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climate projections from global climate models (GCMs). The four water supply scenarios
and associated themes are:


Observed Record Trends and Variability (Observed Resampled): Future hydrologic
trends and variability are similar to the past approximately 100 years.



Paleo Record Trends and Variability (Paleo Resampled): Future hydrologic trends
and variability are represented by reconstructions of streamflow for a much longer period
in the past (nearly 1,250 years) that show expanded variability.



Observed Record Trends and Increased Variability (Paleo Conditioned): Future
hydrologic trends and variability are represented by a blend of the wet-dry states of the
longer paleo-reconstructed period (nearly 1,250 years), but magnitudes are more similar
to the observed period (about 100 years).



Downscaled GCM Projected Trends and Variability (Downscaled GCM Projected):
Future climate will continue to warm with regional precipitation and temperature trends
represented through an ensemble of future downscaled GCM projections.

Each of these scenarios has been quantified and analyzed. That work, including the approach
and key results, is documented in Technical Report B – Water Supply Assessment and is
summarized in the next section of this report.
The scenario development approach identified 10 critical uncertainties primarily affecting the
future of water demand. These critical uncertainties are displayed in Table 1.
TABLE 1

Critical Uncertainties Affecting Water Demand Scenarios
Critical Uncertainty Identified in Survey
Changes in population and distribution

General Driving Force
Category
Demographics & Land Use

Changes in agricultural land use (e.g., irrigated agricultural areas, crop
mixes, etc.)
Changes in agricultural water use efficiency

Technology & Economics

Changes in municipal and industrial water use efficiency
Changes in water needs for energy generation (e.g., solar, oil shale,
thermal, nuclear, etc.)
Changes in institutional and regulatory conditions (e.g., laws, regulations,
etc.)

Social & Governance

Changes in flow-dependent ecosystem needs for Endangered Species Actlisted species
Changes in other flow-dependent ecosystem needs
Changes in social values affecting water use
Changes in water availability due to tribal water use and settlement of tribal
water rights claims
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Based on the process previously described, these critical uncertainties were combined into
four water demand storylines. These storylines and their associated themes are:


Current Trends: growth, development patterns, and institutions continue along recent
trends



Economic Slowdown: low growth with emphasis on economic efficiency



Expansive Growth: economic resurgence (population and energy) and current
preferences toward human and environmental values



Enhanced Environment and Healthy Economy: expanded environmental awareness
and stewardship with growing economy

The quantification of these scenarios is ongoing. A description of the methodology being
used to quantify these scenarios, as well as an assessment of historical consumptive uses and
losses, are presented in Technical Report C – Water Demand Assessment and summarized in
a subsequent section of this report.
5.2

Summary of Technical Report B – Water Supply Assessment

5.2.1
Objective and Approach
The objective of the Water Supply Assessment is to assess the probable magnitude and
variability of historical and future natural flow in the Basin. Natural flow represents the flow
that would have occurred at a location had depletions and reservoir regulation not been
present upstream of that location. The assessment includes the potential effects of future
climate variability and climate change and provides quantified projections of future
hydrology.
Four water supply scenarios were identified and quantified, each representing a plausible
future of water supply conditions. These water supply scenarios and their associated themes
are presented in Technical Report B – Water Supply Assessment and were summarized
previously in this report.
In 2004, Reclamation initiated a multi-faceted research and development program to enable
the use of methods beyond those that use the observed record for projecting possible future
inflow sequences for Basin planning studies. Through this effort, two additional water supply
scenarios were developed and have been used in previous Basin planning studies that assume
the observed and paleo-reconstructed streamflow records are representative of future
streamflow variability and trends. These scenarios have most recently been detailed in the
Interim Guidelines EIS, Appendix N (Reclamation, 2007). The three scenarios previously
utilized are encompassed by the Observed Resampled, Paleo Resampled and Paleo
Conditioned scenarios.
A resampling technique known as the Indexed Sequential Method (Ouarda et al., 1997) is
applied to the observed and paleo-streamflow records to generate multiple sequences of
future streamflow in the Observed Resampled (102 sequences) and Paleo Resampled (1,244
sequences) scenarios. Sequences for the Paleo Conditioned scenario are generated by
applying a non-parametric technique to ―blend‖ the observed and paleo streamflow records
(1,000 sequences).
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To ensure that the water supply scenarios encompass a sufficiently broad range of future
water supply conditions, a fourth scenario was developed that uses downscaled GCM
projections and is titled the Downscaled GCM Projected scenario.
The Downscaled GCM Projected scenario entails a method in which climate forcings
(primarily temperature and precipitation) from 112 climate projections used in the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, 2007), subsequently bias-corrected and statistically downscaled
(Maurer et al., 2007), are input to the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) hydrologic model
(Christensen and Lettenmaier, 2009) to simulate streamflow. The 112 climate projections
comprise projections assuming 3 independent greenhouse gas emission scenarios, 16 distinct
GCMs, and multiple starting conditions. The Downscaled GMC Projected scenario consists
of 112 sequences of future streamflow.
5.2.2
Summary of Results
The key findings related to projected changes in temperature, precipitation, and snowpack
over the next 50 years that may be expected under the Downscaled GCM Projected scenario
are presented below. These findings are based on the assessment described in Technical
Report B – Water Supply Assessment.


Warming is projected to increase across the Basin, with the largest changes in spring and
summer and with larger changes in the Upper Basin than in the Lower Basin. Annual
Basin-wide average temperature increases are projected to be approximately 1.3 and 2.4
degrees Celsius over the periods 2011-2040 and 2041-2070, respectively. Increases are
measured relative to the 30-year historical period of 1971-2000.



Precipitation patterns continue to be spatially and temporally complex, but projected
seasonal trends toward drying are significant in certain regions. A general trend towards
drying is present in the Basin, although increases in precipitation are projected for some
higher elevation and hydrologically productive regions. Consistent and expansive drying
conditions are projected for the spring throughout the Basin. For much of the Basin,
drying conditions are also projected in the summer, although some areas of the Lower
Basin are projected to experience slight increases in precipitation, which may be due to
the monsoonal influence in this region. Upper Basin precipitation is projected to increase
in the fall and winter and the Lower Basin is projected to experience decreases.



Snowpack is projected to decrease as more precipitation falls as rain rather than snow and
warmer temperatures cause an earlier melt. Decreases of snowpack in the fall and early
winter are projected in areas where precipitation is not changed or is increased, and is
caused by a greater liquid form of precipitation due to warming. Substantial decreases in
spring snowpack are projected to be widespread, due to earlier melt or sublimation of
snowpack.

Figure 7 shows the range of annual flows for the Colorado River at Lees Ferry for each of the
scenarios over the Study period.
Mean annual natural flows for the Colorado River at Lees Ferry over the next 50 years range
from 14.7 maf to 15.0 maf for the Observed Resampled, Paleo Resampled, and Paleo
Conditioned scenarios. The Downscaled GCM Projected scenario results in mean annual
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flows of approximately 13.6 maf, a 9 percent reduction from the observed mean. The range
of mean flows is greatest under the Downscaled GCM Projected scenario, with the interquartile range spanning roughly 12.5 to 15 maf and the minimum-maximum range covering
10 to 17 maf.
A skew of zero implies a perfectly ―normal‖ distribution, in which wetter years and
magnitudes are evenly balanced with drier years. Most scenarios have a positive skew,
suggesting a bias to the drier side of the distribution. This is particularly noticeable in the
Downscaled GCM Projected scenario.
The minimum annual flows are fairly consistent across the scenarios, with the Paleo
Resampled scenario exhibiting the most extreme low flow condition. The Downscaled GCM
Projected scenario exhibits a range of maximum annual flows not seen in any of the other
scenarios.
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FIGURE 7

Summary Statistics for Annual Colorado River at Lees Ferry Natural Flows for Supply Scenarios
Figure shows the median (dash), 25th – 75th percentile band (box), and max/min (line).
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Table 2 presents a comparison of several key streamflow statistics for each scenario. The
statistics are grouped by annual, monthly, deficit, and surplus period statistics. For the
purpose of the Study, deficit and surplus periods occur whenever the running 2-year average
flow falls below (deficit) or above (surplus) 15.0 maf, the observed mean. Deficit and surplus
period statistics indicate the range of inter-annual variability of streamflow across the
scenarios.
In comparison to the Observed Resampled scenario, the other scenarios exhibit a substantial
increase in inter-annual variability, both in sustained deficits and surpluses. The maximum
length of sustained deficit in the Observed Resampled scenario is 8 years, while the
maximum sustained surplus is 7 years. The Paleo Resampled, Paleo Conditioned, and
Downscaled GCM Projected scenarios all produce deficit and surplus periods that are much
longer. The frequency of deficit spells that are 5 years or longer is also higher under these
scenarios, with the Downscaled GCM Projected indicating a likelihood of 40 percent over the
next 50 years. However, the frequency of surplus spells that are 5 years or longer is highest
under the Observed Resampled scenario.
The results suggest that under sequences in the Downscaled GCM Projected scenario,
sustained periods of dryness will occur (deficit lengths of greater than 40 years). Most
projections result in long-term mean annual flows that are less than the 15 maf observed
mean, and other projections result in long-term mean annual flows that are greater than the
15 maf observed mean. The future climate essentially arrives at a new mean state.
Some minor methodological differences with respect to the technical approach to develop
streamflow projections informed by GCMs and the analysis of those projections exist
between the results presented here and those presented in the SECURE Report. The
methodological differences consist primarily of the application of a different technique to
generate daily weather forcings. Although a secondary bias-correction has not been applied
to the results presented here, the investigation of such a correction is ongoing and will be
applied and reported in a subsequent interim report. Reporting differences consist due to the
selection of baseline conditions for comparison and the future analysis period. Specifically,
the SECURE Report computes future decadal changes from a 1991-2000 baseline condition,
whereas the change statistics reported here are computed between the observed record and
the Study period of 2011-2060. Therefore, results of the Study and those in the SECURE
Report are not identical.
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TABLE 2

Summary of Key Streamflow Statistics for Each Water Supply Scenario
Observed
Resampled

Statistica
Annual (Water
Year)

Monthly

Deficit Periodsb

Downscaled
GCM Projected

Average Annual Flow (maf)

15.0

14.7

14.9

13.6

Percent Change from Long-Term Mean (1906-2007)
Median (maf)

0%
15.0

-2%
14.7

-1%
15.0

-9%
13.3

25th Percentile (maf)

14.5

14.3

14.2

12.3

75th Percentile (maf)

15.5

15.0

15.6

14.8

Minimum Year Flow (maf)

5.6

2.3

5.6

4.3

Maximum Year Flow (maf)

25.2

24.3

25.2

43.5

Peak Month

June

June

June

May

Peak Month Mean Flow (kaf)

4,007

3,914

4,000

3,549

Peak Month Maximum Flow (kaf)

8,467

8,531

8,678

12,542

Month at Which Half of Annual Flow (Water Year) is Exceeded

June

June

June

May

Maximum Deficit (maf)

28.2

38.4

98.5

254.2

Maximum Spell Length (years)

8

17

24

48

3.5

2.3

4.1

5.3

Frequency of 5+ Year Spell Length (percent)

22%

30%

25%

40%

Maximum 8-year Deficit (longest in 1906-2007 observed record, maf)

28.2

29.8

50

52.2

Maximum Surplus (maf)

22.2

36.2

88

61.1

Intensity (Deficit/Length) (maf/year)

Surplus Periodsc

Scenario
Paleo
Paleo
Resampled Conditioned

Maximum Spell Length (years)
Intensity (Surplus/Length) (maf/year)
Frequency of 5+ Year Spell Length (percent)
Maximum 7-year Surplus (longest in 1906-2007 observed record,
maf)

7

15

25

12

3.2

2.4

3.5

5.1

28%

15%

18%

<1%

22.2

29.2

44

35.3

NOTE:
a

Statistics are computed over the Study period, 2011-2060.
A deficit period occurs whenever the running 2-year average flow is below the observed average from 1906-2007 of 15.0 maf.
c
A surplus period occurs whenever the running 2-year flow is above the observed mean from 1906-2007 of 15.0 maf.
b
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5.2.3
Status and Next Steps
Additional analysis and investigation of the Downscaled GCM Projected scenario is ongoing
and will be included in the next interim report. Two areas in particular are being investigated,
and the streamflow projections under this scenario will be updated based on the findings.
The first area under investigation is the application of a secondary bias-correction to the
streamflows produced by the VIC hydrologic model. Preliminary analyses have indicated
that the application of this bias correction is warranted because there appear to be
inconsistencies in the long-term trends in the observed climate and the historical GCMprojected climate. The second area under investigation relates to further analyzing sequences
that exhibit annual runoff conditions that far exceed any maximum in the observed or paleo
records. Although it is possible that the future climate will expand the magnitude and
frequency of extreme events, it is also possible that some projections are simply extreme
outliers.
5.3

Summary of Technical Report C – Water Demand Assessment

5.3.1
Objective and Approach
The objective of the Water Demand Assessment is to assess the quantity and location of
current and future water demands in the Study Area (i.e., the hydrologic boundaries of the
Basin plus the adjacent areas of the Basin States that receive Colorado River water) to meet
the needs of Basin resources, including municipal and irrigation (M&I) use, hydropower
generation, recreation, and fish and wildlife habitat. In addition, losses in the Basin due to
evaporation and other factors will be assessed. Because future water supply and demand
throughout the Basin are uncertain, scenarios are being developed that are sufficiently broad
to span that uncertainty, including the potential effects of future climate change. Future
demands are a function of socioeconomic parameters such as future population, irrigated land
area, municipal, industrial, and agricultural water use efficiency, tribal water use, energy
growth and associated water use, and others. Through the scenario planning process applied
in the Study, the most critical uncertainties affecting future demand were identified, and a
range of future demand scenarios was envisioned. Narrative descriptions of these scenarios
(storylines) were developed and provide a rational basis for consideration of a wide array of
future conditions.
The process to develop the critical uncertainties, demand storylines, and quantify scenarios
has engaged a wide array of stakeholders and reflects a broad range of plausible conditions
considering differing views of the future. In order to establish a solid foundation relating to
methods and assumptions for quantifying future demands, the Study is focusing initial efforts
on quantifying the Current Trends scenario. The Current Trends scenario provides the basis
for consideration of departures from these assumptions, leading to the quantification of the
Economic Slowdown, Expansive Growth, and Enhanced Environment and Healthy Economy
demand scenarios. These water demand scenarios and their associated themes are presented
in Technical Report C – Water Demand Assessment and were summarized earlier in this
report.
Future demands may be affected by climate change, primarily changes in ambient
temperature and the amount and distribution of precipitation. As such, the possible effects of
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changing temperature and precipitation on evapotranspiration, which impacts agriculture and
outdoor M&I demand, and on phreatophyte and reservoir evaporation losses will be assessed
in the Study. The potential impacts to evapotranspiration rates affecting agricultural demand
were assessed by Reclamation's Technical Services Center (TSC). This assessment consisted
of applying the modified Blaney-Criddle method (Stephens and Stewart, circa 1960) coupled
with the Soil Conservation Service effective precipitation method. Changes in reservoir
evaporation due to potential changes in temperature and precipitation will be assessed using
open water surface evaporation rates from the VIC model to adjust historical evaporation
rates to reflect higher temperatures. These results will be included in the next interim report.
5.3.2
Summary of Results
As previously mentioned, the scenarios currently under consideration are: Current Trends,
Economic Slowdown, Expansive Growth and Enhanced Environment and Health Economy.
Storylines for these scenarios are provided in Technical Report C – Water Demand
Assessment. Work is ongoing to quantify the scenarios. The quantification of the Current
Trends scenario will be used as a starting point for the quantification of the remaining
scenarios. Additional information regarding the approach to quantify the scenarios is also
provided in Technical Report C – Water Demand Assessment. The approach entails
quantifying the characteristics associated with the parameters of the critical uncertainties; for
example, irrigated acreage is a parameter of the critical uncertainty, changes in agricultural
land use, and under the Current Trends scenario, ―nominal increase‖ is the characteristic
associated with this parameter.
Historical consumptive use and loss information may be used in conjunction with future
planning data (e.g., land use, policy, population growth, economic conditions) to inform the
development of projected demand. Although current trends are not direct mathematical
projections of historical data, the Current Trends scenario in particular relies on knowledge
of historical consumptive uses and losses as well as planning data and expertise to estimate
future trends in water demands. Therefore, historical consumptive uses and losses data were
compiled.
Figures 8, 9, and 10 present the range of historical Colorado River water consumptive use
and loss compiled by state, basin, and category. This information was compiled from
Reclamation‘s Colorado River System Consumptive Uses and Losses Reports (CU&L
Reports9), Reclamation‘s Colorado River Accounting and Water Use Reports10, and
additional input from the Basin States. The categories of consumptive uses and losses
presented consist of the following: agriculture; M&I; energy; minerals; fish, wildlife, and
recreation; exports; reservoir evaporation; and other losses. Estimates of potential future
demands rely on an understanding of the parameters that make up individual categories (e.g.,
population growth and efficiency for the M&I category). Similar information was compiled
and presented for individual states in Technical Report C – Water Demand Assessment.
There are data and methodological inconsistencies in the CU&L Reports with respect to the
Lower Basin tributaries (the Little Colorado, Virgin, Bill Williams and Gila rivers). These

9 http://www.usbr.gov/uc/library/envdocs/reports/crs/crsul.html
10 http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/wtracct.html
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inconsistencies consist primarily as a result of changing methodologies between the 5-year
reporting periods. Similar inconsistencies were found in these reports with respect to the
Upper Basin until Reclamation undertook a multi-year effort to resolve them. This effort has
not occurred for the Lower Basin tributaries, and the quality of information has suffered.
Independent of the Study, Reclamation will engage in efforts to resolve and correct, in
collaboration with the Basin States, the methodological and data inconsistencies in the
CU&L Reports pertaining to all of the Lower Basin tributaries. Refer to Technical Report C
– Water Demand Assessment, Appendix C-5, for a description of these issues and
commitments.
Consumptive uses and losses in the Basin have increased from 1971 to the start of the current
drought in 2000. The information presented in Figure 8 indicates that from 1971 through
1999, Basin-wide consumptive uses and losses (including deliveries to Mexico pursuant to
the 1944 treaty11 have grown from approximately 13 maf in 1971 to 16 maf in 1999, an
increase of about 23 percent. Over the same period, as shown in Figure 9, Upper Basin uses
have grown from approximately 3.0 maf in 1971 to 3.3 maf in 1999, an increase of about 10
percent. Lower Basin uses have grown from approximately 6.6 maf in 1971 to 8.012 maf in
1999, an increase of about 21 percent.
Agricultural and M&I uses have also grown over this period, as have reservoir evaporation
losses. As shown in Figure 10, agricultural uses have grown from approximately 7.7 maf in
1971 to 8 maf in 1999, an increase of about 4 percent. M&I uses have grown from
approximately 1.4 maf in 1971 to 2.2 maf in 1999, an increase of about 57 percent. Reservoir
evaporation losses have grown from 1.7 maf in 1971 to 2.3 maf in 1999, an increase of 35
percent.
In the assessment of the possible impacts to agricultural demands due to changes in
precipitation and temperature, agricultural demands increased by approximately 5 percent for
each °C increase in temperature, and by approximately 1 percent for each 5 percent reduction
in precipitation.

11 Utilization of Waters of the Colorado and Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande, Treaty between the United States and

Mexico, 1944
12 Uses in the Lower Basin greater than 7.5 maf are due to the surplus water supply conditions for the Lower Division States.
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FIGURE 8

Historical Colorado River Water Consumptive Use1 by State, Delivery to Mexico, Reservoir Evaporation, and Other Losses2
1971-2008
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FIGURE 9

Historical Colorado River Water Consumptive Use1 by Basin2, Delivery to Mexico, Reservoir Evaporation, and Other
Losses3, 1971-2008
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FIGURE 10

Historical Colorado River Water Consumptive Use1by Use Category2, Delivery to Mexico, Reservoir Evaporation, and Other
Losses3, 1971-2008
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Data for “M&I Recharge” and “Tribes” categories were provided by AZ for CAP deliveries and are preliminary.
Colorado did not provide additional information regarding the use categories for exports for this report.

3

Phreatophyte and operational inefficiency losses.

5.3.3
Status and Next Steps
In the coming months, additional review of the consumptive uses and losses data will occur,
particularly with regard to the disaggregation of data into use categories. Any modifications
in the data and information will be included in future interim reports.
Quantifying the scenarios will be the primary the focus of the coming months. A significant
quantity of data has been collected to date to quantify the Current Trends scenario, and that
work will be completed. Following completion of the quantification of the Current Tends
scenario, the remaining scenarios that derive from it (Economic Slowdown, Expansive
Growth, and Enhanced Environment and Healthy Economy) will be quantified. The
scenarios will then be analyzed and presented in future interim reports, including the
assumptions used to quantify those scenarios.
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The demand scenarios will then be coupled with the water supply scenarios and used to
analyze the future reliability of the Colorado River system, with and without future
adaptation and mitigation strategies.
Also ongoing is a sensitivity analysis to compare the changes in evapotranspiration and its
potential effects on agricultural demand, computed by using the modified Blaney-Criddle
method and the Penman-Monteith method. The Penman-Monteith method determines
potential evapotranspiration based on a more-explicit physical process method than the
Blaney-Criddle method. The assessment of the potential changes in reservoir evaporation
rates is also ongoing and will be included in the next interim report.
5.4

Summary of Technical Report D – System Reliability Metrics

5.4.1
Objective and Approach
System reliability metrics (metrics) are measures that indicate the ability of the Colorado
River system to meet the needs of Basin resources under multiple future conditions. Metrics
will be used to measure the potential impacts to Basin resources from future supply and
demand imbalances and to measure the effectiveness of options and strategies to address
those imbalances. The first task of the System Reliability Analysis (Task 3.1 in Figure 4),
includes the development of the metrics identification process and the identification of a
comprehensive set of metrics. Metrics developed in Task 3.1 will be used in the remaining
tasks of Phases 3 and 4 to compare the effects of options and strategies to address supply and
demand imbalances under multiple future scenarios.
5.4.2
Summary of Results
A process has been developed for metric identification and used to craft a detailed set of
metrics for Basin resources. The process is detailed in Technical Report D – System
Reliability Metrics, particularly Figure D-1. The process began with the identification of
resource categories. Based on the Plan of Study and working closely with stakeholders, the
resource categories presented in Table 1 were identified. Following the identification of the
resource categories, several attributes of interest associated with each resource category were
identified, presented in Table 3.
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TABLE 3

Resource Categories and Attributes of Interest
Resource Category
Water Deliveries

Electrical Power Resources

Water Quality

Flood Control
Recreational Resources

Ecological Resources

Attribute of Interest


Consumptive Uses and Shortages



Water Levels Related to Intake Facilities



Socioeconomic Impacts Related to Shortages



Electrical Power Generated



Economic Value of Electrical Power Generated



Available Generation Capacity



Impact on Power Rates



Water Supply System Pumping Costs



Impacts on the Upper Colorado River Basin Fund and the Lower Colorado
River Basin Development Fund



Salinity



Sediment Transport



Temperature



Other Water Quality Attributes



Socioeconomic Impacts Related to Salinity



Flood Control Releases and Reservoir Spills



Critical River Stages with Flooding Risk



Shoreline Public Use Facilities



River and Whitewater Boating



Other Recreational Attributes



Socioeconomic Impacts Related to Recreation



Threatened and Endangered Species



Aquatic and Riparian Habitats



Wildlife Refuges and Fish Hatcheries

To further define metrics associated with attributes of interest, locations in the Basin were
selected where metrics can offer information about the performance of the system. Metrics
will be evaluated in either a quantitative or qualitative fashion. A metric will be evaluated
quantitatively if: a) direct evaluation is possible using output from the Colorado River
Simulation System (CRSS)13 or results from post-processing of CRSS output data, or b) an
indirect indicator of the attribute of interest at the specified location can be developed, based
on output from CRSS or post-processing of CRSS output data.
The spatial and temporal detail of the data and/or tools available will limit the ability to
assess some metrices quantitatively. In these cases, metrics will be either assessed in a

13 CRSS is the primary modeling tool that will be used in the Study. It simulates the operation of the major Colorado River

system reservoirs on a monthly time step and provides information regarding the projected future state of the system in terms
of output variables. Outputs include the amount of water in storage, reservoir elevations, releases from the dams, hydropower
generation, the amount of water flowing at various points throughout the system, the total dissolved solids content, and
diversions to and return flows from the water users throughout the system.
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qualitative manner, or, where time and resources permit, additional analysis may be
performed to result in a quantitative assessment.
5.4.3
Status and Next Steps
Many metrics have been defined, and descriptions of these metrics are provided in Technical
Report D – System Reliability Metrics. Other metrics have been identified but have not yet
been fully defined. This is particularly the case for metrics related to the Ecological
Resources category. Additional definition will be provided in subsequent interim reports. It is
also possible that some defined metrics may not prove to be informative or further analysis
may identify the need for other metrics. These types of adjustments will be made in the next
phase of the Study (System Reliability) and documented in future interim reports.

6.0

Study Limitations

6.1
Study Limitations
As stated previously, the focal questions being addressed by the Study are:


What is the future reliability of the Colorado River system to meet the needs of Basin
resources through 2060?



What are the options and strategies to mitigate future risks to these resources?

Although the technical approach of the Study has and will continue to be based on the best
science and information available, as with all studies, there are limitations.
The detail at which results are reported or the depth to which analyses are performed in the
Study is limited by the availability of reliable data, methods, and the capability of existing
models. Many of these limitations cannot be overcome for purposes of the Study due to time
and resource constraints. In some cases, these limitations present opportunities for additional
research and development and the improvement of available data. These opportunities will be
pursued in efforts independent of the Study.
Limitations exist in the areas noted below. As the Study progresses, additional limitations
will inevitably emerge and will be disclosed in subsequent interim reports.
6.1.1
Treatment of Lower Basin Tributaries
For four of the inflow points below Lees Ferry (the Paria , Little Colorado, Virgin, and Bill
Williams rivers), CRSS uses historical inflows (not natural flows) based on USGS
streamflow records. In addition, the Gila River is not included in CRSS.
Many Colorado River planning studies have been completed over the past two decades where
this treatment of the major Lower Basin tributaries was used; however, questions regarding
the adequacy of the treatment of the Lower Basin tributaries in CRSS for the Study arose
during the phases focused on assessing future water supply and demand. The current
treatment of these tributaries limits the ability of the Study to fully assess the natural supply
of the Basin, and the data and methodological inconsistencies present in the CU&L Reports
limits the ability of the Study to gain a more complete understanding of historical
consumptive use in the Basin.
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Despite these limitations, other approaches are being taken in the Study to examine several
important issues, including potential climate change impacts on the tributaries represented in
CRSS, future demand scenarios on those tributaries, and future demand scenarios for the
Colorado River from the Gila River Basin, factoring in other water supplies within that basin.
Reclamation will engage in efforts independent of the Study to: 1) resolve and correct, in
collaboration with the Basin States, the methodological and data inconsistencies in the
CU&L Reports pertaining to all of the Lower Basin tributaries; 2) develop natural flows for
the Little Colorado, Virgin and Bill Williams rivers and modify CRSS to use natural flows
for those tributaries; and 3) explore the feasibility and usefulness of computing natural flows
for the Gila River Basin and the feasibility and usefulness of adding that basin to CRSS.
Refer to Technical Report C – Water Demand Assessment Appendix C5 for a more detailed
discussion of these issues.
6.1.2
Ability to Assess Impacts to Basin Resources
The ability to assess impacts to Basin resources is limited by the spatial and temporal detail
of CRSS. Described further in Technical Report D – System Reliability Metrics, some
metrics have limitations in their ability to be assessed quantitatively and in some cases will
be assessed qualitatively. For example, CRSS tracks shortages in the Upper Basin when the
flow is insufficient to meet the local demands as opposed to simulating the complex water
rights system in each state that would be needed to appropriately model shortages to
individual water rights holders. This representation affects the ability of the Study to assess
the impacts to deliveries in the Upper Basin. Another example is that several ecological
resources metrics will be evaluated through approximations at larger spatial scales and longer
timesteps, e.g., monthly versus daily, than preferred because of model limitations.
Although limits are placed on the ability to assess impacts to these and other resources by the
utilization of CRSS, where time and resources permit, additional resources and analysis may
be used to overcome some of these limitations.

7.0

Conclusions and Next Steps

This Interim Report No. 1 documents the progress of the Study through January 31, 2011.
Through this date, Phases 1 and 2 and the first task in Phase 3 of the Plan of Study (Figure 4)
are near completion. Project participants and stakeholders are encouraged to comment on the
information provided in this Interim Report No. 1. Written comments should be submitted
within 30 days following the release of each interim report and will be incorporated into
subsequent interim reports, as appropriate. Comments may be submitted in the following
ways:
1. Via the Study website at: http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/programs/crbstudy.html
2. Email to ColoradoRiverBasinStudy@usbr.gov
3. U.S. mail to: U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Attention: Ms. Pam Adams, LC-2721, P.O.
Box 61470, Boulder City, NV 89006-1470
4. By facsimile transmission to 702-293-8418
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Work is ongoing to complete Phases 1, 2, and 3 (System Reliability Analysis) and initiate
Phase 4 (Development and Evaluation of Opportunities) of the Plan of Study. Key to moving
forward in Phases 3 and 4 is the remaining work in Phases 1 and 2—completion of
quantification of future water supply and demand scenarios. Once the future supply and
demand scenarios are fully quantified, the analysis of the reliability of the Colorado River
system to meet the needs of Basin resources over the next 50 years can be completed (Phase
3). This System Reliability Analysis will first be performed independent of the consideration
of opportunities for resolving imbalances in order to inform the Development and Evaluation
of Opportunities (Phase 4).
Ongoing work from February 1, 2011 will be documented in the next interim report and
includes:


Completion of the quantification of the Downscaled GCM Projected scenario



Quantification of the water demand scenarios, including the effects of climate change on
demand



Refinement of system reliability metrics



Assessment of system reliability to determine the magnitude and location of future supply
and demand imbalances and the impact to Basin resources



Initiation of the development and evaluation of opportunities for resolving supply and
demand imbalances

An updated timeline for the Study, outlining the major activities through the end of the Study
in July 2012, is provided in Table 4. As the Study progresses, opportunities for stakeholder
participation will continue to be provided through a variety of outreach activities, particularly
with respect to the development and evaluation of opportunities for resolving supply and
demand imbalances.
TABLE 4

Study Timeline
Timeframe

Activity

February – August 2011

Quantify Demand Scenarios

July – September 2011

Perform “Baseline” System Reliability Analysis

September – December 2011

Develop Options and Strategies

October 2011

Publish Interim Report Number 2

November 2011 – February 2012

Perform System Reliability Analysis with Options and Strategies

March 2012

Publish Interim Report Number 3

April – May 2012

Finalize and Evaluate Options and Strategies

June 2012

Publish Draft Final Study Report for Comment

July 2012

Publish Final Study Report
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Disclaimer
The Colorado River Basin Water Supply and Demand Study (Study) is funded jointly by the
Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) and the seven Colorado River Basin States (Basin States).
The purpose of the Study is to analyze water supply and demand imbalances throughout the
Colorado River Basin and those adjacent areas of the Basin States that receive Colorado River
water through 2060; and develop, assess and evaluate options and strategies to address the current
and projected imbalances.
Reclamation and the Basin States intend that this Study will promote and facilitate cooperation and
communication throughout the Basin regarding the reliability of the system to continue to meet
Basin needs and the strategies that may be considered to ensure that reliability. Reclamation and
the Basin States recognize the Study will have to be constrained by funding, timing and
technological and other limitations, which may present specific policy questions and issues,
particularly related to modeling and interpretation of the provisions of the Law of the River during
the course of the Study. In such cases, Reclamation and the Basin States will develop and
incorporate assumptions to further complete the Study. Where possible, a range of assumptions will
typically be used to identify the sensitivity of the results to those assumptions.
Nothing in the Study, however, is intended for use against any Basin State, the Federal government
or the Upper Colorado River Commission in administrative, judicial or other proceedings to
evidence legal interpretations of the law of the river. As such, assumptions contained in the Study
or any reports generated during the Study do not, and shall not, represent a legal position or
interpretation by the Basin States, Federal government or Upper Colorado River Commission as it
relates to the law of the river. Furthermore, nothing in this Study is intended to, nor shall this
Study be construed so as to, interpret, diminish or modify the rights of any Basin State, the Federal
government, or the Upper Colorado River Commission under federal or state law or administrative
rule, regulation or guideline, including without limitation the Colorado River Compact, (45 Stat.
1057), the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact (63 Stat. 31), the Utilization of Waters of the
Colorado and Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande, Treaty Between the United States of America
and Mexico (Treaty Series 994, 59 Stat. 1219), the United States/Mexico agreement in Minute No.
242 of August 30, 1973, (Treaty Series 7708; 24 UST 1968) or Minute No. 314 of November 26,
2008, or Minute No. 318 of December 17, 2010, the Consolidated Decree entered by the Supreme
Court of the United States in Arizona v. California (547 U.S 150 (2006)), the Boulder Canyon
Project Act (45 Stat. 1057), the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act (54 Stat. 774; 43 U.S.C.
618a), the Colorado River Storage Project Act of 1956 (70 Stat. 105; 43 U.S.C. 620), the Colorado
River Basin Project Act of 1968 (82 Stat. 885; 43 U.S.C. 1501), the Colorado River Basin Salinity
Control Act (88 Stat. 266; 43 U.S.C. 1951), the Hoover Power Plant Act of 1984 (98 Stat. 1333),
the Colorado River Floodway Protection Act (100 Stat. 1129; 43 U.S.C. 1600), or the Grand
Canyon Protection Act of 1992 (Title XVIII of Public Law 102-575, 106 Stat. 4669). Reclamation
and the Basin States continue to recognize the entitlement and right of each State under existing
14
law to use and develop the water of the Colorado River system.

14 Reclamation and the Basin States have exchanged letters and are in the process of amending the Contributors’ funding
agreement to, among other things, document and clarify the intent of the Parties consistent with the above disclaimer.
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Appendix 1—Plan of Study
Note: This document was originally published with two attachments which are not included in this appendix.

1.0

Introduction

The Bureau of Reclamation’s Upper Colorado and Lower Colorado Regions (UC and LC
Regions), in collaboration with representatives of the seven Colorado River Basin States (Basin
States), submitted a proposal in June 2009 to fund the “Colorado River Basin Water Supply and
Demand Study” (Study) under the Basin Study Program (Program). In September 2009, the
Study was selected for funding under the Program. The estimated total cost of the Study is $2
million, with an equal cost-share of 50 percent by Reclamation and 50 percent by agencies in the
Basin States (the non-Federal Cost-Share Partners). The Study will be conducted over a period
of two years, beginning in January 2010.
This Plan of Study contains: the Study’s purpose and objectives; a description of the Study
management structure; a description of the major phases of the Study and a breakdown of the
major tasks in each phase; a plan for public involvement throughout the Study (Attachment 1);
and the June 2009 proposal (Attachment 2).

2.0

Study Purpose & Objectives

The purpose of the Study is to conduct a comprehensive study to define current and future
imbalances in water supply and demand in the Colorado River Basin (Basin) and the adjacent
areas of the Basin States that receive Colorado River water for approximately the next 50 years,
and to develop and analyze adaptation and mitigation strategies to resolve those imbalances.
The Study will characterize current and future water supply and demand imbalances in the
Basin and assess the risks to Basin resources. Resources include water allocations and deliveries
consistent with the apportionments under the Law of the River1; hydroelectric power
generation; recreation; fish, wildlife, and their habitats (including candidate, threatened, and
endangered species); water quality including salinity; flow and water dependent ecological
systems; and flood control. Specific objectives of the Study include:


Characterization of the current water supply and demand imbalances in the Basin including
the assessment of the risks to Basin resources from historical climate variability.



Characterization of future water supply and demand imbalances under varying water
supply and demand conditions in the Basin including the assessment of the risks to Basin
resources from possible future impacts of climate change.



Identification of potential strategies and options to resolve Basin-wide water supply and
demand imbalances including:

1 The treaties, compacts, decrees, statutes, regulations, contracts and other legal documents and agreements applicable to the

allocation, appropriation, development, exportation and management of the waters of the Colorado River Basin are often referred to
as the Law of the River. There is no single, universally agreed upon definition of the Law of the River, but it is useful as a shorthand
reference to describe this longstanding and complex body of legal agreements governing the Colorado River.
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o

Modifications to the operating guidelines or procedures of water supply
systems;

o

Modifications to existing facilities and development of new facilities;

o

Modifications to existing water conservation and management programs and
development of new programs;

o

Modifications to existing water supply enhancement programs and development
of new programs; and

o

Other structural and non-structural solutions.



Identification of potential legal and regulatory constraints and analysis of potential impacts
to water users and Basin resources for the strategies and options considered.



Prioritization of identified strategies and options and the recommendation for potential
future actions, including feasibility studies, Congressional authorization, environmental
compliance activities, demonstration programs, and/or implementation as appropriate.

3.0

Study Management

Management of the Study by the UC and LC Regions and the non-Federal Cost-Share Partners
will be accomplished as described in the following sections.

3.1

Co-Study Managers

One Co-Study Manager will be designated from Reclamation and one Co-Study Manager will
be designated from the Non-Federal Cost Share Partners. The Co-Study Managers will sit on
and lead the Steering Team.

3.2

Steering Team

The Steering Team will steer and guide the efforts of the Project Team such that the objectives of
the Study are met in an effective, efficient manner, and within the Study’s financial and time
constraints. The Steering Team will be comprised of one member from the UC Region, one
member from the LC Region, one member from each Basin State, and one member from the
Upper Colorado River Commission, for a total of 10 members.

3.3

Project Team

The Project Team will ensure that the tasks that relate to the Study are completed in a costeffective, timely manner and are technically sound. Members of the Project Team provide the
expertise, experience, and knowledge that relate to the Study’s scope and objectives. Members
include staff from the UC and LC Regions, staff from the non-Federal Cost-Share Partners, and
staff from other entities who may be contracted to provide specific information, knowledge, and
support. The Co-Study Managers will lead the Project Team.

3.4

Sub-Teams

Various Sub-Teams will be formed as needed to perform specific tasks. Sub-Team members
provide specific expertise required to perform those tasks. Members are comprised of Project
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Team members, additional staff from the UC and LC Regions and the non-Federal Cost-Share
Partners, and staff from contracted entities. Membership may also include representatives from
other groups with a particular expertise sought by the Sub-Team.

3.5

Reclamation Management Structure

To facilitate Reclamation’s oversight responsibilities and internal coordination, the proposed
Study management structure includes a Reclamation Oversight Team (Oversight Team) and a
Reclamation Study Team (Study Team). The Oversight Team provides oversight for the Study
and will guide the efforts of the Study Team to ensure that the objectives of the Study are met
within the financial and time constraints. Members of the Oversight Team are the Regional
Directors of the UC and LC Regions and a senior member of the Office of Policy and
Administration in Denver. Members of the Study Team include key staff from the UC and LC
Regions.

4.0

Study Schedule, Phases, & Products

The Study will be technically oriented, incorporating information from the latest science,
engineering technology, climate models, and innovations. The level of analysis of the strategies
and options will be similar to an appraisal-level study to assist in justifying and preparing
feasibility studies, Congressional authorization, environmental compliance activities,
demonstration programs, and/or implementation as appropriate.

4.1

Schedule

The Study will be conducted over a period of two years, beginning in January 2010. The Study
will consist of four major phases: Water Supply Assessment, Water Demand Assessment,
System Reliability Analysis, and Development and Evaluation of Opportunities for Balancing
Supply and Demand. The projected timeline for these phases is provided in Figure 1. The
projected Study milestones are listed in Table 1.
FIGURE 1

Projected Study Timeline
Phase Name

J

1st Half 2010
F M A M J

J

2nd Half 2010
A S O N D

J

1st Half 2011
F M A M J

J

2nd Half 2011
A S O N D

1. Water Supply Assessment

2. Water Demand Assessment

3. System Reliability Analysis
4. Development & Evaluation of
Opportunities for Balancing Supply &
Demand
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TABLE 1

Projected Study Milestones
Milestone

Deliverable Description

September 2010

Report describing findings from current and future water supply assessment

September 2010

Report describing findings from current and future water demand assessment

April 2011

Report describing findings from system reliability analysis

August 2011

Report describing findings of opportunities analysis

October 2011

Draft Study report and appendices available for review

December 2011

Final Study report and appendices complete

Development and review of the draft and final Study report will follow the completion of the
fourth milestone as shown above.

4.2

Phases

Table 2 provides the tasks and sub-tasks associated with the major Study phases.
TABLE 2

Overview of Study Phases
Phase 1. Water Supply Assessment. Assess the quantity and location of current and future water supplies
throughout the Basin, including the potential effects of climate variability and climate change. Major tasks and
sub-tasks include:
1.1

Review & Select Methods to Estimate Current Supply
1.1.1

Historic Observed Record

1.1.2

Paleo Record

1.2

Review & Select Methods to Project Future Supply

1.3

Conduct Assessment of Current Supply

1.4

Conduct Assessment of Future Supply

1.5

Enhance Modeling Capability as Needed to Incorporate Methods to Project Future Supply

1.6

Conduct Sensitivity Analysis of Selected Methods to Project Future Supply

1.7

Prepare Draft Interim Report

1.8

Peer Review Report

1.9

Prepare & Publish Interim Report

Phase 2. Water Demand Assessment. Assess the quantity and location of current and future water demands,
including the potential effects of climate variability and climate change. Major tasks and sub-tasks include:
2.1

Review & Select Methods to Estimate Current Demands

2.2

Review & Select Methods to Project Future Demands

2.3

Conduct Assessment of Current Demands

2.4

Assessment of Future Demands
2.4.1

Update State Demand Projections
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TABLE 2

Overview of Study Phases
2.4.2
2.5

Analyze Temperature Effects on Projected Use

Enhance Modeling Capability to Better Represent Future Demands
2.5.1

Reservoir Evaporation

2.6

Prepare Draft Interim Report

2.7

Peer Review Report

2.8

Prepare & Publish Interim Report

Phase 3. System Reliability Analysis. Assess the capability of existing and proposed infrastructure and
operations to meet future demands and water supply challenges. This analysis will include an assessment of
the operational risk and reliability of the system currently and in the future. System reliability will be determined
by describing the quantity and locations of supply/demand imbalances currently and in the future. Scenarios for
baseline and future water supply and demand will be determined in Phases 1 and 2. Evaluate effectiveness of
opportunities identified in Phase 4 in resolving imbalances. Major tasks and sub-tasks include:
3.1

Identify Model & System Reliability Metrics

3.2

Determine Baseline System Reliability

3.3

3.2.1

Determine Baseline Scenario Modeling Assumptions

3.2.2

Prepare Model to Simulate Baseline Scenario

3.2.3

Perform Model Simulations

3.2.4

Synthesize & Analyze Model Results

3.2.5

Summarize Model Results

Project Future System Reliability
3.3.1

Determine Future Scenario Modeling Assumptions

3.3.2

Prepare Model to Simulate Future Scenarios

3.3.3

Perform Model Simulations

3.3.4

Synthesize & Analyze Model Results

3.3.5

Determine Modeling Assumptions for Supply/Demand Opportunities

3.3.6

Prepare Model to Simulate Future Conditions Under Supply/Demand Opportunities

3.3.7

Perform Model Simulations with Supply/Demand Opportunities

3.3.8

Synthesize & Analyze Model Results

3.4

Prepare Draft Interim Report

3.5

Peer Review Report

3.6

Prepare & Publish Interim Report

Phase 4. Development & Evaluation of Opportunities for Balancing Supply & Demand. Identify and
quantify potential opportunities to address imbalances in supply and demand in order to best meet future
challenges. This analysis will include the identification and development of both structural and non-structural
opportunities. As opportunities are refined, an iterative modeling process will be used to determine future
system reliability under conditions where selected opportunities are assumed to be developed and/or
implemented. Opportunities include but are not limited to: operational changes, legal and institutional changes,
water conservation and efficiency, land fallowing and retirement, conjunctive use, upgrades, rehabilitation or
replacement of existing facilities, water recycling and reuse, desalination, development of new conveyance and
storage facilities, weather modification, vegetation management, dust abatement efforts, groundwater
remediation, urban runoff management, and importation projects. Major tasks and sub-tasks include:
4.1

Develop Opportunities
4.1.1

Identify Opportunities

4.1.2

Determine Preliminary Opportunities for Evaluation

4.1.3

Analyze Opportunities (Preliminary)
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TABLE 2

Overview of Study Phases
4.2

4.3

Evaluate & Refine Opportunities
4.2.1

Technical Feasibility

4.2.2

Uniform Cost Comparison

4.2.3

Environmental Impacts/Permitting Requirements

4.2.4

Economic and Socioeconomic Impacts

4.2.5

Legal and Public Policy Considerations

4.2.6

Risk and Uncertainty

4.2.7

Others

4.2.8

Assessment of Effectiveness

4.2.9

Potential Yield

4.2.10

Timeframe for Implementation

4.2.11

Agreements or Partnerships Needed

4.2.12

Cost Allocation

4.2.13

Siting

Finalize Opportunities
4.3.1

Determine Ability of Opportunities to Resolve Imbalances

4.4

Prepare Draft Interim Report

4.5

Peer Review Report

4.6

Prepare & Publish Interim Report

Figure 2 illustrates the information transfer and coordination of tasks in the four major phases
of the Study.
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FIGURE 2

Flowchart of Major Study Phases

Phases 1 & 2:
Water Supply &
Demand Assessment

Phase 3:
System Reliability
Analysis

Phase 4:
Development &
Evaluation of
Opportunities

1.2, 2.2 – Select
Methods to Project
Future
Supply/Demand

3.1 – Identify
Reliability Metrics

4.1 – Develop
Opportunities

1.3, 2.3 – Conduct
Assessment of
Current Supply &
Demand

3.2 – Estimate
Baseline System
Reliability

4.2 – Evaluate &
Refine
Opportunities

1.4, 2.4 – Conduct
Assessment of Future
Supply & Demand

3.3.1-3.3.4 – Project
Future System
Reliability

4.3 – Finalize
Opportunities

3.3.5-3.3.8 – Project
Future Reliability
with
Opportunities

The first coordination occurs between Phases 1 and 2 and Phase 3 where the identification of the
system reliability metrics in Task 3.1, in terms of spatial and temporal scale, depend upon the
methods selected to project future supply and demand in Task 1.2 and Task 2.2. Baseline and
future system reliability in Task 3.2 and Task 3.3, respectively, is determined based on the
results of the assessment of current and future water supply and demand conditions in Task 1.3
(and Task 2.3) and Task 1.4 (and Task 2.4).
In Task 4.1, opportunities to resolve supply/demand imbalance will be identified considering
the results of the projections of future system reliability in Tasks 3.3.1-3.3.4. The evaluation and
refinement of those opportunities in Task 4.2 will be accomplished through re-projecting future
system reliability under the identified opportunities in Tasks 3.3.5-3.3.8. After several iterations
consisting of refining opportunities and projecting system reliability to determine the
opportunities’ performance, opportunities will be finalized in Task 4.3.
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4.3

Products

The primary products of the Study will be interim written reports to be integrated into a final
report that will include the following elements:


Assessment of quantity and location of existing and future water supplies and demands
throughout the Basin, including the potential effects of climate variability and climate
change,



Assessment of efforts currently being undertaken to reduce supply and demand imbalances
throughout the Basin,



Analysis of supply and demand relationships and quantification of imbalances in specific
locations throughout the Basin,



Development and evaluation of options for balancing supply and demand,



Findings and recommendations,



Description of methods and research processes, including assumptions, models and data
used in the Study, and



Description of stakeholder involvement.

Other expected outcomes include the identification of collaborative strategies through the
Study’s stakeholder involvement process.

4.4

Public Involvement Plan

A Public Involvement Plan has been developed to ensure that all stakeholders in the Basin as
well as the general public are informed and their input is sought and considered throughout the
Study. The Public Involvement Plan is provided in Attachment 1.
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Appendix 2 — Steering Team, Project Team,
and Study Team Members
Steering Team, Project Team, and Study Team members as of May 1, 2011 are denoted by
“X”s in Table 1.
TABLE 1

Team Members
Steering
Team
Member

Project Team
Member

Study Team
Member

Name

Organization

Abbas AmirTeymoori

Colorado River Board of California

X

Pam Adams

Bureau of Reclamation

X

Perri Benemelis

Arizona Department of Water
Resources

John Carter

Imperial Irrigation District

X

Chuck Cullom

Central Arizona Project

X

Amy Cutler

Bureau of Reclamation

X

X

Martin Einert

Power Services

X

X

Kevin Flanigan

New Mexico Interstate Stream
Commission

X

Kathy Freas

CH2M HILL

X

X

Terry Fulp

Bureau of Reclamation

X

X

Greg Gates

CH2M HILL

X

X

Don Gross

Arizona Department of Water
Resources

X

Amy Haas

New Mexico Interstate Stream
Commission

X

Chris Harris

Colorado River Board of California

Bill Hasencamp

Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California

X

Deanna Ikeya

Arizona Department of Water
Resources

X

Carly Jerla

Bureau of Reclamation

X

Bob Johnson

Water Consult Engineering and
Planning Consultants

X

Dave Kanzer

Colorado River Water
Conservation District

X

Mike King

Imperial Irrigation District

X
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TABLE 1

Team Members

Organization

Steering
Team
Member

Project Team
Member

Robert King

Utah Division of Water Resources

X

X

Ted Kowalski

Colorado Water Conservation
Board

X

X

Les Lampe

Black & Veatch

Estevan Lopez

New Mexico Interstate Stream
Commission

Tom Maher

Southern Nevada Water Authority

X

Jan Matusak

Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California

X

Bruce Moore

Southern Nevada Water Authority

X

Armin Munévar

CH2M HILL

X

Don Ostler

Upper Colorado River
Commission

Colby Pellegrino

Southern Nevada Water Authority

X

Demetri Polyzos

Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California

X

James Prairie

Bureau of Reclamation

X

Bennet Raley

Front Range Water Council

X

Halla Razak

San Diego County Water Authority

X

Klint Reedy

Black & Veatch

X

Bill Rinne

Southern Nevada Water Authority

X

X

John Shields

Wyoming State Engineer’s Office

X

X

Bill Swan

Imperial Irrigation District

David Trueman

Bureau of Reclamation

Erin Wilson

LRE Water

Name
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Appendix 3—Public Involvement Plan
Note: This document was originally published as an appendix to the Plan of Study.

1.0 Introduction
The Colorado River Basin Water Supply and Demand Study (Study) has been selected to be one
of three, two-year studies funded through the Bureau of Reclamation’s Basin Study Program.
The Study will provide a comprehensive analysis of current and future imbalances in water
supply and demand projected through 2060 in the Colorado River Basin (Basin) and the
adjacent areas of the Basin States (Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah
and Wyoming) that receive Colorado River water; potential impacts of climate variability and
climate change on water supply and demand; and potential adaptation and mitigation
strategies and options to resolve those imbalances. A primary objective of the Study is
prioritization of identified strategies and options and the recommendation for potential future
feasibility studies, Congressional authorization, environmental compliance activities,
demonstration programs, and/or implementation.
The Study is cost-shared on a 50/50 basis between the Study partners: Reclamation (the Federal
Cost-Share Partner) and agencies in the Basin States (the non-Federal Cost-Share Partners).
Because the Colorado River Basin spans two Reclamation regions, Reclamation is represented
by both the Upper Colorado Regional Office and the Lower Colorado Regional Office.
The Study partners will facilitate public involvement to solicit and incorporate stakeholder
input throughout the study. This Public Involvement Plan (PIP) provides the framework for
that effort.

2.0

Approach

Several communication methods will be employed to effectively maintain communication with
all interested stakeholders and to provide, seek, and receive information. A response will be
provided for all comments received. All information received regarding technical aspects of the
Study will be considered and feedback regarding that consideration will be provided.
All outreach materials, information received, and feedback provided will be archived in a
centralized electronic filing system. As the Study progresses, the effectiveness of the public
involvement will be assessed periodically and adjustments will be made as necessary to ensure
that appropriate communication and feedback is occurring.

3.0

Communication Methods

Effective communication is essential for the ongoing success of the Study. The methods of
communication that will be used to disseminate information and accept input during the course
of the Study include the following:


Study website will be maintained to provide up-to-date, on-line information;



E-mail address will be established to facilitate communication electronically;
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Facsimile (fax) telephone number will be established to allow communication by fax;



Points-of-contact will be established in the Upper Colorado and the Lower Colorado
Regions to facilitate additional information exchange;



News releases and informational mailings will be provided as appropriate;



Mailing list will be established and maintained to ensure that all interested stakeholders
receive information;



Public meetings will be held at strategic points throughout the Study; and



Additional meetings with interested stakeholders groups will be held as appropriate.

Additional information on each of these methods is provided below.

4.0

Web Site

Reclamation’s Study web site will be used to post up-to-date information. Web site content will
be updated periodically, particularly at major milestones and prior to public meetings. In
addition, the web site will be used as a tool for soliciting input from stakeholders. The
following web page will be available no later than January 8, 2010:
http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/programs/crbstudy.html.

5.0

E-mail

Reclamation has established a Study e-mail address to disseminate information regarding the
Study and to receive input. The Study e-mail address is:
ColoradoRiverBasinStudy@usbr.gov.

6.0

Facsimile

Input may also be submitted by facsimile at: 702-293-8156.

7.0

Points-of-Contact

For additional information, questions, or comments on the Study, Reclamation has designated
two Study Points of Contact:
Lower Colorado Region: Amber Cunningham at 702-293-8472 or

ColoradoRiverBasinStudy@usbr.gov
Upper Colorado Region: Deborah Lawler at 801-524-3685 or
ColoradoRiverBasinStudy@usbr.gov.

8.0

News Releases and Informational Mailings

News releases and other informational mailings will occur near major milestones throughout
the Study to inform stakeholders and the public of the Study status, provide opportunities for
input, and provide meeting information including dates and locations of the public meetings.
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8.1

Mailing List

Informational mailings will be sent to interested stakeholders on the Study mailing list (either
physically, electronically, or both). During each informational mailing, the recipient will be
asked if he or she would like to remain on the list. Individuals will be added to the mailing list
when requested through the Study e-mail address or through attendance at a public meeting
captured on the sign-in sheet. An initial mailing will be made in January 2010 to a list of
Colorado River stakeholders who were involved in similar prior studies.

8.2

Public Meetings

Public meetings will be held at strategic points throughout the Study, beginning with an initial
meeting in the spring of 2010. Additionally, prior to completion of each Study phase, public
meetings will be held to provide a summary of the results of the previous phase and to seek
comments on the upcoming phase of the Study, thereby allowing consideration of information
and suggestions by the public for incorporation in the Study.
Four public meetings are currently envisioned as follows:
1. Targeted for March 2010 - Meeting to discuss the Study objectives, structure, schedule,
PIP, the proposed approach for Phase 1 (assessment of current and future water supply),
and Phase 2 (assessment of current and future water demand);
2. Targeted for September 2010 – Meeting to discuss the results of Phases 1 and 2 and the
proposed approach for Phase 3 (analysis of the current and future system reliability);
3. Targeted for April 2011 – Meeting to discuss the results of Phase 3 and the proposed
approach for Phase 4 (analysis of strategies and options for resolving supply/demand
imbalances); and
4. Targeted for August 2011 – Meeting to discuss the results of Phase 4.

8.3

Additional Meetings with Interested Stakeholder Groups

During the course of the Study, additional meetings may be held with interested stakeholder
groups to solicit additional input, expertise, data, and information. As appropriate,
representatives of interested stakeholder groups may participate in specific Study tasks to
facilitate incorporation of such input into the Study.
Interested stakeholder groups may include, but are not limited to Federal agencies, Native
American Tribes and communities, water districts, scientific research groups, hydropower
agencies and other representatives of the energy industry, environmental groups, and
representatives of the recreational industry. An initial mailing will be made in January 2010 to a
list of interest groups who were involved in similar prior studies to gage their interest and
capability for participating in the Study. Other interest groups are encouraged to provide their
contact information via one of the communication methods listed above.
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Appendix 4—Outreach Activities
This appendix presents a chronology of stakeholder outreach activities conducted for the
Colorado River Basin Water Supply and Demand Study as of January 31, 2011. The activities
consisted of meetings held at locations convenient to stakeholder groups, Webinars transmitted
on the Internet, and telephone conference calls as shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1

Stakeholder Outreach Events Conducted for Basin Study as of January 31, 2011
Meeting Date

Participant

Location
Boulder, CO

Mtg Type

3/31/2010

NGO Collaborative - Defenders of Wildlife, Environmental
Defense Fund, The Nature Conservancy, Pacific Institute,
Sonoran Institute, Trout Unlimited, Western Resource
Advocates

Meeting

5/3/2010

NGO Collaborative - Defenders of Wildlife, Environmental
Defense Fund, The Nature Conservancy, Pacific Institute,
Sonoran Institute, The Nature Conservancy, Trout
Unlimited, Western Resource Advocates

Conference
Call

5/25/2010

Quechan Indian Tribe, Navajo Nation, Southern Ute Indian
Tribe

Webinar

5/26/2010

Hualapai Tribal Nation, Bureau of Indian Affairs - Colorado
River Agency

Parker, AZ

Meeting

5/27/2010

Navajo Nation

Window Rock, AZ

Meeting

5/27/2010

Fort McDowell Yavapai Nation, Inter Tribal Council of
Arizona

Phoenix, AZ

Meeting

6/16/2010

WestCAS Annual Conference

Pacific Beach, CA

Conference

6/17/2010

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

6/23/2010

Bureau of Land Management

6/24/2010

Western States Water Council, Western Governors'
Association

6/25/2010

National Park Service

Las Vegas, NV

Meeting

6/30/2010

Western Area Power Administration, Salt River Project

Boulder City, NV

Meeting/

Webinar
Salt Lake City, UT

Meeting
Webinar

Webinar
7/9/2010

NGO Collaborative - Defenders of Wildlife, Environmental
Defense Fund, The Nature Conservancy, Sonoran Institute,
Trout Unlimited, Western Resource Advocates

7/15/2010

Bureau of Land Management

7/27/2010

NGO Collaborative - Defenders of Wildlife, Environmental
Defense Fund, The Nature Conservancy, Pacific Institute,
Sonoran Institute, Trout Unlimited, Western Resource
Advocates
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TABLE 1

Stakeholder Outreach Events Conducted for Basin Study as of January 31, 2011
Meeting Date

Participant

Location

Mtg Type

7/29/2010

Fort McDowell Yavapai Nation Tribe

Conference
Call

7/30/2010

NGO Collaborative - Defenders of Wildlife, Environmental
Defense Fund, The Nature Conservancy, Sonoran Institute,
Western Resource Advocates

Webinar

8/5/2010

Hualapai Tribal Nation

Boulder City, NV

Meeting

8/10/2010

Colorado River Fish and Wildlife Council

Saratoga, WY

Meeting

8/11/2010

Ute Indian Tribe of the Uinta & Ouray Reservation

Boulder, CO

Meeting

8/18/2010

NGO Collaborative - Defenders of Wildlife, Environmental
Defense Fund, Trout Unlimited

8/19/2010

Jicarilla Apache Nation, Ute Mountain Ute Tribe, Southern
Ute Indian Tribe

8/19/2010

NGO Collaborative - Sonoran Institute, Trout Unlimited,
Western Resource Advocates

Webinar

8/23/2010

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Webinar

9/1/2010

NGO Collaborative - Environmental Defense Fund, The
Nature Conservancy

Conference
Call

9/3/2010

U.S. Geological Survey

Denver, CO

Meeting

9/21/2010

Hualapai Tribal Nation

Peach Springs, AZ

Meeting

9/23/2010

Colorado River Basin Study Public Meeting

10/5/2010

Colorado Water Conservation Board

Denver, CO

Meeting

10/5/2010

Denver Water

Denver, CO

Meeting

10/6/2010

Irrigation and Electrical Districts Association of Arizona

10/7/2010

Front Range Water Council

Denver, CO

Meeting

10/8/2010

Inter Tribal Council of Arizona

Phoenix, AZ

Meeting

10/20/2010

Virgin River Watershed Conference

Mesquite, NV

Conference

10/28/2010

Wyoming Water Association

Laramie, WY

Meeting

10/29/2010

Front Range Water Council

Denver, CO

Meeting

11/1/2010

NGO Collaborative - Environmental Defense Fund, The
Nature Conservancy, Trout Unlimited, Western Resource
Advocates

Conference
Call

11/1/2010

NGO Collaborative - Defenders of Wildlife, Environmental
Defense Fund, The Nature Conservancy, Western Resource
Advocates

Webinar

12/30/2010

Layne Hydro

Conference
Call
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TABLE 1

Stakeholder Outreach Events Conducted for Basin Study as of January 31, 2011
Meeting Date

Participant

Location

Mtg Type

1/18/2011

NGO Collaborative - Defenders of Wildlife, Environmental
Defense Fund, Hydros Consulting, The Nature
Conservancy, Pacific Institute, Sonoran Institute, Trout
Unlimited, Water Balance Consulting, Western Resource
Advocates

Boulder, CO

Meeting

1/27/11

American Meteorological Society

Seattle, WA

Meeting

1/28/11

Tribal Leaders Water Policy Council of the
Inter Tribal Council of Arizona

Tempe, AZ

Meeting
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FEDERAL RESPONDENTS’
EXHIBIT B
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Ecological Services
764 Horizon Drive, Building B
Grand Junction, Colorado 81506-3946
IN REPLY REFER TO:

ES/GJ-6-CO-08-F-0006
TAILS65413-2008-F-0073
December 19, 2008
Memorandum
To:

Deputy State Director, Bureau of Land Management, Colorado State Office,
Resources and Fire, Lalcewood, Colorado

From:

Acting Western Colorado supervir~d Wildlife Service, Ecological
Services, Grand Junction, Colorad ~
~

Subject:

Programmatic Biological Opinion for Water Depletions Associated with Bureau
of Land Management's Fluid Mineral Program within the Upper Colorado River
Basin in Colorado.

5':

.

In accordance with section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, as amended (16
U.S. C. 1531 et seq.), and the Interagency Cooperation Regulations (50 CFR 402), this transmits
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's (Service) final biological opinion for impacts to the four
endangered Colorado River fish species (Colorado pilceminnow (Ptychocheilus lucius),
razorback sucker (XyroZlchen texanus), bonytail chub (Gila elegans), and humpback chub (Gila
cypha)) and their critical habitats from water depletions associated with Bureau of Land
Managements's (ELM) Fluid Mineral Program authorized by BLM within the upper Colorado
River basin in Colorado. For the purposes of this biological opinion, the area of consideration
within the upper Colorado River basin includes all tributaries ultimately draining into the
Colorado River within western Colorado except the San Juan River.
This biological opinion is in response to your May 20, 2008, correspondence requesting
initiation of consultation for the subject project. The Service concurs that the proposed project is
lilcely to adversely affect the Colorado pilceminnow, razorback sucker, bonytail chub, and
humpback chub. Likewise, the project is also lilcely to adversely affect designated critical
habitats for these endangered fish along the Green, Yampa, White, Colorado, and Gunnison
Rivers.
Oil and gas activities typically require the use of various amounts of water. This consultation
only addresses the effects of water depletions on the endangered Colorado River fishes and does
not include other direct or indirect impacts to the four listed fish species. Any projects that
involve potential water quality or habitat impacts are not covered under this programmatic
biological opinion. A separate section 7 consultation will be required for any such project.
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Consultation History
Implementation ofthe Endangered'Species Act in the Colorado River Basin started with section
7 consultation on Bureau of Reclamation projects in the late 1970's. At this time, the Service
determined that a jeopardy situation existed for the subject endangered fishes. Subsequently, the
Act was amended to direct Federal Agencies to work with State and local agencies to resolve
water resource issues in concert with conservation of endangered species.
In 1984, the Department of the Interior, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, water users, and
environmental groups formed a coordinating committee to discuss a process to recover the
endangered fishes while new and existing water developmeht proceeds in the Upper Colorado
River Basin in compliance with Federal and State law and interstate compacts. After four years
of negotiations, the Recovery Implementation Program for the Endangered Fish Species in the
Upper Colorado River Basin was developed.
On January 21-22,1988, the Secretary of the Interior; Governors of Wyoming, Colorado, and
Utah; and the Administrator of the Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) cosigned a
Cooperative Agreement to implement the Recovery Implementation Program for Endangered
Fish Species in the Upper Colorado River Basin (USFWS 1987). Current participants in the
Recovery Program include: the Service, Bureau of Reclamation, Western Area Power
Administration, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Environmental Defense Fund, The Nature
Conservancy, Colorado Water Congress, Utall Water Users Association, Wyoming Water
Development Association, and the Colorado River Energy Distributors Association.
The Recovery Program was intended to be the reasonable and prudent alternative to avoid
jeopardy to the endangered fishes by depletions from the Upper Colorado River Basin. The goal
of the Recovery Program is to recover the listed species while providing for new and existing
water development in the Upper Colorado River Basin. All participants agreed to cooperatively
work toward the successful implementation of a recovery program that will provide for recovery
of the endangered fish species, consistent with Federal law and all applicable State laws and
systems for water resource development and use. Each signatory assumed certain
responsibilities in implementing tlle Recovery Program.
In order to further define and clarify tlle process in the Recovery Program, a section 7 agreement
was implemented on October 15, 1993, by the Recovery Program participants. Incorporated into
this agreement is a Recovery Implementation Program Recovery Action Plan (RIPRAP) which
identifies actions currently believed to be required to recover the endangered fishes in the most
expeditious manner. Included in the Recovery Program was the requirement that a depletion fee
would be paid to offset the effects of the depletions by helping to support the Recovery Program.
The funds are received by the Service's designated agent, the National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation, and used for acquisition of water rights (or directly-related activities) to meet the
instream flow needs of the endangered fishes or to support other recovery activities for the
endangered fishes described in tlle RIPRAP.
In May 1994, BLM Colorado prepared a Progranlffiatic biological assessment (1994 PBA) that
addressed water-depleting activities in the Colorado River Basin. In response to the 1994 PBA,
the Service issued a biological opinion (1994 BO) on June 13, 1994 (USFWS 1994), which
determined that water depletions from the Colorado River Basin would jeopardize the continued
2
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existence of the Colorado pikeminnow, humpback chub, bonytail, and razorback sucker and
result in the destruction or adverse modification of their critical habitats. The 1994 BO included
reasonable and prudent alternatives developed by the Service to allow BLM to authorize projects
with resultant water depletions ofless than 125 acre-feet.
The 1994 PBA and 1994 BO were written to remain in effect until a total depletion threshold of
1,417 acre-feet of new depletions is reached. The threshold for historic depletions is 1,588
acre-feet. As of January 2008, BLM has depleted or authorized the depletion of approximately
1,354 acre-feet of new depletions under the 1994 PBA and 1,019 acre-feet of historic depletions.
The 1994 consultation did not fully account for fluid mineral activities and their associated water
depletions; however these activities were not excluded from the consultation. The 1994 BO was
amended March 1, 2000 and September 27, 2005. The BLM has paid depletion fees on an
annual basis for projects covered by the 1994 consultation.
In January 2007, the Glenwood Springs Field Office ofthe BLM prepared a biological
assessment for the Resource Management Plan Amendment, Roan Plateau Planning Area (Roan
BA) that among other things, addressed water-depleting activities within the planning area
including those associated with fluid mineral development. In response to the Roan BA, the
Service issued a memo dated February 7, 2007, which concurred with BLM's determination that,
water depletions from the Colorado River Basin would adversely affect the Colorado
pikeminnow, humpback chub, bonytail, and razorback sucker and their critical habitats. Because
the average annual depletion was less than 125 acre-feet (83.6 acre-feet/year), these depletions
were addressed by the 1994 small water depletions BO.

On December 20, 1999, the Service issued the final programmatic biological opinion for Bureau
of Reclamation's Operations and Depletions, Other Depletions, and Funding and Implementation
of Recovery Program Actions in the Upper Colorado River above the Confluence with the
Gunnison River (Colorado River PBO). The Service has determined that projects that fit under
the umbrella of the Colorado River PBO would avoid the likelihood of jeopardy and/or adverse
modification of critical habitat for depletion impacts. Projects fit under the umbrella of the
Colorado River PBO if they deplete water from the Colorado River above the confluence with
the Gunnison River; the water user signs a Recovery Agreement; the project sponsors make a
one-time monetary contribution for water depletions greater than 100 acre-feet to help fund their
share of the costs of recovery actions.
On January 10, 2005, the Service issued the final programmatic biological opinion on the
Management Plan for Endangered Fishes in/he Yampa River Basin (Yampa River PBO). The
Service has determined that projects that fit under the umbrella of the Yampa River PBO would
avoid the likelihood of jeopardy andlor adverse modification of critical habitat for depletion
impacts to the Yampa River basin. Projects fit under the umbrella of the Yampa River PBO if
they deplete water from the Yampa River above the confluence with the Green River; the water
user signs a Recovery Agreement for projects greater than 100 acre-feet; the project sponsors
make a one-time monetary contribution for water depletions greater than 100 acre-feet to help
fund their share of the costs of recovery actions.

3
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BIOLOGICAL OPINION
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
Across western Colorado, public lands administered by the BLM encompass 28 percent
(7,189,639 acres) of the land area. These lands are administered by eight BLM administrative
unitslField Offices within western Colorado. The BLM is also responsible for the administration
of fluid mineral development under land managed by the U.S. Forest Service. The U.S. Forest
Service approves the surface use plan associated with mineral extraction for these lands.
The proposed action consists of water use associated with ongoing and projected fluid mineral
development as administered by the BLM in Colorado. Fluid mineral development projections
are based on the Reasonable Foreseeable Development (RFD) scenarios of fluid mineral activity
across western Colorado for the next 15-20 years. For purposes of analysis, all drilling is
assumed to occur within the smaller IS-year time frame to ensure the capture of possible higher
annual activity levels. The assumptions used to arrive at the RFD' s for each Field Office were
based on current development trends, downspacing of drilling units, maturing oil and gas fields,
predicted energy needs for the future, and the overall professional opinion of BLM Field Office
and State Office Geologists and Petroleum Engineers, as well as private industry professionals.
This activity includes all Federal natural gas wells, oil wells, and coalbed methane natural gas
wells, including split estate lands where the Federal gove=ent holds the mineral rights but not
the surface rights. The programmatic biological assessment (PBA) (BLM 2008) for this project
contains RFD estimates for the number of new wells to be drilled within each BLM Field Office
(PBA Table 3).
Water depletions analyzed for this consultation are composed of:
• Water used for access road dust abatement, including roads used for geophysical
exploration
• Water used for hydrostatic testing of newly constructed pipelines
• Water used to drill and complete wells (drilling and fracing fluids)
• Water associated with connected Federal actions (e.g., BLM authorization of a pipeline,
road, or utility line across public lands that is connected to the action of developing
privately owned fluid mineral estate located on private lands)
The PBA contains estimates for the amount of water that would be used for each of these
activities. The amount of water that would be used for dust abatement (spraying water on dirt
roads) is estimated to be 0.1 acre-feet per well per year. Hydrostatic pipeline testing is projected
to use 0.11 acre-feet per well for associated gathering and distribution pipelines. The amount of
water that would be used to drill and complete each well would vary by field office and would
depend on the depth of the well and the ability of the operators in the area to use produced water
(water from oil or gas wells) and reuse water for completion (fracing). If new information leads
to more precise estimates of water use by any activity covered in this biological opinion, the updated, more accurate consumption estimates should be used to calculate water depletions from
that point forward. Reinitiation of consultation would not be necessary to update water
consumption estimates as long as both the BLM and the Service agree upon the revised
consumption estimates and this is noted in the administrative record for the consultation.
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For the White River Field Office based in Meeker, it is assumed that the average depletion
amount per well would be: [(drilling and completion) = 2.41 acre-feet] + [(dust abatement) =
0.10 acre-feet] + [(hydrostatic pipeline testing) = 0.11 acre-feet] = 2.62 acre-feet/well. Due to a
high amount of frac-water recycling, in the Glenwood Springs Field Office it is assumed that the
average depletion amount per well would be: [(drilling and completion) = 0.56 acre-feet] + [(dust
abatement) = 0.10 acre-feet] + [(hydrostatic pipeline testing) = 0.11 acre-feet] = 0.77 acrefeet/well. For areas covered in this consultation that are managed by the San Juan Public Lands
Center (excludes the San Juan River basin), which includes numerous coal bed methane (CBM)
wells, BLM estimates that an average of 0.90 acre-feet of Colorado River Basin water would be
used during the drilling and completion of a single well. Tins figure was derived from the
estimate that a CBM well would require an average of 0.5 acre-feet/well, while conventional gas
development would average 1.2 acre-feet/well. The combined average CBM and conventional
well depletion amount for areas managed by the San Juan Public Lands Center is then calculated
as follows: [(drilling and completion)=0.90 acre-feet] + [(dust abatement)=0.10 acre-feet] +
[(hydrostatic pipeline testing)=O.ll acre-feet] = 1.11 acre-feet/well.
It is recognized that individual wells may require the use of more or less water than shown
above, but these figures have been calculated as reasonable depletion estimates per well drilled.
These per-well depletion figures were then combined in the PBA with the RFD scenarios for
each BLM field office to produce an estimate of how much total water would be depleted witInn
each field office, which totals to 4,046 acre-feet/year for Federal wells in western Colorado.
(Additionally, approximately 1,052 acre-feet/year would be used for private wells.) Because
water depletions are based largely on the drilling and completion of a well, which is a one-time
event, tIlese depletions are not additive year after year. Thus, the rumling total amount of water
tIlat would be depleted is not expected to exceed 4,046 acre-feet/year (e.g., year-2 depletions
would not be 4,046 + 4,046 = 8092 acre-feet/year).
Within the upper Colorado River Basin, water would be depleted from individual sub-basins to
varying degrees. The PBA provides the following water depletion estimates in acre-feet/year for
Federal wells (rounded to tile nearest whole number):
Yampa River Basin =
Green River in Colorado =
Wlnte River Basin =
Colorado River Basin =
Gunnison River Basin =
Dolores River Basin =
Total =

369
0
3,227
379
16
54
4.046

The BLM State Office will track all projects that result in water depletions from tile upper
Colorado River Basin. The BLM will complete and subnlit a log of all water depleting projects
by river sub-basin to the Service by October 31 of each year. The logs showing depletion
amounts resulting from wells drilled will be used to track compliance with the threshold
depletion amount.
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Conservation Measures
Conservation measures are actions that the action agency and applicant agree to implement to
. minimize negative effects of the action and to further the recovery of the species under review.
The beneficial effects of conservation measures were taken into consideration for determining
both jeopardy and incidental take analyses. The BLM agrees to incorporate the following
conservation measures as a condition of any water-use authorized for fluid mineral development:
•

Water may be extracted directly out of the Colorado, Gunnison, White, Yampa, or Green
Rivers, which all have occupied and critical habitat for the four endangered Colorado
River fish. The eight western slope BLM Field OfficeslAdministrative Units have
committed to implement the following measures to minimize direct impacts to federally
listed species from pumping water directly out of these rivers:
1. The best method to avoid entrainment is to punlP from off-channel locations (e.g.,
ponds, lakes, and diversion ditches), not directly connected to the mainstem rivers
even during high spring flows.
2. If the pump head must be located in the river channel where larval fish are known
to occur (generally within Designated Critical Habitat), the following measures
apply:
a. Do not situate the pump in a low-flow or no-flow area as these habitats
tend to concentrate larval fishes. Instead place the pump into fast
moving/riffle habitat.
b. Restrict the amount of pumping, to the greatest extent possible, during that
period of the year when larval fish may be present (June 1 to August 15).
c. Avoid pumping, to the greatest extent possible during the pre-dawn hours
(two hours prior to sunrise) as larval fish drift studies indicate tllat this is a
period of greatest daily activity.
3. Screen all pump intakes with y., inch or finer mesh material.
4. Report any fish impinged on any intalce screens to the Service at (970) 243-2778
or the Colorado Division of Wildlife's Northwest Region, 711 Independent
Avenue, Grand Junction, Colorado, 81505, (970) 255-6100, or Colorado Division
of Wildlife's Southwest Region, 415 Turner Drive, Durango, Colorado, 81303,
(970) 375-6700.
The above conservation measures (1-4) will be implemented via the BLM working
with tlle individual companies, their sub-contractors and industry representative
groups to inform and educate on-the-ground personnel of the need to implement these
conservation measures. In addition, these conservation measures will be added to all
Applications for Permit to Drill (APD's) as a condition of approval (COA) prior to
commencement of development activity.
6
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•

As a means of offsetting the impacts associated with the proposed action, the BLM
proposes to secure a one-time contribution from an industry representative group in the
form of a monetary payment to the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation on behalf of
tlie Recovery Program in the current amount of $18.29 per acre-foot of the project's
average annual depletion. These funds are used by the Upper Colorado River
Endangered Fish Recovery Program to contribute to the recovery of endangered fish
through habitat restoration, propagation and genetics management, instream flow
identification and protection, program management, nonnative fish management, research
and monitoring, and public education (Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery
Program 2006).

•

Water depletion in the Colorado and Yampa River sub-basins has been addressed in
previous programmatic biological opinions. These opinions require water users to sign
Recovery Agreements that state that the water users will not interfere with the
implementation of recovery actions and .the Service will provide ESA compliance. The
BLM will ensure Recovery Agreements are signed by individual operators, or on the
behalf of individual operators via industry representative groups.

The following excerpts from the Cooperative Agreement to implement the Recovery
Implementation Program for Endangered Fish Species in the Upper Colorado River Basin
(USFWS 1987) are pertinent to this consultation because they summarize portions of the
Recovery Program that address depletion impacts, section 7 consultation, and project proponent
responsibilities:
All future Section 7 consultations completed after approval and implementation of this
program (establishment of the Implementation Committee, provision of congressional
funding, and initiation ofthe elements) will result in a one-time contribution to be paid to
the Service by water project proponents in the amount of $1 0.00 per acre-feet based on
the average annual depletion of the project .... This figure will be adjusted annually for
inflation [the FY-2009 figure is $18.29 per acre-feet].
It is important to note that these provisions ofthe Recovery Program were based on appropriate
legal protection of the instreamflow needs ofthe endangered Colorado River fishes. The
Recovery Program further states:

... it is necessary to protect and manage sufficient habitat to support self-sustaining
populations of these species. One way to accomplish this is to provide long term
protection of the habitat by acquiring or appropriating water rights to ensure instream
flows. . .. Since this program sets in place a mechanism and a commitment to assure
that the instream flows are protected under State law, the Service will consider these
elements under section 7 consultation as offsetting project depletion impacts.
Thus, the Service has determined that project depletion impacts can be offset by (a) the water
project proponent's one-time contribution to the Recovery Program in the amount of $18.29 per
acre-foot of the project's average annual depletion, and (b) appropriate legal protection of
instream flows pursuant to State law, and accomplishment of activities necessary to recover the
endangered fishes as specified under the Recovery Implementation Program Recovery Action
Plan.
7
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The BLM has committed to offset the impacts of the proposed action by soliciting a one-time
payment from an industry representative group. At the time of this consultation, BLM has
identified an average annual depletion of4,046 acre-feet per year (averaged over the next 15
years) associated with the proposed action. For Fiscal Year 2009 (October 1, 2008, to
September 30, 2009), the depletion charge is $18.29 per acre-foot. Thus, based on the calculated
average annual depletion, a one-time payment of $74,001.34 will be required to offset the
depletions caused by the proposed action through 2024.
This amount will be provided to the Service's designated agent, the National Wildlife
Foundation. The balance will be paid by the industry representative group. The funds will be
used to support recovery activities for the Colorado River endangered fishes. The one-time
payment will be made to the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation.
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
Attn: Donna McNamara, Finance Department
1133 15th Street, NW, Suite 11 00
Washington, D.C. 20005
The payment will be accompanied by a cover letter that identifies the project and biological
opinion number ES/GJ-6-CO-08-F-0006, that requires the payment, the amount of payment
enclosed, check number, and the following notation on the check - "Upper Colorado Fish
Recovery Program, NA.II04". The cover letter also shall identify the name and address of the
payer, the name and address of the Federal agency responsible for authorizing the project, and .
the address of the Service office issuing the biological opinion. This information will be used by
the Foundation to notify the BLM, the lead Federal agency, and the Service that payment has
been received. The Foundation is to send notices of receipt to these entities within 5 working
days of its receipt of payment.
Recovery Agreements (Appendix A) are also required for depletions within the Colorado and
Yampa River Basins as specified in the Colorado River and Yampa River PBOs. Individual
operators or industry representative groups on behalf of individual operators will sign Recovery
Agreements as appropriate.
STATUS OF THE SPECIES AND CRITICAL HABITAT
Colorado Pil{eminnow

The pikeminnow is the largest cyprinid (member of the minnow family, Cyprinidae) native to
North America and it evolved as the top predator in the Colorado River system. It is an
elongated pike-like fish that once grew as large as 1.8 meters (6 feet) in length and weighed
nearly 45 kilograms (100 pounds) (Behnke and Benson 1983); such fish were estimated to be
45-55 years old (Osmundson et al. 1997). Today, fish rarely exceed 1 meter (approximately 3
feet) in length or weigh more than 8 kilograms (18 pounds). The mouth of this species is large
and nearly horizontal with long slender pharyngeal teeth (located in the throat), adapted for
grasping and holding prey. The diet of pikeminnow longer than 80 to 100 millimeters (3 or 4
inches) consists almost entirely of other fishes (\1anicek and Kramer 1969). Young Colorado
pikeminnow feed on insects and plankton. Adults are strongly counter-shaded with a dark, olive
back, and a white belly. Young are silvery and usually have a dark, wedge-shaped spot at the
8
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base of the caudal fin. The cornmon name for this species was changed from Colorado
squawfish by the American Fisheries Society (Nelson et al. 1998).
Status and Distribution
Based on early fish collection records, archaeological finds, and other observations, the
pikeminnow was once found throughout warm water reaches of the entire Colorado River Basin
down to the Gulf of California, including reaches of the upper Colorado River and its maj or
tributaries, the Green River and its major tributaries, the San Juan River and some of its
tributaries, and the Gila River system in Arizona (Seethaler 1978, Platania 1990). Pikeminnow
apparently were never found in colder, headwater areas. Seethaler (1978) indicates that the
species was abundant in suitable habitat tlrroughout tlle entire Colorado River Basin prior to the
1850s. By the 1970s they were extirpated from tlle entire lower basin (downstream of Glen
Canyon Dam) and from portions oftlle upper basin as a result of major alterations to the riverine
environment. Having lost approxin1ately 75-80 percent of its former range, the pikeminnow was
federally listed as an endangered species in 1967 under tlle Endangered Species Preservation Act
of 1966 (USFWS 1967, Miller 1961, Moyle 1976, Tyus 1991, Osmundson and Burnham 1998).
The Recovery Plan (USFWS 2002a, Table I) provides a summary of habitat occupied by wild
Colorado pikeminnow in tlle Upper Colorado River Basin and limits to its distribution.
River
I Occupied Habitat
I Limits to Distribution
Green River Subbasin
1. Green River
Lodore Canyon to Colorado
Cold releases from Flaming Gorge Dam have been
River confluence (580 km)
warmed and species has naturally expanded upstream
into Lodore Canyon; species distributed continuously
downstream to Colorado River confluence
la. Yampa River
Craig, Colorado, to Green
Present distribution similar to historic
River confluence (227 km)
1b. Little Snake River Wyoming to Yampa River
Habitat is marginal; flows are reduced; historic
distribution unknown
confluence (80 km)
1c. White River
Taylor Draw Dam to Green
Upstream distribution blocked by Taylor Draw Dam
River confluence (100 Ian)
1d. Price River

Lower 143 km above Green
.

1e. Duchesne River

River confluence
Lower 10 km above Green

River confluence
Upper Colorado River Subbasin
2. Upper Colorado
Palisade, Colorado, to Lake
River
Powell inflow (298 km)

2a. Gunnison River

Lower 54 km above Colorado

River confluence
2b. Dolores River

Lower 2 km above Green River

confluence
San Juan River Subbasin
3. San Juan River
Shiprock, New Mexico, to Lake
Powell inflow (241 km)

Streamflow reduced; barriers occur above current
distribution
Streamflow reduced; barriers occur above current
distribution
Passage by Grand Valley Diversion completed in 1998;
Price-Stubb and Government Highline diversion dams
restrict upstream distribution; Lake Powell inflow dermes
downstream distribution
Redlands Fishway allowed passage in 1996; upstream
distribution is limited by Hartland Diversion Dam and
possibly cold-water releases from the Aspinall Unit
Streamflow altered; no barriers in potential historic
habitat

lrrigation diversions block upstream

movemen~;

Powell defines downstream distribution

9
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The map below of wild Colorado pikeminnow in the Colorado River basin was reproduced from
the Colorado Pikeminnow Recovery Goals (USFWS 2002a, Figure 1).
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Estimates of abundance summed for the three Colorado pikeminnow populations range from
about 6,600 to 8,900 wild adults. Estimates of subadults are not currently available for all
popUlations. Estimates of adults for the tlrree subbasins are: Green River, 6,000-8,000; upper
Colorado River, 600-900 [includes some subadults]; and San Juan River, 19-50 (USFWS
2002a).
A more recent report on the status of Colorado pikeminnow in the Green River Basin (Bestgen et
al. 2007) presented population estimates for adult (>450 mm total length (TL)) and recruit-sized
(400 - 449 mm TL) Colorado pikeminnow. The report suggested that numbers of adult
pikeminnow declined in the Green River Basin from 3,300 in 2001 to 2,142 in 2003, a reduction
of 35 percent. The 2003 population estimates for Colorado pikeminnow were: Yampa River,
224 adults; White River, 407 adults and zero recruits (approximately 44 recruits were estimated
for each year in 2000-2001); mainstem Green River (from the confluence with the Yampa River
to the confluence with the Colorado River), 1511 adults and 284 recruits.
The species was extirpated from the Lower Colorado River Basin in the 1970's but has been
·reintroduced into the Gila River subbasin where it exists in small numbers in the Verde River
(USFWS 2002a).
Threats to the Species
Because tlle pikeminnow was designated as endangered prior to passage of the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, a formal listing package identifYing threats was not prepared. The
pikeminnow recovery goals (USFWS 2002a) summarize threats to the species as follows: stream
regulation, habitat modification, competition with and predation by nonnative fish, and pesticides
and pollutants.
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Major declines in pikeminnow populations occurred in the lower Colorado River Basin during
the dam-building era of the 1930s through the 1960s. Behnke and Benson (1983) summarized
the decline of the natural ecosystem, pointing out that dams, impoundments, and water use
practices drastically modified the river's natural hydrology and channel characteristics
throughout the Colorado River Basin. Dams on the main stem fragmented the river ecosystem
into a series of disjunct segments, blocked native fish migrations, reduced water temperatures
downstream of dams, created lalce habitat, and provided conditions that allow competitive and
predatory nonnative fishes to thrive both within the impounded reservoirs and in the modified
river segments that connect them. The highly modified flow regime in the lower basin coupled
with the introduction of nonnative fishes decimated populations of native fish.
In the upper Colorado River Basin, declines in pikeminnow populations occurred primarily after
the 1960s, when the following dams were constructed: Glen Canyon Dam on the main stem
Colorado River, Flaming Gorge Dam on the Green River, Navajo Dam on the San Juan River,
and the Aspinall Unit dams on the Gunnison River. Some native fish populations in the upper
basin have managed to persist, while others are nearly extirpated. River reaches where native
fish have declined more slowly, more closely resemble pre-dam hydrologic regimes, where
adequate habitat for all life phases still exists, and where migration corridors allow connectivity
among habitats used during the various life phases.
Stream flow regulation, which includes mainstem dams, cause the following adverse effects to
the Colorado pikeminnow and its habitat:
•
•
•
•
•

block migration corridors,
changes in flow patterns, reduced peak flows and increased base flows,
release cold water, making temperature regimes less than optimal,
change river habitat into lalce habitat, and
retain sediment that is important for forming and maintaining backwater habitats

In the Upper Basin, 435 miles of Colorado pikeminnow habitat has been lost by reservoir
inundation from Flaming Forge Reservoir on the Green River, Lalce Powell on the Colorado
River, and Navajo Reservoir on. the San Juan River. Cold water releases from these dams have
eliminated suitable habitat for native fishes, including Colorado pikeminnow, from river reaches
downstream for approximately 50 miles below Flaming Gorge Dam and Navajo Dam. In
addition to main stem dams, many dams and water diversion structures occur in and upstream
from critical habitat that reduce flows and alter flow patterns, which adversely affect critical
habitat. Diversion structures in critical habitat divert fish into canals and pipes where-the fish are
permanently lost to the river system. It is unknown how many endangered fish are lost in
irrigation systems, but in some years, in some river reaches, majority of the river flow is diverted
into unscreened canals.
At least 67 species of nonnative fishes have been introduced into the Colorado River Basin
during the last 100 years (Tyus et al. 1982, Carlson and Muth 1989, Minckley and Deacon 1991,
Tyus and Saunders 1996). Tyus et al. (1982) reported that 42 nonnative fish species have
become established in the upper basin, and Minckley (1985) reported that 37 nonnative fish
species have become established in the lower basin. Many of these species were intentionally
11
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introduced as game or forage fishes, whereas others were unintentionally introduced with game
species or passively as bait fish.
Pikeminnow in the upper Colorado River Basin live with about 20 species of warm-water
nonnative fishes (Tyus et al. 1982, Lentsch et al. 1996) that are potential predators, competitors,
and vectors for parasites and disease. Researchers believe that nonnative fish species limit the
success of pikeminnow recruitment (Bestgen 1997, Bestgen et al. 1997, McAda and RyeI1999).
Osmundson (1987) documented predation by black bullhead (AmeillrzLs melas), green sunfish
(Lepomis cyanelllls), largemouth bass (Micropterlls salmoides), and black crappie (Pomoxis
nigromacliialus) as a significant mortality factor for YOY and yearling pikeminnow stocked in
riverside ponds along the upper Colorado River. Adult red shiners (Cyprinella llitrensis) are
known predators oflarval native fish in backwaters of the upper basin (Ruppert et al. 1993).
High spatial overlap in habitat use has been documented among young pikeminnow, red shiner,
sand shiner (Notropis straminells), and fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas). In laboratory
experiments on behavioral interactions, Karp and Tyus (1990) observed that red shiner, fathead
minnow, and green sunfish shared activity schedules and space with young pikeminnow and
exhibited antagonistic behaviors to smaller pikeminnow. They hypothesized that pikeminnow
may be at a competitive disadvantage in an environment that is resource limited. Data collected
by Osmundson and Kaeding (1991) indicated that during low water years, nonnative minnows
capable of preying on or competing with larval endangered fishes greatly increased in numbers.
Channel catfish (/ctalllrlls pllnctatlls) has been identified as a threat to juvenile, subadult, and
adult pikeminnow. Channel catfish were first introduced in the upper Colorado River Basin in
1892 (Tyus and Nikirk 1990) and are now considered common to abundant throughout much of
the upper basin (Tyus et al. 1982, Nelson et al. 1995). The species is one of the most prolific
predators in the upper basin and, among the nonnative fishes, is thought to have the greatest
adverse effect on endangered fishes due to predation on juveniles and resource overlap with
subadults and adults (Hawkins and Nesler 1991, Lentsch et al. 1996, Tyus and Saunders 1996).
Predation upon stocked juvenile Colorado pikeminnow by adult channel catfish has been
documented in the San Juan River (Jackson 2005). Stocked juvenile and adult pikeminnow that
have preyed on channel catfish have died from choking on the pectoral spines (McAda 1983,
Pimental et al. 1985, Ryden and Smith 2002, LapalIie 2003). Although mechanical removal
(electro fishing, seining) of channel catfish began in 1995, intensive efforts (10 trips/year) did not
begin until 2001. Mechanical removal has not yet led to a positive population response in
pikeminnow (Davis 2003); however, because the pikeminnow population is so low, documenting
a population response would be extremely difficult.
Threats from pesticides and pollutants include accidental spills of petroleum products and
hazardous materials; discharge of pollutants from uranium mil! tailings; and high selenium
concentration in the water and food chain (USFWS 2002a). Accidental spills of hazardous
material into critical habitat, particularly when considering water of sufficient quality as a
primary constituent element, can cause immediate mortality when lethal toxicity levels are
exceeded. Pollutants from uranium nIill tailings cause high levels of ammonia that exceed water
quality standards. High selenium levels may adversely affect reproduction and recruitment
(Stephens et al. 1992; Stephens and Waddell 1998; Osmundson et al. 2000).
Recoverv
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Colorado pikeminnow will be considered eligible to be reclassified from federally endangered to
threatened when naturally self-sustaining populations are being maintained in the following areas
(USFWS 2002a):
"

The Green River from its confluence with the Colorado River to its confluence with the
Yampa River, the lower 137 miles of the Yampa River, and the lower 150 miles of the
White River. The population estimate for the Green River subbasin must exceed 2,600
adults (2,600 is the estimated minimum viable population needed to ensure long-tenn
genetic and demographic viability).
The Colorado River from Palisade, Colorado, to Lake Powell. At least 700 adults
(number based on inferences about carrying capacity) must be maintained in the upper
Colorado River subbasin.
The San Juan River from Lake Powell upstream to the confluence of the Animas River.
A target number of 1,000 age-5+ fish (number based on estimated survival of stocked
fish and inferences about carrying capacity) must be established through augmentation
and/or natural reproduction in the San Juan River subbasin.

This fish species will be eligible for removal from the Federal endangered species list when all of
the following conditions have been met:
"

Self-sustaining populations exist in the areas of the Green and Colorado Rivers identified
above. A self-sustaining population of at least 800 adults must also exist in the San Juan
River uuless the Colorado River population is maintained above 1,000 adults.
A population exists and habitat has been protected either in the Salt River or in the Verde
River.
The threat cif significant "fragmentation" of the popUlation has been removed.
(fragmentation refers to separation between fish populations caused by geographical
distance or by physical barriers.)
Essential habitats, including primary migration routes, required stream flows and
necessary water quality, have been legally protected.
Other identifiable threats that could significantly affect the population have been
removed.

Life History

/

The life history phases that appear to be most limiting for pikeminnow popUlations include
spawning,.egg-lmtching, development oflarvae, and the first year oflife. These phases of
pikemilliiow development are tied closely to specific habitat requirements. Natural spawning of
pi'keminnow is initiated on the descending limb of the amiual hydro graph as water temperatures
approach tlle range of 16 'C (60.8 'F) to 20 'C (68 'F) (Vanicek and Kramer 1969, Hanlffian
1981, Haynes et al. 1984, Tyus 1990, McAda and Kaeding 1991). Temperature at initiation of
spawning varies by river. In the Green River, spawning begins as temperatures exceed 20-23 'C
13
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(68-73 OF); in the Yampa River, 16-23 °C (61-68 OF) (Bestgen et al. 1998); in the Colorado
River, 18-22 °C (64-72 OF) (McAda and Kaeding 1991); in the San Juan River temperatures were
estimated to be 16-22 °C (61-72 OF). Spawning, both in the hatchery and under natural riverine
conditions, generally occurs in a 2-month period between late June and late August. However,
sustained high flows during wet years may suppress river temperatures and extend spawning into
September (McAda and Kaeding 1991). Conversely, during low flow years, when the water
warms earlier, spawning may commence in mid-June.
Temperature also has an effect on egg development and hatching success. In the laboratory, egg
development was tested at five temperatures and hatching success was found to be highest at 20
°C (68 OF), and lower at 25°C (77 OF). Mortality was 100 percent at 5,10,15, and 30°C (41, 50,
59, and 86 OF). In addition, larval abnormalities were twice as high at 25 T (77 OF) than at 20°C
(68 OF) (Marsh 1985). Experimental tests of temperature preference of yearling (Black and
Bulkley 1985a) and adult (Bulldey et al. 1981) pikeminnow indicated that 25°C (77 OF) was the
most preferred temperature for both life phases. Additional experiments indicated that optimum
growth of yearlings also occurs at temperatures near 25°C (77 OF) (Black and Bulldey 1985b).
Although no such tests were conducted using adults, the tests with yearlings supported the
conclusions of Jobling (1981) that the final thermal preference of25 °C (77 OF) provides a good
indication of optimum growth temperature for all life phases.
Males become sexually mature earlier and at a smaller size than do females, though all are
mature by about age 1 and 500 millimeters (20 inches) in length (Vanicek and Kramer 1969,
Seethaler 1978, Hamman 1981). Hatchery-reared males became sexually mature at 4 years of
age and females at 5 years. After about 10 years of age, female pikeminnow typically grow to
larger sizes than males (Osmundson 2002b). Average fecundity of24, 9-year old females was
77,400 (range, 57,766-113,341) or 55,533 eggs/kg, and average fecundity of9 ten-year old
females was 66,185 (range, 11,977-91,040) or 45,451 eggs/kg (Hamman 1986).
Most information on pikeminnow reproduction has been gathered from spawning sites on the
lower 20 miles (12.2 kilometers) of the Yampa River and in Gray Canyon on the Green River
(Tyus and McAda 1984, Tyus 1985, Wick et al. 1985, Tyus 1990). Pikeminnow spawn after
peale runoff subsides. Spawning is probably triggered by several interacting variables such as
day length, temperature, flow level, and perhaps substrate characteristics. Known spawning sites
in the Yampa River are characterized by riffles or shallow runs with well-washed coarse
substrate (cobble containing relatively deep interstitial voids (for egg deposition)) in association
with deep pools or areas of slow non-turbulent flow used as staging areas by adults (Lamarra et
al. 1985, Tyus 1990). Recent investigations at a spawning site in the San Juan River by Bliesner
and Lamarra (1995) and at one site in the upper Colorado River (USFWS unpublished data)
indicate a similar association of habitats. The most unique feature at the sites used for spawning,
in comparison with otherwise similar sites nearby, is the lack ofembeddedness of the cobble
substrate and the depth to which the rocks are devoid of fine sediments; tills appears consistent at
the sites in all three rivers (Lamarra et al. 1985, Bliesner and Lamarra 1995).
Collections oflarvae and young-of-year (YOY) downstream of known spawning sites in the
Green, Yampa, and San Juan Rivers demonstrate that downstream drift of larval pikeminnow
occurs following hatclling (Haynes et al. 1984, Nesler et al. 1988, Tyus 1990, Tyus and Haines
1991, Platania 1990, Ryden 2003a). Studies on the Green and Colorado Rivers found that YOY
used backwaters almost exclusively (Holden 2000). During their first year oflife, pikeminnow
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prefer warm, turbid, relatively deep (averaging 0.4 meters [1.3 feet]) backwater areas of zero
velocity (Tyus and Haines 1991). After about 1 year, young are rarely found in such habitats,
although juveniles and subadults are often located in large deep backwaters during spring runoff
(USFWS, unpublished data; Osmundson and Burnham 1998). Studies indicate that significant
recruitment of Colorado pikeminnow may not occur every year, but occurs in episodic intervals
of several years (Osmundson and Burnham 1998).
Pikeminnow often migrate considerable distances to spawn in the Green and Yampa Rivers
(Miller et al. 1982, Archer et al. 1986, Tyus and McAda 1984, Tyus 1985, Tyus 1990), and
similar movement has been noted in the main stem San Juan River. A fish captured and tagged
in the San Juan arm ofLalce Powell in April 1987, was recaptured in the San Juan River
approximately 80 miles upstream in September 1987 (Platania 1990). Ryden and Ahlm (1996)
report that a pikerninnow captured at river mile (RM) 74.8 (between Bluff and Mexican Hat)
made a 50-60 mile migration during the spawning season in 1994, before returning to within 0.4
river miles of its original capture location. In the Green River system, adult Colorado
pikeminnow converge to reproduce at two lmown spawning areas, Yampa Canyon in the lower
Yampa River and Gray Canyon in the Green River (Tyus and McAda 1984; Tyus 1985; Tyus
1990; Tyus 1991; Irving and Modde 2000). Rates of movement for individuals are not precisely
lmown, but 2 individuals made the approximately 400 km migration from the White River below
Taylor Draw Dam to the Yampa River spawning area in less than 2 weeks. Bestgen et al. (2007)
state that adults migrate up to 745 river kilometers round-trip to spawning areas in Yampa
Canyon and in Desolation-Gray Canyon.
Although migratory behavior has been documented for pikerninnow in the San Juan River
(Platania 1990, Ryden and Ahlm 1996), of 13 radio-tagged fish tracked from 1991 to 1994, 12
were classified as sedentary and only one as migratory (Ryden and Ahlm 1996). In contrast to
pikerninnow in the Green and Yampa Rivers, the. maj ority of pikerninnow in the San Juan River
reside near the area in which they spawn (Ryden and Ahlm 1996, Miller and Ptacek 2000).
During their study, Ryden and Alum (1996) found that pikerninnow in the San Juan River
aggregated at the mouth of the Mancos River prior to spawning, a behavior not documented in
other rivers in the upper Colorado River Basin. Information on radio-tagged adult pikeminnow
during the fall suggests that pikerninnow seek out deep water areas in the Colorado River (Miller
et al. 1982, Osmundson and Kaeding 1989), as do many other riverine species. Pools, runs, and
other deep water areas, especially in upstream reaches, are important winter habitats for
pikeminnow (Osmundson et al. 1995).
Very little information is available on the influence of turbidity on the endangered Colorado
River fishes. Osmundson and Kaeding (1989) found that turbidity allows use of relatively
shallow habitats ostensibly by providing adults with cover; this allows foraging and resting in
areas otherwise exposed to avian or terrestrial predators. Tyus and Haines (1991) found that
young pikeminnow in the Green River preferred backwaters that were turbid. Clear conditions
in these shallow waters might expose young fish to predation from wading birds or exotic, sightfeeding, piscivorous fish. It is unknown whether the river was as turbid historically as it is today.
For now, it is assumed that these endemic fishes evolved under conditions of high turbidity.
Therefore, the retention ofthese higluy turbid conditions is probably an important factor in
maintaining the ability of these fish to compete with nonnatives that may not have evolved under
similar conditions.
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Critical Habitat
Critical habitat was designated in 1994 within the 100-year floodplain of the Colorado
pikeminnow's historical range in the following area of the upper Colorado River (59 FR l3374).
Colorado pikeminnow now only occur in the upper Colorado River Basin (upstream of Lee Ferry
just below the Glen Canyon Dam). Most of Lalce Powell is not suitable habitat for Colorado
pikeminnow and is not designated critical habitat. The total designated miles is 1,148 and
represents 29 percent of the historical habitat for the species.
Colorado. Moffat County. The Yampa River and its 1~O-year floodplain from the State
Highway 394 bridge in T. 6 N., R. 91 W., section I (6th Principal Meridian) to the
confluence with the Green River in T. 7 N., R. 103 W., section 28 (6th Principal
Meridian).
Utah. Uintall. Carbon. Grand. Emery. Wayne, and San Juan Counties: and Colorado.
Moffat County. The Green River and its 1~O-year floodplain from the confluence with
the Yampa River in T. 7 N., R. 103 W., section 28 (6th Principal Meridian) to the
confluence with the Colorado River in T. 30 S., R. 19 E., section 7 (Salt Lalce Meridian).
Colorado. Rio Blanco County: and Utah. Uintah County. The White River and its 100year floodplain from Rio Blanco Lalce Dam in T. IN., R. 96 W., section 6 (6th Principal .
Meridian) to the confluence with the Green River in T. 9 S., R. 20 E., section 4 (Salt Lalce
Meridian).
Colorado. Delta and Mesa Counties. The Gunnison River and its I ~O-year floodplain
from the confluence with the Uncompahgre River in T. 15 S., R. 96 W., section 11 (6th
Principal Meridian) to the confluence with the Colorado River in T. 1 S., R. I W., section
22 (Ute Meridian).
Colorado. Mesa and Garfield Counties: and Utall. Grand. San Juan. Wayne. and Garfield
Counties. The Colorado River and its 100-year floodplain from the Colorado River
Bridge at exit 90 north off Interstate 70 in T. 6 S., R. 93 W., section 16 (6th Principal
Meridian) to North Wash, including the Dirty Devil arm of Lalce Powell up to the full
pool elevation, in T. 33 S., R. 14 E., section 29 (Salt Lalce Meridian).
New Mexico. San Juan County: and Utall. San Juan County. The San Juan River and its
1~O-year floodplain from the State Route 371 Bridge in T. 29 N., R. l3 W., section 17
(New Mexico Meridian) to Neskahai Canyon in the San Juan arm of Lalce Powell in
T. 41 S., R. 11 E., section 26 (Salt Lalce Meridian) up to the full pool elevation.
The Service identified water, physical habitat, and the biological environment as primary
constituent elements of critical habitat. This includes a quantity of water of sufficient quality
that is delivered to specific habitats in accordance with a hydrologic regime that is required for
the particular life stage for the species. The physical habitat includes areas of the Colorado River
system that are inlmbited or potentially habitable for use in spawning and feeding, as a nursery,
or serve as corridors between these areas. In addition, oxbows, backwaters, and other areas in
the 1~O-year floodplain, which when inundated provide access to spawning, nursery, feeding,
16
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and rearing habitats, are included. Food supply, predation, and competition are important
elements of the biological environment.
RazorbacI{ Sucker

Like all suckers (family Catostomidae, meaning "down mouth"), the razorback sucker has a
ventral mouth with thick lips covered with papillae and no scales on its head. In general, suckers
are bottom browsers, sucking up or scraping off small invertebrates, algae, and organic matter
with their fleshy, protrusible lips (Moyle 1976). The razorback sucker is the only sucker with an
abrupt sharp-edged dorsal keel behind its head. The keel becomes more massive with age. The
head and keel are dark, the back is olive-colored, the sides are brownish or reddish, and the
abdomen is yellowish white (Sublette et al. 1990). Adults often exceed 3 kilograms (6 pounds)
. in weight and 600 millimeters (2 feet) in length. Like pikeminnow, razorback suckers may live
40-plus years. The diet consists primarily of algae, plant debris, and aquatic insect larvae
(Sublette et al. 1990).
Status and Distribution
On March 14, 1989, the Service was petitioned to conduct a status review of the razorback
sucker. Subsequently, the razorback sucker was designated as endangered under a final rule
published on October 23, 1991 (56 FR 54957). The final rule stated "Little evidence of natural
recruitment has been found in the past 30 years, and numbers of adult fish captured in the last 10
years demonstrate a downward trend relative to historic abundance. Significant changes have
occurred in razorback sucker habitat through diversion and depletion of water, introduction of
nonnative fishes, and construction and operation of dams" (56 FR 54957). Recruitment of
razorback suckers to the population continues to be a problem.
Historically, razorback suckers were found in tile main stem Colorado River and major
tributaries in Arizona, Califomia, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utili, Wyoming, and in
Mexico (Ellis 1914; Minckley 1983). Bestgen (1990) reported that this species was once so
numerous that it was co=only used as food by early settlers and that a co=ercially
marketable quantity was caught in Arizona as recently as 1949. In the upper Colorado River
Basin, razorback suckers were reported to be very abundant in the Green River near Green River,
Utili, in the late 1800s (Jordan 1891). An account in Osmundson and Kaeding (1989) reported
that residents living along the Colorado River near Clifton, Colorado, observed several tllousand
razorback suckers during spring runoff in tile 1930s and early 1940s. In the San Juan River
drainage, tile first razorback sucker from the river was documented in 1988 (platania 1990);
however, Platania and Young (1989) relayed historical accounts of alleged razorback suckers
ascending tile Animas River to Durango, Colorado, around the turn of tile century.
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The Recovery Plan (USFWS 2002b, Table 1) provides a summary of habitat occupied by tbe
razorback sucker and limits to its distribution.
River
Occupied Habitat
Green River Subbasin

Limits to Distribution

Green River

Lodore Canyon to Colorado River
confluence (580 km); populatiou
being augmented

Cold-water releases from Flaming Gorge Dam
previously restricted range, but warmed releases
may allow for range expansion

Yampa River

Craig, Colorado, to .Green River
confluence (227 Jon)

Present in low numbers in historic habitat

White River

Taylor Draw Dam to Green River
confluence (100 km)

Found in low numbers; upstream distribution
blocked by Taylor Draw Dam

Lower 2 km above Green River

Found as small aggregations during spring runoff at
mouth

Duchesne River

confluence

Upper Colorado River Subbasin

Upper Colorado
River

Palisade, Colorado, to Lake Powell
inflow (29 8 km); population being
augmented

Lower 54 Jon above Colorado· River

Gunnison River

confluence; popUlation being
reestablished through stocking.

Found in low numbers; passage by Grand Valley
Diversion completed in 1998; Price-Stubb and
Government Highline diversion dams restrict
upstream distribution; Lake Powell inflow defines
downstream distribution
Wild population considered extirpated from the
river, but fish are being stocked in the lower 54 km
above the Colorado River confluence to reestablish
the population; Redlands Fishway allows passage
since 1996; upstream distribution limited by
Hartland Diversion Dam and possibly cold-water
releases from the Aspinall Unit

San Juan River Subbasin

San Juan River

Shiprock, New Mexico, to Lake
Powell inflow (241 km); population
being reestablished through stocking

Lower Colorado River Subbasin
Potential lake-wide distribution;
Lake Mohave
popUlation being augmented

Lake Mead

Lower Colorado

River

Wild popUlation considered extirpated from the
river, but fish are being stocked between Shiprock,
NM and Lake Powell inflow (241 Jon) to reestablish
the population; diversion structures block upstream
movement; Lake Powell defines downstream
distribution

Found only in reservoir

Potential lake-wide distribution

Found only in reservoir but may extend upstream
into lower Grand Canyon; cold-water releases from
Glen Canyon Dam prevent expansion into upper
Grand Canyon

Lake Havasu to Davis Dam (96 Ian)

Stocked fish have not remained in Lake Havasu, but
have popUlated the river between the reservoir and
Davis Dam; fish spawned and produced larvae in
2000 and 200 I

Gila River Subbasin
Verde River

Limited distribution of hatchery stocks

Salt River

Limited distribution of hatchery stocks
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The map below of wild or stocked razorback sucker in the Colorado River basin was reproduced
from the Razorback Sucker Recovery Goals (USFWS 2002b, Figure I).
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Currently, the largest concentration of razorback sucker remaining in the Colorado River Basin is
in Lake Mohave on the border of Arizona and California. Estimates of the wild stock in Lalce
Mohave have fallen precipitously in recent years from 60,000 as late as 1991, to 2,5,000 in 1993
(Marsh 1993; Holden 1994), to about 9,000 in 2000 (USFWS 2002b). Until recently, efforts to
introduce young razorback sucker into Lalce Mohave have failed because of predation by
nonnative species (Minckley et al. 1991, Clarkson et al. 1993; Burke 1994). Wl;tile limited
numbers of razorback suckers persist in other locations in the Lower Colorado River, they are
considered rare or incidental and may be continuing to decline.
In the Upper Colorado River Basin, above Glen Canyon Dam, razorback suckers are found in
limited numbers in both lentic (lalce-like) and riverine enviroinnents. Small numbers of
razorback suckers have been found in Lalce Powell at the mouths of the Dirty Devil, San Juan
and Colorado Rivers. The largest populations ofrazorback suckers in the upper basin are found
in tile upper Green and lower Yampa Rivers (Tyus 1987). Lanigan and Tyus (1989) estimated a
population of 948 adults in the upper Green River. Eight years later, the population was
estimated at 524 adults and the population was characterized as stable or declining slowly with
some evidence ofrecruitrnent (Modde et al. 1996). In the Colorado River, most razorback
suckers occur in the Grand Valley area near Grand Junction, Colorado; however, they are
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increasingly rare. More recent accounts are less encouraging on the status of the razorback
sucker in the Upper Colorado River Basin, "Less than 100 wild adults are estimated to still occur
in the middle Green River of Utah and Colorado, and wild populations are considered gone from
the Gunnison, Colorado, and San Juan Rivers" (UCREFRP 2006).
Scientifically documented records of wild razorback sucker adults in the San Juan River are
limited to two fish captured in a riverside pond near Bluff, Utah in 1976, and one fish captured in
the river in 1988, also near Bluff (platania 1990). Large numbers were anecdotally reported
from a drained pond near Bluff in 1976, but no specimens were preserved to verify the species.
No wild razorback suckers were found during the 7-year research period (1991-1997) on the San
Juan Rivet (Holden 1999). However, hatchery-reared razorback sucker, especially fish greater
than 350 millimeters (13.8 inches), introduced into the San Juan River in the 1990s have
survived and reproduced, as evidenced by recapture data and collection oflarval fish (Ryden
2000b). Unti12003, there was very limited evidence indicating natural recruitment to any
population of razorback sucker in the Colorado River system (Bestgen 1990, Platania 1990,
Platania et al. 1991, Tyus 1987, McCarthy and Minckley 1987, Osmundson and Kaeding 1989,
Modde et al. 1996). In 2003, two juvenile (age-2) razorback sucker (9.8 and 10.6 inches)
thought to be wild-produced from stocked fish were collected in the lower San Juan River
(Ryden 2004a).
Razorback suckers are being reintroduced into the Colorado, Gunnison, Green, and San Juan
Rivers, and lakes Havasu and Mohave; see Baseline for more details.
Recovery
Objective, measurable criteria for recovery of razorback sucker in the Colorado River Basin are
presented for each of two recovery units (i.e., the upper basin, including the Green River, upper
Colorado River, and San Juan River subbasins; and the lower basin, including the mainstem and
its tributaries from Glen Canyon Dam downstream to the southerly International Boundary with
Mexico) because of different recovery or conservation programs and to address unique threats
and site-specific management actions/tasks necessary to minimize or remove those threats.
Recovery ofthe species is considered necessary in both the upper and lower basins because of
the present status of populations and existing information on razorback sucker biology.
Self-sustaining populations will need to be established through augmentation. These recovery
criteria will need to be reevaluated and revised after self-sustaining populations are established
and there is improved understanding of razorback sucker biology.
Downlisting can occur if, over a 5-year period: (1) genetically and demographically viable,
self-sustaining populations are maintained in the Green River subbasin and EITHER in the
upper Colorado River subbasin or the San Juan River subbasin such that - (a) the trend in adult
point estimates for each of the two populations does not decline significantly, and (b) mean
estimated recruitment of age-3 naturally produced fish equals or exceeds mean annual adult
mortality for each of the two populations, and (c) each point estimate for each of the two
popUlations exceeds 5,800 adults (5,800 is the estimated minimum viable population needed to
ensure long-term genetic and demographic viability); (2) a genetic refuge is maintained in Lake
Mohave oftlle lower basin recovery unit; (3) two genetically and demographically viable, selfsustaining populations are maintained in the lower basin recovery unit (e.g., mainstem and/or
tributaries) such that _. (a) the trend in adult point estimates for each population does not decline
20
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significantly, and (b) mean estimated recruitment of age-3 naturally produced fish equals or
exceeds mean annual adult mortality for each population, and (c) each point estimate for each
population exceeds 5,800 adults; and (4) when certain site-specific management tasks to
minimize or remove threats have been identified, developed, and implemented.
Delisting can occur if the same criteria are maintained over a 3-year period beyond downlisting
and necessary levels of protection are attained (USFWS 2002b).
Threats to the Species
A marked decline in populations of razorback suckers can be attributed to construction of dams
and reservoirs, introduction of nonnative fishes, and removal of large quantities of water from
the Colorado River system. Dams on the main stem Colorado River and its major tributaries
have fragmented populations and blocked migration routes. Dams also have drastically altered
flows, water temperatures, and channel geomorphology. These changes have modified habitats
in many areas so that they are no longer suitable for breeding, feeding, or sheltering. Major
changes in species composition have occurred due to the introduction of nonnative fishes, many
of which have thrived due to man-induced changes to the natural riverine system. Habitat has
been significantly degraded to a point where it impairs the essential life history functions of
razorback sucker, such as reproduction and recruitment into the adult population. The threats to
razorback sucker are essentially the same threats identified for Colorado pikeminnow.
The razorback sucker recovery goals identified streamflow regulation, habitat modification,
predation by nonnative fish species, and pesticides and pollutants as the primary threats to the
species (USFWS 2002b). Within the upper Colorado River Basin, recovery efforts include the
capture and removal ofrazorback suckers from alllmown locations for genetic analyses and
development of brood stocks. In the short term, augmentation (stocking) may be the only means
to prevent the extirpation of razorback sucker in the upper Colorado River Basin. However, in
the long term it is expected that natural reproduction and recruitment will occur. A genetics
management plan and augmentation plan have been written for the razorback sucker (Crist and
Ryden 2003, Ryden 2003a).
Many species of nonnative fishes occur in occupied habitat of the razorback sucker. These
nonnative fishes are predators, competitors, and vectors of parasites and diseases (Tyus et al.
1982, Lentsch et al. 1996, Pacey and Marsh 1999, Marsh et al. 2001). Many researchers believe
that nonnative species are a major cause for the lack of recruitment and that nonnative fish are
the most important biological threat to the razorback sucker (e.g., McAda and Wydoski 1980,
Mincldey 1983, Tyus 1987, USFWS 1998a, Muth et al. 2000). There are reports of predation of
razorback sucker eggs and larvae by common carp (Cyprinus carpio), channel catfish,
smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieui), largemouth bass, bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus),
green sunfish, and red-ear sunfish (Lepomis microlophus) (Jonez and Sumner 1954, Marsh and
Langhorst 1988, Langhorst 1989). Marsh and Langhorst (1988) found higher growth rates in
larval razorback sucker in the absence of predators in Lake Mohave, and Marsh and Brooks
(1989) reported that channel catfish and flathead catfish were major predators of stocked
razorback sucker in the Gila River. Juvenile razorback sucker stocked in isolated coves along
the Colorado River in California suffered extensive predation by channel catfish and largemouth
bass (Langhorst 1989). Predation upon a recently-stocked razorback sucker by an adult channel
catfish was documented in the San Juan River (Jackson 2005). Aggressive behavior between
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channel catfish and adult razorback sucker has been inferred from the presence of distinct bite
marks on the dorsal keels of four razorback suckers that match the bite characteristics of channel
catfish (Ryden 2004a).
Lentsch et al. (1996) identified six species of nonnative fishes in the upper Colorado River Basin
as threats to razorback sucker: red shiner, common carp, sand shiner, fathead minnow, channel
catfish, and green sunfish. Smaller fish, such as adult red shiner, are known predators oflarval
native fish (Ruppert et al. 1993). Latge predators, such as walleye (Stizastedian vitreum),
northern pike, and striped bass (Marone sa;mtilis), also pose a threat to subadult and adult
razorback sucker (Tyus and Beard 1990).
Life Historv
McAda and Wydoski (1980) and Tyus (1987) reported springtime aggregations of razorback
suckers in off-channel habitats and tributaries; such aggregations are believed to be associated
with reproductive activities. Tyus and Karp (1990) and Osmundson and Kaeding (1991)
reported off-channel habitats to be much warmer than the main stem river and that razorback
suckers presumably moved to these areas for feeding, resting, sexual maturation, spawning, and
other activities associated with their reproductive cycle. Reduction in spring peak flows
eliminates or reduces the frequency of inundation of off-channel habitats. The absence of these
seasonally flooded riverine habitats is believed to be a limiting factor in the successful
recruitment of razorback suckers in their native environment (Tyus and Karp 1989; Osmundson
and Kaeding 1991). Wydoski and Wick (1998) identified starvation oflarval razorback suckers
due to low zooplankton densities in the main channel and loss of floodplain habitats which
provide adequate zooplankton densities for larval food as one of the most important factors
limiting recruitment. Tyus and Karp (1990) and Modde and Wick (1997) suggested that use of
warmer, more productive flooded habitats by adult razorback suckers during the breeding season
is related to temperature preferences (23-25 DC; Bulldey and Pimental 1983) and abundance of
appropriate foods (Jonez and Sumner 1954; Vanicek 1967; Marsh 1987; Wolz and Shiozawa
1995; Modde 1997; Wydoski and Wick 1998).
While razorback suckers have never been directly observed spawning in turbid riverine
environments within the upper Colorado River Basin, captures of ripe specimens, both males and
females, have been recorded in the Yarnpa, Green, Colorado, and San Juan Rivers (Valdez et al.
1982, McAda and Wydoski 1980, Tyus 1987, Osmundson and Kaeding 1989, Tyus and Karp
1989, Tyus and Karp 1990, Osmundson and Kaeding 1991, Platania 1990, Ryden 2000b,
Jackson 2003, Ryden 2005). Sexually mature razorback suckers are generally collected on the
ascending limb of the hydro graph from ruid-April through June and are associated witll coarse
gravel substrates. Because of the relatively steep gradient in the San Juan River and lack of a
wide flood plain, razorback sucker are likely spawning in low velocity, turbid, main channel
habitats. Aggregations of ripe adults have only been documented in a few locations.
Both sexes mature as early as age four (McAda and Wydoski 1980). Fecundity, based on
ovarian egg counts, ranges from 75,000-144,000 eggs (Minc\dey 1983). McAda and Wydoski
(1980) reported an average fecundity (N=10) of 46,740 eggs/fish (27,614-76,576). Several
males attend each female; no nest is built. The adhesive eggs drift to the bottom and hatch there
(Sublette et al. 1990). Marsh (1985) reported tllat, in laboratory experiments, the percentage of
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egg hatch was greatest at 20°C (68 OF) and all embryos died at incubation temperatures of 5, 10,
and 30°C (41, 50, and 86 OF).
Because young and juvenile razorback suckers are rarely encountered, their habitat requirements
in the wild are not well known, particularly in native riverine environments. However, it is
assumed that low-velocity backwaters and side channels are important for YOY and juveniles, as
it is to the early life stages of most riverine fish. Prior to construction of large main stem dams
and the suppression of spring peak flows, low velocity, off-channel habitats (seasonally flooded
bottomlands and shorelines) were co=only available throughout the upper Colorado River
Basin (Tyus and Karp 1989, Osmundson and Kaeding 1991). Modde (1996) found that on the
Green River, larval razorback suckers entered flooded bottomlands that are connected to the
main channel during high flow. However, as mentioned earlier, because of the relatively steep
gradient of the San Juan River and the lack of a wide flood plain, flooded bottomlands are
'probably much less important in tins system than are other low velocity habitats such as
backwaters and secondary channels (Ryden, 2004a).
Spring nIigrations by adult razorback suckers were associated Witll spawning in historic accounts
(Jordan 1891; Hubbs and Miller 1953; Sigler and Miller 1963; Vanicek 1967) and a variety of
local and long-distance movements and habitat-use patterns have been subsequently
documented. Spawning nIigrations (one-way movements of 30.4-1 06.0 knl) observed by Tyus
and Karp (1990) included movements between the Ouray and Jensen areas of tile Green River
and between the Jensen area and the lower Yampa River. Initial movement of adult razorback
suckers to spawning sites was influenced primarily by increases in river discharge and
secondarily by increases in water temperature (Tyus and Karp 1990; Modde and Wick 1997;
Modde and Irving 1998). Flow and temperature cues may serve to effectively congregate
razorback suckers at spawning sites, thus increasing reproductive efficiency and success.
Reduction in spring peale flows may hinder the ability of razorback suckers to form spawning
aggregations, because spawning cues are reduced (Modde and Irving 1998).
A few domestic-reared razorback suckers released into the wild have exhibited long-distance
dispersals. One individual released into the Gunnison River was recaptured 3.5 years later 90
miles up tile Green'River, having traveled a minimum distance of 228 river miles. Anotller
individual released into tlle Gunnison River was recaptured 205 river nIiles downstream in the
Colorado River only 6.5 montlls later (Burdick 2003).

Outside of the spawning season, adult razorback suckers occupy a variety of shoreline and main
channel habitats including slow runs, shallow to deep pools, backwaters, eddies, and other
relatively slow velocity areas associated witll sand substrates (Tyus 1987, Tyus and Karp 1989,
Osmundson and Kaeding 1989, Valdez and Masslich 1989, Osmundson and Kaeding 1991, Tyus
and Karp 1990).
Critical Habitat
Critical habitat was designated in 1994 within the 1~O-year floodplain of tile razorback sucker's
historical range in tile following areas of the upper Colorado River (59 FR 13374). The primary
constituent elements are tlle same as critical habitat for Colorado pikeminnow described
previously. We designated 15 reaches of tile Colorado River system as critical habitat for tile
razorback sucker. These reaches total 1,724 nIiles as measured along the center line of the river
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within the subject reaches. The designation represents approximately 49 percent of the historical
habitat for the species and includes reach!,,!s of the Green, Yampa, Duchesne, Colorado, White,
Gunnison and San Juan Rivers.
The Yampa River and its 100-year floodplain from the mouth of Cross Mountain Canyon
(T. 6 N., R. 98 W., section 23, 6th Principal Meridian) to the confluence with the Green
River.
The Green River and its 100-year floodplain from the confluence with the Yampa River
to the confluence with the Colorado River.
The White River and its 100-year floodplain from the boundary of the Uintah and Ouray
Indian Reservation at river mile 18 (T. 9 S., R. 22 E., section 21, Salt Lake Meridian) to
the confluence with the Green River.
The Duchesne River and its 100-year floodplain from river mile 2.5 (T. 4 S., R. 3 E.,
section 30, Salt Lake Meridian) to the confluence with the Green River.
The Gunnison River and its 100-year floodplain from the confluence with the
Uncompallgre River to Redlands Diversion Dam (T. 1 S., R. 1 W., section 27, Ute
Meridian).
The Colorado River and its 1OO-year floodplain from Colorado River Bridge in Rifle at
exit 90 north off Interstate 70 (T. 6 S., R. 93 W., section 16, 6th Principal Meridian) to
full pool elevation, upstream of North Wash, and including the Dirty Devil arm of Lake
Powell (T. 33 S., R. 14 E., section 29, Salt Lake Meridian).
The San Juan River and its 1OO-year floodplain from the Hogback Diversion (T. 29 N.,
R. 16 W., section 9, New Mexico Meridian) to the full pool elevation at the mouth of
Neskahai Canyon on the San Juan arm of Lake Powell (T. 41 S., R. 11 E., section 26, Salt
Lake Meridian).
The primary constituent elements of critical habitat are the same as those described earlier for
pikeminnow.

Humpback Chub
The humpback chub is a medium-sized fish (up to 20 inches) in the illinnow family that can live
30 years. The adults have a pronounced dorsal hump, a narrow flattened head, a fleshy snout
with an inferior-subterminal mouth, and small eyes. It has silvery sides with a brown or olive
colored back.
Status and Distribution
The humpback chub is endemic to the Colorado River Basin. Humpback chub remains have
been dated to about 4000 B.C., but the fish was not described as a species until the 1940s (Miller
1946), presumably because of its restricted distribution in remote white water canyons (USFWS
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1990a). Because of this, its original distribution is not known. The humpback chub was listed as
endangered on March 11, 1967.
Failure to recognize Gila cypha as a species unti11946 complicated interpretation of the historic
distribution of humpback chubs (Douglas et al. 1989, 1998). Until the 1950s, the humpback
chub was known only from Grand Canyon. During surveys in the 1950s and 1960s humpback
chub were also found in the Green River (Holden and Stalnaker 1970, Vanicek et al. 1970). Best
available information indicates that before Flaming Gorge Dam, humpback chubs were
distributed in canyon regions throughout much of the Green River, from the present site of
Flaming Gorge Reservoir downstream through Desolation and Gray canyons 01 anicek 1967,
Holden and Stalnalcer 1975). Historic collection records of humpback chub also exist from the
Yampa and White Rivers (Holden and Stalnalcer 1975, Miller et al. 1982b, Sigler and Miller
1963, Tyus 1998) and the Colorado River near Moab (Sigler and Miller 1963).
The map below of the distribution of humpback chub in the Colorado River basin was
reproduced from the Humpback Chub Recovery Goals (USFWS 2002c, Figure 1).
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Today the largest populations of this species occur in the Little Colorado and Colorado Rivers in
the Grand Canyon, and in Black Rocks and Westwater Canyon in the upper Colorado River.
Other populations have been reported in De Beque Canyon of the Colorado River, Desolation
and Gray Canyons of the Green River, Yampa and Whirlpool Canyons in Dinosaur National
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Monument (USFWS 1990a). One individual was recently captured in the Gunnison River
(Burdick 1995).
Monitoring humpback chub populations is ongoing and sampling protocols and reliability of
population estimates are being assessed by the Service and cooperating entities. The humpback
chub recovery goals (USFWS 2002c) provided the following preliminary population estimates
for adults in the six primary populations:
Black Rocks, Colorado River, Colorado -- 900-1,500
Westwater Canyon, Colorado River, Utall -- 2,000-5,000
Yampa Canyon, Yampa River, Colorado -- 400-600
Desolation/Gray Canyons, Green River, Utah -- 1,500
Cataract Canyon, Colorado River, Utah -- 500
Grand Canyon, Colorado River and Little Colorado River, Arizona -- 2,000-4,700
Low numbers of humpback chub have been captured in Whirlpool Canyon and Split Mountain
Canyon on the Green River in Dinosaur National Monument; however, these fish were
considered part of the Yampa River population in the Recovery Goals (USFWS 2002c), and not
separate populations.
Recovery
Recovery goals for the humpback chub (USFWS 2002c) were approved on August 1, 2002.
According to these recovery goals, downlisting can be considered if, over a 5-year period:
-I'

=

the trend in adult (age 4+; > 200
total length) point estimates for each ofthe six
extant populations does not decline significantly; and

=

mean estimated recruitment ofage-3 (150-199
total length) naturally produced fish
equals or exceeds mean annual adult mortality for each of the six extant populations; and
two genetically and demographically viable, self-sustaining core populations are
maintained, such that each point estimate for each core population exceeds 2,100 adults
(2,100 is the estimated minimum viable population needed to ensure long-term genetic
and demographic viability); and
certain site-specific management tasks to minimize or remove threats have been
identified, developed, and implemented.
Delisting can be considered if, over a 3-year period beyond downlisting:
-I'

the trend in adult point estimates for each of the six extant populations does not decline
significantly; and
mean estimated recruitment of age-3 naturally produced fish equals or exceeds mean
annual adult mortality for each of the six extant populations; and
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three genetically and demographically viable, self-sustaining core populations are
maintained, such that each point estimate for each core population exceeds 2,100 adults;
and
certain site-specific management tasks to minimize or remove threats have been finalized
and implemented, and necessary levels of protection are attained.
Threats to the Species
Although historic data are limited, the apparent range-wide decline in humpback chubs is likely
due to a combination of factors including alteration of river habitats by reservoir inundation,
changes in stream discharge and temperature, competition with and predation by introduced fish
species, and other factors such as changes in food resources resulting from stream alterations
(USFWS 1990a).
TIle primary threats to humpback chub are stream flow regulation and habitat modification
(affecting constituent elements: water and physical habitat); competition with and predation by
nonnative fishes; parasitism; hybridization with other native Gila species; and pesticides and
pollutants (USFWS 2002c) (all affecting constituent element: biological environment). The
existing habitat, altered by these threats, has been modified to the extent that it impairs essential
behavior patterns, such as breeding, feeding, and sheltering. The threats to humpback chub in
relation to flow regulation and habitat modification, predation by nonnative fishes, and pesticides
and pollutants are essentially the same threats identified for Colorado pikeminnow.
The humpback chub population in the Grand Canyon is threatened by predation from nonnative
trout in the Colorado River below Glen Canyon Dam. This population is also threatened by the
Asian tapeworm reported in humpback chub in the Little Colorado River (USFWS 2002c). No
Asian tapeworms have been reported in the upper basin populations. In Grand Canyon, brown
trout (Sa11l10 trutta), channel catfish (Ictalums punctalus), black bullhead (Ameiurus melas), and
rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus 1I1ykiss) have been identified as principal predators of juvenile
humpback chub, with consumption estimates that suggest loss of complete year classes to
predation (Marsh and Douglas 1997; Valdez and RyeI1997). Valdez and Ryel (1997) also
suggested that common carp (Cyprinus carpio) could be a significant predator of incubating
humpback chub eggs in the lower Colorado River. In the upper basin, Chart and Lentsch (2000)
identified channel catfish as the principal predator of humpback chub in Desolation and Gray
Canyons. The Upper Colorado River Recovery Plan identified channel catfish as the principal
predator of humpback chub in Yampa Canyon and is pursuing development and implementation
of a control program (USFWS 2002c).
Survival rates are extremely low and believed to be less than 1 in 1,000 to 2 years of age. Low
water temperatures and predation are believed to be the primary factors. Valdez and Ryel (1995)
estimate that 250,000 young humpback chub are consumed by brown trout, rainbow trout, and
channel catfish.
Hybridization with roundtail chub (Gila rob us/a) and bonytail, where they occur with humpback
chub, is recognized as a threat to humpback chub. A larger proportion of roundtail chub have
been found in Black Rocks and Westwater Canyon during low flow years (Kaeding et al. 1990,
Chart and Lentsch 2000), which increase the chances for hybridization.
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Life History
Unlike Colorado pikeminnow and razorb!lck sucker, which are lmown to make extended
migrations of up to several hundred miles to spawning areas in the Green and Yampa Rivers,
humpback chubs in the Green River do not appear to make extensive migrations (Karp and Tyus
1990). Generally, humpback chub show fidelity for canyon reaches and move very little (Miller
et al. 1982; Valdez and Clemmer 1982; Archer et al. 1985; Burdick and Kaeding 1985; Kaeding
et al. 1990; Chart and Lentsch 1999a; Chart and Lentsch 1999b). Movements of adult humpback
chub in Black Rocks on the Colorado River were essentially restricted to a I-mile reach. These
results were based on the recapture of Carlin-tagged fish and radiotelemetry studies conducted
from 1979 to 1981 (Valdez et al. 1982) and 1983 to 1989 (Archer et al. 1985; Kaeding et al.
1990). However, a few fish have moved between Black Rocks and Westwater Canyon, a
distance of 14 miles (Valdez and Clemmer 1982, Kaeding et al. 1990, Chart and Lentsch 1999a).
Tyus and Karp (1991) found that in the Yampa and Green Rivers in Dinosaur National
Monument, humpback chubs spawn during spring and early summer following peak flows at
water temperatures of about 20 DC. They estimated that the spawning period for humpback chub
ranges from May into July, with spawning occurring earlier in low-flow years and later in highflow years; spawning was thought to occur only during a 4-5 week period (Karp and Tyus
1990). Similar to the Yampa and Green Rivers, peak hatch of Gila larvae in Westwater Canyon
on the Colorado River appears to occur on the descending limb of the hydrograph following
spring runoff at maximum daily water temperatures of approximately 20 to 21 DC (Chart and
Lentsch 1999a). Tyus and Karp (1989) reported that humpback chubs occupy and spawn in and
near shoreline eddy habitats and that spring peak flows were important for reproductive success
because availability of these habitats is greatest during spring runoff.
High spring flows that simulate the magnitude and timing of the natural hydro graph provide a
number of benefits to humpback chubs in the Yampa and Green Rivers. Bankfull and overbank
flows provide allochthonous energy input to the system in the form ofterrestrial organic matter
and insects that are utilized as food. High spring Hows clean spawning substrates of fine
sediments and provide physical cues for spawning. High flows also form large recirculating
eddies used by adult fish. High spring flows (50 percent exceedance or greater) have been
implicated in limiting the abundance and reproduction of some nonnative fish species under
certain conditions (Chart and Lentsch 1999a, 1999b) and have been correlated with increased
recruitment of humpback chubs (Chart and Lentsch 1999b).
In the Green River and upper Colorado River, humpback chubs spawned in spring and summer
as flows declined shortly after the spring peak (Valdez and Clemmer 1982; Valdez et al. 1982;
Kaeding and Zimmerman 1983; Tyus and Karp 1989; Karp and Tyus 1990; Chart and Lentsch
1999a, 1999b). Similar spawning patterns were reported from Grand Canyon (Kaeding and
Zimmerman 1983; Valdez and Rye11995, 1997). Little is lmown about spawning habitats and
behavior of humpback chub. Although humpback chub are believed to broadcast eggs over
mid-channel cobble and gravel bars, spawning in the wild has not been observed for this species.
Gorman and Stone (1999) reported that ripe male humpback chubs in the Little Colorado River
aggregated in areas of complex habitat structure (i.e., matrix oflarge boulders and travertine
masses combined with chutes, runs, and eddies, 0.5-2.0 m deep) and were associated with
deposits of clean gravel.
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Muth et al. (2000) summarized flow and temperature needs of humpback chub in the Green
River subbasin as:
" ... The habitat requirements of the humpback chub are incompletely understood. It is
Imown that fish spawn on the descending limb of the spring hydro graph at temperatures
greater than 17°C. Rather than migrate, adults congregate in near-shore eddies during
spring and spawn locally. They are believed to be broadcast spawners over gravel and
cobble substrates. Young humpback chubs typically use low-velocity shoreline habitats,
including eddies and backwaters, that are more prevalent under base-flow conditions.
After reaching approximately 40-50 mm TL, juveniles move into deeper and
higher-velocity habitats in the main channel.
Increased recruitment of humpback chubs in Desolation and Gray Canyons was
correlated with moderate to high water years from 1982 to 1986 and in 1993 and 1995.
Long, warm growing seasons, which stimulate fish growth and a low abundance of
competing and predatory nonnative fishes also have been implicated as potential factors
that increase the survival of young humpback chubs.
High spring flows increase the availability of the large eddy habitats utilized by adult
fish. High spring flows also maintain the complex shoreline habitats that are used as
nursery habitat by young fish during subsequent base flows. Low-velocity nursery
habitats that are used by young fish are warmer and more productive at low base flows."
Newly hatched larvae average 6.3-7.5 mm TL (Snyder 1981, Behnke and Benson 1983, Muth
1990), and I-month-old fish are approximately 20 mm long (Hamman 1982). Unlike Colorado
pilceminnow and razorback sucker, no evidence exists oflong-distance larval drift (Miller and
Hubert 1990; Robinson et al. 1998). Upon emergence from spawning gravels, humpback chub
larvae remain in the vicinity of boltom surfaces (Marsh 1985) near spawning areas (Chart and
Lentsch 1999a).
Backwaters, eddies, and runs have been reported as common capture locations for young-of-year
humpback chub (Valdez and Clemmer 1982). These data indicate that in Black Rocks and
Westwater Canyon, young utilize shallow areas. Habitat suitability index curves developed by
Valdez et al. (1990) indicate young-of-year prefer average depths of 2.1 feet with a maximum of
5.1 feet. Average velocities were reported at 0.2 feet per second. In the Grand Canyon, nearly
all fish smaller than 100 mm TL were captured near shore, whereas most fish larger than this
were captured in offshore habitats (Valdez and RyeI1995).
Valdez et al. (1982) and Wick et al. (1981) found adult humpback chub in Black Rocks and
Westwater Canyons in water averaging 50 feet in depth with a maximum depth of92 feet. In
these localities, humpback chub were associated with large boulders and steep cliffs. Valdez and
Ryell (1997) captured or located adults most often in large recirculating eddies.
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Critical Habitat
Critical habitat was designated for the humpback chub along seven river reaches totaling 379
miles on March 21,1994 (59 FR 13374). Designated critical habitat malces up about 28 percent
of the species' original range and occurs in both the Upper and Lower Colorado River Basins.
Although humpback chub life history and habitat use differs greatly from the other endangered
Colorado River fish, tlle Service determined that the primary constituent elements (water,
physical habitat, and biological environment) oftlleir critical habitat were tlle same. Critical
habitat was designated in tlle following areas:
•

The Yampa River within Dinosaur National Monument in Colorado,

•

The Green River from its confluence with tlle Yampa River downstream to the southern
boundary of Dinosaur National Monument (including the canyon reaches of Whirlpool
and Split Mountain), and the Green River within Desolation and Gray Canyons,

•

The Colorado River in Utall from Black Rocks to Fish Ford and from Brown Betty Rapid
River to Imperial Canyon, and in Arizona from Nautiloid Canyon to Granite Park.

•

The Little Colorado River in Arizona from river mile 8 to tlle confluence with the
Colorado River

Yampa Canyon has not been affected by stream flow regulation lilce Split Mountain, Desolation,
and Gray Canyons on the Green River. .However, Yampa Canyon has recently been invaded by
high numbers of smallmouth bass changing the biological environment of critical habitat.
Bonytail
Bonytail are medium-sized fish (up to 22 inches) in the minnow family tllat can live 50 years.
Adult bonytail are gray or olive colored on the back with silvery sides and a white belly. The
adult bonytail has an elongated body with a long, tlrin caudal peduncle. The head is small and
compressed compared to the rest of the body. The mouth is slightly overhung by the snout and
fuere is a smootlliow hump behind the head that is not as pronounced as the hump on a
humpback chub.
Status and Distribution
The bonytail is endemic to the Colorado River Basin and was historically co=on to abundant
in warm-water reaches oflarger rivers of the basin from Mexico to Wyoming. The species
experienced a dramatic, but poorly documented, decline starting in about 1950, following
construction of several mainstem dams, introduction of nonnative fishes, poor land-use practices,
and degraded water quality (USFWS 2002d).
The bonytail is tlle rarest native fish in the Colorado River. Little is known about its specific
habitat requirements or cause of decline, because the bonytail was extirpated from most of its
historic range prior to extensive fishery surveys. It was listed as endangered on April 23, 1980.
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Currently, no self-sustaining populations ofbonytail are Imown to exist in the wild, and very few
individuals have been caught anywhere witlrin the basin. Since 1977, only 11 wild adults have
been reported from the upper basin (\I aldez et al. 1994).
Fo=erly reported as widespread and abundant in mainstem rivers (Jordan and Eve=ann 1896),
its populations have been greatly reduced. Remnant populations presently occur in the wild in
low numbers in Lalce Mohave and several fish have been captured in Lalce Powell and Lalce
Havasu (USFWS 2002d). The last Imown riverine area where bonytail were common was the
Green River in Dinosaur National Monument, where Vanicek (1967) and Holden and Stalnalcer
(1970) collected 91 specimens during 1962-1966: From 1977 to 1983, no bonytail were
collected from the Colorado or Gumrison Rivers in Colorado or Utall (Wick et al. 1981, Valdez
et al. 1982; Miller et al. 1984). However, in 1984, a single bonytail was collected from Black
Rocks on tlle Colorado River (Kaeding et al. 1986). Several suspected bonytail were captured in
Cataract Canyon in 1985-1987 (\Ialdez 1990).
Bonytail were extirpated between Flallling Gorge Dam and the Yampa River, primarily because
of rotenone poisoning and cold-water releases from tlle dam (USFWS 2002c). Surveys from
1964 to 1966 found large numbers ofbonytail in tlle Green River in Dinosaur National
Monument downstream of the Yampa River confluence (\Ianicelc and Kramer 1969). Surveys
from 1967 to 1973 found far fewer bonytail (Holden and Stalnalcer 1975). Few bonytail have
been captured after this period, and tlle last recorded capture in the Green River was in 1985
(USFWS 2002d). Bonytail are so rare that it is currently not possible to conduct population
estimates.
The map below ofllie recent distribution of wild bonytail in the Colorado River basin was
reproduced from tlle Bonytail Recovery Goals (USFWS 2002d, Fig. 1).
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Approximately 130,000 hatchery-produced Fl and F2fish were released into Lake Mohave
between 1981 and 1987 as part of an effort by the Service to prevent extinction and promote
eventual recovery of the species. Younger bonytail of adult size and spawning ability have been
collected from the reservoir in the 1990s along with the old adults of the founder population. It
is unknown whether these younger adults are from the original stockings or a result of natural
reproduction. Releases of hatchery-reared adults into riverine reaches in the upper basin have
resulted in low survival (Chart and Cranney 1991), with no evidence of reproduction or
recruitment.
Current stocking plans for bonytail identifY the middle Green River and the Yampa River in
Dinosaur National Monument as the highest priority for stocking in Colorado and the plan calls
for 2,665 fish to be stocked per year over the next six years (Nesler et al. 2003). Between 1998
and 2003, the number ofbonytail stocked in the Green River subbasin was 189,438 fish, with the
majority of the fish being juveniles at the time of stocking. The only known bonytail that
presently occur in the Yampa River are the individuals recently reintroduced at Echo Park, near
the confluence witll the Green River. In July of 2000 approximately 5,000 juveniles (5 to 10 cm)
were stocked.
Recoverv
Recovery goals for the bonytail (USFWS 2002d) were approved on August 1, 2002. According
to these recovery goals, downlisting can be considered if, over a 5-year period:
v' genetically and demographically viable, self-sustaining populations are maintained in the

Green River subbasin and upper Colorado River subbasin such that (a) the trend in adult
(age 4+; > 250 mm TL) point estimates for each of the two populations does not decline
significantly, and (b) mean estimated recruitment ofage-3 (150-249 mm TL) naturally
produced fish equals or exceeds mean annual adult mortality for each of the two
populations, and (c) each point estimate for each oftlle two populations exceeds 4,400
adults (4,400 is the estimated minimum viable population needed to ensure long-term
genetic and demographic viability); and
v' a genetic refuge is maintained in a suitable location (e.g., Lalce Mohave, Lalce Havasu) in

tlle lower basin recovery unit; and
v' two genetically and demographically viable, self-sustaining populations are maintained in

the lower basin recovery unit (e.g., mainstem and/or tributaries) such that (a) the trend in
adult point estimates for each population does not decline significantly, and (b) mean
estimated recruitment of age-3 naturally produced fish equals or exceeds mean annual
adult mortality for each population, and (c) each point estimate for each population
exceeds 4,400 adults; and
v' certain site-specific management tasks to minimize or remove threats have been

identified, developed, and implemented.
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Delisting can be considered if, over a 3-year period beyond downlisting:
,( genetically and demographically viable, self-sustaining populations are maintained in the
Green River subbasin and upper Colorado River subbasin such that (a) the trend in adult
point estimates for each ofthe two populations does not decline significantly, and
(b) mean estimated recruitment of age-3 naturally produced fish equals or exceeds mean
annual adult mortality for each of the two populations, and (c) each point estimate for
each of the two populations exceeds 4,400 adults; and
,{ a genetic refuge is maintained in the lower basin recovery unit; and
,( two genetically and demographically viable, self-sustaining populations are maintained in
the lower basin recovery unit such that (a) the trend in adult point estimates for each
population does not decline significantly, and (b) mean estimated recruitment of age-3
naturally produced fish equals or exceeds mean annual adult mortality for each
population, and (c) each point estimate for each population exceeds 4,400 adults; and
,{ certain site-specific management tasks to minimize or remove threats have been finalized
and implemented, and necessary levels of protection are attained.
Threats to the Species
The primary threats to bonytail are stream flow regulation and habitat modification (affecting
constituent elements: water and physical habitat); competition with and predation by nonnative
fishes; hybridization with other native Gila species; and pesticides and pollutants (USFWS
2002d) (affecting constituent element: biological environment). The existing habitat, altered by
these threats, has been modified to the extent that it impairs essential behavior patterns, such as
breeding, feeding, and sheltering. The threats to bonytail in relation to flow regulation and
habitat modification, predation by nonnative fishes, and pesticides and pollutants are essentially
the same threats identified for Colorado pikeminnow. Threats to bonytail in relation to
hybridization are essentially the same threats identified for humpback chub.
Life History
The bonytail is considered a species that is adapted to mainstem rivers, where it has been
observed in pools and eddies (Vanicek 1967; Mincldey 1973). Offive specimens captured most
recently in the upper basin, four were captured in deep, swift, rocky canyons (Yampa Canyon,
Black Rocks, Cataract Canyon, and Coal Creek Rapid), but the fifth was talcen in Lalce Powell.
Since 1974, all bonytails captured in the lower basin were caught in reservoirs. It has been
suggested that the large fms and streamlined body of the bonytail is an adaptation to torrential
flows (Miller 1946).
Little is known of the food habits of tlle bonytaiL McDonald and Dotson (1960) reported that· .
"Colorado chub" were largely omnivorous with a diet of terrestrial insects, plant matter, and fish.
Several chubs were observed feeding on floating masses of debris washed by heavy rainfalL
Vanicek (1967) reported that "Colorado chubs" fed mainly on terrestrial insects (mostly adult
beetles and grasshoppers), plant debris, leaves, stems, and woody fragments.
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Spawning ofbonytail has never been observed in a river, but ripe fish were collected in Dinosaur
National Monument during late June and early July suggesting that spawning occurred at water
temperatures of about 18 DC ('I anicek and Kramer 1969). Similar to other closely related Gila
species, bonytail probably spawn in rivers in -spring over rocky substrates; spawning has been
observed in reservoirs over rocky shoals and shorelines. It has been recently hypothesized that
flooded bottomlands may provide important bonytail nursery habitat.
In the Green River, Vanicek (1967) reported that bonytails were generally found in pools and
eddies in the absence of, although occasionally adj acent to, strong current and at varying depths
generally over silt and silt-boulder substrates. Adult bonytail captured in Cataract, Desolation,
and Gray Canyons were sympatric with humpback chub in shoreline eddies among emergent
boulders and cobble, and adjacent to swift current ('Ialdez 1990). The diet of the bonytail is
presumed similar to that of the humpback chub (USFWS percent2002d).
Although sufficient information on physical processes that affect bonytail habitats was not
available to recommend specific flow and temperature regimes in the Green River to benefit tins
species, Muth et al. (2000) concluded that flow and temperature recommendations made for
Colorado pikenIinnow, razorback sucker, and humpback chub would presumably benefit
bonytail and would not linIit their its future recovery potential. The species is being reintroduced
into the Colorado, Green, and Yampa Rivers, and into Lalce Havasu and Lalce Mojave.
Critical Habitat
A total of 499 km (312 nIiles) of river, representing about 14% of the species' IIistoric range, has
been designated as critical habitat for tile bonytail in the following sections of the Colorado
River Upper Basin (59 FR 13374).
The Yampa River within Dinosaur National Monument in Colorado.
The Green River (WlIirlpool and Split Mountain) from tile confluence with tile Yampa
River to the southern boundary of Dinosaur National Monument.
The Green River (Desolation and Gray Canyons) from Sumner's AmplIitheater in T. 12
S., R. 18 E., section 5 (Salt Lalce Meridian) to Swasey's Rapid (rivernIile 12) in T. 20 S.,
R. 16 E., section 3 (Salt Lalce Meridian).
The Colorado River from Black Rocks (river mile 13 7) in T. 10 S., R. 104 W., section 25
(6th Principal Meridian) to Fish Ford in T. 21 S., R. 24 E., section 35 (Salt Lalce
Meridian).
The Colorado River from Brown Betty Rapid in T. 30 S., R. 18 E., section 34 (Salt Lalce
Meridian) to hnperial Canyon in T. 31 S., R. 17 E., section 28 (Salt Lalce Meridian).
The Colorado River from Hoover Dam to Davis Dam including Lalce Mohave up to its
full pool elevation.
The Colorado River from the northern boundary of Havasu National Wildlife Refuge to
Parker Dam, including Lalce Havasu up to its full pool elevation.
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The Service has identified water, physical habitat, and the biological environment as the primary
constituent elements ofbonytail critical habitat (59 FR 13374). Water includes a quantity of
water of sufficient quality delivered to a specific location in accordance with a hydrologic regime
required for the particular life stage for each species. TIle physical habitat includes areas of the
Colorado River system that are inhabited or potentially habitable for use in spawning and
feeding, as a nursery, or serve as corridors between these areas. In addition, oxbows,
backwaters, and other areas in the 1~O-year floodplain, when inundated, provide access to
spawning, nursery, feeding, and rearing habitats. Food supply, predation, and competition are
important elements of the biological environment. Recent information collected by the Recovery
Program suggests that floodplain habitats may be more important to the survival and recovery of
the bonytail than the Service originally thought.
The Green River sections of critical habitat (Whirlpool, Split Mountain, Desolation, and Gray
Canyons) have been affected by stream flow regulation. Yampa Canyon flows, on the other
hand, have not been affected by upstream dams. However, Yampa Canyon has recently been
invaded by high numbers of smallmouth bass changing the biological environment of critical
habitat.
ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE
The environmental baseline includes the past and present impacts of all Federal, State, and
private actions and other human activities in the action area; the anticipated impacts of all
proposed Federal projects in the action area that have already undergone formal section 7
consultation; and the impact of State or private actions contemporaneous with the consultation
process.
The action area is defmed at 50 CFR 402 to mean "all areas to be affected directly or indirectly
by the Federal action and not merely the inmlediate area involved in the action." For the
purposes of this consultation, the action area has been defined to include BLM lands in western
Colorado, or private lands underlain by Federal minerals, that ultimately drain into the Colorado
River, excluding the San Juan River basin, and those river reaches in Utah that are downstream
oftllese lands (to Lake Powell) that are occupied by any of the four endangered fish species.
The environmental baseline will focus on conditions within Colorado where the impacts of water
depletions would be greatest. Thus, the environmental baseline will emphasize conditions witllin
tlle Yampa, White, Colorado (upstream from the Utah border), and Gunnison Rivers, more so
tlmn tllose in the Green River or Utall portion of the Colorado River.
Colorado pikenlinnow
The Colorado pikeminnow is a year-round resident of the Yampa and Green Rivers, and occurs
seasonally in the. Little Snake River (Marsh et al. 1991; Wick et al. 1991). Spawning habitat in
the Yampa River below the confluence witll tlle Little Snalm River is one of tlle known spawning
sites in the Green River subbasin and has been identified as important habitat for Colorado
pikeminnow (Bestgen et al. ~998, Tyus 1990). The estimate of adult Colorado pikenlinnow
associated with the spawning site in Yampa Canyon in the lower 32 km ofthe Yampa River is
approximately 1,400 fish. TIle estimate for the Three Fords spawning site in Gray Canyon in the
lower Green River is approximately 1,000 adults (Crowl and Bouwes 1998). Because some
Colorado pikenlinnow from the Green River migrate into the Yampa River to spawn, the
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Colorado pikeminnow in the Yampa River are considered part of the Green River subbasin
population. The Yampa River spawning area consistently produces more larvae than the
spawning area in the lower Green River (Bestgen et al. 1998).
As stated in the Status of the Species section, more recent data presented by Bestgen et al. (2007)
indicates that numbers of adult pikeminnow declined in tile Green River Basin from 3,300 in
2001 to 2,142 in 2003, a reduction of35 percent. According to the authors, it was difficult to
ascertain whether the decline was from antlrropogenic or natural causes, or some combination of
the two. The most recent (2003) population estimate for the Yampa River is 224 adults; no
recruits were found in the Yampa River because larvae drift downstream to the Green River for
growth and development.
The White River provides 168 river kilometers of quality in-channel habitat that is utilized by
adult and juvenile Colorado pikeminnow (Martinez et al. 1994). Although spawning sites are
unknown on tile White River, some of the highest catch rates for adult Colorado pikeminnow
have been from the White River immediately below Taylor Draw Dam near Rangely, Colorado.
Radio-tagged adults were found to move out of the White River to spawn in the Green and
Yampa Rivers before returning again to the White River (Lentsch et al. 2000). Adult abundance
estimates in tile White River declined from 1,100 aninlals in 2000 to 407 aninlals in 2003 and
recruit-sized estimates declined from 45 aninlals in 200 I to zero in 2003 (Bestgen et al. 2007).
Osmundson and Burnham (1998) estimated the population of adult and subadult Colorado
pikeminnow in the Colorado River (from Palisade to tile confluence witll the Green River) to be
600-650 individuals during 1991-1994. The population estimate for the Colorado River
increased to an average of742 for tile next three-year sampling period, 1998-2000 (Osmundson
2002b). Estimates of wild adult (> 450 mm) Colorado pikeminnow in the upper Colorado River
(from Palisade, Colorado to Lalce Powell) averaged approximately 750 fish during tile 20032005 surveys (D. Osmundson, Fisheries Biologist, USFWS, unpublished data, 2008). There are
no specific population estimates for Colorado pikeminnow in the Gunnison River and no specific
population estimates for this species above Palisade on the mainstem Colorado River; few wild
pikeminnoware likely to be found in tllese reaches. However, since fish passage was
constructed in 1996 at the Redlands Diversion Dam on the Gunnison River, 81 Colorado
pikeminnow have used the passage and reproduction has recently been documented upstream of
the fish passage (UCREFRP 2007).
The Colorado River in the Grand Valley area near Grand Junction is occupied year round by
Colorado pikeminnow. A 15-mile reach in this section of river between the Grand Valley
Diversion and the confluence with the Gunnison River has been identified as important habitat
for Colorado pikeminnow. Pikeminnow are known to spawn within tins reach and larval
pikeminnowhave been found within and just downstream of this reach. The 10 miles below this
reach are also important and have been classified as a "Young of tile Year Nursery Area" by the
Basin Biology Subcommittee (USFWS 1984).
The Colorado pikeminnow population has been augmented by stocking bOtil in the Colorado and
Gunnison Rivers. The integrated stocking plan (Nesler et al. 2003) calls for 1,125 age 3+ fish to
be stocked into each of two river reaches for 8 successive years: 1) Colorado River (Rifle to
De Beque Canyon), and 2) Gunnison River (Hartland to Redland dams). During the period from
2000 tlrrough 2004, over 2,800 Colorado pikeminnow were stocked into tile upper Colorado
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River. During 2003-2004, approximately 2,250 Colorado pikeminnow were stocked into the
Gunnison River. During 2005 surveys, recaptures of these stocked pikeminnow in both reaches
led to an estimate of 185 remaining individuals, or 3.6 percent of those that were stocked (D.
Osmundson, Fisheries Biologist, USFWS, pers. comm. 2008). Most, ifnot all, pikeminnow
ultimately moved downstream and out of the upper Colorado and Gunnison River reaches where
they were stocked (D. Osmundson, Fisheries Biologist, USFWS, pers. comm. 2008). Despite the
goals of the integrated stocking plan, no further Colorado pikeminnow stocking has taken place
since 2004. In the Green River, Colorado pikeminnow were only stocked in 1999 when 36 were
released.
Razorback sucker
Prior to 1991, the last confirmed documentation of a razorback sucker juvenile in the Upper
Basin was a capture in the Colorado River near Moab, Utah (Taba et al. 1965). In 1991, two
early juvenile razorback suckers were collected in the lower Green River near Hell Roaring
Canyon (Gutermuth et al. 1994). Between 1992 and 1995 larval razorback suckers were
collected in the middle and lower Green River and within the Colorado River inflow to Lal<e
Powell (Muth 1995).
No current population estimates of razorback sucker in the upper Colorado or Yampa Rivers are
available due to low numbers captured in recent years. The lower Yampa River provides adult·
habitat, spawning habitat, and potential nursery areas occur downstream in the Green River
(USFWS 1998a). Modde and Smith (1995) reported that adult razorback suckers were collected
between RM 13 and RM 0.1 of the Yampa River, but just one juvenile. The single fish (389
mm) was collected at RM 39 in June 1994. Razorback suckers are rarely found upstream as far
as the confluence with the Little Snake River (McAda and Wydoski 1980, Lanigan and Tyus
1989). Tyus and Karp (1990) located concentrations of ripe razorback suckers at the mouth of
the Yampa River during the spring in 1987-1989. Ripe fish were captured in runs associated
with bars of cobble, gravel, and sand substrates in water averaging 0.63 m deep and mean
velocity of 0.74 mls.
Osmundson and Kaeding (1991) reported that the number of razorback sucker captures in the
Grand Junction area has declined dramatically since 1974. Between 1984 and 1990, intensive
collecting effort captured only 12 individuals in the Grand Valley (Osmundson and Kaeding
1991). In 1991 and 1992,28 adult razorback suckers were collected from isolated ponds
adjacent to the Colorado River near De Beque, Colorado (Burdick 1992). No young razorback
suckers have been collected in recent times in the Colorado River. The wild population of
razorback sucker is considered extirpated from the Gunnison River (Burdick and Bonar 1997).
The population is being augmented by stocking both in the Colorado and Gunnison Rivers.
Nearly 50,000 juvenile, sub-adult, and adult razorback sucker were stocked in both the Upper
Colorado (approximately 31,500) and Gunnison (approximately 18,500) Rivers in Colorado
between 1994 and 2001. However, despite regular sampling, only 84 of these fish were
recaptured 6 months or more following stocking (Burdick 2003). Many of the stocked fish were
less than 200 mm; Burdick (2003) determined that it may be futile to stock individuals of this
size or smaller due to their very low survival rate. Since fish passage was constructed in 1996 at
the Redlands Diversion Dam on the Gunnison River (after 80 years of blocked fish passage), 20
razorback suckers have used the passage and reproduction has recently been documented
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upstream ofthe diversion dam (McAda 2003, UCREFRP 2007). Sampling for larval fish was
done in the Gunnison River for the first time in 2002; 8 larval razorback suckers were collected
that year (Osmundson 2002a), 7 were collected in 2003, and 2 were collected in 2005.
Twenty radio-tagged razorback suckers were also stocked in 1994 into historical habitat in the
upper Colorado River between De Beque and Rifle. This is above the Price-Stubb Diversion
Dam near Palisade, which at that time was a barrier to upstream fish passage. Twenty razorback
suckers were also stocked into the Gunnison River near Delta in 1994, and five more in 1995.
Unfortunately, post-stocking survival for all of these stocked fish was less than anticipated, with
mortality possibly as high as 85 percent within approximately one year (Burdick and Bonar
1997).
The integrated stocking plan (Nesler et al. 2003) calls for 3,310 age 2+ fish to be stocked into
each of 3 river reaches in Colorado for 6 successive years: I) Colorado River (Rifle to De Beque
Canyon), 2) Colorado River (palisade to Stateline), and 3) Gunnison River (Hartland to Redland
dams). Additionally, 19,860 razorback suckers are to be stocked into the Green River each year,
split between the middle and lower reaches.
After the release of the integratedstocking plan (Nesler et al.2003), the numbers of razorback
suckers stocked into each river has been relatively high, although the stocking targets have not
always been met. Combining all years from 1995 through 2007, the total number of razorback
suckers stocked into each of the main rivers approximately totals: Green River = 75,300;
Colorado River = 63,500; Gunnison River = 27,300 (T. Francis, in litt. 2008). Recapture rates of
these stocked fish are typically quite low. River-wide and localized sampling efforts from 2000
to 2004 recaptured only approximately 1 percent of the razorback suckers stocked into the
Colorado River prior to sampling, and approximately 8 percent of the razorback suckers stocked
into the Green River prior to sampling. Some of these razorbacks, however, have persisted and
have been captured 4 years after stocking and tish from earlier stocking efforts have been
recaptured up to 9 years after stocking (UCREFRP 2006). Additionally, some of these stocked
fish have moved long distances; razorbacks stocked in the Green River have been captured in the
Colorado River and some stocked in the Gunnison River have been captured in the Green River
(UCREFRP 2006). Stocked razorback suckers have also been recaptured or observed in
reproductive condition at spawning sites in the Green and San Juan Rivers, larval razorbacks
have been captured in the Green, Gunnison, Colorado, and San Juan Rivers, and razorback larvae
are surviving through the first year based on the capture of juveniles in the Green and San Juan
Rivers (UCREFRP 2007).
Humpback chub
Two populations of humpback chub are found in the upper Colorado River-Black Rocks, a
I-mile long reach just upstream from the Colorado-Utah state line, and Westwater Canyon, not
far below the state line, that is an 18-mile long canyon-bound reach of rapids, deep pools, and
violent eddies. The two populations are generally considered to be distinct because they are
separated by about 11 miles, but movement between the two populations has been documented
(McAda 2003). Chart and Lentsch (1999a) sampled Westwater Canyon during 1993-1996 and
estimated the humpback chub population to be 6,985 adults. The average adult population size
for Black Rocks during 1998-2000 was estimated to be about 740 individuals (McAda 2002).
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Between 1986 and 1989, Karp and Tyus (1990) collected 130 humpback chubs from Yampa
Canyon and indicated that a small but reproducing population was present. Continuing captures
of juveniles and adults within Dinosaur National Monument indicate that a population persists in
Yampa Canyon (USFWS 2006). Small numbers of humpback chub also have been reported in
Cross Mountain Canyon on the Yampa River and in the Little Snake River about 10 km
upstream of its confluence with the Yampa River (Wick et al. 1981; Hawkins et al. 1996).
Recent population estimates put the approximate number of humpback chub in the combined
Westwater-Black Rocks population at 3,000 adults, Desolation-Gray Canyons at 1,000 adults,
and a few hundred adults each in Cataract Canyon and Yampa Canyon populations (UCREFRP
2007).
The integrated stocking plan (Nesler et al. 2003) does not call for any captive rearing or stocking
of humpback chub in Utah or Colorado.
Bonytail
The only Imown bonytail that presently occur in western Colorado are those that have been
stocked. Experimental stocking of bonytail began in the Colorado River in 1996 and in the
Green River in 1998. Combining all years from 1996 through 2007, the number ofbonytail
stocked into the Colorado River totals approximately 47,700, and into tile Green River the total
is approximately 63,800 (T. Francis, in !itt., 2008).
Bonytail were also recently reintroduced in the Yampa River at Echo Park, near the confluence
with the Green River. In July of2000 approximately 5,000 juveniles (5 to 10 cm) were stocked.
The integrated stocking plan (Nesler et al. 2003) calls for 2,665 age 2+ fish to be stocked into
each of5 river reaches for 6 successive years: 1) Colorado River (RM 110.5),2) Colorado River
(palisade to Lorna), 3) Middle Green/Yampa Rivers (Dinosaur N.P.), 4) Middle Green River
(RM 302-249), and 5) Lower Green River (RM 120-249). Bonytail stocking has occurred close
to or at these levels since that time (Francis 2008).
Relatively few hatchery-produced bonytail have been recaptured from the Green or Colorado
Rivers since the integrated stocking plan was implemented. Despite thousands of released fish,
only about two dozen bonytail have been recaptured from the Green River (through 2004), and
only about tlrree dozen have been recaptured from the Colorado River (through 2004). None of
the recaptured bonytail from eitller river were recaptured more than a full year after stocking
(T. Francis, in litt. 2008).
Changes in fish passage
Fish passage structures were installed at the Price-Stubb Diversion Dam in the Colorado River
above Palisade in the summer of 2008. Fish passage structures and a fish trap had also been
installed if few years earlier at the Government Diversion Dam, approximately 5 miles further
upstream. Endangered fish may now move upstream beyond Palisade and reach tile upper end of
critical habitat at Rifle; however, none have been found in the Government Diversion Dam trap
to date.
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Water depletions and changes in the timing and magnitude of flows
Typical ofrivers in the Southwest, the Colorado River and its tributaries were originally
characterized by large spring snowmelt peak flows, low summer and winter base flows, and
high-magnitude, short-duration summer and fall storm events. However, during the twentieth
century, over 140 main-stem and tributary dams and reservoirs have been installed in the
Colorado River Basin. As a result, the Colorado River basin is one of the most tightly controlled
water supplies in the world (Bestgen et al. 2007). Peak spring-time flood flows have typically
been reduced and late summer-time minimum flows have been elevated resulting in a generally
flatter hydro graph.
Maj or upstream dams altering flows on the Colorado River as it flows through critical habitat
include Granby, Dillon, Green Mountain, Williams Fork, and Ruedi. Major upstream dams
altering flows through critical habitat on the Gunnison River include Blue Mesa, Morrow Point,
Crystal and Taylor Park. Additionally, flows through critical habitat along the Yampa River are
affected by reservoirs such as Elkhead, Steamboat, and Stagecoach, and flows through critical
habitat along the White River are affected by Taylor Draw Dam. Taylor Draw Dam, installed
within the White River itself, also lacks fish passage facilities and is an absolute barrier to any
upstream fish movement.
Osmundson and Kaeding (1991) showed that average peak runoff along the Colorado River near
Cameo in recent times (1954-1989) had declined by 44 percent from earlier times (1902-1942),
which preceded the construction of major dams (but also included a portion of the 20 th century
that is considered to have been relatively wet). Similarly, Pitlick et al. (1999) found that peale
flows on the Gunnison River declined 38 percent after construction of the large Blue Mesa
(1966) and Morrow Point (1968) Dams. Average annual flows did not change, however,
demonstrating that the change in average peale flow was not due to differing precipitation
amounts. Flooding streamflows were reduced over 40 percent in the White River downstream
from Taylor Draw Dam, which was constructed ill 1984 (Lentsh et al. 2000).
Not only do dams change the timing and magnitude of river flows, but they also allow for
trans-mountain water diversions via tunnels through the Continental Divide. There are 19 points
where water is diverted out of the Colorado and Gunnison River basins into the South Platte,
Arkansas, and Rio Grand River basins. Unlike some water diversions where a percentage of
return flows can be expected (e.g., irrigation), trans-mountain diversions are forever lost from the
Colorado River system. During the 5-year period from 1986-1990, these trans-mountain
diversions ranged from approximately 226,000 to 422,000 acre-feet of water (McAda 2003). In
1986, a reasonably wet year, the trans-mountain diversions were approximately 5 percent of the
total water that ultimately flowed out of, or would have flowed out of, the state in the Colorado
River. However, in 1989 and 1990, relatively dry years, approximately 12 percent-13 percent of
the water entering the upper Colorado River watershed (above the state-line) was diverted out of
the system to Front-Range users. There is also a trans-mountain water diversion from the
headwaters of the Little Snalee River, a tributary to the Yampa River, where 15,800 acre-feet of
water is removed annually to augment the municipal water supply for the City of Cheyenne,
Wyoming.
Considering trans-mountain diversions along with other water projects, the Green and Colorado
Rivers have been depleted approximately 20 percent (at Green River) and 32 percent (at Cisco),
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respectively (Holden 1999). In the Yampa River Basin, depletions are estimated to average
about 125,000 anllually in Colorado and roughly 43,000 acre-feet per year in Wyoming. In total,
these depletions represent about 10 percent of the average annual undepleted yield of the Yampa
River at its confluence with the Green River (-1.7 million acre-feet). Projections of water
demand through the year 2045 indicate that additional depletions will bring the basin-wide total
to about 221,000 acre-feet or about 13 percent of the average annual undepleted yield of the
Yampa River. The White River annual water depletions amount to between 8 percent and 12
percent, although with return flows, water consumption totals approximately 5 percent (Lentsh et
al.2000).
These depletions have likely contributed to the decline in pikeminnow and razorback sucker
populations (USFWS 1998a). To the extent that water is exported out ofthe basin or
consumptively used (e.g., evaporation from fields, irrigation canals, reservoir surface, road
surfaces), it is not available to maintain flows within the river. Maintenance of streamflow is
essential to the ecological integrity oflarge western rivers (USFWS 1998a).
Flow Recommendations
Within Colorado, flow recommendations have been developed for reaches within endangered
fish critical habitat along the Yampa River (USFWS 2005), three reaches of the Colorado River
(Osmundson and Kaeding 1991, Osmundson et al. 1995, Osmundson 2001, McAda 2003), and
the Gunnison River (McAda 2003). Flow recommendations have not been completed for the
White River. Recommended flows vary by season and by water availability for a given year
(e.g., flow recommendations are reduced for drought years). In general, spring flows
recommended for dry years provide small peaks used as spawning cues by endangered fish, but
contribute little to habitat maintenance; spring flows recommended for average years promote
scouring of cobble and gravel bars and provide localized flooding of short duration; and spring
flows for wet years promote wide-spread scouring of cobble and gravel bars, flushing of side
channels, removal of encroaching vegetation, and inundation of floodplain habitats (McAda
2003).
For the Yampa River, the Service recommends that summer flows not drop below 93 cfs (at
Maybell) with any greater frequency, magnitude, or duration than has occurred historically
(1916-1995). Historically, flows have diopped below 93 cfs approximately 38 percent ofthe
years of record with an average duration of about 9 days. Winter flows are typically somewhat
higher; these should not drop below 124 cfs beyond what has occurred historically. The Service
has established a water augmentation protocol and entered into agreements with other
governmental agencies to provide the recommended flows in 90 percent of the years, and
partially satisfy the flow recommendation during the driest 10 percent of years. Water from the
recently expanded Elkhead Reservoir will be used to meet these goals. Water would be
delivered at a rate of 50 cfs until augmented water flow at Maybell surpasses flow
recommendations. During drought years, water would be delivered at a rate of 33 cfs (USFWS
2005).
For the Palisade-to-Rifle reach along the Colorado River, Osmundson (2001) recommended that
base-flow levels be between 1,600 and 2,500 cfs as measured at the USGS gage at Cameo
(09095500). However, due to the need to provide the recommended base flows in the 15-mile
reach, provide minimum flows through the De Beque Canyon, and allow local diversion canals
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to continue operating, additional water must pass by the Cameo gage. Given this, the mean
monthly recommended base flow levels range as high as 3,280 cfs (above average and wet years
during August-October) and as low as 1,555 cfs (dry years during November-March). Mean
monthly flows in excess of 3,280 cfs at Cameo during August-March is considered detrimental
to endangered fish habitat and Osmundson (2001) recommended that it be stored in upstream
reservoirs if possible. Since 2001 when the flow recommendations were established, baseline
flows (monthly means) have never exceeded 3,280 cfs (data through 2007-09). However, from
2001-2007, baseline flows fell below 1,555 cfs for at least 1 month in every year except 2006.
During the drought of 2002, mean monthly base line flows were below 1,555 every month from
August-March, with February, 2003, averaging the lowest flows at 1,073 cfs (USGS SurfaceWater Monthly Statistics at http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/co/nwis).
Osmundson (2001) recommended that peale flows at the Cameo gage reach 25,000 cfs during
wet years (wettest 25 percent, or 5 in 20 years) and reach 14,400 cfs during dry years (driest
20%, or 4 in 20 years). Intermediate peak flows were recommended for years of intermediate
precipitation; mean monthly flows for each month were provided as well. Peak flows during wet
years should be maintained for at least 3 weeks to give razorback sucker larvae adequate time to
feed and grow in flooded bottomlands before being compelled to migrate to the main channel.
Since 2001 when the flow recommendations were established, daily mean peak flows at the
Cameo gage have ranged from 4,260 cfs, during the drought of 2002, to 22,500 cfs in 2008
(USGS Surface-Water for Colorado: Peale Streamflow and Daily Data at
http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/co/nwis).
As stated previously, one of the most important reaches within the Colorado River for Colorado
pikeminnow and razorback sucker is the 15-mile reach within the Grand Valley. It has
experienced major agricultural water depletions for many years and during late summer and
early fall this reach can be severely dewatered. Water depletions in the 15-mile reach have been
identified as a limiting factor for Colorado pikeminnow. Osmundson et al. (1995) provided
recommendations for sununer flows through the 15-mile reach. They state that in years with
above average winter precipitation levels, a flow of 1,630 cfs is recommended for sununer
months. In years of somewhat below average precipitation, when the ideal flow of 1,630 cfs
would be difficult to meet, the recommendation could be relaxed to 1,240 cfs. In years of
drought (20 percent lowest precipitation years), when even 1,240 cfs would be difficult to meet,
flows should not fall below 810 cfs. The assumption and hope is that at this low level the fish
that remain in the reach can wait out the dry period until more favorable conditions return with
the end of the irrigation season. Mean monthly flows have, nevertheless, dropped below 810 cfs
for at least one of the sununer-time months during 7 of the last 17 years (1991-2007). The
lowest monthly mean occurred during the drought of2002 when only 115 cfs flowed through the
15-mile reach in August of that year (USGS Surface-Water Monthly Statistics at
http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/co/nwis).
Numerous approaches are being taleen to restore flows in the 15-mile reach immediately
upstream of from the confluence of the Gunnison River to levels recommended by the Service.
The Bureau of Reclamation has made available 5,000 acre-feet of water annually plus an
additional 5,000 acre-feet in four of every five years from Ruedi Reservoir to augment flows in
the 15-mile reach during July, August, and September. In addition, water is available fr9m the
lease of 10,825 acre-feet/year of water from Ruedi Reservoir and permanent commitment of
10,825 acre-feet/year from East and West slope water users. The East and West slope
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commitments were secured in 2000 by a Memoranda of Agreement (MOA) with the Colorado
River Water Conservation District (CRWCD) and Denver Water for delivery of 5,412 acre-feet
of water from Wolford Mountain Reservoir and 5,412 acre-feet from Williams Fork Reservoir,
respectively. By 2009, CRWCD and Denver Water will have a plan in place to permanently
replace the water now being delivered by Wolford and Williams Fork reservoirs. Additional
water is being provided through an MOA with CRWCD for delivery of up to 6,000 acre-feet of
water from Wolford Mountain Reservoir.
Osmundson and Kaeding (1991) stated that the availability of good winter habitat has probably
not been a limiting factor for adult Colorado pikeminnow or razorback sucker in the upper
Colorado River. Unlike spring flows, recent (1954-1989) mean monthly winter flows have
increased to approximately 112 percent to 134 percent of historic flows (1902-1942). It is not
apparent that these increased winter flows have had any negative effects on the endangered
fishes. Given this, Osmundson and Kaeding (1991) recommended that mean monthly winter
flows through the 15-mile reach simply not drop below historic levels, averaging approximately
1,470 cfs. From 1996 through 2006 mean monthly winter flows have averaged higher than
historic levels, with flows dropping somewhat below historic flows on occasion (USGS SurfaceWater Monthly Statisti.cs at http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/co/nwis).
Flow recommendations during spring run-off call for high spring flows that are critical for
shaping the river channel, determining substrate composition, and influencing the abundance of
various species for the remainder of the year. Recommended peale flows (I-day average) in the
15-mile reach are: 1) 20,500 to 23,500 cfs in at least 1 of 4 years, 2) greater than 23,500 cfs in at
least 1 of 4 years, and 3) 14,800 cfs to 20,500 cfs to occur no more often than 2 of 4 years. See
Osmundson and Kaeding (1991) for more details, including state-line peale flow and 15-mile
reach mean monthly flow recommendations. Osmundson et al. (1995) updated the minimum
recommended peale flows to be greater than 12,900 cfs rather than 14,800 in 2 of 4 years. Since
the publication of the spring flow recommendations in 1991, peale I-day average flows through
the 15-mile reach have been below 12,900 cfs approximately one third of the years through 2006
and these targets have not been met (USGS Surface-Water for Colorado: Peale Streamflow at
http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/co/nwis).
Peale flow recommendations for the Colorado River at the USGS gage near the Colorado-Utah
state line (09163500) were provided by McAda (2003). Flow recommendations vary by
hydrologic category; sunimarized excerpts are presented here. During wet years, instantaneous
peale flow should fall between 39,300 and 69,800 cfs, should exceed 35,000 cfs for 30-35 days,
and should exceed 18,500 cfs for 80-100 days. During dry years, instantaneous peale flows
should range between 5000-12,100 cfs. Intermediate peale flows are recommended for the four
hydrologic categories between wet and dry. From 2003-2006, peale flows have ranged between
9,450-31,000 cfs (USGS Surface-Water for Colorado: Peale Streamflow at
http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/co/nwis).
Baseflow recommendations for the Colorado River at the USGS gage near the Colorado-Utah
state line (09163500) were also provided by McAda (2003). The base-flow period begins after
spring runoff is completed and continues through initiation of spring runoff the following year.
A minimum flow of 3,000-6,000 cfs should be maintained at the state-line USGS gage
(09152500) in wet years. During dry years, flows should remain above 1,800 cfs, which will
mal(e backwaters available for young-of-the-year Colorado pikeminnow, although not at a
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maximum number or surface area. Intermediate base flow levels are reco=ended for the four
hydrologic categories between wet and dry. From 2003 to 2008, flows at this gage dropped
below 1,800 cfs in 2003 and 2004 (USGS Surface-Water for Colorado: Daily Data at
http://nwis .waterdata. usgS.gov/co/nwis)
Flow reco=endations for the Gunnison River apply to the USGS gage at Whitewater
(09152500), which is within critical habitat for the Colorado pikeminnow and razorback sucker.
Detailed flow reco=endations can be found in McAda (2003); summarized excerpts are
presented here. During wet years, peale flow should fall between 15,000 and 23,000 cfs for 1
day, should exceed 14,350 cfs for 15-25 days, and should exceed 8,070 cfs for 60-100 days.
During dry years, flows should peale between 900-4,000 cfs for a day. Intermediate peale flows
are reco=ended for the four hydrologic categories between wet and dry. From 2003-2006,
peale flows have ranged between 3,790-12,300 cfs (USGS Surface-Water for Colorado: Peale
Streamflow at http://nwis. waterdata.usgs.gov/co/nwis).
Similarly, baseflow reco=endations for the Gunnison River are provided by McAda (2003). A
minimum flow of at least 1,050 cfs should be maintained at the USGS gage (09152500) in all but
dry and moderately dry years. This flow maximizes the amount of pool habitat in the Gunnison
River, which is preferred by adult Colorado pikeminnow and razorback sucker. Also, flows
exceeding 950 cfs prevent fine sediments from settling in riffles, which might smother eggs and
larvae of endangered fishes. Additionally, flow of 1,050 cfs roughly corresponds to providing a
minimum of 300 cfs downstream from Redlands Diversion Dam (based on senior water rights of
750 cfs) and provides access for migrating fish to the fishway there. During dry and moderately
dry years, flows may decrease below 1,050 cfs after the Colorado pikeminnow migration period
and only after consultation with Service biologists. The 2.5-mile reach downstream from
Redlands Diversion Dam could experience severe dewatering at this level and endangered fish
may be forced to leave tins reach of critical habitat. From 2003 to 2008, flows at this gage have
dropped below 1050 cfs in 3 of the 6 years (USGS Surface-Water for Colorado: Daily Data at
http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/co/nwis)
Official flow reco=endations have not been finalized for critical habitat along the White River,
which was designated for the Colorado pikeminnow. However, Haines et al. (2004) made a
preliminary reco=endation that base flow patterns remain at current levels in order to maintain
habitat for the Colorado pikeminnow. They stated that between 1923-1997, baseflow (August
through October) discharge in the White River has only dropped below 200 cfs 5 percent of the
time at the USGS Watson Gage (09306500), and below 150 cfs 1 percent of the time. They
found that to provide for fish passage over riffles, flows greater than 300 cfs are apparently
needed. To maintain riffle productivity during base flow periods, flows of 400-500 cfs are
needed, and if flows fall below 161 cfs, riffle habitat declines rapidly. From 1985 to 2007, mean
montIliy flows at the Watson gage have occasionally fallen below 200 cfs, with the lowest
montlliy mean occurring during July of2002 at 73 cfs (USGS Surface-Water: Montlliy Statistics
at http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis).
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EFFECTS OF THE ACTION
Effects to Endangered Species
The project would adversely affect Colorado pikeminnow, razorback sucker, humpback chub,
and bonytail by reducing the amount of water in the river systems upon which they depend over
the next 15 years, by the following approximate amounts:
Colorado River Basin
Gunnison River Basin
Dolores River Basin

379 acre-feet/year Yampa River Basin
16 acre-feet /year White River Basin
54 acre-feet/year Green River in Colorado

369 acre-feet/year
3,227 acre-feet/year
o acre-feet/year

The effects to the species primarily result from the effects of the action upon their habitats. In
general, the proposed action would adversely affect the listed fishes by reducing the amount of
water available to them, increasing the likelihood of water quality issues, increasing their
vulnerability to predation, and reducing their breeding opportunities by shrinking the amount of
breeding habitat within their range.
Removing water from these rivers would change the natural hydrological regime that creates and
maintains important fish habitats, such as spawning.habitats, and reduces the frequency and
duration of availability of these habitats to the endangered fishes. The reduction of available
habitats will directly affect individuals by decreasing reproductive potential and foraging and
sheltering opportunities. Many of the habitats required for breeding become severely diminished
when flows are reduced. As a result, individual fish within the action area may not be able to
find a place to breed or will deposit eggs in less than optimal habitats more prone to failure or
predation. In addition, reduction in flow rates lessens the ability of the river to inundate
bottomland, a source of nutrient supply for fish productivity. Water depletions also exacerbate
competition and predation by nonnative fishes by altering flow and temperature regimes that
favor nonnatives.
The proposed project would affect the physical condition of habitat for the listed fish by resulting
in a reduction of water. Because drilling, pipeline construction, dust abatement, and associated.
activities occur year-round, water use for tIlese activities would occUr in all seasons. However,
in general the primary challenge in meeting recommended flows for endangered fish comes
during spring run-off and late sununer periods of low flow. Water use during the spring months
would contribute to the cumulative reduction in high spring flows, which are essential for
creating and maintaining complex channel geomorphology and suitable spawning substrates,
creating and providing access to off-channel habitats, and stimulating spawning migrations.
Adequate sununer and winter flows are important for providing a sufficient quantity of preferred
habitats for duration and at a frequency necessary to support all life stages of these endangered
fishes. To the extent that the project will reduce flows, particularly peak flows and baseline
flows in dry years, tile ability of the river to provide these functions will be reduced. This
reduction of water affects habitat availability and habitat quality.
To the extent that it would reduce flows and contribute to further habitat alteration, tile project
may contribute to an increase in nonnative fish populations. The modification of flow regimes,
water temperatures, sediment levels, and.otIler habitat conditions caused by water depletions has
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contributed to the establishment of nonnative fishes. Endangered fishes within the action area
are likely to experience increased competition and predation as a result.
The potential exists for water intake structures placed on any of the occupied river reaches
including the Colorado, Green, Gunnison, White, and Yampa Rivers to result in direct mortality
to eggs, larvae, young-of-the-year, and juvenile life stages. Endangered larval fish are very small
«0.5 inches total length) and incapable of directed swimming from the time of hatching through
the first 2-4 weeks of their life. Depending on the water year, larval fish may be present in
occupied habitats from as early as April 1 to as late as August 31 (earlier in dry years; later in
wet years). Young of the year endangered fish are most susceptible to entrainment from
pumping water directly out of occupied river drainages. However, entrainment of larval and
young fish of any of the four endangered species is not expected to be a common occurrence.
Most or all spawning sites in the Yampa River are protected within Dinosaur National
Monument. Along the Colorado River, spawning sites within the IS-mile reach and rearing
locations downstream are away from the areas of concentrated drilling for oil and gas. The
occupied portion of the Gunnison River is also away from current active drilling sites and proven
oil and gas fields (http://cogcc.state.co.us/infosys/Maps). Altllough a substantial amount of oil
and gas activity occurs near the White River, presumably along with associated water extraction
and pumping, spawning has not been documented for any of the endangered fishes within the
White River. Although water for drilling and completion activities could be pumped from, or
downstream of, known spawning sites in Colorado, and trucked to drilling sites or used for dust
abatement on gas field access roads, it is far more likely it be extracted witllin areas of high oil
and gas potential that are further upstream. In addition, the conservation measures described in
the project description outline methods to reduce pumping effects to young endangered fish
where they may be found.
Effects to Critical Habitat
The Service identified water, physical habitat, and the biological environment as primary
constituent elements of critical habitat. This includes a quantity of water of sufficient quality
that is delivered to specific habitats in accordance with a hydrologic regime that is required for
the particular life stage for the species. The physical habitat includes areas of tlle Colorado River
system that are inhabited or potentially habitable for use in spawning and feeding, as a nursery,
or serve as corridors between these areas. In addition, oxbows, backwaters, and other areas in
the 1~O-year floodplain, which when inundated provide access to spawning, nursery, feeding,
and rearing habitats, are included. Food supply, predation, and competition are important
elements oftlle biological environment.
Water Quantity & Physical Habitat

Water depletions cause discrete, identifiable, additive, adverse impacts to critical habitat of the
Colorado pikeminnow, razorback sucker, humpback chub, and bonytail. The proposed action
would result in new depletions of water from critical habitats for one or more of these four
endangered fish species along the Colorado, Gunnison, White, Green, and Yampa Rivers. The
depletions are likely to reduce the quantity of water delivered to specific habitats important for
particular life stages of these species.
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Water Quality

This biological opinion is limited to addressing depletions of water quantity; however, changes
in water quantity affect water quality, which is a primary constituent element of critical habitat.
Most projects covered by this opinion would remove water before it enters downstream river
segments where the fish currently reside, therefore, depletions could reduce the dilution effect
provided by this relatively clean water. TIris may result in an increase in heavy metal, selenium,
salts, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, pesticides, and other contanrinant concentrations in the
Colorado River and its main-stem tributaries (USFWS 1999). An increase in contanrinant
concentrations in the river would likely result in an increase in the bioaccumulation of these
contaminants in 1;he food chain which could adversely affect the endangered fishes, particularly
the predatory Colorado pikeminnow. Selenium may be of particular concern due to its effects on
fish reproduction and its tendency to concentrate in low velocity areas that are important-habitats
for Colorado pikeminnow and razorback suckers. Selenium concentrations are most wOlTisome
in the Gunnison River and the Colorado River below its confluence with the Gunnison River due
to return irrigation flows (Osmundson et al. 2000). The Recovery Program is intended to offset
some water quality impacts associated with flow reductions (USFWS 1987). These impacts
. include changes in temperature, salinity and turbidity, as well as the reduced dilution factor
associated with depletions. However, the Recovery Program is not intended to offset any point
or nonpoint discharges of pollutants, such discharges will have to be offset or avoided by other
means. This would include discharges of irrigation water with elevated levels of selenium.
Biological Environment

The modification of flow regimes, water temperatures, sediment levels, and other habitat
alterations caused by water depletions has likely contributed to the establishment of nonnative
fishes. To the extent that it would reduce flows and contribute to further habitat alteration, the
project may contribute to an increase in nonnative fish populations. Endangered fishes could
experience increased competition and predation as a result.
Species and Critical Habitat Response to the Proposed Action
In most cases, the project would not substantially impact the ability for the flow
recommendations through critical habitat to be met. In the Yampa River, the Service has
developed an augmentation protocol to meet base-flow (summer-faIl-winter) recommendations
with water releases from upstrean;t reservoirs (USFWS 2005). The anticipated 369 acre-feet/year
of water depleted from the Yampa River for this project would equate to approximately 1 acrefeet/day. As stated above, most water use for oil and gas extraction activities would likely be
withdrawn on a year-round basis. An average of 1 acre-feet/day equates to an approximate
reduction in river flows of 0.5 cfs (base-flows typically remain above 100 cfs). The
augmentation protocol, which would provide 50 cfs of water (33 cfs during drought conditions),
should be able to meet base flow recommendations in the Yampa River despite the 0.5 cfs of
water consumed for anticipated oil and gas activities during base-flow months.
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During spring peak flows, however, the augmentation protocol does not call for reservoir
releases to meet specified target flows. Therefore, water depletions from this project during peak
flows (May-June) would likely lessen peak flows through critical habitat by 0.5 cfs.
Nevertheless, given that peale flows through critical habitat (near Maybell) are typically 5,000 to
20,000 cfs (USGS Surface-Water for Colorado: Peak Streamflow at
http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/co/nwis),this relatively small flow reduction would likely not
change any of the important effects of flood flows (e.g., cobble bar construction; scouring offine
sediment from the interstitial spaces within the cobble so it is suitable for spawning; flushing
sediments from backwaters; maintaining channel complexity; overbank flows to provide nursery
habitat; spawning initiation). Therefore, the depletions caused by the proposed project, with
implementation of the augmentation protocol to meet flow recommendations, are not expected to
impact the survival or recovery of the endangered fish in the Yampa River.
The anticipated 379 acre-feet/year of water that would be depleted from the Colorado River for
this project is similar to the amount that would be depleted from the Yampa River-it equates to
an approximate reduction in river flows of 0.5 cfs. As with the Yampa River, agreements have
been made to provide water for endangered fish in the Colorado River. A multi-party agreement
involving the Grand Valley Irrigation Company, Grand Valley Power Plant, Orchard Mesa
Irrigation District and Grand Valley Water Users Association and Bureau of Reclamation was
reached that has made up to 30,000 acre-feet of water available to endangered fish each year.
The water will be used to boost flows in the Colorado River in the IS-mile reach between
Palisade and the Gunnison River confluence. In addition, the Bureau of Reclamation has made
31,650 acre-feet of water available for release from Ruedi Reservoir to increase flows in this
same part of the Colorado River. Although recommended flows through endangered fish critical
habitat along the Colorado River have not always been achieved in the past, agreements are in
place to provide the recommended water. Additionally, even if the water consumed by the
projects' activities was not replaced by upstream dam releases, the reduction in flows of 0.5 cfs
likely would not result in a large reduction in the suitability of endangered fish habitat in the
Colorado River. A flow of 0.5 cfs represents less than one tenth of one percent of the smallest
recommended flow in the Colorado River-flows through the IS-mile reach during a dry year
should be at least 810 cfs. Recommended flows in other seasons and through other segments of
the Colorado River (state-line and Palisade-to-Rifle) are all larger; thus, 0.5 cfs is an even
smaller percentage of those recommended flows.
Only a very small amount of water is projected to be depleted from the Gunnison River for
project activities-16 acre-feet/year. This equates to a reduction of approximately 0.02 cfs in
river flows, a tiny proportion of actual flows. Additionally, the provision of adequate flows for
endangered fish in the Gunnison River is talong place as part of the Aspinall Unit consultation,
which involves Bureau of Reclamation re-operation of the Aspinall Unit, affecting instream flows in
the Gunnison River.
According to the biological assessment for this project, no fluid mineral activity is currently being
conducted, nor is any projected, in the Colorado portion of the Green River Basin, which drains the
extreme northwest corner of Colorado.
In the Dolores River Basin, 54 acre-feet/year is projected to be depleted for future Federal fluid
mineral activities. This equates to a reduction in flows of approximately 0.07 cfs. To attempt to put
this in perspective, the lowest mean monthly flows for the Dolores River near its confluence with the
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Colorado River (USGS Gage 09180000 near Cisco) occur Noveinber through February and range
from 140 cfs to 165 cfs, on average (averaged from 2000 through 2007; USGS Surface-Water:
Monthly Statistics at http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis). A flow reduction of 0.07 cfs would reduce a
flow of 140 cfs by less than one tenth of one percent. Although Colorado pikeminnow may use the
lower 2 km of the Dolores River (USFWS 2002a), no other endangered fish are documented to use
the Dolores River (USFWS 2002b, 2002c, 2002d) and the Dolores River was not included in the
designation of critical habitat for any of the four endangered fish in the Upper Colorado River Basin.
The largest depletions associated with this project would come from the White River where
3,227 acre-feet/year are projected to be used for Federal mineral fluid activity over the next 15
years. This equates to an average reduction in flows of approximately 4.4 cfs throughout the
year. Although the White River is not Imown to be used regularly by the other endangered fish,
it is important to the Colorado pikeminnow. As stated above, official flow recommendations
have not been established for pikeminnow critical habitat along the White River.. However,
traditional baseflows have remained above 150 cfs in 99 percent of the years since 1923 (Haines
et al. 2004). A flow of 4.4 cfs is approximately 3 percent of 150 cfs. A flow reduction due to
fluid mineral extraction activities of 4.4 cfs during low flow periods, particularly in dry years,
would likely reduce available riffle productivity somewhat and may lessen the ability of
Colorado pikeminnow to pass through shallow riffle sections (Haines et al. 2004). This modest
flow reduction could also lead to a slight increase in water temperatures in the White River,
although probably not in the section directly below Taylor Draw Dam due to the cooling effect
of deep water in Kenney Reservoir. A flow reduction of 4.4 cfs would have less of an effect on
·spring flood flows as it would be a much smaller portion of the overall flow at that time (less
than 0.3 percent), which typically peaks between 1500 cfs and 8000 cfs near Watson, Utah
(USGS Surface water for Utah: Peale Streamflow at
http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/utlnwis/peak).
CUMULATNE EFFECTS
Cumulative effects include the effects of future State, Tribal, local, or private actions that are
reasonably certain to occur in tile action area considered in this biological opinion. Future
Federal actions that are unrelated to the proposed action are not considered in this section
because they require separate consultation pursuant to section 7 of the Act.
Reasonably foreseeable future activities that may affect river-related resources in tile area
include oil and gas exploration and development, irrigation, urban development, industrial
development, recreational activities such as angling, and activities associated with the Upper
Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery Program. Implementation of these projects may
affect both water quantity and quality.
Cumulative effects to these endangered fish species would likely include the following types of
impacts:
•
•

Changes in land use patterns that would further fragment, modify, or destroy potential
spawning sites or designated critical habitat;
Shoreline recreational activities and encroachment of human development that would
remove upland or riparian/wetland vegetation and potentially degrade water quality;
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•
•

•

Competition with, and predation by, exotic fish species introduced by anglers or other
sources.
Non-Federal fluid mineral development. Various reasonable foreseeable development
scenarios project that 880 wells to access private minerals may be drilled annually during
the next IS years in western Colorado (excluding the San Juan River Basin). The drilling
and production of these private minerals are estimated to require 1,052 acre-feet/year
from the primary basins draining this area.
Water depletions for activities other than fluid mineral development, including the
construction of ponds, reservoirs, ditches, and water diversion structures for activities
such as irrigation, stock watering, power production, municipal use, and industrial needs.

The development and extraction of oil from oil shale in northwestern Colorado could also require
large amounts of water. However, the quantity of water that would be required is unknown at
this time and the extraction of oil from shale rock has not yet been shown to be economically
viable. Thus, this activity cannot be considered reasonably certain to occur, at least not over the
IS-year life-span of this biological opinion.
CONCLUSION
After reviewing the current status of the Colorado pikeminnow, razorback sucker, humpback
chub, and bonytail, the environmental baseline for the action area, the effects of the proposed
action, and the cumulative effects, it is the Service's biological opinion that the Project, as
described in this biological opinion, is not IiI,ely to jeopardize the continued existence of the
Colorado pikeminnow, razorback sucker, humpback chub, or bonytail and the proposed project
is not likely to destroy or adversely modify designated critical habitat for any of these fish. This
conclusion is based, in part, on the project description which includes the payment of depletion
fees by the project proponents and! or their representative group. These fees help to offset the
effects of the water depletions by supporting the Recovery Program in implementing recovery
actions as outlined in the RIPRAP. Additionally, the depletions associated with the proposed
action are a small portion of the flows in each of the respective rivers and are not of sufficient
magnitude that they would jeopardize tlle survival and recovery of the listed fish, nor adversely
modify their critical habitat.

INCIDENTAL TAKE STATEMENT
Section 9 of the ESA and Federal regulation pursuant to section 4(d) of the ESA prohibit the take
of endangered and threatened species, respectively, without special exemption. Talce is defined
as to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture or collect, or to attempt to
engage in any such conduct. Harm is further defined by the Service to include significant habitat
modification or degradation that results in death or injury oflisted species by significantly
impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding, feeding, or sheltering. Harass is
defined by tlle Service as intentional or negligent actions that create the likeliliood of injury to
listed species to such an extent as to significantly disrupt no=al behavior patterns which
include, but are not linllted to breeding, feeding or sheltering. Incidental take is defined as take
that is incidental to, and not the purpose of, carrying out of an otherwise lawful activity. Under
the te=s of section 7(b)(4) and section 7 (0)(2), talcing that is incidental to and not intended as
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part of the agency action is not considered to be prohibited taking under the ESA provided that
such taking is in compliance with the tenns and conditions ofthis Incidental Tal(e Statement.
Colorado pikeminnow, humpback chub, bonytail, and razorback sucker are harmed from the
reduction of water in their habitats resulting from the project in the following manner--1) habitat
conditions may be rendered unsuitable for breeding because reduced flows would impact habitat
fonnulation and maintenance as described in the biological opinion, 2) habitat conditions may be
rendered unsuitable for nursery, feeding, and rearing habitats due to a reduced inundation of
oxbows, backwaters, and other areas in the 1~O-year floodplain, 3) baseflow habitat conditions
may be compromised due to a reduction in available habitat and potentially higher water
temperatures, and 4) individuals using habitats diminished by the proposed water depletions
could be more susceptible to predation and competition from nonnative fish;
Estimating the number of individuals of these species that would be tal(en as a result of water
depletions is difficult to quantifY for the following reasons--1) detennining whether an individual
forwent breeding as a result of water depletions versus natural causes would be extremely
difficult; 2) fmding a dead or injured listed fish would be difficult, due to the large size of the
project area and because carcasses are subject to scavenging; 3) natural fluctuations in river
flows and species abundance may mask project effects; and 4) effects that reduce fecundity are
difficult to detect or quantifY ..
According to Service policy, as stated in the Endangered Species Consultation Handbook
(Handbook)(USFWS 1998b), some detectable measure of effect should be provided, such as the
relative occurrence of the species or a surrogate species in the local community, or amount of
habitat used by the species, to serve as a measure for tal(e. Tal(e also may be expressed as a
change in habitat characteristics affecting the species, such as water quality or flow (Handbook,
pp. 4-47). Because estimating the number of individuals of the four listed fishes that could be
tal(en by the. water depletions addressed in this biological opinion is difficult for the reasons
stated above, we have developed a surrogate measure to estimate the amount of anticipate ta)(e to
listed fish in the form of harm. The surrogate we are using is the reduction of water that would
occur from the proposed action. We exempt all ta)(e in the fonn of harm that would occur from
the depletion of water from the occupied habitats listed above. Water depletions above the
amounts addressed in this biological opinion would exceed the anticipated level of incidental
ta)(e and are not exempt from the prohibitions of section 9 of the ESA.
The implementation ofthe Recovery Program is intended to minimize impacts of water
depletions and, therefore, the actions implemented by the Recovery Program serve as reasonable
and prudent measures for minimizing the ta)(e that results from this project's water depletions.
Any amount of water withdrawal above this level would exceed the anticipated level of
incidental tal(e.

REINITIATION NOTICE
This concludes fonnal consultation on the proposed project. As provided in 50 CFR sec.402.16,
reinitiation of fonnal consultation is required where discretionary Federal agency involvement or
control over the action has been retained (or is authorized by law) and if: 1) the amount or extent
of incidental take is exceeded, 2) new infonnation reveals effects of the agency action that may
affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an extent not considered in tins opinion,
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3) the agency .action is subsequently modified in a manner that causes an effect to the listed
species or critical habitat not considered in this opinion, or 4) a new species is listed or critical
habitat designated that may be affected by the action.
The RIPRAP is expected to result in a positive population response for tlle four endangered
fishes in the Upper Colorado River Basin. If a positive population response for any ofthese
species is not realized, as measured by the criteria outlined in the RIPRAP, this would be
considered new information that may affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an
extent not considered in this opinion. Therefore, reinitiation of section 7 consultation would be
required for all projects dependent on the Recovery Program, including this project.
Projects that fall under the umbrella of the Colorado River PBO have the following specific
reinitiation criteria.
a. The amount or extent of take specified in the incidental take statement for the Colorado River
PBO is exceeded. The Service has determined that no incidental talee, including harm, is
anticipated to occur as a result of the depletions contemplated in tins opinion because of the
iroplementation of recovery actions. The iroplementation of the recovery actions contained in
the Colorado River PBO will further decrease tile likelihood of any take caused by depletion
iropacts.
b. New information reveals effects of the action that may affect listed species or critical habitat
in a manner or to an extent not considered in the Colorado River PBO. In preparing the
Colorado River PBO, the Service describes the positive and negative effects of the action it
anticipates and considered in the section of the opinion entitled "Effects of the Action." New
information would include, but is not limited to, not achieving a "positive response" or a
significant decline in population, as described in Appendix D of the Colorado River PBO.
Significant decline shall mean a decline in excess of normal variations in population (Appendix
D). The current population estimate of adult Colorado pikeminnow in the Colorado River is 600
individuals, with a confidence interval of ± 250. Therefore, with tile criteria established in
Appendix D, a negative population response would trigger reinitiation if the population declined
to 350 adults. The Service has developed recovery goals for the four endangered fishes (USFWS
2002a-d). If a population meets or exceeds the numeric goal for tilat species, it will be
considered to exlnbit a positive response. The Service retains tile authority to determine whetiler
a significant decline in population has occurred, but will consult with the Recovery Program's
Biology Committee prior to malcing its determination. In tile event of a significant population
decline, the Service is to first rely on the Recovery Program to talee actions to correct the decline.
If nonflow recovery actions have not been iroplemented, the Service will assess the impacts of
not completing these actions prior to reexamining any flow related issues.
New information would also include tile lack of a positive population response by the year 2015
or when new depletions reach 50,000 acre-feet/year. According to the criteria outlined in
Appendix D of the Colorado River PBO, a positive response would require the adult Colorado
pikeminnow population estimate to be 1,100 individuals (±250) in the Colorado River (Rifle,
Colorado to the confluence with the Green River). When the population estimate increases
above 1,100, a new population baseline is established at the higher population level.
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c. The Recovery Action Plan actions listed as part of the proposed action in the Colorado River
PBO are not implemented within the required time frames. This would be considered a change
in the action subject to consultation; section 7 regulations (50 CFR 402.16 (c)) state that
reinitiation of consultation is required if the identified action is subsequently modified in a
manner tlJat causes an effect to the listed species or critical habitat that was not considered in the
biological opinion. The Recovery Action Plan is an adaptive management plan because
additional information, changing priorities, and the development of the States' entitlement may
require modification of the Recovery Action Plan. Therefore, the Recovery Action Plan is
reviewed annually and updated and changed when necessary and the required time frames
include changes in timing approved by means of the normal procedures oftbe Recovery
Program, as explained in the description oftlle proposed action. In 2003 and every 2 years
thereafter, for the life of the Recovery Program, the Service and Recovery Program will review
implementation oftlle Recovery Action Plan actions to determine timely compliance with
applicable schedules.
d. The Service lists new species or designates new or additional critical habitat, where the level
or pattern of depletions covered under tlle Colorado River PBO may have an adverse impact on
the newly listed species or habitat. If the species or habitat may be adversely affected by
depletions, the Service will reinitiate consultation on the Colorado River PBO as required by its
section 7 regulations. The Service will first determine whether ilie Recovery Program can avoid
such impact or can be amended to avoid tlle likelihood of jeopardy and/or adverse modification
of critical habitat for such depletion impacts. If the Recovery Program can avoid the likelihood
of jeopardy and/or adverse modification of critical habitat no additional recovery actions for
individual projects would be required, ifilie avoidance actions are already included in the
Recovery Action Plan. If the Recovery Program is not likely to avoid the likelihood of jeopardy
and/or adverse modification of critical habitat ilien the Service will reinitiate consultation and
develop reasonable and prudent alternatives/measures, as appropriate.
For purposes of any future reinitiation of consultation, depletions have been divided into two
categories.
Category 1:
a) existing depletions, both Federal and non-Federal as described in tlle Colorado
River PBO project description, from the Upper Colorado River Basin above.the
confluence with the Gunnison River that had actually occurred on or before
September 30,1995 (average annual depletion of approximately 1 million acrefeet/year);
b) depletions associated with the total 154,645 acre-feet/year volume of Green
Mountain Reservoir, including power pool (which includes but is not linlited to
all of the 20,000 acre-feet contract pool and historic user's pool), the Colorado
Big-Thompson replacement pool; and
c) depletions associated with Ruedi Reservoir including Round I sales of 7,850
acre-feet, Round II sales of 6, 135 acre-feet/year as discussed in tlle Service's
biological opinion to Reclamation dated May 26, 1995, and as amended on
January 6, 1999, and tlle Fryingpan Arkansas Project replacement pool as
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governed by the operating principles for Ruedi Reservoir but excluding 21,650
acre-feet of the niarketable yield.
Category 1 depletions shall remain as Category 1 depletions regardless of any subsequent
change, exchange, or abandonment of the water rights resulting in such depletions.
Category 1 depletions associated with existing facilities may be transferred to other
facilities and remain in Category 1 so long as there is no increase in the amount of total
depletions attributable to existing depletions. However, section 7 consultation is still
required for Category 1 depletion projects when a new Federal action occurs which may
affect endangered species except as provided by the criteria established for individual
consultation under the umbrella of the Colorado River PBO. Reinitiation of this
consultation will be required if the water users fail to provide 10,825 acre-feet/year on a
permanent basis.
Category 2:
Category 2 is defined as all new depletions up to 120,000 acre-feet/year, this includes all
depletions not included in Category 1 that occur after 1995 regardless of whether sectiqn
7 consultation has been completed. This category is further divided into two 60,000
acre-feet/year blocks of depletions.
The recovery actions are intended to avoid the likelihood of jeopardy and/or adverse
modification of critical habitat and to result in a positive response as described in Appendix D of
the Colorado River PBO for both 60,000 acre-feet blocks of depletions in Category 2. However,
prior to depletions occurring in the second block, the Service will review the Recovery
Program's progress and adequacy of the species response to the Recovery Action Plan actions.
According to the criteria outlined in Appendix D, a positive response would require the adult
Colorado pikeminnow population estimate to be maintained at approximately 1,100 individuals
in the Colorado River (Rifle, Colorado to the confluence with the Green River), unless the
criteria in Appendix D is changed because of new information. If the adult Colorado
pikerninnow population is maintained at approximately 1,100 adults or whatever is determined to
be the recovery goal in the Colorado River, a new population baseline would be established to
determine a positive or negative population response.
When population estimates for wild adult humpback chub are finalized, they will also be used to
determine population response. As outlined in Appendix D, Colorado pikeminnow and
humpback chub population estimates will serve as surrogates for razorback sucker and bonytail
to assess tile status of their populations for 10 years. Recovery goals for all four species were
completed August 1, 2002 (USFWS 2002a-d). If a population meets or exceeds the numeric
goal for that species, itwill be considered to exhibit a positive response. However, short of
reaching a specific recovery goal, trends in certain population indices provide an interim
assessment of a species' progress toward recovery. This review will begin when actual depletion
levels from tile first depletion block reach 50,000 acre-feet/year or the year 2015, whichever
comes first.
Calculation of actual depletions is to be accomplished using Cameo gage records and State
Division of Water Resources data (Appendix B of tile Colorado River PBO). The review will
include a determination if all tile recovery actions have been satisfactorily completed, that all
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ongoing recovery actions are continuing, and the status of the endangered fish specie's. If it is
detennined that the recovery actions have all been completed and the status of all four
endangered fish species has improved (based on criteria in Appendix D), then the Service intends
that the Colorado River PBO would remain in effect for new depletions up to 120,000
acre-feet/year (total of both 60,000 acre-feet blocks of Category 2 depletions).
Monitoring, as explained in Appendix D of the Colorado River PBO, will be ongoing to
determine if a population estimate of 1,100 (± one confidence interval) adult Colorado
pikeminnow is maintained. If it is not maintained, this would be considered new infonnation
and section 7 would have to be reinitiated. Population baselines will be adjusted as population
estimates change. If the adult Colorado pikeminnow population estimates increase, a new
population baseline will be established to determine a positive or negative population response.
If the population estimate for Colorado pikeminnow in the year 2015 is greater than 1,100 adults,
then the higher number will be used to establish a new population baseline. These numeric
values may be revised as new infonnation becomes available. Revisions will be made to
Appendix D of the Colorado River PBO as needed.
If the 50,000 acre-foot or 2015 review indicates that either the recovery actions have not been
completed or the status of all four fish species has not sufficiently improved, the Service intends
to reinitiate consultation on the Recovery Program to specifY additional measures to be talcen by
the Recovery Program to avoid the likelihood of jeopardy and/or adverse modification of critical
habitat for depletions associated with the second 60,000 acre-feet/year block. Any additional
measures will be evaluated every 5 years. If other measures are determined by the Service or the
Recovery Program to be needed for recovery prior to the review, they can be added to the
Recovery Action Plan according to standard procedures, outlined in that plan. If the Recovery
Program is unable to complete those actions which the Service has detennined to be required for
the second 60,000 acre-feet/year, consultation on projects with a Federal nexus may be
reinitiated in accordance with ESA regulations and this opinion's reinitiation requirements. The
Service may also reinitiate consultation on the Recovery Program if fish populations do not
improve according to the criteria in Appendix D or if any positive response achieved prior to the
50,000 acre-foot or the year 2015 is not maintained. Once a positive response is achieved,
failure to maintain it will be considered a negative response.
If the Service reinitiates consultation, it will first provide infonnation on the status of the species
and recommendations for improving population numbers to the Recovery Program. The Service
will reinitiate consultation with individual projects only if the Recovery Program does not
implement recovery actions to improve the status of the listed fish species. The Service will
reinitiate consultation first on Category 2 projects and second on Category 1 projects. The
Service will only reinitiate consultations on Category 1 depletions if Category 2 depletion
impacts are offset to tlle full extent of the capability of the covered projects as determined by the
Service, and the likelihood of jeopardy to the listed fishes and/or adverse modification of critical
habitat still cannot be avoided. The Service intends to reinitiate consultations simultaneously on
all depletions within the applicable category.
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Projects that fall under the umbrella of the Yampa River PBO have the following specific
reinitiation criteria.
1. The amount or extent of take specified in the incidental tal(e statement for that opinion is
exceeded. The implementation of the Recovery actions contained in that opinion will
further decrease the likelihood of tal(e caused by water depletion impacts.
2. New information reveals effects of the action that may affect listed species or critical
habitat in a manner or to an extent not considered in this opinion. In preparing this
opinion, the Service describes the positive and negative effects of the action it anticipates
and considered in the section of the opinion entitled "EFFECTS OF THE ACTION."
New information would include, but is not limited to, not achieving one or more response
criteria that will be developed as part of the terms and conditions to minimize incidental
tal(e. The Service retains the authority to determine whether a significant decline in
population has occurred, but will consult with the Recovery Program's Biology
Committee prior to maldng its determination. In the event that one or more population
criteria have not been achieyed, the Service is to first rely on the Recovery Program to
tal(e timely actions to correct the deficiency.
3. The section 7 regulations (50 CFR 402.16 (c)) state that reinitiation of consultation is
required if the identified action is subsequently modified in a manner that causes an effect
to the listed species or critical habitat that was not considered in the biological opinion. It
would be considered a change in the action subj ect to consultation if the Recovery Action
Plan items listed as part of the proposed action (Green River Action Plan: Yampa and
Little Snake Rivers) in the Yampa biological opinion are not implemented within the
required timeframes. Also, the analysis for that biological opinion assumed
implementation of the Green River Mainstem Action Plan of the RlPRAP because the
Colorado pikeminnow and razorback sucker that occur in the Yampa River use the Green
River and are considered one population. The essential elements of the Green River Plan
.are as follows: 1) provide and protect instream flows; 2) restore floodplain habitat;
3) reduce impacts of nonnative fishes; 4) augment or restore populations; and 5) monitor
populations and conduct research to support recovery actions. The analysis for the
non-jeopardy determination of the Yampa Plan that includes about 53,000 acre-feet/year
of new water depletions from the Yampa River Basin relies on the Recovery Program to
provide and protect flows on the Green River. Specifically, the analysis for that
biological opinion assumed operation of Flaming Gorge Dam to meet the flow
reco=endations according to the Record of Decision on the Flaming Gorge Dam
Operations environmental impact statement (ElS).
The Service recognizes that the RlPRAP is an adaptive management plan that is modified
according to additional information and changing priorities. The plan is reviewed
annually and updated when necessary. TIle required timeframes include changes in
tinling approved by means of normal procedures of the Recovery Program. In 2006, and
every 2 years thereafter, for the life of the Recovery Program, the Service and the
Recovery Program will review implementation of the RlPRAP actions to determine
timely compliance with applicable schedules.
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Also; the analysis for that biological opinion assumed impacts to peak flows based on
anticipated future uses of water, if watei" is used in a substantially different timing regime
that adversely affects endangered fishes in a way not considered in that opinion, then
reinitiation of consultation is required. The Recovery Program will monitor all new
water projects that deplete more than 100 acre-feet/year to determine their impacts to
peale flows on the Yampa River. In addition, the Recovery Program will monitor projects
individually depleting 100 AF/year or less in cumulative increments of3,OOO
acre-feet/year to determine their impacts to peak flows.
4. The Service lists new species or designates new or additional critical habitat, where the
level or pattern of depletions covered under this opinion may have an adverse impact on
the newly listed species or habitat. If the species or habitat may be adversely affected by
depletions, the Service will reinitiate consultation on the progranunatic biological opinion
as required by its section 7 regulations. The Service will first determine whether the
Recovery Program can avoid such impact or can be amended to avoid the likelihood of
jeopardy and/or adverse modification of critical habitat for such depletion impacts. If the
Recovery Program can avoid the likelihood of jeopardy and/or adverse modification of
critical habitat no additional recovery actions for individual projects would be required, if
the avoidance actions are included in the Recovery Action Plan. If the Recovery
Program is not likely to avoid the likelihood of jeopardy and/or adverse modification of
critical habitat then the Service will reinitiate consultation and develop reasonable and
prudent alternatives.
If the annual assessment indicates that either the recovery actions specified in the Yampa and
Colorado River opinions have not been completed or that the status of all four fish species has
not sufficiently improved, the Service intends to reinitiate consultation on these opinions to
specify additional measures to be taleen by the Recovery Program to avoid the likelihood of
jeopardy and/or adverse modification of critical habitat for depletions. If other measures are
determined by the Service or tlle Recovery Program to be needed for recovery prior to the
review, they can be added to tlle Recovery Action Plan according to standard procedures,
outlined in that plan. If the Recovery Program is unable to complete those actions which the
Service has determined to be required, consultation on projects with a Federal nexus may be
reinitiated in accordance with ESA regulations and those opinion's reinitiation requirements.
The Service may also reinitiate consultation on tlle Recovery Program if fish populations do not
improve according to the population response criteria to be developed within one year of tlle
issuance of the biological opinion on tlle Program. Failure to maintain a positive response,
whenever achieved, will be considered a negative response and subject to reinitiation.
If the Service reinitiates consultation, it will first provide information on the status of the species
and reco=endations for improving population numbers to the Recovery Program. Only if the
Recovery Program does not implement recovery actions to improve the status ofthe species, will
the Service reinitiate consultation with individual projects. The Service intends to reinitiate
consultations simultaneously on all depletions.
All individual consultations conducted under the Yampa and Colorado River progranunatic
opinions contain language requesting tlle ·applicable Federal agency to retain sufficient authority
to reinitiate consultation should reinitiation become necessary. The BLM will retain regulatory
autllority over the oil and gas activities that are permitted by BLM and which are involved in this
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consultation. Non-Federal entities that have signed recovery agreements and that rely on the
Recovery Program to avoid the likelihood of jeopardy and/or adverse modification of critical
habitat by depletion impacts related to their projects will agree, by means of Recovery
Agreements, to participate during reinitiated consultations in finding solutions to the problem
which triggered the reinitiation of consultation.
Thank you for you cooperation in the fo=ulation of this opinion and your interest in conserving
endangered species.

CClayton:BLMFluidMinernlsProgrnmPBO.doc:12190S
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RECOVERY AGREEMENT

TIllS RECOVERY AGREEMENT is entered into this _ day of
,
, by
and between the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) and (name of water user)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,(Water User).
WHEREAS, in 1988, the Secretary of Interior, the Governors of Wyoming, Colorado and Utah,
and the Administrator of the Western Area Power Administration signed a Cooperative
Agreement to implement the Recovery Implementation Program for Endangered Fish Species in
the Upper Colorado River Basin (Recovery Program); and
WHEREAS, the Recovery Program is intended to recover the endangered fish while providing
for water development in the Upper Basin to proceed in compliance with state law, interstate
compacts and the ESA; and
WHEREAS, the Colorado Water Congress has passed a resolution supporting the Recovery
Program; and
WHEREAS, on December 20,1999, the Service issued a programmatic biological opinion (1999
Opinion) concluding that implementation of specified elements of the Recovery Action Plan
(Recovery Elements), along with existing and a specified amount of new depletions, are not
likely to jeopardize the continued existence ofthe endangered 'fish or adversely modify their
critical habitat in the Colorado River subbasin within Colorado, exclusive of the Gunnison River
subbasin; and
WHEREAS, the 1999 Opinion in the section entitled "Reinitiation Notice" divided depletions
into Category 1 or Category 2 for reinitiation purposes; and
WHEREAS, on January 10,2005, the Service issued a programmatic biological opinion (2005
Opinion) on the lvianagement Plan/or Endangered Fishes in the Yampa River Basin
concluding that implementation of specified elements of the Recovery Action Plan (Recovery
Elements), along witll existing and a specified amount of new depletions, are not likely to
jeopardize tile continued existence of the endangered fish or adversely modify tlleir critical
habitat in the Yampa River subbasin and Green River subbasin downstream of the Yampa River
confluence; and
WHEREAS, Water User is the choose one: owner/operator/contractor of (name of water project
or projects)
(Water Project), which causes or will
cause depletions to the Colorado River subbasin within Colorado, exclusive of the Gunnison
River subbasin, and/or to the Yampa River subbasin; and
WHEREAS, Water User desires certainty that its depletions can occur consistent with section 7
and section 9 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA); and
WHEREAS, tile Service desires a commitment from Water User to the Recovery Program so
that tile Program can actually be implemented to recover tile endangered fish and to carry out the
Recovery Elements.
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NOW THEREFORE, Water User and the Service agree as follows I :
1. The Service agrees that implementation of the Recovery Elements specified in the
1999 and 2005 Opinions will avoid the likelihood of jeopardy and adverse modification under
section 7 of the ESA, for depletion impacts caused by Water User's Water Project. Any
consultations under section 7 regarding Water Project's depletions are to be governed by the
provisions of the 1999 and 2005 Opinions. The Service agrees that, except as provided in the
1999 and 2005 Opinions, no other measure or action shall be required or imposed on Water
Project to comply with section 7 or section 9 of the ESA with regard to Water Project's depletion
impacts or other impacts covered by the 1999 and 2005 Opinions. Water User is entitled to rely
on tins Agreement in malcing the comnJ.itment described in paragraph 2.
2. Water User agrees not to take any action which would probably prevent the
implementation of the Recovery Elements. To the extent implementing tile Recovery Elements
requires active cooperation by Water User, Water User agrees to talee reasonable actions required
to implement those Recovery Elements. Water User will not be required to take any action that
would violate its decrees or the statutory authorization for Water Project, or any applicable limits
on Water User's legal authority. Water User will not be precluded from undertalcing good faith'
negotiations over terms and conditions applicable to implementation of tile Recovery Elements.
3. If the Service believes timt Water User has violated paragraph 2 oftlJ.is Recovery
Agreement, the Service shall notify both Water User and the Management Committee of the
Recovery Program. Water User and tile Management ComnJ.ittee shall have a reasonable
opportunity to comment to the Service regarding the existence of a violation and to recommend
remedies, if appropriate. The Service will consider the comments of Water User and tlle
comments and recommendations of the Management ComnJ.ittee, but retains the authority to
determine the existence of a violation. If the Service reasonably determines that a violation has
occurred and will notbe remedied by Water User despite an opportunity to do so, the Service
may request reinitiation of consultation on Water Project without reinitiating other consultations
as would otherwise be required by the "Reinitiation Notice" section of the 1999 and 2005
Opinions. In that event, tile Water Project's depletions would be excluded from tile depletions
covered by 1999 and/or 2005 Opinions and the protection provided by the Incidental Take
Statement(s).
4. Notinng in tlJ.is Recovery Agreement shall be deemed to affect the authorized
purposes of Water User's Water Project or The Service's statutory authority.
5. The signing of tlJ.is Recovery Agreement does not constitute any admission by Water
User regarding the application of tile ESA to the depletions of Water User's Water Project. The
signing of tlJ.is Recovery Agreement does not constitute any agreement by either party as to
whether tile flow recommendations described in tile 1999 and 2005 Opinions are biologically or
hydrologically necessary to recover the endangered fish.

I Individual

Recovery Agreement may be changed to fit specific circumstances.
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6. This Recovery Agreement shall be in effect until one of the following occurs.
a. The Service removes the listed species in the Upper Colorado River Basin
from the endangered or threatened species list and determines that the Recovery
Elements are no longer needed to prevent the species from being relisted under
the ESA; or
b. The Service determines that the Recovery Elements are no longer needed to
recover or offset the likelihood of jeopardy to the listed species in the Upper
Colorado River Basin; or
c. The Service declares that the endangered fish in the Upper Colorado River
Basin are extinct; or
d. Federal legislation is passed or Federal regulatory action is tal(en that negates
the need for [or eliminates1the Recovery Program.
7. Water User may withdraw from this Recovery Agreement upon written notice to the
Service. If Water User withdraws, the Service may request reinitiation of consultation on Water
Project without reinitiating other consultations as would otherwise be required by the
"Reinitiation Notice" section of the 1999 and 2005 Opinions.

Water User Representative

Date

Western Colorado Supervisor
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Date

(ES/GJ·6·CO·OS·F·0006)
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Understanding Uncertainties
in Future Colorado River
Streamflow
by Julie A. Vano, B radley Udall, Daniel R. Cayan, Jonathan T. Overpeck, Levi D. B rekke,
Tapash Das, Holly C. Hartmann, Hugo G. Hidalgo, Martin Hoerling, Gregory J. McCabe,
Kiyomi Morino, Robert S. Webb, Kevin Werner, and Dennis P. Lettenmaier

A synthesis of studies on Colorado River streamflow projections that examines
methodological and model differences and their implications for water management.

T

he Colorado River is the primary water source hydroclimate provide evidence for increased drying,
for more than 30 million people in seven rapidly although each study (Fig. 1; Table 1) has its own
grow ing, most ly
arid American states and
Mex ico. T he Colorado
River water supply system,
which consists of two large
reservoirs (Lakes Mead
and Powell) and numerous smaller reservoirs, is
already stressed because of
growing water demand and
an ongoing drought that is
outside the historical norm
of twentieth-century climate variability (Fulp 2005;
USBR 2011a). Concerns
have been voiced that this
recent prolonged drought
could be a harbinger of a
permanent shift to a drier
climate (Seager et al. 2007;
Fig . 1. Approaches to generating future projections. Dotted lines indicate
Barnett and Pierce 2008,
possible future studies. Land surface models (LSMs) are often incorporated
2009; Overpeck and Udall
into GCMs and RCMs, or they can be run (usually after downscaling) offline,
2010; Cayan et al. 2010;
in which case they use output from climate models (e.g., precipitation, temUSBR 2011a, among others).
perature, wind speed) and essentially serve as macroscale hydrology models.
Numerous studies of
Paleoclimate data can also be used to evaluate and improve how GCMs
simulate historical climate.
the Colorado River basin’s
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unique approach and results. Seager et al. (2007,
p. 1181) summarize global climate model (GCM)
results for the western United States, which they
state indicate that “this region [the southwestern
United States] will dry in the 21st century and that
the transition to a more arid climate should already
be under way.” These results, when extracted for the
Colorado River basin, which we do in comparisons
below, show reductions in runoff of approximately
19% by the mid-twenty-first century, although Seager
and Vecchi (2010) subsequently argued for the need
for higher-resolution modeling to better represent
the role of complex topography of the Colorado
River headwaters in future climate projections. Other
studies using offline simulation methods also indicate drying with magnitudes of runoff decline that
vary widely from as little as 6% (Christensen and
Lettenmaier 2007, hereafter C&L) to as much as 45%
(Hoerling and Eischeid 2007) by midcentury.
Despite indications of consensus of climate models
regarding future drying (e.g., NRC 2011), there is
still considerable variability in future climate projections—for instance, one-third of 112 future climate
projections from a set of Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report
(AR4) phase 3 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP3) GCM projections investigated by
the USBR (2011a) show no change or increases in
Colorado River streamflow, a number that varies
depending on the GCMs and emission scenarios used
(Harding et al. 2012). Furthermore, more recent work
based on regional climate models (RCMs), rather than
GCMs, suggests that the sensitivities of streamflow
to climate change may be somewhat less in RCMs
than GCMs because of the inability of GCMs to represent the high-elevation runoff source areas for the
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Colorado River. These RCM scenarios also mostly
suggest reductions in twenty-first-century Colorado
River discharge (2040–69 relative to 1970–99), as do
their related GCMs (Gao et al. 2011).
A sensitivity study by Das et al. (2011) suggests
that among the major western U.S. river basins,
reductions in discharge caused by warming would
be largest in the Colorado River basin. This can be
explained by the fact that the semiarid Colorado
basin yields a relatively small increment of runoff
relative to the precipitation it receives. Any increase
in evapotranspiration, from warmer temperatures or
shifts in seasonality, produces a larger percentage loss
in the amount left for runoff in the Colorado basin
compared to more humid river basins. Also unique
to the Colorado basin is the size of its reservoirs relative to annual streamflow, with total storage relative
to annual inflow ratios of over 4 (vs about 0.3 in the
Columbia River basin, for example). Therefore, for
the basin as a whole, water management implications
of runoff change are controlled by annual rather
than shorter period discharge volumes, which is
fundamentally different than other major reservoir
systems. Our analysis, therefore, focuses on annual,
not seasonal, changes. This large ratio and current
water demands also indicate that adding additional
reservoirs will likely not improve basin water supply
or water management (Burges 1991).
Collectively, the uncertainties among studies
have stimulated an interesting scientific debate, but
to many practitioners this appears to be a tangle of
conflicting predictions. This poses a serious impediment to water managers, who are faced with securing
an adequate water supply in the region. The obvious
questions to scientists from the water management
community are these: Why is there such a wide range
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of projections of impacts of future climate change
on Colorado River streamflow, and how should this
uncertainty be interpreted?
To understand and reconcile differences in future
streamf low projections, we have explored uncertainties in the methodologies and models on which

they were based at multiple levels in the climate–
hydrology–water resources continuum. We find that
no single factor can explain the differences; rather,
they arise from multiple factors involving differences
in methodologies and models. These differences,
the nature and implications of which we summarize

Table 1. Details of studies used in evaluating future Colorado streamflow.
No. of
GCMs

No. of
RCMs

Emission
Total
scenarios projectionsa

Spatial
resolution

Type
downscaling

Land surface
representation

Seager et al. (2007)

19

—

SRES A1B

49

~2° lat–lon
(~200 km)

—

GCM P – E

Seager et al. (2013)

16b

—

CMIP5
RCP8.5

43

~2° lat–lon
(~200 km) c

—

GCM P – E and runoff

Milly et al. (2005)

12

—

SRES A1B

24

~2° lat–lon
(~200 km)

—

GCM runoff

Christensen et al.
(2004)

1

—

ACPI BAU

3

1/8° lat–lon
(~12 km)

BCSD

VIC hydrologic model

Christensen and
Lettenmaier (2007)

11

—

SRES A2
and B1

22

1/8° lat–lon
(~12 km)

BCSD

VIC hydrologic model

Cayan et al. (2010)

2d

—

SRES A2
and B1

4

1/8° lat–lon
(~12 km)

Constructed
analogs

VIC hydrologic model

USBR (2011a)
(approach 3e)

16

—

SRES A2,
A1B, and B1

112

1/8° lat–lon
(~12 km)

BCSD

VIC hydrologic model

Gao et al. (2011)

3

3

SRES A2

3

50-km grids

Dynamical

RCM runoff

Rasmussen et al.
(2011)

1

1

SRES A2

1

2-, 6-, 18-, and
36-km grids

Pseudo–global
warming
approach

RCM runoff

Gao et al. (2012)

4

4

SRES A2
and A1B

4

50- and ~35-km
grids

Dynamical

RCM P – E

Hoerling and
Eischeid (2007)

18

—

SRES A1B

42

Climate divisions
(~150 km)

Downscaling
regression

PDSI with regression

Cook et al. (2004)

—

—

—

1

2.5° lat–lon

—

PDSI reconstruction

Woodhouse et al.
(2006)

—

—

—

1

62 tree-ring
chronologies

—

Proxy reconstructions

Meko et al. (2007)

—

—

—

1

11 chronologies,
upper basin

—

Proxy reconstructions

Estimate
2°Cf

—

—

2

62 HUC8s

—

Percentage adjustment based on TWB
model and proxy
reconstructions

—

—

—

1244 and
1000 tracesg

11 chronologies,
upper basin

—

Proxy reconstructions

McCabe and
Wolock (2007)

USBR (2011a)
(approach 8e)
a

Total projections include multiple runs for the same GCM and emission scenarios.

b

As more GCMs become available, results are updated online (www.ldeo.columbia.edu/~cli/NCC_paper.html).

c

Spatial resolution for GCMs in CMIP5 are, on average, smaller than those in earlier assessments (Seager et al. 2013).

d

A total of 12 GCMs were used, but only 2 were downscaled for more detailed analysis of droughts.

e

As specified in Fig. 1.

f

Two warming scenarios: 0.86° and 2°C increases; 0.86°C was based on measured trend in upper basin annual temperature
during the twentieth century and 2°C warmer scenario was based on GCM scenarios.

g

Resampled using paleoresampled (1244) and paleoconditioned (1000) methods to generate 50-yr periods.
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below, highlight the need for the research community
to better identify, effectively communicate, and focus
research efforts to reduce climate uncertainties.
Future streamflow projections are also complicated by the Colorado River’s large natural variability
(Fig. 2). When the Colorado River Compact, which
allocated water between the upper and lower basins,
was signed in 1922, less than 30 years of streamflow
data had been collected, and thus there was little
understanding of the system’s natural variability at
interdecadal time scales. Since then, methods have
been developed to extend the instrumental record
based on paleoclimate studies (Fig. 2, bottom panels),
which now date back to 268 BC in some locations
in the western United States (e.g., Cook et al. 2004;
Woodhouse et al. 2006; Meko et al. 2007; Routson
et al. 2011). Although these paleoreconstructions were
not included in the future climate studies mentioned
above, these long-term records contain droughts
more severe than the historical record and have often
been considered proxies for future flows (e.g., USBR
2007b, 2011a), which further increases the impression of conflicting research results. Reinforcing this
impression, a recent study suggests that even the
existing tree-ring-based flow reconstructions may
underestimate the magnitude of interdecadal-scale to
centennial-scale drought variability (Ault et al. 2013).
To address the questions posed above, we explore
four possible causes for the wide range of future
Colorado River projections and follow with a discussion of how paleoclimate records relate to future
projections. We also discuss the connection of this
information to planning and management and conclude by summarizing future research and presenting
an interpretation for decision makers. Throughout
the paper, we highlight seven “lessons” that help place
individual studies within the broader research context. By providing this context, researchers can reduce
uncertainty in the interpretation of results and thus
provide information more useful to decision makers.
Sources of Uncertainty in Future
Projections. We identify four major sources
of disparities in future projections (the four subsections in this section), ranked from greatest
to least importance using information from this
and other studies. Two sources of disparities arise
from differences in the specific GCM projections
used (including both differences in the GCMs and
emissions scenarios) and differences in the statistical
downscaling methodologies (ranked first and fourth,
respectively). These two sources of disparities among
studies can be partially addressed by standardizing
62
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methodologies. In contrast, the other two—spatial
scale and topographic dependencies of climate change
projections (ranked second) and differences in the
sensitivities of land surface hydrology model representations to precipitation and temperature change
(ranked third)—are somewhat more complex and
require further analyses. Together these underscore
the imperative of gaining a better understanding of
uncertainties inherent in the predictions and the
need to better communicate these uncertainties to
the larger water management community.
GCM and emission scenario selection. Future climate
can be represented in many ways, but most climate
change assessments rely on GCM output for multiple
greenhouse gas emission scenarios [e.g., IPCC Special
Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) A2 from AR4
and representative concentration pathway (RCP)
8.5 from the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5); see
Nakicenovic and Swart 2000; Moss et al. 2010]. GCM
projections vary in their internal model dynamics and
thus have wide ranges of precipitation change as well
as in other surface atmospheric variables (e.g., surface air temperature, and downward shortwave and
longwave radiation). These differences relate to how
GCMs represent important physical processes—for
example, stratospheric resolution (Scaife et al. 2012;
Karpechko and Manzini 2012) and tropical Pacific
sea surface temperature responses to anthropogenic
forcing (Seager and Vecchi 2010)—as well as natural
variability that can operate on time steps that are
multidecadal or longer (Deser et al. 2012; Karnauskas
et al. 2012). Recent studies have dealt with these differences by using projections from multiple GCMs to
characterize future projections more fully. The selection of which GCMs are used [e.g., output from over
20 GCMs was archived by the Program for Climate
Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI) that
were run for the IPCC AR4] has been based on a range
of criteria, but often instead of model performance,
the GCMs used have hinged upon model output
availability at the time the study was conducted. The
choice of models and emission scenarios (Table 1),
however, can have substantial implications. Some
studies have used only one GCM and one emission
scenario, and therefore they have a single projection
of future runoff. This was the case in Christensen
et al. (2004), who found declines of 18% in the mean
annual discharge of the Colorado River by the midtwenty-first century with the Accelerated Climate
Prediction Initiative's (ACPI) “business as usual”
(BAU) global greenhouse gas emissions scenario for
the Parallel Climate Model GCM. Later work (C&L)

using similar methods but
applied to 11 GCMs with a
roughly equivalent emission scenario (A2) found
average declines of 6%,
with a range from a 40% decline to a 17% increase. The
USBR (2011a) study also
used essentially the same
approach as in Christensen
et al. (2004) but expanded
simulations to include 16
GCMs. The A2 emission
scenario’s average for the
USBR (2011a) study had
declines of 10% at Lees
Ferry, Arizona (slightly
upst re a m of t he lo c ation for which flows were
reported by C&L) (data
from J. Prairie 2012, persona l communication),
which included multiple
Fig. 2. Colorado River flows at Lees Ferry and paleoclimate reconstructions
runs for certain GCMs for
that provide evidence of drought occurrence and persistence over the past
a total of 36 simulations
2000 years. (a) Naturalized streamflow values from the USBR (2012) from
that produced a range in
1906 to 2008. (b) Streamflow reconstruction 762–2005 at Lees Ferry from
mid-twenty-first-century
the Upper Colorado River Flow Reconstruction dataset (Meko et al. 2012),
annual runoff change from
as described in Meko et al. (2007); confidence intervals were generated using
RMSE values. (c) Soil moisture reconstruction (black line) from Cook et al.
–40% to +21% [see Harding
(2012) using an average of six Palmer drought severity index (PDSI) points
et al. (2012) for additional
representing the Four Corners region from 0 to 2006, as reported by Routson
comparisons].
et al. (2011). Reconstructed flow values (red line) are provided as reference
In addition to GCM
and are the same as in (b). The reality of the second-century megadrought
selection, scenarios for
has been recently confirmed by Routson et al. (2011), with strong indications
f ut u re g reen house ga s
that the longest multidecadal megadrought observed in the last 2000 years
concentrations must be
lasted close to 50 years.
speci f ied. T h is a f fec ts
the magnitude of temperature and precipitation scenario (Fig. 3a) and different emission scenarios
changes—generally higher concentrations translate to across the same 11 GCMs (Fig. 3b). Data were
larger temperature increases, especially in the latter downloaded from online (http://esg.llnl.gov:8080
part of the twenty-first century. In the IPCC AR4, /home/publicHomePage.do) and latent heat for the
these increasing concentrations (e.g., B1, B2, A1B, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Climate
A2) were determined through emission scenarios Model, version 2.1 downloaded elsewhere (http://
as described by Nakicenovic and Swart (2000). In kage.ldeo.columbia.edu:81). We use a single run from
the AR5 simulations, emissions are represented every model, thus weighing all the GCMs’ natural
somewhat differently—as representative concentra- variabilities equally, and average values for eighteen
tion pathways (e.g., RCP4.5, RCP6.0, RCP8.5) (Moss 2° × 2° grids that cover the basin, with GCM output
et al. 2010).
regridded to fit a consistent grid. Figure 3a shows
Figure 3 demonstrates how both GCM and P – E anomalies for the A1B scenario from 19 GCMs
emission scenario selection can influence results (top panel), whose output was analyzed by Seager
by showing differences in precipitation minus et al. (2007), in comparison with the same P – E
evaporation (P – E; equivalent to runoff in the long- anomalies over the same region for the 11 GCMs
term mean, and E includes evapotranspiration) (middle panel) used by C&L (almost two-thirds of the
for different GCMs across the same A1B emission models used by Seager et al. 2007). Anomalies of P – E
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shows P – E anomalies for
the 11 GCMs in C&L for all
three scenarios. For A2, this
results in mid-twenty-firstcentury declines of 7.8%,
which are similar to those
reported by C&L (~6%).
Similar GCM and emission
scenarios are, however, not
a guarantee that studies using different methodologies
for producing runoff estimates will agree, as demonstrated by B1 scenario
changes; C&L, who used a
hydrology model to generate runoff, reported average
runoff declines of approximately 7%, whereas our
P – E calculation estimates
declines of 15.3%. This
figure also illustrates how
Fig. 3. Precipitation-minus-evaporation anomalies from GCM output for grids
the time period of analyover the upper basin (which contribute to flows at Lees Ferry). Anomalies are
sis matters, a 30-yr time
relative to the individual GCM’s climatology from 1950 to 2000. Anomalies
slice in the mid-twenty-first
have been filtered using a 10-yr moving average. Black lines are median values;
century (where B1 declines
gray area is the interquartile range. (a) The effect of differences in GCMs
of 15% are greater than A2
for just the A1B scenario, where the nonunion GCMs are those included in
Seager, but not in C&L. (b) Differences between scenarios (A2, A1B, and B1)
of 8%) does not capture the
for just the 11 GCMs used in C&L.
same trend between emission scenarios as in the
in GCMs included in Seager et al. but not in C&L are late-twenty-first century (where the 2070–99 average
lower (“Non Union” GCMs, bottom-left panel), indi- B1 declines of 10% are less than A2 declines of 17%).
cating that Seager et al.’s study included drier GCMs This change is due to both the strength of the humanthan did C&L. Changes in mid-twenty-first-century induced signal and random natural climate variability
P – E, averaged across GCMs for 2040–69 relative in GCMs, which can either hide or amplify radiatively
to 1950–99, also indicate that Seager et al.’s (2007) forced trends, making a climate change signal difficult
models had more negative P – E values (–19.4%) than to detect [see Deser et al. (2012) and Harding et al.
C&L (–13.4%). Figure 3 differences are strictly from (2012) for further discussion]. Furthermore, some
GCM output and are directly comparable, whereas GCMs archived for IPCC contribute an ensemble of
streamflow comparisons between these two studies multiple simulations for the same emission scenario.
involve methodological differences (Seager et al. use Typically, differences between ensemble members
GCM output similar to what we report here, whereas are less than differences among different GCMs and
C&L employed a higher-resolution hydrological emission scenarios; however, some GCMs have larger
model that essentially was used, after downscaling, ranges [see Fig. 2 in Seager et al. (2007) and Fig. 8 in
as a postprocessor to GCM output). Nevertheless, Harding et al. (2012) for examples], implying a need
comparisons of GCM P – E suggest that model selec- to balance intramodel and intermodel variability in
tion may be a major source of differences between the multimodel ensemble estimates.
Seager et al. (2007) estimated runoff declines (~19%)
and the much smaller projected changes reported by Lesson 1: Differences between studies are attributable
C&L (~6% decline for A2, ~7% decline for B1).
in part to differences in the GCMs used. Differences
The two studies also differ in the emissions scenari- can arise from 1) how many and which GCMs were
os they report. Seager et al. (2007) used A1B emissions used and 2) the emission scenarios used and time
scenarios, whereas C&L used A2 and B1. Figure 3b period over which changes are analyzed. In the
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Colorado basin, most GCMs used in AR4 project
declines in (annual) precipitation [with the headwaters being close to the nodal line of drying to the
south and wetting to the north, which implies greater
uncertainty and an increased likelihood that results
in future studies (e.g., AR5) may differ] and increases
in temperature, although the magnitude of change
depends strongly on which GCMs and emission
scenarios are used. Natural variability can mask
climate signals; however, on the whole, higher future
greenhouse gas emissions translate to a warmer, and
in most cases, drier climate, with larger decreases in
Colorado River streamflow.
Spatial scale and topographic dependence of climate
change projections. Runoff production in the Colorado River varies greatly across the complex terrain
and climate of the basin, and also changes markedly
with season and year. About 85% of the basin’s runoff is produced from about 15% of its area—mostly
in the high-elevation headwaters region (C&L).
Furthermore, although the amounts of summer and
winter precipitation on average are roughly equal
basinwide, winter precipitation is much greater in the
headwaters and more efficiently produces runoff than
does summer precipitation. Differences in the ability
of models to represent the disproportionate contribution to Colorado River discharge of the relatively
small high-elevation source areas can have important
effects on a model’s sensitivities to climate change.
Off line hydrology model simulations, which are
often employed to increase spatial resolution to better
capture the hydrologic dynamics of the headwaters
region (which reflect highly variable topographic,
soil, and vegetation characteristics), use techniques
such as Penman–Monteith, Thornthwaite, and related
methods to estimate potential evapotranspiration and

are, by construct, not coupled with (and hence, constrained by) the climate system. On the other hand,
moisture recycling within the Colorado basin (one
indicator of the constraining role the system might
play) has been estimated to be quite small—less than
3% by Trenberth (1998).
i ) S imulations of land processes . We used a simple
water balance model (McCabe and Markstrom 2007)
to demonstrate how sensitive runoff is to the spatial
resolution of climate forcing data (Fig. 4)—and hence,
the ability of models to resolve high-elevation runoff
source areas within the Colorado basin. This model,
referred to as the Thornwaite water balance model
(TWB), was previously used by McCabe and Wolock
(2007) to investigate how future warming might
impact the Colorado basin water supply. They ran
the model for each of the 62 U.S. Geological Survey
hydrologic unit code 8 (HUC8) subbasins above Lees
Ferry, with monthly precipitation and temperature
aggregated for each HUC8 from Parameter-Elevation
Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM)
data (www.prism.oregonstate.edu). The model was
calibrated by tuning basinwide parameters that govern snow accumulation, snowmelt, and runoff. We
used the model version and parameters from McCabe
and Wolock (2011) and the same gridded climate
forcing dataset used in Vano et al. (2012), with climate
forcings aggregated at four spatial resolutions (1/8°,
1/2°, 1°, and 2° latitude–longitude). We calculated
runoff averaged over the period 1975–2005 and calculated temperature sensitivities at each resolution using
a 0.1°C increment change as in Vano et al. (2012).
In our simulations, as the model resolution was
increased from 2° to 1/8°, the simulated runoff from
the upper basin increased from an average of 73 to
107 mm yr–1, an increase of 45% (Fig. 4, black line).

Fig. 4. Influence of spatial resolution on upper Colorado River basin runoff. When the 1/8° climate forcing
dataset (monthly temperature and precipitation) was aggregated to 1/2°, 1°, and 2° resolutions, the annual
average TWB modeled runoff (black line in far right panel) declines and temperature sensitivities (orange line
in far right panel) become more negative.
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Similarly, as the model resolution increased, the
basin’s sensitivity to temperature increases became
less negative—in other words, higher-resolution
simulations were less sensitive to temperature change
(Fig. 4, orange line). We believe that the mechanisms
that underlie the sensitivity’s dependence on spatial
resolution are twofold (keeping in mind that these
are offline simulations; that is, the land surface is
forced by, but does not feed back to, the atmosphere):
1) higher-resolution simulations are colder in the
headwaters, where a majority of the basin’s runoff
is generated; these colder temperatures accumulate
larger snowpacks that more efficiently generate
runoff because their larger spring pulses are more
likely to be associated with soil saturation, and 2) in
coarser-resolution simulations the highest elevations
are lower, hence temperatures are warmer, which
results in higher rates of evaporation and more rain
than snow, which increases water availability and
subsequently evaporation. The results shown in Fig. 4
are qualitatively similar to those reported in Hoerling
et al. (2009) in their reevaluation of Hoerling and
Eischeid’s (2007) results, where they used a highspatial-resolution model, and found considerably
smaller projected future climate runoff declines than
in their earlier (coarse resolution) study.
More detailed process-based hydrology models—
for example, the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC)
model—account for the effects of finer-spatial-scale
topographic variations through the use of elevation
bands (i.e., meteorological forcings are adjusted according to a lapse rate and snow processes are simulated at
multiple elevations within a single grid). Haddeland
et al. (2002) found that in the Columbia River basin,
which also has snowmelt-dominated hydrology, when
elevation bands were not used, VIC runoff simulated
at a coarse 2° spatial resolution was 15% lower than
simulations at much higher (1/8°) resolution; however,
when elevation bands (at 200-m-elevation intervals)
were represented, the difference was reduced to 4%.
In other words, whether through finer grid resolution
(2° vs 1/8°) or by use of elevation bands, a hydrologic
model’s representation of the effects of orography can
strongly affect hydrologic predictions at the basin scale
in topographically complex river basins.
ii ) Simulations of atmospheric processes. Atmospheric
models are also affected by complex terrain that
can affect how temperature changes translate to
changes in runoff. In the Colorado River headwaters
in particular, estimates of future flow will benefit
from using high-resolution atmosphere models to
simulate high-elevation snow (as suggested by
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Seager and Vecchi 2010). RCMs simulate processes
similar to GCMs but at a much finer resolution. For
this reason, computational requirements have often
constrained the time period and spatial domain for
RCM simulations—although this restriction has been
relaxed somewhat in recent studies, like the North
American Regional Climate Change Assessment
Program (NARCCAP; Mearns et al. 2012). Many
studies with RCMs have highlighted the importance
of representing the effects of complex terrain in
climate simulations, particularly the implications of
snow processes (e.g., Rauscher et al. 2008; Rasmussen
et al. 2011; Gao et al. 2011, 2012; Dominguez et al.
2012; Wi et al. 2012). For example, Rasmussen et al.
(2011) found a spatial resolution coarser than 6 km
results in overestimating low-elevation and underestimating high-elevation snowfall in the Colorado River
headwaters by 20%–40%. How an improved regional
simulation of snow processes in topographically complex regions translates into more realistic regional
climate change sensitivity has yet to be determined.
Although this might be done in a regional climate
modeling context, a consensus on RCM sensitivities
to climate change in the Colorado River basin does
not yet exist (e.g., Rauscher et al. 2008; Gao et al. 2011;
Rasmussen et al. 2011; Gao et al. 2012). Furthermore,
complications with the specification of boundary
conditions suggest that it might be better attempted
through use of global simulations over a range of
spatial resolutions spanning the approximate range
in our Fig. 4. Racherla et al. (2012, p. D20118) note,
for instance, in a more general analysis of the added
value of RCM downscaling “that there is not a strong
relationship between skill in capturing climatological
means and skill in capturing climate change,” and we
believe that this is a central unresolved issue in the
context of understanding the climatic sensitivity of
snow-dominated mountainous regions.
Lesson 2: Spatial resolution of both land surface and
atmospheric models is critical to the realistic representation of the changes in future hydrology of the
Colorado basin—both mean conditions and variability. The basin’s headwater areas accumulate much of
the precipitation that is available for runoff, an effect
amplified by reduced evaporation resulting from
colder temperatures and snowpack at these elevations.
As a result, the water fluxes from models with coarser
spatial resolution tend to be more sensitive to change
from both warming and precipitation reductions, the
details of which warrant further investigation. Runoff
changes (not magnitudes) calculated directly from
GCM output (~200-km spatial resolution at present)

or from other methods based on basinwide areaaverage temperature and precipitation change likely
overestimate runoff change sensitivities, and should
be interpreted with considerable caution.
Land surface representations. In the Colorado River
basin, there is a substantial range in the sensitivity of
different land surface hydrology models to changes in
climatic variables—that is, the fractional change in
runoff associated with a given precipitation or temperature change. Vano et al. (2012), for instance, compared the land surface response of five LSMs (with
two versions of Noah) to changes in precipitation
and temperature (Fig. 5). Changes in precipitation
are magnified in runoff changes, with lower flows
being more sensitive to precipitation changes. This
sensitivity can be expressed as an elasticity, defined
as percent change in annual model runoff divided by
percent change in annual precipitation. Vano et al.
(2012) found elasticities ranging from a little over 2
to 6 at Lees Ferry depending on the model and reference condition (the derived value from observations
is about 2), and the elasticities among models were
reduced to between about 2 and 3 when model biases
(mostly underestimates of runoff) were accounted for.
Similarly, the sensitivity of modeled runoff to temperature, defined as percent change in annual runoff for
an imposed increase in annual temperature, differed
among LSMs from about –3% to –10% °C–1 increase
in annual basin-average temperature, with no evident
change in the range of sensitivities with model biases.
The temperature sensitivity depends on the
model’s physical parameterizations. When temperature changes were applied only to the maximum
temperature instead of holding the temperature range
constant—an experiment that effectively generated
larger changes in net radiation and vapor pressure
deficit—temperature sensitivities roughly doubled
for most models. Although there were substantial
spatial variations in temperature sensitivities (and
precipitation elasticities), differences among models
were generally smaller in the headwater regions that
produce most of the runoff. The form of precipitation
(rain or snow) was dependent on temperature, but this
was consistent across models.
In addition to elasticities and temperature sensitivities reported in Vano et al. (2012), we computed
the same metrics for two other hydrological models
at Lees Ferry (also in Fig. 5). The National Weather
Service Colorado Basin River Forecast Center’s
operational version of the Sacramento Soil Moisture
Accounting (SAC) model (Burnash et al. 1973) is
essentially a spatially lumped (for 29 Colorado River
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

subbasins) version of the SAC-distributed version reported by Vano et al. (2012). The operational version
had an elasticity of 2.4 (vs 2.6 for the distributed
version) and temperature sensitivity of –4% (vs –5%)
per °C–1 of annual warming. This is an updated version
of the model used by Nash and Gleick (1991). We also
calculated sensitivities using the simple TWB computation described in the previous section. This is a
slightly updated version of the model used by McCabe
and Wolock (2007) in their study of climate change
in the Colorado basin, with key differences being that
we applied the model using the same 1/8° grid mesh,

Fig . 5. (top) Precipitation elasticities and (bottom)
temperature sensitivities at Lees Ferr y. Values
to the left of the dashed line are from Vano et al.
(2012); values to the right of the dashed line are the
Sacramento Operational (SAC op) model and the
TWB computations. Tmax&min shows sensitivity
values that result from changes to both minimum
and maximum temperatures, whereas Tminfixed
shows results from changes applied only to maximum
temperatures [see Vano et al. (2012) for details].
SAC op and TWB models only use a single average
temperature (Tavg). Note: some models are better
able to reproduce observed hydrologic characteristics,
providing some basis for identifying preferred models;
see Vano et al. (2012) for details.
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climate dataset, and +0.1°C temperature perturbation used by Vano et al. (2012). McCabe and Wolock
(2007) found a basinwide 0.86°C temperature increase
resulted in an 8% streamflow reduction (equivalent to
–9% °C–1), whereas we found a decline of 5% °C–1 using
a +0.1°C temperature change. They did not report
precipitation elasticity; our result was 2.0. Generally,
values reported in Fig. 5 are also similar to values in
Fig. 3 of Tang and Lettenmaier (2012) for Colorado
basinwide values of elasticity (between 1.8 and 2.2),
whereas their temperature sensitivities (between –2%
and –4% °C–1 derived using regression equations from
GCM output) are somewhat smaller in absolute value.
To test for robustness, we also calculated hydrologic sensitivities using different historical climate
datasets and time periods. Specifically, we calculated
precipitation elasticities and temperature sensitivities
using the historical gridded datasets of Maurer et al.
(2002), Hamlet and Lettenmaier (2005), Wood and
Lettenmaier (2006), and the PRISM Climate Group
as described in Daly et al. (1994), averaged across
different time periods with varying lengths (e.g.,
1975–2005, 1990–99, 1895–2006). In general, runoff
change differences are considerably less sensitive to
differences in historical datasets than they are to differences in hydrology models (and how net radiation
and vapor pressure forcings were derived).
L esson 3: Land surface hydrology models exhibit
substantial differences in their sensitivities of runoff
to temperature increases (approximately –6.5 ±
3.5% °C–1 at Lees Ferry). Responses to precipitation
change, when runoff biases are accounted for, are
more consistent across models (between 2 and 3 at
Lees Ferry). Differences in precipitation elasticity and
temperature sensitivities among models are generally
smaller in the headwater regions than elsewhere in the
basin, although further research is needed to better
understand these differences and how they relate to
observations. In general, differences in precipitation
elasticity and temperature sensitivity are independent
of the datasets and historical periods for which evaluations are conducted.
Statistical downscaling methods. To represent hydrologic processes, such as snow accumulation and ablation,
spatially distributed hydrologic models need inputs of
order 10–20-km spatial and subdaily temporal resolution. In contrast, current-generation GCMs have
spatial resolutions of about 200 km. Furthermore,
while the computational time step of most GCMs is
1 h or less, GCMs generally do not produce physically realistic precipitation (e.g., daily drizzle, storm
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interarrival times), which is the primary driver of the
land surface hydrologic system, at time steps much
less than 1 month. Through IPCC AR4, most GCM
output was archived as monthly values; hence, temporal disaggregation to daily values is also required.
The procedures that produce hydrologic forcings at
appropriate spatial and temporal resolutions are usually referred to as statistical downscaling. They are
essential for hydrological modeling even if dynamical
downscaling (e.g., based on RCMs rather than GCMs)
is used (Wood et al. 2004).
Statistical downscaling methods carry with them
sources of uncertainty. We contrast here the bias correction and spatial disaggregation (BCSD) method,
used in several studies noted above (including
Christensen et al. 2004; C&L; USBR 2011a), and the
“delta method,” described in Hamlet et al. (2010).
We recognize that there are an increasing number
of statistical downscaling methods (see “Future
research directions” section) where each method
has strengths and weaknesses that make it more or
less appropriate for particular studies. Hamlet et al.
(2010) discuss strengths and weaknesses of the BCSD
and delta methods.
The BCSD method as described by Wood et al.
(2004) is the most common approach in previous
studies of the Colorado basin. The method maps the
probability distribution of modeled historical precipitation and temperature to the probability distribution
of observations; that is, if the modeled current climate
precipitation in a given month and year is the xth
percentile of the climate model’s (historical) distribution, then this is adjusted to the xth percentile of the
historical precipitation distribution for that month.
This approach can be subdivided into bias-correction
techniques and spatial disaggregation methods [as in
USBR (2011b)], but for our purposes we consider this
as a single downscaling method. In contrast, the delta
method applies changes in mean monthly precipitation
and temperature between current and future climate
simulations, and applies those differences (typically as
means ratios for precipitation and means differences
for temperature) to a record of historical observations.
We contrast the BCSD approach as used in C&L
with the delta method based on 30-yr average monthly
changes in temperature and percentage changes in precipitation for 2040–69 compared with 1950–99 across
the basin, applied to gridded historical (monthly)
observations for 1950–99 generated by Maurer et al.
(2002). These monthly delta changes are then applied
to every day in the historical record to create a future
simulation (a 50-yr time series of 2040–69 climate
change). Figure 6 compares the percentage difference

in flows at Lees Ferry for individual GCM simulations
using these two methods to generate input for the VIC
hydrologic model, as used in C&L. The delta method
tends to generate larger declines in future flows (by a
factor of almost 2 on an annual average basis) than the
BCSD method. The 11-model average decline is 7% at
Lees Ferry with the BCSD method compared to 13% for
the delta method for the A2 scenario. For B1 scenario
results (not shown), BCSD had average declines of
8%, while the delta method had declines of 11%. The
differences between downscaling methods (which is
at most 15% for either scenario; orange bars in Fig. 6),
however, are considerably less than the differences of
mid-twenty-first-century downscaled GCM responses
relative to historical streamflows, which have a BCSD
range of –42% to +18% (with an interquartile range of
–17% to +4%) for A2 and –26% to +16% (interquartile
range from –16% to 0%) for B1. The important aspect of
an appropriate downscaling approach is that it reproduces space–time attributes of GCM changes. In this
example, in the Colorado basin the spatial distribution and broad temporal characteristics (year-to-year
seasonality) matter. The BCSD method and related
approaches (see “Future research direction” section)
capture this in a more sophisticated way than the delta
method and therefore are arguably more desirable.
L esson 4: The choice of downscaling method can
affect the magnitude of the derived climate signal,
leading to differences in measures
such as long-term projected runoff
changes that for some individual
ensemble members can be comparable to differences among individual
GCMs, although, on average, these
differences are smaller. Differences
in downscaling methods also translate to important differences in seasonal changes and extreme events.
Downscaling methods should therefore be carefully evaluated and
selected. Unlike GCM selection,
where multiple models delineate the
range of future projections, the most
appropriate downscaling technique
depends on what questions a study
intends to address.
Past Records Provide
Conte x t for F u t u r e
Projections. When planning for the future, process-based
models ref lect our best scientific
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

understanding of future impacts. It is, however,
also helpful to look to the past, particularly given
emerging evidence that GCMs may underestimate
the risk of decadal and multidecadal drought (Ault et
al. 2012). Records of past flows and droughts, including paleoclimatic records, are being used increasingly in the Colorado River basin to help managers
plan for similar events in the future (e.g., Woodhouse
and Lukas 2006; USBR 2007b). Droughts in the 1930s
and 1950s are commonly used in planning, but provide only a limited perspective of what could occur
in the future. Paleoclimate reconstruction methods
extend the record backward in time well prior to
the beginning of the instrumental record. These
studies provide more understanding of the range
of drought variability, for instance, than is possible
solely through examination of the instrumental
record (e.g., Woodhouse and Lukas 2006). Stockton
and Jacoby (1976, p. vii) were the first to reconstruct
streamflows at Lees Ferry with a tree-ring analysis
that extended back to 1512. The reconstructed annual hydrographs caused concern—as their abstract
cautioned, “when the results of our analysis are
viewed in the context of future demand for water
usage in the Upper Colorado River basin, it is apparent that projected demand could soon outstrip
the natural annual supply of surface water.” This
study has been followed by many others, which
refined reconstruction methods and extended the

Fig . 6. Comparison of BCSD downscaling from C&L with a deltamethod downscaling approach for Lees Ferry in the 2040–69 future
period for A2 emission scenarios. On average, the BCSD approach has
a decline in streamflow of 7% (average values of 93%), whereas with the
delta method, declines are 13% (average values of 87%). Differences
are the BCSD approach minus the delta-method approach.
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record further (Hidalgo et al. 2000; Woodhouse
et al. 2006; and others). Meko et al. (2007) produced
a 1200-yr dataset for the entire upper Colorado River
basin, and recently, Routson et al. (2011) generated a
2200-yr tree-ring reconstruction for the nearby Rio
Grande headwaters region in Colorado. Although
methods and datasets used in reconstruction studies
differ, they all indicate that the period used in the
1922 Colorado Compact to determine water allocations was exceptionally wet (Woodhouse et al. 2006)
and that the basin has a history of multidecadal dry
periods, referred to as “megadroughts” (Fig. 2).
Paleoclimate records are key to assessing future
projections by providing a longer record for context,
helping to understand underlying climate mechanisms, and by providing a framework for evaluating
how well models simulate the full range of past
observed change. For example, the leading hypotheses for megadroughts has been shifts in tropical
sea surface temperatures (Graham et al. 2007, 2011;
Seager et al. 2007, 2008; Conroy et al. 2009; Oglesby
et al. 2012) caused by either natural variability or a
response to solar irradiance and volcanism variations
(Emile-Geay et al. 2008). Independent of climate
change considerations, paleodata prove it is realistic
to expect conditions outside the range of recorded
streamflow measurements—simply stated, there is
reason to believe megadroughts will occur again
(Woodhouse et al. 2010), although new work suggests
that existing tree-ring reconstructions (including past
streamflow) likely underestimate the full magnitude
of interdecadal-scale to centennial-scale drought
variability (Ault et al. 2013). Information on the
length, duration, and extent of drought can also
help identify global weather patterns that result in
longer dry periods (e.g., variations in sea surface temperatures) (Hidalgo 2004; Woodhouse and Overpeck
1998). Advances in techniques, multiple indicators,
and more paleoclimate data have improved the ability to understand the nature of seasonal changes in
hydrologic conditions and land surface conditions
such as snowpack (Pederson et al. 2011).
As with future GCM-based projections, paleoreconstructions using tree rings also have uncertainties and limitations. For instance, relationships
between radial growth and streamf low generally do not account for some climate factors such
as temperature through growing season length and
snowpack storage of available moisture (Meko et al.
2007). Variations in reconstruction methods are
reflected in reconstructed streamflows, especially in
extreme years (Woodhouse and Brown 2001). Future
and current drivers of hydroclimatic variability
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may also be novel with respect to the paleorecord
(Woodhouse et al. 2010)—examples include anthropogenic influences on climate as well as land cover
changes such as irrigated agriculture, grazing, dust
on snow, urbanization, changing fire regimes through
fire suppression, bark beetle infestations, and human
ignition. Past droughts are also unlikely to be identical to current and future droughts (Woodhouse et al.
2010). There is evidence of this already, in that past
megadroughts seem to be driven primarily by precipitation anomalies, whereas in the current drought,
temperature appears to be playing a more important
role (Cook et al. 2010; Woodhouse et al. 2010). This
underscores the need for further attention to the role
of temperature, such as in investigations by Cook et al.
(2011) of the early twentieth-century pluvial.
Interpretation of megadroughts in a future context
is somewhat complicated by the fact that the relative
role of anomalously low precipitation (detected in
most paleodroughts) is in contrast with the role of
increasing temperature (a key element in the ongoing
Colorado River drought, and implicated in future
projections). Nonetheless, the superposition of megadroughts, as seen in paleoprojections, and a steady
reduction in flows due to climate change should be
considered in future planning.
L esson 5: To understand future streamf low and
subsequent uncertainties, a comprehensive approach
should be taken, including analyses of paleoclimate
reconstructions as well as future projections. Together
these two lines of discovery can be used to explore the
basin’s response to megadrought-like reductions in
precipitation compounded by anthropogenic climate
change, the real “worst case” scenario.
Planning and Management Implications. Planning in the face of uncertainty,
across multiple spatial and temporal scales, is not
a new problem for water managers. However, most
water resource planning protocols are based on
a fundamental assumption of stationarity, which
implies that time-invariant statistical characteristics
adequately represent expectations for the future (Salas
1993). Climate change and new paleoclimatological
records belie the appropriateness of this stationarity
assumption (Hartmann 2005; Milly et al. 2008), and
while model-based studies offer the best prospect for
uncovering likely future conditions not contained in
the historical record, they do not provide definitive
answers for decision makers.
Climate change science advances by using different approaches that are often not easily reconciled,

while planners prefer clear, explicit characterizations
of uncertainties that can be directly incorporated into
risk-based calculations (Kerr 2011). Reconciliation
of this dichotomy is a challenge that requires effort
from both the science and management communities
(see supplementary text at http://dx.doi.org/10.1175
/BAMS-D-12-00228.2 for specific examples from
our work). It calls for more “actionable science” that
is “sufficiently predictive, accepted, and understandable to support decision making, including capital
investment decision-making” (Behar 2009, p. 4). It
also implies exploring adaptation strategies that can
proceed from a focus on the certainties presented by
multiple studies, rather than uncertainties (in our
effort we provide such messages for decision makers
in the “Interpretations for decision makers” section).
Capital investment decisions, particularly for projects
that cannot be implemented incrementally and that
have irreversible or multidecadal consequences, present a more intractable challenge for actionable science. These decisions need to require approaches that
accommodate high uncertainty, complex systems,
and ambiguity of model evidence, such as strategic
scenario planning (Mahmoud et al. 2009) and the
need for discussion about trade-offs between stranded
costs, the costs of inaction, and the timeframe
under which investments are evaluated for meeting
criteria—for example, effectiveness and economic
feasibility. Additionally, decision makers may not
lack options, but rather need support from their constituencies for implementation of options that differ
from past practice, in which case well-communicated
science can be useful in building support.
It is also important to recognize that implications
of climate uncertainties are not fully assessed by
understanding hydrologic impacts. Considerations
of different management strategies or planning
options require hydrology model outputs be run
through water management models that include
physical processes (e.g., streamflow, solute transport), infrastructure (e.g., reservoirs, diversions),
and policies (e.g., minimum instream flow requirements). Although uncertainties may be too great
to satisfy design studies, management models (e.g.,
Colorado River Simulation System; USBR 2007a) can
identify unanticipated sensitivities and thresholds in
these complex systems, and can be used to evaluate
trade-offs among options. Recent work by Brown and
Wilby (2012) has proposed a “bottom-up” approach
that, rather than being based solely on GCM information, uses distributional mapping to perturb historical probability distributions of streamflow. This
may be a practical approach to identifying system
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

vulnerabilities to climate risk that complements the
information gained from a scenario-led strategy.
Lesson 6: The water/climate research and water management communities need to work more closely to
generate the actionable science needed for planning
and other decision making. Collaboration is particularly important under nonstationary conditions in
order to develop and update information that allows
management tools to represent the various sources of
uncertainty. It is crucial that the management community seek decision approaches that accommodate
uncertainty, complex systems, and ambiguity of
model evidence, such as strategic scenario planning.
Future Research Directions. Figure 1
conceptualizes how the climate change studies mentioned above relate to each other and where future
research might progress within the land–atmosphere
continuum. For each study it is important to consider
the following: 1) what emission scenarios, 2) what
spatial scale and time period, 3) how many and which
models (GCMs, RCMs, and hydrology), and 4) which
methods of statistical downscaling and regression
equations were used (Table 1). Ongoing and future
research will offer additional insights into these various elements and help improve understanding of how
future streamflow projections can be used by water
managers. We present seven key areas where research
is evolving, which are intended to provide an overview
of ongoing work, not a ranking of research priorities.
i) New climate change projections: PCMDI is now
making available climate change simulations produced for the IPCC AR5. The archive includes daily and monthly model output for most models (in
contrast to AR4, for which the norm was monthly
output) with longer multicentury control simulations, which are forced by known and estimated
changes such as irradiance and volcanism, that
can be used to compare GCMs to paleoclimate
data. These new simulations will provide a basis
for improving upon the AR4 simulations used
in most studies cited above. For example, Seager
et al. (2013) evaluate precipitation, evaporation,
runoff, and soil moisture from GCM output used
in AR5. These AR5-based scenarios should provide better estimates of how human emissions of
greenhouse gases (e.g., via burning of fossil fuel)
translate to changes in Colorado River discharge
and should improve on the state of climate science
represented in earlier scenarios. Furthermore, they
should better represent stratosphere–troposphere
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coupling processes of relevance to the midlatitude
storm track as well as tropical Pacific sea surface
temperature variability and change, and they
have improved spatial resolution relative to AR4.
Nonetheless, there will remain inherent uncertainty in GCMs as in earlier assessments (e.g.,
Seager and Vecchi 2010; Ault et al. 2012) and
natural variability will continue to complicate
identification of trends (Deser et al. 2012; Knutti
and Sedláček 2012). Thus, ensemble approaches
will continue to be needed to delineate the range
of future projections (e.g., Mote et al. 2011).
ii) Increased spatial resolution of climate models:
Many GCMs have increased spatial resolution for
the new CMIP5 simulations (Seager et al. 2013).
Additionally, RCMs with higher spatial and temporal resolution have been run over the Colorado
River basin (e.g., Rasmussen et al. 2011), and they
generally provide more realistic representations
of climate features (such as storm tracks and jet
stream patterns) that are strongly topographically
dependent. These higher-resolution simulations
have important implications for the associated
hydrologic impacts of climate change. Examples
include the NARCCAP archive (Mearns et al.
2012) as well as recent work by Dominguez et al.
(2012) and Wi et al. (2012).
iii) New statistical downscaling techniques: BCSD has
been the standard approach in many of the key
studies we have reviewed. There are, however,
alternative approaches such as constructed
analogs (Hidalgo et al. 2008; Maurer et al. 2010),
multivariate adapted constructed analogs (MACA;
Abatzoglou and Brown 2012), and hybrid delta
(Hamlet et al. 2010) that are becoming more
widely used and may constitute an additional
source of uncertainty in future studies. PCMDI’s
archive of daily GCM output will make alternative downscaling methods more viable, but it will
also require more evaluation of the appropriate
applications of alternative approaches and how
they relate to each other.
iv) Improved land surface simulations: LSMs continue
to evolve and better represent land surface processes (e.g., Niu et al. 2011; Livneh et al. 2011). For
example, the unified land model (ULM) combines
the atmospheric exchange process of the Noah
LSM with the surface water budget components
of the SAC hydrology model (Livneh et al. 2011).
Additionally, the coupling of atmospheric models
with dynamic vegetation models will help better
understand potential land cover feedbacks
(Diffenbaugh 2005).
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v) New paleoclimate reconstructions and model
evaluation: New records and new techniques
continue to reveal better understandings of the
climate of the past 2000 years, which can feed
into more rigorous model evaluation efforts (e.g.,
Ault et al. 2012) and be used to understand how
well state-of-the-art GCMs capture the realistic
risk of multidecadal megadrought. For example,
it is essential to test the new results of Ault et al.
(2013), which indicate that current models (e.g.,
CMIP5) do not capture the full range of possible
interdecadal to intercentennial drought risk.
vi) Improved observational records: Observations
are crucial to improving our understanding
of how future streamf low will respond to a
changing climate. Of particular importance is
extending the length and continuity of observational time series—especially in areas that are
not well represented by the existing stream gauge
network—observations in critical zones, and new
observations to better understand snowpack,
precipitation, evaporation, transpiration, sublimation, and how these processes are affected by
land cover change (e.g., dust on snow, changing
vegetation) and topography. The impacts of these
changes are becoming better understood (e.g.,
Painter et al. 2010) and could be incorporated to
help improve future simulations and adaptation
planning.
vii) Strengthened connection with the management
community: Our efforts as well as past studies
(e.g., Waggoner 1990; AWWA 1997; Kirchhoff
2010; NRC 2010; and others) highlight the
importance of sustained networks for connecting
active research efforts and water resources practitioners (see supplementary text). Ongoing efforts
allow scientists to engage with decision makers
and gather feedback that can provide guidance
for future priorities as science and adaptation
progress. Better understanding how this can
efficiently and effectively occur is an important
line of research.
Lesson 7: As climate science evolves, our understanding of future uncertainties will continue to improve.
However, the evidence indicates there is no single
magic bullet that will “reduce uncertainties,” nor
will uncertainty ever be reduced to zero. Therefore,
it is critical that both researchers and water managers
redouble efforts and research to incorporate uncertainty and reconcile differences in future projections
when possible. This will require continued communication and collaboration between the management

and science communities, and will require scientists
to more clearly articulate how their studies fit into
existing knowledge and explain how and why their
studies do or do not agree with past work.
I nt e rpr e tations for D e cision
Makers. While many studies over the last few
years have projected future declines in Colorado
River streamflows, the magnitude of the projected
changes varies greatly. In response to our call for
scientists to communicate more clearly with decision
makers, we identify statements in which we have
confidence, instead of just statements of uncertainty.
These statements include implications for water
resources planning and management based on multiple studies, which provide a path toward actionable
science for decision makers. From our evaluation
of past studies, we can say with high likelihood the
following:
• Temperatures will rise in the Colorado River basin
over the coming decades, as indicated by all GCMs
used in AR4, for all emission scenarios.
• As indicated by most GCM projections for the
Colorado River basin used in AR4 (more so than
for most of the conterminous United States), precipitation will decline on an annual basis. Because
the basin is at the nodal line of drying to the south
and wetting to the north, there is a wide range
in the projected magnitude of reductions (and
a minority of GCMs that project increases) and
results in future studies (e.g., AR5) may differ.
• The magnitude of temperature and precipitation
response depends on the intensity of future human
greenhouse gas emissions, with larger emissions
resulting in larger increases in temperature and
a greater likelihood of precipitation declines.
AR4 estimates project temperature increases of
2.5° ± 1°C with –4% ± 12% changes in precipitation for high emissions scenarios and temperature
increases of 2° ± 1°C with –2.5% ± 6% changes in
precipitation for low emission scenarios by the
mid-twenty-first century (Cayan et al. 2013).
• Warmer temperatures alone (ignoring possible changes in precipitation) will reduce annual
runoff production in the Colorado River basin.
For example, our evaluation of multiple hydrological models estimates streamflow declines of
6.5% ± 3.5% °C–1 at Lees Ferry. If we apply this to
estimates of mid-twenty-first-century warming of
+2.5° ± 1°C, then we estimate a future streamflow
change that ranges approximately from –5% to
–35%.
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

• The ratio of annual runoff change to annual precipitation change (precipitation elasticity) at Lees Ferry
is between about 2 and 3, based on our evaluation
of multiple hydrological models and observations.
This means that a 5% decline in precipitation will
likely result in a 10%–15% decline in streamflow, in
addition to the temperature-driven declines.
• The coarse spatial resolutions of current stateof-the-art GCMs and even RCMs do not resolve
the scales of high-elevation hydrologic processes
that dominate runoff production in the Colorado
River basin. This necessitates downscaling and
investigating future climate implications using
offline hydrological model simulations.
• Natural variability in paleoclimate reconstructions clearly indicate that the modern climate
can produce prolonged multidecadal dry periods
(megadroughts). This type of drought, exacerbated
by a steady reduction in flows due to ongoing climate change, would result in decades of sustained
streamflows much lower than have been observed
in approximately 100 years of instrumental record.
Conclusions. We have identified four major
reasons for discrepancies in past projections of
changes in Colorado River streamflow. In order of
importance, these are differences in:
1) the GCMs and emission scenarios on which the
climate scenarios are based;
2) the ability of the land surface and atmospheric
models used to simulate properly the disproportionate contribution to Colorado River discharge
of the relatively small high-elevation runoff
source areas;
3) the sensitivities of the land surface hydrology
models to precipitation and temperature changes;
and
4) the methods used to statistically downscale (both
spatially and temporally) the GCM scenarios.
Projections of future climate change impacts on
Colorado River streamflow will always be uncertain,
despite future research that will offer new insights,
and may reduce uncertainty somewhat. It is thus
important that water management decision making
consider approaches that accommodate uncertainty
and ambiguity of model evidence. It is also important that scientists more clearly articulate how their
studies fit into the existing body of knowledge,
explaining how and why their studies do or do not
agree with past work. Scientists also need to reframe
discussions when engaging decision makers to focus
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on certainties characterized by multiple studies and
their implications for water resources planning and
management.
Overall, the global simulations used in IPCC AR4
suggest substantial reductions in future Colorado
River streamflow by the end of the twenty-first century
due to a combination of strong temperature-induced
runoff curtailment and a probable reduction in annual
precipitation. An increasing number of climate model
results for IPCC AR5 are now available (e.g., Seager
et al. 2013) and will shed additional light on the
nature of future Colorado River streamflow changes;
the methods outlined herein provide a template for
evaluation of the AR5 model implications, and should
help to reduce uncertainty in their interpretation. In
addition to this, paleoclimate reconstructions clearly
indicate that there have been prolonged multidecadal
dry periods that created megadroughts not seen in
approximately 100 years of instrumental record. The
superposition of such megadroughts on a continued
trend of warming, and possible precipitation declines,
should be viewed as the most realistic “worst case”
scenarios for future planning.
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Abstract This empirical study examines the inﬂuence of precipitation, temperature, and antecedent soil
moisture on upper Colorado River basin (UCRB) water year streamﬂow over the past century. While cool
season precipitation explains most of the variability in annual ﬂows, temperature appears to be highly
inﬂuential under certain conditions, with the role of antecedent fall soil moisture less clear. In both wet and
dry years, when ﬂow is substantially different than expected given precipitation, these factors can modulate
the dominant precipitation inﬂuence on streamﬂow. Different combinations of temperature, precipitation,
and soil moisture can result in ﬂow deﬁcits of similar magnitude, but recent droughts have been ampliﬁed by
warmer temperatures that exacerbate the effects of relatively modest precipitation deﬁcits. Since 1988, a
marked increase in the frequency of warm years with lower ﬂows than expected, given precipitation,
suggests continued warming temperatures will be an increasingly important inﬂuence in reducing future
UCRB water supplies.
1. Introduction
Understanding water resource responses to temperature, particularly in light of ongoing droughts and climate
change, is critical for resource planning and management. Snow-fed rivers, a major water supply in the western
United States (U.S.), are largely inﬂuenced by winter precipitation, but increasingly warmer temperatures are
expected to play a role in water year runoff. In California, the recent and ongoing drought has mainly been
attributed to precipitation deﬁcits [Mao et al., 2015], although it is likely that temperatures have played an
important role in exacerbating drought conditions [Diffenbaugh et al., 2015; Shukla et al., 2015; Williams et al.,
2015]. In the Colorado River basin, warming temperatures have likely had a similar effect on drought conditions.
While modeling studies projecting the impacts of climate change on western water resources clearly foretell
the critical role of warming temperatures in reducing Colorado River runoff [e.g., Revelle and Waggoner 1983;
Christensen et al., 2004; Christensen and Lettenmaier, 2006; Hoerling and Eischeid, 2007; McCabe and Wolock,
2007; Vano et al., 2012], to date, observational studies present two perspectives: (1) that temperature is a
minor component relative to precipitation and (2) that temperatures can impact the efﬁciency of runoff relative to precipitation, resulting in marked declines in streamﬂow. The dominance of precipitation variability as
a driver of runoff relative to the effects of temperature variability across the coterminous U.S. and in western
river basins has been well documented [Wigley and Jones 1985; Gleick, 1986, 1987; Karl and Riebsame, 1989;
Nash and Gleick, 1991]. More recently, water balance modeling of hydrology with observed climate inputs
conﬁrmed this, indicating that virtually all annual runoff variability for the periods from 1900 and 1950 can
be attributed to variations in precipitation, for all regions in the U.S., including regions that have warmed
[McCabe and Wolock, 2011]. However, Reynolds et al. [2015] found that the frequency of intermittent stream
drying in the upper Colorado River basin could only be explained by accounting for both temperature and
precipitation. In addition, Nowak et al. [2012] found that the efﬁciency of runoff (annual ﬂow relative to
annual precipitation volume) in the upper basin may be impacted by underlying multidecadal temperature
variability, independent from its relationship with precipitation [Nowak et al., 2012].
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upper Colorado River basin surface ﬂows, particularly in the fall season prior to the snowpack accumulation
season, has not been investigated although modeled soil moisture is used by the NOAA Colorado River Basin
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Forecast Center in streamﬂow projections, particularly for fall base ﬂow conditions, and research has suggested such a role elsewhere [Merz et al., 2006]. Modeling studies have used soil moisture as an indicator
of drought [Cayan et al., 2010] as well as part of a suite of hydroclimatic variables with which to assess
drought impacts from climate changes projected for the future in the Colorado River headwaters and elsewhere [e.g., Cayan et al., 2010; Seager et al., 2012; Cook et al., 2015]. Although soil moisture has been acknowledged as a potential source of runoff [Seneviratne et al., 2010], studies have not investigated an explicit role in
streamﬂow generation.
Temperature, and perhaps antecedent moisture, may play a more critical role in situations where water supply closely matches or even exceeds demand, as is the case in the Colorado River basin [McCabe and Wolock,
2011]. In this basin, it may be possible to begin to detect what modeling studies project, linking observational
study results with the changes projected for the future. Here we assess the contribution of temperature and
antecedent soil moisture to water year (October–September) streamﬂow in the upper Colorado River basin
(Figure S1 in the supporting information) over the period, 1906–2012. Speciﬁcally, we ask: What has been
the contribution of temperature and prior fall soil moisture to total annual ﬂow, during 20th to 21st century
droughts? And over this period, are there indications that the contribution of temperature to total water year
streamﬂow has been changing?
In this study, we take a straightforward approach using observation-based data for a perspective that encompassed the past 100 years. While there are a number of ways in which warming temperatures can directly or
indirectly impact streamﬂow, including reduced accumulation and earlier melting of snowpack, earlier peak
runoff, and less of the cool season’s precipitation coming in the form of snow [e.g., Mote et al., 2005; Kapnick
and Hall, 2011; Knowles et al., 2006; Stewart et al., 2005], we examine how the mean temperature averaged
over the runoff period (March–July) and prior fall season (November) soil moisture modulate the inﬂuence
of cool season precipitation (October–April) on annual streamﬂow. Our ﬁndings strongly suggest that warming is likely to be playing an increasingly important role in both dry and wet years. However, results for the
role of soil moisture are less conclusive.

2. Data
Estimated natural ﬂows for the Colorado River at Lees Ferry, representing streamﬂow for the upper Colorado
River basin, were obtained from the Bureau of Reclamation, for the water years 1906 to 2012 (J. R. Prairie,
personal communication, 2015). These data have had the effects of depletions, diversions, and reservoir
operations removed. To represent basin-wide climate conditions, gridded total monthly precipitation and
average monthly temperature (4 × 4 km resolution) from the Precipitation-Elevation Regression on
Independent Slopes Model [Daly et al., 2008] were averaged across the upper Colorado River basin.
Targeted hydroclimatic variables for analyses were selected primarily on the basis of correlations of monthly
data with Lees Ferry water year streamﬂow (Figure S2). October–April total precipitation was chosen as the
season most closely associated with water year ﬂow. For mean temperature, March, March–May, and
March–July average temperature were selected as candidates. We also investigated the inﬂuence of antecedent (fall season prior to the winter snowpack accumulation season) moisture conditions, using October and
November soil moisture storage from McCabe and Wolock’s [2011] monthly water balance model, as no longterm observations of soil moisture are available (Text S1).
The period of analysis was water year 1906–2012, constrained by the length of the estimated natural ﬂow record.
In most of the analyses, data were converted to percentiles to allow comparison between different metrics.

3. Quantifying Hydroclimatic Contributions to Water Year Flow
In order to assess the hydroclimatic contribution to water year streamﬂow, stepwise regression was used to
estimate ﬂows from cool season precipitation, runoff season temperature, and antecedent fall season soil
moisture storage. The pool of candidate predictors included October–April total precipitation: March,
March–May, and March–July average temperature and October and November soil moisture storage. The
model was run on all years, 1906–2012, using an F-to-enter of 2.01 and an F-to-remove of 2.00. A model with
three variables resulted, explaining 76% of the total variance in water year ﬂow (Table 1a). The ﬁrst predictor
to enter was October–April precipitation, explaining 66% of the variance. March–July average temperature
entered second, explaining 8% of the variance, and the third step was November soil moisture, explaining
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Table 1. Stepwise Regression Results, 1906–2012, and Stepwise Regression Results, 1906–2012, but for the 30 Years in
Which the Difference Between Water Year Flow and Cool Season Precipitation Is Greater Than 1 Standard Deviation
Variable

Step

Oct–Apr P
Mar–Jul T
pNov soil

1
2
3

Mar–Jul T
Oct–Apr P
Oct Soil

1
2
3

R

2

R

2

R Change

Stepwise Regression Results, 1906–2012
0.813
0.661
0.661
0.859
0.738
0.077
0.871
0.758
0.020
Stepwise Regression Results, 1906–2012, but for the 30 Years
0.647
0.419
0.419
0.781
0.611
0.192
0.831
0.691
0.081

F

p Level

205.170
30.472
8.442

0.000
0.000
0.004

20.190
13.281
6.802

0.000
0.001
0.015

just 2% of the variance. An additional model was generated, using the period 1960–2012, with very similar
results (same predictors in the same order, but slightly more variance explained by cool season precipitation
and soil moisture, with slightly less from temperature) (Table S1).
These results are in close agreement with Nowak et al. [2012] who reported that 70% of the total water year
streamﬂow at Lees Ferry could be explained by temperature and precipitation. Nowak et al. [2012] used water
year precipitation and residual temperatures (dependence on precipitation removed), and we obtained
comparable results in an analysis using residual March–July temperatures and cool season precipitation.
Results also are consistent with the ﬁndings of Karl and Riebsame [1989], McCabe and Wolock [2011], and
others that precipitation is the dominant inﬂuence on streamﬂow over both the full instrumental period
and the more recent decades.

4. Warm and Cool Droughts
While precipitation plays the dominant role in year-to-year streamﬂow variability, the effect of temperature
on total water year ﬂows may become more important during multiyear droughts. To investigate this, we
examined droughts in the upper Colorado River basin and the associated values of October–April precipitation, March–July temperature, and prior November soil moisture. Drought was deﬁned on the basis of water
year ﬂows at Lees Ferry and included spans of consecutive years below the long-term average broken by no
more than 1 year with above average ﬂow. Six periods were identiﬁed: 1931–1940, 1950–1956, 1959–1969,
1972–1977, 1988–1996, and 2000–2012. Percentile values for the hydroclimate variables were averaged over
the years in these periods.

Figure 1. Comparison of hydroclimatic variables (Colorado River at
Lees Ferry water year streamﬂow, October–April total precipitation,
March–July average temperature, and prior November soil moisture)
averaged for the years in each of six droughts in the upper Colorado
River basin, percentile values with standard errors.
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Average water year ﬂows for all six drought
periods fell between the 32nd and 40th percentiles, with the 1970s drought being the
least severe (Figure 1). Values for cool season precipitation show greater differences
between droughts. The 1950s drought was
the most severe in terms of precipitation
deﬁcits (30th percentile), while the 2000s
drought was the least severe (48th percentile). In contrast, March–July temperatures
for these periods indicate that the 1950s
was the coolest period, with average values
just below the median, while the 2000s
drought was the warmest at almost the
80th percentile. Since average ﬂows were
similar for these two droughts, it is likely
that cooler temperatures in the 1950s help
offset the greater precipitation deﬁcits,
and vice versa during the 2000s drought.
The late 1980s through early 1990s drought
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also follows the pattern of the 2000s drought with modest precipitation deﬁcits and higher temperatures. The
1930s drought is severe both in terms of precipitation deﬁcits and warmth, though not as dry as the 1950s or
as warm as the most recent two periods of drought. Soil moisture values were lowest during the 1930s drought,
followed by the 1950s. These values were somewhat higher during the 1980s–1990s and 2000s droughts but still
below the median. Only the 1970s drought period shows above median soil moisture, and with nearly median
temperature and moderately low precipitation, together these may be responsible for the highest average ﬂows
of all the drought periods.

5. Temperature Moderates Relationships Between Cool Season Precipitation
and Streamﬂow
Temperature can exacerbate or ameliorate drought conditions, but may also play a role in moderating
streamﬂow during times other than droughts. In general, when the cool season is wet, runoff is high and
when it is dry, runoff is low (Figure 2a). However, in some years, the two variables do not track each other
as closely, and in these years (henceforth referred to as “anomalous ﬂow years”), temperature and soil moisture may be factors. In order to identify anomalous ﬂow years, we took the differences between the percentile
values for cool season precipitation and water year ﬂow and examined the years when the difference
exceeded 1 standard deviation from the mean (Figure 2b).
These years, when the ﬂow anomaly was greater or less than might be expected given the cool season precipitation (30 years in total), fell into four categories. The ﬁrst two categories are years when ﬂow was greater
than expected given that year’s cool season precipitation in (1) above median ﬂow years (“high-ﬂow +”
hereafter, 10 years) and (2) below median ﬂow years, (“low-ﬂow +” hereafter, 4 years). The second two categories are composed of years when ﬂow was less than expected given that year’s cool season precipitation in
(3) above median ﬂow years (“high-ﬂow ” hereafter, 7 years) and (4) below median ﬂow years, (“low-ﬂow ”
hereafter, 9 years). The four categories of anomalous ﬂow years are shown with colored shading in Figure 2b
and are summarized in the headings above the associated bar graphs in Figure 2c.
The distribution of these four categories of anomalous ﬂow years, along with the time series of Colorado River
at Lees Ferry water year ﬂows minus October–April total precipitation, is displayed in Figure 2b. In general,
there is clustering of ﬂow anomaly years in the early part of the record (1910s and 1920s), followed by an
interval with fewer ﬂow anomalies (1930s to 1970s) before anomalous events increase in frequency again
from the late 1970s through the end of the record. More speciﬁcally, most of the years with high-ﬂow +
anomalies (i.e., above median ﬂows that are greater than expected based on precipitation) fall between
1918 and 1930, with a few occurrences later in the century. It is possible that this result is due, at least in part,
to data scarcity (Text S2). In contrast, all but two of the low-ﬂow years (i.e., below median ﬂows that are less
than expected given precipitation) occur after 1987. The other two types of anomaly years occur less
frequently. Above median years with less ﬂow than might be expected (high-ﬂow ), occur in 7 years, but
three of these are consecutive, 1978–1980. The least common type of year is that with below median ﬂows
that are still greater than might be expected from precipitation (low-ﬂow +). Two of the four cases occur
during the relatively cool 1950s drought.
For each category of anomalous ﬂow years, the importance of temperature or soil moisture as a conditioning
factor becomes apparent in the averaged percentile values of each hydroclimatic variable (Figure 2c). In the
two categories with ﬂows higher than expected given precipitation (high-ﬂow+ and low-ﬂow+ anomaly
years), temperatures fall below the 40th percentile. Soil moisture values in these years are high relative to cool
season precipitation, suggesting soil moisture in the prior fall may have helped increase water year ﬂows. As
might be expected, in low ﬂow years, with less ﬂow than expected (low-ﬂow anomaly years), March–July
temperatures are quite high (>80th percentile), but here the role of soil moisture, if any, is not obvious.
The proximal causes of the above median ﬂow years with less ﬂow than expected (high-ﬂow anomaly
years), however, are less clear-cut than the other three categories. These are exceedingly wet winters, above
the 80th percentile, but both temperature and soil moisture values are close to the median. A closer look at
these years in comparison with the seven wettest winters with correspondingly high ﬂows reveals more
subtle differences that relate to the timing of delivery and spatial distribution of cool season precipitation.
In the wettest winters, relatively more of the precipitation is delivered in October, December, and April, while
the years with lower ﬂows than would be expected from the wet winters experience more precipitation in
WOODHOUSE ET AL.
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Figure 2. (a) Colorado River at Lees Ferry natural ﬂows (black line) with October–April total precipitation for the UCRB
(blue dashed line), 1906–2012. Anomalous years (years with differences greater than 1 standard deviation) in vertical
colored bars. Years with ﬂows higher than precipitation are in green (above median ﬂow years) and blue (below median
ﬂows). Years with ﬂows lower than precipitation are in orange (above median ﬂow years) and pink (below median ﬂow
years). (b) Time series of water year ﬂow in percentile minus October–April total precipitation in percentile (black line), with
+/ one standard deviation range (horizontal gray bar) and anomalous years (years with differences greater than 1
standard deviation) in vertical colored bars as in Figure 2a. (c) Percentile hydroclimatic values averaged for water year ﬂow
anomalies in each of the four categories as in Figure 2b and described above the bar graphs, with standard error bars.
Colors indicate the same year types as in Figure 2b.

midwinter, January, February, and March (Figure S3). Spatial patterns of the difference between these two
sets of years indicate more precipitation falling in the headwaters regions in the years with wet winters
and correspondingly high ﬂows (Figure 3a). There are some differences in the temperatures over the months
of March–July, which may be contributing factors as well. The wet winters with high ﬂows are cooler in March

Figure 3. Climate differences between the seven wettest winters with correspondingly high ﬂows and the seven high-ﬂow
anomaly winters when streamﬂow was above the median but less than expected given winter precipitation. (a) October–
April total precipitation. (b) March mean temperature. Dark blue indicates locations that are wetter or cooler in the wettest
winters, compared to the high-ﬂow anomaly years. The black contour lines indicate 2500 m.
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and July, relative to the other set of years, with March temperature values averaged for those years at the 31st
percentile, compared to slightly above median temperatures for the set of lower than expected ﬂow years.
The differences are similar for July, though not quite as marked (29th versus 49th percentiles) (Figure S4).
Spatial patterns suggest differences in March may be most important with cooler temperature throughout
the entire basin in the wettest winters, but with the largest differences in the northern half of the basin.
More northerly latitudes are cooler in general, making these regions more efﬁcient in terms of moisture
demand. But during the high-ﬂow winters, this advantage is discounted. (Figures 3b and S5). This suggests
that high-ﬂow anomaly years are deﬁned by winters with lower early season precipitation and snowpack in
the highest-elevation regions and 2–3°C warmer average March temperatures in the northern half of the
basin, relative to the wettest winters with correspondingly high ﬂows.
In one ﬁnal test to determine the importance of temperature in anomalous ﬂow years, we repeated the stepwise regression analysis done previously but only used the 30 years classiﬁed as anomalous (that is, years
with the difference between water year ﬂow and October–April precipitation greater than 1 standard deviation from the mean difference). The same predictor pool yielded a model in which the ﬁrst variable to enter
was March–July temperature, explaining 42% of the total variance in ﬂow for these years (Table 1b). October–
April precipitation contributed an additional 19% variance explained, and October soil moisture added 8%.
This result helps conﬁrm the importance of temperature, and to a lesser degree soil moisture, as a moderating or exacerbating inﬂuence on the more dominant control of cool season precipitation during anomalous
ﬂow years. In addition, the regression was rerun with the addition of May and June precipitation in the
predictor pool to assess the possible importance of spring precipitation to water year ﬂows in these anomalous years. Although March–July temperature and October–April precipitation still explain the same amount
of variance, both May and June are signiﬁcant predictors, together explaining an additional 13% of the
variance (Table S1b). We also assessed the average values for precipitation in these 2 months for the four
categories of anomalous years (Figure S6), and it does appear that wet springs may also contribute to the differences between ﬂow and cool season precipitation. In particular, in the years when ﬂows are higher than
would be expected, given cool season precipitation, May and June are much wetter relative to the cool
season (Figures S6a and S6b). So along with cooler March–July temperatures, these wet springs may contribute to the higher ﬂows. Although not as marked, in years with less ﬂow than would be expected given cool
season precipitation when ﬂows are below the median (Figure S6d), drier May and June conditions could be
contributing, along with very warm March–July temperatures.
Although we elected to focus on the upper Colorado River basin (UCRB), regression models and anomalous
ﬂow year analyses were performed for the three main subbasins (Green/Yampa, Main Stem/Gunnison, and
San Juan/Dolores River basins) with results similar to those for the full UCRB, suggesting that our results are
robust to differences due to gradients in temperature and precipitation across the UCRB (Table S1c and
Figures S7a and S7b).

6. Conclusions
This historical perspective on hydroclimatic factors controlling UCRB streamﬂow suggests that while temperature
has been a minor inﬂuence on streamﬂow overall, under certain conditions, runoff season temperatures exert an
important moderating or exacerbating inﬂuence on streamﬂow relative to the role of cool season precipitation.
Speciﬁcally, in years when ﬂow is greater or less than might be expected given cool season precipitation, temperatures explain over 40% of the variability in streamﬂow. Our results indicate that precipitation is the leading
control on water year streamﬂow in the upper Colorado River basin when all years are assessed, both for the full
period of record and for the most recent half century, in concurrence with previous work by Karl and Riebsame
[1989], McCabe and Wolock [2011], and others. However, as suggested by work that examines the impact of
warming temperatures on runoff [e.g., Vano et al., 2014], these results also strongly indicate that temperature,
and to a lesser degree soil moisture, may be an important inﬂuence on streamﬂow. In contrast to studies that
assess the impact of warming, we show that both cooler and warmer temperatures can result in ﬂows greater
or less than expected from cool season precipitation, respectively, with the latter conditions becoming much
more prevalent over the past decades.
This importance of temperature, and to some extent, soil moisture, is evident in the examination of droughts
on the Colorado River. A comparison of the 1950s and 2000s droughts shows how differences in precipitation
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deﬁcits, runoff season temperatures, and soil moisture resulted in similar runoff conditions. The 1950s
drought was characterized by low precipitation, drier antecedent soil moisture, and relatively cool temperatures compared to the moderate precipitation, relatively wetter antecedent soils, and very warm conditions
during the 2000s drought (Figure 1). The fact that the drought prior to the 2000s drought (the 1980s–90s
drought) also displayed these characteristics hints at the beginning of a possible temperature-driven trend,
given warming runoff season temperatures in the basin (Figure S8).
The potential role of antecedent soil moisture conditions in anomalous ﬂow years appears minor to uncertain.
Results suggest that it is a more important contributor in years when ﬂows are greater than might be expected
from cool season precipitation totals alone. However, a number of other factors could contribute to antecedent
and persistent moisture conditions, including base ﬂow variability, basin size, and groundwater storage [e.g.,
Wang et al., 2015]. More work is needed to characterize accurately the antecedent soil moisture and groundwater conditions that are likely to make a substantive difference in water year ﬂows.
An important ﬁnding revealed by this work is the clustering over the last two decades of anomalous years in
which already low ﬂows are lower than might be anticipated given cool season precipitation totals. Drought
conditions have persisted over the past 15 years in the upper Colorado River basin, negating any substantive
positive effect of a handful of wet years (2005, 2008, and 2011) within this interval of time. In most recent
drought years, low ﬂows have been further exacerbated by warm temperatures. As severe as the most recent
drought has been, however, multicentury to multimillennial length paleoclimatic records indicate that
droughts of this length are not unprecedented for this region [Woodhouse et al., 2006; Meko et al., 2007;
Pederson et al., 2011; Routson et al., 2011; Ault et al., 2013]. A growing number of recent studies suggest
warming temperature superimposed on natural drought variability will exacerbate the impacts of these
droughts, not only on water supplies but also on the demand for water by both human and natural systems
[e.g., Seager et al., 2012; Cook et al., 2015]. Our work suggests warming temperatures are playing an
increasingly important role in causing runoff declines even in nondrought years. This ﬁnding has important
implications for water resource management. Cool season precipitation has been a robust predictor of water
year streamﬂow, but streamﬂow forecasts run the risk of overprediction if warming spring and early summer
temperatures are not adequately considered. Given the current and projected trends in spring temperatures,
we suggest the inﬂuence of temperature in driving further reductions of UCRB water supplies will continue.
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